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AGRICULTURAL ADDRESS.

Mr. Andrew Stevenson has lately delivered

an Agricultural Address at Charlottesville,

which is an interesting one. We give below

some extracts, and are sorry that we are un-

able to publish more of it:

I have already said that the agricul-

turists, as a class, are depressed and un-

dervalued, and that they have, in a great

measure, themselves only to blame for it.

Will you excuse me, for one moment, in

again impressing this subject upon all

who hear me, and would that I could
make it reach every man, woman and
child, engaged in agricultural pursuits,

throughout the State. The remedy, Mr.
President, is in elevating the agricultural

classes
;
throwing off the supineness and

apathy, nay ignorance, into which they
seem to have sunk, and feeling confidence
in their own strength and power. It was
Sir Robert Walpule, who compared the
agricultural classes to sheep, and the other
great national interests, to hogs. The
first, he said, always came quietly and
meekly to be sheared, as often as you
pleased

; but touch only a bristle of the
otheis and the whols sfyc was in an np-
ronr. In eli-vaiino: ngv'iculiure v.-e Fbal!

Vol. VHI.-l.

moreover be able to cure a great evil

which Virginia and the South, generally,

labor under, and which will need some
remedy. It is the fondness and infatua-

tion of parents to educate their sons, for

what in fashionable phrase are called the

liberal and learned professions, as the only
road to power, honor and wealth. Instead

of educating a portion of our youth, and
making them intelligent and independent

agriculturists, all are doomed to be law-
j'^ers, politicians or doctors, to say nothing
of the militanj classes. Indeed, nothing is

more common than to hear it said, " Well,

I wont be at the expense of sending such
a one to school or college, as I mean to

make him a farmer ;" as if that was a
calling beyond the pale of ed;.icaiion and
instruction. Fatal and infatuated policy.

The consequence, Mr. President, I need
not attempt to impress upon you, on such
an occasion, if I had time to do it. It

will only be necessary to look around in

the world and you will need no admoni-
tion from me, as to the effects of this

rush of our young men to these profes-

sions, already full to overflowing, and
more especially those of law and medi-

cine—thousands of whom are wasting
their lives in idleness and pleasure, or in

fruitless efforts to force through the crowds
which block every avenue to profit or em-
ployment. Happy would it be for Virgi-

nia at least, if the public opinion could

be changed on ihis subject. FJappy would
it be, if we could impress it especially

upon the elder members of the profession,

who having become independent, are drag-

ging out their lives in towns, whose health

is sinking under dyspepsia, and blue de-

vils, amid the harrassing and vexatious

cares of a laborious profession. Let them
make room for their younger brethren and
fly from the conflicts of law and party
siiif'-£ 10 the counlrr, renovate their con-

Libraiy
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stitutions, and end their days in peace and
quiet. I recommend it, to them (and es-

pecially some now in my eye who are

muster-free at least) as by far the happiest

and best life for them, both as it regards

present and future happiness. Indeed,

among the learned professions and in the

eager pursuit of wealth or ambition, who
is there (unless a very old and inveterate

stager) that does not often flatter himself

with the hope, (too often fallacious though,

I admit,) of passing his latter days in the

delightful employment of cultivating the

earth, amidst independence, and plenty,

and the safety, and innocence, of the

country?

Mr. President, I am, as you know, just

essaying to do this mj'self, but I regret to

sa}' that I find few, who seem disposed to

cheer me on. On the contrary'', if Iwere
to judge in my own case, I should say

thai the public mind in this meridian, upon

this subject, was not in the most healthful

slate. In retiring from the vehement strifes

and •agitations of that great arena, in

which I labored so long and spent so large

a portion of my life, to the more peaceful

pursuits of agriculture, I have been told

by many of my best friends, and others

without number, that I had committed

one of the greatest errors of my life, and

hazarded my future peace and happiness.

Indeed, I hear it continually asked, why,

as a matter of choice, any one in my
situation (judging, I presume, from the

past,) should ever think of settling down
in the country, to cultivate and restore

exhausted lands, shear sheep, or fatten pigs,

and superintend the drudgery of a Virgi-

nia farm. How often, too, do we hear it

asked, what are. its benefits, and for what
is it prized? What its claim to the gra-

tif urie of man ? Their own hearts, if ihey

are agriculturists, should answer these

questions. They had better examine and

see what there is in human nature and
human duties

; what in interest, in science

and in art; what in philosophy, in morals

and in religion, that may not be found

amongst the onl'ivatrjrs of the soil, in a
grc iter degree, than in anv other calling

up">n earth. What occupation more full

of dignity- duties more full of joy, than

those which distinguish the husbandman,
in all that invests man with simplicity

and dignity ; with practical sense and en-

lightened benevolence, and with all that

is fair and lovely, intelligent, valuable and

disinterested in woman. When was it

that man ever rose from a state of servi-

tude and dependance, to proprietorship of

land and its cultivation, that he did not

learn self-respect and become more ele-

vated in his own esteem ? Then it is

that an entire change takes place. Then
it is, that breathing no low or abject spirit,

he reaps from the soil a harvest of virtues.

The sobriet}' of the father; the economy
of the mother ; the devoted labor of the

son
; the chastity of the daughter ; these,

these, are the fruits of glorious agricul-

ture. And this is my answer, to all who
decry it. I pity those who know nothing,

or are incapable of enjoying that sooth-

ing, cheering and unsurpassing influence,

which agriculture sheds over the mind
and heart of man.

" Oh, friendly to ihe best pursuits of man

;

Friendly to thought, to virtue and to peace,

Domestic life in rural leisure past."

And there is not less the spirit of philoso-

phy, than poetr^y, in these beutiful lines of

Cow per.

Mr. President, it has been justly said

that we live in an enlightened and phi-

losophical age.

It is emphatically an age of improve-

ment.

Civilization and refinement were never

more in earnest.

A new spirit connected with human
improvement is abroad in the world.

Every thing in art and science, seems

to be bearing on the interests and destinies

of man. And Christianity, enlightened

and Godlike, is marching on in triuinph

and doing good.

And is it at such a time, that Virginia,

proud and lofty Virginia, is to falter and
give back? Will she alone of all the

States in this Union, suffer the paramount
interest of agriculture to be dandled at

the heels of every other great interest,

playing a secondary and inferior part ?

Is this frreat interest to be draffirftl at the
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wheels of party, or faclion, instead of as-

serting its rights and maintaining a cha-

riot of its own, leading this glorious and

renowned Old Commonwealth, to prospe-

rity and happiness, peace and honor?

—

There is a redeeming spirit in her people

which forbids it.

KEEPL\G FARM ACCOUNTS.

Let any farmer make the experiment,

and he will find it as interesting as it is

useful, to know from year to year the ac-

tual produce of his farm. Let everything,

therefore, which can, be measured and

weighed ; and let that which cannot be

brought to an exact standard, be estimated

as if he himself were about to sell or pur-

chase it. Let him likewise, as near as

possible, measure the ground which he

uses, and the manner in which he applies.

The labor of doing this is nothing com-

pared with the satisfaction of having done

it, and the benefits which must arise from

it. Conjecture, in these cases, is perfectly

wild and uncertain, varying often with

different individuals, almost a hundred per

cent. Exactness enables a man to form

conclusions, which may most essentially,

and in innumerable ways, avail to his ad-

vantage. It is that alone which can give

any value to his experience. It is that

which will make his experience the sure

basis of improvement; it will put it in

his power to give safe counsel to his

friends, and it is the only ground on which
he can securely place confidence himself.

JS^orristoion Herald.

From the American Farmer.

BUTTER MAKING.

J\lr. Ejiior,—The Philadelphia Agri-

cultural Society having awarded to me
their first premiums for the best butter for

the last two or three years successively,

persons are continually applying to me
for information, as to my method of pro-

ducing it, its inanufacture, &c.
'I'he Philadelphia market is, you know

full well, most highly celebrated for the

excellence of its butter, so that the ob-

taining of this premium ever}*^ year for

the best of the best, is naturally a matter

of no small gratification to me; but my
real motive in sending this communica-
tion for your journal, is to get rid of the

trouble of writing long letters to gentle-

men and ladies I never heard of before they

took it into their wise heads to make me
pay postage for the honor of answering
their queries. /

I am not aware of anything new or

uncommon in my formula, and perhaps
my success is more attributable to a well

founded system and entire cleanliness than
to any other cause; but however that

may be here it follows

:

About one week before the day of ex-

hibition, I turn all hands that can be spared

from other work, into the spring-house to

wash, to scrub, to whitewash, &c., in short,

to purify and clean the floor,^ the walls,

the shelves, the doors, &c., as perfectly as

human means can prevail in extinguish-

ing every thing of a filthy nature or un-

pleasant smell. Do not suppose from this,

that my spring-house is neglected during
other portions of the year ; on the contra-

ry, it is kept in more neatness and clean-

liness than any other one I know of. The
(in pans are then put into a large boiler,

and boiled for one hour, then taken out

and scoured with iv/iile silver sand and
pure hard soap, then rinsed off in pure,

clean water and put away for use. Three
days before the exhibition, the cows are

brought into a clean pen near the spring-

house
;

at daybreak, their udders are

washed with plenty of water and wiped
with a clean towel quite dry. Their milk
is then drawn into a (in pail that has been
cleansed as the pans were. The milk is

then strained through a perfectly clean

muslin strainer into the pans and placed

in the spring house; the same process is

to be gone through at night, the next

morning and evening, which will make
four milkings ; on the next morning, the

whole of the contents of the pans, milk

and ucream, nskimmed, is thrown into a
churn, (this churn is one of the common
barrel kind, it has been rinsed out with
boiling water, with about one-fourth of a
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peck of hickory ashes and live coals taken

directly from a burning fire. This was

stirred about for sonae time by turning the

crank— after which the ashes and water

were thrown out and the churn rinsed se-

veral times with boiling water ;) the cows

are then to be washed and milked as be-

fore, and this milk strained and poured

warm into the churn,—the operation of

churning is then commenced
;

it must be

performed very, very slowly
;
the tenacity

and hardiness of the butter, depends en-

tirely upon slowness in churning, to pro-

duce a first rate article ; it should take at

least three hours ; when the butter has

thoroughl}'- come, it should be collected

together with a clean wooden ladle and

laid upon a clean linen cloth, spread out

as flat as possible and not more than two

inches thick, then take a clean^ coarse cot-

ton bag, large enough to hold a half peck

or more, fill it with ice, and with a mallet

smash it down flat, and about four inches

thick; upon this, place the linen cloth

with the butter on top, let it remain until

quite hard, then place it, if possible, upon

a clean white marble slab, add very finely

pulverized salt to taste, and then work
out the buttermilk with the wooden spoon

or ladle, spreading the butter flat again

and again, and sopping up the buttermilk

with the linen cloth. This operation must

also be performed ver}'' slowly
;
when en-

tirel}' divested of all buttermilk, make it

up in forms of pounds or half pounds.

1 am well aware that all this is very

troublesome, but what good thing can we
have in this world without care and at-

tention ?

As regards the best kind of cows, T am
sorry to differ with most of my agricul-

tural friends, inasmuch as that, after an

experience of more than twenty years, I

find that the beautiful and stately Dur-

hams, do not produce butter or cream to

compare at all in quality with the humble,

and I must admit, very mis shapen and

ugly Alderneys. I have had no personal

knowledge of Devons or Ayrshires, never

having owned one. My Alderneys were
imported sonne3'cnra agobv Mr. Savchplie,

from the I?!and of Giiernsev,—a diiferent

animal altogoiher from the Endish Al-

derney, or rather from the Alderneys that

have been imported from England. I

have frequently had sweet cream upon
my table from these Alderneys, so thick

or rich, or whatever you please to call it,

that it could not be poured from a small-

mouthed pitcher without the aid of a

spoon. The milk of one good cow of

this breed, will impart a most beautiful

yellow color to the milk of four or five

cows ; they are exceedingly hardy, and

stand our climate better than any other

imported breed.

Should you deem this communication

of suthcient interest to publish it, please

correct any inaccuracies, as I have not

time to write it over.

I am, very truly, yours,

Philip Physick.
Germantown, Penn.^Jan. 1, 1S47.

N. B.—New milk is the most effectual

absorbent of sulphuretted hydrogen gas,

"e^ id omne genus,'" that I am acquainted

with, which can be added to old milk and
cream for the purpose of purifying it with-

out injury to the butter. This is mj' rea-

son for adding the last milking quite warna

from the cows to the old milk in the

churn—I do not require my people to

skim our milk, because it is a waste of

time, for one reason, and for another, be-

cause I think the milk wastes all ofTen-

sive matter out of the butter; besides the

buttermilk is sweet and not sour, as is

usual, for I maintain that perfectly pure

and sweet butter (let the test be a chemi-

cal one) cannot be made from sour cream.

DEEP PLOUGHING.

The use of the subsoil plough is often

of no avail, from a neglect of the very

essential preliminarj'^ improvement of re-

moving (by improved drainage) the water

to a greater depth from the surface ; and
from this neglect the success of perhaps

a reall}' valuable improvement is thence

at once rendered impossible. It is in vain

for the farmer, indeed, to deepen the soil,

land ihus endeavor to alTord the roots of

j

his crops a greater extent of paslurngf, if

. ibat aildiiional space is pre-ociq"^ied by
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water. It is also to be well remembered,

as some encouragement to the farmer in

his efforts to overcome any obstacles that

may present themselves lo the profitable

attainment of this deepening of the soil,

that he is in the far greater majority of

instances endeavoring to incorporate with

the surface soil a greater extent of the

same earths or rock from which, by the

effect of natural and artificial causes, the

surface soil is almost entirely composed
;

he is, in fact, generally laboring, not to

add 7i€W materials to the land he culiivates,

but merely to add to it an increased mass
of the same substance of which the cul-

tivated soil was originally formed. The
common opinion that a heavy subsoil

plough, and the consequent employment
of a very considerable horse-power, is

needed for the deeper disturbance of the

subsoil, is a very erroneous conclusion.

It is, in very many cases, onl}' necessary

to take off the mouldboard, from the com-

mon iron plough, and a subsoil plough is

produced, capable of being drawn by onl}'

two horses, and yet of penetrating to the

required depth. In Scotland they have

some time since adopted this plan. Mr.

J. Wilson, of Easifield, has evidently

adopted this mode with very considera-

ble succe.ss. He observes, "The subsoil

plough, from its great weight, I conceive,

cannot be expected in man}' districts to

be much used, as it requires a greater

number of horses to wield it than is kept

on many farms ; but as a strong iron

plough, drawn by two horses, has been

found to answer equally well, at least

where the soil is not very tenacious, sub-

soil ploughing may be performed any
where at a trifling expense."

—

BeWs Week-
ly Messenger.

i

of various kinds, are attracted by the

! liquid, and having once enteied the bot-

tles, are unable to escape. Transparent

glass is said to be better than colored

—

few insects being found in the latter, but

I

great numbers in the former. It is mien-

tioned that Mr. Ives uses pitchers instead

of bottles. They are filled two-thirds full,

and are hung by the handle to the branches

of the trees.

BOTTLING INSECTS.

The Boston Cultivator states that Mr.
S. Pond, of Cambridgppori, practices with
success the following plan, for catching
insects. He hangs common glass bottles

in his fruit trees, filled to the uiouih with
sweeienpd water, Ipavins" the mouihs un-

corked. Wasps, hornets, beetles and moths

For the Soatbem Planter.

VIRGINIA FARMING.

Mr. Editor^—There may be Yankee
; tricks not so worthy of imitation ; never-

i

theless, in all laudable business Uiatters,

i if thrift be our object, we shall never err

I
to take a Yankee model. The Yankee

I

farmer rarely thinks of adding to his acres,

j

his object is to improve that which be
I
has. Is it thus with us in Virginia?

I
Na}-, verilj'. The large landholder is ever

looking around to see where he can add
to this, that, or the other portion of his,

farm, although too large now by half

—

An opfortunity soon offers—the small
landholders around him, by reason of the
excessive quantity of fencing which they
are compelled to keep up, often throw
their lands into market—they haven't tim-

ber enough for firewood and fences. If

they plant a crop, it is destroyed by the

immense herd of cattle turned upon the

common to graze, unless those cattle be
fenced out. This he cannot do; he has
neither the timber nor the ability to do if,

and is now obviously in the power of the

adjoining woodland owner. None other

can buy it. The very reason which in-

duced A to sell it m.ust prevent B from
buying and settling upon it. There are

several farms in the imm.ediate vicinity of

the writer, which if properly fenced in,

would not have one tree left upon them.

Such lands are constantly being thrown
into market, and are most invariably pur-

chased by the woodland owner, hard bv.

Hence the population of Virginia instead

of becominc: irnre dense, as it should be,

is cominnally becoming irore and niore

sparse. Nothing can arrest this great and
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growing evil, but the passage of a law
requiring every one, under a heavy pe-

nalty of some sort, to keep his stock within

his own enclosure. There is scarcely a

farm in this part of the State, if already

under tolerable fence, but has rails enough

on it to enclose and re-enclose a sufficient

standing pasture for the cattle upon it, for

the next twenty years. Let the Legisla-

ture pass the desired law, and the farmer

has only to gather his superabundant rails

(which in most cases will be two-thirds)

house or stack them in such way as to

protect them from the weather, and con-

sole himself with the idea of not having

another rail to cut or maul for twenty

years ; and if he be worth a fig, he may
now enrich bis land to an extent he had

never dreamed of He has now time to

gather the leaves of the forest so soon as

they fall, (and they are worth thrice as

much then as afterwards when bleached

by snows and rains.) He can now se-

cure weeds, cornstalks, coarse hay and all

oiher vegetable matter, which can be

raade to decompose during winter, but

which must be done ere they are nipped

by frost. Let these be gathered together

so long as a load can be found, and hauled

into the farm pen, which should be con-

cave and trenched around with a ditch

and embankment, so as to retain the juices

of the manure. Whenever a sufficiency

of this vegetable matter is brought into

the farm pen to form a tolerable strata,

when trampled down throw over a bushel

or more of lime— or, if this be not con-

venient, then haul in your ditch banks or

rich mould, wherever it can be found

;

this will be a good substitute for lime.

—

If, however, this cannot be done, clean

out your stables, and use this in place of

lime or mould
;

it will aid much in bring-

ing about decomposition. Farm pens

should be covered, so as to keep out the

rain and snow, but as we have not time

now to attend to this sine qua non we will

give it our earliest attention, after the ad-

journment of the next Legislature, if they

will give us the relief we call for. And
I here warn one and all of them, if they

refuse it, it will be nrade a test at the next

election, when ii may suit the convenience

of the fence-ridden farmer to say you don^t

suit us. We now call on our brother far-

mers, who are the bone, the sinew and
life of the State, and who have a right to

have things in their own way, to call

meetings in their respective counties, pass

resolutions and send instructions to their

various delegates, to vote against the pre-

sent fence system, or resign.

At least two-thirds of our Legislature

should be practical farmers. Let us in-

terrogate them a little, and see if they be

such. We approach the member from G.
Voter. How many hogs have you ?

Member. Forty-two.

Voter. How many of them have two
ears ?

Member. Can't say exactly ; some eight

or ten, probably.

Voter. How many have only one ear ?

Member. Several of the old ones—

I

would say five or six.

Voter. How many have no ears ?

Member. All the old ones and many of

the others have lost their ears ; can't be

particular as to the number.

Voter. Do yo\i keep your hogs on your

own farm ?

Member. Not half the time ; that would

be too expensive.

Voter. How do you dispose of them ?

Member. They are turned out on the

common so soon as the grass makes its

appearance, where they remain till a fall

of snow ; we then take them up and feed

them. Our fattening hogs are generally

taken up somewhat earlier.

Voter. How happens it that so many
of your hogs are minus an ear, and yet a
larger portion without an ear at all ?

Member. Why, sir, the truth is, my
neighbors' dogs are death upon a hog.

Voter. Pray what have your neighbors'

dogs to do with your hogs ?

Member. My hogs frequently leave the

common, and range up and down the lanes

and around my neighbors' fields, in order

to get the grass which grows in the cor-

ners of the fences ; and it sometimes hap-

pens that a gate is left open, or is blown

open hy the wind
;
or there may be a

rotten rail in the fence; or, if that he not

the case, to tell the truth, some of the old
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soios in a dry season, when the grass on

the common fails, get so light, ihin and

hungry, that they will easily climb over

a fence five or six feet high, and eiiher by

one means or another, they are frequently

in my neighbor's enclosure, to the great

injury of his crops, and vice versa, theirs

are as often upon my crops. The only

chance now is to catch them with dogs;

for a hog, you know, when pursued, will

never go out the way it came in. It has

no idea of permitting its place of ingress

and egress to be found out and stopped
;

but when not pursued will go in and out

at the same place all the time. It is in

this way their ears are destroyed, being

bitten off by the dogs which catch them.

Voter. How many cows have j^ou ?

JSIember. Some thirty or more.

Voter. How many have tails ?

J\Iember. Oh, I don't know; you ask

me some very queer questions.

Voter. They may be queer, but still I'd

like to know.
Member. I believe some five or six have

lost their tails, in whole or in part.

Voter. How did that happen ?

Member. I perceive you intend taking

me over the same route you did with

the hogs, and to cut the matter short,

I'll just say, it happened to them precisely

as it did to the hogs, with this exception,

the cows lost only their tails, whereas the

hogs in some instances lost both tails and
ears. And now I'd like to know your ob-

ject in making all these graphic inquiries?

Voter, ni tell you before I'm done, and
in the meantime, pray tell me what think

you of the propriety of standing pastures

for our stock, and as a necessary result

therefrom, dispensing with at least two-

thirds of our fencing, which 3'ou know,
would give us ample time for making ma-
nure, and improving our lands, building

houses for our cattle, &c. &c.
Member. All I have to say, in reply, is

this : you may make out a right prett}"^

theory on that subject, but it will not do
for practice. Our fathers knew it, and,

therefore, never attempted it.

Voter. Ourfathers had good lands which
needed no improvement

;
good timber,

which when made into rails, lasted half a

generation, but it is not thus with us

,

our lands are exhausted, and old field pine

rails, (our chief dependence,) will barely

last us five years. We are all the time

mauling, hauling and putting up fencing,

when we should be making manure and
building comfortable houses for ourselves,

our servants and our cattle. But if your
idea be correct, viz : that we are only to

do, or not to do, what our fathers did, or

did not, then we must continue to drive

our sows and pigs, cows and calves, sheep

and lambs into the corner of the fence and
stick a pine bush or two over them to

spend a long Virginia winter, flattering

ourselves, meanwhile, that if some of the

sheep and lambs die we shall have the

more fodder left for our horses ; if we lose

part of the sows and pigs we'll have the

more corn left, and that every cow and
calf which dies will furnish us a side of

leather. And now, as I promised you,

I'll tell you the reason of my many in--

quiries. I wished before the election, to

ascertain whether or not you were, or

possibly could make a practical farmer,

and I find you think it bad economy to

attempt the improvement of our lands.

—

Indeed, you seem opposed to any and

every thing not practised by our fathers,

and I must now tell you / canH vote for
you. Our fathers had many virtues which
we should strictly imitate ; but at the

same time, they had had no experience

with old field pine rails, gvllies and poor

land, and consequentlj', didn't know every

thing, B. M., of Hanover, refused to his

death's day to substitute the iron trace for

his wooden plough shafts, and his principal

reasomvas this: "His father never used

them !" What think you of the strength

of his reasoning? It's just as weighty

as yours.

^'Quid rides? nwtato nomine de iefabula

narraiarj'

R. W. W.
Oak Shade, Goochland, Jivgust, 1847.

Money skilfully expended in drying

land by draining or otherwise, will be re-

turned with ample interest.
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HOW TO GET A NEW VARIETY OF
POTATOES.

When the vines are done growing and

turning brown the seed is ripe ; then take

the balls and string them with a large

needle and slrong thread—hang them in a

drv place where they will gradually dry

and mauire without injury from frost. In

the month of April soak the balls for se-

veral hours in water, then squeeze them

to separate the seed from the pulp. When
washed and dried they are fit for sowing

in a bed well prepared in the garden.

—

They will sprout in a fortnight. They
must be attended to like other vegetables,

and when about two inches high the}'

may be transplanted into rows. As they

increase in size they should be hilled. In

the autumn many of them will be of the

size of a walnut and from that to a pea.

In the following spring thej^ should be

planted in hills, placing the larger ones

together. They will in the second 3'ear

attain their full size and will exhibit se-

veral varieties of farm, and may then be

selected to suit the judirment of the cul-

tivator.

—

Ogdenshurgh Republican.

FRYING.

Frying, as is properly observed \>y Dr.

Kilchiner, i? often a convenient mode of

cookery ; it may be performed by a fire

which will not do for roasting or boiling,

and by the introduction of the pan between

the meat and the fire, things get more
equally dressed.

Be very particular that your frying pan

is perfectly clean before using it. Never
use any oil, butter, lard, or drippings, which
are not perfectly free from salt, and per-

fectly sweet and fresh. As frying is, in

fact, boiling in oil fat, it is of the first

importance that your fat should be clean,

or it will spoil the look as well as the

flavor, and salt will prevent the meat from

browning.

Good oil is, perhaps, the best to frj- in,

but sweet, fresh lard, or clarified mutton

or beef suet, will answer ever}' purpose,

nearly, if not quite as well as the best oil

or butter, and, what is of greater impor-

tance, at a much less expense. Nice

clean dripping is almost as good as any-

thing. After 30U have done frj'ing pre-

serve your fat, which, if not burnt, will

do for three or four frj'ings ; but fat in

which fish has been fired will do for no-

thing else.

If your fat is not of a proper heat, your

frying cannot be well done ; this is, in

short, the great secret in frying, which
the young cook ought and must acquire.

The frying pan must always be set over

a sharp and clear fire, or otherwise the

fat is too long before it becomes ready.

When the fat has done hissing, or bub-

bhng, that is, when it is still, 3'ou may be

pretty sure that it is hot enough. It is a

good way to try the heat of your fat, by
throwing a little bit of bread into the pan

;

if it fries crisp, the fat is of the right heat

;

if it burns the bread, it is too hot.

When your things are well done, take

care and drain all the fat from them most

thoroughly^ particularly those that have

been fried in bread crumbs, &c; if you
do not, your cookery will be marred.

—

Fried fish ought to be quite dry. This

depends in a great measure upon the fat

in which they are dressed being of a pro-

per heat. If the fish are well done, and
are well drained of the fat, \h&y will be-

come quite dry and crisp in a few minutes

after thev have been taken out of the

pan. If this, however, should not be the

ciise, and the fish, on the contrary-, should

be damp and wet, la}' them on a soft

cloth before the fire, iiirning them occa-

sionally till they are dry. They will

som.etimes take ten or fifteen minutes

drying.

In preparing bread crumbs in a consi-

derable quantity, in order to save unbroken

the crust, and preserving it fit for the table,

cut your loaf into three equal parts, that

is, cut off the bottom and lop crusts, and
use the middle part or the crumb for your

frying. The bread should be at least two
days old. A good and cheap substitute

for bread is oatmeal, which will cost, com-
paratively speaking, nothing.

It is scarcely necessary to refer the cook

to our general remarks upon the above
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operation. Frying is preferred by many
persons lo broiling

;
and our own opinion

is, that steaks, chops, &c., may be dressed

with much more certainty and regularity

by the former than by the latter method.

But plenty of oil, butter, or sweet grease,

must always be used, or the frying will

be imperfect.

—

Sanderson.

For the Southern Planter.

EXPERIMENT WITH GUANO.

J\Ir. Editor,—It affords me pleasure to

comply with j'our request, made to me
through my friend, Mr. Henry A. Wash-
ington, to communicate for the Planter

the result of mj' experiment with guano.

I do this the more readily since I perceive

by the last number of the Planter, that

you and one of your correspondents are

disposed to treat with distrust, if not with

ridicule, the virtues of this "great ferti-

lizer." Like yourself, I was for a long

time incredulous as to the marvellous ef-

fects attributed by adverlisers and others

to guano. But having occasion, eighteen

months ago, to visit St. Mary's county,

Maryland, where it had been used exten-

sively, for years, I was assured by so

many intelligent, and practical farmers,

who had used it repeatedly, of the verj'

satisfactory results of their applications of

it, that I could no longer doubt its efficacy.

I determined to purchase a single ton, at

all event-s, to satisfy myself by actual ex-

periment. I purchased the Ichabod, then

selling at thirty dollars a ton of 2,0CO lbs.

That that the experiment might be en-

tirely' fair, I selected a very poor piece of

exhausted high land, commonly called

"forest land" in Eastern Virginia, which
had been culiivated in corn during the

year, and produced certainly not more
than a barrel to the acre. The land was
ploughed for wheat, after the corn was
removed, and the guano applied at the

rate of 250 lbs. to the acre, on eight acres,

and harrowed in. The wheat was then

sowed as nearly as could be at the rate of

a bushel to the acre, and the land again
harrowed and rolled. Li addition to the

price of the guano, twodollarswere charged

for freight and drayage, making the ccsl

on the farm thirty-two dollars, or four

dollars for each acre dressed. The result

was to me entirely satisfactory. The yield

of the eight acres was eighty-eight bushels

of sound, heavy wheat, or eleven for one,

on land that no man in bis senses, would
have thought of sowing in wheal without

manure, and which certainly without the

guano would not have produced three

bushels to the acre.

Mediterranean Vv'hcat v.'as sowed, which

is by no means a prolific variety, and the

straw reaped, if it had been of any other

kind was sufficient to have jnelded at least

fifteen for one. The land exhibits now
marked evidences of improvement. The
profit of this speculation is obvious. I

have my seed returned, and ten bushels

of wheat, say ten dollars per acre over,

which refunds the four dollars paid for the

guano with four dollars, or one hundred

per cent, profit, wljich leaves the straw,

the enhanced value of the land, and two

dollars in cash, lo compensate for the labor

of sowing and harvesting the crop.

On tw-enty-five acres of the same field

immediately adjoining the guano, I ex-

pended four dollars per acre, in lime and

ashes—about thirty bushels of lime and

fifteen of ashes mixed and applied to the

acre. The land was in the same condi-

tion in all respects, ploughed and sowed

at the same time in the same variety of

wheat. The result was five and a half

bushels of wheat to the acre. The result

of my experiment was sufficiently satis-

factory to induce me to increase my ex-

penditure in guano this year to one hun-

dred dollars, and m.any of my neighbors,

sensible, practical faririers, have expended

considerable sums in its purchase.

My experiment, however, was by no

means so striking as one made bj' my
friend. Dr. Austin Brockenbrough, of Tap-

pahannock. He sowed three bushels of

wheat on three acres of very poor land,

to one of which he applied forty cart loads

of well rotted manure, and to the other

two, three hundred pounds of Peruvian

guano per acre. The wheat on the gua-

noed land was much superior to the other.
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The y\e\A from the three acres sixty-six

bushels, or twenty-two for one. This

statement I have frequently had from Dr.

Brockenbrough himself, who is a gentle-

man remarkable for his accuracy. He
ploughed the guano in. He has this year

made quite a large purchase of gnano.

Let me not be understood as advising

the use of guano to the neglect of other

manures. On the wheat crop, ploughed

in, I regard it as certain in its operation.

Upon spring and summer crops, in this

warm and dry climate, its effect is, in my
opinion, too uncertain to render its use

advisable. But for extending the wheat

crop upon large fields, all of which can-

not be manured from the resources of the

farm, it is an admirable adjunct, and at

any reasonable price may be applied with

profit. But lime (in some form or other)

must be regarded as the great renovator

of Eastern Virginia, without which no

extensive and permanent improvement can

be expected. I have used it extensively

(both stone and shell) for a number of

3'ears with entire satisfaction, not only in

the improvement of my lands, and crops,

but what is equally important in the in-

crease of the netl profits of my agricul-

tural undertakings. As doubts have some-

times been expressed in the Planter as to

the efficacy of lime, I would like, if I had
time and you space, to give you a chapter

on this subject, and also, to say a word or

two in regard to the profits of agriculture

in Eastern Virginia, about which there

seems to be a singular rr.isconception in

the public mind. Our citizens are con-

stantly invited to leave the land of their

fathers in search of profits abroad, while

they have only to reach out the hand of

industry to reap at home. We are ad-

vised in a spirit of wild adventure to aban-

don the finest region on the globe, rather

than by the practice of the homely vir-

tues of industry and economy to improve

it. I deem it the duty of every patriot to

endeavor by every means to repress this

spirit, and the most effectual means of

doing this is to satisfy our people that

they can do better by remaining at home

than by going abroad. To this end I

may, at a future day, give yow an article

on the profits of agriculture in Eastern

Virginia.

WiLLOUGHBY NeWTON.
West7noreland, Dec. 10, 1847.

We most heartily concur with Mr. Newton

in the remarks which conclude his letter. If

he will turn to the number of the Planter for

October, 1817, he will find the same views de-

fended at length in a review of Mr. Bruce's

Agricultural Address, (Vol. VII., p. 299.) And
if he will look into the January number for

the same year, he will find an editorial (p. 16,

Vol. VII.) from which he will discover that

we agree perfectly as to the causes of the de-

cline of Virginian agriculture. An article

upon the profits of agriculture in Eastern Vir-

ginia from the pen of one who is able to do

it justice is what we have long desired to pub-

lish; and we knoAV of no one better able to

furnish it than the writer of the foregoing

communication.

With regard to lime, we do not recollect

any expression of doubt as to its value, in the

Planter. We have always regarded it one of

the most important renovators of the soil, and

should be much pleased to hear from Mr.

Newton upon that subject.

UNDER-DRAINING.

Mr. Johnston is of opinion that the

winter-killing of wheat is caused b}' too

great a retention of water in the soil and

subsoil. In this we may agree with him.

To obviate the evil he has resorted to un-

der-draining with tiles, of which he laid

seven hundred rods. The tiles are made
by Mr. Whartenby, of Waterloo, after a

pattern procured by Mr. J., from Scotland.

Tliey cost at the kiln twenty cents per

rod. The drains are dug about two and

a half feet, or so low that the water does

not come up through the bottom. The
digging costs from eight to ten cents per

rod. The tiles appear to be made in the

best manner. They are not in the least

injured by the weather, even when ex-

posed to the most severe frost. When
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the bottom of the ditch is firm, the tiles

are placed inimediately on it ; if the

ground is soft, a hemlock board is laid

down, on which the tiles are placed.

—

A Httle straw is laid over the tiles, and

the earth which had been excavated is

then thrown on.

The beneficial effects of draining on

Mr. Johnston's farm are very apparent.

—

Places which formerly would bear no

wheat, nor indeed scarcely any thing but

a kind of sour grass and reeds, are made,

merely by draining, to produce the finest

crops of every description of grain. He
is so well convinced of the advantages of

the practice that he has laid four hundred

rods the present season, and intends to

continue it still more extensively.

For the Southern Planter.

REARING CALVES.

Mr. Editor,—I have some experience

in the rearing of calves, and, as I think,

every farmer ought to send at least one

article a year to his agricultural journal,

I will now give you some facts which ex-

perience has shown me to be worth at-

tendmg to, for your Planter, if you think

they are worth publishing in it.

When the calf is first produced, it is

the natural disposition of the cow to lick

it clean of the slimy matter adhering to

it. But cows sometimes disown their

calves, and when they do so, they gener-

ally refuse to perform this natural opera-

tion
;
while on the other hand, if you can

induce them to give this first evidence of

maternal care, they will generally con-

tinue in the proper course of conduct.

—

Here is my way of doing this. 1 hold to

their mouths a handful of salt, and when
they have tasted it, I sprinkle it over the

calf. They then rarely fail to perform

their duty.

For the sake of the milk I alwaj^s se-

parate the calf from the cow when it is

three or four days old, and feed it on

skimmed milk and gruel till it is able to

eat boiled turnips and a little hay. When
milk is first given them in a bowl or pan,

they sometimes do not understand it. To
teach them to drink, I place my finger in

their rnouth, which they, mistaking it for

the teat, will begin to suck. I then gently

raise the vessel containing the milli so

that the hand is immersed in it, and so

that the liquid reaches the creature's lip

without your withdrawing the finger.

—

Thus while it sucks the finger, it will get

the milk around it. You can then gently

pull out your finger and leave the mouth

in the milk. After having done this a

few limes, the calf will drink of itself.

When the weather is good I turn my
calves out lo run with the cows, and then

to keep them from robbing me of my
milk, I fix on a leathern headstall with a

piece of leather an inch wide passings

round the upper part of the nose, in which

I have six or seven little iron spikes,

sharp-pointed, an inch and a half long,

and standing straight up. When the calf

attempts to suck these prick the bag of

the cow, who will thereupon drive him

off in double quick time. Calves are

quickly weaned by this inelhod.

From observation I am convinced that

nothing is so important if you wish to

raise a good ox or a good cow than to

feed the animal well when it is a calf. If

you stint a calf it will never recover from

the effects of that stinting, nor will it ever

attain its full growth. It must be a very

fine animal indeed which will attain even

a tolerable growth if scantily fed when a

calf. Don't spare the provender, or the

milk, or the boiled turnips, while it is

growing, if you wish to make anything

out of it. Give matters a start in the be-

ginning and you will see the effects of it

in time.

Calves dropped in October or Novem-

ber are the best for purposes of increase,

because the tnilk at that time is not so

mitch used for dairy purposes and more

of it can be given them. They are gen-

erally more free from distempers at that

tiiTie, and will be belter calculated to take

advantage of the pastures next spring.—-

Bulls should be put to cows at such times

that the calves will be produced in the

latter part of the fall.

I castrate my calves when they are fif-
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teen or twenty days old, provided, they

'

are in full health. The weather should

be moderate, and they should be kept

quiet till they get perfectly well. It is of

the first importance to keep the air from

the wounded parts. Mutton suet, lard

and a little beeswax does this very well.

But a salve composed of one part bees-

wax, and two parts of Venice turpentine

does still better. These should be melted

together, and when wanted for use, a little

may be melted in a spoon, and as it re-

quires but very little heal to keep it in a

liquid state, it may be then poured over

the cut. It gets cold in an instant, and

then it completel}' excludes the air, and
destroys the pain. I will mention. Mr.

Editor, that this is the very best salve in
,

the world for all wounds and abrasions of;

the skin upon the human body, and j'onr

readers will not be surprised at it when
they learn that it is this salve spread

smooth by machinery upcn a piece of

linen, which composes the common "stick-
1

ing plaster" or " adhesive plaster," so much !

in nss. A lump of it is easily prepared

and should be kept in every famil}', and
when wanted, a little piece maybewarmed,
spread with a knife upon a rag while

warm and then tied round the wounded '

part.

The facts which I have stated are well

known, I am aware, to a great many.
But there are still many others unac-

quainted with them; and it is for the lat-

ter class that I write.

William L. D. Smith.

I)ec.n,l6i7.
j

BUCKWHEAT FOR FOOD.

At an agricultural conversation, held at

Boston, by the members of the Massachu-
setts Legislature, two or three years since,

there was all but a universal condemna-
tion expressed upon buckwheat for food.

The only exception to this condemnation
which we now remember, was from Mr.
Buckmin3ter,the editor of the Ploughman.
Many were at a loss to account for the

fact that so singular an opinion should be

so generally concurred in, at that place.

But the fact is, that the Yankees, though
they know a good many things, do nor,

or did not, know how to manage buck-

wheat. We have had some experience,

and can say that we never did eat a good
buckwheat cake in New England. The
article, as seen by us, was universally

black, gritty, and heavy. Ii was com-
mon to manage the crop in something like

the following manner, in that region, say

fifteen years ago. It was suffered to

stand till dead ripe, then mowed or cradled,

and the gavels raked upon the ground,

where they were suffered to lie. A bed

was made in the field, and the threshing

was also done upon the earth. The grain

was then run through a fanning mill

—

then ground without being cleaned from

its dirt, and not bolted. It was merely

sifted for use, and the cakes made of it

were such as described. It is possible

that there are some of our readers who
manage it in the same way.
The buckwheat flour sold in this city,

where it is an article of general consump-
tion during the winter season, is, when
cooked, as white as that of wheat, equally

free from grit, and as light ; and there is

no reason why it should be otherwise.

To make this sort of flour, the grain is

cut before it is dead ripe. Instead of the

gavels being suffered to lie on the earth,

they are mostly set on end, till dr}'. It is

then carried to the barn floor, and threshed

like other grain. When taken to the mill,

it is passed through the smut machine,

and cleaned of all grit It is then ground

and bolted like wheat, and is as clean as

the flour of that article.

One word as to its cooking. The bat-

ter is mixed with good yeast, and suffered

to stand over night. In the morning a
little sal leratus is added to correct acidity,

and the cakes are ready for baking. Now
as to the eating.

Let no man think of eating them other-

wise than hot. A cold buckwheat cake
is not to be endured. One must cook

while the rest eat. Then as to the dress-

ing. Do not eat molasses upon them. It

is execrable Procure syrup, not molasses.

The first costs here seventy-five cents per
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gallon, while molasses costs fifty, or fifty-

six cents.

Many accuse buckwheat of being an

unhealihful food. We do not believe a

word of it. The eruptions of the skin,

attributed to it, are either due to the quan-

tities of butter with which the cakes are

eaten, or to the sand and dirt swallowed

with them. No wonder that those who
eat earth, have eruptions. They should

have them, and would be cheated of their

dues, if they did not.

A very small quantity of butter, or

grease of any kind, is required with buck-

wheat cakes. Moderation is best, not

only for health, but for the taste. The
persons who will not relish buckwheat

cakes made by the pattern here laid down,

are probably few.

—

Prairie Farmer.

For the Southern Planter.

TRANSPLANTING AND RENOVAT-
ING TREES.

J\Ir. Editor,—The following, in my opi-

nion, is the best method of transplanting

trees ever invented. Dig a roundish hole

large and deep enough to permit the roots of
the tree to be placed in it in their natural po-

sition. Let it be six feet across, if neces-

sary. Pulverize the earth you take out

of it so fine that it will pass through a
large-sized sand sifter. Mix it up with

any good and mild manure—that which
you get from old rotted stumps and fal-

len trees in the woods is the very best.

Then make one man hold the tree in

a perpendicular position and with a steady

hand, with the roots lying in the hole in

their natural position. Cause another

man to pour two pailfuls of water in,

while a third slowly sifts in the fine soil

in such a way as to fill the outside of the

hole first, and keep the water about the

tree.

The advantage of this method is that

it keeps the roots in exactly the same po-

sition in which they grew, and, therefore,

the removal causes the least possible dis-

turbance to their functions. Trees set in

this way get so firmly fixed in their per-

pendicular position that in a few hours

they appear to have grown in the identi-

cal spot in which you place them.

I can also give you a method for reno-

vating fruit trees that are, as they say,

"run out ;" sometimes called "outcasts;"

that is, they have ceased to bear as good
fruit, or the same quantity which they

formerly produced. Dig a trench on each

side of the tree, say ten feet long and two
feet deep, about eight feet from the trunk

of the tree. All the roots you come across

in digging this trench you cut off. The
earth taken from them should be carried

off to a distance from the tree. Then
fill" these trenches up with fresh earth

taken from one of your garden beds where

vegetables have been raised, or from some
old pasture land. Mix it with an equal

quantity of ashes, old rotted dung, or ve-

getable mould, stirring up the trenches

repeatedly with the spade.

The reason why good trees " run out"

is that the particular elements in the soil

in which they are set have been exhausted.

By means of these trenches they are sup-

plied with fresh soil. I got this method

from a gentleman of another State. I

have tried it and I know it to be the true

plan. If any one else should try it I

hope they will publish the results in the

Planter.

James Burruss.

Valley of Virginia.

We believe the plan tried by our corre-

spondent was first pointed out by Mr. Downing.

For the Southern Planter.

THE POTATO ROT.

Mr. P. D. Bernard,—As the potato rot

is making such rapid progress I will give

my experience with the present crop. I

planted largely after I had planted my
corn in drills about two and a half feet

apart. 1 put a spoonful of plaster of Pa-

ris on each potato that was not cut ; all

those that were cut I rolled in plaster. I

planted both in new land and in old land.

In the old land I found many of the largest

potatoes had rotted, but in the new land

I did not find one that was in the least
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unsound. The old land was of a stiff!

clay soil ; the new land was of a dark

!

color, intermixed with many leaves and
;

much old rotten wood. As I dug my

'

crop I spread them out to dry. After they

;

were dry I put them into a cellar room,

keeping them spread out as thin as possi-

'

ble until there was danger of their being
|

injured by frost. I then put them into a

bulk with straw at the bottom and chaff

on top. I have not seen an}' appearance I

of rot since I finished digging. I should
i

like to know, through the columns of thej

Planter, what has been the experience of

some of our extensive potato raisers in

Virginia. I found more of the rot in my
garden amongst my early potatoes, where
manure was used freely, than elsewhere.

There is much information wanted on the

subject of the potato crop : and it is to be

hoped that some of our observing farmers

will hit upon a mode of cultivation which
will check, if not put a stop to the dis-

ease. If planting in new ground will

answer the desired end, it will be a simple

remedy and within the reach of nearly

all. Farmers, try the new ground next

spring and give in your success next fall.

I subscribe, H.

Amherst, JYov. 21, 1S47.

From the following extract from one of our

Western exchanges, it would seem that they

have something very like our own renowned
" Yirginnny varmint." in the prairies:

DO SNAKES HlSSl

The New York Commercial Advertiser

has got itself into a question deep and
ponderous. The subject of the Coramer-
cial's agitation is the caption of this ar-

'

tide, Do Snakes hiss ? Yes, says " every
j

body," off hand. But on pinning ihei

witnesses down, only one or two can be

!

found who will positively declare the afSr-
j

mative, and these only in relation to a I

particular sort of viper or adder—leaving
;

rattie snakes, copper-heads, and all the i

spotted and venomous brotherhood to rat-
j

.tie and otherwise alarm : but Tiot to hiss.

!

Borne people affect to think such ques-
i

tions as these "small potatoes," unworthy
of the investigation of sober men. We
are of different opinion. This world is

made up of small matters, but we consider

them nevertheless worthy of being looked

after. A few lines tending to settle a
question in natural history are as much
in place as in settling a question in poli-

tics. We have several others of like ca-

libre, which on due occasion we intend to

propound. Has any body any objection ?

Speaking of snakes—there is a very

peculiar serpent found on our prairies, of

which we have never seen any account

in print. They are commonly m.et with

in pairs in the spring. The snake is from

four to six feel long, spotted like a rattle-

snake, as fierce as a thousand hyenas, and
very lively. The tail is not provided with

any rattle, but is tapered off into a horn,

or spike, one-half or three-fourths of an
inch in length. This is vibrated, with a

rotary motion, with a tremendous velocity;

and produces a sound as loud and thrilling

as that of a rattlesnake. As to their venom
we know little, preferring not to let them
strike us ; a feat which they evince no

reluctance to accomplish. The Indians

pronounced them, in answer to our inqui-

ries, "no good."

We have also a species of the rattle-

snake called by the Indians J\Iassasauger

;

a dull colored, short, thick, stupid varmint,

ready to rattle, when scared, and to bite

when trod upon, but not anxious to go

out of his wa}' for it. His bite is death

to sheep, dogs, horses, and men

—

some-

times ; but yields to remedies pretty easi-

ly—being less deadly than that of the

large mountain rattlesnake. It is said

that the latter also are found in the south

of our State. Is this so? How many
and what snakes do you know of, friend,

here in the West ?

URINE OF ANIMALS.

The quantity of liquid manure produced

by one cow annually is equal to fertilizing

one and a quarter acres of ground, pro-

ducing effects as durable as do the solid

evacuations. A cord of loam saturated
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with urine, is equal to a cord of the best

rotted dung. If the liquid and the solid

evacuations, including the litter, are kept

separate, and soaking up the liquid by

loam, it has been found they will manure
land in proportion by bulk of seven liquid

to six solid, while their actual value is as

two to one.

One hundred pounds of cow's urine af-

ford thirty-five pounds of the most power-

ful salts which have ever been used by

farmers. The simple statement, then, in

figures, of difference in value of the solid

and liquid evacuations of a cow, should

impress upon all the importance of saving

the last in preference to the first ; let both

be saved. If the liquids contained na-

turally geine, they might be applied alone.

It is the want of that guiding principle

which teaches that salts and geine should

go hand in hand, which has sometimes

led to results in the application of the

liquor, which have given this substance a

bad name.

For the Southern Planter.

INDIAN CORN.

Mr. Editor^—Some time since I advo-

cated a theory of raising corn perpetually

from once manuring in a certain way,
viz: preparing the land well, as for wheat,

sowing rye one peck, and vetches, alias,

partridge peas, one peck, and about the

25th of May turn the whole in and plant

corn on the back. Having been persuaded

to sow wheat, I had, of course, to aban-

don the theory, much against my will.

—

This season is the first that I have been

able to give a partial trial of it, and I now
give the result. The piece of land se-

lected was in good heart, but owing to

the dry spring I had to cut off the vetches,

and the press of business prevented m}' at-

tending totheexperiinent until the 1st July,

at which time a second crop of clover, rib-

wort and some vetches, which came a

second time, from being cut before seed-

ing, in all about twelve inches high. I

t ran a two-horse furrow, and in the bottom
of it I drilled the corn quite thick. I then

turned three furrows, making the rows

stand in the fourth furrow, or about three

feet apart ; and after all was planted I

rolled the ground well and left it. In a
few days it came up and grew off very

rapidly. As soon as it was six inches

high I took out the front teeth of a three-

cornered harrow, and straddling the corn

once over the row, followed with the hoe,

just shaving the spires between the hills.

These operations were repeated once when
waist high, as before, save that a sm.all

harrow, drawn by one horse, ran in the

spaces previous. I sowed rj'e and a few

vetches, as many had come up by this

time and were destroyed. The corn filled

as well as that planted in spring where
the distance of three by one was observed.

Where it was thicker, it did not ear or

fill so well. Here is a clear experiment

of my theory, so far as capacity is con-

cerned, for the ground is full of vetches

and rye, ready to be repeated, if necessary,

ad injinihim. Could this experiment have
been made thirty days earlier I have no

doubt that fifty bushels per acre could be

easily raised ; whereas I did not average

above thirty-five, and that not fit for bread,

though fine for fattening. The corn was
Mr. Dicken's yellow, which comes three

weeks earlier than the gourdseed. It will

be perceived that neither plough nor culti-

vator ever broke a root, and the ground

continues even now as mellow as could

be wished.
'

My attention was first drawn to this

plant by discovering a few plants in the

garden. Next I took off the little soil

remaining on a galled spot and laid some
vetch vines on it to pop themselves out,

and after obtaining the seed left the vines

there, where they rotted. This was four

years since, and nothing was ever put on

the spot to aid it. It is now covered

closely with red and white clover, and

bids fair to keep on for four or more years

without any help, other than rest. Next
I looked into the treatise of Arthur Yoiifg

on that and other plants, and he gives

vetches, of which there are thirteen va-

rieties, the front rank in forage. He re-

marks, that Great Britain could not (at

that time) raise as much beef as she did

by more than half without the aid of this
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rich leguminous crop. He used three is no medical substance or prescription which

varieties only— the gray and black, which may not fail; but if we should refuse the ad-

are the winter kinds, and a large kind vice of others as to the means of restoring

which are sown in spring, as oats, for health or for effecting economical purposes on

summer soiling. The two former are that account, we should act a very absurd

abundant on our James river lowgrounds, part. To turn a deaf ear to all newspaper re-

and the other does not suit our climate.
|

^ipes because some of them fail is as foolish

In the Planter sonie time since a writer
I jjs j^ ^^^^.^ ^11 dinners in future because

on sheep advocated the theory that le-

gumes were the best feed for sheep, be-

cause those plants contained all the con-

stituents of wool. If this be true, what
must be the value of vetches in sheep

husbandry ? for as food they are beyond

all comparison the best of their tribe.

—

Speaking to iMr. Blain (of vegetable me-

the dishes of which they are composed have

been sometimes cooked in an unwholesome

manner.

We are certain that upon the whole the pub-

lication of these recipes is a public benefit;

and we would suggest that in many cases

their failure is as much owing to the careless

morv) about them, he remarked, what a :

and inattentive way in which they are applied

singular food they were
;
for, says he, even ' as to the mistake or ignorance of those who

my old mare, so hard to keep along, no state them. They are also frequently misap-

sooner begins to feed on them than she plied from misapprehension, resulting from

fattens up and seems young again. I
;

the indefinite way in which such things are

have tried them against corn and fodder, ! too commonly stated. We have before spoken

and corn and haj', and know them alone i to our correspondents on this point, and we
to be far superior to both for mules. Fed ; hope all those who send us in future such re-

green, they are as good as any thing for
|

cipes as they may have tried with success,

hogs. The seed are fine feed for chickens, j^-in be careful to state the exact quantities,

Anhur Young considers them the best
' ^^ weight and measure, which they used in

crop to precede wheat which came under
j

^^^^^ e.xperiments. In those which we select

his lonrr and varied observation.
! ^.^ endeavor to take none but such as s:ate

definite quantities. Further than this we can

do nothing, except choosing those which would

be useful, if true, and which at the least bear

no signs of absurdity on their face. We must

then leave to our friends the testing of their

I worth or their worthlessless; and we have

! sometimes the mortification of receiving such

J. H. D. LOWNES.

JANE DAWSON ON RECIPES.

The readers of the Southern Planter fre-

quently find in its columns recipes for various

useful purposes, for cooking and other house-

hold affairs, for the cures of diseases, both of hP^^^^^s ^^ '^^ following:

the brute and human animal, &c. We wish Mr. Editor of the Southern Planter:

that they would bear in mind that a large por-

tion of these recipes are extracted from other
iS'iV,—I don't know as it exactly be-

^,. . „ , ,
,
comes a woman to be writin to one of

publications. Some of them will probab y l i • i , „„ „i-.„^^„ t^ r^,,Kl;o^>
^.

.

i' J your larnm, but as you choose to pubiisa
fail ; but lay not the blame upon our shoulders

unless we have given editorial recommenda-

tion of them. If we were to publish nothing

of this kind but the prescriptions and processes

which we ourselves had tried, and of whose

would have never published many things

things belongin pecidiarly to housewifes

department you will excuse my sayin a

few words about a little receie I seen in

one of the numbers of your paper. And
I Vv'ant you to onderstand beforehand that

efficacy we could give in our afiidavit, we I doesn't take the Planter myself, but one

of my neighbors, IVh-s. Hanson. Her old

which, to our certain knowledge, have done
j
man takes it and 1 has been gettin butler

and continue to do a great deal of good. All of her for sometiine, as my old cow don't

human knowledge is mixed with error; there give hardly enough milk to put in our
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coffee. And not bein able to spare the

niggers to run on errands I ginrally goes

over for it myself. Now, Mrs. Hanson
makes the best butter of any body in the

county, and her husbanirrriakes the best

crops. I don't mean the largest, in ibe

main, but for the size of his farm, which
a nt over big, but supports his family very

well, and both he and she says they has

lamed more from that little paper of yonrn

than from the Enquirer or the Herald or

any other of them mammoth sheets, as

them Northern fellers calls them, put to-

gether. Now, old Uncle Zeke takes the

Enquirer and neighbor Johnson takes the

Whig and the Herald, and their fiirms

aint near in so good order as Mr. Han-
son's, who makes the best corn, and pota-

toes, and oats, and wheat, and his wife

makes the best carpets and raises the

finest pigs and makes the best butter of

any body in this or any other county, and
both of them says they larned most every
thing they knows from the Planter, and
Mrs. Hanson cured her agers twice and
her bacon, last winter, out of receies she
got from it. Now the other da}'' the

butter gave out and I went over with my
little bucket to get some, and while I was
waitin for Mrs. Hanson to finish beatin of

it, Little Johnny, who they sends to the

post office, came in with one of your pa-

pers in his hat, and I thought I would
look at it while I was a-waitin and see if

there was anything that would do me
any good, and the first thing I opened
upon was a recete for keepin ants out of

cupboards and sugar boxes. This was
the very thing I wanted : so I determined

to try it directly I got home, and I started

out of the door without what I come for

and should a-gone all the way home hadn't

my neighbor called me back. Well, I

jerked the bucket out of her hands and
like to have fell backwards, but I didn't

though, and got over home without anv
'

accideni, which was a wonder, secin there

was a sleet on the ground. 1

I puts the butter right down in a chair

and gees right straiirht to the chist where
the old man keeps two pounds of cam-
phire in a glass jar, which he had bought
up to take when he got the colick from

,

eatin vegetables, and takes it out of the

jar and sets the lumps about all through

the cupboard v.here we keeps bread, eggs,

cheese and sugar and all our groceries,

which the nasty little ants had been in

the habit of always crawlin over.

Well, Mr. Editor, next morning I got

up before day to see what had happened
in the cupboard, but was mightily disap-

pointed to see the little varmints as thick

and lively as ever. I told the old man,

who said I was a fool to suppose they

were going to be druv awn}- so soon be-

fore the smell of the camphire had lime

to fill the cupboard, but I determined to

wait patiently, and so I did for a fortnight,

but there was no difference, unless it was
more ants than before, and that warnt the

worst of it, the bread and the cheese were

so filled with scent of the camphire that

even Jud}", ro}' spotted sow, wont eat

them. And that aint all, for tother day

I made the uld mnn some egg-nogg and

directly it got to his mouth he pitched it

risht in the fire and swore I had been

sweetenin his egg-nogg with camphire.

And then he tuck on in the most owda-
ciousest way. Yes, sir, he tuck on in a

way, which I must say, although he is

my husband, he tuck on in a way which

is onbecoming to an}' decent man. After

I had given it to him back again as he

deserved, we went to see how it was,

and found that all my eggs were on the

top shelf of that cupboard and the cam-

phire had gone up thare and got through

the shells, so my eggs smelt like I had

fed my hens on camphire for two years,

all because of that dratted recete.

Now, Mr. Editor, I think you owes it

to an injured female to publish this letter

to let people know what sort of recete

that is and not to put any more recetes in

your book till you knows more about them.

Staford Kunty. Jaxe Dawson.

It is with deep regret that we learn that

anything in the Planter could have been the

occasion of such disasters. But if Mrs. Daw-

son will turn to the unfortunate recipe she will

find the directions are to place, not two pounds,

but a small piece, wrapped in paper, in the

wav of the ants. If she had have followed
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the diieclioDS her eggs would hare been still
j

good. Moreover, thai recipe is not given by

any one connecied with the Planter. It is ex-

tracted from the Ohio CuUivaior, to whom it

is duly credited. His sins be upon his own
'

head. It has been going the rounds of all the

journals for the past year, and we are obliged

to Mrs. Dawson for giving us the opportunity

for contradicting it. And if any other reader :

finds in the Planter a recipe which does not

fulfil iis promises and will send us word to
j

that efiect we will be always glad thus to Tiail
j

it to the counter. We must hint to our friends,

'

however, that if ihey send us communications

on small matters they must be short in propor-

tion. The sex and the sorrows of Mrs. Jane

Dawson rendered it but just that she should

be allowed to spin her yam to the end. A
masculine correspondent cannot hope for the

same indulgence. I

In a private note accompanying MrSj D.'s

communication she requests us notio "alter,

a single letter or syllabul," as she wishes the

"whole truth to come out." Accordingly we
have given it in her original orthography, by

means of which, though not according to

Walker's rule, she is able to make herself

very clearly understood.

the first coal is dried give il a second. It

will preserve plank for ages, and keep the

weather fionn driving through brick work.

Common white painl ma}- be used on top

of it, if required, for the sake of appear-

ance. Two coats should always be given,

and in compound inachinerv the separate

parts should be varnished before ihey are

put together, afier which it will be pru-

dent 10 give a third coating to the joints

or an}' oiher part which is peculiarly ex-

posed to moisture, such as water-shoots,

flood-gates, the beds of carts, the tops of

posts, and all the timber which is near

the ground. Each coat should be dry

before the parts are joined, or the last coat

applied. The composition shotild be ap-

plied when the wood is perfectly dry. It

is necessary to mention that coinpositions

made of hot oil, should for the sake of se-

curity, be heated in m.etallic vessels, in

the open air; for when the oil is brought

to a boilinff point, or six hundred of Fah-

renheit, the vapor catches fire, and though

a lower temperature should be used in

this process, it is not always possible to

regulate the heat, or to prevent the over-

flowing of the materials : in either of

which cases, were the raehing performed

in a house, fatal accidents n:iight happen."

TO PREVENT THE DECAY OF WOOD.

The "Archives of Useful Knowledge" '

gives the following method of rendermg:

v.-ood almost indesiruciible:

"Take twelve ounces of resin, and
eight ounces of roll brimstone, each

coarsely powdered, and three gallons of

train oil. Heat them slowly, gradually

adding four ounces of beeswax, cut in

siTiall bits. Frequently stir the liquor,

which as the solid ingredients are dis-

solved, will be fit for use. What remains

unused, will become solid on cooling, and
maybe re-melted on subseqiient occasions.

When it is fit for use, add as much Spa-

nish brown, or red or yellow ochre, or any
color you want, first ground fine in some
of the oil, as will give the shade you
want ; then lay it on with a brush as hot

and thick as you can. Some days after

For the Southern Planter.

AGRICULTURAL JOURNALS.

JV/r. Editor,— I wish to give you a hint

of the value of the Farmer's Register and

the Southern Planter in this one small

neighborhood. Thirteen years ago I was
reading the Farmer's Register, about the

rocky land in Switzerland ;
where a very

wealthy gentleir.an, in Switzerland, who
was of the opinion, that the very rocky

land thereabouts could be made productive

and profiiable, built several small huts on

that rocky land and induced poor families

to live in them by giving them a year's

provisions, and at the same tune requiring

them to use their industry to improve the

land, and provide for themselves. They
were required to bring turf and dirt from

the nearest bog; and this they used by
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putting one spadeful to each dimple, for

potatoes. The writer stated that he ate

of the potatoes, and they were very fine.

Thissmali quantity of dirt thrown amongst

the rocks and producing good potatoes,

induced me to believe that much less ma-

nure would bring a plant than our fore-

fathers ever imagined. I was so surpris-

ingly struck at this that I hired a lighter

and lightered manure from Norfolk, until

I had laid out fifty dollars. I applied it to

my crop by putting a very small quantity

to each and every plant. The neighbors

were surprised at my success. I bought

manure in this way for years before any

person attempted to bring a single lighter

load from Norfolk. Now, sir, there is so

many buyers that I failed this fall in get-

ting the quantity of manure that I wanted,

and was forced myself and one of my
neighbors to go to Petersburg and hire an

ark—a sailing lighter to bring us a load.

This practice of buying manure has en-

hanced the value of our farms hundreds,

and I may say thousands of dollars.

—

Well, sir, what has made this great

change'? The few individuals that were

readers of the Farmer's Register and the

Southern Planter. If you will take the

trouble to look in the January number of

the Planter, 1S45, 1st and 2d pages, you
will see ihe piece that I had put in the

Planter on the commencement of this

subject that I have been writing on. It

speaks volumes for an agricultural paper.

I intend to write out some of my experi-

ments next fall, put them in t3'pe order,

and send them to 3'ou for publicalioB. I

value the Planter so highly that I expect

to be a subscriber for life.

Yours, very respectfully,

William Grimes.

JVorfolk Co., Western Branch.

N. B.—I have shown this letter to six

of my neighbors, to find out whether
either of them would come ahead of my
statement in respect of manuring—not

one but sanctioned it. W. G.

HOGS OF OHIO.

By a census of the swinish multitude in

Ohio, published in the Cincinnati Atlas, that

species of population seems to be increa.sing

in the West as fast as the bipeds. The grunt-

ins: total of Ohio is two millions.

Corn meal should never be ground very

fine. It injures the richness of it.

DEEP TILLAGE.

We have noticed with pleasure that

most fanners in this section have become

converts to the system of deep ploughing

and fine tilth, "instead of making their

soil mellow only four or five inches deep,

as is still practised by a few, the general

custom is to plough from seven to ten

inches, and thoroughly pulverize the earth

to the same depth, with the harrow and

cuhivator. Experience has taught them

that a deep, mellow soil is vastly more

productive, other things being equal than

a hard, shallow one. We expect soon to

see a few enterprising men driving a se-

cond plough in the furrow of the one that

breaks the surface, and thus secure to

their crops a double amount of previous

soil, in which a double quantity of soluble

mineral elements may feed and bring to

maturity a double harvest. Very few

fields in Western New York lack vege-

table mould. So far as the atmosphere

supplies nutritive elem.ents, these are main-

ly dependant on the large development of

roots. A root of corn or other plant which

is one-fourth of an inch in circumference

and five inches long, presents to the soil

the rains, dews, and air of heaven only

one-third of imbibing nutrition that it

would if ten inches long and three-eighths

of an inch in circumference. In a deep,

mellow soil and a large growth of roots

the husbandman is sure to have corre-

sponding growth of green stems and leaves

above ground, to imbibe gaseous food from

every passing breeze, the atmosphere can

only' fulfil its whole great office in support

of vegetation, on deep, pervious soils like

river bottoms.

If the earth lacks any essential ingre-

dients used b}^ nature in the organization

of the cultivated plant, no am.ounl of til-
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lage can create the absent element out of

nothing. This f;i.ct should never be lost

sight of.

We have a parsnip in our office three

and a half feet long, and we have pulled

beans in a field, whose roots ran thirty

inches into the ground. To give plants

a fair chance in a poor soil, it should be

very deep, that roots may travel a good

way to get their aliment.

—

Genesee Farmer,

For the Southern Planter.

SALT AND POTATOES.

jyir. Editor,— I feel disposed to com-
irience this communication, rather in a

bad humor, by saying that the present

age is remarkable fp^ its impertinence, for

a neglect of the tolerably good old rule,

that every one should mind his own busi-

ness and let other people's alone. For in-

stance, it seems to me that every philoso-

pher, lawyer, doctor, merchant and loaf

—

gentleman of leisure, I mean,—when he

has nothing else to employ him, sits down
and amuses himself by writing for the

agricultural papers. They cannot be

farmers,

Tho' in the catalogue they go for such,

As hounds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels,

curs,

Shoughs, water-rugs, and demi-wolves are
'cleped

All by the name of dogs.

It is only in this way that I can explain

some of those glaring absurdities, in "theo-

ry and practice," vvhich abound in every

"Agricultural Department." Oh yes! I

know; it is the age of scientific research,

and "in this enlightened day," old, prac-

tical fiirmers must not be uneasy if every

one undertakes to teach them. It is not

to the research that I am opposed, but I

think there are too many at it; they're in

one another's way, and some are covermg
up what had been discovered. I reckon

you were never in China, Mr. Editor?

Nor you, sir, if you have read so far.

Well, I hav'nt been either; but we have

all read of the Feast of Lanterns, when
every man, woman and child parades the

streets with all sorts and sizes of lights

froni a farthing candle up to Crutcheti's

national. Do you suppose you can see

anything by such a confusion of lights'?

Dev— , not a bit. Well, my opinion is,

that we are living in a protracted feast of
lanterns, got up expressly for the benefit

of us farmers. But my limits admonish

me to come to the main point, which will

explain why I have got up such a row.

^^Salt 3'our potatoes," says Agricola.

—

" Seed potatoes should always be washed
in brine^^ sa3's , Esq. " Now, it

is evident (says Dr. Twigem) that if the

potato were immersed in a solution of mu-
riate soda," &c. " From the nature of

fungi, and the anti-this, that nnd the other

properties of common salt." Very well,

Professor, the theory may be very scien-

tific, but here are the facts. J. L , a neigh-

boring farmer, says, " I brought some po-

tatoes from town (four miles) in a salt-

sack, planted them, and none of them
caine up." W. A. makes a similar state-

ment. John, an Irish laborer, says, " My
employer told me to cut a quantity of po-

tatoes for seed and if I saw proper, to plant

part of the lot for myself. I did so. My
share I put in an ould fish-barrel, after

having washed it well, for I knew that

salt would kill potatoes. Divil a pitayte

carne up, (of mine,) barin here and there

a xoo,ke stimp "Augh ! I alwa3's knew
that," says Mr. P., (an English gardener,

who was present.) " Didn't .Tim Brown's

son tell the same thing to our boys. He
says he cut his up, in a meat-tub or some-

thing of the sort, after having washed it

with a broom, for he says he had heard

that salt was bad for them ; and they

never come up" "I thought ev'ry body

knowed that salt would spile 'taturs," says

my old negro woman. In short, there is

but one opinion in the neighborhood, and

the above statements are just as I had

them from the individuals themselves.

—

By cross-examination I could elicit no-

thing else, and am forced to this conclu-

sion—that the vitality of the potato is

destroj'ed by salt, whether dry or in solu-

tion, not only from contiguity, but also

by proximit}'.

You can publish as much of the above
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as you think useful to the farming com-

munity, of which I am a young member.

Yours, very respectfully,

VV. H. G.

Frederick Co ,
Dec. 17, 1847.

Our clever correspondent's letter is too witty

to be curtailed of its fair proportions. We
publish the whole of it, though we by no

means agree with him in the first part of his

discourse—that is, if we understand what he

is after. We think his comparison of the age

to a protracted feast of lanterns is anything

but derogatory to it. The more light the better.

Nor is it possible for too many to engage in

researches after truth. Many false facts and

unphilosophical theories will appear, but the

truth will still come uppermost. This is the

sole way in which science can be advanced

with speed or certainty. W. H. G. does not

write like a man who would have us to place

scientific research in the hands of a few learned

men shut up in the walls of monasteries, as it

was in the middle ages; yet that would seem

to be the drift of his first paragraph. For our-

selves we would have every farmer in the

State, who has eyes, ears, and common sense,

do as he has done—not as he has preached.

Let him observe the facts which go to prove

or disprove any agricultural maxim, write

them down, and publish them in his agricul-

tural journal.

From the Maine Cultivator.

IMPROVEMENTS OF A PERMANENT
CHARACTER.

Messrs. Editors,—As soon as the latter

harvests are secured farmers should be at-

tentive to improvements of a lasting kind.

Fences are to be noade, or repaired an-

nually ; and all the wood material n^ay

be cut, split, mortised, &c , ready to be set

as soon as the frost is out of the ground.

The broken tools too may all be repaired

in the shop, or in the kitchen corner, out

of the way of the cook. Hoe handles,

rake teeth, axe handles, and various other

small matters may be attended lo in win-

ter rather than at the time when the tools

are wanted for use.

All the farm tools should be kept in a
tool house, and hung up and distributed

where they may be found at once when
wanted The hands should all be called

to look at them till they learn the place

of each ;
and when a new hand is em-

ployed his first business should be to learn

where the tools are kept, and that all must

be returned at nighi, if not at noon, to

their proper places.

This arrangement saves a great amount

of labor in the course of the year; and

much fretting and scolding may be dis-

pensed with when such a S3'stem is pur-

sued. All farmers know that ten times

as much is lost in hunting for tools, as

would be lost in going a few steps, at

night, to put them all in place.

In the winter season j'okes may be

made : and any farmer who has a good

axe and a shave and auger may as well

make his own yokes as to hire them

made. Steers' yokes, particularly, are

very soon made, for there needs not much
curving in small 3'okes, and very crooked

ones are not suitable for steers.

Steers and colts can be broken and

made handy in the winter better than at

other seasons. Leisure is needed to train

them well. Colts should be halier broken

when they are quite young. This is done

by putting a halter on and letting them

know there is something stronger than

they are. They should then be trained

to go by the side of the mother when she

is in harness. They may be lied to the

shaft of the wagon or the chaise and go

to mill or to meetings. Colts trained in

this way will never be afraid of the wagon

01 the chaise behind them ; even though

the bridle breaks and the blinders come ofF.

So far colts may be broken when they

are but a few weeks old. The only ob-

jection to handling them so young, is,

that boys wnll attempt to ride thent and

put them into harness where they may
learn vicious tricks. Boys cannot break

them properly. Great care and prudence,

and judgment should be exercised in train-

ing them at first to draw and to carry

burthens on their backs. The winter

season, therefore, is the time when young
animals should be trained.
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Bat the hoys must be kept at school |

through the winter months. Let not far-

mers' boys be led to think they are not to I

be educated as well as boys who go into

stores and oiher places of business. Let
j

the boj's be scholars through the winter

months, and let people who have families

be employed during the same time to do

the hardest jobs that are to be done in

winter.

Other v.-ork may be done in winter if

farmers choose to have other business than

farming on their hands. In many coun-

ties in Massachusetts the shoe business is

carried on to a great extent by farmers in

the winter season. The trade of making
coarse shoes or brogans is soon learned

;

and young farmers will be in better tune

forspring work after making shoes through

the winter than after a winter of idleness

and dissipation.

A day lost \3 more than the loss of a

day's wages—for the expense of the lost

day are to be reckoned and added to the

first loss. Yet young men are advised

not to con one themselves in winter to labor

so closely as to have no spare time for

reading. No man need to work so many
hours that he cannot devote one or two to

reading in each winter evening.

W. B.

Oclober 30. 1S47.

bushels of com on an acre of land, with

the same labor, but with more foresight

in keeping his land in good tilth, and

feeding belter his crop, than his neighbor

employs upon an acre, and who does not

get forty or even thirty bushels. This

difference results from the manner of feed-

ing and tending the crop.— Vt. Chronicle.

For the Southern Planter.

THE FLT.

Mr. Editor.—There is much complaint

of the fly in the wheat in this part of the

State, and but very few farmers will make
use of the only remedy to check them,

which is grazing. Aiany believe that

if wheat is eaten off it will never come
again so as to produce wheat. My ex-

perience teaches me every year that it is

of advantage to the wheat to be grazed

in the fall, and in the spring until the first

or seventh of April.

Yours, very respectfully,

'L 1. H.

Amfierst, Dec. 15, 1S47.

LARGE CROPS A>'D FAT AMMALS.

The profits of crops as well as cattle

depend mainly upon the return they make
for the food and labor bestowed upon

them. The man who grows a hundred

bushels of corn, or makes a hundred

pounds of meat, with the same means
and labor that his neighbor expends to

obtain fifty bushels or fifty pounds, has a

manifest advantage
; and while the latter

merely lives, the former, if prudent, must
grow rich. He gains the entire value of

the extra fifty bushels or fifty pounds.

—

This disparity in the profits of agricul-

tural labor and expenditure is not a vi-

sionary speculation— it is matter of fact,

which is seen verified in almost every

town. We see one farmer raise eighty

A VALUABLE REMEDY.

A few daj's since we were in the company

of several farmers in the vicinity of this cit)'.

We expressed to them our regret that they did

not more frequently commnnicate to the public

the results of their experience in agricultural

pursuits and asked the cause of their reluc-

tance to write. One of these gentlemen told

us that some j-ears since he and another farmer

had published in the Planter a remedy for lice

upon cabbages, and to the very next number

somebody sent a contradiction. " This," said

he, "cured me of publishing, as m)' feelings

revolt from the suspicion of falsehood." We
felt sorry that such a thing should have oc-

curred, as our friend is a man of great expe-

rience and probity, and as we have found his

remedy, bv aciual experiment, to be correct.

It is simply to cover the leaves infested with

the lice with a handful of dry earth. We
have had cabbages in our own garden with

the leaves shrivelled and wrinkled up as much

jL*ibrary

N. C. State CoHese
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as they could possibly be, -which have been

by the application of the earth, reduced to

their healthy and natural state and perfectly

freed from the lice.

From this gentleman we have obtained the

following bimple method of treating the colic

in horses and cows, which was given to him

by the late Claiborne W. Gooch, of Henrico

county. Steep a flannel cloth in spirits of

turpentine and rub it upon the large veins of

the neck and upon those which lead to the

flank and shoulders, keeping the cloth wet

enough to saturate the hair. In ten minutes

this relieves the colic. " This recipe," con-

tinued he, "I have tried in three cases, once

on a cow, and twice on horses, and in each

case have found it eflectual. All I ask is, that

people will try it before pronouncing it false."

THINGS AT THE NEW YORK FAIR.

Kirk's Steam Hammer.—The inven-

tion and patent of Lewis Kirk, Esq., of

Reading, Pennsylvania, is worthy of spe-

cial notice, as promising vastly increased

facilities in the manufacturing and work-

ing of iron. A water-power in the vici-

nity of iron mines will no longer be ne-

cessary to their being successfully worked,

as this hammer, can be set up anywhere
that fuel can be had and turn out its pro-

ducts finished for the market. If a blast

furnace and forge were erected in the

same building, the waste heat of the fur-

nace might be appropriated to the boiler

of the steam hammer, and greatly dimi-

nish the expense of fuel. The working
apparatus of the steam hammer differs

but little from an ordinary forge or trip

hammer, while the power is applied for-

ward of the pivot or axle by the attach-

ment to the shaft or helve, of the piston

of an engine, whose cylinder is placed

directly underneath. An engine making
a stroke of from three to eight inches with

a cylinder of siae and strength, suited to

the weight of the hammer is all the ma-
chinery there is about it. It will be rea-

dily perceived that the force of the down-
ward stroke of the piston is added to the

weight of the hammer as it falls on the

iron, though by a gauge applied to the

steam valves, the force of the stroke can

be regulated or entirely raised from the

iron or anvil.

The Telescope of Mr. Lewinberg, if

it had an arrangement for its advantageous

exhibition, would be found an object of

the greatest interest. The fact that it is

built entirely of Ainerican materials, and
that it was constructed wholly in this

country, speaks much for the enterprise

I

of JMr. L., under whose direction it has

I

been made. The character of Mr. Lew-
inberg as an optician would be a sufficient

I

warrant for the accuracy and finish of

;

this instrument, to Mr. L.'s acquaintances.

But it Is hoped before the close of the

I fair, some arrangement may be made to

j

submit this gigantic instrument to the

scrutiny of experiment by accurate and
' experienced observers. By the way, we
ought to mention that Mr. L. is obtaining

I

subscriptions to a stock company for the

purchase of an observatory in the upper

part of the city. We notice on his sub-

scription book the names of Mayor Brady,

Morris Franklin, Esq., Noah Waterbery,

Esq. of Williamsburgh, and several others

of our most distinguished citizens,

Cacthpole's Cornstalk and Straw
Cutter is the most efficient and finished

instrument in its department, that we have

seen. It does its work well, and with

great despatch. The only objection to it,

is the cost, tw^enty-eight dollars, being

nearly twice as much as that of other

straw cutters. But this only shows the

confidence of its proprietor, that the pub-

lic will find it to possess substantial ad-

vantages to repay its extra cost. George

Catchpole, Esq., of Geneva, New York,

is the patentee.

" The Ladies Delight 1"—This is a
newly invented ivashing machine, so named
by Mr. Thomas Dobson, of No. 13 Morris

street. New York, its manufacturer. A
rare idea, though, that a xoashing machine
shoxild be esieemed the " delighr o{ \hQ

ladies However the machine looks pro-

mising, and its merits are admirably set

forih by the gentleman having charge of

its exhibition. We think he beats any-

thing on the board, always excepting the
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learned lecturers on ihe points and quali-

ties of stoves.

The Horticultural Department of the

Fair, under the supervision of Mr. Bridge-

man, deserves especial notice. The centre
\

of the gallery, vi'hich is appropriated to his
|

department, Mr. Bridgeraan has adorned
j

with emblems and designs, displaying

;

much taste and judgnijeni. A series of

magnificent arches, formed of evergreens,

extend along the front of the gallery, and i

under the central arches stand the statues
^

of Flora, Pomona and Ceres, each appro-
j

priately decked with the fruiis and pro-

:

ductions of which ihey are respectiveh*

the patron-deities. Flora has bunches of,

flowers in her hands, and a garland of]

flowers on her head. Poa:iona bears a
|

vase of peaches, apples, grapes and other
j

fruits, with a wreath of cranberries on

her head, while Ceres bears a sickle and
;

a sheaf of grain, and her head is v.reathed
:

with a garland of oats, and at her feel
|

repose a cow and sheep, surrounded by I

corn, &c. The horticultural deparlment

is superior to that of other years.

We ought to have noticed in our last
j

the appropriate and interesting address on
j

the evening of the commencement of the
|

Fair, by the President of the Institute, i

Mahlon Dickerson, of New Jersev, whose
|

topic was the encouragement given to '

American industry by the American In-

1

stitute.
!

We cordially invite the friends of im-

1

provemenis in manufactures and the me-

chanic arts to be present at this exhibition,

'

and feel conscious pride in the excellence
j

and utility of our national institutions un-

!

der whose influence and fosiering care'

such wonderful progress has been made
and is still making in agriculture, science

and the arts.

—

Farmer and Mechanic.

after dLncer. As we suppose the most of our

readers have the same tasies wiih ourselves

about it, we will give a recipe which has been

recommended to us as a good one. Cut a

plug two inches long, and an inch square, from

tie centre of the cheese, and fill ihe cavity

with best French brandy. When it has soaked

in, fill it up again. The operation should be

repealed twice or thrice, and the plug replaced.

In this way we are informed the cheese will

not only be preserved, but its flavor will be

greatly improved.

SKIPPERS IN CHEESE.
|

We know that epicures are addicted to what

they call "Animated Cheese;" bnt we are not

epicures. We have not reached that pitch of

civilization which would eniil'le us to obserre

with pleasurable couriosiiy the active feais of

a lump of " Imitation English" upon our plate

From 1 he Southern Cultivator.

SHEPHERD DOGS.

»Mr. Camack,—In Darwin's "Voyage
Around the World," Vol. I., chap, riii., p.

191, forming the 10th volume of Harpers
New Miscellany, is the following account

of the mode in which shepherd dogs are

procured in South America. This ac-

count I transcribe con amore as a small re-

muneration for the instruction and advan-

tage I have derived fiom the perusal of

the Southern Cultivator, to be inserted in

its pages if its editor should deem it eli-

gible.

Your obedient servant,

T. W.
Warrenton, Ga., April 23, 1847.

"While staying at this estancia, I was
am.used with what I saw and heard of

ihe shepherd dogs of the country. When
riding it is a common thing to meet a
large flock of sheep guarded by one or

two dogs at the distance of some miles

from any house or man. I often won-

dered how so firm a friendship had been

established. The raeihod of education

consists in separating the puppy while

very young, from the bitch, and in accus-

toming it to its future companions. An
ewe is held three or four times a day for

the little thing to suck, and a nest of wool

is m,adc for it in the sheep pen : at no
time is it allowed to associate with o;ber

dogr, or with the chil !ren of the family.

'I'he puppy is moreover generally cas-

trated; so that when grown up, it can
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scarcely have any feelings in common
with ihe rest of its kind. From this edu-

cation, it has no wish to leave the flock,

and just as another dog will defend its

master, man, so will these the sheep. It

is amusing to observe, when approaching

a flock, bow the dog immediately ad-

vances barking, and the sheep all close in

his rear, as if around the oldest ram.

—

These dogs are also easily taught to

bring home the flock at a certain hour in

the evening. Their most troublesome

fault, when young, is their desire of play-

ing with the sheep, for in their sport they

sometimes gallop their poor subjects most

unmercifully.
" The shepherd dog comes to the house

every day for some meat, and as soon as

it is given to him, he skulks away as if

ashamed of himself. On these occasions

the house dogs are very tyrannical, and
the least of them will attack and pursue

the stranger. The minute, however, the

latter has reached the flock, he turns

round and begins to bark, and then all

the house dogs take very quickly to their

heels. In a similar manner, a whole pack
of the hungry wild dogs will scarcely ever

(and I was told by some never) venture

to attack a flock guarded by even one of

these faithful shepherds."

MUSTARD.

A correspondent, Mr. Hite, requests us to

publish some informaiiou about mustard, its

cultivation, ifcc. ' Such as we have we give

unto him."

There are two species of this plant, the

white and the brown seeded or black mustard.

The while is used as a salad. It is the black

mustard which bears the seed used in com-

merce and from which the condiment is ob-

tained. Both species grow well in a great di-

versity of soils, and with little care and labor

—

mustard being a hardy plant—but of course,

the richer the soil, the more careful the culti-

vation, the more vigorous and profitable will

le ihe crop.

Those v.'ho intend entering on iis jToJuciion

should usi3 great care in the ftrsi instance to

obtain good seed. There is a plant very fre-

quently mixed -with mustard in the Ws.'iern

States which veiy much resembles it, but

which is unfit for the uses of the manufac-

turer. Of course this reduces the price when
brought to market, and it is the very general

presence of it in the American mustard which

causes so much of it to be imported from. Eu-

ropean countries to the United States.

Then there are two qualities of mustard

seed, one of which is veiy small and has a

very thick skin. It is not worth half the price

at which the good seed are valued.

Before anyone attempts the culture of mus-

tard as a considerable crop, he should satisfy

himself of two things: 1st. That he has got

the best quality of see8. 2d. That the seed is

not mixed with that of any similar plant.

—

Both of these facts he may ascertain by a

close examination. If he does not do so, he

will not find mustard a very profitable crop

;

whereas, with good seed it is exceeding pro-

fitable.

Its Culture.—A rich but light soil should be

chosen and reduced to a fine tilth. The mus-

tard should be sown in drills two feet, or two

feet and a half apart, and thin enough to al-

low working with the hoe. It is also frequent-

ly planted in hills fifteen inches apart. Not a

weed should be allowed to show itself in the

ground during its time of growth. The time

of planting is April.

The pods do not ripen all at once. They
ripen in succession. But we should not delay

the harvest till they are all matured, as the

first seed are always the best, and these would

be almost entirely lost if they were allowed to

remain until the entire crop is ready. There-

fore, the best rule is, to pull up or cut oflF the

whole crop so soon as the stems become yel-

low, carry it to a barn, lay it upon a large

cloth, and so let it remain for a month. In

that time it will be all ready to be gotten out

It should be threshed out on cloths, not with

flails, because that would bruise and otherwise

injure the seed, but with bundles of rods.

—

Pass the seed two or three times through the

fan and it i.s finished. The time of harvest is

in .Tuly cr August. The sooner the seed r.re

mnnufaciurcd and used, the better, as :i,c:egra-

liuTiliv destroys the sirfn;r:h.
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Mr. John P. Webber writing from Massa-

chusetts stales that he has raised it at the rate

of txrenty bushels per acre, sowing it in drills.

A gentleman in Xew Hampshire is slated in

the New England Farmer for 1830, to have

raised it at the rate of fi7e bushels from thirt_v-

six poles. Another states that he raised on a

smaJl piece of ground in his garden at the

rate of thirty-five bushels per acre. This, of

course, is more than would be obtained by

any other than garden cultivation. At the

Shaker Village at Canterbury, New Hamp-

an acre of good ground. But why should any

man who has a garden ever Iru]/ mustard at

all? To enter upon its production as a crop

requires some labor, but every man may have

enough to supply his family from a little patch

in the comer of his yard. Instead of this, we

continue to give, just as we did years ago, se-

venty-five cents a bottle for a yellow stuff

called mustard, which the English send over

here. This English mustard is a thing fabri-

cated, and, as "William Cobbett says, as false

as the glazed and pasted goods sent out by the

bhire, they state that their crop is sometimes
: fraudulent fabricators of Manchester. They

twenty bushels per acre, but in years of make the greater part of it of baked bones

drought, twelve, and one year only seven
i ground to a powder, some wheat flour, a bright

bushels per acre. Mr. Webber, before quoted, i coloring matter, probably ochre, and some drug

says that he thinks hft own crops, one year
|
which gives it the pungent taste. Because it

with another, averaged fifteen bushels. is more pungent and of a brighter yellow than

In the manufacture of mustard some white the real mustard we have known many per-

seed combined with the black is said to make
|

sons so unreflecting as to prefer it because

the best. They are ground in a mill and
|

from those reasons they suppose it to be purer.

sifted to a fine flour. One of the grand se- 1
But whoever will use it freely will find that it

crets of making it good, is to keep it per- ! bums his inside long after he swallows it

—

fectly dry from the seed to the time of use.
|

Those who labor and have strong digestions

The pungency of mustard, the quality by ! can eat it with impunity; but persons of weak

which it raises blisters on the skin and bites and delicate constitutions have the coats of

the tongue is owing to a volatile oil which is
|

the stomach seriously injured by it. The good

not originally present in the dr^' flour. It is
j

mustard does not have this effect, nor is it of

created by the chemical action of two sub- ' that bright yellow. Why should any man

stances which compose it (known to chemists who has a garden buy this poisonous stuff]

as eimdcin and myronic acid.) These do not

act upon one another until water is added.

—

When the flour is moistened thej' quickly

form the oil. Vinegar diminishes this change.

It is, therefore, a great mistake to use it in

preparing mustard. Tepid water is the pro-

per fluid both to vjix up the condiment and to

make the irritating poultice. As we have be-

fore said, the oil is of a valuable character

and will after awhile fly away and leave the

mustard without strength. It should then be

prepared but a few hours before the tinie when

wanted for use.

Why do not our farmers raise more mustard

than they dol It is an exceedingly profitable

crop and a good price may be obtained in

every large town. Good mustard has always

brought from three to four dollars per bushel,

cash, even v»hen large crops are sold at once,

and fifteen bushels may always be raised from

On a perch of ground you may raise ten pounds

of mustard and that will be more than the

largest family will need for a year. The seed

can be either powdered fine in a mortar, or

what will be better, ground in a little mustard

mill which may be easily and cl^eaply obtained,

and sifted to as fine a flour as what you buy.

Your mustard will not be of as bright a 5-el-

low, but a slight tinge of brown is just as

good a color.

Then we recommend our readers to raise

some mustard in their gardens every year.

—

You Kill save some money, and you may save

a life by it. The plants do not occupy the

groimd more than fourteen weeks and they

may then be replaced by something else—or

by another crop of mustard itself if }-ou like.

Apply campbire to drooping planis.
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From the American Agriculmrist.

HOW TO MAKE APPLE-BUTTER.

In the December number (1846) of the

Ag-riciilturist, you express a wish to know
how the best apple-butter can be rf;ade,

and as I consider mjseh'" au fail at that

business, I have great pleasure in sending

such directions as I believe to be the best.

The large copper kettle three-quarters

full of new sweet cider, made from sound

apples, is set over the fire before five o'clock

in the morning. I let it boil two hours,

and then put in as many apples, which
were peeled, cored, and cut up the night

before, as will fill the kettle, and at ihe

same time I throw in about two quarts of

nicely cleaned peach-stones, which, by-

sinking to the bottom and being moved
about incessantly by the stirrer, prevent

the fruit from settling and burning, which
would spoil the whole. I take care in

selecting the apples to secure a large pro-

portion of sour ones ; for, as the cider is

sweet, unless this precaution be taken,

the sauce will have a vapid taste that no-
j

thing can remove ; and all the apples

;

must be of kinds that will boil easy to a
j

jelly. On the hearth, around the fire, 1

1

place numerous pans and pots of apples

and cider, simmering and stewing, which I •!

empty into the kettle as fust in succession I

as the contents boil away enough to make i

room for them
;
but after twelve o'clock 1

1

never allow anj^ more to be added to ihej

mass. The boiling must be continued
j

steadily until the whole is reduced to a

smooth, thick marmalade, of a dark, rich

brown color, and no cider separates when
a small portion is cooled for trial.

From the moment the first apples are

put into the boiling cider, the whole must
be stirred without a moment's intermis-

sion, otherwise it will settle and burn
;

but the handle of the stirrer must be passed

from hand to hand as often as fatigue or

inclination makes a change desirable.

My kettle holds half a barrel of cider,

which, with the first npples in ii, begins

to boil about nine o'clock in the morning,
and ih-^ whole is dene enough bv pi^hi

o'clof k in ihe evenice, wiipn a s>.fiicieni

qnanti'y of powiiered allspice, cloves and

cinnamon, may be added to season it to

your taste. The apple-butter must be
dipped out as soon as possible when it

stops boiling; for, if ii cools in the copper
or brass, it is in danger of becoming poi-

sonous, as may be detected even by the
unpleasant taste imparted by the action
of the acid upon the copper. I prefer

sweet stone or earthenware pots to keep
it in, but where the quantity made is very
large, a barrel may be employed.

E. S.

^utawah.

For the Sonthern Planter.

WHEAT STRAW AS A MA^^URE.
!

Mr. Editor,—I should like very much
' to see the subject of the comparative va-
' lue of wheat straw and other cow-food as
' a manure, discussed in your journal, if

' put on the land before having passed

I
through the bowels of cattle, or afier that

:

process. It was formerly a custom with

j

farmers, when a neighbor was scarce of

food, to take his cattle to winter for no-

j

thing, believing that the straw, &c., was
I more valuable, as a manure, after di<res-

tion in the animal's stomach than beiore.

I
I think so yet. They ask pay for it no^v.

The addition of the urine alone, as a fer-

tilizer, must make it more valuable, espe-

cially if the manure heap is kept covered
from the rains, and the addition of animal
matter during the process of digestion.

—

Of course some of the vegetable matter
must be appropriated to the keeping up
the animal system, "or wear and tear," I

will term it, that is constantly going on
in the animal economj'duringitscxislence.

Yours, most respectfully,

J. -M. Wills.

Chatham, Fluvanna County.

We ask Mr. Wills' pardon for not having

published his note before. We placed it in

the hands of a friend who had paid considera-

ble attention to this particular subject, and

who promised us some statistics which his

experiments would enable him to furnish.—

Cut the er. ;';: semen ts of his farm having been

so constant hitherto as to prevent his prepar-
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ing any thing in answer to the inquiries madei

we have determined to publish them without

farther dela}'iD hopes that some one else may

be able to send us the desired information.

Looking at this mailer as it would work

here in Virginia, we are ourselves of the de-

cided opinion that it is a very expensive and

unprofitable method of preparing manure.

—

Even if it be proved that the dung of a cow

is worth more as manure than the straw that

she eats, we are still against it. In a country

like Belgium, where every ounce of dung and

drop ol urine is preserved; it may be a good

CQSiom- But upon all farms in our pan of

the world which we have had opportunities

for examining, too little care is taken of ma-

nure to make this a money-making business.

The urine is invariably lost, the dung allowed

to lie for days, drying away, before it is placed

in the heap. Consequently it is our opinion

so long as we farm in the careless manner in

which we now do, that this custom of keeping

cattle for iheir manure had better be left alone.

We have heard of one Virginian, however,

who made money at this sort of thing. The

late Mr. Welford, near Fredericksburg, sup-

plied the livery stables of that town with as

much straw as desired, on condition that he

might be allowed to carry oif all the manure.

Bui by these means he not only got a great

deal of that which his straw made, but he got

the oats and other grain, which contain large

quantities of nitrogen. This more than made

up the losses of urine, &c.

VIRGINIA SHEEP.

Twelve months ago under this heading we

mentioned to our readers ihal some of the best

stock of sheep with which we had become ac-

qnainied, was to be found on the plantation of

Ccl. Josiah Ware, of Clarke county, near Ber-

ryville. Since then the information which we

published about those sheep has been corro-

borated from various sources, and Col. Ware's

stock is fasi acquiring a reputation equal to

that of any sheep raised in the Korih. Last

fall we heard of a flock of these sheep, lieing

thiriy wethers ia all, Isalf of them only year-

lings^, and the rest Lul two years old, v.hich

were sold to Mr. Philip Olterback, of the

Washington City market. Mr. Otterback, as

is well known, is a most experienced judge of

good mutton, and it is reasonable to suppose

that be would not have given more than their

vonh. He gave Col. Ware three hundred

dollars for the thiriy, being ten dollars a head,

and he stales that on getting them to Washing-

ton he was offered by another butcher five him-

dred dollars for them. He sold the carcasses

I
neat of some of them for twenty-four collars

each, and refused five dollars each for the

skins to tan with the wool on for carriage and

sleigh rugs. Col. Ware's sheep are originally

of the Cotswold breed, and he has devoted

great attention to their improvement by cross-

ing them, &c. Why should any Virginian

send out of his own State to stock his farm 1

There are those within its borders who can

furnish the most superior breeds at a less price

than he would have to give for the same qua-

lity elsewhere; he would have a shorter jour-

ney to carry them, and when he got them,

they would be already acclimated to a South-

ern country.

Since we wrote the foregoing paragraph we

have received a package of the finest wool

we have ever seen, from this very flock of

sheep. It is of different qualities, each lot

from the coarsest part of the fleeces from

M^hich it is taken, and may be seen by any one

at the office of the Southern Planter. It is

the sort of wool of which worsted materials

are made. Very little of this sort of wool is

raised in the United Stales—nearly all used

in the immense factories of such stuffs being

imported from Scotland and elsewhere—and

it commands a high price and ready sale when

none other will sell. We have s^me of the

yarn made from it, and it is as strong as com-

mon pack-thread. We invite the inspection

of those who are accustomed to such matters.

Some of it we sent to Mr. Jones, the Manager

of the Virginia Woollen Company, and we

have received from him the following note

:

Editor of the Southern Planter:

Dear Sir,—I have examined the sam-

ples of wool yon spnt from th*^ flock of

! .'-he<|) bf longing to Mr. Ware, of C'aike

i cotin'y, Virginm. and I Crlfein the wool
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as exceedingly valuable and well adapted

for worsted goods. Such wool always

commands a read\- sale at good prices,

from the fact that native wools, adapted

to worsted fabrics, are always very scarce

in the wool markets of the United States.

Caleb Jones, Agent

Virginia Woollen Company.

HAVANA TOBACCO.

Persons who are disposed to make an ex-

periment with this species of tobacco can ob-

tain some seed by applying at the office of the

Southern Planter.

AGRICULTURE.

Nothing can more fully prove the in-

gratitude of mankind than ihe little re-

gard which the disposers of honorary re-

wards have paid to agriculture; which is

treated as a subject so remote from com-

mon life by all those who do rot imme-
diately hold the plough, or give fodder to

the ox, that there is room to question,

whethei a great part of mankind has yet

been informed that life is sustained by the

fruits of the earth.

—

Johnson.

HOW TO MAKE MEAD.

To one gallon of water add four pounds
of pure hone^', and aroinatic herbs or not,

according to taste. Boil the whole in a

copper nearly three-quarters of an hour,

and skim well. Then allow the mead to

stand in the copper until nearly cold, when
it should be bottled up and kept till old

enough to drink.

—

Am. Agriculturist.

TO SUBSCRIBERS AND THEIR POST-
MASTERS.

With the postmasters of Virginia and the

Southern Slates generally, we have always

been upon good terms, having in most cases

received from ihem great kindness and atten-

tion; and we have had very little cause of

complaint against any considerable number of

them until the last year. But during the latter

part of 1847, although we have issued every

number of the Planter on, or within a few

days of the beginning of the month, yet very

many of our subscribers have notified us that

they are not received until fully two months

have elapsed. Why is this 1 As a specimen

of the letters we have received on this subject

we insert the following:

Smithville, Powhatan, Dec. 14, 1S47.

Gentlemen,—We have received to-day,

for the first time for several months, the

Southern Planter for December. You
will please discontinue our subscription to

the same. We were under the impres-

sion you had discontinued it until to-day.

Yours, very respectfully,

H. & W. Harris.

Letters similar to this we have received

from several quarters. We do not yet know

where the fault lies, but we shall make it our

business to find out, and if continued, we shall

be forced by our duty to the subscribers of our

paper, to make representations of the fact to

the proper authorities.

More than one postmaster has received the

Planter for nearly the whole of the past year

for persons who are either dead or who refused

them. It was their duty when ihey found it

was not taken out, to have notified us of the

fact. Instead of doing so, they have received

and kept the numbers till the end of the year

and then returned them all at once. We would

call the attention of these postmasters to the

clause in the post office law, which renders

them liable for the subscription of any paper

which they continue to receive for such a

length of time without notifying the proprie-

tors that they are refused.

NOTICE.

In the December number of the Planter we
sent out bills to all of our subscribers v.ho

were in arrears at the lime it was issued.

—

Since then and bef-re the number had time to

reach them, some of these have sent in their

subscription money. We mention the fact to

explain lo them why the bills were received

after they had paid their amount.
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TO THE READER.

Daring the past year the present editor of

this paper conducted it under great disadvan-

tages. Not having the acquaintance of a large

number of Mr. Botts' correspondents, he was
not able to furnish in every number the usual

number of original communications. But we
have opened correspondence with many of

the most distiagaished and experienced far-

mers in the Souihem States, and have obtained

from them promises of regular contributions.

We hope to add many more to our list, and

we shall be able with their help to make the

volume for 1848, certainly much superior to

that we have just finished, and if our labor

can make it so, superior to any former volume

of the Planter or of any other agricultural

Journal whatever. It will continue to be, as

it ever has been, a journal of practical agri-

culture, filled with short articles written in

plain words, tmmingled with the phrases of

chemical nomenclatures. We intend it as a

work for the intelligent farmer, not for the

man of scientific reseach, for the planter who
is growing com, wheat, and tobacco on South-

em lands, not for the learned professor in a

chemical laborator;v, and to render it useful

to such, we have found it necessary to adhere

rigidly to this mle. Under our present ar-

rangements we feel no doubt that we shall be

able to make it a periodical which will entitle

us not merely to asJ:, but honestly to daiin the

support of this portion of the community.

We have received invitations from our

friends and well wishers in many portions of

Virginia and elsewhere to A-isit them at their

farms; and as we are anxious fully to inform

ourselves on the wants of the planters of the

South, we stall devote a considerable portion

of our time during the present year to travel-

ling among them. If circumstances permit

us we shall traverse this Slate in various di-

rections, and endeavor to see the well culti-

vated and the ill cultivated portions of it. In

doing so we shall call on some with whom we
have as yet no .icquaintance save through the

pages of the Planter; but we trust that they,

and our sincere desire to obtain information

calculated to serve those who are engaged in

the same pursuits with themselves, will prove

sulficient letters of inlrodnciion.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
IS PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

P. D. BERNARD, 165 MAIN ST. RICHMOND, VA.

TERMS.
The Planter, containing thirty-two super-

royal octavo pages, is published monthly at

one dollar and fifty cents per annum, which
may be discharged by the payment of

ONE DOLLAR ONLY,
sent free of postage, within six months from
the date of subscription; six copies for five

dollars, if sent free of postage.

O'All subscriptions must commence with
the volume, or January number.

H^No paper will be discontinued, until all

arrearages are paid.

H^All letters on business, connected with
the Planter, must be post-paid.

WATT'S CUFF-BRACE AND GAUGE
PLOUGH.

FARMERS are requested to examine our
stock of ploughs. We have about twenty

sizes, all on the "cuff" plan, by which the
beam may be raised or lowered and turned to
the right or left to regulate the depth and width
of furrow without altering the harness. Some
have wrought points and others cast. The
ploughs when adjusted to the height of the
horse can be made as permanent as any other
plough, if not more so. The sizes vary from
a light one-horse to a large four-horse; and
the prices from $3 50 to S14 or 516.
The four-horse we confidently recommend

as superior to any in use in this countr}\
Those who use four-horse ploughs will please
call in lime to allow us to get them ready for
the present season.

For further description see Planter of Jurfe,

1842, (with a cut,) November, 1846, and Feb-
mary and April, 1847.

Patent rights for sale.

Address GEORGE WATT & Co.,
je—tf Richmond, Va.

FOR SALE,

IN Eastern Virginia, a small Farm with im-
provements, lying contiguous to navigation

and the soil abounding in marl and very im-
provabie. This is an excellent location for a
physician, one having enjoved a good practice
here very recently. For particulars, applv to
ihe editor of this paper. de 1—it
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Arts.

—

Xenophon.
Tillage and Pasturage are the two breasts
of the State.

—

Sully.
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EDITOR.
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MEMORANDA FOR THE MONTH.

February is a month which lies, as it were,

between the work of the past year and the

work of the year to come—at least so it seems

to the bad farmer and inefficient manager.

—

He, therefore, does Utile or nothing in Febru-

ary. So it does 7iot seem to us. Now is the

time that the farming year commences in ear-

nest. There are things to be done now which

may be as well done in March or April, but

which if put off till then will crowd those im-

portant months in such a way that much
work essential to the crops will not be done

at all. H« who now does all the farm busi-

ness which may be done in February has ihe

same advantage over him who contents him-

self with cutting and hauling firewood and'

feeding the stock which an early riser has

over him who lies till nine or ten o'clock.

Fences.—So long as the fence law con-

tinues, it remains a fixed fact, that no crops

will he made by the man who has not good

fences round his fields. During the present

month every fanner should examine his en-

closures with his own eyes—not trust to the

reports, of his foreman, but go round and try

every panel himself. Every rail of them that

is defective, or which promises to become de-

VeL. VIII.—2.

fective in a short time, should be renewed.

—

By so doing, before the crop is put in, much
fretting, much trouble, and more expense may
be saved.

Firewood.—As there is much to be done in

March towards getting in the corn crops, it is

important that the hands should not be called

off for any thing else. But as wood for the

household is quite as necessary then as it is

now, this will have to be done, unless you cut

and haul now enough to last the rest of the

cold weather.

Ploughing.—If the ground is wet, of course

it must not be turned ; as if ploughed in that

condition, it will remain like a parcel of dried

mortar for the rest of the season. But if a

tolerably dry spell comes in this month, let it

not pass unused. Siifl' clay lands, especially,

are much improved by being subjected to the

influence of frosts. All such lands should be

now ploughed, if in a fit condition.

Whitewashing.—Find some leisure day in

this month to put whitewash on all out-

buildings, stables, barns, &c. It will change

the whole appearance of the place, help to

drive away insects, and keep them in a cleanly

condition.

Farming Implements.—Put all your hoes,

harrows, ploughs, carts, &c., in order in this

month. Do not wait until they are wanted^

and then have to send miles to a blacksmith

or carpenter's shop just at the moment when
you want the work to be pushed on. And
when they have come home from being mended
see them put under cover.

Stables, &c.—Clean them out thoroughly

during some bad day in this month, and strew

the floors with powdered charcoal or gypsum.

This absorbs the ammonia of the urine, de-

stroys the smell and at the same time makes a

quantiiy of excellent manure. This is a good

time also to clean out the hen-houses. They
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should be thickly coated on the interior with

whitewash, as also should be the roosls.

Horses, Cattle, &c.—All farm animals

should be carefully taken care of during this

and the succeeding months, as it is then that

nature furnishes them the fewest means of

taking care of themselves, while the weather

is such as tries their constitutions most se-

verely.

Tobacco Be.ds.—The time draws nigh for

their preparation, and as too much care can-

not be taken about them, it will be well for

the farmer to take a plenty of time to get them
ready, and to see to it with his own eyes.

Pasture Lands.—Any one who has a piece

of pasture ground which he does not intend

to plough up this spring will find it an excel-

lent plan to go over it with a basket or two of

plaster, scattering it broadcast. When this

is done, keep the cattle out till next May, and

the pasture will be worth double as much to

you as it otherwise would.

Fruit Trees.—Now is the time to prune

your apple trees, your cherry trees, &c., of

their dead branches. And when it is neces-

sary ,to take off a limb, do not let the opera-

tion be performed by a negro boy with a dull

hatchet, A fine saw is the instrument, and

the «tiam|) should be cut smooth with a sharp

drawin.g knife. Some tallow and beeswax

should be melted together and applied so as

to exclude the air from the wound.

Grape Vjn,5s.—Now is the time to diminish

the redandancies of your grape vines. Unless

you do .thiis r.egu;lai:ly, they will look very pret-

ty next sommer,,running all over their frames,

covered wiiiCh Jfresh leaves^ and they will serve

to ornament yrour-y?ud and garden very much;
but that is jieariy all that they will do.

—

It is true, th«y ,witl have an abuudance of

.
clusters on th&ra in the early part of the year;

! but not half w'l'ill come to maturity, and even

f tl)cse that do, wiH have but little size and fla-

vor. The reason (ujfilhis is, that the sap has

beefi exhausted by iihe growth of young wood
and lea.ves. ThereCoite, they should invaria-

bly have a pruning ei^hei- in February or No-
vember. .|n fastening them up we have been

convinced by personal o'^iervaiion thatwooden

slats ^re much (.o be preftuiBftd to thei.ion wires

now so much in vogue. The wires do not af

ford sufficient substance for the vine which
has been properly trimmed to bend around.

They are excellent, however, for the young
growth.

Water-Furrows.— You, whose grain fields

lie upon sloping and low lands, go through

them in the latter part of this month and see

that the water-furrows are all right. The
spring rains will be here soon, and they will

be called into requisition.

Clover.—Now is the time to sow clover

seed among the wheat fields. A layer of clo-

ver will thus succeed the grain crop, and will

either serve you as hay, or as a fertilizer of

the soil.

Now is the time to do a great many other

things, one of the m t important of which is

to write a good communication and send a

new subscriber to the Southern Planter.

NICKING HORSES.

The object of nicking a horse is to

cause him to hold the tail up and prevent

his pressing it down strong when he may
catch the reins beneath it. There are

two sets of muscles to the tail—those

that are used to elevate and those that

are used to depress it. Those lo elevate

are stronger and more numerous than the

others. 'J'hose used for depressing soon

form tendons, (cords,) which run along

on each side, beneath, and attach them-

selves 10 the bones at the extremitj^. If

these are cut oif, the upper or elevating

muscles predominate, and very naturally

raise the tail by the action, the resistance

to their action, being nearly destroyed.

—

The artei.ies which convey blood to the

tail, generally lay on the upper side, near

the bone, so that there is not so much
danger of cutung them in this operation.

Formerlj the operation of nicking was
performed by cutting across the under side

of the tail, so as to divide the tendons

completely, nnd by keeping the tail ele-

vated, the two ends were separated, and
a callous was formed between thenj, fill-

ing up the gash when healed. This is

not a good method. In the first place it
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is longer healing, and in the next place,

there is more danger of inflammation and

mortificaiion. The mode now foiiowed

is to cast the horse and secure him, and

then run a long slender knife in near the

margin of the hair, on the outside, under

the cords, and cutting outward until the

cord is separated, but not cutting through

the skin. This is done in two or three

places on a side. In this way there is

no visible wound, except the small hole

where the knife entered, and the skin be-

ing preserved whole over the cut tendons,

convej's the necessary fluids, and causes

it not only to heal faster, but prevenis

much trouble and inflammation by keep-

ing out all foreign matter. As soon as

the tendons are separated the tail should

be turned forcibly back, in order to draw
the ends of the cords from each other,

and the horse may be suffered to get up
and be loosed. The hair at the end of

tail is then looped, a pin put through to

which a string is placed, attached to

weights which pass over pulleys above in

the stall, by which the tail is kept ele-

vated two or three weeks, until the wounds
have healed.

These pulleys are in general use, but

we have seen a much better mode adopted.

The objection to the pulleys is that by
the motions of the horse in the stall they

are oHen made to have an uiiequal ten-

sion, and do not ahvaj-s keep the tendons

sufficiently apart.

The plan which we allude to is the fol-

lowing. Pads may be made like the pads

of a riding-saddle, or what would be bet-

ter, a wooden saddle may be made so as

to fit the rump of the horse, just back of

the hips. On the top of this is fastened

firmly a piece of wood which is grooved

so as to just let the tail, when it is turned
'

back, lie snugly in it. Holes may be

made in the sides of the grooved wood,
through which to pass straps or pieces of

webbing which may be used to lash the'

tail firmly but with not too great pressure

in the groove. The tail being thus turned

back and fasiened into the groove, th.e.

machine or saddle must then be fasiened'

firmly, so as lo keep the tail in its place.
|

To do this, the following plan may be
2b

adopted—a pad or small wagon-saddle
be put upon ihe back of the horse, which
is to be held in its place by a girth going
around his belly in the common v.-ay, and
another from the front part of the saddle

around the horse's breast. A strap like

the crupper strap goes from the back part

of the saddle, along the back, and is at-

tached to the machine as it is to the crup-

per. Another girth may be attached to

one side of the machine, and pass diago-

nally across the flanks of the horse, down
and forward to the belly girth to which
it is fastened, and then back on the other

side of the horse up to the opposite side

of the machine, where it is buckled. In

this way the machine will be kept in its

place, and the tail also, let the horse put

himself in what position he may.
Some dock the horse, if it has not been

dons before, at the time of nicking ; others

v/ait and let the tail heal somewhat before

the docking is done.

Care should be taken to avoid inflam-

mation, for !he hair in such cases, will

come out, and the wounds are much longer

in healing.

Take the tail down every two or three

days, and bathe in warm vinegar, and if

the hair begins to come out, bathe it in

tincture of mj'rrh, and give the horse some-

thing of a laxative nature.

After a week has elapsed le-l the horse

stand without the machine a few hours,

and also ride him about for exercise, and
to see how he will carry his tail.

From the Prairie Farmer.

CHEESE.

Herkimer county is i^je greatest cheese

county in the Slate, and probably in the

United Slates. Almost every man who
has land enough keeps cows and n;ake3

cheese. They have some important imi-

provements, that every man should know
who makes cheese lo any extent any
where. One of the m.osf useful articles

I will undertake to describe. It is a fin

vat. The first one I saw belongs to John
Everett, Esq., of Litchfield. It is made
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of tin, two and a half feet wide, six feet

long-, and nineteen inches deep. This vat

sets inside of a wooden vat, four inches

larger than the tin vat, which leaves a

space of two inches between the vats, so

that the tin can be surrounded with wa-

ter. Mr. Everett has thirty cows. At
night he fills the outside vat with cold

water; this surrounds and chills the tin

vat ; the milk is then strained into the tin

vat, and is chilled and kept from souring

before morning. In the morning the milk

is strained in with the night's, and then

with a small boiler steam is introduced

into the water between the vats, until the

milk is heated to about eightj-four degrees,

which is ascertained by a thermometer.

They then put in the rennet, and as soon

.as the curd has set, they break it up, and
then introduce the steam, as before, to

scald the curd, which the}' heat to one

hundred and four degrees ; they then ele-

vate one end of the vat a little, and take

a plug out of the lower end, and set in a

tin strainer ; the whey then runs off, while

they stir and break up the curd. The
whey is conducted from the vat to the

cow-barn, in a small trough, and is then

fed to the cows. Most cows eat it gree-

dily, and the}' think it is a greater benefit

to feed it to cows than to hogs. The
cheese from this dairy weigh from sixty

to ninety pounds, and is marketed to be

delivered on the canal monthly, at six and

a half cents.

—

Letter of Mr. John Gage.

USEFUL HINTS ABOUT BED-ROOMS

Their saiall size and their lowness ren-

der them very insalubrious; and the case

is rendered worse by close windows and
thick curtain? and hangings, with which
the beds are often so carefully surrounded

as to prevent the possibility of the air be-

ing renewed. The consequence is, that

we are breathing vitiated air during the

greater part of the night ; that is, during

more than a third part of our lives; and
thus the period of repose, which is neces-

sary for the renovafion of our mental and
bodily vigor, becomes a source of disease.

Sleep, under such circumstances, is very

[often disturbed, and always much less re-

! freshing than when enjoyed in a well ven-

tilated apartment; it often happens, in-

I

deed, that such repose, instead of being

[followed by renovated strength and acti-

vity, is succeeded by a degree of heavi-

ness and languor which is not overcome
till the person has been some lime in purer

air. Nor is this the only evil arising

from sleeping in ill- ventilated apartments.

I

When it is known that the blood under-

I

goes most important changes in its ci^iu-

lation throughout the lungs by means of

the air which we breathe, and that these

vital changes can only be effected by the

respiration of pure air, it will be easily

understood bow the healthy functions of

the lungs must be impeded by inhaling

for many successive hours the vitiated air

of our bed rooms, and how the health

must be effectually destroyed by respiring

impure air, as by living on unwholesome or

innutritions fool. In the case of children

and 3'oung persons predisposed to con-

sumption, it is of still more urgent conse-

quence that they breathe pure air by
night as well as by day, by securing a
continuous renewal of the air in their bed

rooms, nurseries, schools, &c. Lret a mo-

ther, who has been made anxious by the

sickly looks of her children, go from pure

air into their bed room in the morning be-

fore a door or window has been opened,

and remark the slate of the atmosphere,

the close, oppressive, and often foetid odor

of the room, and she may cease to won-

der at the pale, sickly aspect of her chil-

dren. Let her pay a similar visit some
time after means have been taken to se-

cure a full supply and continued renewal

of the air in the bed rooms during the

night, and she will be able to account for

the more healthy appearance of her chil-

dren, which is sure to be the conseqence of

supplying theni with pure air to breathe.

FOOD 0^• AN ACRE OF LAND.

Allowing wheat at 15 bushels (o the

acre, 9( lbs. of food are produced. One
acre of potatoes at SfO bushels, frodiices

18,000 lbs. The wheat at 75 cents the
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bushel, is worth $11 25. The potatoes

at 10 cents the bushel, $20. A farmer

in Illinois says that potatoes delivered two

miles from the digging at 6^: cents a

bushel, is more profitable than wheat at

75 cents, if carted, as most of it is, from

sixty to one hundred miles.

MANAGEMENT OF HONEY BEES.

Sioarming.—The cause of swarming,

in all cases, is an excess of population,

the bees not having room for all to work

to advantage. When bees are placed in

very large hives, or when they are quar-

tered in an open room, as is sometimes

done, they never swarm. Swarming may
also be prevented by affording additional

room, either at the bottom, top, or side of

the hive, during the swarming season.

—

As a matter of profit, in the increase of

stock, bees should never be placed in

rooms, or in hives larger than twelve

inches square. If we should hive two

swarms, the one in a hive two feet square,

and the other in a hive one foot square
;

or in hives of the same contents, though

differently shaped, the result of the in-

crease of each, at the end of five years,

would be, with good management, about

as follows, viz : the swarm in the larger

hive v.-ould about half fill it with comb
the first year ; the second year it would

be complete, but no new swarm. The
following spring would find the hive full

of comb, but on)}' half full of bees ; and

it would require the third year to replenish,

and so it would continue ad ivjinitum

yearly replenishing its lost population, and

at the end of fifty years you would have
no more bees than when you commenced !

The other hive would he plumply filled

the first year ; the second year a couple

of prime swarms might be calculated on
;

the third year, we will say, only one
swarm each, (a very low estimate,) we
now have six swarms ; the fourth year we
will double to a certainty, and the fifh

year the same,—making twenty-four

swarms, while the larger hive "stands
alone in its glory," if not entirely annihi-

lated by the ravages of the moth, the

more probable result of the two. In each

hive there is but one queen, which is the

source of all the increase. The eggs are

laid by her. A hive one foot square is

as large as she can use. In such a hive

all the workers that she desires to carry

out her ends can be fully accommodated.

Ten thousand bees to a hive in the spring

are all-sufficient—more would be but an

incumbrance ;
hence we find that though

there be one hundred thousand in a large

hive during the breeding season, the fol-

lowing spring finds them departed to that

"bourne whence they never return."

The principal laying of the queen de-

pends much upon the mildness of the

spring and much upon the strength of the

stock. I am fully satisfied that many of

my stock are in progress of breeding

through (he entire winter, lo some extent.

Indeed that such is the case with anj' po-

pulous stock we have abundant proof, in

cases where the stock has been destroyed

in the heart of winter, as an experiment

to test the fact. Where such is the case,

there is not that dirriinution in the number

of the bees from fell to spring that ordi-

narily occurs. In weak stocks, the inter-

nal heat necessary for the manuring of

the young brood cannot be produced, and

we find that such slocks are compelled to

await the approach of warm weather.

—

Here we have the basis of prosperity in

a nut-shell. If we cannot so manage
that our hives will be populous to their

greatest capacity, we may as well give

up the idea of perfect success at once.

If the hive be well filled, the queen is

fully aware that a large portion of her

increase, which the laws of nature com-

pel her to give, must leave her domicil

;

and she also, through instinct, learns thai

each swarm must be provided with a

queen-regent, like herself, in order to per-

petuate their species. These queens, or

rather princesses, are produced from the

common egg from which issue the work-

ers, or from a con:imon worker-grub, in Its

primary stages of advancement by a par-

ticular treatment. This fact is shown by

the mode of artificial swarming, now prac-

tised to some extent; the philosophy of

which is this : If a piece of comb, con-
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taioing ihe young brood of different stages

of maturity, be attached lo the top of an
empty hive, and a quantity of bees be

placed therein, having no queen, they will

select a certain aged grub from the coinb

afforded them, and by a particular process

of nursing and feeding (the nature of

which never was nor never will be known
by us) they will produce a perfect queen,

and proceed in their avocation as usual.

Without this piece of coinb no power or

ingenuity of man could cause the bees lo

perform a single day's labor.

As each swarm requires a princess from

the old stock, from two to six are gener-

ally produced every spring, and such as

are not wanted are immediately put to

death, as it is entirel}' out of the question

for more than one to exist in the same
hive, unless it be during the short period

awaiting the issue of a swarm. A very
remarkable circumstance occurs in the

development of these young princesses;

they are so timed in I heir maturity as to

issue from their cells respectively just as
they are wanted to lake their departure

with the swarms. Thai is, giving them
a short periori afier quitting their cells to

gain strength for the journej', say forty-

eight hours. Il must be borne in mind,
thai where there is sufficient room, as in

very large hives, the queen sees no ne-

cessity of swarming, and consequently
takes no measures to furnish ihe j^oung
princesses.

Indeed it often occurs that she neglects

to do this in cases where the greatest ne-

cessity exists for ihem, and as a swarm
never leaves in such a case we find many
of our hives loaded wiih bees, clusierino-

around and below during the entire warm
season, which we watch with anxiety
from day to day, or hour to hour, wonder-
ing what can keep them spell-bound to

their tenement ! As the needle invariably

points to the north pole, and no human
power can change this law of nature, so

is the queen-bee the loadstone that draws
every bee to her. The broiling rays of a
6ummer-sun, famine, nay, the prospect of

a ceriain death cannot move them. But
when a young queen sallies foilh on the

wing of uncertain destiny, she is the mag-

net that draws after her a goodly portion

of the animated mass. Whither she goes
ibey follow, and as she would gather her

subjects around her, preparatorj' to the

journey, she gelecis a slender branch or

some small tree and alights. The bees

at once commence clustering around her,

perhaps some few minutes before the last

has left the hive. Whether the bet's ever

select a habiiaiion before leaving the hive

is a matter of doubt wiih me. Thej*

sometimes do take at once, after issuing,

lo some suitable tenement, such as a de-

caying hive, or some hole in a building,

or perhaps they may cluster for a few
minutes, and then rapidly take their Sight

to the forest. All of this may be, and
probably is, corrected after swarming. In

confirmation of this, I once had a swarm
issue from the hive in which the day pre-

vious it had been lodged, and after revolv-

ing a long time in the air, settled down
upon ihe very hive from which they had
just issued. Now here is an instance

where a particular location is fixed upon
while on the wing. What caused this

singular operation I cannot say, unless it

was that they took some dislike lo the

hive, and afterwards concluded to try it

again. In order to remove such a diffi-

culty, I look another hive, and as soon as

they had fully clustered set it upon a ta-

ble, and also set the hive wiih the bees

upon its side near it ; then with a dusting

brush swept them gently down upxtn the

table, and they quietly entered ihe new
hive, and did well.

The number of bees produced from

April to Julv, in a strong slock, may be

estimated at from 20,000 to 30,000. The
first swarms I have generally found to be

the largest, though some consider that in

general ibe second are. The third are

usually small. The period between first

and second swarms is nine days : bei ween
.=econd and third, six or seven, at>d if jet

another, the next day or two. The time,

hov.'ever, is dependent upon the weather.

If we have hot, sulir\' weather, the bees

mature more rapidly, and are increased

in numbers, and consequent}}' throw off

swarms faster, but we need never look

for a second swarm sooner ihan a week,
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and if the weather be cold and wet, it

!

may be delayed fourteen days.
:

There is a catastrophe attending a rainy

spell of weather during the swarming

season, that many persons may not be

aware of, which is this: The queen, in

laying the foundation of new princesses,

calculates upon their maturity at certain

periods ; when, if the weather does not

permit, swarms would be ready to issue,

according to her principles of the science

;

but as she cannot foretell the weather, she

is often caught with three or four of royal

scions on hand, and the weather does not

permit the issue of a swarm for several

days, as fine weather for such an opera-'

tion alone will do. '

As these princesses ripen in iriaturity,

:

a spirit of jealousy begins to be engen-

'

dered, that sets the whole hive in an up-;

roar. Here is a sad dilemma ! The old
[

queen expects to go off with the first

swarm, in person, as .soon as the weather

becomes fine ; in the meantime there are

several young expectants for assuming

the reins of government, who begin to

show a spirit of revolt as they grow in

strength and age. If this state of things

last for a week, through rainy weather,

iheir jealousy becomes so furious that a

general fight of extermination takes place,

and the one that finds herself alive las:

assumes the reins of that stock ; and if'
' , I

all the princesses have matured, there will

be no more swarming that season.

This is another reason why bees do

not swarrn, when we think they do not

know what is for their own interest ; but

I assure the reader, that when they do

not send off swarms, it is for a good and

sufficient cause, though we may not be

able to comprehend it.
j

of ten feel apart, with nine strands of wire

drawn tightly through an half-inch auger

hole, and tightly plugged at each hole;

the wire is of the size of that used for the

handle of the Yankee bucket, and to com-

bine ihem more firm, wire of a lighter

description is wound through the middle,

which prevents the hogs from separating

and creeping through. The whole ex-

pense of this fence does not exceed twenty-

five cents per panel of ten feet ; and for

neatness and durability, cannot be sur-

passed by any thing in timber."'

IRON FENCES.

Iron wire is now used in the construc-

tion of fences, and the Westminster (Md.)
Carroltonian gives the following descrip-

tion of the manner of its application to

this purpose

:

"The posts are about one- half the or-

dinary size, planted firmly at the distance

For the Southern Planter.

PLAN OF BERKELEY FARMING.

Mr. Editor,—As you have requested

your subscribers to conliibule something

to the Planter, I have thought the plan

pursued by one of our Berkeley farmers

would not be uninteresting to some of

your readers. He prepares his latid by
breaking it up from four to five inches

deep With a comrrion bareshear plough
;

then harrows and lays off the rows four

feet each way with a single shovel plough.

He then plants the corn by dropping from

four to five kernels in a hill, covering it

with a single shovelful of fine decomposed

manure, previously prepared by piling it

up in the barn yard the spring before and

hauled out in the latter part of autumn
in large heaps in the field. The advan-

tages of this plan of using manure are,

first, the large amount of land that can

be manured in this way with a small

quantity of manure, it taking but two or

four loads to the acre ; second, the increase

of the crop of corn at least twenty bushels

to the acre—he has frequenih' raised from

forty to sixty bushels to the acre on land

from which, without manure, twenty-five

bushels would have been considered a

good crop; and, third, the corn always

comes up well, and as no other covering

is used but the manure, it does not bake

as our heavy clay lands do— it also stands

the drought much better ; fourth, the same
field may be continued in corn four years

in succession with increased crops, leaving

the field highly improved. I have treated
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a field in this way for four years, and in

the fifth year made an open fallow and

sowed ii in wheat, which yielded a crop

averaging upwards of twenty-six bushels

to I he acre, being an increase of at least

fifteen bushels to the acre over any wheat

crop on the same field for the last forty

years.

The foregoing, Mr. Editor, are facts;

and although the crops here cited are not

large, in comparison with others, yet the

improvement and the method of effecting

it is worthy the attention of our farmers.

A Berkeley Farmer.

AGRICULTURAL PAPERS.

Reading agricultural papers may be

said to be the first step towards improve-

ment. This readmg insures the becoming
acquainted with the experience of farmers.

It is much to be desired that more of this

class of fanners could be induced to give

iheir views, 'i'here is loo frequently a

reluctance to writing This reluctance

should be overcome. It is not to be ex-

pected that plain faru)ers should always
frame sentences in the style of literary

writers, nor is this necessary, (live us

the facts in an inielli'rible manner. Any
man that nan give his ideas to his neigh-

bor in conversation, can do this, and this

-is all that is necessary. But many ex-

cuse themselves on the grotind that they

have no time to write. What, we would
ask, have they to occupy their time these

long winter nights? \Vhat do they do?

Do they read and study their Bible? do

they read and stndj' agricnkural books

and papers? do thi^y instruct their chil-

dren? do they give life and happiness to

the domestic fireside, by well studied and
well ordered conversation? or, do they

sit, and drmk, or dose, or fret and scold at

wife and children fur their own lack of

priulence, industry or economy? Could
they not find time, by oinittinjr some one

or all of these duties occasionally, (except

the first four,) to write a short leiter to

the printer, once a month, communica'.ing
to their brethren of the same profession

their views and experience on some branch

of the important science of agriculture?

If any one thinks he can't, let him try it

once ; and if he fails, why, let him " try

again." It will give variety to his em-
ployments, improve his mind, increase and
render more available or ready for use his

slock of knowledge, and render him ten-

fold happier in this world and double his

chances for good living in that which is

to come. But what shall be said of those

who have no such excuses as those above

enumerated—lawyers and other literary

men skilled in farming—who obstinately

refuse to write? We know not ; but an
awakened farmer, at our elbow, says,
" there is no hope for them, neither in this

life nor in that which is to come."

—

North

Carolina Farmer.

For the Southern Planter,

SOUTH OREGON CORN.

Mr. Editor^—Any improvement in the

various kinds of grain, and any improved

variety of the same, succe.ssfully tested,

is, 1 consider, a subject of much impor-

tance to the ngriculiural community gen-

erally, and when any thing has been suc-

cessfully effected in this way, it cannot

be too generally disseminated. 'J'hus hav-

ing in the early part of last winter read

of the great superiority which the South

Oregon corn possessed, both in point of

yield and size of grains, shelling, &c.,

as repiesenled by Capt H. R. Smellzer,

of Maryland, in a letter of last year, to

the Commissioner of Patents at Washing-

ton
;
as also by the further statenjenis of

Gen. Harrison, who raised, or first intro-

duced this variety of corn, in 1S39, and

slated that its yield was thirty per cent,

more than any species of corn he ever

planted before, whilst Mr. Smellzer being,

perhaps, a more enterprising and prac-

tical farmer, gave this variety a much
higher per cent., say forty, frf)m the fact,

no doubt, of its great increase— having

raised insomcyenr 121 bushels of shelled

corn from the acre from several acres of

one end of his field. And from those

flaitering statements and results I was in-
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duced to obtain this seed, which I did,

and from ordinary land, (such as I never

knew to produce more than three or four

barrels, at the most, per acre,) and with

the usual working, I gathered from five

acres thirty-five barrels of good sound

corn, besides, I think, nearly a barrel of

rotten corn. This I consider a very great

increase—somewhat over Mr. Smeltzer's

estimate of per centum. But such is, ne-

vertheless, the fact, and some may think

this land is rich
;
but to such who may

think so, I would tell them it's the general

rule in calculation among the farmers of

my neighborhood, and myself also, that

if we average one barrel of corn to the

one thousand hills, which is two barrels

to the acre, (the rule we generally plant

or use,) the crop through, we think we
make a fine crop, and we oftener fall under,

than come up to two barrels per acre, our

lands being so very poor. Those five

acres which I cultivated in this stock of

corn, were not without their inconve-

niences and losses. On one portion of

this lot there was an apple orchard grow-

ing until after the fruit was killed by the

frost. On one side this lot was shaded

by a large old piny field, (not my property,)

whilst in the fall of this year, just before

gathering the corn a dozen head of cattle

got in on two occasions. Also during the

fall I put in five sheep and five spring

calves, which destroyed and broke down
quite a number of stalks ; whilst all things

considered, I made a much larger crop

from those five acres than I ought, or

could b}'- any means calculate upon, and

since shelling out a part of this corn I am
still much better pleased with it than I

was with the original seed. The grains

are from a half inch to three-fourths, and

I dare say, some may be found to mea-
sure one inch in length. Mr. Smeltzer
stated that perhaps this corn would shell

seven and a half bushels per barrel.

—

Whilst I have no direct way to measure
a barrel correctly, other than by a flour

barrel, I am sure from my measurement
in this way, that it will certainly shell

more than six bushels of shelled corn to

the barrel. This stock of corn grows a

thick stalk, well eared, does not shoot verj^

high, imbeds its roots deep in the earth,

thereby resisting any drought that may
present itself. It has a small red cob,

the ears large as commonly to be found,

with from eighteen to twenty-four and
twenty six rows on the ears. From the

above description, its product on my poor

land, its advantage in shelling, length cf

grains, &c., it will be readily acknow-
ledged, that it certainly is deserving the

attention and cultivation of every agri-

culturist desirous of receiving the largest

possible return for his labor, and I ihmk
is much better adapted to our soil than

the kind we generally plant. I obtained

the original seed from Mr. Smelizer, of

Maryland, at a cost of three dollars per

bushel, and feeling desirous that it should

be more extensively cultivated for the es-

pecial benefit of the farmers. South, whose
interest is like unto rny own, I am dis-

posed to let off what I may have to dis-

pose of, and not spoken for, say fift}' or

seventy-five bushels, at two dollars ihe

bushel. Those persons who live at a dis-

tance had better make application as early

as possible, and their orders will be punc-

tually attended to.

I am, sir, most respectfully.

Your friend, &c.

A. G. WOODT.
Smithfield, Dec. 23, 1847.

N. B.—All orders addressed to A. G.

Woody, Smithfield, Isle of Wight county,

Virginia.

, PROPAGATION 01' THE YELLOWS
t
IN THE PEACH.—ITS PREVENTION.

'' For many years the peach tree has

, been subject to a disease known as the

yellows. This disease seldom makes its

appearance before the tree has arrived at

'maturity, as its great vigor and rapid

growth appear to preclude the develop-

! ment of the disease previous to the tree

fruiting. Much time, labor, and research

'have been spent in fruitless endeavors to

eradicate this disease after it has made its

\

appearance in orchards, and the only re-

'sult arrived at is the necessity for replant-
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ing new trees, to take the place of the old

ones at short intervals of time. Many
applications to trees have been recom-

mended, and potash, lime, tobacco, bank-

ing up trees in winter, &c., have had their

advocates. Alihongh individual cures

may have been effected, or decay for a

time arrested by the remedies, yet such
instances are extremely rare ; and when
applied on a large scale are shown to be

without value. The disease, a true con-

sumption, still continues, and will con-

tinue, unless some radical method is adopt-

ed to eradicate it. From ray own obser-

vation and experience I aru led to the be-

lief that this formidable disease has been

much aggravated and spread throughout

the country by budding from trees con-

taining in themselves the seeds of inci-

pient consumption, not yet externally de-

veloped. A hud may be taken from a

tree apparently sound, but after a time

both trees will be affected and decay, and
so on ad infinitum. The only remedy ap-

pears to be to bud from trees which are

known to be entirely sound, and in which
no disease has appeared for several gener-

ations. By taking this precaution grow-
ers may rely upon having trees that with

ordinary care will live and bear fruit for

many years, and in time eradicate this

evil. That the disease, however it may
have originated, has not its origin in either

the soil or the climate of this latitude is

pretty evident. Natural trees can now
be found in great numbers, of man}' years'

growth, alongside fences and other ne-

glected situations, perfectly sound, and
likely to remain so. The.=e are the trees

to propagate from
;
and although the fruit

is generally of an inferior quality, yet a

cultivation of a few years will render il

of superior flavor.

posed of straw, hair and feathers
;
but in

Spain and Portugal, as well as in many
other countries the materials used for their

construction are of a character far more
cheap and healthful. In Spain, feather

beds are but rarely seen. The- sanie is

also the case, to a great extent, in Portu-

gal, in both of which countries the husks
of corn are used as a substitute for fea-

thers, and are prepared, and sold by the

peasantry to those who purchase, at a
merely nominal price. As soon as the

corn is ripe, the husks are selected, in a
bright, warm day, and dried in the shade.

None but the finer and more flexible are

taken, and those that arc nearest the corn

are preferred as they are generally found

to excel in these qualities. As scon as

the humidity is expelled the hard ends

are detached by means of an instrument

purposely prepared, and the husk is then

drawn through a haichel, or comb, which
divides it. into strips of the requisite fine-

ness. This is all that is necessary, so

far as the preparatory process is con-

cerned, after which they are ready to be

placed in the sacks, or formed into mat-

tresses. Their durability is such, that

v^'ith proper care and attention, they will

endure for years. I have known beds

—

(under beds)—of this description, to last

ten 3'ears, and have frequently heard of

instances in which they have endured a

much longer period.

From the Geri;;antown Telegraph.

CHEAP BEDS.

It is highly important to practise eco-

nomy in all things, and e.=pecially where
it conduces to health and longevity. In

this country, beds are all generally com-

For the Southern Planter.

!

POTATO ROT.

[

J\Ir. Editor,—Your correspondent, 'H.,'

from Amherst, "would like to know
through the columns of the Planter what
has been the experience of some of our

j

extensive potato raisers in Virginia," as

ito the effect of soil and mode of planting

on the soundness of the Irish potato. Al-

though not an "extensive potato raiser,"

1 venture to give " H." my experience in

the premise.^, and am very sorry to say

thiit it differs widely from his own.

Selecting my seed of a productive and

hardy variety, and of tmsuspec'ed sound-

ness. I tried my fall crop in two modes.
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1. About two-lhirds of an acre was-i boiled for hog?, with no injurious effect

cleared, grubbed, find coullered only once, ' that I could perceive,

merely to aid the grubbing; the rows,- Thesoil was in boih instancesihewarm,

about two feet wide, were laid off as shal- dark-colored, giavelly clay loam of a

low as possible wiih a shovel plough
; mountain hollow, well exposed lo the ?i'n.

and the potatoes, cut and not planted, were^ Frank G. Rvffin.

dropped about a foot apart ; and the whole
|

Sftadwell, Albemarle, Jan. 1 3, 1848.

completely covered about six inches thick

with leaves, having brush, supposed to

keep them in place. The land was not

touched again until the potatoes were ga-

thered. I had seen this plan ingeniously

TEA A^'D COFFEE.

There are probably few things for which

recommended as producing a degree of we ought, as regards the means of health,

coolnessandmoisturewhichwould amount to be rriore grateful to Providence than

to an anilicial clinQate, such as the potato for the introduction of lea and coffee. As

delights in, combined with a porousness, civilization advances, the iran of wealth

said to be best suited to its habits. The and rank uses personal exercise less, whe-

result, in point of product, fully jusiitied iher in walking or on horseback, and pve-

mv expectations. The potatoes were un- fers the luxurious carriage as a means of

us'ually large and very ab\mdant, the best transporting himself from place to place,

crop, fudging by ihe eye, I ever saw. But keeping pace with the progress of civdi-

ihey were badly injured by what I took zaiion, is the number of the thinking and

to be rot. They were in all stages of a the studious increased, a class of men

decay, which seemed to commence in a which is proverbially, and with few ex-

concentric ring of a light color, becoming ceptions, sedentary, tantamount to the

darker as decay proirressed. Others were .
increased number and importance of our

much speckled with the white fungous commercial relations, is a larger number

growth, which, I am told, characterizes of men drawn from the fields, and the

this singular disease. health-fraught toils of agriculture, into

2. I^'planted about half an acre in a the pent-up and close atmosphere of a

piece of new ground, partly the site of town, and have their tinie occupied in se-

several tobacco plant beds a few years dentary, or aluicst sedentary, employmen

ago. This land was well ploughed, and and in these ways there has arisen a daily

kept in good tilth and in a very Fight, fria- increasing nuu.ber, of all classes, who.

ble condition the summer through. The taking less exercise, could bear less food,

potatoes were planted as above,and yielded could assimilate, consistently with health,

well, though nothing like the other, either a less amo\int of nutriment ;
who could

in quality or size of tuber. But the qua- not eat wiih inipunity the meat and beer

lity of the crop was equally bad. The breakfasts, the heavy and substantial food

whole was gathered about the lOlh of to which their fathers had been accus-

November. " tomed ;
and, as if to n:eet this, tea and

I have been informed that a gentleman coffee have been introduced, and supply

in Charlottesville, who made an extraor- ' the desideratum: a diet which is palata-

dinary crop after the first plan I have ble, only moderately nutritious, and, if not

mentioned, lo.st the whole in about two abused, quite harmless. It has been the

weeks by rot. His were ga'hered before fashion of late years for the professors of

frost. certain new guises in which quackery

Having heard that when diseased they ' has presented itself— arrayed in one case

would keep belter out of the ground, 1 in the assumed garb of facts and expe-

covered mine with straw in a tobacco- rience ; in the other, in that of mystical

honse, and hope to preserve enouffh for and fanciful reasonings, to contend against

seed and flimily use. The defective ones the harmlessness of these great beveiages

I have, fro:n time to time, picked out and of daily use; arwi to advise iheiv discon-
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t;nuance, unless in occasional, and proba-

bly infinitesimal doses, and for directly

medicinal purposes. The experience, the

comfort, the lena{)erance. and the well-be-

ing of civilize>J man, are all happily ad-

verse to such a view as this; and, like

most of the other errors of these quacks
and visionaries, it hardly influences the

many, and cannot long; continue to influ-

ence even the few.

—

Robertson on Diet and

Rsj^imen.

PREPARATION OF HEMP AND FLAX.

This is a branch of agricultural indus-

try which we are sure may be, and ought
to be, largely increased. We have an
abundance of cheap and fertile soil con-

genial to these plants, and their fibre may
be produced so cheaply as to rival and
supersede, to a great extent, the produc-

tion of cotton. All thai has thus far hin-

dered the extensive cultivation of hemp
and flax in this countr)' has been the de-

fectiveness of our processes for rotting and
dressing them. De'w-rotting destroys hadf

the value of hemp—water-rotting is ex-

pensive and unhealihful; while the rude
and wretched processes of flax-dressing

hitherto tolerated, rendered the cost of such
dreeing equal to the value of the product,

and 50 rendered the culture to an extent

hopelessly unprofitable. But all this is

now to be changed. There has been in-

vented in the West during the last five

or six years, various improvements in the

mode of rotting and dressing hemp (ap-

plicable to flax also) which diminish the

cost imoiensely, and greatly improve the

product both in quantity and quality. Of
these inventions, three at lea^t have com.e

to our knowledge, all professing to com-
bine surpassing celerity with cheapness,

both in ro'tiog and dressing, and to obviate

all objecnon, 'o water-rolling on the score

of health. One of them professes to per-

fect ihe rouin? process in aboui twelve

hours; the longest time required by any
of them is nol over two days. Some of

th^e processes require rather expensive

machinery ; others are completed at a

rerji moderate cost. But we speak not

of their relative merits, wishing merely
to call the attention of the farming interest

to the fact ihai such improvements have
been made, and that the value of man}' a
township may be nearly or quite doubled

^by introducins: them. We surely ought
not to go to Russia for hemp, nor to Ire-

land for flax, and need not, if our farmers

I

will look intelligently to their own in-

terest, for we are confident that this is the

greatest country in the world for growing
hemp, and we need but direct attention lo

I

its cultivation. We know one large fac-

lory at Troy, New York, that manufac-
tures some goods containing a consiJera-

ble portion of linen yarn which has all lo

come from Dundee, Scotland. The broad

canvass for oil cloth all comes, loo, from
Ehmdee.

, The water-rotting of hemp is a new
branch of the hemp business with western

farmers. In the beginning man}' mistakes

i

were made, which experience has pointed

out. A better article is now produced,

improvements are still making and the

quantity increasing. A full supply of the

article for the United Stales Navy, equal

in quality lo ihe best Russia, will in a
short time be furnished, and all the de-

mands of commerce met.

1
Appended is a report from the Superin-

tendent of the United States Ropewalk
at Charlestown, Massachusetts, where all

the cordage for the Navy is made, show-
ing the great strength of American water-

J

rotted hemp ; a rope of l-j^f inches in cir-

cumference supponing a weight of 4,716

J

lbs.—being more than 500 lbs. above proof.

Test of a sample of American waler-

rotted Hemp, sent by the Hemp Agent of

Kentucky (hackled.) Rope Ijf inches

in circumference, made of yarns:

Untarred, No. 20, three trials, 4,431 lbs.

i Tarred, No. 20, three trials, 3,893 "

Untarred, No. 40, three trials, 4,716 "

;

Tarred, No. 40, ihree trials, 4,488 "

Proofs required to be 4,200 "

The Si. Louis papers state thai hemp
is being purchased in that market for Mon-
treal. It goes by the way of the Ohio
river and canals lo Kingston.
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THE SOUTHERN PLAjSTER.

From the letter of a friend in Rappahan-

nock we make the following extract:

"I hope the farmers of Virginia will

encourage the Planter with that liberality

which it so highly merits, and thai every

one who is an owner of land will spare

his dollar for the purpose of gleaning in-

formation from its pages. As the Planter

about a year since came out irregularly 1

fear you, on that account, lost many sub-

scribers ; if so, I hope the punctuality of

its appearance in future will add many
new ones to your list. As I am fond of

reading the Planter I will venture a sug-

gestion which I think if you could carry

it out, would make the Planter more in-

teresting, and probably in a few years be

the tneans of swelling your list of sub- i

scnbers.
j

''Call upon those who write for it to
|

send their communications to the Planter
|

early enough for its readers to take ad-
j

vantage of any information they reap
;

from it the present season. Such an ar-
j

rangement w-ould make it more interesting
i

to me at least, and I think to manj' others.
{

Frequently communications appear in the
!

Planter, telling how to prepare our land

for corn, wheat, &c , after all are done
|

planting and sowing. Now if such pieces
I

would appear in lime many would follow

the advice, and probably be greatly bene-

fited—but when they have to wail a year,
\

before ihe\' can try it, it is forgotten and
[

altogether neglected. You will readily
j

perceive that there is reason in what I
\

state, and 1 believe if you could adopt
]

such a course that not only the farmers i

would be benefited, but yourself, also.— '

For I am convinced that if we would
;

practise the lessons we learn from reading \

it, we should be gainers—and when those

who read the Planter are gainers, it will
|

be the means of converting their neigh-
I

bors to becime book-faruieis, consequently,

your list will be eninrged.

Yours, respect fidlv,

G." H. Brown."

We have frequently made the request of our

correspondents which the foregoing writer re-

commends, and we take this opportunity of

repeating it. And, as a case in point, we
would mention that all who have anything to

say about Indian corn ami its culture should

speak 7iou: A word in season is worth a hun-

dred out ot it. Send us whatever you wish

to say on this important subject in time for

the March number of the Planter.

KILN-DRYING INDIAN CORN.

At ihe meeting of the Slate Agricul-

tural Sociei}', held at Saratoga Spiings,

on the 3d inst., a description was lead of

a new apparatus for kiln-drying Indian

corn, recently erected by Col. John H.
Tower, of Clinton, in this county. Those
who have seen the operation of this me-
thod, have no doubt of its entire success.

It is thus described :

"A frame work of brick is built, arched

at the lop, enclosing a sheet iron cylinder,

made up of separate tubes about two
inches square, coupled together by iron

castings. An iron shaft passes through

the cylinder, sustained by a support at

each, end, and over a pulley at one end
of this shaft, runs a belt from some of the

machinery of the mill, which thus forms

the motive power of the machine. The
grain runs from a feeder into the head of

ihe cylinper, thence into the tubes, and as

the cylinder revolves, one end of it being

elevated, the grain has a revolving mo-
tion, graduall}' passes forward and through

into a receiver at the other end. A small

furnace or common stove in the boUom of

the kiln, with pipes passing from it under

the cylinder, furnishes the heat, and the

rapidity of the drying process depends

upon the fire and elevation of the head of

the cylinder, both of which can be regu-

lated at pleasure.

"A kiln of this description with a c}'-

linder thirteen feel long and sixteen inches

in diameter (which will require about

twenty tubes) will readily dry from three

to four hundred bushels per da}', consum-

ing not over half a cord, requiring no at-

tention except to regulate the heat, and
the whole cost of the machine cannot ex-

ceed one hundred dollars.
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"Irs capacit}' can readily be increased

by increasinir ihe size of ihe cylinder, or

what probably would be preferable, by

placing several in the sanae arch, and a

trifling increase of expense will furnish a

machine which will dry one thovisand

bushels per day.
" The great advantage of the invention

is, that the corn (and other grain can be

dried in the same manner) has a constant

rotary motion, and therefore is not burned

on one side before it is dry on the other.

Thus, the corn comes out as bright and

yellow as when it left the ear, and an ar-

ticle of meal is furnished for market alto-

gether superior in appearance and value."

Ulica {J^evj York) Democrat.

For the Southern Planter.

MULTICOLE, OR POLAND RYE.

Mr. Editor^—In the December number
of the Southern Planter there is an ex-

tract from the British American Cultiva-

tor, in which mention is made of "Multi-

cole, or Poland rye." I first noticed (in

an extract from a Paris journal) in 1832,

an account of this grain, and from that

period made efForls occapionHllyuniill845,

to procure it, when I succeeded in obtain-

ing half a gill. This I sowed the first

day of September of that year, on thin,

rerl land that had been a standing pasture

for twenty years. The ground was not

manured, though otherwise thoroughly

prepared, and the rye sown very thinlj-

broadcast, chopped in with a hoe and
raked perfectly with an iron-tooth rake.

It came up thinly, stood the winter well,

as it also did the spring, retaining a keen,

bright, blue green blade throufrhout May
and June, 1846, notwithsiandino: the im-

mense and continued rains that fell during

these mouths, when the common rye rusted

and blighted, as did the wheat. It filled

uncommonly well, ripened with a beauti-

ful bright yellow straw, was harvested on

the 25th of June, and yielded an exact

bushel.

The bushel I sowed on the 22d of Sep-

tember, 1846, on an acre and three-fourths

of very ordmury (fallowed) gray land,

j

that would yield not over four barrels of

corn to an acre, and much infested with

running briers. The rye came up, and
wintered well—was much retarded by an
uninterrupted drought of forty three days

in March, April and May, 1847, which
gave the briers a great advantage. It,

however, filled well, ripened beautifully,

and yielded forty-five and a half bushels

of nice, clean, plump, heavy grain, while

the common rye, sown on as good, and

better land, produced less than four bushels

to one sown, and that extremely inferior.

;
The forty-five and a half bushels of Mul-

licole, I sowed the latter part of the past

October, on about seventy-five acres of

corn land.

New things frequently excite false ex-

pectations, which may be the case in this

mstance; but should the Multicole rye

hold on as it has commenced with ine, it

must prove an incalculable acquisition to

all the rye-growing region of Virginia

—

the comnion rye having ceased to be va-

luable. I have sown none in June, as is

recommended in Europe, nor have I much
confidence in that period, for sowing here.

I am, nevertheless, strongly inclined to

think that August or early September

sowing is preferable to October or No-
vember. The straw has not proved to be

much over six feet long with me, nor have
Ihe ears been from ten to eighteen inches

long, but they have been from five to nine

inches long, and surprising!}' full of heavy,

plump grain. The grains I first sowed
were very plump and very small; it has,

however, very perceptibly increased in

size, beino- now more than half the size

of the old-fashioned rye. Five-eighths

of a bushel per acre is enough to sow, as

it tillers (or branches) amazingly.

Floping to be able to give a good ac-

count of it next summer,
I am, your obedent servant,

William Massie.

Pharsalia, JVelson, Dec. 15, 1847.

Obtain good seed, prepare your ground

well, sov/ early, and pay very little atten-

tion to the moon.
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From the American Farmer.

THE BLACK WEEVIL. '.

Dear Sir,—In the last number of the !

Farmer I notice a remerly for the black
]

weevil, by Mr. James C. Ailee, of Carroll
|

county, which is, to " wet the walls of

the building infested by weevil with strong-

brined

This will, doubtless, prevent the weevil

where it already exists from going into a

barn or garner thus washed with strong

brine; but it will not prevent the egg
from being hatched there.

I believe the egg is deposited in the

grain of wheat while in the field, and

when hauled into the barn and there

!

heated to a certain degree is hatched, first i

appearing like a small white worm, but

soon changes into the black weevil.

This opinion is based on the following
\

facts

:

I

1st. As soon as I had hauled in my I

grain last harvest, I threshed out about

one hundred bushels of Medi;erranean

wheat and put it in a garner before it had

gone through a sweat. In eight or ten
I

days afterwards t went in to examine it,

;

and found it looked well over the top, but
J

running ray arm down I discovered it was :

very warm, and when I drew it oul my
hand was covered with flour. This I

\

thought very singular, as I saw no weevil

'

about it. 1 went into it and threw it up
with a shovel, and found it below, where
it was heated, to be full of small white

worms, some out of the wheat, others

just with the point of their nose or snout,

as you may please to call it, sticking out,

and others I found, upon close examina-
tion, had not yel broken the bran. In

the course of ten days or two weeks this

wheat, which now had no weevil in it,

was literally alive with them, and the

worms had all disappeared. In the ad-

joining garner there were eight or ten

bushels of the same kind of wheat put

in near the same time, but this did not

heal on account of the smallness of the

bulk
;
no worms appeared in this, and it

remained uninjured by the weevil.

2d. A neighbor of mine, a few years

since, cut a piece of wheal very green,

and hauled it in before it had dried, but
not wishing to mix it wiih his oi her wheat,
he put it in a shed attached to his barn.

This heated verv much in the straw, and
the weevil destroyed alUiOst the whole of

it. His other wheal which was put away
dry, was unimpaired.

3d. A gentleman but a few days since

stated in my presence that he took some
wheat that had not a weevil in it, and put

it in a bag, and set it in his house where
no weevil could get to it, and yet filled it

with weevil.

\\'hen I was a bo}', the farmers would
never think of cutting wheal until ii was
thorough!}' ripe, and then there was very

little complaint about weevil. Now it is

thought to be more profitable to cul it in

the dough stale, and some aiujing at this

stale cut many portions of their fields in

the 7nilk state, and this is frequently re-

moved away before it is thoroughly dry,

and, therefore, heats sufficiently to hatch

the egg which ultimately produces the

weevil.

The remedy then is, to never cut your
wheat until it is ripe ; or if cut in the

dough, or milk state, when, of course, the

straw is quite green, do not haul it in un-

til it is thoroughly dry, and I apprehend
there will be no necessity for a war of

"extermination" against the weevd, for

there will be but few, if any, to exter-

minate. W.
Clear Spring, JMd., Mv. 14, 1847.

TIME OF PUTTING COLTS AT WORK

The common practice on this point is

preil}' generally wrong. It is not unusual

to find colts put to harness at two 3'ears;

and at three, many con.'^ider them fully fit

for steady work. A colt is not fitted for

this at four; and his strength should ne-

ver be tasked at three. The breaking

process should be commenced before he is

weaned, by accustoming him to the haher,

and to handlmg. This should never be

intermitted ; but the animal should al-

ways know and be accustomed to his

master. If this is attended to, he will
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never be otherwise than gentle, and will

never give any trouble in breaking.

If he is not put to work too young,
with fair usage, the horse will be as good
at twenty years of age as he is commonly
at fifteen. One year's delay of work
•when a colt will be compensated by three

or four when a horse.

—

Prairie Farmer.

For the Southern Planter.

PARTRIDGE PEA.

Mr. Editor,—Mi\ J. H. D. Lownes
thinks the partridge pea will enable him
to cultivate corn forever by using it as a

green manure. I am sorry he did not go
more into details, pariicularly on one sub-

ject, viz: the identity of the partridge pea
with the livo varieties, which he calls the

gray and black. Will he be good enough
to establish the fact ? and also to prove

that they are not a pesf^ I make the

request because I am interested in the

answer, and would be much obliged to

him or any one else to give it. I know
that it abounds on James river lowgrounds.

Can no one, acquainted with its habits,

make them known, and slate its capacity

for grazing?

Yours, respectfully, R.

TREATMENT OF A CONTRARY
HORSE.

When a horse gets in the way of being
contrary and will not go forward at all, it

is common to apply the whip freely So-

lomon says "a whip for the horse," but
he may not refer to cases of this kind.

—

At any rate it is often where thus used
of no benefit, only the gratification of the

enraged driver. A method which we
have known more successful is to treat

the animal very kindly. His contrary

disposition is usually the result of having
been fretted in some way, and kindness

may overcome it. Make much of him
at all times. Speak gently to him and
so often that he will become accustomed
to your voice. When he stops when at-

tached to the carriage or a load and will

not move, approach him in the same gen-

tle manner. Stroke the mane and pat

the hand frequently on his head. Means
of this kind will have a powerful tenden-

cy to overconie his stubbornness, as brutes

feel the power of kindness. We believe

from what we have seen that young
horses especially in nine cases out of ten

may be successfully cured of contrary

habits in this way, while the application

of the whip would only increase the diffi-

culty.— Ezeter JVeius Letter.

For the Southern Planter.

aUERIES.

Kind Sir,—You will oblige a subscriber

by inserting the following queries:

1. What will destroy the army worm,
which has proven so destructive to our

young corn of late years ?

2. What will destroy vermin on swine?
3. Will mares lose their foals by graz-

ing on clover '2

Will the Editor or some of his sub-

scribers give an answer to the above?
By so doing, they will oblige many who
have not much experience in such niatters.

Farmer.

The army worm has generally been most

troublesome to cotton; and the only method

in use among cotton growers is to cut off the

bolls infested with them and burn them. We
know of no method whatever by which corn

could be effectually rid of them. If any reader

of the Planter has seen any plan for it tried,

we would be glad to publish whatever he can

tell us about it. This species of vermin has

been much more troublesome and destructive

of late years than ibnnerly, but it is not pro-

bable that they will long continue in its pre-

sent numbers. Nature has arranged the eco-

nomy of the animal creation in such a man-

ner as to preclude this probability. We find

every species of animal has some other species

which preys upon it; and when from any ac-

cidental cause one kind increases to such a

degree that it acquires an undue balance in

the scale of being, those which live upon it

soon begin to increase with still greater rapi-
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dity, and qnickly reduce it to its proper num-

bers. We frequently read of insects, reptiles,

&c., increasing in particular localities till they

become a real plague ; but they always disap-

pear after a short lime. The invasion of the

army worm will quickly draw alter it the

swarms of enemies which feed upon it, and

reduce the tribe to its proper dimensions.

To the second query of our correspondent

we are happy to be able to furnish a satisfac-

tory answer. Lice, like all other insects,

breathe through boles in their sides. The

most easy and etfectual method of ridding

your cows or your swine of them is to give

their hides a thorough greasing. The grease

is retained on the hair; and the vermin moving

through the hair fill their breathing holes with

it, and are thus suffocated. The easiest me-

thod for greasing cattle is to pour lamp oil

along the ridge of the back. Thence it will

run over the greater part of the body—or at

least the lice will get their full share of it in

their attempts to pass from one part of the

back to the other. But it is well to pour a

considerable quantity behind the ears and on

those portions of the b^lly which are protected

by the legs. We have tried this method of

destroying vermin on swine repeatedly, and

know it to be quick and effectual.

Fat hogs and fat cattle of all kinds are but

little troubled with lice, while they .swarm

upon the lean animal. The simple reason of

this is, that the bodies of well fed cattle have

a supply of eitra fat which exudes through

the pores of the hide, keeping the hair suffi-

ciently covered with oil to render it an un-

healthy lodgings for Messrs. the vermin.

With regard to the third query of our cor-

respondent we can say nothing save that it is

a generally admitted fact that feeding the

horse on the rowan, the after-growth or white i

clover, is one cause of the disease known as
j

the slabbers, and that this disease commonly i

brings on, or is the symptom of a general bad

state of the system. In this way it mav cause
'

the loss of the foal. We are not aware, how-

1

ever, of any direct effect. If the experience

of any one can furnish further information i

npon this or the other topics of our friend's
j

note, we will publish it with pleasure.

IMPORTAKCE OF DEEP TILLAGE.

However skilfully and philosophically

we may carry on our saving and applica-

tion of manures ; however well we may
select our seed, and choose our seed-time,

wiihout deep tillage we can by no means
receive the m.nximum result. Drained

land, deeply stirred, and thoroughly pul-

verized, becomes a kind of regulator of

the weather, for itself, it is not soon soaked

in wet. and it form.s a store-house of mois-

ture in dry weather. It is a bad conductor

of heat, and is, therefore, not easily over-

heated ; but on the other hand, it is not

soon cooled, and so keeps up an equal

temperature by night and by day. in cloud

and in sunshine, in the highest degree fa-

vorable to the healthy development of

plants.

—

Farmer's Herald.

'HINTS'^ WHICH TELL LIES.

It is common to see strings of "hints,"

in newspapers, which profess to lay down
rules, or tell truths of sorr^e importance, in

a very short compass. This is a conve-

nient way of impressing valuable facts

on the ramd, as siich things will often be

remembered, when they would otherwise

be forgotten.

But it is important that these hints state

rea/ facts instead of false ones— that ibey

tell the truth in fact instead of telling

lies—a thing which they are not always
careful to do. We have lately seen se-

veral long strings of them of perhaps fifty

items, oiit of which there were not half a
dozen which were not either false or

questionable.

There is a little list now h'ing before

us rather better than that, but still very

striped indeed

:

" Tomatoes make excellent preserves."

True as a book.
" Toads are the very best protection of

cabbage against lice."

Is that so ?

"Pears are greatly improved by graft-

ing on the mountain ash."

A whapper, decidedly.

" Sulphur is valuable in preserving

grapes from insects."'
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Sulphur Will preserve £:r.ipes from mil- straw pot into her pen; and perhaps in the

dew sometimes
;

but as for insects, il is ' ncajority of cases something might be foand,

no sure proteclron ! The question may
;

upon examination, which caused the animal

be asked, What son of insects ? lo feel ill at ease. It is, therefore, unwise lo
'' Lard never spoils in warm weather, have an otherwise valuable breeder killed for

if it is cooked enough in trying out."
, the first instance of this kind.

Mighty doubtful. See direction for try- >

-^ve have seen almost as manv cures recom-
ing lard in another column.

" Rats and other vermin are kept away
from grain bj' a sprinkling of garlic when
packing the sheaves."

Who knows that ?

" Three strawberry leaves eaten green
will cure a diarrhoea."

Thej^ will do no such thing.

mended in the journals as articles upon it.

—

And perhaps each writer found his own plan

good in the few instances which came under

his observation. One directs "to separate the

sow from the rest of the swine six or eight

weeks before her bringing forth, that she may
become accustomed to her pen. Care should

Lime sprinkled about where rats live ^^ ^^^^^ '" ^^'^^P ^^^ P^" '^T ^ni well littered,

will drive them away." always giving them litter enough, so as not to

Sometimes it will and sometimes it will be obliged to give them any for mx days be-

not. Rats are not fond of fresh lime; fore the time; for nothing disturbs a sow so

but they will not quit a cellar at once, much as an abundance of litter at the time

because there is lime " sprinkled about.'" she first gets it. and this, in my opinion, has a
" The potato rot is caused by a while great tendency to make her destroy her ofi"-

worm with a red head.

Probably not.

"Mowing off the tops of potatoes is a
sure preventive of the potato rot."

It is not good manners to contradict,

but (he reader v>m11 please understand that

we shake the head.

—

Prairie Farmer.

SOWS DEVOURI^'G THEIR PIGS.

We have seen some pork raisers who were

spring. If a sow is with the other swine until

a few days of her bringing forth and then se-

parated, she will not get accustomed to her

pen, and being disturbed, she will be pretty

sure to destroy the pigs."

Raw salt pork cut in small pieces given to

them while the pigs are very young, is said to

prevent their eating ihem. A writer in the

New England Farmer, (Vol. XI. p. 298,) says,

' I have been careful for about a week before

my sows were to farrow to give them some

much troubled by a disposition in their sows butchers refuse meat, which does not cost

to devour their own offspring. It is general ""'^^
5
'^ ^^/^' .'^ ^^ procured, give them a

when a sow does this once, to regard her as

good for nothing as a breeder, and to have her

fattened and killed as soon as possible. But

in our opinion a single instance of this prac-

tice does not prove that a sow may not make
a good breeder, nor that she will ever do it

again. In nearly all the cases into which we
have inqured, we have found thai there had

been a disturbance of some of the es.seniial

plenty, and I will venture to say they will not

eat their pigs.'' Perhaps the}- will not; bat

is not this gratifying, and thereby increasing

the vitiated taste which sometimes leads them

to the habit itself 1 Although we would not

put to death a sow of valuable breed for de-

vouring the pigs once, (because, as we said,

that may be owing to an accidental cause.) if

she repeats it, we would regard the fact as

habits of the animal-either thev had been ' Pi'^of ^^ ^""^^ natural defect, and would get

removed from their companions, or into a new
j

"'^ "^ '^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ possible.

pen, or there had been some change in her

treatment, to which she had not been accus-
\

tomed. We have knoft-n a sow to do it which i Never keep your cattle shoit ; few far-

had never been guilty of such an unnatural
\
mers can afford it. If you starve ihem,

act before, from having a large quantity of
i

ihey will starve you.
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BOILED FLAXSEED—LINSEED MEAL.

The following paper, on " Linseed. Lin-

seed Cake, and Meal, for fattening- Cattle

and rearing Calves,'' is by Messrs.M'Adam
& Co., general millers, Douglass street,

Belfast, (Ireland,) who have for some
years seen it practised wiih the best

results

:

"Almost every person in the habit of

feeding cattle for the butcher is acquaint-

ed with the fattening qualities of linseed

cake, but rearing calves with linseed meal

has only been introduced in this neigh-

borhood within the last three or four years;

it is now quite established, and a great

saving is the result.

" Half a pound of this meal is suffi-

cient for a calf daily, and this costs from

one-half-penny to three farthings; while

a quantity of milk, containing the same
proportion of nutriment, would cost eight-

pence 10 ten-pence per day ; a saving

would thus be effected of at least six-pence

a day on each calf, which is 3s. 6d. per

•week for one calf, and £3 10s. per week
for tvvent}' calves ; and this for three or

four months, amounts to a sum worth

saving.

This linseed meal is the cake ground
;

the best way of usins: it is to steep at the

rate of a quarter of a pound for each feed,

in cold water, for twenty to twenty-four

hours; then to dilute with warm water

to the temperature of new milk, making
a gruel about equal in bulk to the milk

usually given— if any milk be added, a

pint at each feed is quite enough.
" The general report of our farmers and

dairymen, who have continued ihe use of

this meal for rearing calves during the

last three or four 3'ears, is, that the calves

are more healthy when fed on it, than for-

merly when fed on milk, and that there

are fewer deaths
;

it is very nutritive, and
at the same time keeps the stomach and
intestines in a cool and wholesome con-

dition."

utes, if you wish to realize the true taste

of the " plant divine." Well, river, or

spring water, in manj' parts of the coun-

try, is strongly impregnated with lime,

which acts chemically upon the tea-leaf,

and greallv deteriorates, or destroys its

fine aronatic flavor. In fact, water, con-

taining lime, or much vegetable matter in

solution, has more or less effect upon all

kinds of cookery. Besides it is highly

injurious to the health of some persons.

Jlmerica7i AsricuUunst.

For the Southern Planter.

CAMPHIRE AND ANTS.

JSIr. Editor^—I have tried camphire to

expel ants, and with perfect success. A
lump as big as a nutmeg was broken into

a dozen pieces and placed on the shelves

of a press four by seven feet. The ants

had been very troublesoi; e ; but in two
days they vanished utterly. One or two

of the articles kept in the press tasted for

a day or so of the caiviphire, but this was
better than eating ants.

Truly, yours, F.

PUMPKINS.

HOW TO MAKE GOOD TEA.

Boil rain water and pour upon your
tea, letting it steep from one to two rnin-

We have before noticed the following

method for preserving pumpkins. We,
however, commend the letter below to the

notice of our agricultural friends, which

we copy from the Maine Farmer.

Laree quantities of this vegetable are

annually produced on most farms, and

while sound and good, are relished by

most kinds of domestic stock, especially

by cows and swine. They last, how-

ever, but a short time, and when desired

for culinary purposes, are generally dried

in the same manner as apples. This is

unnecessary, as by adopting the following

very simple method, pumpkins may be

preserved during winter and even late into

the following spring perfectly sweet and

sound

:

Deposit, in some convenient place, from

a foot to eighteen inches of clean, well

dried wheat, oat, or rye straw, and place
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thereon a la3'er of pumpkins—ihe best

and fairest of the crop—then another stra-

tum of straw, and so till you have stowed

your entire crop, or so large a portion of

it as you may consider necessary' for win-

ter use. A gentleman in one of the mid-

land counties of Massachusetts, writing

to us under date of March 16, 1S45, says:
" I am now feeding my milch cows and

other stock on pumpkins of last year's

growth. The}' were carefully' packed in

straw as soon as harvested, and are in a

state of fine preservation. The butter

produced from the milk is of the finest

qualit}' and richest color, and the animals

themselves are in much better condition

—

more active and healihj^ than I have ever !

known them when restricted to dry and '

unsucculent food."
i

As the 'pumpkin crop, this year, pro-
]

raises in most sections to be an abundant

;

one, those of our agricultural friends who
have not already adopied the above plan,

and who may feel desirous of securing

their vegetables for winter feeding, will

do well to give it a trial.

From the Maine Fanner,

SPOJSTANEOUS COiMBUSTIOK

Mr. Editor.—I had a fire kindled in my
cellar yesterday in a cask of ashes that

were three or more months old. As all

your readers may not know that cold

ashes will sometimes take fire, I will re-

late the circumstance as it occurred.

A half hogshead was carefully placed

in one comer of the cellar, where it might
be consumed without b^irning any thing

else. When it was filled, I fixed some
pieces of board around the top and piled

the ashes above the tub against the stone

wall. On examination, after the fire broke

out, I found a board thai laid one edge to

the wall and parti}' over the tub with

ashes above ii, to be the seat of the fire.

All that part that laid over the tub was
charred to dust and fire rapidly kindling

on the edge of the tub
; the ashes above

and near the fire were quite damp and
very hot ; towards the bottom of the tub

drier and not so hot. Now the philosophy

of the matter seems to be this: ihe ashes

absorbed moisture from the frosty stone

wall, which caused a rapid condensation,

and carbonic sufficient to produce ignition

was evolved. What elements to fire a

dwelling! Cold ashes and a frosty stone

wall.

I have now stated what actually did

take place. I will now mention what
might have occurred, and doubtless has

many times. A cask of ashes may be

placed very snugly under the cellar stairs.

Fiom some cause they may become par-

tially wet, or in an out-building exposed

to snow or rain, combustion ensues, slowly

but certain. The staves of the cask are

charred, on a bitter night the piercing

Northwester searches every crevice—the

flames burst out, and the elevated dwell-

ing is wreathed in flames, while the

wretched family escape, half naked and
frozen, and the fire is supposed to be the

work of an incendiarj-. A.

Readjield, January, 1847.

We recollect reading, in Silliman's Jour-

nal, we think it was, some years ago, a

statement respecting the firing of ashes

that were some months old, caused by

moisture.

It was thought b}' some to be caused

by the evolution of potassium, v/hich is

the basis of potash, and will take fire by

coming in contact with the air. The fact

is an important one to be known, in order

to induce people to be exceedingly careful

where they put their ashes.

—

So. Cult.

For the Southern Planter.

CATCHING HAWKS.

Mr. Editor,—Thinking it my duty to

contribute an}' thing which I think would

be of service to my brother farmers through

your valuable paper, I will hereby inform

you how we may protect our partridges,

chickens, turkeys, &c., from the depreda-

tions made by the hawks on our farms. I

some time back sent to Richmond and

purchased two small steel traps at the

cost of one dollar, and by setting them on
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stacks, fences, slumps, &c., baited with

small binls, bave destroyed or caught

some ten or a dozen hawks.

Yours, respectfully,

Thomas A. Hope.

January^ 1848.

ROADS.

" Let us survey," says Abbe Raynal, " the

whole earth, and wherever we lind no facili-

ties for travelling from a city to a town, or

from a village to a hamlet, we may pronounce

the people barbarians.'' It is at least certain,

that there can be no such thing as a high state

of cultivation, or great wealth and prosperity

in any country unless they have good roads

in that country. They are the veins and ar-

teries through which all improvements must

flow. As through the veins and arteries of

the human body the blood circulates in every

direction, diffusing life, health, and vigor

through the animal system, so do good roads

carry on the internal commerce of the coun-

try, and preserve its agriculture in a healthy

and vigorous state. And as an obstruction

in a vein of the human body, even in the re-

motest part, checks the circulation, and there-

by causes that part to become useless and

sink into decay, so do bad roads in any

particular district cause the farms there to

deteriorate in value, and the lands to dimi-

nish in fertility. If it takes several days and

an additional team of horses to cany your

produce to the next market, or to the next

railroad or shipping place, of course you must

sink from the profits of that produce just the

amount which you might otherwise have made
from the labor of your negroes and horses

during the da3-s in wliich they were slowly

travelling over the soft and uneven roads.

—

And if the cost of hauling manure to your

farm be twelve per cent, on its original price,

while the improvement of that manure upon

your land will be only nine per cent, on its ori-

ginal price, of course j'ou cannot manure the

land. So farms in a country thus situated,

must get poorer every year, while the crops

raised upon them are worth less than the same

crops raised elsewhere, because of the large

slice which transportation must take out of

the price they may be sold for.

Unfortunately, by far the greater part of

Virginia and 'I'ennessee is in the situation

above mentioned. Where the lands are level

and the soil sand and gravel, the roads are

tolerable—because they could hardly be other-

wise on such a soil. But wherever the soil is

clay, as is the case in a large portion of the

country, the roads for many months of the

year are absolutely impassable. Nor upon

any road on which we have travelled in these

States, e.xcept a tew turnpikes, do we recollect

a hill which has been levelled or a single na-

tural obstruction removed.

It is at this season that they are in their bad

condition, and, therefore, we take this oppor-

tunity for reminding the community of the

absolute necessity under which we lie to do

something for our roads.^ Money laid out in

making good roads, if applied judiciously, is

a most profitable investment. It is true, we
are poor; we have little money and we have

little time to spare, because Ave have to work

hard to keep our heads above water. But that

is the very reason why we should be willing

to make an expenditure on our roads. We arc

too poor to have bad roads. "We have too man}'

uses for the profits on our produce to spend a

large part of them in going to markets and in

passing from place to place on necessary bu-

siness. Our farms are now in that state in

which they must be manured or their cultiva-

tion, in many places, altogether given up.

The present plan of working a few hands

one day in the month on the roads, filling up

a few washed places with brush and dirt, does

no good. People should be employed who

understand the business of road making by

the legislature or by the courts of the counties,

to renvdd the principal roads endrely. When
this country was settled and the exisdng roads

laid out, the population was too thin to justify

this. But the welfare of the agricultural por-

tion of the State has long since required, and

and now requires combined action to give us

what we have never had, good roads.

As we have said, these are not to be made

by meflding the old ones; In the tracts of

clay, such as those in Albemarle, Fauquier,
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&c., the roads never will be tolerable until an

artificial foundation is made, either of gravel

and broken stone, or of corduroy. Nor will

the roads either in the clay lands or anywhere

else, ever be good, or keep in order, unless

more judgment and industry are used in drain-

ing them. How ofien are they merely gutters

for the adjacent fields. If good roads are de-

sired, at all, especially in places where it

sometimes rains—as is the case, we believe,

in a large portion of Virginia—the ground on

which they are made must be raised : deep

ditches must be dug on both sides, and paral-

lel with the road. From these there should

be outlets at frequent intervals. In England

and in some of the Northern States where

they know it is their interest to spare no pains

and expense to have good roads, they have

subterranean drains similar to the plan of un-

der-draining described in the November num-

ber of the Planter. They are formed by dig-

ging to the depth of from four to eight feet,

and by placing a layer of brush at the bottom

;

above this is laid stubble or turf, and the whole

is covered with a layer of earth. These aque-

ducts are generally two feet wide, and will

last twenty years.

But it is not our object at present to suggest

plans of improvement, as to persuade the peo-

ple of the State to do something. It is easy to

make good roads if sufficient money and labor

are only expended upon them. The best treat-

ment varies with different localities.

We should be happy to make this paper the

means of comunicating the knowledge neces-

sary for the improvement of any particular

neighborhood. Only do somdhmg—resort to

some system of combined action to get rid of

the intolerable roads which now run through

the greater part of this and the neighboring

States.

EXPERIMENTS.

There is no way of making improve-
ments in farming, but by experiments.

—

If the farmer is infortned of, or has con-

ceived, a different and better method of

culture or management in any branch of

his farming, he is to test the goodness of

that method by experiments; and, if these

prove successful, he niay congratulate

himself on having performed an act which
is serviceable to his counDy and honora-
ble to himself

—

Farmer^s Assistant.

PRESERVATION OF THE GRAPE.

Mr. P. B. Mead, in a communication
to the American Agriculturist, remarks,

"Last winter I sent a communication on

this subject to the New York Agricultural

Association, which was read before that

body by Dr. D. P. Gardner, and seemed
to excite not a little interest. In Februa-

ry I showed some grapes to Dr. G. which
were perfectly sound, though ripened un-

der very unfavorable circumstances, and
which had been left on the vine until they

were frozen as hard as bttllets. Some of

these grapes I kept until May, when the

last of them suddenly disappeared down
the throat of a friend.

"As the grape season is at hand, a de-

scription of my method of preserving this

rnost luscious fruit may not, perhaps, prove

uninteresting to many of your readers,

and will, no doubt, be appreciated by some
of them at least. The process is so sim-

ple that few words are iTecessary to de-

scribe it, and it will be easily compre-

hended by all. I first take a common
unglazed flower pot, and place over the

hole in the bottom a small clam shell (or

a piece of broken pot) with the convex

side down, to drain off surplus water. I

then pour in clean, while sand, to the

depth of about an inch ; next 1 select a

bunch of ripe grapes, perfectly sound, and

firmly attached to the peduncle. These

I hold in the pot in such a position as

they do not touch its sides, and then fill

it up with sand, covering the grapes about

an inch and a half in depth. This being

done, I set the pot aside in a room of from

forty to fifty degrees, or sixty Fahrenheit,

and water it about once a week, or as of-

ten as it becomes dry, with a watering

pot having a finely pierced rose attached

to it. I will just add, that the pot may
be larger or smaller, and that one or more
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bunches may be put in each pot according

to circumstances. When the grapes are

eaten, the sand must be washed off in

clean water."

PROPERTIES OF EGGS.

Eggs are popularly supposed to be so

much alike, that what can be said about

one egg is thought applicable to every

other laid by the same species of bird, the

common hen, for example; but there is

nearly as much distinguishable difference

between the units in every egg-basket

which is carried to market as there is be-

tween the faces in a crowd of men, or the

hounds in a pack. To every hen belongs

an individual peculiarity in the form, co-

lor, and size of the egg she lays, which
never changes during her whole lifetime,

so long as she remains in health, and
which is as well known to those who are

in the habit of taking her produce as the

hand-writing of their nearest acquain-

tance. Some hens lay smooth cream-co-

lored eggs, others rough, chalky granu-

lated ones; there is the buff, the snow-
white, the spherical, the oval, the pear

shaped, and the emphatically egg-shaped
egg. A farmer's wife who interests her-

self in the matter, will tell you with pre-

cision, in looking over her stores, " this

egg was laid by such a hen"—a favorite

perhaps— ''this one by such another;"

and it would be possible that she should

go on so throughout the whole flock of

poultry. Of course the greater the num-
ber kept, the greater becomes the difficul-

ty in learning the precise marks of each.

From a basket of thirty eggs, gathered
in a farm-yard as they came to hand, ele-

ven, laid by one or two hens whose race

we were desirous to continue were se-

lected in about two minutes by the friend

Vv'ho supplied us with them.

of death, it was discovered that ihe intes-

tines contained a number of loch or horse-

leeches. These animals had probably

been swallowed by the sheep when drink-

ing, and appeared to have eaten through

the coats of the siomach until they reached

some of the vital organs whereby death

was produced.

—

Selected.

REMARKABLE DISEASE IN SHEEP.

A farmer in Ruthwell, Dumfrieshire,
lost about half a score of sheep, and, on
an examination being made of the cause

For the Southern Planter.

RALSTON'S PLOUGH.

Mr. Editor,—Taking as much interest

as I do, in all labor-saving unplernents,

tools and machines, it was with much
pleasure that I read the article on Ral-

ston's Corn Plough, extracted from the

Scottsville Times, and republished in your

August number. If Agricola has not

placed too high an estimate on the merits

of this plough, which, from his descrip-

tion, must be the ne plus ultra of ploughs

for the cultivation of corn ; and if the pa-

tent right to it has not expired by lapse

of timie, it would be a profitable specula-

lion to some Virginia mechanic, no doubt,

to purchase the right for his State, and to

manufacture them. I wonder that no al-

lusion has been made to this implement

b}' our leading agricultural journals; at

least 1 have seen none.

Believing that this plough, from the

description, would suit nie as well as ma-
ny others, Mr. Editor, I am induced to

ask if you could not lay your readers un-

der obligation by obtaining from Agricola,

from Mr. Ralston, or some one else, a

drawing of it, accompanied with a fuller

description than was given by Agricola.

I would like to know, for example, the

construction of the diarnond winged hoes,

their distance apart, \\heiher they are of

cast or wrought iron, the form of the frame,

the soils to which it is adapted, &c.

Agricola says ''he has witnessed the

performance of this plough." Should this

meet his eye, will he say whether it works

well and deeply on stiff land and on grassy

land?

He says, further, that the hoes can be

drawn by one horse in smooth land, com-

pletely working a row of four feet in
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width. By smooih land, Agricola means,
I suppose, lighl land

;
as s'.iff, clayey land

may be smooih; and I presume thai

scarcely any plough, drawn by only one
horse, could cut the ground well and tho-

roughly for four feet in a s'iff soil. This
is an uncommon width in light land.

These remarks are by no means, Mr.
Ediior, to question the statement made
by Agricola in the Scottsville Times, but

merely to seek further infonr)aiion as to a
plough, which, I have no doubt, is a very
valuable implement, and one which, to

use the language of Agricola, " the far-

mer would find it greatly to his interest

to procure," and for one at least, I acknow-
ledge my obligation to him.

I would advise all persons, Mr. Editor,

recommending implements as valuable, to

stale where they can be procured, and at

what price; and I would thank Agricola
to say where, and at what price, this Ral-

ston plough can be had at this time.

—

Should this plough be adapted to the

land which I cultivate (it being mostly
clayey) I would esteem this article to be
worth the aggregate of subscription to

the Planter, from its inception down to

the present tiirie.

I doubt, therefore, Mr. Editor, whether
you could insert anything in your interest-

ing paper that would prove more accepta-

ble to your readers than a further account
of the Ralston plough, accompanied with
a drawing, if you can obtain one.

We farmers, with limited means, stand

greatly in need, Mr. Editor, of cheap, yet

good and labor-saving implen.ents. We
are by far the more numerous class who
support your paper, and we invoke you
to aid us as much as is in your power.

Have any of your readers tried Grant's
fan mill ? - If they have, will they be good
enough to inform their brother farmers
whether it realizes what is said of it.

—

Does it remove the cheat, cockle and wild

onion, by passing the wheat through it

once only? The onion is becoming such
a pest, I would be sa'isfied to get rid of

that at the expense of two operations

I see Smith's siraw-cutier advertised at

ten dollars, which, it is alleged, will cut

as much provender in the same lime as

the more expensive cutters. What is the

principle of its construction? and can we
not have a drawing of it in the Planter?

Does any one, in Richmond, manufac-
ture a portable threshing machine on the

principle of the inclined railway, and of

easy draught for two horses? If so, are

ihey simple, durable, and what quantity

of wheat will they thresh per day? What,
also, is the price of them '2

Respectfully,

A Farmer.
Greene County.

P. S.—As winter is the time for pre-

paring implenjents for use, it would be

desirable to learn soinething about the

Ralston plough as soon as it may suit the

convenience of Agricola or an}- one else,

to make a communication on the subiect?

A. F.

If either Agricola or Mr. Ralston choose to

furnish the information desired by our corre-

spondent the Planter is open for a short com-

munication on the above mentioned plough.

We should be pleased to furnish answers to

his other inquiries if we can obtain them from

those who have experimental knowledge of

the implements to which they refer.

HAY.

Hay in England is scarcely ever put in

barns. It keeps well in stacks, made up
as they are in the neatest nianner, and

carefully thatched with straw. Nothing

can be more beautiful and worknianlike

than the manner in which they are made
up ; and for hay, the long slacks are de-

cidedly preferable to those of a round

form, as it is cut down for use, in such

case to more advantage. The formation

of a stack, which is often done by women,
is a work of much skill, which is the fruit

onlj' of practice ;
the thatching of a stack

in the best rr-anner, requires both art and

experience, and there are rren who make
it a profession. When well executed, the

hri3-is for years impervious to wet. During
the formation of the slack, which, when
intended to be large, must sometimes wait

for several days the progress of hay-mak-
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ing, the most careful farmers have a large

tarpaulin or canvass covering to suspend

upon poles over the stack in order to pro-

tect it from rain. I refer to those n'jinule

.circumstances, to illustrate the extreme

carefulness with which many of the opera-

tions of husbandry are conducted. When
the hay '\s to be used, a whole stack is

never removed to the stables at once, but

is carefully cut down as a loaf of bread

might be cut, and always done up and

bound in trussss, inlended to be of fifty-

six pounds, and in that way carried to be

distributed to the animals. This requires

some extra labor; but ihe farmers find

their accounts in it.

—

Colman^s European

Agriculture.

Downing (in the Fruit and Fruit Trees of
America) recoujinends a wash of soft soap.

He thinks it beiier for this purpose than
poiash, "as a portion of it remains on
ihe surface of the bark for some time, and
with the action of every rain is dissolved

and penetrates into ever}' crevice, destroy-

ing the insects and softening the bark
itself."

For the Southern Planter.

INFORMATION WANTED.

Mr. Editor^—With your permission I

will inquire of the farming public, with

the hope of being answered through the

columns of your invaluable paper, if there

is any antidote for the weed commonly
called Hog-fennel. Many years of expe-

rience have convinced us that it cannot
be destroyed by the usual mode of culti-

vation in this country—which is the five

shift system. We should be really glad
to know if there be any means of gelling

rid of it. It is a common saying in this

neighborhood, to wit: that the JMethodist

and dog fennel are taking the country by
force. We should at least be glad to gel

rid of the latier.

A Subscriber.

While Post, Clarke Co., Jan. 21.

WASH FOR FRUIT TREES.

Lime wash, or whitewash, is not con-

sidered as good for trees as potash wash.
The latter is made by dissolving poiash

in water at the rate of one pound to a

gallon. It may be applied with a brush,

in the spring, or at any other season, and
will, by one or iwo applications, render

the bark smooth and clean. For old

trunks, with thick and rigid bark, Mr.

EXPERIMENTAL FARMING.

Pork is now in great demand and far-

mers can well afford to bestow extra at-

I

tendance on their fattening swine. Grain
of all kinds is high, but it has cost the

producer no more than usual to raise it.

Grain of the various kinds must be our
chief dependence for fattening, though

:

great additions of cheaper matter are ad-

vantageously mixed up with it.

Indian corn is the best article. Oat
meal renders the dough more palatable,

and a little rye meal is good. For buck-
' wheat we may be allowed a single word,
for pigs never turn up their noses at it,

;
though some modern feeders do. In our

[

own hog-pen we have found buckwheat
meal quite equal to Indian meal in pro-

portion to its weight.

Good pumpkins boiled, sweeten the

mixture, and refuse potatoes are worth a
fourth or a fifth as much per bushel as

;

meal or corn. But turnips of all kinds are

better for neat stock than for hogs. Those

!

who have the proper conveniences for

I

boiling, put parsnips into the kettles. And
parsnips are a good article in this way,
as they render the whole mess sweet.

Some farmers use carrots also, and
though not so palatable as parsnips and
pumpkin?, thej^ aid to increase the nutri-

ment of the pudding. Hogs are pleased

wiih varietj-, and with all ihe above in-

gredients at hand their food may be va-

ried from day to day. Oats are now high
and Will not be much used for fatiening.

It is said that many are purchased and
seni off to feed horses in the army.

W^hen oats are not used and no sweet
pumpkins are on hand, farmers have some-
times made use of molasses to sweeten
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ihe pijdding for pigs ; and pork is now

high enough to jasiif}' the use of cheap

molasses for this purpose. If molasses

tells well as an economical article in fa-

mily bread, why not in doiigh that is

mixed for the hogs 1

Molasses is now higher than it was

through the summer, and com is not so

his'h as we sometimes find it. Yet we

incline to think that a little molasses will

now be found an econonrjical article to

sweeten the fooii of faitening hogs.

A good tender of these animals will

not forget the medical branch of the bu-

siness of feeding. Brimstone is found to

be an excellent article for the bowels, and

charcoal is the best regulator of the sto-

mach. Lei thern have free access to this

article, and to bits of wood when your

trouo-h is so hard they cannot gnaw it.

In i egard to the conclusions which che-

mists come to, on analyzing the nutriti%'e

matter in the different articles of food, we

have only to say we have no confidence

in their correctness. In the first place,

we find they i-oaterially vary from our ex-

perience in the matter ; and secondly, they

vary materially from each other.

We hold that experience is the only

true test iu matters of this nature. Every

theory that contradicts long experience

should be recei'ved with caution. Young
farmers ought to treasure up as gold the

knowledge they may acquire from an in-

telligent and careful experimenter. They

will then steer clear of the dogmas of the

obsiinate, who will not examine both sides

of a proposition; and of the theories of

the unpracticed whose fancies are at va-

riance with facts.

down to about twelve gallons, and just

before taking ihem off add half pint of

ground cinnamon and spice it to taste.

—

This makes an excellent table dish, one

fit for either king or countryman, only the

latter deserves it miost."

PUMPKIN BUTTER.

The following preparation is said to be

positively delicious. We copy it from one

of our exchanges for the benefit of our

readers :
'' To one barrel of sweet cider

boiled down about one-third, take two

bushels of pumpkins cut in pieces like

apples, they being peeled and cored, and

add them to the cider gradually, stirring

all the lime, until the whole is boiled

EFFECT OF DRAINING—IMPROVE-
MENT OF WET LANDS.

' We have for years been endeavoring to

impress our readers with the great benefit

which would result to them, in a pecu-

niary point of view, were they to under-

drain their wet lands, or otherwise relieve

them from their superabimdance of water.

We have always been of the opinion that

many fields which are now iniractable

clays, and which yield stintinglj'', might,
' by this process, not ovAy be transformed

mto good loamy soils, but be made to

bear abundant crops of an improved qua-

lity. We are, therefore, gratified at being

able to present the following brief para-

: graph from The Mark Lane Express be-

fore our patrons. Brief as it is, it embo-
'dies a series of facts which, to the reflect-

ing agricultor, will present subjects for a
volume of comments. And under the

hope that it may set them to thinking,

and that through their thoughts, they

may be induced to act so as to improve

their estates, we commend the article to

their favorable consideration

:

" The Mark Lane Express gives an
account of the improvements made on

; the farm of Lord Stairs, in Wigtownshire.

One part was drained, subsoiled, limed

and thoroughly pulverized and then pro-

'duced 40 bushels of wheat to the acre,

where only 12 were raised before; the

carrots, turnips, and mangelwurtzel on

I

the land averaged 23 tons to the acre. A
\

morass, a part of which had been cut over

for peat for 30 years, was drained, pared,

\

lim -d, burned, manured and ploughed and

sown to oats. Crop, 40 bushels to the

! acre. Next year top dref=sed with gravel

and sand, limed, manured, ploughed and
two acres sowed to turnips, Hybred Dale's

;

' ?ome of them weighed 1.5 lbs each. The

j
crop was 40 tons per Scotch acre.—[4
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Scotch are 5 English.] Seven acres

planted to potatoes produced 576 bushels

per acre. Previous to improvemenl 16

acres of this land was barely sufficient to

pasture two cows and their calves"

It will be seen that subsoil ploughing-,

in the cases staled, was combined with

draining, and that the improvement pro-

duced in the productive capacity of the

land was such as to excite universal sur-

prise, inasmuch as previous to the appli-

cation of draining and subsoiling, it pro-

duced but 12 bushels of wheat to the

acre, and required 16 acres for the pas-

turage of the cows, while the same soil

immediately subsequent 3'ielded as stated

above, 40 bushels of wheat, 23 tons of

mangelwurlzel and 40 tons of turnips to

the acre.

We do not entertain the slightest doubt

that there are hundreds of thousands of

marsh lands in this countr}', which is sus-

ceptible of being drained and rendered

dry, that might by similar process of me-

lioration, be made equally productive, or,

at all events converted into prolific sources

of profit to their owners, as reclaimed

marshes, when properly managed, are

uniformly distinguished for their fertility.

LIME IN ROANOKE.

We beg leave to call the attention of the

Directors of the Railroad between Petersburg

and Gaston to the letter which we give below.

Different soils are peculiarly benefited by

different manures. Lime is well hnown as a

most powerful and permanent renovator of

almost all kinds of exhausted lands. But on

soils of some kinds its effect is almost magi-

cal, doubling its worth at once, and preserving

it in a fertile state for long periods of time.

The land in and about Roanoke has been

found to be of this character. Lime on that

portion of the country has been found to be of

most extraordinary and unusual value. Hav-
ing settled this fact by repeated experiments,

the farmers there are anxious to go very large-

ly into its use; but they find it impossible to

do so at present on account of the enormous

price they have to pay for the lime before they

get it upon their farms. Lime at the wharf

in Petersburg costs from twelve to fourteen

cents; on the farms in Roanoke it costs twen-

ty cents. Thus the cost of tiansportation on

the Petersburg and Gaston Railroad swallows

up the profits of the adventure to such an ex-

tent as to render it scarcely an object of con-

sideradon.

The farmers of Roanoke are, therefore, anx-

ious to get the Directors of this Road to let

the lime come to them on much cheaper terms.

The grounds on which they put their request

are there. It is a fact very well known and

easily comprehended that a railroad, the chief

business of which consists in transporting to

market the stock, grain and tobacco raised in

the country through which it runs, is a much
more profitable concern when it passes through

a country which produces a great deal of

these articles than when it passes through one

that is poor and unproductive in these articles.

Now all the produce which comes to market

from the district under consideration must

come by this railroad. If the Directors, there-

fore, could by any means double the amount

of corn, wheat and tobacco to be transported

from Roanoke, it would be very much to their

advantage. But this they can do by letting

lime go free to Roanoke; and it would, there-

fore, seem a wise liberalily for them to grant

the request of these gentlemen.

We go farther than Dr. Jones does in the

following letter. He thinks that lime should

be allowed to go with a duty only sufficient to

pay for loading and unloading. But there are

always an abundance of idle hands about

railroad depots, and if the railroad should de-

termine to favour the scheme at all, we can-

not see why any charge should be made for

the small amount of occupation which the

hitching together of a few more cars than

usual would give them.

Lime might be carried to Roanoke at sea-

sons when the railroad had no great press of

business and lodged in a warehouse at Gaston

till wanted. Thus it would cost them scarce-

ly anything to speak of: while in the end they

would be paid double and treble as much as

ihey now get on the small quantity they have

10 transport up there by the enormous increase
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of freight frwn Roanoke in the shape of pro-
; denied its use for agricullural purposes on

dnce. One thiijg at least is certain: that if; account of the high price and cost of

the railroad will cot carry it there on these I transportation. By a resolution passed at

terms, very few barrels will ever be carried' the last meeting of our Club, I, as iheir

there at all. Here follows Dr. Jones' letter: ;

Corresponding Secretary, was required to

j coninnunicate with you on this itnportant

To Mr. H. D. Bird. Prcs'deni of the
j subject. We argue, that as all our mar-

PctciTburgand Roanoke Railroan Company:
j j^^^ produce passes over your railroad on

Dear Sir,—In this country we have
j

its way to market the Company could af-

two agricultural clubs called tlole and
, ford to take our back loading of lime and

Comer Clubs, composed of intelligent and plaster without, or at any rate, at a charge

independent planters, who feel great anxie-j that would compensate them only for the

ty by their united efforts to improve the ' labor of loading and unloading, (taken at

worn-out and exhausted lands of this sec- . convenient seasons when not pressed with

tion of the State, and thereb3- advance its ' business,) inasmuch as we may reasona-

agricultural interests, and quiet the spirit i bly calculate that by a free and judicious

of emigration which, to a great extent,
; application of those articles, our unpro-

prevails with us. Each club is composed duciive and exhausted lands would be so

of twelve metBbers who meet at each renovated and fertilized that their increased

other's farms alternately once a monih, ' production in a few years would amply
ride over and particularly examine into

\

remunerate the Railroad Company by the

all the operations of the farm, search into transportation on their road of double,

every hole and corner, (hence the name perhaps treble, the amount of produce

of the club.} and a committee appointed which it now receives from the valley of

by the President, reports rainutel}' on its the Roanoke and its adjacent country.

—

condition and management at the next If we can obtain those articles, viz: lirne,

succeedins meeting. On the days of plaster and guano at a price which we
meeting after riding over the farm we as- can reasonabh' afford, we have determined

semble at the homestead of its owner and to commence their use earnestly and with

partake of asocial and substantial dinner, zeal and activit}''; and should we be re-

and during the remainder of the evening warded for our enterprise in the wonder-

we freely and unreservedly interchange ful manner reported by agriculturists of

seniimenis and opinions on the various known skdl and experience, it will con-

subjects of agriculture, give the result of slitute a new era in the agricultural ira-

our experiments, different methods of cul- provemenis in this section of our State;

tivation, &c. We find that our meetings for should our experiments result favora-

and free intercourse have cultivated and bly. they will be fully and extensively re-

improved our social habits and excited a ported and our example imitated through-

laudable, enthusiasm and energy in our out this part of the country ; its condition

agricultural pursuits v.-hich have already improved by its increased products of all

resulted in some improvements of our ; kinds, your railroad burthened with load-

farms. However the nature and compo-
: ing to market, and the fanners thereby

nent parts of our soils, (ascertained by enabled to give to it a greater amount of

anah'sis,) the result of our experimen-s. return loading in groceries and other ne-

and the information which we derive from cessaries from our market towns and con-

the highest agricultural authorities all linually give prosperity to both the coun-

serve to convince us thoroughly, that the ' try and Railroad Companj'.

most important article necessary for the' I earnestly beg, sir, that you present

permanent and speedy improvement of our wishes and views in this matter to

our soil is lime and its compounds. We| the Railroad Con.pnoj', and we sincerely

are lamentably so distant from the nearest ask j'our aid and influence in furiherance

points at which that article can be ob- ' of our enterprise should you think favora-

lained, that we have been almost totally; lly of it. I am, also, instructed to coi-
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respond with a lime company on the

Hudson River, New York, to ascertain

at what price they will deliver loose lime

in Petersburff, which I shall do by the

next mail. You are aware, as well as

ourselves, that but a small quantity of

either lime or plaster is brought out on

your road for this part of the country,

and that by a few enterprising gentlemen

of wealth, onlj' for the sake of experi-

ment, and those of them of my acqaint-

ancc make favorabe reports, yet feel dis-

couraged in using them extensively on

account of the enormous price which they

cost to get them here.

Be so kind, sir, as to reply to this com-
munication at your earliest convenience.

I am, yours, &c.

FiNGNAL Jones.

Mecklenburg, Jan. 23, 1848.

AGE OF CATTLE AND SHEEP.

It is generally supposed that the age
of cattle and sheep can be accurately de-

termined by the teeth, till after they are

five years old. These animals, as nearly

every farmer knows, have at their birth,

or shortly afterwards, eight incisor or front

teeth in the lower jaw, called milk teeth.,

which at various periods fall out and are

replaced by others called permanent teeth.

The common theory in relation to this

change is, that the two centre teeth are

dropped soon afien the animal is a year
old, and are followed by two pernr.anent

teeth which reach their full size about

the time the animal is two years old
,

that two other milk teeth, (one on each
side of the two permanent teeth which
first appear.) are dropped each succeeding

year, and ore followed by permanent ones,

till all the milk teeth are gone, and the

animal becomes "full mouthed," as it is

called, at five years old.

Observation long since convinced us
that this rule does not afl^ord a sure crite-

rion of the age of these animals. We
have known several instances where cat-

tle and sheep were, from their teeth, sup-

posed to be from one to two years older

than they really were. The circumstance

has frequently led to difficulty, especially

in awardmg premiums, the idea being
entertained that there was some mistake
or intended deception in regard to the
age.

A few years ago, an individual in the

State of Ohio, purchased of a highly re-

jspetable breeder in New York, a fine

[

three-year-old Durham bull. On his ar-

\

rival in Ohio, he was exhibited at a cattle

jshow, where he was examined by many
persons, several of whom, on looking at

I

his teeth, declared him to be five years
old. It was in vain that a certificate, in

the handwriting of the breeder was shown,

I

staling him to be but three years old— it

' would not satisfy the critics, who insisted

that there had either been collusion in re-

gard to the bull's age, or else the purchaser
had ''got Yankeed." Yet the testimony
of the breeder, we presume, would have
been regarded as sufficient in a court of

law, to establish the fact of the animal
being but three years old

;
and there was

nothing, except the appearance of the

teeth, to indicate that he was older.

Cases of the same kind might be cited

in regard to sheep ; and several farmers
and breeders have assured us that good
or bad feeding will frequently cause a va-

riation of a year in the appearance of

their teeth.

A French veterinary journal has lately

brought out some valuable facts in rela-

tion to this subject. It appears that on
the I5th of April, 1846, an agent of the

Government purchased a twoyearold
Durham bull, at the dairy of the Royal
Stud, at Pin. Shortly after the purchase,

the bull was exhibited for a prendum, but
the judges refused to award him the prize,

it having been specified that the animal
should be but two years old, and they,

believing this one to be four years old and
upwards, as he had all his permanent
teeth. The decision, as may well be sup-

posed, created some stir, and to set'le the

point in dispute, letters were addressed

respectively, to the Directors of the Royal
Dairy at Pin and Poussery, containing
!he following questions:

"1. Are there in the dairy over which
you preside, cows or bulls which have
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cut the whole of their permanent teeih

prior to their fifth year, and how many ?

"2. Are there any which have cut all

prior 10 their fourth year ?

" 3. Are there any which have cut

their teeth earlier?

"4. At what medium age, according

to yo'.ir personal observation, do Durham
oxen, bulls especially, shed the whole of

their milk teeth ?"

The answers to these questions by each

of the Directors, showed that in each of

the Royal Dairies there were ten animals,

viz: at Pm, one bull and nine cows, and

at Poussery, two bulls and eight cows,

—

which had cut the whole of their perma-

nent teeth prior to their fifth year: that

in the latter case all the animals had their

permanent teeth prior to \\\q\xfourth year,

and that in the dairy at Pin, there were

seven animals—one bull and six cows

—

in the same case; that at Pin there were

four cows, and at Poussery one bull, which

had cut all their permanent teeth before

they ware three years old. A case of a

cow at Pousser}' is mentioned, which at

two years and seven months old, had six

permanent teeth, and two months after,

that is, at two years and nine months, had

put out her corner teeth, making the full

number of permanent ones. The date of

the birth of most of these animals is given,

copied from the registers kept at the es-

tablishments, so that there is hardly a

possibility that there could be any mis-

take. The Directors further state that

the cattle of the Durham breed, kept at

the dairies under their charge, usually

shed the whole of their milk teeth be-

tween their third and fourth years.

The variation in the time at which

cattle and sheep shed their first teeth, is

attributable to two causes—the natural

constitution of the animal, and the uian-

ner in which ii has been fed and reared.

Some animals, from these causes, reach

maturity much sooner than others, and

their dental organs, sharing equally ui the

precocity of the system, exhibit the con-

dition which belongs to those of older ani-

mals, which are longer in arriving at their

full frrowih.

We respectfully commend the above

remarks to the attention of breeders of

animals, confident that observation will

full}' confirm the con"ectness of the con-

clusions put forth.

INFLUENCE OF RAILROADS.

Hon. John M. Niles in his late address

j

before the New Haven County Agricul-

I

tural Society, makes the following judi-

jcious remarks in relation to the influence

lof railroads:

I

" It has been supposed by many that

jlhe system of railroads and canals, by

I

bringing the products of the West into

\

competition with those of the Atlantic

!
Stales, would operate injuriously to the

I

agricultural interests of the latter, and re-

jdiice the value of land. But on a full

.development of that system, the result

j

will be otherwise. Were agriculture and

I

commerce the only great interests of our

I

country, this consequence might have fol-

I

lowed. But manufactures, the other great

I

interest, supply local markets for the far-

|mer; and the railroad system is already

! exerting a powerful influence in eslablish-

! ing manufactures in the interior, at points

remote from tide water ; and thus creating

j

local markets for those products of the

;farm which would not justify transporta-

tion to our commercial cities on the sea-

board. Whilst railroads bring the great

staples of the West into competition with

those of the Atlantic States, they enable

the latter to send to market at a good

profit, a great variety of products, which

could not otherwise be done, and which
will not bear transporting from the West-

ern States. And this system, by its in-

fluence in evolving the various resources

of the country, and increasing its wealth,

exerts a favorable influence on agriculiuie

generally, and uiore cspeciallj' on sections

contisfuous to our commercial towns and

manufaciuruig districts. Whilst it brings

the flour and provisions of the West into

the market on the seaboard, it enables

the ftirmers in the Atlantic States to avail

themselves of the markets, where local

ones do not exist, for hay, milk, vegeta-
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bles, fruit, and various articles, which,! We hare received a new edition of Liebig's

were il not for ihose faciliiies, would bear Chemical Letter, a presentation of his disco-

transportation a few miles onlj'." ,
veries in a familiar form. Pamphlet, price

• twenty cents: Fowler & Wells, Nassau Street,

i

New York.

MINCE PIES.

Take stoned raisins, currants, sugar,! Provide good shelter and proper food

and sue:, of each two pounds; Suhana ' fo'^ all animals.

raisins, boiled beef, (lean and tender,) of
I .

each one pound ; sour or tart apples four

.

pounds; the juice of two letrions ; the! REVIEW OF THE MARKETS,
rind of one lemon chopped very fine ;

' We are pleased to announce that we shall
mixed spice one-quarter of a pound

;
can-

1 hereafter have it in our power to publish a re-
died citron and lemon peel, of each, two

|

guj^r review of the market, from the gentle-
ounces; orandj one g.U; and chop the L^^n whose names are appended to the note
whole v-ery fine The preparation may

^^^i^l^ ^^ ^^^ b^,^^_ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^
be varied by adding other spice or flavor- ,, T.-- . • j , .

;.^„ ^A ,u ji- • f u i_
McKmney are extensive and talented mer-

ing, and the addition of eargs, or the sub- ^ , / • •:, ,

stitution of chopped fowl or veal, for beef, i '^'l''
'

'^''' ^'^' correspondence gives them

according to fancv or convenience.
'^' ^"'^ °''^"' °* information

;
and anything

from them is of authority.

To the Edilor of the Souihrm Planter:

Sir,—In accordance with your request
we give below a short sketch of our
views in regard to the Richmond tobacco
and grain market.

The impression generally prevails that
the crop of tobacco for inspection the pre-

sent year is less than an average one, say

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Harrold& Murray usually keep a good 'bout 45,000 hogsheads, (ih^'e average
aent of agricultural books, at No. M7, number inspected in :he last ten years.

From Messrs. Murray & Harrold, we have

received "The Complete Farmer, by Thomas
G. Fessenden," which is a compendious ac-

count of the most important details of agri-

cultural and rural economy. It is a useful

book,

assortmen

Broad Street, Richmond.
j

exclusive of the year 1838, when it only
" Downing's Horticulturist" received. We amounted to 28,502 hogsheads, being

have before commended this very elegant ru- 1 51,059.) and although we do not' expect
ral magazine to our readers.

j

extreme high prices, yet we think that the
We have received the first number of "The article will coinmand such as will corn-

Edinburgh Phrenological Gluanerly," edited I

pensate and give general satisfactioti to

by the celebrated George Combe, an Ameri- ,
'^^ planter. At present the general sales

can republication of which has been com- ^^^ ^O'" lugs $2 to $3, and for leaf $3 50
menced by Messrs. Fowler & Wells, of New

j

'° ^"^ ^^'. according to quality. No re-

York. Phrenology seems destined to play '

aHv fine of the new crop has yet been

such an important part in modern science that

it is highly important to k-now something of

its doctrines. We can mention no source

from which this knowledge can be obtained

than from this celebrated quarterly. It is very

received.

With regard to the grain crop, owino-
to the constant fluctuations abroad and
the pressure in the money market, we can
give no opinion as to the future wonhy
of attention. Present prices of wheat

beautifully printed on fine large paper, and the
; $1 20 to $1 25; corn 6U cents and flour

price ,s only two dollars. Each number con- '

$5 75 to $5 S7|, and dull.
'

tains too pages, and it appears four times a Respectfully, &c.
year. Messrs. J. W. Randolph & Co. of Rich- Bridges & McKinney
anond, are Agents for this part of the world, j

Jan. 31, 1848.
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FOR SALE,

IX Eastern Virginia, a small Farm with im-
provements, lying contiguous to navigation

and the suil abounding in marl and verA' im-
provahif. T.Kis is an excellent locaiion'for a

physician, one having enjoyed a good practice
here very recently. For particulars, apply to

the editor of this paper. jan 1—4t

To Subscribers and Postmasters.

All orders for change of office or discon-

tinuance of the paper, most specify the post

office to which the paper has been sent.
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P. D. BERNARD. 165 MAIN ST. RICHMOND, VA.

TERMS.
The Planter, containing ihirty-two supet-

roj-al octavo pages, is published monthly at

one dollar and fifty cents per annum, which

may be discharged by the payment of

OXE DOLLAR ONLY,
sent free of postage, within six months from

the date of subscription), six copies for five

dollars, if sent fr^e,,d^os^age.
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WATT'S CUFF-BRACE AND GAUGE
PLOUGH.

FARMERS are requested to examine our
Slock of ploughs. We have about twenty

sizes, all on the "cuff" plan, by which the

beam inaj' be raised or lowered and turned to

the right or left to regulate the depth and width
of furrow without altering the harness. Some
have wrought points and others ca-st. The
ploughs when adjusted to the height of the

horse can be made as permanent as any other

plough, if not more so. The sizes vary from
a light one-horse to a large four-horse; and
the prices from S3 50 to SH or f16

The four-horse we confidently recommend
as superior to any in use in this country.

Those who use four-horse ploughs will please

call in time to allow us to get them ready for

the present s?ason.

For further description see Planter of June,
1R42. (with a cut,) November, 1846, and Feb-
ruary and April, 1847.

Patent rights for sale.

Address GEORGE "WATT & Co.,

je—tf Richmond, Va.
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MSMORANBA FOR THE MONTH.

It behooves all who intend to make a crop

in this year of iSiS, to be up and doing in the

present month. During February it is possible

to let the farm-labor alone, and yet make a

tolerable crop. But no man -who is idle in

March and April will have well filled grana-

ries next December. We have had mild wea-

ther ihro'.igh the winter and we may now be

paid for it in snow and sleeL But if the sea-

son is tolerable, every farmer who knows any-

thing about his business will strive with all

his might to get ahead.

Manure.—This is one of the great works

of this month In opening the manure heaps

when you commence iheir transportation to

the field, it is an excellent plan to sprinkle a

bushel or so of ground gypsum or piaster over

them. One of the most powerful ingredients

in all manures is a substance known to che-

mists as ammonia. This substance is exceed-

ingly volatile, and when separated from or-

ganized bodies by their decay, it quickly flies

off. It is retained in (he manure while in the

heap because it is not exposed to the air. But
when you attempt to cart it away and spread

it out on your field, a great deal of it will es-

cape, unless you resort lo some means for re-

V«L. VIII.-3.

taining it. Now it has been found that this

stuff has a great affinil)' for lime in all its

forms, particularly for gypsum. Therefore,

by sprinkling powdered gypsum on the ma-
nure, the ammonia which would otherwise be

lost in the air, forms chemical union with it,

and is thereby retained, much to the advan-

tage of the poor lands on which you scatter it.

Ploughing.—This is another of the great

works of March, and no one can do too much
of it if the weather will allow him to do any.

There is no land which will not be wonder-

fully improved by being turned up and exposed

10 the frosts, rains, and winds of ilarch.

—

There is no land which will not be the better

fitted for I he corn which will have to be planted

so soon by being ploughed a week or two.in

advance.' And whiie on this point, let us en-

deavor to persuade the reader to give some
small field the advantage of a subsoil plough-

ing, and send to this paper an account of its

produce as compared vriih some other field of

equal quality ploughed only in the usual way.

We know many persons are making experi-

ments in subsoiling and we would be obliged

to them if they would favor the public with

their results. But from some letters lately

received, we find that a very erroneous idea

of the process has got abroad in Virginia.

—

Many seem to regard it simply as deep plough-

ing. Eat subsoiling means the running of a

subsoil plough in the fresh furrow made by

another plough which precedes it; thus lurk-

ing up a portion of the earth which is never

touched by common cultivation. If the deep

bed of broken earth thus procured be manured,

we have no doubt on our own mind but that it

would prove far superior to any land ploughed

and manured in the common manner. Some
agree with us, others differ with us, on this

matter. We should be glad to publish any

experiment which would set the matter for-

ever at rest.
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Oats.—Ever}' judicious farmer will endea-

vor to get his oats in the ground so soon as

the frost gets out of it. The earlier thej' are

sown after the winter is gone, the heaner will

be their heads and the more luxuriant their

straw. We do not insinuate, however, that

simplj- putting in the oats at their proper time

will make them good. If your land is poor,

so will be your crop of oats, unless something

is done to furnish them with materials for

their growth; and one of the best methods of

doing this is to sow along with them a bushel

of ground gypsum or plaster, to the acre, Aviih

about the equal quantity of ashes. The ashes

will furnish in large quantities the materials

needed for the growth of straw. The gypsum

from the quality we before remarked, of unit-

ing readily with ammonia, procures food for

the plant from the air; for immense quantities

of that substance are always combined with

the atmosphere.

Clover.—This is the best season too to put

this very important manure on your clover

fields. A bushel to the acre is the usual quan-

tity, and a damp, cloudy day is preferred for

sowing it. The influence of gypsum on clover,

when thus applied in the spring, when the leaves

have been somewhat developed, is singularly

great. Its influence in bringing it out on fields

whern it was scarcely discernible before is al-

most incredible. You may witness the pecu-

liar eflect which it has upon this plant by

strewing a few handfuls over any grass plot

in which there is a sprig or two of clover.

—

Wherever the gypsum falls, you may see the

clover springing up in rank luxuriance, over-

topping and smothering the other grasses.

Orchards.—During this month there is

much work to be done to the fruit trees. The
turf beneath them should be well broken up,

the deca}'ed and dead branch taken off with

a sharp knife. Now you may transplant the

young trees; and when you do it, let the hole

in which the roots are placed be large enough

to alloM- them to lie in the position they occu-

pied in the ground from which they were

taken. This is one of the great secrets of

successful transplanting.

Shade Trees.—Let not the whole of your

attention be occupied by the peach, ihe cherry

and the apple trees^ Those which furnish

shade to your yard and ornament the scene on

which the eye rests when you approach your

home are not of less value than those which

bear fruit. Unfortunately, the people of Vir-

ginia do not seem satisfied of this fact. How
many dwellings are there in this State which

look as desolate and as uncomfortable as a

city warehouse, or an old field fence for want

of a few noble trees clustering around them.

We have hewn down the great forests which

once grew over the land; and we have either

nothing around our houses, or a few Otaheite

mulberries or Pride of Chinas in their place.

These are better than none ; but when you do

plant trees, why not plant some of a nobler

and more enduring quality along with these

swift growing strangers 1 Why not the Lin-

den, the locust, the tulip poplar, and more than

all, the oak, which will furnish its shade to

your posterity, and remain a monument of

your good taste, even unto the tenth genera-

tion! We do not disapprove of a few Lom-

bardy poplars either, when they are placed

where their long roots may not reach the gar-

den. When their tall heads are seen in the

distance waving in the winds, ihey have an

exceedingly graceful appearance.

Roots.—The rot has rendered the potato

crop an uncertain i.ne; the best thing, there-

fore, which the-farmer can do is to plant fewer

of them than usual and in their stead, bring

on other roots in greater force. The beet, the

parsnip, and the carrot will make very good

substitute for potatoes. They are not so .sim-

ple a crop as the potato, but they are scarcely

less profitable. It costs very little more to

raise them, and their yield is greater.

For the Southern Planter.

FENCE LAW.

Mr. Editor^—I send joti a conversation

between two contiguous latidholilers re-

specting a subjeoi which is begirming to

excite a proper interest and which ought

to be fully and freel}' discussed. As the

reported conversation will make a tclera-

blj long article in the Planner, I shall not
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add to its length by any explanatory re-

marks.

Mr. Bradley was walking through his

field of corn, evidently in search of some-

thing or somebody, and presently was met

by his head-man.

" Well, Jake, have you found the hogs?"
" Yes,masser—we found thirteen shoats

and three ole sows, an we got em out

arter so long a time—they blong to Mr.

Glasby, sir—theys the same ones we got

out last Friday."

" Did you find out how they got in ?"

" Yes, sir; the dogs run em to the low

end of the field and thare at the plum

nusry they had a hole in the fence big

enough for your ole boar to git through.

I looked at the rails and seed where one

was chawed most in two and (hen broke,

and I spose the old sows kep a pushin

and a workin till they got the hole big as

they wanted to."

" Why, that part of the fence was done

up last spring— I ordered you to do it

well ?"

" Yes, masser, and so I did. Most all

the rails was good as new, and the whole

fence was one rail higher than the mea-

sure you giv me—but them ole sows
could git through creation when they

hongry, an Mr. Glasby's man tole me he

done stop feedin em— ' his corn done giv

out.'
"

"Very well—go around the field and

see that every panel of fence is in good

order— I'll step over to see Mr. Gillespie."

Sce7%e 2d.

" Good morning, Mr, Gillespie. Well,

I've come over to talk with you about

your hogs, again ; they were in my corn

field last night, and Jake told me this

morning he had got out some dozen or

more. He found the place they had got

in at, evidently by their own efforts. Now
I do not believe there is a better fence on
your farm or mine, and it seems impossi-

ble for us to keep your hogs out. I have
come to see if we can't put a stop to this

thing, for really it is past all endurance.

Couldn't you put your hogs in another

field r
"No, indeed! my dividing fences are

3 c

all so ricketty that they would be in my
wheat or corn in twenty-four hours."

" But you could turn them out in the

woods till you haul up your wheat

"

" Wh}"-, they loere out till week before

last, and they got into Wilson's field se-

veral times, and three of my best hogs

were killed there; and once they got into

the old widow's truck patches and used

them up so that she begged me to keep

them from getting in again
;
besides, you

know the rogues take so many when they

are running out. I'm sorry for it, neigh-

bor, but I see no help for it. Last year I

suffered by your hogs, and now you suffer

by mine; so 'tis as broad as it's long."

" Well, suppose you put your old sows
in a small lot or a pen."

" Did you happen to look through my
corn crib as you passed just now—why,
I can't spare a feed of corn for my horses

—

how could I feed the hogs?"
" Well, neighbor, we wont quarrel about

it—but is there no remedy for this state

of things? It's a general evil. Almost
every man is complaining every summer
about his neighbors' stock, and last week
Jim Sniith and old Wilson had a fight

about it, and I heard that the Parson was
carrying his gun with him every day to

kill Capt. Martin's mules, if the old man
should let them jump over the line fence

any more. What is to be done ?"

"All that's bad enough— but that isn't

half. All of us lose more every year than

would feed our hogs, and fatten them, too.

Last spring your pigs got into my field

and staid there from Saturday, I suppose,

till Monday. We went there to weed
corn, and behold, about four acres of that

splendid flat down there were rooted up.

They had taken it by rows, and turned

them up from end to end, and instead of

weeding we had to go to planting again
;

then the drought kept half from sprout-

ing, and the other half was so late it

didn't make good corn. I suppose the

piece ought to make forty barrels, it didn't

make ten ! And, then, when hogs get

into wheat or oats before harvest, nobody

can guess v;hat damage they do ; and

when they get in a corn field they destroy

five times, as much as they eat. But the
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worst of all is that the mean white people . wouldn't kill ibem ar cattle of Mister
find the free negroes acmally turn their Wilson's—ihe^ys gone and pushed down
lean calile in our fieliis. Why, sir, I have the fence on the big road, and jumpl over

actually caught JefF Snigger's boys driv- in our wheat patch, and 1 spcse they got

ing the old man's cows mio my corn field in soon today, fur thej's been into nigh
at night, and several times I have seen on to fifiy shocks and has loved there iQ-

places where my fence had been pulled sides out—clean out."

down and put up again, wnh cattle tracks ;

" Well, Mr. Higgins, we wont kill the

going in and couiing out of the field." I cattle— it is very hard, but we can't help
" Yes, yes; I know something of that it"

—

too—I've seen plain signs of slip-gaps "Can't help it, sir? ef you wont lem
man}' a lime in the fences, and once I set me kill em up, sir, can't you take the

the dogs on a parcel of hogs in my corn law out er Mister Wilson— he's sponsible

field and they ran straight for one of these nough."

places. I was satisfied somebody had let "Oh, yes! he's able to pay—but the

thenr. in there. 'Tis too bad, neighbor, question is, can I get any hold upon him
;

that when we have worked hard the can you prove ihatihecattlebrokethrou.h
whole year any scamp is able to injure my fence, and that the fence was a law.'ul

us so much by jusl throwing down one one?"
panel in a long fence—or even an old hog "To be certain I ken! Warnt the

or a cow may ihrow down a rail or so, fence ten rails high, staked and rided, and
and spoil our crops. Ii'a really too vexa- diiln't I see his cattle on the wheat shocks

lious to he borne. If I could, I'd sell out myself?"

and go West." "Aj-e ! but you can't prove that the

"Fair and easy, neighbor! fair and cattle mgcfe the gap they got in at ; may-
easy! When I was trying to get up a be something else, or some person, had
petition, last spring, to send to the Legis- knocked otf a couple of rails just before

laiure for altering the fence laws, you op- Mr. Wilson's cows got to the place : you're

posed it, you know; that's the only re- no lawyer, Higgins!"
Qied}', and if you wonl take thai you "No, sir, and, drat it, ef ihats law, I

can't get any." wants noihin to do long it—drat seeh a
" I did oppose you then, but Td join law !"'

you now, if 1 could only see how the Le- "You must take thintrs fair and easy,

gislature could be brought to alter the man: suppose I f^oz/W go to law against

law—but it seems to me they don't care a Wilson—here is Mr. Bmdley come over

straw for us, except about election times." to tell us that our hogs have been in his

"I can tell you how—the landholders corn a^ain—and you know it isn't long

are the real office holders ; I mean we can since they paid a visit to Mr. Wilson and
give otTices to whom we please, and the old Mrs. Woodson—don'l you see the law
way for us to make the Legislature give is rather dangerous?"
us a good fence law is for us all to let the "All I got to say erbout it, sir, I wouldn't

candidalis know that if the}' wont promise stan it

—

Vd sf>ule—dral me ef I would'nt."

to do what we want, we wont give them ' "Well, others could shoot, too, you
our voles. Now, j'ou're a Whig and I a know. No, Mr. Bradlev, as I wos sa}'-

Democrat—1 don't see what good party ing, our only remedy is to have the fence

has done for you and me—but if we would law altered—make ever}' man keep up
Lay asiile all this party feeling and test . his own stock: and the onh' way to ef-

our ca>idida!es by their abilii}' and willing- feet this change is for us to make our

ness to promote our real interests, as far-j candidates toe the mark—tell iLem plainly

mers there comes Hisgins," (his over- ! we will not vote for them unless they pro-

seer,) "he .seems terribly out of sorts.— '^ mise to vote for us. I'm in earnest—ibis

Well, Mr. Higgins!''
I

county is Whig, and Mr. A. is a clever

" I'll be dratleJ, sir, ef I was you ef I
j

young lawyer and wants to represent us
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again. Now, if he will come out for

changing ihe fence law I'll agree lo vole

for hirn"

—

"And I swear I'll not vote for him if he

don't, and the Democrats may bring out

who I hey please, and I'll vote for him if

he'll do what we want, Democrat or no

Democrat—and I'll do all I can for him
with my friends, too."

"That's the thing, neighbor!—get i]p

that spirit among the farmers and we'll

soon have the right fence law. Well,

Mr. Higgins, j'ou're a voter—what do

you say—will you join us?"

"I'll join in an\'ihmg thats gwine to

to stop them things from, eatin up m^'

sheer er de craps, sir; but my way 'ood

be to shute em."

The conversation was continued as the

three walked on lo the wheat field on the

"big road." A gentleman v/as riding

by who proved lo be lawyer K.; the sub-

ject v^'as mentioned to him, as it was
thought he m.ight be the Democratic can-

didate, in the next election. The lawyer

took the right side and let out largely in

its behalf; alleging that the old law was
enacted when a different stale of things

existed in the country—when selilemcnts

and clearings were scatted—forests large

and frequent—durable and good timber

abundant, &c.; and that the law was ad-

mirably adapted to that state of things.

It was ever}' man's interest then lo let his

stock range the wide forests, and fence in

his cnliivaled ground. But things had
changed. It was a m.axim with lawyers

that when the reason of a law ceases the

law also should cease, and he applied the

maxim to the present case, and added be-

sides that a fundamental principle of jus-

tice requires every man to refrain from

doing injury to his neighbor, and that the

legitimate extension of the principle equal-

ly requires him to restrain all under his

control fiorn doing such injury; for, said

h:^, what it is wrong for a man lo do by

hio own act, it is equally wrong for him

to do by anoiher, &c. Much more of the

same sort he uttered, and our worthy far-

mers listened with joy, and when he bad

finished, volunteered to give him their

votes next spring if he would "come out"

for the county.

Yours, very respectfully,

J. B.

CULTIVATION OF TOBACCO.

The culture of tobacco in the valley of

ihe Connecticut, has, within a few years,

become an object of considerable impor-

tance. The variety here produced is

known in the market as "Connecticut

Seed-Leaf," and it usually brings double

the price, or more, than the tobacco grown
in Virginia or Kentucky, To give a pro-

fitable crop it requires pieliy rich land

—

though the sandy soils, manured at ihe

rale of ten to twent}'' common two-horse

or ox loads per acre,-produce well. V.'iih.

good nianagemenl ilie usual yield is from

1,500 to 2,000 pounds per acre, of mar-

ketable tobacco, and the average price

may be said lo be seven to eight cents per

pound.

Mr. Sargent, of Springfield, and Messrs.

Wells and Paoli Lathrop, of South Had-
ley, are considerably engaged in the to-

bacco culture. The former had seventeen

acres the past season. A I the above rates

of yield and price, which it will probably

e(|ual, it will give an average return of

$105 to f; 1 60 per acre.

With the course that is here pursued,

tobarco is by no means an injurious crop

to the soil ; on the contrary it is found to

be an ameliorating one. The liberal ma-
nuring and clean cultivation which it is

necessary lo bestow on the tobacco, fits

ihe soil adn.irably for other crops; and it

is found that wheat and other grains and
grass flourish better where tobacco forms

a part of the rotation, than where that

plant is not cultivated. Messrs Lalhrop

mentioned an instance of their having put

$36 worth of maniu'e on an acre and a
hundred rods of land, which they planted

with tobacco. They got a ton of tobacco,

which sold for $160. Then sov/ed the

land to wheat and got thirty bushels.

—

The next crop was hay, and gave, at two
culling?, four Ions.
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The stalks of tobacco, after the leaves

have been taken off, are scattered over

the ground and ploughed in, or placed in

the manure heap to rot. It is thought

they possess considerable fertilizing pro-

perties. It is known that the ashes from

them contain a large proportion of potash.

We are told that where two or three stalks

are left on grass-ground, their effect is

very visible in the rank growth of the

grass around.

was the best. All had the same treat-

ment in every respect, and I believe, from

previous experiments, that if the summer
had been a dry one, the difference in favor

of the deepest ploughing would have been

much gieater. INly agent is now an ad-

vocate of deep ploughing.

Yours, respectfully, T.

January, 1848.

For the Southern Planter.

DEEP PLOUGHING.

J\lr. Editor,—Many practical men op-

pose deep ploughing, imagining that it

must injure their soils to turn up any

clay; and while they entertain this idea,

they go on, jusC scratching the soil, year

after year, until nothing is left for them

to scratch but the clay. Last winter I

had commenced ploughing my corn land

when my agent came in, and he was de-

cided in his opinion that I was turning

up too much of the dead soil—he believed

it would ultimately improve the land, and

that it would wash away less ; but he

was firmly persuaded it would lessen the

firet crops. I desired him to have the

whole field broken as deep as it could be

done by good two-horse ploughs, and he

complied faithfully. It was the best

ploughed field I ever saw—broken, gen-

erally, from seven to nine inches. It wa5
a very thin old field, and all my neigh-

bors, but one, said I would regret the

deep ploughing. It made the best crop

of corn I ever saw on the field.

We tried an experiment on a smaller

scale, to lest the benefit of deep plough-

ing. We laid off a piece of thin high

land into four beds—four rows to each

bed. One bed was trench ploughed,

about fifteen inches deep. The next was
ploughed like the field, say about eight

inches deep. The third was trenched,

and so on. By mistake one of the trenched

beds was laid off with five, instead of

four, corn rows—all the beds being of

equal width—and the com on this bed

BREEDING AJflMALS.

Joshua R. Lawton, Esq., in his late

address before the Berkshire Countj'- Agri-

cultural Society, observes, '' What a won-

derful triumphof human reasonand power,

that the animals given and subjected to

man by the great Author of Agriculture,

can be moulded and fashioned to his liking,

as the clay is fashioned by the poller

!

Form and figure, size and power of bone

and muscle; adapledness to the peculiar

service required; kindness and docility cf

disposition, and even agreeable counte-

nance and expression, by patient and skil-

ful breeding, can be successfulh^ attained."

In relation to the same subject, Mr. S.

B. Colby, in his address, published by the

Washington County (Vermont) Societ}',

says: "It has been, and perhaps still is,

the belief of many, ihat care and keeping,

are the true sources of improvement in

slock. That the qualities of the animal

are determined more by the food that sup-

plies the stomach, than the blood that

flows in the veins. That keeping, care,

and climate, influence ihe individual, is

true, and in the course of centuries, cha-

aclerize the species ; but it would be

weak policy to decline the use of standard

specimens of animals, which by selecting

the good and rejecting the bad, for a long

time, are now offered to your service, al-

ready finished to a high degree of per-

fection. Who can hope to transform our

native cattle into Durham, Devon, Ayr-

shire, with their perfection of form, deep

chest, straight rmjb, and majestic propor-

tion, with the mere instrumentality of tur-

nips and clover? And who expects to

create the peculiar compact shape, come-

liness and strength of the Morgan horse,
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by even the most bountiful allowance of surrounded by the best fences. We passed

hay and grain! As well by diet and edu- ; many pieces of corn and other crops, which
cation may the ' Ethiopian change his had received no injury, and it was evident

skin, or the leopard his spots.'

For the Southern Planter.

SCRATCHES AND COLIC IN HORSES.

JSIr. Editor,—I have never failed to

cure the worst cases of colic, by drench-

ing the horse with about half a pint of

good hop yeast. The yeast may be di-

luted with an equal quantity of warm
water. And a half pound of gunpowder
well mixed with about the same weight

of hog's lard, will cure the scratches.

—

Wash the part clean with soapsuds, and

rub in the mixture several times daily, for

a few days. I have applied it, as a poul-

tice, by tj'ing on with a strip of cloth.

T. T. T.

that none was feared.

—

Albany Cultivator.

CULTIVATION WITHOUT FENCES.

The at tention of a person not acquainted

with the customs of Massachusetts, is at-

tracted by the large amount of land in

some neighborhoods, Ij'ing as "commons,"
or unfenced. Along the Connecticut, be-

tween the intervale or " meadows'' and

the hills, on each side of the river, there

are tracts varying from two to six or eight

miles in width, called plains. The soil is

sandy, but varies in lightness from that i

which is blown about by winds to that;

which is called sandy loam. The natural

growth varies with the soil, being in some
instances only scrub oak and small bushes,

in others white and pitch pine, and in

;

others chestnut and other hard wood trees.

'

A large portion of this land is unenclosed,

3'et there are thousands of acres under
]

cultivation, and some of it produces fairj

crops of rye, Indian corn, buckwheat and
[

potatoes. A law of the State prohibits'

livestock of all kinds from running at i

large ; and so strictly is the law observed,

!

that not an animal is seen in the highway
unless under the care of a keeper; and
crops grown on the cominon are consi-

dered equally as safe as though they were

For the Southern Planter.

EXPERIMENT IN IRISH POTATOES.

I

J\Ir. Editor,—In the spring of 1847 I

spread a quantity of stable manure upon
a piece of land which was originally poor

[

and had been in cultivation forty-three

i
years. I ploughed the land after this so

as to mix the manure with the soil, but

not deep enough to bury it. I left it in

this situation for about six weeks ; then

opening trenches about four inches deep
with a small Cary plough, I placed Irish

potatoes in the bottom, laying the pieces,

as cut for planting, about eight inches

apart. I then filled the trenches with a
mixture of decayed oak leaves and the

dust of charcoal which had been washed
from a number of coal-hearths and lodged.

After getting the trenches thus filled, I

drew over the whole a small portion of

the soil. This was done early in May.
The springing of the potatoes v,as quite

rapid, and as soon as the tops were from
four to six inches high I worked the land

well, (deep.) drawing a little earth to the

young plants. Whde fresh worked I co-

vered the land about six inches deep with

wet oak leaves, having had them raked

up and left in heaps while wet to have
them ready when needed. These were
weighted with a thick la^'er of cornstalks

to prevent the wind carrying them off".

—

Care was taken that the buds vvere not

smothered by the leaves. In the month
of October I took the new crop of pota-

toes from the trenches and measured at

the rate of 707 bushels to the acre.

It was high land, that is, on a hill, and
at a considerable distance from any stream

of water; the sod a dark red, with no
sand, but containing a few pebbles of fiint

and small pieces of slate. The subsoil

is a stiff, compact, red clay.

Your, truly and respectfully,

GEoncE A. WniGHT.
Appomattox, Feb. 1, 1848.
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MILKING STOOLS MADE LONG.
|

attention to a sort of bone manure not in

general use, (perhaps owing to its liraiied

Mr. Editor,—There is a convenience
! supply,) which being very fine, requires

connected with milking cows which I no digestion with sulphuric or muriatic
have adopted for several years past, and ^cid, and which is both immediate and
your readers may do the same if they are

i permanent in its effects. The bone ma-
so disposed. I take a meal box twelve

„^j,.g jg ^^^ g^w dust of a button factory,

or fifteen inches broad and about SIX inches Iwj^g^ j jj^.^^^^ j,^ jggg^ ^^ Lebigh-court,
high, and turn it bottom upw.ards under I

-^^ Somersetshire, the late P. J. Miles, Esq.,
the cow, on which I set my milk pail.—

| had, from a button factory in Bristol, a
In this way the bottom of the pail is kept

; i^^,.ge quantity of dust for his turnips, and
clean—the milk scatters less upon the

; i,^ eg-g^is were astonishing. The pro-

floor and upon the cloihes of the milker,
' ^,.^^5 of ^[.g plant after the first shower

and the. pail is more secure if the cow is ^f j^\^^ ^^as extraordinary: so great, in-

disposed to kick.
\ deed, that it induced Mr. Hatch (who was

Ii is necessary that there should be a
: jj^gn' gardener there,) to try it on many

piece of strap or rope nailed to the edge of
^

ihings^in the garden, and with favorable
the box and another upon the edge of the

i-gguiis. Among other things he tried it

stool, forming a sort of loop, soraeihing ^^ p-^g plants, and the effects produced
like that of a carpet bag, so that one hand

, ^^.^jg wonderful. In 1S42, Mr. Spencer,
can take the box and stool, while the gardener at Bowood, used the same bone
other hand takes the pail, and all are car-jfj^g^ f^^ pelargoniums, and with Good re
ried about tosreiher.

COV/^ iMlLKEr..

Walpole, Jan. 3, 1843.

From the London Gardener's Journal.

BONES AS MANURE.

' suits. The roots were emitted into the

soil containing the bone dust, w^ere as

large as miOderate sized gocse-qnills; and

the plants in consequence of their having

such strong and vigorous roots—powerful

absorbents of food—grew to a size almost

incredible. And not only were they large,

but ihey were strong and vigorous enough

The researches of the chemists and the losupport iheirirussesconsisting of twelve,

practical tesiiinon}' of the farmer having thirteen and fourteen flowers each. The
more fully established the value of bones plants had only a few slicks at the com-

as a manure, not for turnips only, but for 1 mencement of their growth, merely to

various other crops, it behooves us to as-
j

keep the branches at regular distance

certain whether ihey have been eniployed from each other. The flowers were half

in gardening as extensively as they de-' as large aiiain as usual. I well reniem-

serve. If we find they have not, we
|

ber Mr. Brown, late of Slough Nursery,

ought to lose no time in making use of who happened to call at Bowood while

them. 'I'he great obstacle to the more the pelargoniums were in bloom, express-

general use of bones in gardening, as well ing his surprise at the number of flowers

as in farming, is their undergoing a de- on each truss, he never in his life saw
composition so very slowly. But this

,
anything like them. Some of tbe.=e plants

difficulty is got over by dissolving iheiii kept up a succession of flowers from four

in sulphuric or muriatic acid. Tliis plan, 10 six m.onths. A tew that were spotted

however, though excellent as far as turnip were put in soil containing the bone dust,

culture is concernpd, must be defective, and in ten days, they had put on so many
inasmuch as it confers no lasting or per- young leaves as 10 completely hide the

manent benefit on the land. Professor spotted ones. This dust was purchased

Way prefers using only two parts of the
j

cheap at the facioij in Brisiol in 1S39,

bones undissolved, on the principle of their but its value beincr soon ascertained, in

more continued and permanent benefit, Ii 1S42 ihe price was more than doubled,

would, however, very particularly direct and the dust inferior. I do not know
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what quantiiy of dust is to be had an-

1

nually in this country, but this I do know,

that if we could reduce our bone manure

to ihe finely divided state of this dust, we
should then have a most valuable fertilizer

without additional labor or expense.

For the Southera Planter.

PEACH TREE.

J\Ir. Editor,—It may not be generally

known to the readers of the Planter that

the peach tree can be propagaied from

sets or buds in nearly the same manner
and with almost equal success as the mo-

rus rauliicaulis, and as I think a dozen

good peach trees are worth all the morus
mnlticaulis trees in the State, 3"0u will

oblige me by giving this communication

an insertion in 3'our paper.

In the sprmg, insert short portions of

the twigs or branches inio the ground

about three or four inches deep, leaving

about two ej'es or buds out, taking care

to press the soil very compactly around

the sets. Nothing more is then necessary

than just to keep them clear of weeds
and grass; in doing which it is very im-

portant that they be not moved in the

least. They should be watered when
the weather is very dry. I have at this

time two sets from an "Old Miron" grow-

ing in my garden which were set out late

last spring, with shoots twenty inches

long.

Very respectfulh*,

BoLLiNG Jones.

Surry Co., Jan. 24, 184S.

It has been efTectually used in the Has-

lar ho.=:piial, in the close stool of patients,

sick of dysentery— in the water closets

and cess pools, and also in the wards

where the air was tainted with purulent

expectoration or discharge from sores, with

the effect of immediately removing the

offensive odors.

The substance used is merely the chlo-

ride of zino, dissolved in water. Any
chemist or apothecary can prepare it ea-

sily. The method of using, as adopted

in the above named hospital, is to supply

the nurses with a bottle of the diluted so-

lution, and direct it to be used whenever

occasion may require, by sprinkling it

over the floors.

In a concentrated state it is corrosive,

but when properly diluted, in the propor-

tion of one part to four of water, it has

been applied to foul ulcers with great ad-

vantage, and wounds that had dead and

mortified parts, separating and sloughing

off, have been rid of their fetid odor.

It has been made useful in vessels,

where the bilge water is very offensive

;

and it is slated that if applied to any pu-

trifyins: body or flesh, it arrests the pro-

gress of putrefaction. In the wounds and

some diseases of animals, npon the farm,

it must oftentimes be very useful.

DISINFECTIXG FLUID.

It will be of advantage to farmers,

nurses, and every body else, we prestime,

to know that Sir William Burnett, of

England, has discoveied a very simple
liquid which has the property, when pro-

perly applied, of destroying the disagreea-

ble and sometimes dangerous odor of the

room where the sick are confined, as well

as v/hcre any putrid or offensive matter is.

CHEESE MAKI^'G.

In the Southern Planter for Jul)', 1846, (Vol.

VI., p. 145,) there is a ver)' interesting com-

munication from a gentleman in Prince Wil-

liam who signs himself "S. B. H.," giving an

account of the eheesery of Mr. Look, of that

county. We then requested our correspondent

to extend his favors so far as to procure from

Mr. Look particular and exact directions for

the making of cheese; and we understood

that we should hear from him again. We
now repeat our request. The letter of which

we speak has already attracted much atten-

tion, and a second communication has been

looked for with interest. We would be glad

if he would inform us of the cost of keeping

cows in the plight necessary for the making

of good cheese. In the meantime we condense
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the following article upon the subject from

Stephen's Book of the Farm, which will show

the reader the method pursued hy tlie best

farmers in England

:

'• On a farm of mixed husbandry, as

much skimmed milk cannot be procured

every day as to make a cheese of ordinary

size, but there may be one made every

other day. To save skimmed milk from

souring in warm weather till the next

day, it is necessary lo scald it— that is. to

put it into a furnace pot, and heat it suffi-

ciently, and then let it cool. The fire

should be a gemle one, and the milk

should be so carefully attended lo as nei-

ther to burn nor boil, nor be made warmer
than the finger can bear. After beinij

thus heated in the morning, the milk

should be poured into a cheese-tub, to

await the cheese making of the following

day. The skimmed milk of next morn-

ing is poured into the same tub, except

about one-third of it, which is put into

the furnace or another pot, and made
warm for the purpose of rendering the

entire milk of the tub sufficiently warm.
The heat is applied slowly to the pot;

the milk occasionally stirred with a stick,

and made as warm as the finger can

hardly bear. This warm portion is then

poured into the tub. the contents of which
are thereby made as warm as new milk

—

that is, about 110'^ or 112°. The va-

rious degrees of heat here referred to are

in rather vague terms, but T believe no

specific degree of heat is required in scald-

ing, provided the milk is njt allowed to

burn at the bottom of the pot, and is pre-

vented from boiling; for, if it boil, the

milk will coagulate instantly, and be use-

less for cheese making, because the cheese

will then be hard or flinty ; and, so far as

these two points are concerned, the ready

and practical test of the finger is suffi-

ciently accurate. On the contents of the

tub being mixed by stirring, the rennet

or earning is added to the milk, which is

allowed to stand some time to coagulate,

with a cloth thrown over if, to keep the

proper heat.

"In the meanwhile, T shall describe the

method of preparing the rennet, or reed^ or

earning. A calfs stomach is usually re-

commended for this purpose ; but as calves'

stomachs are not easih' obtained in dis-

tricts where calves are reared, a pig's sto-

mach, which can be easily obtained on
every farm, will answer the purpose equal-

ly well—and, indeed, many believe that

it makes the stronger earning of the two.

When the pigs are killed for hams in

winter, their stomachs should be preserved

for rennet, and they are preserved in this

manner : Let the inside skin of the sto-

rnachs be taken out; the opeiation is

somewhat troublesome, but may easily be
done b}' an experienced dairy-maid. Any
curdling in it is thrown away, as being

unnecessar}', and tending to filthiness;

and the skin is then wiped clean with a
cloth, not washed. It is then laid flat on
a table, and rubbed thickly over with salt

on both sides, and placed on a dish for

four days, by which time it has imbibed

sufficient salt to preserve it. It is then

hung stretched over a stick near the fire

to dry and won, and in the dried stale is

kept for use as rennet by the next season.

Some people place a layer of clean wheat
straw on the skin, after it is salted, and
roll the skin over it to keep it open—tie a
piece of paper around it, and then hang
it up near the kitchen fire to dry and won.
This plan is good enough, but not better

than the other. When the rennet is to

be used, a strong brine of salt and boiling

water, sufficient to float an e^g, is made
and sieved through a cloth, and allowed

to cool, to the ainonnt of three imperial

pints to each skin. One skin is allowed

to remain in that quantity of brine in a
jar, with its mouth covered with bladder,

for three or four days, when the coagu-

lating strength of the brine is tested by
pouring a drop or two into a tea-cupful of

lukewarm milk ; and, when considered

sufficiently strong, the brine is freed of

the skin, bottled and tightly corked for

use. The skin is again salted as before,

and spread over a stick to dry and won,
and is again ready for use when required.

Half a lea-cupful of this rennet will co-

agulate as much milk as will make a
fifteen pound cheese.

" When the milk is sufficiently coagu-
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Iat8d, which it will be in half an hour,

the curd is cut in the tub with the curd-

cutter^ which consists of an oval hoop of

copper, nine inches long and six inches

wide, and one and a half inches deep, em-

1

bracing a slip of copper, of the same
depth, along its longitudinal axis. The
stem of round copper rod rising from each \

side of the oval hoop unites, and after at-

taining in all eighteen inches in length,

is surmounted bj a wooden handle, nine

inches in length, but six inches would be

enough, by which it is held either by one

or both hands, and on the instrument be-

ing used in a perpendicular direction, cuts

the curd into pieces in the tub. Some
people break the curd at first with the

hand, but this instrument cuts it more ef-

fectually. On being cut, the curd lets out

its whey, which is drained off by means

of a flat dish being pressed against the

curd-cloth, linen of open fabric, spread

upon the curd. As much of the whey is

removed in this way as practicable, and

the curd will be left comparatively dry,

when it receives another cutting with the

cutter, and the whey again expressed

from it. The curd is then lifted out of

the tub, and wrapped into the curd-cloth,

which, in the form of a bundle, is placed

upon a drainer lying across the mouth of

the tub, and the whey is pressed out of it

by main force. This is the laborious part

of the operation, and to save both time

and labor in large cheese dairies, the bun-

dle of curd is placed in a large cheese-vat,

and subjected to pressure in the cheese-

press to get quit of the whey. The curd

becomes very firtn after this pressing, and

must be cut into small pieces by some in-

strument before it can be put into the

cheese-vat. In most small dairies, I be-

lieve that the hand alone, or a table knife,

is employed to divide the curd, but a sim-

ple implement, effects the purpose with

comparative ease and sufficient minute-

ness. The curd, being made small enough,
is salted to taste with salt ground fine.

—

In some parts of the country, such as in

Cheshire, and in Holland, cheeses are

salted by being floated in a strong solu-

tion of salt in water, which no doubt pe-

netrates the new formed cheese, but it

seems an uncertain mode of giving anj''

desired degree of saliness. After being

salted, the curd is put into a cheese cloth,

spread over a cheese-vat, and firmly packed

into the vat higher than its (^d.ge^ and on

the curd being covered with the cloth, the

vat is placed in the cheese-press and sub-

jected to pressure, upon which a quantity

of whey will probably exude by the holes

in the bottom of the vat. In a short

lapse of time, two hours or more, the

cheese is turned out of the vat, a clean

and dry cheese-cloth put in, the cheese

replaced into it upside down, and again

subjected to increased pressure in the

press. Should whey continue to exude,

the cheese must again be taken out of

the vat, and a clean cloth substituted
;

in

short, a clean cloth should be substituted,

and the pressure increased, as long as

an}' whey is seen to exude ; but if the

prior operations have been properly per-

form.ed, the exudation should cease in

about twelve hours, after which the pres-

sure is continued until the press is wanted

for a new cheese on the second day.

"After the cheeses have been sufficient-

ly pressed, they are put into the cheese-

room, which should not be exposed to too

much heat, drought, or damp, as heat

makes cheese sweat ; drought dries them

too quickly, and causes them to crack

;

and damp prevents them hardening and

wonning, and causes them to contract a

bitter taste. Cheese being exposed to a

cool, dry, and calm air upon the shelves,

will dry by degrees, and obtain a firm

skin. The skin becomes harder by being

dipped in hot water, but I see no benefit

to be derived from such a practice. They

should be wiped with a dry cloth, to re-

move any moisture that may have exuded

from them, and turned daily. To expe-

dite the process of turning and rubbing,

a cheese-rack, such as is figured below,

has been in use in England, and found to

answer the purpose. New cheeses, as

they are made, are set in the rack, while

as many of the oldest are removed from

it and placed upon the shelves. Some
cheeses burst, and throw out a serous-like

fluid, which accident happens in conse-

quence of the whey which was left in il
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fermenting, and which should have been

pressed out. Any cheese that changes

the shape which ihe cheese-vat gave

it, should be suspected of some organic

change taking place wiihin it; but if

such a cheese does not crack, so as to

admit the air inio it, it may soon become
ripe and mould, and prove of fine flavor.

The inconvenience of cracks in cheese,

is the Aicilii}' afforded lo ihe cheese-fly to

enter and deposit iis eggs ; and to prevent

their egress, the cracks should be filled up
ever}' day v.'ith a mixture of butter, sab,

and pepper, made to a proper consistency

with oatmeal.
" B;3t the casualties which I have men-

tioned are less likely to befall skimmed
milk cheese, the making of which I have

been describmg, than new or sweet milk

cheese. These are made exactly in the

same manner with the milk as it comes
from the cow. One day's milk being in-

sufficient for a cheese, the fresh morning's

meal is mixed with the meals of the pre-

vious day, the oldest part of which will

have thrown up a covering of cream,

which is mixed through the milk, and

the entire gatherings are heated with a

portion of the morning's milk. The ren-

net is applied in the same manner, but in

rather larger quantity. Greater difliculij^

will be found to squeeze the w hey entire-

ly from the curd 'than with the skimmed
milk, and it is the difficulty of expressing

all the whey out of them which renders

sweet milk cheese more li.able to ferment,

and burst and lose their shape.
" I have said noihing of employing an-

noito or arnotio for dj'eing cheese, because

I think it a very useless piece of trouble

which cheese-farmers impose upon them-

selves. It is employed in Gloucestershii'e

to the extent of one ounce of arnoito to

one hundred weight of cheese ; and in
\

Cheshire, eight pennyweights to sixty
^

pound? of cheese, and it costs from 1-s. to
^

Is. 6f. per pound. Arnoito is a precipi-

tate from rriacera'ion of the pulp which
j

covers the seeds of the Bnxa orellana of

Linnreus. It is manufactured in two

;

forms, one in jflags or cakes of two pounds
;

or three pound? each, of a hri^hl yellow
;

color, soft to the touch, of good consist-
j

ence, and comes from Cayenne wrapped
in banana leaves, and is much used in

siving an orange lint to silk and cotton

iroods, but which is not permanent ; and
the other kind is called roll arnotto, which
is small, not exceeding two ounces or

three ounces each, bard, dry, and com-

pact, of a browni.-h color outside and red

wiihin, is brought from Brazil, and is the

kind used in the dairies. The duty on

the roll kind used to be £5 123. per hun-

dred weight, and is now 4s. When em.-

ployed il is put into the rnilk before the

earning, and it is prepared by rubbing

down the requisite quantity in a bov.i of

warm milk. All the quantity employed

is said lo impart no peculiar flavor to the

cheese, and this being the acknowlei-iged

case, of what utility is it? for as to the

appearance of cheese, I suppose it will be

allowed that Siilion and Dunlop cheese

look as vs-ell on a table as that of Glou-

cester and Cheshire. Marigold flowers,

safl^ron, and carlo's, are also eisplojed lo

give color to cheese."

LIFE PRESERVER FOR THRESHERS.

Tear a piece of the finest sponge, large

enough to cover the mouth and nostrils,

hollow it out so as to fit closely ; lack a

lapestringaround theoulside,long enough
for the ends to tie over the top of the

head ;
soak the sponge in soft water and

squeeze the vraier out with ihe hand, then

when ready to commence work tie it on

ligh'ly and evenly so as to cover the

mouth and nostrils completely. You can

breathe and talk ihroiigh ihe sponge al-

most as freely as without it— (ibough il

will trouble those who use tlje "filihv

weed")—and you can thresh where the

dust from the machine rises like a dense

fog around the head, and the lungs will

be as free from harm as if you were hoe-

ing corn. I have ihreshed with a ma-

chine for the past fo\ir years, and always

siifl^ered much from the dust inhaled into

the lungs, until last j'ear, when I tried

the sponge ; and I can truly say i; has

been a life pre5;erverio me.— Cvnespmdent

of the Ohio Cultivator.
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MILK-HOUSES. I

A v/orrl or two on cleanliness. Unless

the milk- house is kept thoToughly clean,

in its Willis, floors, and shelves, the millc

will become tainted ; and in order to keep

them clean, the floor and shelves should

be of materials that will bear cleansing

easily and quickly. In most Airm hou3es

the shelving is of wood, and floor of pave-

ment or brick. Wooden shelves can be

kept clean, but are too warm in summer.
Stone shelving is belter, but must be po-

lished, otherwise cannot be sufficiently

cleaned ; and to be kept clean, requires

at times to be rubbed with sandstone.

—

Marble shelving is the best of all for cool-

ness and cleanliness, and they are not so

expensive as many imagine. Polished

pavement makes a more durable, easier

cleaned, and cooler floor than brick.

—

There should be ample means of venlila-

tion in the dairy when required ;
the prin-

cipal object, however, not being so much
a constant change or a larger quantity of

air, as an equality of lemperature through

sutnmer and winter. To obtain this de

sideiatum, the windows, which should

face the north or east, should not be opened

when the temperature of the air is above

or below the proper one, which, on an

average, may be stated at 5 Co Fahren-

heit. The milk-house should be tho-

roughly (/ry; the least natural damp in

the walls and floor will emanate a heavy
fungus-like odor, very detrimental to the

flavor of milk and its products. The
utensils should all be kept thoroughly

clean, and exposed to and dried in the air.

Some dairy-m.aids are so careless in this

respect, that I have seen seams of green

and yellow rancid butter left in the corners

and angles of churns, and a heavy smell

of dirty woollen rags pervading wooden
utensils. EIoweverefFeciual wooden scrub-

bers may be in removing greasiness left

by milk and butter on wooden articles,

they should never be employed in a dairy,

but only coarse linens, which should al-

ways be washed clean in hot water with-

out soap, and dried in the air. All the

vessels should be quickly dried with linen

cloths, that no feeling of clamminess be

left on ihem, and then exposed to the air.

In washinfT stone-ware dishes, they should

not be dried at that lime, but set apart

singly to drip and dry
;
and ihey should

be rubbed bright with a linen cloih when
about to be used. If dried and set into

one another after being washed, the}' will

becoiTie quite clammy. The great objec-

tion to using stone milk-coolers is the dif-

ficulty of drying them thoroughly before

being again used. No milk-house should

be so situated as to admit the sieam rising

from the boiler which supplies hot water

for w^ashing the various utensils ; nor

should the ground before its windows con-

tain recepiacles for fil'h and dust, but be

laid out in grass, or furnished with ever-

greens. It is said that the odor from the

blossom of the common elder, Samlucus

nigra, in summer is a complete muscafuge,

if 1 may be allowed to coin a word.

APPLE ORCHARDS.

The most common form of planting

trees in an orchard is in rows running at

right angles with each other (or the square

form, as it is called,) precisely as coin is

planted when it is desired to plough both

ways between the rows. This mode is

convenient for cultivating the ground in

other crops, while the orchard is growing,

and even afterwards. Another mode has,

however, some advantage over this—we
refer to what is called the gvincunx form,

so named by the Romans. The meaning

of the term is a fonn made hy five—dots,

trees, or any thing else. This form is

complete when four dots are placed one

at each corner of an oblong square, with

one in the centre between them. The
two modes will be understood by the dia-

srams below

:

d

QUINCUNX FORM.

o

o o o

o o

o
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The advantages of the quincunx form

will be readily understood. It places the

trees in such position as that each one

obtains the utmost amount of sun and air.

There can also be one eighth more trees

set on an acre in this, than in the square

form. If, for instance, the rows planted

in the square form are fort_v feet each way,

each tree will be just forty feet from each

of its four next neighbors
;
but if the rows

in the quincunx form are forty feet apart,

each tree will be fifty feet from its neigh-

^bors.

If apple or any other trees are planted

thirty feet apart, forty-eight will be re-

quired to the acre ;
consequently ten acres

will bear -iSO trees, and twenty acres 962

trees. For a permanent orchard of apple

trees, thirty feet is too near. The roots

of trees rnn much farther than their

branches, and there should be no lack of

room for them. The shape of a tree is

also determined by the space given it. If

trees find themselves too near together,

the}^ struggle upward into tall conical

heads ; but if space is given them, the

branches push out horizontally, and a

wide low head is the result. That this

latter form is the one to be preferred in

all fruit bearing trees, no observing man
need be told. If trees with perpendicular

limbs bear fruit at all, it is always smaller

in quantity and poorer in qualit}- than that

borne on those with horizontal limbs.

—

Browne, in his "Trees of America," states

that an apple tree with a hemispherical

head, fifty feet in diameter, will have

twenty-five times as much fruit bearing

space, as one of the same form with ten

feet diameter. This statement every ma-

thematician can demonstrate in a few

minutes. Trees in an apple orchard, if

planted from forty to sixty feet apart, will

prove more profitable than those planted

nearer together. If they are forty feet

apart, 27 will be required to the acre : if

60 feet apart, 12 only will be wanted to

the acre. The ground in such cases need

not be useless while the trees are growing.

The standard trees may be planted at the

proper distances, and in the broad intervals

between the peach trees, or dwarf pears,

or even dwarf apple trees, may be plantedj

to come into immediate bearing; while

the standards are growing, to be cut out

as they are found to trespass on the main
orchard. This matter v.-ill be understood

by reference lo the diagrams below, in

which the standards are represented bj
stars, and the supernumeraries bj the

letter s.

s
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which is most strikingly beneficial, and in

the greatest number of cases, is to make
the soil deep and rich, and to keep it clean

and mellow by constant cultivation.

—

Hence the selection of stony ground or

side-hills is bad policy.

RENOVATION OF WORN-OUT LANDS.

An interesting discussion has been going on

for the last year or two past between Colonel

Capron and other gentlemen of MarjlacJ, in

a correspondence which has been published

in the American Farmer. In such discussions

there is always a deal of irrelevant matter;

but in the present instance there is also much ,

that is worth hearing. We shall endeavor to
'

separate the wheat from the chaff, and con-

dense what is valuable into the following ar-
\

tide

:

j

Col. Capron states that in 1S46 he purchased '

365 acres of bad land which he resolved to

improve. To satisfy himself as to the cost of

their improvement, he first made experiment '.

of an old field consisting of twenty-six acres.
;

In 1S15 thi-5 field had been in com, and brought
'

a crop of something less than five bushels of
j

com to the acre. This was the average crop
;

of the neighborhood.

Col. Capron says he first "peppered thick i

and strong" this poor land with stable manure. '

He then pat in his plough and flushed the
[

whole up deeply, following in the clay por-

tions with the subsoil plough. He then spread

on each acre one hundred bushels of bleached

ashes, which cost him, delivered on his land,

ten dollars per hundred bushels. The ashes
;

he mixed well in with the land by the judi-

cious use of the harrow. He then sowed two

and a half bushels of oats to the acre, and

harrowed again. He sowed one peck of clover

seed to the acre, and followed with the roller.

When the oats were well up, he dressed over

all the spots which appeared cot to have their

fair share of the preceding manures with gua-

no. He applied the guano at the rate of two

hundred pounds, mixed with one bushel of

plaster per acre; the spots to which he gave

it amounted in all to about two acres.

The oats produced forty-five and a half

bushels to the acre, making in all 1 ,217 bushels,

and were followed by a magnificent crop of

grass, which furnished him with both pasture

and a quantity of excellent hay. The result

of the experiment was as follows:

Debit.

2,600 bushels ashes, S260 00

50 wagon loads of manure, 50 00

400 pounds of guano, 8 00

58 bushels seed oats, 23 40

6 bushels clover seed, 32 50

Ploughing, seeding, harvesting, &c. iCO 00

S473 90Total,

CndtL

1,217 bushels of oats, S4S6 SO

Thus the crop sold paid back all the maney

which had been paid out. The nett profit of

the adventure consisted in the land itself,

which was, of course, doubled and trebled,

and more than trebled in value for years to

come. And besides the l,217bushels of cleaned

oats, there was an abundance of straw, and

pasturage for all his cattle for the entire year

—

seventy head of homed cattle, thirty-five head

of mules and horses, besides sundry sheep,

hogs, &c. &c. " Night before last," says the

worthy Colonel, " when my house was shook

to the very foundation by the raging elements

without, I sat by a cheerftd fire and listened

to the pelting of the pitiless storm of snow

and rain against my windows—it was a plea-

sant reflection, that out of all my stock, there

was not one, even to the suckling calf and

pet lamb, but was sheltered from its fury, and

were ruminating upon beds of clean straw."

A very comfortable reflection certainly; worth

even more than the 1,217 bushels of good oats

to a humane and right feeling man.

It may occur to the reader that although

the experiment was a successful one. Colonel

Capron went it rather strong on the manures

—

that he laid it out in a way which few farmers

have the capital to emulate. True. Bui as

he observes in one of his letters, there are few

lar?e farmers who have not a half .dozen or

so of worthless colts, who eat their heads

twice off every year "to say nothing of hogs

and homed cattle, which might be disposed of

for one hundred dollars, which would perma-
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nently improve ten acres of land with bleached

ashes—or they might borrow one hundred dol-

lars for twelve months with the certainly of

returning it from the products of the first crop.

A gentleman who signs himself "A Learner"

replied to Col. Capron. He admitted the cer-

tainty of improvement on Col. Caproa's plan,

where the materials he used could be so easily

obtained as they can in the neighborhood of

B&ltimore; but objected, that at a distance

from cities, the expense of transportation

would swallow up all possibility of profit.

—

The sole means of improving farms which lie

far in the country, and away from water

courses, is by the slow and skilful manage-

ment of the manure produced on the farm it-

self By continual perseverance this may be

done. On the 153d page of the Southern

Planter for 1847, (the May number of the last

volume,) the reader v.nll find an example and

description of this method.

Col. Capron in his reply states the impossi-

bility of improving lands by the application

of manure, green crops, &c., raised upon them

in any reasonable length of time; because

poor land will, under the most judicious hands,

produce very little material for manure. In

answer to the objection m&de by the " Learner,"

viz: the cost of transporting manure through

a country of bad roads, he suggests guano,

bone-dust, poudrelte, &c., as manures which

take up so little space that they can be trans-

ported with little difficulty. He also declares,

what is certainly the truth, that if the farmers

would devote themselves to the improvement

of the roads, they would be able to transport

all sorts of manure to almost any distance

without having the profits swallowed up in

the expense of transportation. Vv'e have again

and again endeavored to impress this truth

upon our readers, that the best way to improve

their farms is to improve their roads. The
following extract from Col. Capron's letter is

much to the point:

"I will s'lve you the resull of my obser-

vations whilst iTiakitig ci short trip through
the neisrhhorhoorj of Sandy Sprincr, a fev.'

days since. Afier'a ride of abom ten

rniles through a barren waste of old fields,

we iiijtnerge suddenly from a thicket upon

full view of their advance guard, fields of

clover and other grasses; luxurious wheat,

oats and other giains appear like magic
before you ;

the green fields, the v,'hite

house and fences, every thing around

v.'ears a cheerful and improving aspect.

My first involuntary exclamation was,

here lives a Brook or a Stabler, and sure

enough, after a ride of about a mile along

the road which skirts his farm, I found

Mr. Caleb Stabler, the owner, engaged
with a strong gang of the stalwart sons

of the neighborhood, rounding up the

roads, with scraper and plough, and put-

j

ting them in order for hauling their crops

j

to market this fall, and their bought ma-

\ mires back as return loads. After consi-

j

derable chat, on the subject, I put the

I

question for a direct answer, ^/ea or «ay,

' will the improvernent of these worn-out

lands by the use of bought manures pay.'

Yes, was his reply, the improvement is a

clear gain, and there is no other way to

im.prove them. I refer you, Mr. Editor,

as also 'A Learner,' to a communication
from Mr. Stabler on this subject published

in your A'Jay number, page 334. Mr.

Stabler (not being blessed with a ' ple-

thoric,') this year borrowed $159, with

which he purchased 3| tons guano, and
applied it to a field of twenty- five acres,

now in wheat ; this ground would not

have produced two bushels per acre this

season, without aid. He inquired of me
if I tho'ighl the crop would pay back the

money borrov;ed, and leave him the clover

set, and a fair start for further crops. My
answer was, I will pay the money, take

the crop, and take my chance for making
a handsome profit upon the year's invest-

ment. This farm is ten miles from the

Washington Railroad, over a very rough

country road, (which by the way, wont

be so long,) and twenty miles of railroad,

making thirty miles to the city of Balti-

more, and yet this gentleman finds it for

his interest to borrow money at twelve

months, and transport his bought manures
this distance, with almost a certainty of

returning his money and making his im-

provement clear."

The "Learner" rejoins, reiterates his dis-

belief in the practicability of making anything
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by borrowing money to buy and haul manure

thirty or forty miles; cautions the farming

community generally against trusting too much

to the use of "bought manures;" asks them to

rely more upon tbe resources of the soil for

its own improvemeni, and qiiestions the ne-

cessity of great agricultural skill and expe-

rience for ihe raising and application of such

manures. He intimates his fear that reports

of the astoni.shing results of the application

of these manures in particular localities may

induce the temporary neglect of the surer and

more legitimate means of improving the soil.

He recommends the farmers who live at a

distance of towns to stick to the old plan of

spreading all the stable and other manure

raised on their plantations, and all the straw

and spoilt hay they can raise over the land,

instead of risking their ruin by speculations

in manures.

Another writer entered the controversy, who

agreed with the "Learner" as to the imprac-

ticability of carrying out Col. Capron's "high

pressure" system, and advocated the improve-

ment of the Vv'orn-out lands by a great use of

green crops.

To this. Col. Capron replied that although

there might be particular localities which jus-

tified it, yet that he had never seen such a one.

In ascertaining the expense of turning in a

green crop, most persons proceed on a wrong

method. They estimate the number of days'

w-ork in ploughing and seeding, together with

the cost of the seed. This is wrong for two

reasons. In the first place, if a man should

charge to his account of farming .'dimply the

number of days' work of his hands and teams

upon his different crops (in ploughing, har-

rowing, &c.) he would find a large balance

unaccounted for, in the way of lost time, gen-

eral repairs, &c., items not fairly chargeable

to any particular crop. In the second place

this method is wrong in principle. The cost

should be charged at what the matured crop

would be worth in market, after paying ex-

penses of harvesting, threshing, carrying to

marlcet, &c. Taking this standard, Col. Ca-

pron challenges any man to produce a well

authenticated instance where the benefit either

U> the succeeding crop or to the fertility of the

soil justified the expenditure ; whereas it often

proves the entire loss of the crop turned under.

He also calls attention to the fact that not a

sprig of clover will rise from these old fields

at all, unless they first receive plaster; nor

will any green crops come from them until

they receive manure of some kind. For so

bad are the lands known as "old fields," that

to gather in even the scanty crops which they

produce, the cradle has to come the "grab"

system over it. Most people in Virginia un-

fortunately know too well what the "grab

system" means; but for the advantage of those

who have never lived in the neighborhood of

old fields we will give Col. C.'s explanation.

The cradler makes a sw^eep with the cradle

from right to left, and as the cradle rises out

of the grain, he "grabs" it with his left hand,

and lays it down carefully upon the ground in

a bunch to enable the binder to find it. Those

who rely upon the "self-renovating" principle

on old fields must say where that system is to

start from. If from stable manure raised on

the farm, how is that manure to be raised,

when the farm will not produce a green crop

sufficient to feed the cows and horses which

are to produce the stable manure'?

There were several other letters, which v.e

have not noticed at all, because they contain

nothing essential to the matters of controversy.

The result of the whole seems to be a sort of

compromise. It is impossible to carry out

the "high pressure" system, to its full extent,

any where but in the neighborhood of cities,

but it is also impossible to make land renovate

itself without the aid of extraneous manure.

Some must be obtained, though at a loss, to

enable the ground to produce a crop and to

fatten stock enough to go on in the work. It

would seem, that greater use .should be made

of guano, lime and other manures, which are

more easily transported, when the distance

from markets is great.

CLEANSING THE TEETH.

Take a stiff tooth brush, without any

kind of wash or powder whuievpr, and

rub liil you \mv,g about a thick, frothy

saliva, which is the best solvent for the
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teeth that can possibly be made. By the

constant use of this two or three times a
day, the teeth will assume a beautiful

pearly whiteness, and at the same time

all disagreeable odor will be removed from

the breath, and a pleasant taste left in the

mouth.

The above is from the lectures of Pro-

fessor Dudley, of Lexington, Kentucky,
the utility of which, all who have tried it

can attest.

From Downing's Horticulturist.

CULTURE OF THE PEACH TREE.

BY A PENNSYLTANIAN'.

As I deem the result of experiments in

horticulture of more general interest than

the promulgation of theories, I venture to

send you some brief notes of my expe-

rience in the cultivation of the peach tree.

In your most valuable standard work
on fruits, you have, I think, proved very

plainly that the disease of the peach tree,

called the yellows, is caused by bad culti-

vation in a light or poor soil, I am very

well convinced that other maladies to

which this fruit tree is subject are the re-

sult of the same causes. It is the com-
mon and popular belief that the peach
tree should always be planted in a light,

sandy soil : na}', that a thin, sandy loam
is the best for it. I suppose this opinion

has arisen from the circumstance of the

low price at which many tracts of land

in New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland,
can be turned into peach orchards, and
that, too, projitahbj.

But it is well known that these peach

orchards are short-lived. From three to

five years is their average duration, and
most planters do not expect to get more
than one or two crops of fruit from their

trees. They then give them up as dis-

eased or worn out, and plant new orchards.

It is well known, also, that such is the

natural duration of the peach tree that,

in the deep soil of Ohio the trees bear and
grow well from ten to twenty years ; and

the natural existence of the peach tree in

our climate is at least a dozen years of

fruitfulness.

What I gathered some ^"ears ago from

this reasoning is, that v.-e make a mistake

in this part of the Union when we plant

orchards with the expectation of raising

the fhiiest fruit, or healthy, long-lived trees

on light, thin soil.

It is my own belief, based on some little

observation and practice, that no soil will

grow the best peaches, i. e., the largest

and finest flavored, except it is good wheat

land.

I have some land in this county of the

character usually selected for peach or-

chards, and I have grown a limited or-

chard for many years past, with the usual

success, viz : tolerable fruit and short-lived

trees. About eight years ago, after visit-

ing a neighbor in the upper part of New
Jersey, vrhere the soil is good strong wheat
land, I determined to change my plan of

raising ihem altogether. I considered

that we mistook the nature of this fruit

tree ; that it really requires more generous

culture.

Choosing a tolerably good field on my
farm, I set about preparing it for an or-

chard. This was in October. It was on

a fair sandv loam, rather light, on a sub-

soil of gravelly loam.

My idea was to deepen and enrich the

soil of this field before planting the trees.

It is not, I believe, considered well to sub-

soil where the underlayer is gravel. But

I made the experiment, nevertheless; as

it was, I thought, my only chance for de-

cided success.

The trees in this orchard were to be

planted sixteen feet apart. As labor and

manure were both of consequence to me,

I determined to make my first experiment

by subsoiling only half the area to be set

out with trees.

This I did by ploughing and thoroughly

subsoiling straight strips across the whole

field, eight feet wide. The subsoil plough

followed after the common plough, and

had two yoke of cattle to draw it. By
this means I loosened and stirred up the

gravelly substratum to the depth of six-

teen inches ; it became, also, considerably

mingled with the top soil. The land was
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in tolerable good order, but I had it dress-

ed wiih a strong lime compost, (lime

and peat) just before the subsoiling was
begun.

The remaining strips of the field were

simplj ploughed in the common way and

the whole harrowed together.

I then planted the rows of trees, as

nearly as I could, in lines running through

the middle of the subsoiled .strips. This

gave them a prepared surface four feet

wide on each side, and sixteen feet in the

row from tree to tree.

The trees grew more vigorouslj' the

first season after transplanting than I ever

saw any do before. Here and there I saw
a sickly looking one

;
during this and the

next two years, I immediately took it out

and filled its place with another of healthy

growth.

The result of my experiment has been

most satisfactory. The orchard is in ex-

cellent health and a good bearing state,

though it has been in bearing now to the

sixth year. The flavor of the peaches

raised in it is much finer than 1 have ever

raised otherwise in the same soil. And
a small orchard set a year since on a join-

ing farm, in a soil quite like m_y own,
but planted in the ordinary way, that is,

in thin, light soil unprepared, bore its two
crops of fruii, then failed, and had to be

rooted out.

There is no doubt my success would
have been more complete, if I had sub-

soiled the whole of the land. This I

could not afford to do at the lime, but

those having capital would of course do

so. I remarked during the first three

years when I raised root crops in my
orchard, that the growth of the crops was
a great deal finer, and the yield near!}- a
third more on the strips that were pre-

pared or subsoiled, than on those that were
only surface ploughed.

Your readers may draw their own con-

clusions. I will add, before finishing m}'
letter, that, after some liule practice, I am
strongly in favor of the mode of shorten-

ing in the peach, which you have so
strongly urged upon all cultivators of this

fruit. It appears to me to be a great im-

provement upon all other modes of prun-

ing the peach tree.

Your friend, S.

Bucks Co., Penn., Seplemler, 1S47.

JYole.—Having practised planting trees

upon land prepared with the aid of the

subsoil plough, as above stated, I fully

concur with the writer in recommending
its use, not only in planting peach, but

apple trees, particularly in clay or com-
pact subsoil.

Some years since I planted a peach

orchard upon land of but moderate qua-

lit}', and gave it a thorough preparation

with the common and subsoil plough. I

took the trees from the nursery in the bud;

that is, the spring after they were budded,

or when they were one year old from the

seed, and just as the inserted buds were

swelling. Some of these trees, notwith-

standing their removal, made a growth,

by the close of the season, of the main
stem, of nine feet. When peach trees are

to be removed but a short distance from

the nurserj' to the orchard, it is decidedl}'

the best time to plant them before the in-

serted buds put out, as the roots will ne-

cessarily be more or less mutilated in tak-

ing up
;
and as the top is to be shortened

down to the bud, the growth is less affect-

ed at this period than at any other.

The shortening in here alluded to by S.

applies only to bearing trees, and is simply

cutting from all the branches about one-

half the length of the previous summer's

growth. It should be recollected that the

fruit is produced only on the shoots of the

last season's growth, and by removing

one-half of this you consequentlj' take

with it a portion of the fruit buds, tberebj'

reducing the fruit in numbers, which tends

greatly to cause the increase in size, and

much improve the quality of what re-

mains.

This operation is performed in the latter

part of winter, or in earl}' spring. In

shortening and pruning, attention should

be paid to giving a well formed, equally

balanced head to the tree.

H. P. ByR.4M.

Oakland Garden and JVurseries.
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THE POTATO ROT.

If the reader v.-ill lum to the Planter for

June, 1817, (Vol. VIL, p. 166,) he will find a

review of all the prevalent theories and our

opinions upon those of Dr. Smee, in particu-

lar. We rejjard them as the most plausible

of any; and the following synopsis of his re-

searciies we re-publish from the Farmer's

Monthly Visiter:

" Nor. having seen the researches of

Mr. Alfred Smee, of London, le-published

in our countrj', relative lo the malady in

the potnlo plant, I shall send you son^.e of

his discoveries, uhich v/ere published in

the lllusiraied London News, of June 12,

1S47.

" Mr. Smee has ascertained, that the

disease in the potato plant, which has

hereiofore baffled the invcsiigations of the

potaio growing world, is occasioned by a
species of aphides, to which he has given

the name of vaslator. The animal feeds

on the under side of ihe leaf at first, and
may be found,, in almost every potato

field in our couniry.

"iVlr Smee's investigations arecertainly

correct, as they agree precisely with all

the observations made in this section of

the north.

"The linle depredators feed on the un-

der side of the leaf, until the juices are

exhausted; then on the stalk, u-niil the

fatal gangrene is generated. Our own
experience proves, that the vastator ope-

rates wiih more effect on highly manured
and racist lands, than on others of a dif-

ferent character.

" Our own observation has ascertained

beyond controversy, that nev/ grounds are

more likely to escape the depredations of

the vastator than those which have been

long cultivated, and that some kinds of

the potaio are iTiore likely to be ravaged
than others.

"
'I'he vasialar may be seen with the

nakeil eye, in the larva stale, in myriads,

on the leaves of the potaio plant, which
are just beginning to be affected wiih

what is commonly called the rust. He
is remarkably active when manured, and
prolific; one individual producing iTiillions

in a single season, and 'the wonder of all

wonders' is, that all men, who have been

investigating this disease for many years,

have never been able to see the muliiiudes

of the vastator, when they can now be
seen without a microscope by very bad
eyes.

"Mr. Smee, after a rniiliiplicity of ob-

servations on numerous kinds of aphides,

and upon a diversity of plants, has devel-

oped the following laws of the effects

which \hey produce:
" 1. Aphides feed on living plants.

"2. Aphides come first upon healthy

plants.

" 3. Aphides suck the juices after hav-

ing pierced the cuticle.

"4. Aphides, by sucking the j.uice.s,

impair the qualities of the sap.

"6. The sap, being injured, no longer

performs its proper functions.

" 6. The injured sap, cannot perfectly

nourish the plant.

"7. Unnourished or iirjperfect tissue is

apt to die.

" 8. Partial death, following the attacks

of aphides, may be local at the part af-

fected, or remote, that is to saj', at a dis-

tance from the attack.

" 9. The total death of the plant may
arise from the death of a part necessary

to the whole, which would cause its total

death.
" 10. Wild plants, or plants in a condi-

tion well calculated lo develop fibre, will

resist the attacks of aphides.

"1 1. Highly cultivated plants, or plants

not under circuirisiances favorable to the

formation cf fibre, ill resist the attacks of

aphides.

"12. Plants are most injured by aphides

at that period of their growl h when they

are required to deposit most fibre.

"13. Plants having their tissues da-

maged from aphides are apt to propagate

diseased tissue in all their future growths.

"14. The injury to plants hastens the

transformation of aphides.

"1.5. The attacks of aphides are most

invariably followed by growth of fungi.

" In obedience to these laws, (Mr. Smee
states) the aphis vastator feeds on the

living potato plant ; comes first upon
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healthy plants
;
sucks the juices after hav-

ing puncliired the cuticle; impairo the

qualities of the sap, which then caniiot

perform its proper functions
;
and the for-

mation of fibre and starch \?, retarded.

—

The imperfect tissue is apt to die, either

locally, at the part attacked, or remotely

al the collar, underground stenns, or roots

;

which death at the collar may separate

the leaf from the root, and thus destroy

the greater part of the plant. The re-

puted wild potato plant, and plants grow-

ing in a poor soil and dry aimosphere re-

sist more than the highly cultivated varie-

ties and those growing in a rich soil and

a moist, cold and dark place ; and the in-

jury takes place principally when the

starch is being deposited in the tubers.

A set from a former diseased plant is

liable to manifest the disease in all its fu-

ture growths. When the potato plant

begins to perish, the larva become perfect

insects, and fly away to commit ravages

elsewhere. '^I'he injured potato plant has

a vast number of parasite fungi grov/ing

upon it."

A few years aso, a friend of ours,

sometimes raised thirteen hundred bush-

els of potatoes in a season, and turned

them imo his cellar through a trap door

in the kitchen; his wife (who has made
him rich by her economy) was surprised

to find a very disagreeable effluvia in iht^

cellar, in the early part of winter. She
requested her husband to ascertain the

cause; he discovered nching, until he

opened the trap door in the kitchen, when
millions of small flies, resembling cheese

flies, only smaller, rushed from the cellar,

darkening the windows, and almost filling

the rooms above. Nearly the whole bin

of potatoes v.-as found to be a mass of

gangrene, and was hastily carried to the

barn yard for manure. Other instances,

on a smaller sc^le, can be cited, but the

observation of any critical farmer will de-

monstrate the foregoing theory.

1 have no data by which to account for

vasiators in the cellar, as it is a well es-

tablished fact that the aniinal does not

operate directly on the tuber but through

the medium of destroyed leaves and stalks.

The potato crop in this vicinity will

probably fall short fifty per cent., as most

of the crops were some time ago destroy-

ed by the vasiator, and a faial gangrene

is now manifesting itself on the tubers.

—

It is stated that where vast quamities of

aphides collect on a large plant, that ho-

ney dew will cover the plants or earth

beneath. I'he honey dew is sugar ex-

creted by these by these creatures, which

is one of the most marvellous and inter-

esting facts in natural history. Is it the

manna of Arabia? If so, a small quan-

tity may be collected under my plants at

this time.

J. W. W.
Lancaster, JV*. II., Sept. 16, 1S47.

IMPROVE "WET LANDS.

The winier is a convenient time for re-

moving wood, trees' and bushes from wet

lands, and for hauling sand, gravel, loam

and inanure on to them. Where there is

a large qiianliiy of peat or mud, gravel is

preferable to sand or loam, and sand is the

next best ingredient. Gravel and sand

contain a large portion of silex, which is

necessary to give firmness to the siem of

grass or grain; they are necessary even

if there is an abundance of vegeiable

mould and manure. Wiihout gravel,

sand, or loarn containing a large portion

of sand, grass and grain will not have

sufficient firmness to stand upright, but

will fall to the ground.

COMPOSITION FOR SHOES.

Two parts of tar. two of beef's tallow,

and one of beeswax, make a good com-

position for boots and shoes. Apply it

quite v.^arm, and warm the leather that it

may penetrate. As farmers are frequently

exposed lo wet, they should be careful to

keep their feel dry and warm, for on this

their health and comfort in a great n cas-

ure depend. There are various composi-

tions that are good to resist water and

preserve leather, and the proportion of the

above miay be varied. Tar and tallow-

will answer alone, so will tallow and

beeswax.
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For the Southern Planter.

FENCE LAW.

TO THE LEGISLATURE NOW IN SESSION.

An Act to repeal all laws relative to the en-

closures of lands, by laioful fences, for

the protection of crops.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of,

Virginia, Thai from and after the year

1850, all laws now in force in this Stale,

requiring farmers and all other persons

owning lands, to keep up fences of a cer-

tain description for the protection of their

own and their neighbors' crops from ihe

depredation of slock, shall be and the same
are hereby repealed.

And be it further enacted, That all own-

ers of stock are hereby required to keep

such stock confined on their own premises,

in such manner as to them shall seem

best, provided no depredation be b}^ them
committed on their neighbors' unenclosed

crops
;

in the event of which they shall

be subjected to a penalty equal to the in-

jury sustained, to be ascertained and as-

sessed by disinterested persons mutually

chosen by the parlies concerned.

This act shall commence and be in

force from and after the 1st day of Janu-

ary, 1850.

From, the prospective operation of the

proposed or similar law, the people of the

State would have full time to determine

as to the propriety and expediency' of its

being enforced, and could petition the Le-

gislature accordingly.

If the people beyond the Blue Ridge,

or any other boundary, should consider

such a law as a grievance, inasmuch as

they labor under no scarcity of timber,

and should not wish (for the Eastern por-

tion of the State, where there is so little

timber) to be deprived of the facilities they

now have for stock ranges, &c., then let

the law designate some line beyond which

it shall not operate, and require those liv-

ing on the western frontier of that line to

establish such fences thereon as will se-

cure the eastern side from injury by their

stock. The passage of the contemplated

law will at least cause the people to shake

off their apathy on this important subject,

if they are opposed to its going into effect.

This law, in the opinion of the writer, will

do more good, if it should go into opera-

tion, than all the hole and corner clubs

(to which, by the bye, I am not opposed)

will ever do for the improvement of the

condition of the middle and lower classes

of society
;

their efforls being mainly di-

rected to the rich and such as have the

means of availing themselves of the ad-

vantages to be derived from learned re-

searches into the science of farming. By
the way, this book knowledge is excel-

lent
;
but it has proved injurious, T think,

to some very learned farmers in their prac-

tical operations. A farmer's experiments

on new discoveries, be they ever so plau-

sible, shoulil be on a small scale at first.

Some fifteen or more years ago, there

were sundry pieces written and published

in the Richmond Whig, making various

calculations as to ihe expense of fences,

and in which many other things were

stated that would probably furnish some
useful hints to those now engaged in

writing on this very important subject. I

would recommend to the gentleman of

Oak Sharle particularly to procure a file

of the Whig of the date referred to, which

I have no doubt may be obtained at the

office in Richmond. The pieces were

under the signature of "Peter Stoner"

and "Philo-Pcter Stoner," I think.

A Small Farmer.

February 20, 1848.

FOUNDER IN HORSES.

A writer in the S. W. Farmer says

that he rode a hired horse ninety-nine

miles in two days, returning him at night

the second day. In the meantinne he had

been deeply foundered, but so cfTectually

cured that the owner would have known
nothing of it, if he had not been told.

In other cases he was nearly as success-

ful. This is his method of cure: Bleed

him immediately in the neck, according

to the severity of the founder— in extreme

cases, as long as he can stand. Then
draw his head up, and with a spoon put

back on his tongue salt enough till he
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has swallowed a pint. Let him drink

moderately. Then anoint the edges of

his hoofs with turpentine, and he will be

well in an hour. The salt operates as a

cathartic and with the bleeding arrests the

fever.

TO REMOVE INK SPOTS.

Spots made by black writing ink on the

pages of a book, may be removed by wash-

ing them with a solution of oxalic acid

in water. The spot must be afterwards

washed with clear water. In this way
the writer has easily removed fresh ink

and left the page white, and old spots

have been nearly obliterated.

For the Southern Planter.

CERTAIN PREVENTION AND CURE
FOR GAPES.

Mr. Editor^—In conversation with my
brother of Dinwiddie a few days since, on

that most fatal disease of the chicken,

called gapes, he informed me that he had

at last found a certain prevention or cure

for that disease. If you think it worthy

of a place in the Planter, you can insert

it for the benefit of-lhose who are unable

to raise chickens and turkeys on account

of that fatal disease.

Take lard and pod red pepper, equal

quantities, and stew them together a few

minutes, until well mixed. As soon as

the young chickens are out of the nest,

before they have taken any food, pnll a

small feather from the hen's wing, dip it

in the lard and pepper and run it down
the young chicken's windpipe and turn it

around two or three times; then withdraw
it and drop one or two drops in their

mouths. After this operation they s-hould

not be allowed to go in the hen house un-

til they are able to fly on the roost. They
should be kept in hovels at night. He
also informed me that he had a hen with
fourteen chickens upon which he did not

try the above preventive, and eleven died

out of the fourteen with the gapes. The
three remaining ones also had the gapes.

He took one of the three which he thought

had it the worst and applied the above

remedy, and in two three days it was per-

fectly well. One of the others died in a

few days ; the remaining one recovered

partially in about a week, but finally died.

A Subscriber.

Battersea, FeVy 22d, 1848.

BUTTER AND CHURNING.

In some of the middle States it is a

common practice to churn the n ilk soon

after it comes from the cow, adding some-

thing to curdle the milk a little; but this

is not the best way to make butter, for it

requires too much labor to churn.

The labor of churning is much dimi-

nished by bringing the cream to a proper

temperature at the commencement of the

process. About sixty degrees is the mark
which should be indicated by the ther-

mometer. Some make it a little warmer,

sixty-five degrees. Sixty-two degrees will

answer well, and every one should have a

thermometer at hand when butter is made.

If the cream is too warm, then butter

comes too quick and too soft, and it is

quite difficult to separate the milk from

it. If the cream is too cold, the labor of

churning is gieat, and the quantity of

butter is small. The cream should be set

very near a fire when it is cold. A gra-

dual warming should take place, and on

a cold day the cream may stand half a

daj^ in a room of the right temperature as

shown by a thermometer hanging near

the churn. But a surer way is to dip the

glass into the cream to determine its

warmth.
While the cream is in the pots waiting

for churning day, it should be stirred tho-

roughly at least once a day, as this pre-

vents its moulding and makes the churn-

ing easier. The cream must not be

rapidly warmed when it is too cold, for

some of the particles will melt and injure

the butter as well as increase the labor of

churning.

As soon as the butter is well gathered

the buttermilk should be turned ofl^ and

pure water should be turned in to take its
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place. The churning must now be re-

sumed for a few rriinuies and then the

water must be turned off. This should

be repeated till the water ceases lo look

milky. The butter may then be salted

as high as one ounce to the pound, for on
the second working of the butter the salt

is partly lost in the milky matter that is

v.'orked out.

The labor of working over the butter

to separate every particle of milk from it,

is arduous, as the butter is now hard and
unyielding. A brake, therefore, some-
thing like the brake that bakers use in

working bread, should be kept in all large

dairies. The cost is not great. A stone

platform is best, and the lever may be fas-

tened at one end lo a staple in the stone.

It is now agreed that butler may be

worked over so much as to injure it
;
yet

it inust be worked long enough to rid it

of the milk. When it is well washed in

cold water, if there are any liquid parti-

cles left, they will not putrify as milk

will, for the matter will be brine rather

than salted milk.

RIanj' object to the use of v.'ater, and
think the flavor of the butter is injured by
it. But we can see no good reason for

the objection, and we know that water
does not spoil it, for v\raier-washed butter

obtains the highest premiums as often as

butter unwashed. Water does not mingle
with oil}' matter.

Some years ago we suggested the pro-

priety of using a brake to work butler.

We now hear that they are common in

some places.

We advise beginners not to be in too

much haste in the commencement of

churning. If the cream is agitated vio-

lently at first, it foams and prevents the

proper jostling of the particles together.

Begin slow]}' and you will have the more
weight of buuer.

bago.) The lard is to be melted over a
gcnile fire, and the other ingredients

—

equal in weight—may be added, liU the

composition is brought to a consistence of

common paste, without raising the heat

near boiling point. One trial of the paste

v/ill satisfy any one of its superior quality.

GREASING CARRIAGE WHEELS.

The best composition that can be pre-

pared to relieve carriage v.' heels and ma-
chinery from friction, is composed of hog's

lard, wheat flour and black lead (plum-

HOW TO MAKE SAUR-KRAUT.

Take as many drum-head cabbages, or

any other kind having a firm head, as you
wish to preserve, tear off the cuter leaves,

quarter them, cut out the stalks, and chop
the remainder into small pieces by hand

or with a machine. Then, to every one

hundred pounds of cabbage take three

pounds of salt,one-quarier pound of cara-

way seed, and two ounces of juniper ber-

ries, and mix thr.m together in a dish or

bowl. Then procure as many clean casks,

strongly hooped with iron, as may be re-

quired, and fill them with layers of the

chopped cabbage, about three inches thick,

sprinkling each layer, as it is pressed in,

with the mixture of caraway seed, juni-

per berries and salt. When each cask is

'

full, lay o%"er it a coarse linen cloth and a

1 wooden follower or lid, just fitting within

;
the mouth of the ca?k, upon which must
be placed a sione ^ weight sufficiently

heavy to prevent it from risins:, and allow

I

it to ferment for a month. The cabbage

produces a great deal of water, which
l3oats around the sides of the casks to the

top of the follower or lid. This must be

poured off, and its place supplied with a

solution of lukewarm warm water, whole

bliick pepper and common salt, taking

care that the cabbage is always covered

with brine. In order lo keep ilie kraut

fresh and for a long time, the casks should

be placed in a cool situation as soon as a

sout^ smell is perceived.

j

Uses, &c.—Saur kraut is not only a
' wholesome vegetable, but one of the best

preventives of the sea scurvy that we
' have. Consequently, no vessel bound on

;a voyage, particularly through hot cli-

j

males, where the conunon potato will not

I

keep, should sail without a full supply of

j
this healthful food. It may be served up
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for the table, prepared in a similar man- 1 the purchasers. I never part with a part

ner as fresh cabbage
;
or it may be wash- bred buck and do not breed from any oiher

ed in soft water, and then slewed in a

stove or oven for three hours, with sutH-

cient water to cover it, 'with the addition

of a little butter, taking- care to stir it now
and then, or it will burn. At the end of

two or three hours put some sausages,

pork, bacon, or any kind of meat you

like, but corned pork is g-enerally used.

—

If any be left it is equally good warmed

over. Served up in this way, it forms a

very nutritious dish, and is much relished

by those who have been long accustomed

to its use. As this is the true "saur-

kraui" of the Germans, it may not, on the

first trial, prove agreeable to the olfacto-

ries of all our American readers; but it

hardly need be said, that it is a standing

winter dish at the tables of the rich in

Germany, cooked either by the process of

slowly slewing, with a little water alone,

or vviUi a sioall piece of bacon or corned

pork, and sent to table in the same dish.

—

^imer. Agriculturist.

For the Southern Planter.

SHEEP-BREEDING—DOG FENNEL, &c.

Mr. Editor,— In your number for Jan-

uary, I find the following which may lead

your readers to erroneous conclusions

about breeding sheep: "Colonel Ware's

sheep are originally of the Cotswold

breed and he has devoted great attention

to their improvement by crossing ihem,"

&c. From this could be drawn a conclu-

sion that my sheep were improved by

crossing with oiher breeds; this would

make ihem mongrels and of no particular

blood. Many, 1 know, (particularly in

the Norih,) consider a buck thorough

bred, when got by a full bred buck of one

breerj oiU of a full breil ewe of nnoiher,

when, in fact, he can only be half bred—
as well may a mule be called a fidl bred

horse, when got by a full bred jack out

of a full bred mare. I'o avoid all misun-

dersiandimr, whenever I have sold part

bred ewes or wethers, I have been most

particular in having it so understood by

breed than the Cotswold in its purity.-

My system of breeding and crorsing is

very simple and, 1 think, judicious : never

to breed from an inferior buck or one that

is not of undoubted purity of blood, or

one related to the ewes— in fact, I breed

of the same blood, but of different fami-

lies. Mj' sheep are of different families,

and marked in that respect, to prevent the

possibility of error. I get a new buck
every two years to prevent the possibility

of incestuous intercourse—no buck ought

to go to his own lambs.

Again you say : " Why should any
Virgmian senJ out of his own Siato to

stock his farm? There are those within

iis borders who can furnish the most su-

perior breeds at a less price than he would
have to give for the same quality else-

where
; he wQiild have a shorter journey

to carry them, and when he got them,

they would be already acclimated to a

Southern country." I agree with you.

Why should not Virginia encourage the

enterprise of her own sons, when equal

qualiiy and purity of blood, as well as the

other advantages mentioned in the above

paragr.iph, can be obtained by doing .=o?

Coupled with this idea, I take the liberty

of enclosing you some specimens of fine

v>-ool from the .stock of Spanish Merinos

owned by Mr. Samuel F. Christian, near

Greenville, Augusta count}', Virginia. I

have no doubt his sheep are very fine and

will compare advantageously with any
flock of fine wooled sheep in the United

States. I have never seen them, but am
credibly informed, they are "almost as

handsome in carcass as Southdowns

—

ewes weighing alive from 110 to 125

pounds, and giving an average of near 6

pounds of washed on the back wool."

Here would be a better chance for any of

ihe readers of your most vtiliiable journal

who prefer the fine wool sheep to supply

themselves with breeders. He will sell

them no doubt at moderate rales, of most

undoubted purity. He is an energetic

and judicious breeder and most particular

in keeping I he blood in i;s pnijiy. He is

now beginning to raise the Cotswold,
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having purchased of me during the past

fall a buck and a few ewes of the pure

Colswold blood. His design is, I believe,

to keep each blood separate and pure.

I see also in the same number an in-

quiry made by a While Post, Clarke

county, farmer about destroying dog fen-

nel. I fear, Mr. Editor, I am neither able

enough as a farmer nor writer to interest

your readers : but is it not the duty of

farmers to aid each other with informa-

tion in plain farmer's terms 1 Believing

so, I will suggest his mowing it closely

when in full bloom., immediately preced-

ing the f3rraation of seeJ, raking ii into a

pile and burning it. Then plough up the

roots. If the land breaUs up in clods,

pulverize them wi;h a heavy roller, and

let it lay until the fdll. Sriould any of

the seed' vrhich may have been in the

ground vegetate, stir it in the fall, sow it

in wheat, and in the spring thick with

clover, If any should then remain, save

thai field for mowing, and probably he

will not be troubled there again. If be

follows this particularly, and succeeJsJ, he

can speak feelingly of the benefi s to be

derived from supporting a farming jour-

nal ; and as true palriotism requires that

every roan should do bis part towards im-

proving his country, I musl require him,

in return for the benefit he may have

reaped, to exert himself to send you three

good additional subscribers—and, surely,

DO Virginian will shrink from his duty.

Another farmer asks, " Will mares lose

their foals by grazing on clover V^ In this

part of the country the main crop is wheat.

Consequently clover is almost exclusively

the grass raised by our farmers, as far as

they can keeping their fields covered with

it, rarely permitting the fields to lav long

enough for other grasses to root it out.

This country has been succes^^ful in breed-

ing and raisinjr colts. I also notice that

the German and Gluaker farmers, besides

being among our best farmers, as well as

the most successful breeders and raisers

of fine horse.=. are famous for their clover

fields and fat horses. This contradicts

the idea that poverty is necessary for im-

prpirnation in a uiare (as en'ertained by

some) or that clover will make a mare

lose her foal. Their care of their mares

is probably the secret of their success. I

have heard the statement before, but never

knew any proof of iL I have had hun-

dreds of brood mares under my control

and superintendence, and I have come to

this theory, that if clover has any evil

eflject upon a brood mare, (I say if, for 1

have seen nothing to convince me of the

fact,) it is to put her system in such a

slate as not to quicken the seed when de-

posited. It strikes me that if a mare's

system is in a proper state when she goes

to the harem, she is easily impregnated
;

if not, the object cannot be accomplished

until a change has taken place in her

53'5tem. Is not salivation the most likely

way to cause that change 1 Being under

that impression, when I find difficulty in

having mares impregnated, I put them on

fields roost likely to accomplish my ob-

ject, (the clover fields.) Afier being-well

salivated, I put them upon grain and then

upon grass.

Surelj' \-ou will excuse my plainness.

I ask no favors about the length. Use
vour scissors or j'our expunging pen as

freely as 3'ou please; or, if not worth the

space it takes, make your hearth cheerful

by a brilliant blaze. For the good of our

old Virginia, as well as for your own gra-

tification, I trust your paper will flourish,

until both farmer and editor will reap pro-

fits a bundled fold, amply remunerating

both the plough and the press.

Most respect fid! y,

JosiAH Wm. Ware.
Clarke County, Feb. 22, 1648.

Accompanyina: this Jelier was a very fine

specimen of wool from the flock of Mr. Cbris-

tian, which may be seen at our office.

IMPROVED HORSE COLLAR.

The Providence Journal describes a

horse collar which has been invented in

England, which must be regarded as a
very great improvement. It consists of a

tube of India rubber or other suitable sub-

I

stance, inflated with air like a life pre-

1 server. Its advantag-e is that it fits ihe
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horse exacily, easily, and without undue

pressure upon any part, and leaves ihe

breast and ihe joints of the fore legs free

from galling and sudden pressure to which

the common collar subjects them. "The
merciful man is merciful lo his beast," and

,

we hope that this improvement will be'

generally adopted.—-Y. Y. Fanner.

MERRIMACK AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Report on Butter.
,

The beneticence of the Creator is ma-

nifest in so disposing our tastes, and so

adapting these to the varieties with which

we are surrounded, as to make life a scene

of enjoyment, instead of a burden. It

might have been that necessary food

would have been noisome, as it is some-

'

times to the diseased stomach, had it not

;

pldased the Creator to have ordered it'

otherwise. Bread is the staff of life,

'

but butter is given to make it slip down !

easier and with a better relish. But it
[

depends something on who makes the|

butler whether it answers this purpose.

;

Butter made in Joe Bunker's family needs
'

to be eaten in the dark ;
then, to make it

pass well, one or two o'her senses should
I

be laid aside— while that made by his

brother Jonathan may be eaten in the full

blaze of noon
;
you would wish your neck

j

as long again, that you might have the

pleasurable sensation of swallowmg pro-j

longed. Perhaps a bit of the history of
j

their better halves will explain the whole
|

matter.
!

Joe's wife was Sally Sly. When a

;

small girl she was sly—she would not

'

half wash the milk pail and sly it away
\

and let it sour. She was sly at school

and did not half get her lessons, but would

have her book in sight when reciting:

but as she grew older she learned that to

get well married she must appear well,

and so she bent all her cunning to get a

superficial education in every thing, from

roasting a potato to playing the piano.
|

Poor Joe fell in love with her, and "love

has no eyes,"—so he married her. But
[

soon after she entered on housekeeping

his eyesight came, and he saw his fix

that it was "for better or worse;" and he
thought it was all for worse. Like a true

philosopher he concluded to endure what
he could not avoid nor cure, and got along

tolerably well only when he came to her

butter—for his mother was a real butter-

maker. Every time he saw or tasted of

Sally's butter he felt the horrors. Her
manner of making butter was something

as follows : she thinks it of no conse-

quence whether the nnilk pail is sweet or

sour—sets the milk in a warm room, be-

cause it is easier than to go to the cellar;

and if some dirt should blow into the

pans, she thinks ever}' man must "eat a

peck of dirl," and no place will it slip

down easier than in butter. She let the

cream pots be open, and when she churns
forgets the poke ; leaves the cream nearly

at blood heat that it may come quick.

When she takes it out of the churn she

picks out the bodies of all flies and spi-

ders—the legs and wings are so small

they can be swallowed. She works out

half the buttermilk and sets it awa}' in a
warm place fur use. Poor Jo« has seen

so much butter of this kind that he de-

clares butter does not agree with his

health, and will not taste it. Yet his wife

wonders he does not try it, and marvels
why he does not keep a dairy and make
butter for maiket.

Jonathan was a 3'ounger brother of

Joe, and he had had occasion to eat at his

brother's enough to know why he could

not eat butter ; and he declared he never

would marry without knowing what his

bread would be buttered with. Follow-

ing the bent of his fancy, he made several

attempts at matrimony, and Julia Juniper

almost caught him, for there was always
good butter on the table at tea; but he
was determined to know who made if.

On enquiry, she says, " La ! me ! mother
makes the butter: I take lessons on the

piano." " Well," says Jonathan, " I want
a wife that takes lessons on the churn—

I

shall look further." After several unsuc-

cessful a! tempts, and just ready to de.^pair,

he started in pursuit of stray cattle before

breakfast, and wandered across the forest

into the corner of the next town, and
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weary an 1 hungry called at a decent

looking house and askeJ for some refresh-

ment, which was most cordially granted,

for the family was what are cnlled Scotch

Irish— in religion Presbyterian, and in

hospitality boundless. Here he found the

bulter exacliy right—though the weather

was hoi, the butler kept its shape as well

as beeswax. He catechised the old lady

about her housewifery—for the bread was
as right as the butter. The old lady said

her healih was feeble, and Jenny had the

whole management. He made soine

round-about enquiries concerning Jenny,

and learned she was a hearty, black-

haired, black-eyed lass, of about two and

twenty ; had never seen a piano nor at-

tended a ball— but knew the Assemblj^'s

catechism; could sing Old Hundred to a

charm, spin flax and darn stockings, and

was then gone to town with butter. He
lingered, but she was delayed, and when
his excuses for staying were all exhaust-

ed, he started. He could not gpt the good

butler out of his mind; and how it hap-

pened 1 know not, he soon found his way
there ags'wn, and the result of his adven-

ture was, he made a wife of Jane Mc-
Kean. And now one lump of his butter

is worth more than all Joe's wife would

make in a month. There's no trouble in

goino: to market—the keepers of genteel

boarding houses in the neighboiing vil-

lage send and take it at the highest mar-

ket price.

Now the main difference in these two

women arises from their manner of train-

ing,.though there is no difference in na-

tural dispositions. Old Madam Sly never

looked on to see that Sally done up her

woidv right, but suffered her to sly off her

work as she chose, and though a good

housekeeper herself, was altogether too

indultrent, and like soaie other mothers,

thought more of sretiing Sally well mar-

ried, than of making hf^r fit for a wife

—

while old Madam .McKean was deter-

min -d Jenny should be fit for an}' man's

wife, Vv'heiher she got married or not.

—

Perliap.s there is no more certain criterion

by which to judge of a woman's general

character for neatness and good house-

keeping, than by thequality of her butter.

Find on the farmer's table a good, solid,

properh' salted, well worked slice of but-

ter, and you need not fear to eat the pan-

cakes or hash
; but if you see a splash of

half worked butter—salt in lumps and a
sprinkling of hair and flies' legs, you may
be sure, if you board there long, death

will not be obliged to wait for you to fin-

ish your peck of dirt. My advice is to

young firmers to make il a sine gua non

m a wife that she makes prime butler;

and the j'oung ladies who aspire to be

farmers' wives, had much better be imper-

fect in fillagree and music than be defi-

cient in that most important art of mak-
ing butter, which smooths not only the

sharp corners of crust and crackers, but

will smooth asperities of the husband's

temper.

The exhibition on this occasion has

been splendid, and indicates that Merri-

mack county can show as <rood butter as

the heart could wish. There were so

many good specimens as to lead the com-

mittee to wish for more premiums to dis-

pose of

S. B. Little, Ckainnan.

CUTTING HAY FOR STOCK.

It has been frequently asked, how cut-

ting hay for stock adds to its nutritive

qualities. It is precisely upon the same
principle as cutting up meat fine and mak-
ing a mince of it. I'here is more or less

nuirimient in the tougher pieces, and even

gristle, if these are cut fine with the chop-

ping knife; and nicely cooked and agree-

ably seasoned, the dish is eaten with pe-

culiar relish, easily digests, and coes twice

as far as in the ordinar\' method of taking

meat in slices; for under such circum-

stances we reject all that is not tender,

juicy and particularly palatable. In cut-

ting hay all the coarser parts, and even

straw, are made agreeable to the taste cf

animals, especially if it be c\it up and

spiced wiih a little meal, shorts or bran.

!\'or have they the power to reject any
part when cut up, and as all is more or

less nutritious, the hay must eo further;

nor can it be pulled out and wasted as
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•when feil loose. Another imporiant con- 1 ed. The results of these experiments

sideration is, an animal can fill his slo seem to justify these conclusions: that

mach much more easily and readily on I though in some instances cooked food

cut than uncut food, and can then lie does produce a greater gain than the

down and ruminate and rest, allowing the • same amount of raw food, yet the advtin-

food full time to digest and distribute its tagc of the former is not sufficient to de-

slrcntftheninsr qtialiiies throughout ihCifra}' the expense consequent upon the

system, and renovate it for renewed excr-' cooking of food. In feeding hogs, how-

tion.

—

American Agricid'unst.. I ever, especially where grain of any kind

is used, I he advantage of cooking seems

I

to be^eneraliy admitted : that there may

Forthe Southern Planter. I

^^« '-^dvaniage in partially cooking some
kinds of fdod for cattle— such as corn-

DOG FENNEL.
, stalks, chatT or siraw, they bemg thereby

JVIr. i:,ijVor,—Havino: seen a comrau- 1 ''^"^'^''^^^ "^^^''^ palalable, the nuiriment

nication from one of your subscribers on !
^^% ^o"'"'^^ "-O''^ -o^^^^^^ ^'-^^ ^'^'Sily as-

the subject of destroying dog fennel,
ijSirauaied.

am glad to be able to throw some little
j ^

light on the subject. Dog fennel is a: THE VALUE OF i\SHES AND OTHER
weed like very many others in its nature,

propagated by too great neglect of the

use of clover and plaster, hence you will

not find it upon lands that are regularly

MANURES.

At a recent agricultural discussion at

the Assembly Chamber in Albany, Mr.

clovered and plastered as on the five field :

^""'^'^"^
""f^'%

\h^ following statements

system. When the field is thickly ^el !

^.^ '.^^ ''.^^"^^ °' his experience and obser-

wiih dog fennel, the quickest wav to get I ^^I'!^^^ 'c, , , ,

rid of it wdl be to plough it up jn the!
^^^' ^°;^^'^'^ ^'^ "«' ^^,'^" '-^"3' ^^'Pen-

monih of June, when the blossoms are '

""^"'^
^*^^'^f

^-^'>=''"" 3^«''^ n-anures, but

all out, and let it remain till the Isl of,^^''"^''' '^^^'^Vu
'''"^ ^'^l^'^^ble previous

September, when you will fintl a few 'o>"™'"?- /I he excrement of animals,

plants sprmcin- up; then take the com- "''\^,^ wuh slaughter house manure, such

mor> shovcrplo'iigh and stir or flush it up '^^ 5'<'°\'' ^']^' ^"^, '"^f'^'^^' o^ '^e butcher

and sow it in wheat as soon afier as you I

^'^rrf, tr.ixed together and so far decom-

can and harrow it in. After you galher ' P.°f ?,
''^^^ '° ^"^ °"^ '^'''h a shovel, is de-

the crop of wheat, plant it in corn ,he ^

^,"^'^;^'3"be best compost you can apply to

sprin- af er, and then sow it in wheat and '^^ 1'^"^. 1 never saw a soil yet that was

clover, and I will insure that the do- fen-l ^'°\ff''^'^^':'' /o"" ^"^,1^ "^'-^""•"e ^' i^^" P'O"

nel will have nearlv all disappeared." By :

P'^'''^' ^PP^'^*^ 5
"°'' ^"^ ^ ^^mk that such a

repeating this rotation once or i.vice, it :
^''/^•'P°^'"°"/-" .^^f P'^

by evaporalion

Will eniiiely disappear

J. N. M.
White Post, Fch\j 22, 1S4S.

COOKING FOOD FOR CATTLE.

when once deposited there, eiiher on the

surface or mingled in the soil. The rain

may wash it off and carry it lovv-er. He
had seen many able experiments with
ashes, and which have proved a very va-

luable manure. Fur instance : On many
of the light soils in England, such as

The November number of the Albany; sand, stone-brash, gravel and liaht loam
Cid'ivator contains a very elaborate arii-! much of the sanfoin is sown. Manured
cle on the comparative merits of feeding; for turnips, the mmips fed off on the land,

caiileon cooked and uncooked fooil. '^l'he|and then sowed wiih the barlev. This
facts are derived from Scdch authority, ! sanfoin is mown for eight, ten, or fifteen

and are based upon experiments .which ' years, and not a particle of n'aniue put
appet.r to have been judiciously conduct-' upon it. It is generally grazed the last
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year and then breast-ploughed. A ihin

slice of the sod is taken off about half to

three-quarters of an inch thick
;
as soon

as it is dry enough it is thrown together

in small heaps and burnt. Part of the

ashes are black and a pari red. They
are spread regularly over the soil and

then ploughed in very shallow, well drag-

ged with a heavy drag cross-wise, and

then thoroughly harrowed with light har-

rows, the soil is well pulverized pr^'ious

to the second ploughing, then it is shal-

lowly ploughed again, and the turnip

seed is sown on the fresh furrow. I have

never seen better crops of turnips than by

this process, and the ashes have lasted as

long and benefited the succeeding crops

for three years, and sometimes longer,

quite as long as barn yard manure. Now,
if the principal substances, or organized

matter, that Mr. Howard says are dissi-

pated in the atmosphere by the burning,

where did these turnips and the succeed-

ing crops get them from, if it was not

from the ash ? I have seen two crops of

turnips in one field, (at Northbuck, Glou-

cestershire,) one part breast-ploughed, the

other manured with a heavy dressing of

barn yard manure, both in the same state

of cultivation previous to the burning and

manuring, the latter ploughed three times

and in a better state of pulverization than

the former, when the seed was sown

;

still the breast-ploughed piece was far the

best. How is this to be accounted for, if

;

the principle of vegetation is dissipated ?

I do not believe it.

"Another instance: I have seen fre-

quenily and tried the experiment. Plant-

ed two rows of potatoes, the soil in the

same state. To one of the rows I have

put ashes, the other none. The former

grew luxuriantly, the potatoes large and

a heavy crop; the latter very small and

a light crop. Where did the potatoes get

their sustenance from, if it was not from

the ashe5? Both bad the same resources

from the atmosphere. The ashes could

not have the power of attraction over the

inorganized matter in the earth, as that

could be nothing more than the earthy

substances or inorganized portion of plants,

according to Mr. H.'s representation. This
,

is a very important subject, and requires

much consideration. He wanted no bel-

ter proof iharr a good crop for the manure
applied."

We can hardlj' err in too often urging

upon the attention of our readers the great

value of wood ashes, as well as ordinary

manure, for the iniprovement of crops.

TO COOK PARSNIPS.

Persons who have never eaten parsnips

cooked according to the following mode,

have no idea what an excellent dish ihey

are. Scrape the parsnips, wash and slice

them lengthwise; boil in just enough
water to cover them till thoroughly done.

Then put in a piece of buuer, with a liiile

salt and pepper. Beat up an egg with a

spoonful of flour, and pour over them.

—

They are then ready to dish up. Pars-

nips are likewise very good, splii once and
roasted with pork in the dripping pan.

PREVENTI'XG THE POTATO ROT-
EARLY PLANTI]SG.

We have heretofore mentioned ihe im-

portance of early planting, as a preven-

tive of the potato maladj', and we now
give some additional evidence on the same
subject.

The Cultivator saj-s: "An intelligent

farmer on a small scale has tried a remedy
lor several 3'ears, which, though not new,

has been attended with such uniform suc-

cess as to deserve mentioning. He culti-

vates the Mercer, a variety well known
to be unusually liable to the rot. The
crop is planted very early, almost as soon

as the snow disappears in the spring, so

that the potatoes are fully matured by the

end of summer. In the latter part of the

eighih month (August) the potatoes are

dug and immediatelj' housed in as dry

and cool a place as possible. By this

means he has never lost a bushel, al-

lhoi)gh his neighbors, who live close at

hand on either side, and who plant and
harvest their crops later, have suffered

abundantly."
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On the same subject a Norfolk paper

remarks : "A gentleman farmer of our

acquaintance tells us, for three years he

has planted potatoes at three different pe-

riods, viz: early in April, late in April and

in May. Every year the early potatoes

have been sound and firm, the middle part

unsound, and the late ruined. He says

it is early planting which protects the po-

tato against the epidemic. We recollect

in a great manj' accounts of the rot that

the early potatoes were sound."

The editor of the Farmers' Monthly
Visiter (Ex-Gov. Hill) copies the latter

extract, and adds his testimony as fol-

lows : "Our own experience for the three

last 3'ears conlirms the above statements:

in none of the potatoes planted previous

to the 10th of May, have we found any
difficulty from the rot."

ERRATA.

At page 40, February number Planter, the

name of the writer in the article on South

Oregon Com, should have been A. G. Moody
instead of A. G. Woody.

FALL AND WINTER PLOUGHING.

Ploughing late in the fall and during
winter, ma}', in some instances, be bene-

ficial
;

in others, injurious. As a general

rule, the principal reason that can be

given in favor of the practice is, that the

work can be performed at a lime of leis-

ure, and the farmer is relieved from the

pressure and hurry which would attend

the crowding of all his ploughing into a
few days of spring. Loose sandy and
gravelly lands are not, probably, injured

by late ploughing; but compact soils, if

ploughed in fall, are sometimes so beaten
down by the heavy rains of winter and
spring, that more labor is actually re-

quired to bring them inio suitable condi-

tion for crops than if they had not been
touched till near the time for sowing or
planting.

The idea that any thing is gained by
the decomposition of sward by lale fall

I
ploughing, is, we are convinced, a mis-

take. On the contrary, every one who
has had the opportunity of observing, may

' have seen that sward, which is broken up
after the weather has become warm, and

!
the grass somewhat started in spring, rots

i
much sooner than that which was plough-

I

ed in fall or winter.

' Clayey soils which have been well

I

drained, may be greatly improved by fall

' ploughing, if it is done in the right way.

I

The ground should be thrown into narrow

j

ridges, which should run in such a direc-

I

tion as will most readily turn off the

j

water from the field. Let two furrows, as

I

deep as can well be ploughed, be turned

j

together in the form of what are called
" back furrows," and the whole field be

j

ploughed in this way. This will expose

j

a large portion of the soil to the action of

the frost and air. The ridges will be dry,

I

and the soil being frozen and thawed
while in this state, it will become loose

I

and friable, and on cross-ploughing the

ridges, when the proper time arrives for

seeding, the soil will be mellow and in

excellent condition for a crop. This
course has produced good crops of grain

and vegetables on land which would yield

little or nothing in any other way.

—

Alb.

Cidiivator.

WATERING CATTLE.

Many farmers suffer a loss by not pro-

viding good and sufficient water for cattle.

An animal that is compelled to go half a
uiile over a slippery road, and chased per-

haps by dogs, cannot gain in flesh by the

operation. If a cow has to travel twice

a day half a mile to water, and return,

she travels two mile? a daj' : or ten cows
perform twenty miles of travelling per day
and two thousand miles each winter.

It is better to cut grain just before it is

fully or dead ripe. When the straw im-
mediately below ihe grain is so dry that

on twisting it no juice is extracted, it

should be cut, for there is then no furiber

circulation of juice to the ear.
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AGRICULTURAL, WAIiEHOUSE.

THE subscriber raanufacturcs, and has for

sale at his Warehou.->e, Horse-Powers,

Drums, Fan Mills, Straw Cutlers, Corn and

Cob Crushers, Vegetable Cuaers, all of ap-

proved patterns. Also, a general assortment

of Farmmg Implements. He is prepared for

furnishing Castings for Machinery, Ploughs,

&c. &c. H.BALDWIN,
ma 1—3t Richmond, Va.

To Siil)3cril3sr3 and Postmasters.

All orders for change of oiEce or discon-

tinuance of the paper, must specify the post

6ffice to -which the paper has heen sent.

TUS SOUTHESN PliANTER,

IS PCIILISIIED MONTHLY BY

P. D. BERN.IRD, 165 MAIN ST. RlCHr^OND, VA.

TSEM3.
The Planter, containing thirty-two super-

royal octavo pages, is published monthly at

one dollar and .fifty cents per annum, which

may be discharged by the payment of

OrJE DOLLAR ONLY,
sent free of postage, within six months from

the date of subscription; six copies for five

dollars, if sent free of postage.

^Ir-All subscriptions must commence with

the volume, or January number.

|;;^No paper will be discontinued, until all

arrearages are paid.

|:;f'All letters on business, connected with

the Planter, must be post-paid.

FOR SALE,

IN Eastern Virginia, a small Farm with im-

provements, lying contiguous to navigation

and the soil abounding in marl and very im-

provalile. This is an excellent location for a

physician, one having enjoyed a good practice

here very recently. For particulars, apply to

the editor of this paper. jan 1—4:

IVATT'S CUFF-BRACE AND GAUGE
j

PLOUGH.

FARMERS are requested to examine our
stock of ploughs. V<^e have about twenty

sizes, all on the "cuff" plan, by which the

beam may be raised or lovveied and turned to

the right or left to regulate the depth and v/idth

of furrow without altering the harness. Some
j

have wrought points and others cast. The
;

ploughs when adjusted to the height of the

: horse can be made as permanent as any oilier

I

plough, if not more so. The sizes vary from
ja light one-hnrse to a large four-horse; and
I the prices from S3 50 to 314 or «;1G

The four-horse we confidently recommend
as superior to any in use in this country.

Those who use four-horse ploughs will please

call in time to allow us to get them ready for

the present season.

For further description see Planter of June,

1842, (with a cut,) November, 1846, and Feb-
ruary and April, 1847.

Patent lights for sale. ^

Address GEORGE WATT & Co.,

je—if Richmond, Va.
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CORN.

April is of vast importance to our readers

because it is in most places the corn planting

month. Almost every neighborhood of thirty

miles has a ditferent time for this work; but

for our latitude it generally falls in this month.

This crop has ever been and is still the great

staple of America. Com seems to have been

created for this continent; In every portion of

it, from Canada to the straits of Magellan, it

flourishes in boundless luxuriance. So per-

fectly suited to our lands is it, that we find no

lime in which it was not as popular as it now

is. The Indians had it before us and it has

kept its ground to this day. Famine has now

introduced and established it in Europe as an

article of food, and it promises to become a

source of unbounded profit to us ; while it I'or-

ever must continue the staff of lite here. It

Would be hard for us to raise too much corn

for sale and consumption now. But it is lime

for our fanners to learn that they can no lon-

ger continue to produce this crop on the plan

pursued by their grandfathers.*" Some lifty

years ago, the lands of Virginia were very

different from what they now are. The soil

was always of small depth; but there was a

rich coal of aboriginal mould all over it.

Vol. VIIL-4.

There needed but the planting and weeding td

produce an abundance of corn or tobacco, or

any other crop desired. But this state of

things no longer exists here; the thin coat of

rich soil has long been exhausted and given

place to the surface which we call "old field"

soil. In the meantime, the immense prairies

of the West, in thfeir virgin richness, have

come under cultivation. On these Western

ands, far more gtain can be produced with

|.ar less labor than we can hope to obtain in

[he state our lands are now, We have the

great advantages bf more labor, better mar-

kets, and greater propinquity to the seaports.

But these advantages scarcely enable us to

bear up tinder the present competition ; and if

we continue our present method of ciiltivation,

we must shortly fail altogether. It must be

reformed. We rhust not continue to plant

corn without a manuring. It has become as

necessary to this crop as it has long been ac-

knowledged to be for tobacco.

Although this hardy plant will grow on poor

soil, yet the ground can scarcely be made too

rich for it. Corn is a gross feeder, sends out

a large number of roots, in various directions,

and there can hardly be too much sustenance

in the soil for it. Neither stable manure, nor

scarcely any other kind of manure comes

amis:i to it. But it is absolutely indispehsable

that lime and ashes, in some form or other;

should be in the soil, as both these substances

enter largely into the stalk and other parts of

this plant. A most wonderful advjlntage will

be observed from a dropping of even a few

bushels to the acre. In manuring land for

corn with stable manure it is of course im-

possible to lay down any general rule as to

the quantity to be laid on. This must vary

with the previous condition of the soil. We
have seen, however, twenty double cart loads

mentioned per acre, as in most cases, about

the proper quantity.

/) .y
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B-epeated experiments have established the

fact, that a great deal ma}' be dene for corn,

not only b)- a proper selection of the seed, but

by soaking the seed for f^^elve hours in a so-

lution of saltpetre before planting. The so-

lution should consist of one pound of saltpetre.,

one pound of copperas and ten gallons of wa-

ter. It will-, accelerate the growth of the corn,

and, for a while, keep olf mice, worms and in-

sects. Another more effectual remedy against

these last mentioned depredators is to add

about half a pint of melted tar to a peck of

seed, and to keep stirring it till each kernel is

thinly coated in it. Then pour the whple into

a tub of water, and continue to stir, so that

they may be separated froni one another when

cool. This is a most excellent remedy agiust

gi'ound mice anjd worms; and it is also said

to keep off the cyows.

This leads us. to mention the scarecrows.

Those most in use among us reffect but little

credit upon the ingenuity of our farmers. A
ragged great coat thrown over a slake is gen-,

erally the l>est that ihcy can invent. Now,

crows are expected to ]iXiow something. Al-

though they do not "know, B fronc^ a bull's

foot," they will be always able, tc distinguish

such an elfigy froni a man. They will also

laugh to scorn 3'our scraps of tin strung on a

line to jingle ia the w:ind. But , if you will

place a stuffed figure behind a blind of a few

bushes, so as to be partly seeji and yet .seem

to be hidden, they will not trouble that field

much. Like men, they think most of vAat

thev do not altofrether understand.

From the Americap Journal of Agricultare,

REMARKS ON CHESS.

[Bromus Secalinus.]

Few subjects of practical agnciilture

have a greater interest than this. Siib-

stitu'fet] for wlieat, not a more iriiserable

crop.e,\'ists. Its appearaiiGe in a fmd of

wheat is like the plas;ue sppt on the hti-

inan frame. To avoid it the farmer ic

obliged to see that his seed wheat is pure,

9.nd utterly destitute of that seed. It is

ihe reinark of many ihoroujrh far.niers,

that they never raise chess. This would
be adequate proof in any other case of

the origin of the plant.

But the remark is often niade that the

fields in which the wheat is winter-killed,

abound, in chess. The proof is palpable.

Numerous such fields have been seen this

year. Is this adequate reason for the opi-

nion that wheat is converted into chess

by the fiosts of winter? I think not, for

the following reasons:

1. All the wheat fields in which the

wheat has been kdled by the winter, do

not abound in it, and some of them are

free from it. It is curious that the chess

I

is not the uniform result of the killing of

wheat, if the supposed change is effected

by the operation of winter.

I 2; Wheat ami chess are not found

growing on the same root. The contrar\'

I

has been alleged, but an examination of

ithe cases has ever proved that this is not

I

the fact. If wheat is converted into chess,

I

all the plants on the same root are the

I

subjects of the transformation.

3. The distinctness and difference of

the two. W.heat has a long head,, or

I

spike, of sessilp flowers, and does not senci

jout branches; chess has a diffusely di?

]
vided stem or panicle, in several places to-

wards the summit, in form like oats, and

I

bearing sliw t, and rather close, short spikes,

; or colled ions of i1ov;ers. The supposed

cli a nge, therefore, a ifec Is the whole form

.and appearance of the plary. 'J'he em-

j

bryo plant is. formed in the seed of wheat,

iaiulthe change must affect the xery forui

i

oX the embryo, aiKJ cause a great modifi-

!
cation. of the whole plan;. The fniit or

j

seed, too, is changed in its form, rrianner

jof growth, and character of the Uialter

{which, it contains. No similar change

j

occurs in other plants, and there is r:o

!

proof of the sai<i. change in this. In all

{ the.ir rliaracters, wheat and' chess are

j

more diverse than rye and wheat, barley

] and' wheat, oa!s and rye, barley and rye,

jappls and pear, cherry and plum, and the

I

like. Chess is not like a hybrid o{ other

I

p.^in's. It is not the pollen which effects

I

the change in chess, but the form and pe-

I
culiariiies of chess e,\isis before the flow-

\ ^ ^ I
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ering and ibe evolulion of the pollen take
1

place. I

It has been said that rye has been

changed into outs, but there is needed a

satisfactory proof of the fact ; as there is

that the brain of man is at one time that

of .a fish ; at another, of a crow ; and at

another, of an ape. Such peculiarities

must have been maintained to ascertain

how far credulity can extend, and how-

large a part of men can believe them-

selves to be improved tadpoles.

4. There are adequate sources of the

seeds of chess. They may have been

sowed with the wheat, and developed

with greater fertility as the wheat was
absent from the well cultivated earth.

—

Such a fact is often noticed in the growth

of other plants.

The seeds may have been already in

the ground, and buried too deep for ger-

mination, till cultivation placed them in a

situation to grow. This is a well known
fact in respect to a multitude of plants,

whose seeds are long preserved in the

ground, and germinate on the proper ex-

posure.

The wheat of new lands, if the seed is

usually pure, is remarkably free from chess.

The seed is probably always carried with

the wheat, and this begins the chess,

which is afterwards developed in the cir-

cumstances favorable to its growth. One
of these is the absence of wheat by being

winter-killed. Let it be shown tiiat the

seed of chess is not in the ground, before

the influence of winter is made the cause

of its appearance.

5. Chess propagates itself by seeds like

other grains. Thus it is like any other

plant, as the "herb yielding seed after its

kind, and the tree yielding fruit, whose
seed is in itself after its kind,'' a principle

fundamental in human belief If cold and

frost may change wheat to chess, why
does not heat change chess to wheat 1 If

the farmer intends his wheat shall be free

from the seeds of useless or injurious, or

•noxious plants, he must remove the seeds

from his seed wheat, and weed out the

plants from the growinfj grain.

It is of no avail to say, may not the

transformation of wheal to ches» take
Id

place? It is inconsistent with ail the

known laws of vegetation, and the viola-

tion of fixed laws, by natural causes, is

impossibility. What miraculous power
might effect is not to the purpose, when
the laws of matter, organized or unor-

ganized, are under consideration.

Fields of wheat sometimes abound in

cockle, Lychnis githago, whose seeds are

so ruinous to good flour. "Why has not

this plant been considered some modified

wheal '? Because it is so different. "What

is the limit to differences, when wheat
and chess may be said to have the same
origin 1

The correct knowledge of chess leads

directly to safe agricultural practice. The
remedy is as palpable as the difficulty.

—

Let the soil be freed from the seeds of

chess.

From the Southern Cultivator.

FENCES FOR LOW GROUNDS LIABLE
TO FRESHETS.

J\Ir. Editor,—I desire to say a fev.-

words in your excellent " Cultivator" re-

specting lovvground fences, or those fences

on lands which are subject to inundation.

It is the custom on all such lands after a

"freshet^' to collect as many of the scat-

tered rails as can be found within the dis-

tance of half a mile, and re-construct the

fence, with the addition of new rails, v.'hich

j

are, perhaps, to be washed away again

j

the succeeding fall or spring. To have

i a fence, therefore, which can withstand

these " moving accidents by flood" is with

: many an important desideratum. A friend

j
of mine constructed a fence after the fol-

I

lowing fashion: Upright parallel posts.

i
through the lower ends of which were

[bored two inch auger holes; into these

I holes were inserted white oak pins, about

j
five feet long. The posts are then placed

I in the eaith, inclining from the stream, so

j

that the shock occasioned by contact with

j
logs and the stream is diminished. The

i
earth is packed well around the posts,

I

and the rails are then placed in between

i
them, and the top of the upright rails are
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then firmly fastened so as to hold the ho-

rizontal rails.

This fence-jVou will observe, is a straight

one. The object of the pin placed through

the lower ends of the upright posts is to

hold them in the earth, which it does as

etFectiveh' as if it were the root? of a tree.

Another k.ind of fence I would recom-

mend for lowgrounds, is the Cherokee

rose, a mo3l excellent preservative against

washing, as well as stock. Plant imme-

diately afier a '[freslicij' if you wopld ba

certain of a stand.

SUBSOIL PLOUGHING.

We have ofren expressed the belief- that

the practice of subsoil, ploughing would

be attended with great advantages in ma-

ny situations inihjs country. In England

it is becoming more and more adopted,

and we can ?.ee no reason why its use

should not be altended with equal boaefiis

here. The manner in v/hich- this opera-

tion is performed is this : A team drawing

this subsoil plough follows, in the fiurrow

made by a corainon plough, It is proper

to observe, that for subsoil, ploughing to

produce tlie greatest benefits on wet, te-

nacious soils, they diould be first ur,der-

drained.

The Journal of the Tranjactions cf the

Highland Agricultural Society of Scot-

land for January, 1S47,, contains an. ac-

count of some very valuable experiments

in re2:ard to subsoil ploughing, furnished

b\' Mr. J. V,?il3on. It is slated that ihe

farm on which, these experiments vvfere

made had been under cuUivalion for a

long period ; that it concists of various

kinds of soil^—from a gravelly earth lo a

tenacious clay. The usual depth of

ploughing for many years had been from

five to six inches, and a hard crust had

been formed at that depth.

The field first experimented on con-

tained thirteen acres, most of the soil be-

ing heavy, inclining to clay, on a clay

subsoil, and the rest light soil, on a gra-

velly subsoil. It was under-drained in

1843, v.-ith tile, at the distance of fifteen

feel between the drains. Previous, to

draining- it had bean very wet, and the

crops i-t bore were generally poor. It

was s-ubsoiled in the fall of 1844, the

plougk going across the drains. A com-

mon two-horse plough was first used,

taking a depth of hs. to seven incl>es.

and a pnbsod plough wiih two horse.s

followed^ taking an additional depth of

seven. to eight inches. Eleven acres were

ploughed in this manner, and two acre?

were left, which were only ploughed to

the ordinary depth of six and a half

inches. The whole field was manured

alike—the mamu-a being from yard-dung

and guano—and it was sowed lo yellow

turnip* in the fore part of June. No dif-

ference was discernible in the crop till

about the first of August, when, the sub-

soiled portion showed a decided superiori-

ty, which became more and more apparent

till the crop was taken tip the last of Oc-

tober. The subsoiled- portion jave 26

tons.7 cwt. per acre, and the part not sub-

soiled, 20 tons 7 cwt. per acre-^making

a difference in favor, of subsoiling of 6

tons 7 cwt., or a value of £3 18s. per

acre.

The next experiment was upon a field

which had been furrow-drained with tiles

in the autumn of 1844; the soil rather

inclined to stand on a subsoil of sandy

clay. Two acres were subsoil ploughed

to the depth of fifteen inches, in December,

1845, and two acres were only ploughed

to the depih of six or seven inches. Two
ridges, of- the field were trench-ploughed

to the depth of thirteen inches. [Trench

ploughing is performed by running a

plough, of the commpn construction in

the furrow of another of the same kind,

lis operafiou and effects are different from

those of the stibsoil- plough, as the surface

soil is. covered by the earth taken up from

below by the second plough.] The field

was manured alike with, manure from the

farm-yard, nnd planted to. potatoes. 'J"he

trench-ploughed part gave 7 tons, I cwt.,

2 qiiar4ers per acre
;
the subsoiled, 7 tons.

9. cwt., 3 quarters; and the part only

ploughed, 6 tons, 14 cwt, 1 quarter per

acre—making a difference of 15 cwt., 1

quarter per acre in favor of subsoiling,

over the pari ploughed only in the ordi-
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nary way, and a difference of 8 cwi. over

trench-ploughing.

The next experin^ier.t was made on a

field which had been partially drained se-

veral years since— ihe soil "an earthy

loam incumbent on clay." A porjion of

ihe field was siibsoiled, and the remainder

ploughed to ihe ordinary depth. The
field was sown to barley in 1846. The
appearance of the crop was most favora-

ble on the subsoiled poriion during the

lime it was growing, and when threshed,

gave the following results : The subsoiled

portion yielded 8 quarters, 3 busliels per

acre, With 36^ cwt. of straw
;
the part

not subsoiled, yielded 7 quarters, 4 bushels,

3 pecks per acre, with 28 cwt of straw

—

making a difference in favor of subsoiling

g5 6 bushels, 1 peck of grain,, and 8^
G'A't. of straw per acre.

—

Albany (cultivator.

IRRIGATION.

The wonderfuli fertility of Egypt is,

perhaps, more uni'>^ersally recognized than

that of any other portion of the globe.

—

For. more than three thousand years the

lands inundated by the annual overflow

of the Nile have continued to produce

the usual crops without any perceptible

impoverishment or diminution of fertility.

If a meadow is rather, dry from its soil

or situation, loam may be applied with

pro^t, and if very dry, clay is preferable.

In some cases clay has been ussd with

great advantage. In many cases wet

lands will not admit of access excepting

when frozen; therefore farmers should

embrace the favorable opportunity to at-

tend^o this business during winieri

—

Bos-

ton Cultivator.

COMPOST MAKING.

Jhcob Mangle, in the Boston Cultiva-

t-or, says

:

" L conscientiously believe that no ex-

penditure of capital can at all compare in

profitable return with monev put out at

interest in the accumulation of articles

with which to form compost heaps.

—

Erer^y farm ought to have three of. these

heaps at the same time—one being formed,,

one just finished, and a third x^?i.Ay for car-

rj'ing abroad, after the necessary turnings

and tnixingsand pnlveri;:ations, have been

given to render the mass fit for the imme-
diate food of plants; then it might be

employed eilher.as a top dressing for mea-

dow or pasture lands, or be ploughed

lightly in for com, grain, &c., thus adding

a staple to the soil^ and operating at the

same time both', chemically and mechani-

cally; and no. oae would readily believe

the eas3 and fticility with which about a

couple thousand loads of coinposl could,

thus bg collected together, if the business-

were to be regularly conducted through

the whole year, Eut hare is a statement

which exhibits the fact in a light that

must slike every one at first sight.

"Suppose, then, a man and ox cart

shoulfl be employed for 250 days in the

year, collecting bank earth, tussocks,

leaves, weeds, the paiings and scrapings

of highways,, swamp mud, openings of

ditchos, and refuse articles of ever}' kind,

and to carry but six loads a day, throwing

up the materials and spreading' them com-
pletely over the heap at the close of every

day's work. Wh}':, here would be an ac-

cumulation of 1,500 loads at the year's

end. And allowing 50 cents a day for'

the man, and as muoh for the oxen, the

cost would be $-250, or 70 cents a load,

carriage, mixing and- piling included,

—

Now, if we consider that this enormous,

accumulation would be an. addition to the-

means afforded by the barn and catll^i

yards, what can more clearly prove, that

capital so expended is money at compound'

interest. And again, if, as the carts were-

emptied, the mass was mixed with the-

stable manure, in the proportion of one

load of dung to three loads of muck, &c.,

and after fermentation, the whole were

turned ovarand pulverized, and mlnglGGi

with a good solution of lime, why, the

advantages- could scarcely be calculated.

And it maybe inquired whether this mode
would not be far preferable to sending the

team many miles to town, for^ a load ofi'

stable dimg, the cost of which and car-.

riage would be eqnal to about ten loadst;

of this aomfiost..
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It may be safely laid down as an axion:), I

Then, that the aforesaid man and yoke ofi

oxen would yield more profit by iheir labor

;

than any half dozen teams otherwise en-

'

ga^red on the farm.

Few persons are aware of the fact, that

ihe oftener the compost heap is turned

over and pulverized, the richer its coments •

become. To carry abroad muck from

the heap before it has been properly amal- i

gamated by frequent exposure to the at-

mosphere by turning and mixing, is to

throw away more than one-half the profit

to be derived from the system of com-

posting."

WHEAT FIELDS OF VIRGINIA.

The wheat culture of the South has

not been, perhaps, as often described or

as well understooi'i by Northern Agricul-

turists as that of the West, and while we
may well appreciate the general agricul-

tural skdl and enterprise of the latter, we
should not lose sight of the former. The
following, by a writer in the National

Standard, will be interesting:

" We called upon the late President,

Mr. Tyler, residing on the north side of

the James River, about thirty miles below

Richmond. To say he is a good culti-

vator would be small praise. He informs

us that when he moved on his farm, three

3'ears since, a field of wheal of two hun-

dred acres, which he showed us, would

not produce more than the seed, but is

now waving with a crop of twenty bushels

10 the acre. The dressing he applied to

his land was shell rnarl, together with

straw and other manure made on the farm.

The marl abounds in sufficient quantities

to last for many years. Ten or fifteen

miles above the Ex-President's, on the

same side of the river, is the family seat

of the lamented Harrison, also in a state

cultivation, and perhaps one of the

most elierible situationson the James River.

From Mr. Tyler's we proceeded to the

estate of Robert B. Boiling, Esq., at a

distance of ten miles. We there found

farming conducted on a gigantic scale,

such as had not entered our imagination.

He went with us through his fields of

wheat, which contained yiine hundred acres f

The prospect for a crop was very fine,

and we supposed he would have thirty

bushels to the acre. He next thowed us

his grass field, which contained one thou-

sand acres. Owing to the drought, it

was not as good as expected, but we
thought as good as any of ours. His

corn, which loooked well, though small,

in consequence of the cold, amounted to

near seven hundred acres. The oats,

owing to the drought, were backward.

—

The number of acres in oats, I think he

said, was three hundred. The entire plan-

tation contained seven thousand acres of
land! The timber, consisting of white

and black oak, and pine, is very large,

except the second growth. He uses lime

from the North River, which costs him
six cents per bushel, together with straw,

which he spreads over his land in the fall

and winter—ploughs under and then

dresses with lime. This mode has brought

his land to a high state of cultivation.

His land, a few years back, was very

poor."

MANURE.

Good farmers know the great gain re-

sulting from applj'ing the manure which

is made during the winter, to the corn

and other spring crops. If left to ferment

, in the yard through summer, one-half at

least of its value is lost in vapor, &c.. and

the corn crop receives none of its benefits.

But if ploughed under in spring, the corn

! is enriched, the vapor as it escapes is ab-

sorbed by the earth, and a double benefit

• is thus received. But a difficulty occur.s

where corn fodder is largely fed, which

mixing wiih the manure binds it together

so that it cannot be drawn and spread till

the stalks have rotied. All this is obvi-

\ ated by cutting the stalks fine in a ma-
' chine, and more nutriment is obtained

from them bj' the cattle.

:
Sheep manure is difficult to separate

1 and load, bein^ dry, hard, and cr\isty in

I

its nature. In order that it may be sepa-

i
rated by the fork, take a second-rate axe

! and chop parallel lines across the heap a
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foot apart, and cut these again at right

angles, which will give blocks a foot

fcqaare,. which may he easily loaded and

drawn.

When manure from its coarseness must

necessarily be left to fernjenla few weeks

or months, much of its value ma}' be

saved by mixing it, or merely covering it

with plenty of muck, luif, earth, saw,

dust, &c., with gypsum, unslrtcked lime,

and other ingredients of good compost.

Gvpsiim is usually regarded as one of the

best absorbents of the gases of manure;

but in drawiag out the most foitid of all

manures, we have found covering it with

air-slacked lime, far more effectually to

destroy the unpleasant odor,, than the use-

of gypsum.

SOAP

Is composed of an alkali, united- wiih

some kind of oil, tallow, or grease. It

depends for its cleansing properties iipon

the alkali which forms one of its compo-
nent parts. This, in any good soap, is

held in excess, and a part of it unites

with the dirt to. be removed, and the ap-

plication of water washes them both off

together.

Hard soap is made of soda and tallow ;

but soft soap may be made into hard by
meliing wiili it common salt, the base of

which IS sodium.

Soft soap is made of oil or grease and
potash. For all purposes of cleansing,

the potash without the grease is equallj^

effective; but iis causticity is such that

it destro) s the skin or. the fabric to which
it is applied. The oil unites with the al-

kali and destroys iis causticity.

There are persons who suppose soap of

any quality injurious to the skin, and who
only use ii on compulsion. This idea is

founded in error. The skin is filled wiih
minute pores, each of which is an instru-

ment of perspiration. The matter per-

spired is of an oily character, and a por-

tion of it adheres to the edges of the mi-

nute orifices Vvhence it issues. The par-

licles of dust floating in the air become
attached to those oily places, and by. de-

grees they are partially or wholly closed

by it. There is also a gradual casting off

the surface of the old skin to give place

to the new in process of formation. The
apphcaiion of a brush to the flesh will

show this to be the fact bv the bran or

mealy substance which it removes. Soap
applied unites with these oil}' foreign mat-

ters, and by the -application of water both

are removed.

Soft soap, if used freely on the flesh,

will injure the skin, by reason of its caus-

ticity
;
and the stronger it is—that is. the-

more alkali it coniains, the sooner it uill

do this.

In the place of using the potash of the

shops in making soap, iarmers usually

employ lye made by leaching the ashes

of hard wood. The best mode of doing

this has been heretofore described in our
columns.

For the Southern Planter.

CULTIVATION AND MAr^^AGEMENT
OF TOBACCO,

J\Ir. Editor,—As I.have a (e\v moments-
to spare, I will drop you a few lines on
the cultivation and management of to-,

bacco. In the first place, I will say that

I. think the Yellow Prior is the best for

rich lots and the Big or Ruffled Oronoko,

the best for thin land and new ground.

—

The Yellow Prior is rather a late tobacco,

and has the appearance of being ripe or

nearly ripe at. least two or three weeks
before it is really so. The best mode of'

cultivating, I think, is to break up the

lots about the first of August, and run a
heavy bush over immediately after the-

ploughs, which fills up all the open places

beiweerithe furrofts, and effectually kills,

all the vegetation, especially the herds-

grass. And if the land is to be manured!

with wheat straw it should he re-ploughed:

in January, and the straw luined under.

A great many managers lay off their low-

grounds in six or eight row beds, which:

I' think a very had way, for after a few

years cuhivation and re ploughing, the-

beds get. up in a ridge on the top, and ihea
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water runs off on each side as fast as it

'

does off ihe roof of a house, and washes

away all ihe soil—consequently you fre- i

quently see about three good rows on top
|

of the' bed, and the rest poor ;
and so it

j

is with the wheat crop. The best plan
j

is to lay off lowgrounds in forty feet beds,
]

running from the river to the hillside, and i

run the rows across the beds, having a
|

deep drain furrow wherever it is neces-

1

sary. By running the rows across the

beds, the soil is kept equally distributed

across the beds. Another practice pre-

vails of priming too low. The tobacco

is generally in top before there is a large
,

hiUto it; and having scarcely any hill to

it when it is primed, it appears to be high

enough, but by the time it has a large

hill p°ut'to It, the dirt is all mixed up with

the bottom leaves, and so soon as the din

is thrown up among the leaves, especially

if the land is inclined to be wet, they

perish away, and make nothing but the

meanest lu2:s. It should be primed high

and topped 'at eight leaves, if the laud is

strong enough to bring them to perfec-

tion ; if not, Top at six leaves. 1 assisted

in the management of a crop of tobacco

in 1840, of thirty hogsheads, and we only

made two hogsheads of lugs. Tobacco

should never be ploughed after it begins

to come in top, but should have a round

and large hill, as soon as it is large enough

to beaMt, and there should not beany

loose dirt left between the hills, and never

work it when the land is wet. If tobacco

is cut in very warm weather it should be

pressed together on the scaffold, and

bushes put around to prevent the sun

from scalding it. It should remain on the

scaffold about four days if the weather is

fkir, though rather than have it caught in

the rain I would put it in the house in

two days. Fire with oak or hickory

wood, and keep but very small fires for at

least two days, when they may be gra-

dually raised, though they should never

be large. From three to four days is as

long as tobacco should be fired. Never

put fire under tobacco when it is wet. It

is customary with a great many when

they get their tobacco in prizing order in

the spring, to strike it down on the sticks,

and then haul it all up to the prize barn

and pack it down there; but this is a bad

practice, for in hauling up, or in waiting

for an opportunity to haul it, some of it

invariably gets out of order, either too

high or too dry. Barn doors should all

be made wide enough to admit of a to-

bacco hogshead being carried in the barn.

The loba'cco should be bulked down in

the bam where it is struck down, and

weighted heavy ; and when it becomes

necessary to cany it to the prize barn it

should be nicely packed in hogsheads, one

bundle at the "time, carried to the prize

I

barn, and as soon as it is taken out of the

I
cart put under the prize. Get a good set

1 on it, then put it aside, and reprize it in

I

another hogshead, and when you come
'

to sell you will find that you are well paid

I

for your trouble.

I Respectfully, yours,

An Overseer.

ClarksviUe, March 6, 1848.

"We are much obliged to the '' Overseer"'

for the foregoing communication, and wish

we conld hear from men in his line of busi-

ness more frequently than we do. They have

better opportmiities for observation than any

other class; and when they are intelligent

men, as a large number of ihem are, they can

famish jnst the sort of information needed by

the farming commniiity.

From the Cultivator.

UNENCLOSED LANDS.

Messrs. Edilors.—In the December

nutr.ber of the Cuiiivator, you allude to

! the fact that along the valley of the Con-

Inecticut, in Mas^sachusetis, "there are

I large portions of territory unenclosed, yel

' ihe"re are thousands of acres under culti-

vation, &c.

Now we are proud to have such a para-

s-raph as the one above cited and those

|t~hat follow it, wriiten of Massachusetts
j

for it is to the honor of any State to have

such thinrrs said of them, and most cer-

tainly very much to the coirfort of the

population to havethera exist; for within
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the last week an intelligent man has re-

marked, that it was " worth ten dollars a

year to an}' Airmer to have the streets

keep clear of nnimals." Another, who
has been proprietor of a small farm since

1842, says that this pulilic guardianship

has been worth more than one hundred

dollars to him in the six intervening

seasons.

But let us look at the contrast which
a few years have efrecled in this matter

in our ancient, and in some things we
hope wise, Commonwealth. Previous to

the revision of the statutes of 1S36, by

the law it was left discretionarj' with

towns to say at their annual meeting,

whether "swine and neat caiile should

be permitted to run at large under certain

restrictions.^ Yeiy naturally, every town
adopted the course which their supposed

interest and inclination prompted. In

many places, especially in the western

part of the Stale, the usual course was
to let them ramble at discretion.

The consequences were, that our streets

were so commonly ploughed by the long-

nosed swine of those days, once at least

in a season, that large crops of various

unsightly weeds sprung up along the

wa3'side to illustrate the beauty of the

thorns and thistles overgrowing the vine-

yard of the man void of understanding.

Large herds of cattle were seen rambling

in every direction. These, one might
suppose from their general movements,
were acting in the capacity of fence view-

€rs, for unless barriers were erected be-

tween the highway and the adjoining

crops, almost high enough for the walls

of a fortified city, they were sure to find

the discrepancy, which they look for an
invitation to "walk in,'' and partake, in-

such quantities as their voracious appe-

tites demanded, of the good man's labor.

Oh ! what vexations arose when these

pilferers, licensed by owi>ers who had for-

gotten the law of love for their neighbors,

and the law of right in their dealings

with their fellow-men, had broken into the

meadows, and were perhaps trampling
down the cornfield whose luxuriant growth
had promised a bountiful harvest, or, per-

haps, wading through wheat ready for

j

the sickle, and which, but for lowering

I

skies, might then have been in the reaper's

; hands, instead of being garnered into the

capacious stomachs of the wandering,

starved, sacrilegious herd of trespassers,

sent out to the daily task of highway
robber}'. 'J'hen, what care was necessa-

ry, that every gate and bar should be kep:

shut, for as sure as they were left for a.

moment unsecure, a host of quadruped

Philistines were r'eady to enter in and

spoil the land. It was not strange in

such a state of things, with every iemp-

laiion before thern, that could be offered

[
to educate them in wrong, driven by starv-

ing necessity one day, and invited by

sumptuous prospects another, that cattle

became unruly in their propensities, and

I
ungoverned in iheir habits, or that they

were induced to wander off, frequently to

i

the annoyance of their owners, and som.e-

I
times as if to give a lesson of instruction,

' a total loss tn them. But there were fur-

ther evils, which are not wholly unimpoi'-

tant, attending this loose and illiberal state

' of things. If any one was so fortunate

as to have a watering place by the way-

side, near his residence, he was sru'e to

receive a double portion of the visits of

.
congregated groups of thirsty animals on

a warm summer's day : and then wo to

;
his crops, however lofty the barriers that

separated them from the "long pasture,"

;
herded by a whole community. Perhaps

a shade tree threw its spreading arms

I

from his premises (it may be from his

i door yar'd, and around his front gate) over

tbe highway. Under a cluster of such

trees we found they were sure to make
their nooning, and the appearance of the

soft sward, and the effluvia round about,

we leave others to imagine rather than-

,
describe.

The convention that revised our sta-

tutes in 1836, saw these evils, and per-

fected a plan for their remedy ; and we
have no doubt that the benefits of the

; single enactment relative to prohibiting

i
animals from running at large in the high-

j

ways and on unenclosed lands, have al-

I

ready been sufficient to defray the ex-

I
penses of their whole session, and yet the

first fruits of their labor are hardly begin.-
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Tiing to be enjoj'eJ. They gave us a ' predators of all clashes, except lawless

:sralute expre?sly in this matter, and which bipedp, which no fences can stop, nnd law
"Cannot be mistaken in its import. In its seldom restrain. He can plant trees along

•first application it runs thus: " The field the wayside, and sit quietly and comforta-

'drrvers shall lake up at any time, all sheep, bly under 'he shadows of them— if con-

hogs, horses, or neat cattle found going venience require, he can have half a dozen

at large and without a keeper, in the gates or bars open through the do}', in

highways or on unimproved lands;" and the business of the farm, and no annoy-

ihe field ilriver is sworn like oiher officers ^ ance near— he can arive his own .anirrials

to the faiihful discharge of his duty. So without inconvenience from those who
It will be seen there is no groiind to par- have no driver—women and little chil-

ley in the mailer, no discretionary power. 'dren can walk the streets quietly and
If a field driver does not construe the law safel}' without danger from wild, disor-

in its plain and siiriple meaning, it implies derly animals— the waysides, unless used

at once that he is blinded by prejudice, or for ploughed crops, exhibit a ga}-, vernal

led astray by mistaken motives. appearance, and when newly mowed pre-

After the liberal construction and dis- sent a lively sight. In fact, countless be-

cretionary power given by the former law, nefits attend this im.proved stai-e of things,

it was in no way strange that one so and not a solitar_v wrong thing in the

stringent in its application as the present, whole matter. Wise are the legislators

should find opposition in every commnni- 1
who enact such good and wholesome

'ty. This was truly the case, we believe, ' laws for the preservation of our rights

more or less, in every section of the Com- and safety. Public benefactors are the

monweahh. In some places severe threats ' men who come boldly out and sustain

"were given, in case men did their dutj', them in their early adoption
;
and " happy

Avhen they had solemnly sworn to do it. are the people" who live under their salu-

In some, it may be, summary acts were tary influence. Maya similar condition

committed on the property of such indi- ' to that which Massachusetts is now ap-

viduals who dared lo do as the law of proaching, and which she is ultimately to

'the land said they must do or perjure attain through nil her borders in these

themselves before high Heaven, and be- matters, be speedily realized all over t'be

•come guilty and untrustworthy in the nation, and through the world,

sight of their fellow-men.
,

Wtlltam B.\con.

But the progress of the matter has I Richmond, January, IS^S.
been onward, and as you have lately had i

an opportunity to witness, its triumphs in
j

some places have been complete. In

others it is approaching that desirable po-

sition, and in all, even our moft " secluded ' The following judicious remarks are

nooks and corners," it augurs well of its ! taken from a preamble lo some resolutions

triumph. " Public opinion," ihat tribimal passed at a late meeting of the Yates

whichwillscarcelyallowanappeal fromits County Agricultural Society. A copy of

decisions, is growing stronger and stronger the proceedings was forwarded to us by
in its approval of the letter of the law, and

:

the Secretary, but we have only room for

individual prejudice, which is so prone to this extract:

nake root in the unbroken ground of self- !

" It is conceded by all classes that the

interest, is yielding in its favor as a means science of agriculture is, of all subjects,

of accomplishing its own ends. As you the most interesting, and, indeed, abso-

truly related, the state of things in our'lutely necessary to the existence of the

Commonwealth is essentially improved
|

human family ; therefore, it should claim

by the existence of this law. The farmer ' the greater share of their attention. It

can now retire at night with the reflection i is a selfevident truth that in union there

ithat his crops are safe from highway de- ' is strength, and that by associated action

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCLITIONS.
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the standard of agriculture may be very

much advanced among' us, not only in

iheory, but in attaining to nnore perfect

and certain results in practical farming

than we have yet aspired to. Knowledge,
the motive power of every science, must

be brought to bear upon this subject.

—

This can only be done in the science of

agriculture by experiments—these must

be extensive, and carefully and accurately

compared, until effects can be traced to

their causes. Agricultural knowledge
can in no way be so well disseminated,

and experiments so well compared, as by

aofriculluial societies."

USEFUL RECIPES.

Icing for Cakes.—For a large one,

heal and sift eight oimces of fine sugar,

put into a mortar, with four spoonfuls of

rosewater, and the whites of two eggs,

beaten and strained
;
whisk it well, and

when the cake is almost cold, dip a fea-

ther in the icing, and cover the cake well

;

set it in the oven to harden, but do not let

it stay to discolor. Put the cake in a

dry place.

To Ice a Very Large Cake.—Beat

the whites of twenty fresh eggs; then,

by degrees, beat a pound of double-refined

sugar, sifted through a lawn sieve ; mix
these well in a deep earthen pan ; add
orange-flower water, and a piece of fresh

lemon-peel, of the former, enough to flavor

and no more. Whisk it for three hours

till the mixture is thick and white ; then

with a thin, broad bit of board, spread it

all over the top and sides, and set it in a

cool oven, and an hour will harden it.

Plum Cake.—Mix thoroughly a quar-

ter of a peck of fine flour, well dried, with
a pound of dry and sifted loaf sugar ; three

pounds of currants, washed and very dry

;

half a pound of raisins, stoned and chop-
ped

;
a quarter of a pound of mace and

cloves ; twenty Jamaica peppers; a grated
nutmeg; the peel of a lemon cut as fine

as possible
; and a half pound of almonds,

blanched and beaten with orange-flower

water. Melt two pounds of butter in a

pint and a quarter of cream, b)]t not hot

;

put to it a pint of sweet wine, a glass of

brandy, the whites and yelks of twelve

eggs, beaten apart, and half a pint of

good 3'east. Strain the liquor by degrees

into the dry ingredient?, beating them lo-

geiher a full hour, then butter the hoop
or pan, throw in plenty of citron, lemon,

and orange candy.

If you ice the cake, take half a pound
of double-refined sugar, sifted, and put a

little with the uhite of an egg; beat it

well, and by degrees pour in the remain-

der. It must be whisked near an hour,

with the addition of a little orange-flower

water, but mind rot to put too much.

—

When the cake is done, pour the icing-

over, and return it to the oven for fifieen

minutes ; but if the oven be warm, keep

it near the mouth, and the door open, lest

the color be spoiled.

To Give a Fine Color to Maho-
gany.—Let the tables be washed per-

fectly clean with vinegar, having first

taken out any ink stains there may be

with spirit of salt ; but it must be used

with the greatest care, and only touch

the part affected, and be instantly washed

off. Use the following liquid: Into a pint

of cold drawn linseed oil put four penny-

worth of alkanet root and two pennyworth

of rose-pink, in an earthen vessel ; let it

remain all night ; then stirring well, rub

some of it all over the tables with a linen

rag; when it has lain sometime, rub it

bright with linen cloths.

For the Southern Planter.

ROADS.

J\Jr. Editor,—I was much pleased with

your remarks on this subject in your Feb-

ruary number. And as your object at

present is " to persuade the people of the

State io do Romething,^^ permit me to make
a suggestion, whilst the good people ofr

Virginia are making up their minds.

That isj let the ditches on each side of

the road be kept open and suffered to-

wash deeper and deeper, so that in work-

ing ths- roads, it will only be necessary ta
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pull down the sides of the road, leaving

'the centre highest, and thereby eventually

levelling the hill and filling np the valley.

I have known some hills eniirely washed

and worked away by this simple process;

whilst others are kept in our way, simply

by survej'ors calling out our hsnds, and

not having blazing enough to do, they cut

and /orf; brush to stop the side ditches;

and the consequence is, the road is soon

'louder than the diiches, and is necessarily

wet and gullied, keeping up an eternal

patching v.'ith leaves and brush and turf

from the fence corners.

I do hope I may never see a side ditch

obstructed again. 'J'he hills surely can-

not wash away too soon, nor the valleys

be raised too high.

Be sore and let the water off at the

foot of the hill, when vou are done with

it.

'

A.

Charlotte, March 3, 1848.

I'ERFECTIOX OF THE HU3IAN' 'FRAME.

Beauty is a property of animal forms,

that is, the provision which is made to

adapt their appearance to the perception

•of the animals with which it converses.

The bones are covered, the bowels con-

cealed, the Toughness of the muscles

smoothed and softened, and over all is

drawn an integument "^'hich answers the

purpose of concealment. "Could we view

the mechanism of our bodies through the

skin, it would erccite our fears. Durst we
make a single tnovem.ent, if we saw our

blood circulating, the tendons pulling, the

'lungs blowing, the humors filtrating, and

all the assemblage of fibres, valves, Sec,

which sustain an existence so fraiK? A
surprising perfection of the animal mass

is the package, by means of which several

operations are going on at the same time

;

yet the case containing the machinery is

'rolled and jolted about without any injury

'to the mechanism. The whole must,

therefore, be firmly packed together. Ex-
amine the contents of the trunk of any

large animal, the heart pumping at the

rate of eighty strokes in a minute; one

set of pipes carrying the stream away

from, and another bringing the fluid back

to it again ; ihe lungs performing their

elaborate office, distending and contracting

their many thousand vesicles, by a reci-

procation which cannot cease for a mo-

ment
;
the stomach exercising its power-

ful chemistry ; the bowels propelling the

changed aliment ; collecting from it as It

proceeds, and trar>smitting to the blood an

incessant supply df prepared and assimi-

lated nourishment; that blood pureuing

its course: the liver, the kidneys, &g.,

drawing off from it their secretions.

The great art in packing, is to prevent

one thing from hurting another; for this

end, the head, the chest, the abdomen of

an animal body is provided with membra-

neous partitions, which keep the parts se-

parate. This most curious and important

provision is visible in the entrails, which

one would think in danger of being in-

jured by every jump or fall. The danger

is, however, most admirably warded off.

The intestinal canal, throughout its whole

process, is knit to the edge of a broad,

flat membrane, called the mesentary, like

the edge of a rufiie, and being four times

as long as the mesentary itself, it is what
a sempstress would call "gathered on."'

The mesentary sustains the small vessel?,

arteries, veins, &c., wliich lead from or to

almost every point of its coats and cavity,

and this membrane is strongly tied to the

first three veriebrce of loins.

A RAT POWDER.

A correspondent of the Albany Cultr-

vator recommends the following for rats,

of which he relates this story

:

i

" I once, however, did see a tame rat,

1 (in Edinburgh, at the back of the Castle,

in the year 1837,) which, having been

previously' smeared with a certain compo-

sition—that which I am about to de-

scribe—was let loose in a vault, and in

less than half an hour returned followed

by some half dozen others, which seemed

so enamoured of the decoy, or of the

"scent that hung about him, that they suf-

fered themselves to be taken alive in the

rat-catcher's hands, without ever offering
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to bite. The preparation I purchased

iVom an eminent, practitioner in rat-catch-

ing. It is as follows: Powdered assafoe-

tida, one-quarter of a grain
;
essential oil

of rhodium, three drachms; essential oil

of lavender, one scruple ; oil of ainseed,

one drachm.

For the Southern Planter.

PEACH TREE.

J\Ir. Edilor,—In the Planter for March,

a communication appears over th3 signa-

ture of " Bolltng Jones," on the Peach

Tree. Mr. J. states that by rnserting

twigs of peach trees " three or four inches

in the ground leaving about two eyes

out," trees may be grown. It is necessary

that trees should be shaded, or the heat

of the sun in June or July will dry them

tip. To obviate the necessity of making

a shade, they may be planted on the north

side of a house. Soil should be light and

strong. A stiff clayey soil retards the

growth of the simall filamentous roots.

Apple trees may be grown with more

certainty than peach; and quince more

certainly than apple trees. Many persons

object to the cultivation of pear trees from

the length of time necessary before fruit

is produced. Pears grafted on the quince

stocks will mature and bear fruit in less

than half the time required by thoi^e

grafted on pear or apple stocks.

Yours, respectfully,

S. J. Wheeler.

Murfreeshoro\ JV. C, March^ 1848.

TRAPPING FOXES.

Take some fine hay chafi from a hoxm
manger, and scatter over about one yard
of ground, or on snow, in the open field,

where foxes are apt to wander, as near

the house as you can bait them. Then
upon this chaff, which we call a bed, and
around it for some distance strew a hand-
ful of fine scraps for several nights, the

refuse of tallow or lard.

At first the foxes will not approach the

bed, but -will shy around and pick up
some of the fragments. Examine occa-

sionally and replenish with a little new
bait, if they have taken any. If on the

snow, always pass by close to the bed in

one direction, not making any extra tracks.

In a few nights they will approach the

bed and clear the whole ground of the

bait.

The best ^ize for a fox-trap, when set,

will measure about five and a half inches

across the jaWs. 'I'he springs should be

made of the hest steel, and not over five

and a half inches long, each spring. Rub
over the trap a little tallow, and smoke it.

Make a hole in the snow or ground in

the centre of the bed, that when the trap

is set, it will be a little below the surface.

Place a wad of loose tow or cotton under

the pan, and cover over with dry ashes

or sand that has been sifted. Then we
spat these ash'CS down, quite compact

with a limber stick, say about eighteen

inches long, and one inch wide, covering

the pan and jaws of the trap, when
pressed, about one-fourth of an inch. It

should be so set that a lig'ht weight would

spring it. Scatter over, as at first, a thin

coat of hay chaff, which is best done with

a sieve. If there be snow, sift over the

bed a slight layer, unless the trap be set

during a gentle fall of snow, which is

best ; be careful not to make extra tracks

about the bed ; when all is done, scatter

over the whole some fine scraps or toasted

cheese, or both, throwing some bits about

at a distance. When once well baited, if

the trap be skilfully set, there is a fair

chance of taking the fox, though he may
be an " old one." I have seen many an

one caught in this way, having had some

fun myself.

A boy can tend two or three traps about

as cheap as one. Level cleared land
;

in

the woods fo:ies are more shy. If the

trap be made fast, the fox when caught

will make his escape by eating off his

foot. A small chain should be attached

about eighteen inches long, secured to a

stone that will weigh about four pounds

;

this can lay under the trap when set.

A dead carcass, horse or other animal,

makes a strong bait. Set two or thre^
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traps wilhin ten rods. If the ground be

(Vee from snow, cover over wiih moss upon

the ashes or dry sand, leaving the surface

of the ground as natural as possible

;

make use of a little bait (as above ad-

vised) on the trap; the sise of a walnut,

broken up, is sufficient. You will take

more game in this manner, than if set by

the carcass, and not be annoyed by dogs.

Another mode of taking foxes is to

bait them on a small piece of ground

surrounded by water. So arrange it that

the fox may leap into a natural or artifi-

cial bog, covered with moss, before he

reaches the bait. The trap may be co-

vered with moss only, on this small bog,

leaving all as natural as possible
;
you

are pretty sure to outwit them in this

manner.

If a trap be set for a fox burrowed in

a den, he will not pass over it for some
days, unless he be much famished ; if

there is any other possible way of escape,

he is sure to find it.

Foxes deserve more credit than farmers

usually give them. They are very useful

in destroying mice and insects. If one

should now and then, just take a fowl or

a lamb, he may be severely punished,

%uhen you catch him.

S. W. Jewett.

Weybridge, Vi., Dec. 17, 1847.

Far the Southern Plauier.

fence; l,aw.

Shortly after No. 2, by " R. W. W."
was written (see January number of the

Planter) Member and Voter chanced to

meet again, when the following interview

took place

:

Member. It's Uuly mortifying to me,

friend W., to lose your vote. You have
invariably sustained me heretofore, and so,

did your father, during his lifetime. Our
families have always been intimate; and

I fear, sometimes, there is some other dif-

ficulty besides our difference of opinion

about the fence laio. If so, I hope j'ou

will not keep it from me, but give me an
opportunity to explain.

Voter. Nothing would give me greater

pleasure than to vole for you, could I con-

scientiously do. so. We are now, and
ever have been together, politically ; and
be assured that the only reason of my
determination not to vote for you, is be-

cause of our difference of opinion about

the proposed fence law. Make a faithful

effort to get that law passed at your next

session, and on the fourth Thursday in

April next you'll get my vote—otherwise

you cannot. It is true, I am, and ever

have been, a partisan in politics ; never

yet having voted for any man whose po-

litical tenets did not accord with my own
;

but I am now well satisfied that party

feeling has been carried too far for the

good of the country
;
and the chief ques-

tion with me now is, are you fence or anti-

fence ?

Member. Really it seems to me this is

a small matter, to separate friends poli-

ticall}'.

Voter. A small matter, indeed! What?
vote for a man who will tax me unneces-

sarily, hundreds of dollars, and the State

tens of thousands ?

Member. You astonish me. Surely

you cannot think me capable of imposing

an unnecessary tax upon my constituents

and Stale?

Voter. You may noi designedly do ih'is]

but still you do it.

Metnber. Are you in earnest ?

Voter. I am almost in, angry earnest.

Member. Pray give me some of the

items of this heavy taxation.

Voter. Because of the great amount of

fencing which the present law requires

me to keep up, I am compelled to have

on my farm at least three more laborers

than would be otherwise required. These

are to be boarded, clolhed and tax paid.

But, not to itemise further, let us add up.

Three negroes' hire at $60—$180; do.

board at ^40—$120; clothing at $10—
$30; taxes at $1—$3: making a suni

total of $333; of annual unnecessary tax

upon me individually ; and I leave you
to ascertain as nearl}- as praetieable, the

number of farmers in Virginia, and then

work out the following plain statement,

by the rule of thi'ee. Take W.> he being
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one of your consrittierits, and about an

average V^irg'inia fanner—then say, if the

annual unnecessary tax upon W., be

$333, what is the amount of annual un-

necessary tax paiil by the State of Vir-

ginia? and wheH you gel the answer,

you'll find you've done and are about to

do more mischief, than you ever intended

perpetrating in your iifeiime. But before

we part, let me give you another ru^.e of

three sum.

^Member. Excuse me, if you please ; it

will now take me till night to reach home,

and as I have to pass yooir house in the

morning, I'll caH arid giv-e you the result

of my del ibe;at ions. Gocd night.

Votei'.—(Next morning.) I sui>pese

you've worked the sum I gave you, and

are now ready for the other !

Alember. The truth is, 1 am almost

confounded. I've not had time to digest

the subject well, but I owt^ 1 am half

convinced.

Voter. Well, give us the answer to the

first sum.

JMember. Fer want of time and data, I

couldn't state the sum satisfactorily, but

the result is thousands added to thousands.

Voter. Fearing I may not see you again

shortly, I'll give you the second sum, and
at your leisure you can give me the an-

swer. If W. by reducing the amount of

his fencing to just so much as will be ne-

cessary to enclose a standing posture, can
enrich annually twenty acres of land, now
worth four dollars per acre, but which
when enriched will be worth twenty dol-

lars, what will be the number of acres,

and their increased annual aggregate va-

lue in Virginia? and when you get this

answer, add it to that of the first sum,
and you'll find it no single barreled busi-

ness you've been doing, but that you've
been firing revolvers all the time you've
been a member: of the House, at the far-

mers in Virginia.

Member. Be it so, but being a farmer
rriyself, it can hardly be supposed that I

would designedly do any thing prejudicial

to the farmers interest.

Voter. That may all be true, but whe-
ther with or without design, if I'm taxed,

I'm taxed. V^'hat matters it, whether I'm

[
killed by a Mexican ball, or a Guenilla's

I lance" If I'm killed, I'm killed. 1 want
I a representative v. ho will not tax me un-

; necessarily, either with, or without design.

j

jMember. I must' own, nriy time and ac-

;
tention have been so engrossed for years

past with politics, that I've scarcely for a

moment thought of the agricultural in-

terest.

Voter. No wcnder, when you have per-

mitted yourself to be so trammelled by
party, and influenced by boy lawyers and
inexperienced youths, ^vho wholly igno-

rant of the agricultural interest, can only

spout forth party politics, keeping up for-

ever a fevered excitement upon that sub^

ject, but never for a morn'ont thinking cf

the weightier matters of the law. Lei:

me give you a case. B., a young lawyer,

a de!e<rate elect, was informed by several

of his consiiluerits that some half dozen

of them owned large tracts of land on

creek, in his county, worth fifty dol-

lars per acre, if drained, hut, that this

could not be d-one, because M., who owned
a small tract at the mouth of said creek,

refused to ditch, or to permit others to

drain it for him, without heavy compen-

sation for the privilege of so doing. Now,
said his constituents, at your next session

we wish you to relieve us, either by com-

pelling B. to drain his own land, or permit

others to drain it for him, without allow-

ing him compenEation therefor. And as

"allowing compensation" sounded some-

what (very remotely though) like "Old
Zac," it set him all on fire; and what
think you was his reply ? "/ shall gofor
Old Zac against the worlds Now, you
at once perceive that the head of this

young professed jurisconsult, but practical

politician, was so crammed with politics,

that there wasn't room for another idea.

Pray, what has the election of General

Taylor to the Presidency, to do with

ditching low g-jounds ? How knows that

young lawyer, what will best promote the

agricultural interest? and consequently,

his county's interest. What cares he if

A.'s slock commit depredations on B.'s

farm ? He may get a fee thereby. He's

prompt, however, though a Virginia de-

legate, to legislate the other side of Vir-
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ginia, and to resolve, that the President

deserves the thanks of the nation for the

grtoi ahillty with which he has conducted

the Mexican war, &c. Resolved, that

our Senators in Congress be instructed,

and our Represenlives be requested, to do

this, that, and the other thing: but the

poor farmer, bj whose vole he has been

made an honorable Representative, is ne-

ver thought of during any one of the four

seasons, except the spring ;
and to be cha-

ritable, we'll attribute his then kindly feel-

ings, to the genial rays of the sun ; and

by no means insinuate, that it is because

the fourth Thursday of April is at hand.

How the farmer (who at best is but a

beast of burden, sustaining himself and

all the world besides) is to support much
longer the heavy burden which he bears,

is an oppressing thought. The legisla-

ture first saddles him with many miles of

heavy fencing ; more, frequently, than he

can get along with. His neighbors' stock

take advantage of this, and commit de-

predations. Neighbors fall out, and now's

the lawyers' time. Up he inaunls behind

the Legislature and their long fence, so

that the poor farmer now carries double.

Findmg him still able to travel, though it

be but a crawl, the merchant with a bale

of goods next gets astride. Then mounts

the M. D. with a wallet of drugs; and

presently, all the lesser dignitaries; till

last, though not lest, up mounts the she-

riff, with an enormous bundle of execu-

tions, attachments, &c. &c. &.c.

You perceive at once, I\Ir. Editor, that

an Asiatic cairoel couldn't stand up under

this burden. But, cbserve, v/hile the far-

mer writhes, and groans and dies, under

this immense pressure ; the legislator

laughs and talks, drinks grog and eats

oysters. The complaisant lawyer, lei-

surely smokes his cigar, while counting

up his fees for the last twelve months, and

at the next term of the couvt raakes a la-

bored argument to prove thp.t " Mts" is

the meaning of the law : while his oppo-

nent makes an c<}ual effort to convince

the court that "niy friend has wholly

misapprehended the meaning of that law ;"

both of them, too, members of the House

when that law was passed. Thus the

chameleon is made white, black or blue,

as policy may dictate—but observe! if

the court decide that the chameleon is

white, the lawyer who proved him. black,

nevertheless gets his fee from the farmer.

The smiling merchant has just opened a

new store, and tell? the farmer, " Never
mind about the money—whenever you
want anything in my line, just send an

order, and 3-ou can get anything you
want." (Take care, farmer [ if you tra-

vel that yoad I tell you there's trouble

ahead ! !) Finding it more convenient to

send an order than the mone}-, the farmer

determines to go on credit, and at the end

of twelve months proposes a settlement:

the merchant tells him, "oh, never mind,

I am not in need of the money, continue

to send for what you want." The settle-

ment is delayed, r.nd the unsuspecting

farmer thinks the merchant the kindest

and best friend he has in the w^orld. (He'll

learn better when he gets older.) Pre-

senily it's whispered that the farmer is

getting behindhand (in debt). The mer-

chant now informs him he is sorrj' he

cannot extend unto him longer credit, but

kindl}' tells him that he can still get such

articles as he may need, provided he will

make over to him his little tract of land,

&c. &c. Farmer consents, and still goes

on credit, hoping to make a good crop

arid square off, but is disappointed—pre-

sently lands, goods and chattels are sold,

and the poor farmer, like his goods, is now
off; going, gone ! Do the legislator, the

lawyer, the merchant, et id omne genus,

shake his hand now as cordiallj' as here-

tofore ? Nay, the one has found out he

has now no vote, and the other no dollars

;

and if left to pay to him the last sepu^

chral rites

" Sic is the way
Of them Avha fa' upon the prey-
They'H scarce ro^v up the wretch's feet

Sae scrirap they'll make his winding sheet."

R. W. W.
Oak Shade, Goochland, Aug. 1 S4T.

Wild onions may be destroyed by cul-

tivating corn, ploughing and leaving the

field in its ploughed state all winter.
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VALUE OF OLD ROPE. ! thcKe who may desire to pursue colleffiaie

branches, or acquire a thoroush commer-
Among the numerous worn out and

cial education, under circumsVances bigh-
otien considered worthless materials which

,^ favorable to physical and moral culture,

the mgenuuj oi man has discovered tne
^^^ ^^ikx, in addition to the main object of

means of re-manutacturing, and rendered
^^^ institute, (acrriculiure,] the students

of equal value ot us original substances, ^^^ ^^ prepared for any other respectable
are old tarred ropes which have been in

profession.
use at coal pits. Our readers wdl be sur- .p^^^ institute has the advantage of ad-
prised when we inform them tnat out oi --^^^ ^^le residence of Mr. Gowen, who
this dirty and apparently unbleacnable

kindlv volunteers his experience and coon-
substance, is produced a tissue paper oi

^el in'promotin? the object of the establish-
the most beautiful fabric, evenness of sur- ment—agricult^ural education.
fi\ce, and delicacy of color, a ream of r^j^g

year is divided into two sessions:
which, with wrapper and string, weighs

^^^ g^^ gp^i^^ betrinninir on the first

two and a half pounds. It is principally Thursday of April, the second on the 6rst
used in the potteries for transferring the Thursday of October,
various patterns to the earthenware, and

Terms' §12.5 per session, payable in

is found superior to any other substance advance—including bed. beddinc. vash-
yet known for that purpose ;

it is so lena-
i^^^^ mendin> fuel and liehts.

C10U3 that a sheet of it, it twisted by hand Address tlie Principal Jchx Wilkin-
m the form of a rope, will support up- ,^^, ^^^^-^^ jSi^ March' at Por.ehkeepsie,
wards of one hundred weight. Truly ^^y (afier that time Germanfown. Pa.)
we live in an age of invention.—Famer , q^. j^^^^.^ Qowex. Esj !

and MecJianic. '

Philadelphia, Pa.

• Mr. Gowen is well known to th? a?ricul!G-

For the Southern Planter.
ral commanity of the United States ss one of

• the most successfal and skilful fanasrs of the

MOU^'T AIRY AGRICULTURAL ^^^. ^^^ ^jjj^ -^ ^^^^ ^^^^ jjjje ,jj„t anv man
I'NSTITUTE '

'

can have to conduct an institniion of this so.t.

This Institution is located at Mount To carry out this favorite scheme, he has mace

Airy, Germantown, seven miles from the great sacrifices—both pecuniary and oiher-

city of Philadelphia, being the grounds wise—as the following extract from a private

and farm of James Gowen, Esq., so fa- letter addressed to Gen. Wm. H. Richardson,

vorably known to the agricultural com- -^vhich we take the liberty of publishing, will

munity—a site proverbial for its salubrity g^ow. The residence which he has given np,

and in every respect eminently adapted to jj,^. ^^ j^j^l^t l,ave the colle-e under his eve.

the end and object of an Agricultural
^^ ^^n j-n^wn to all who have visited it, as

fceniinary.
one of the most teautiful and delightful in

1 he system of insirucnon is such as io , . _

afford the student every lacil'ty for acquir-

ing a thorough knowledge of scientific "I take leave also to place in your

and practical agriculture, with the use of hands a few of the prospectuses for circu-

the best modern farm implements and lation, which you wdl please to place in

machinery. suitable hands. You will perceivfe by

Chemistry and the other natural sci- this that my long cherished object—one

ences requisite to an enlightened course on which I was meditating when almost

of agriculture, and applicable to the gene- on the brink of the grave—is now being

ral pursuits of life, receive special atten- carried into full experiment, at a men-

tion ; lectures, with experimental illustra- strous sacrifice of convenience to my fa-

tion. being connected with each course. mily and much pecuniary loss to my
The best facilities are also afforded to purse. Will not then the agricultural
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gcnilemen, who have as tieep an interest

Ml ihe cause as I have, pat lo ibeir hand
and assist ihiseTfort? God knows, such
an insiitiiiion is much neetied, for there is

no place le educate a countty gentleman
;

no place to make a nseful, intellectual

man. The colleges aft preparatory only

to professional hfe and <renteel loafism.

The lawyers and doctor?, in the general,

succeed but indifferently, and those who
do succeed, earn their living and their

fame at the sacrifice of beUi health and
happiness. The landed interest is the

most inviting, the safest, tbe happiest of

all, and should attract the attention of

planters—especially men who ha%-e for-

luces to bequeath to their eons."

WINTER-KILLED AVHEAT.

William Little, in the Ohio Cultivator,

says that his late sown wheat on corn

ground, was much "winterkilled," that

(3 thrown out by frost, which is chiefly

remedied by using a heavy roller, press-

ing the half-killed roots into the ground,
which caused them again to vegetate.

—

Such wheal yielded about twenty bushels

per acre.

For ibe Somhera Planter.

TIME OF PUTTIN'G COLTS AT WORK.

Air. Editor.^—The February number of

the Planter has a piece headed as above,

from the Prairie Farmer. Now, as the

short piece commences by saying, " the

common practice on this point is wrong,"
let us see what be advises.

First, commence breaking a colt "be-

fore he is weaned," and continue, "by ac-

customing him to the halter and to hand-

ling" without intermission for five years
;

ttien, " wiih fair usage the horse will be
as good at tw^enty years of age as he is

commonly at fifteen."

Let Ks calculate for a moment. A -ce-

kbrated -farrier estimates a colt lo cost to

raise it to three years of age, $120.—
Now, what does the coll cost the last of

the three years ? Why, at least $50. and
to keep him two years loncer we mav
very safely put it down at §60 per year,

making $120 additional cost. Now, add
the cost of "accustoming him to the tas-

ter and to handling" without intermissinn

for five years, and I think $10 per year

a very moderate charge"; making in alt

$170 additional outla}^ before you put

your horse to work. Now, add say
twelve years' compound interest (for most
of we farmers pay it), and you have the

nice sum of more than $34U actually ad-

vanced, (io sa}' nothing about the use of

money,) in food, hauling, &c. And all

for what? To have an old worthle.cs

horse on your hands to feed on meal Tor

five years. But, grant the old hcrse is

worth at the age of fifteen, $40, and you
have a clear loss of $300.

But paper calculations are generally

extravagant, let us curtail. For instance,

let us say farriers know nothing about it,

and suppose the farmer is willing to work
cheap, and instead of $120 for raising a

colt, let us say $60. then to make " surety

doubly sure," lei us have it again, and
say $30, and kt tfs give up the difference

in feeding a five year old and a one year

old, and say it cost $10 per year, which
makes $20 for keeping a horse two years

and the interest till he is, say sixteen

years of age, will make it more than $4©
outlaid, and all for the mealing of a poor

old horse. Without pretending to knov,r

wheiher " the common practice on this

point is generally wrong," or not, it seems

to me to be a clear case, if a hog cost $6
per annum to raise and keep it, and say

pork is worth $6 per cwt.; that, though

the hog at two years old may weigh 150

lbs., if, at one year old he weighs 100 lbs.

we had better salt him. And even, if, at

one year old he may weigh 200 lbs., and

at two years old, 300 lbs. we had belter

salt. " Quick profits," says the six weeks
tanner. " This side will weigh more to

lay in tan another year," says the coun-

try tanner to his customer.

Affain, without knowing much about

the "breaking process" or "the halter"

custom, or the " harrdling" of colts, I have

heard old women sav "' handlinr' kittens
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made ihem runts. And I have heard old

horse .breakers say, " ihe wilder ihe coll

the gentler the horse ;" that is, when once

subdued they are less likely to rebel than

those who look upon their rider rather as

an equal than their master. But, enough,

" Poor old hoi-se, let hifn die.'

* Charlotte, Feb. 26, 1848.

A.

REMEDY AGAINST MOTHS.

Il is an old custom with some house-

wives to throw into their drawers every

year a number of fir cones, under the idea

that their strong resinous smell might

keep away the moth. Now, as the odor

of these cones is due to turpentine, il oc-

curred to Reaumur to try the effect of

this volatile liquid. He rubbed one side

of a piece of cloth with turpentine, and

put some moths on the other; the next

morning they were all dead, and, strange

to say, they had all voluntarilj' abandoned

their sheaths. On smearing some paper

slightly with the oil, and putting this into

a bottle with some of the grubs, the

weakest were immediately killed ; the

most vigorous struggled violently for two
or three hours, quitted their sheaths and

died in convulsions. It was soon abun-

dantly evident that the vapor of oil of

turpentine acts as a terrible poison to the

grubs. Perhaps ii may be said that even

this remedy is worse than the disease, but,

as Reaumur justly observes, we keep
away from a newly painted room, or leave

off for a few days a coat from which
stains have been removed by turpentine,

why, therefore, can we not once a year

keep away a day or two from rooms that

have been fumigated with turpentine?

It is, however, surprising how small a
quantity of turpentine is required

; a small
piece of paper or linen just moistened
therewith and put into the wardrobe or

drawer a single day, two or three times a
year, is a sufficient preservation against
moths. A small quaniiiy of turpentine,

dissolved in a liiile spirits of wine, (the

vapor of which is also fatal to the moth,)

will entirely remove the offensive odor,

and yet be a sufficient preservative. The
fumes of burning paper, wool, linen, fea-

thers, and of leather are also effectual, for

the insects perish in a very thick smoke,

but the most effectual smoke js that of

tobacco. A coal smelling but slightly of

tobacco is sufficient to preserve a whole
drawer. We trust our fair readers will

not scold us for thus affording their hus-

bands or lovers an additional excuse for

perpetuating a bad habit.

The vapor of turpentine and the smoke
of tobacco are also effectual in driving,

away spiders, ants, ear-wigs, bugs, and

fieas. The latter tormenters are so abun-

dant on the continent, as frequenih' to de-

prive the weary traveller of bis night's

rest. If he would provide, himself with

a vial, containing turpentine and spirits

of wine in equal parts, and would sprin-

kle a few drops over the sheets and cover-

lid before retiring to rest, he would proba-

bly have reason to be grateful for the hint.

Foreigners are in the habit of smoking in

their bedrooms—a habit which excites

surprise and disgust in England : it will

now be seen, however, that there is reason

for the practice.

—

Sharpes London ,Mog.

For the Southern Planter,

AGRICULTURAL PAPERS.

In reading the February number of the

Planter I am so much more than half a

mind to lose my originality enough to as-

sume the character of a "reviewer" that

1 have actually sharpened a quill for the

task. If I prove a burthen to its Editor

or readers the sin is not at my door en-

tirely, for it has been clearly shown to be

the duty of all who can make a bard

stroke a lighter one, or by any process

make "two blades of grass grc-w where

but one grew before," or tell us how to

save the penny or expend it to a better

advantage, or how things in doors and out

can be arranged to save trouble, time and

expense; to communicate their know-

ledge for the benefit of their brethren. A
volume might be written on the subject
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now under consideration, showing the ns-
\

cessitij of scLiiterini? ag:ricultural papers
\

broadcast through ihe land would time!

and space permit. My experience—every

farmer's experience is replete with the ad-

A'antages of such a help—where a few

words have saved many dollars, or many
hard days' work. We' are too ignorant—
we do not knoio what enters into and forms

the plant, and how it is supplied; we
sometimes poison instead of giving it

food
;
sometimes we treat it very unkindly.

Our fathers did many things, both wise

and good, but not perfect in every respect,

and if there be a better practice, it is not

wisdom in us to obstinately follow the

routine of their days; and were 1 to say

what I thought would be the best thing

for every fanner—the best thing for the

prosperity of this State in an agricultural

point of view, it would be to place in the

hands of every percon a copy of the Planter.

The " iVleinoranda for the iMonth" is

good. This suggests many things that

might not have been thought of other-

wise. Read it carefully one and all ; and

while you are fixing your fences just re-

volve it in your rnind if it would not be

belter to have the fence laws changed, so

(hat instead of fencing to keep your neigh-

bor's siock off from your premises, you
would fence to keep your own at home
Every one knows the character of his

own stock better than he does that of his

neighbor's, and he can make fence ac-

cordingly. Your neighbor may have un-

ruly cattle, and put you to all the trouble

of fencing against them. It looks to me
far more reasonable that every man should

keep his own on his oton, than to keep his

neighbor's off. If it be so, if enough loould

speak, it should be done.

Is it a fact that February is the right

time for pruning apple trees'? T thought

that June was, by all means, as the sap

was then in that thickened state as not to

bleed freely and the wound would the

more readily heal. I speak not know-
ingly, but the best time, and the reason

why It is so, is necessary to be known.
The practice of "nicking horses" sa-

vors entirely too much of barbarism. It

certainly is a cruel practice, and one that

no really humane person can do without

some feeling of pliy for the poor beast

that suffers for the merefancy of his owner.

To say that it is necessary to prevent

catching the lines, &c., is mocking reason.

Brutes suffer enough necessarily for man,
without suffering unreasonably.

If the facts contained in the article un-

der the " Useful Hints about Bed-Rooms."
were as intelligibly impressed on the minds

of every parent as they are in the Planter,

a vast amount of pain, sickness and pre-

mature death would be avoided. Here is

a text for many sermons, and I many
times have been pained in seeing the

small, miserable,'xTnhealthy rooms in which
some forty children were confined day af-

ter day for many years of their lives,

without even a comfortable seat, tired be-

3'ond all endurance, becoming subjects for

a miserable existence or an early <leath,

A tocsin should be often sounded, that in-

tellect and health are so vitally impaired

by many wearisome customs now com-
mon, and not fully understood.

" Food on an acre of land." Here is

a text from v/hich a long sermon might
be preached, and from which much more

should be said and practically applied.

The quantity that might he produced from

one acre of ground has never been ascer-

tained. The number of times t'hat one

grain will multiply itself under the best

circumstances, although, perhaps not de-

finitel}' known, is really surprising, and
the great aim should be to raise the 'most

from one seed, or off one acre, instead of

raising so many acres of wheat, and only

receive seven, ten, or may be "fifteen"

bushels to the acre. I wish to introduce

here the remarks of Dr. Adam Clark on

these words "some a hundred-fold," which

I hope every reader of the Planter will

consider very attentively.

" For the elucidation of this text," says

he, "I beg leave to introduce the follow-

ing experiment : In 1816 I sowed, for a

third crop, a field with oats, at Millbrook,

in Lancashire. Tlie grains weighed, on

an average three-quarters of a grain each.

One grain produced three stalks with three

ears : the largest had 68 grains in it, the

second 26, and the third 26. Whole
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number of grains 119; which together

\veighe(i 83 grains. The root separately,

after washing and drying, weighed 13^

grains. The stalks and remaining leaves i

(for many had perished in the wet sea-]

son), 630^ grains. Weight of the whole i

produce of one grain of oats, 726 grains.

Which was 725^ times more than the

original weight. The power of grain to

;

multiply itself, even in the same year, is i

a subject as much of curiosity and asto- '

nishrnent as of importance and general

utility. For the further elucidation of

this text I shall give the following exam-

ple from a practice in agriculture, or rural

,

economy, which is termed filtering.
j

On the 2d of June, 1766, Mr. C. Miller,

:

of Cambridge, sowed some grains of the

common red ic/teal, and on the 8th of Au-

gust a single plant was taken up, and se-i

parated into eighteen parts, and each

planted separately. These plants having

pushed out several side s/ioois, about the

middle of September, some of them were

taken up and divided; and the rest be-

tween that time and October. This se-

cond division produced €7 plants. These
plants remained through the winter, and

another division of them, made between'

the middle of March and the 12th of;

April, produced 5C0 plants. They were

divided no farther, but permitted to remain ;

in the field. These plants were, in gen-

eral, stronger than any of the wheat in
j

the field. Some of them produced up-

:

wards of 100 ears from a single root ; and
,

many of the ears measured seven inches
|

in length, and contained between sixty and

seventy grains. The whole nurnber of

ears produced from the single plant was

21,109, which yielded three pecks and

three quarters of clear corn, weighing

forty-seven pounds seven ounces, and, from

a calculation made by counting the grains

in an ounce, the whole number of grains

was about 576,840. Mr. Miller thinks

that had he made a second division in the

spring, the number of plants would have

amounted to 2, COO. Whoever considers

the subject carefully must be impressed

that there is sornething like infinity in the

multiplication of grain, which is of the

first, and the mainly to be considered point

of the good agriculturist."

The " Plan of Berkeley Farming"

seemed to work well by the experiment

given. But it seems to me to be the best

wa}' to put on as near fifty cart loads of

m.anure to the acre as possible, and plough

it under. To do this, limit the number of

acres—go by the waj'side and ditches

and gather as good material as can be

found and haul into the yards, on which

feed the stock through the winter. Make
a business of making mainire and saving

it ; and if but one acre can be ihorougtly

manured at a time at first, it is better^ lo

raise seventy or eighty bushels of corn

from it, than to plant four acres for the

same.

Mr. W^oody, of Smith field, Avants to

sell fifty or seventy-five bushels of com at

two dollars per bushel, for which you

ought to be well paid. If Mr. Woody
will guarantee seven barrels of good corn

to the acre on our poor land in Fan fax

countv, he can find purchasers a plenty.

Notwithstanding his brilliant description

of the South Oregon com, I think it better

policy to seek to improve our exhausted

fields that they may bring an ordinary

crop of common com than /o /rK^rit, ne-

vertheless.

For one, I believe that tea and cofTee

as in general use are no more to be con-

sidered a blessing than ardent spirits, and

the testimony in reference to its nutritious

properties is strongly against it. So many
are the arguments against their use that

I will not, in this extended article, attempt

to notice them, but will, in a separate pa-

per, if any choose to defend their use.

I hope, Mr. Editor, that you will fre-

quently give us lessons on roads. If you

will keep the subject before the people,

by and by the efl["ects will be seen. What

a shame that we are so indolent, and in

such a state as this, that we should go

backward instead of forward. And while

ycu are lecturing on roads, if you stir up

the people to believe that it is more just

to compel every man to keep his stock on
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his own premises ihan to fence his neigh-

bor's off, you will likewise prove a public

benefactor.

Yours, respectfully', F.

Fairfax, March 19, 1848.

With regard to pruning, we part)}' agree

with the foregoing writer. We are opposed

to spring and early summer pruning, because

much of the sap would be then lost; while we
are in favor of midsummer, for the reason he

named. But we still think autumn and Feb-

ruary, in Virginia, and in all places north of

Virginia, to be still better seasons. For, dur-

ing the whole of the autumn and winter trees

are collecting nourishment from the ground,

which remain mostly in the stock until the

warmth of spring carries it to the branches.

Now, if the pruning is done in autumn or

February, all this nourishment goes into the

remaining branches. In midsummer the trees

certainly do not bleed much ; but they scarcely

bleed more at the seasons we named, and those

seasons have the great advantage just men-

tioned. The wounds heal over more quickly

at midsummer; but any simple composition,

such as one part of Venice turpentine and two

parts beeswax, or a quart of alcohol, with

some shellac dissolved in it, answers the want

of bark till formed.

TO PROTECT TREES AGAINST RAB-
BITS AND HARES.

For years I have suffered by the destruc-

lion comiTiitled by these vermin among
iny apple trees

;
unless painted every year

with train oil and hog's lard, mixed over

the fire to the consistence of paste, many
thousands of my trees would have been

destroyed. The above I have found tbe

only efficient composition, after many trials

of others recommended. The oil is in-

jurious to trees, but the lard neutralizes

its bad effects, and appears to prevent its

penetrating the bark; still, the trouble of

having 20,000 apple trees painted with a

brush by boys, was very great ; and I felt

much pleased when visiting Mr. Dillislone

last autumn to learn from him that sundry

pieces of rags tied to ihe slicks, which I

observed in his nursery, and about which
I was inquiring, were sulphured rags,

which had protected his trees from hares

and rabbits all the preceding winter. I

must confess, however, that I felt incre-

dulous, observing at the same time, that,

surrounded as I am by preserves, if they

would protect my trees, I should feel per-

fectly convinced of their efficac}'. In No-
vember last I purchased a quantity of

sulphur, collected sundry pieces of vags,

which were cut into slips nine inches by
six; these were put into cleft sticks, (about,

two feet in length,) dipped into the melted

sulphur, and the sticks with their minia-

ture flags stuck into the earth so as to

stand about eighteen inches out of the

ground, round the quarters of apple trees,

about three yards apart. Now for the

result. We have had much shorp wea-

ther, in which hares and rabbits are gen-

erally very destructive, but not a single

tree has been touched in those quarters

surrounded by my flags of sulphur.

—

Some straggling unprotected trees have

been completely gnawed round, and, in

particular, one solitary row of apple trees,

which was forgotten, was entirely de-

stroyed. I have, therefore, strong hopes

that I shall never more have occasion to

smear my trees with oil and grease, and

other compositions, all of which are, to a

certain degree, injurious ; for oil, even

when mixed with lard, often forms a coat

over the buds on the 3'oung shoots; and

prevents their breaking kindly. I have,

in by-gone years, destroyed in my nursery

more than three hundred hares and rab-

bits in one season. I have reason to be

grateful for such a simple and efficacious

mode of protection from their ravages.

—

Foreign paper.

The application of oil or grease to

3'oiing trees is productive of injury, not

so much from forining a coal over the

young buds, as the author asserts, as in

its effects upon the circulation, or rather

perspiration, hy closing the poves of the

bark. Tar is sometimes applied and often

proves fatal to young trees.

Although it is quite a task to paint

twenty thousand apple trees with a brush,

yet it may not be found so great a job to
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paint two or five hundred trees, as to en-

close the orchard with sulphured fags.

Asa protection against rabbits, stir a

quantity of sulphur into fome soft soap

and apply to the trunk of young trees.

This is offensive to rabbits, and the soap

will promote the health of the trees. An-
other method of protecting orchnnl trees

is to stick three cornstalks two feet long

around the tree, tying the upper ends to

the tree. Hog's lard and sulphur will

answer instead of soap.

BREEDING MALE OR FEMALE.

Ii would be highly desirable in many cases

to have it in our power to determine the sex

of cattle, to cause the production ol' male or

female at pleasure. We frequently wish to

multiply the number of cow calves of a high

breed, and we frequently wish to have a pre-

ponderance of bucks from a celebrated stock

of sheep. Many cattle breeders think they

have a rule by which they can effect this de-

sideratum. This rule was started in France,

but it is now considered somewhat out of date

in that country. It consists in simply making

that parent of whose sex the offspring is de-

sired the more robust of the two at the time

of cohabitation. For instance, if you want

more females than males among your lambs,

put your ewes on low keep, and use vigorous

rams of a full age; or if you wish the con-

trary result, use full grown and robust ewes

with weaker and low-fed rams. Some expe-

riments hav^e been published by a gentleman

in Urbana, Ohio, who signs himself " J. H. J."

which would seem to upset this improbable

but popular rule. He states that being de-

sirous to muitiplj- the number of high bred

cow calves, he was for a long time very care-

ful to keep his cows in the best possible con-

dition during the winter and spiing. His ex-

perience for four years gave tolerable proof

that the rule was true ; for, of thirty-five calves

produced by his cows in that time, fourteen

only were bulls, while twenty-one were cow
calves. But he tried the same plan for nine

years more, and found that the majority of

females in the first four years was merely the

result of chance—as there were more males

than females in many of the succeeding years.

There is another rule for determining the

sex of animals much advocated in England,

which is founded on the relative age of the

parents. According to this rule, if the male is

younger than the female, or if they are both

of the same age the offspring will probably be

female. If the male be but little older than

the female, a few months or a few years ac-

cording to the longevity of the animal, the sex

will be doubtful, and probably depend on the

relative health and strength at the time of im-

pregnation. And, lastly, if the male be con-

siderably older than the female, while yet his

animal powers are undiminished in vigor, the

greater the diflerence the more likely will the

offspring be male.

The following table, drawn up from the re*

cords of the British peerage, where ei-ery par-

ticular of ages and marriages have been re-

corded, would seem to support the English

rule, at least so far as the human animal is

concerned

:

When the husbands were younger than their

wives to TOO girls were born 86 boys.

When of the same age as their wives to 100

girls were born 94 boys.

When older from 1 to G years to 100 girls were

born 103 boys.

When older from 6 toll years to 100 girls

were born 126 boys.

When older from 11 to 16 years to 100 girls

were born 147 boys.

The influence of age, as shown in this table,

is too striking to be attributed to chance.—

Whether the analogy will hold so well with

lower animals, we have no means of ascer-

taining at present within our reach.

For the Southern Planter.

CORN.

Mr. Editor,—The enclosed certificate

of as respectable gentlemen as any in the

counties of Culpeper and Orange of the

quantity of corn grown on two acres of

my land, the last year, (1S47,) and the

following statement as to the land, prepa-

ration, cultivation, &c., you can publish,
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if you think them worthy a place in your
Planter

:

The first acre on my Slate Hill farm
(Culpeper) is seldom overflowed, conse-

qnemW not as rich as the larger portion

of my lovvgrounds; I, therefore, gave it

a lig-ht manuring, by penning my cattle

on it a short time. In February' a bushel
of plaster was sown over it ; the land was
then ploughed with a M'Cormick plough,

No. 12, drawn by three horses, a subsoil

plough (of my own construction) follow-

ing in the furrow. The two ploughs
averaged about thirteen inches deep.

—

Late in April the second bushel of plaster

was given it, and the land thoroughly
harrowed. On the evening of the last

day of April and the first day of May
the corn was planted in rows two feel

apart and one fool in the drill, and covered

by a large two-horse harrow, (my favorite

mode of covering corn, as it gives the

land an additional working.) When about
one foot high the single coulter passed
twice in the row, followed by a small cul-

tivator once in the middle. It was then
thinned to one stalk, and nicely wed out.

When about waist high the hoes passed
through it, and the third bushel of plaster

was sown over it. Here the cultivation

ended. The second acre, on my Soldier's

Rest farm, (Orange,") is a rich alluvial

soil, subject to overflow, receiving from
every fieshet a heavy deposit. It was
well ploughed some time in April with
No. 12, M'Cormick, but was neither ma-
nured nor subsoiled. About the lOlh of

May it was well harrowed, and planted
as the first acre. It received one addi-

tional working with the cultivator, but
had only one bushel of plaster, which
was sown over the corn imme(iiately after

the last cultivation. For the production
of the two acres I refer you to the cer-

tificate.

1 will add, my whole crop was a good
one—pronounced by many gentlemen the

best they had ever seen—and will state,

upon my own authority, I gathered and
measured from three and a half contiguous
acres, on my Slate Hill farm, eighty-seven

barrels and two pecks of corn, and from
about forty acres nearly six hundred bar-

rels, and confidently believe but for the

two freshels of October and November,
would have exceeded six hundred.

Yours, respect fullj',

George Morton.
Culpeper, Feb. 26, \Si8.

We, the undersigned, do hereby certify

that during last fall, (1847,) by the re-

quest of Dr. Geo, Morton, of Slate Hill,

Culpeper county. We were present al

the gathering and measuring of the corn

grown on one acre of land on his " Sol-

dier's Rest" farm in the county of Orange.

'^I'he acre having been surveyed by Col.

j

Rob't Alexander in the presence of several

j

of us, and it measured twentj^-lhree bar-

,
rels, three bushels and three pecks. We

I

have no doubt some was destroyed by the

extraordinary freshet in October, which
was entirely over it. Mr. Morton sold at

the pile in our presence to Dr. Thomas
Wharton, (one of the undersigned,) iwent v

barrels of the same for fifty dollars cash.

Given under our hands this 22d day of

February, 1848.

Thoimas Wharton,
P. P. Nalle,
Thomas Hawley,
George Pannill, Sr.,

As respects measuring the c&rn.

George Wallis, Sr.

For the Southern Planter.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.

J\Ir. Editor,— I feel the want of the

Southern Planter in my farming purstails.

In this part of the couatry we have no-

body as a guide. The overseers are ig-

norant and irresponsible. They have been

greatly the cause of the ruin of this coun-

try. Send your February number. I

want to hear more about deep ploughing

and raising manure, without which I find

it is next to impossible to plant or sow to

advantage.

Instead of consulting the ways and

means to be used to raise our pork, horses,

or mules, we are all engaged in President

making and fillina; our own hall with
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young lawyers who concede nothing and

talk by the hour. How long will it take

them to repeal our miserable fence law?

I hope you will publish from some of

your enterprising customers a treatise in

favor of deep ploughing, heavy manuring

and sowing thick of clover, herdsgrass

and other grasses. It strikes me forcibly

that without this we cannot improve, but

I am unaccustomed to write, so I will

stop before I get in a ditficulty, by request-

ing you to send me the paper for the pre-

sent year.

Your humble servant,

Samuel Hobson.

Cumberland, Feb. 16, 1848.

"VVe hold the same opinions e.xpressed by

Mr. H. about deep ploughing and manuring,

and we have frequently urged them in the

Planter. Nothing would be more acceptable

to us than an article on deep ploughing from

some one who has experimental knowledge of

the same. Will not our present correspondent

favor us with such an article. He says he is

unaccustomed to write; yet he seems to speak

very much to the point. At any rate, he can

tell us what facts he knows about it.

forms a part of their fuel. Yet so little

were either of these uses of the articles

thought of till lately, that, upon the erec-

tion of the first steam saw-mills at Hal-

lovvell (the first in the Slate) on the bank

of the river, it was deemed necessary to

pass a law prohibiting the owners from

obstructing the channel by throwing the

sawdust into the river. Similar laws

were passed to meet similar cases at Ells-

worth and elsewhere. Such legislation

is now obsolete, and an article once deemed

so useless and worthless now teaches us

to despise nothing that ingenuity and in-

dustry can get hold of.

—

Bangor Whig.

SAWDUST.

The shipping lists report at Frankfort,

(Penobscot river,) Decenber lUth, "six

small vessels loading wiih sawdust for

Charleslown, Massachusetts." The com-

modity is designed for packing ice at

Charlestown and Cambridge— the great

sources of the ice tiade for almost the

whole world.

A very respectable incorre is now de-

rived, at several places in this State, from

the sale of pine sawdust for this purpose,

and the transportation gives employmeni

to considerable tonnage. Thus the exi-

gencies of luxury within the tropics, and

in many of the largest cities in the world,

are giving encouragement to the minutest

results of industry in the "down-east"
regions of Maine.

At the steam saw-mills it is well known
that the sawdust of their own making

For the Southern Planter.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER FOR 1847.

Mr. Editor^—For seven long years

this worthy journal has withstood the buf-

feting of the storm, and has commenced
its eighth volume, it is to be hoped with

brighter prospects than it did its seventh.

That it deteriorated in value during 1847,

is not to be denied, yet I woidd ask whose

fault was it? Undoubtedly not the Edi-

tor's nor the Publishers—both discharged

manfully and faithfully their respective

duties. On whose shoulders then rests

the blame? Certainly on the farmtrs of

the State of Virginia. I have taken the

trouble to look over the entire volume for

last year, (1847,) and to my great sur-

prise, 1 find out of four hundred and twenty

articles, only sixty are communications

frtim the farmers of this State. From
1841, to the close of its sixth volume, its

pages were regularly replete with original

communications, written by men of known
abdity and practical experience. The
editor frequently called on the farmers of

Virginia. But few, very f-jw, answered

his call. Page \i\ he remarks, "But
from the practical farmer, who understands

his business and nothing else, we never

hear" On page 147, he again remarks :

"And we mus-t again express our tamest

wish that the friends of agriculiural im-

proven-.ent would favor us with ilicir re-

raaiks more frequently than they do."

—
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The editor fell the want of original com-

municaiions to give the Plan.er that in-

terest and value which it once commanded.

It is well known bv every man that has

common sense that no editor can by his

individiiai efforts make an asriculiural

journal -si-hat it should be ; the fanners

must s^usiain the journal by iheir money
as well as their remarks. The experience

of inieliigent, observing: and industrious

farmers is wanting. My word for it, the

editor would not thank a lazy fanner for

any of his remarks. A man that does

not aitend siriciiv to bis farm in every re-

s}:)eci should not set down lo write his

experience to the editor of an agriculiurad

jDurnal; for, doubtless, he is belter ac-

quainted with the house and pillow than

he is with agriculture. How often do

we h&ir the farmers remark ihat such an

agricultural journal '' has lessened in

value," attaching ail the blame lo the

editor or publisher, never thinking for a

moment that they are most frequently, if

cot entirely, to blame. The practical far-

mers must send in the rough material,

and leave it in the hands of the editor to

dress (not polish) before it is presented for

the inspeciioa of the public.

With these remarks,Mr. Editor, I mast

cease to wriie, by wishing you success in

your laudable efforts and an increase of

original communicaiiens for the pages of

the Planter.

A ScaseRiBER.

Sussex:, MoLTch 9, 1&4S.

We have already stated to tbff poblic the

reasoD why we were not- able to ftusish the

Usual number of origjnarcommonications for

Volame VII. of the Planter. We had not the

accaainance of the majority of Mr. Bolts'

f .he former Editor^ oorrespoadenu^, and, ihere-

fore, could eo; call on item individually fur

help. But we have now, in a great measure,

obviated the icjportact di&cultv. We have

formed acqaaintaoces and opened a corre-

spondence with many of the most cel^'brated

lanners in ihe State. We have obtained fiwm

ihem promises of coatribuiioas, and in a monib

or so we shall hsve them in abandanoe. In

the measlime we da. ixot onderstand how the

Planter could have diminished so mnch :

utility because we had not oar presentnom t

of c^ntril'Utors as our friend seems losappc >t

Of coarse we had much rather fill oar pa^;

with commonicaiions than with selecd::.

from other joonials, because it is better :

.

the repntation of oar periodical But in pc :

:

of viUilv, a good selected article is of far m

:

value than a mediocre commimicalion ; a~-

in all sach cases we feel boond by oar doty

our sabscribers to make the one give place

the other. Bat there are very many faiffir.

of Virgitda who are as well fitted to foici:

first rate arJdes as any other set of men in ;_

;

world; and their writings would have the ti

lae of being suited in all things to Soathe::

timing. If these will bat come op to our ^J.

now, Ihe Planter will become one of the most

asefal papeis in America.

IMPROYEMEXT OF FARMERS.

Professor Meacham, in his address be-

fore the Addison County (Vermont) Agri-

cultural Society, observes :
" In making

provision for your &mily, you should pro-

< vide Eomeih'mg to read^ as well as-soroe-

I thing to eat. Yon have little reason for

congratulation ia improving land and
stock, if the mind about you is going so

waste. Every farmer has more time in

ibe-year fcs*' gainir^ knowledge tbai> any
profeseional man in the active pursuit of

bis pfofe^ion. But it does not depend on
time sOTDuch as on inclination. Webster

-

says that ' even in matters of taste and
literature, the advantages of a man of lei-

sure are apt to be overrated. If there

-

exists adequate means of education, and
tbe lo^% ot learning be esci:ed, thai love

will find the way to ibe object of desire

through, the- crowd atMl pressure cf the

most bttsy society.'
"

Agxiculiure, says Socrates, is an ens-

ploymem Ihe most wonhy the application

uf man, the most aiKient and the roost

suitable to his nature
j it is the common

ouise of all perscos, in every age and
cradiiiou of life ; it is a source of Lealik,.
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strength, plenty and riches ; and of a

thousand sober deliijhts and honesl plea-

sures. It is the nnislress and school of

sobriety, temperance, justice, religion, and

in short, of all virtue, civil and military.

For the Southern Planter.

THE SWEET POTATO.

Mr. Editor,—Among the many things

published in the Planter, nothing seems

to me to be more generally neglected than

the cultivation of the sweet potato. I

have frequently remarked that, certainly

others could not be so fond of this most

excellent root as myself, or more attention

would be paid to it

!

The high prices which corn has com-

manded has induced me to think that po-

tatoes could be raised at less expense for

fattening hogs, than corn. However, this

I intend to try by planting several acres

more in potatoes than usual. Will some

of your subscribers be so kind as to fur-

nish me, through the columns of the

Planter, with the best modes of its cul-

ture? Some farmers recommend raising

entirely from the sprout, while others think

it best to sprout from the yam—now, which

opinion is preferable ?

It has been a saying among our far-

mers that manure caused potatoes to "run

wild," that is, going almost exclusively to

vines. It appears strange to me that ma-

nure will not produce potatoes, and I have

been inclined to think the superabundance

of the vines was owing to some other

cause; notwithstanding, I think if any

manure is serviceable, it is old, decayed

leaves, from the woods.

Will some one enlighten me on this

subject, and also give the best method of

raising slips for seed?

I would also be much obliged to some
of our old mothers for a recipe to make

• sweet corn-bread without the addition of

sugar, molasses, or any other saccharine

mailer.

Re.=peclfully, yours,

A Young Farmer.

Indian Town, A'. C, March 17.

For the Southern Planter.

KOLLS.

To seven pounds of flour add two tea-

spoonfuls of salt. Make a hole in the

mass of flour and stir in two table-spoon-

fuls of good brewer's yeast, or a tea-cupful

of home-made, mixed with a little luke-

warm water. Then add a quart of milk

and stir in the whole with a spoon in the

centre of (he flour till a thin batter is

formed in the centre. Sprinkle a little

flour over the batter, and set it to rise.

—

When light, knead it well and form it

into rolls, and allow them fifteen or twenty

minutes to rise before baking.

P. W. M.

WORKING HORSES.

These should be well fed, warmly shel-

tered, cleanly bedded and curried and
rubbed down twice a day. Their food

should be given them thrice a day, they

should be watered as often
; receive salt

or a mixture of salt, lime and well-sifted

ashes twice a week. With such atten-

tion they will be able to go through their

work well; without it, they will lack the

physical strength to answer the calls

made upon them.

For the Southern Planter.

IRISH COMPOST.

Mr. Editor,—In my last I proinised a
new theory for a compost, which by way
of a name I shall call the Irish inethod.

Among the peasantry of that country

there are many lurms (if they may be

dignified with that name) on which no
aniinals are kept, and many more, only a
cow and a pig— to keep up the fertility of

the land, other than putrescent manure
have to be resorted to there must be a
constant diminution of product which
would lead to ruin of landlord and tenant.

The plan, therefore, is to collect the

cleanings of ditches, their banks and land

ends (where the plough is used) into a

pile, and as they begin to make this heap
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ihey lay in one load of lime to nine or

ten of eanh, and tiius continue in alter-

nate layers until it is as high as is conve-

nient 10 throw from a cart or wheelbarrow,

and afier laying for a few months it is

carefully dug down and thoroughly in-

corporated. This is done two or three

limes during the year, and is then fit for

use. It is, says my uiformer, esteemed

equal to soap boders' ashes for all crops,

but especially for wheal, tie farther re

marked that when the ditches were clean

enough some resorted to clay, and found

for some soils equal crops. This system,

it seems to me, is productive of three good

results: 1st. It may keep the ditch banks

down ;
2d. The ditches open and fence

corners clean ; and, 3d. The utdity of

mixing soils can. be carried out, and by

forming clay composts for light or defi-

cient (of clay) lands and light for clay

lands, all would be much improved thereby.

The advantage of this over other me-

thods, in addition to the foregoing, is that

such field can have its own compost.

—

Should this method act as well as it does

when practised, and become universal,

farmers would have to be paid to take off

themassof putrescent accumulation about

cities, for who would spend a day in haul-

ing twenty-five bushels with two horses

and pay for it, if he could pay seventy-

five cents for twenty-five bushels of shells,

which he could incorporate with nine loads

of earth, and thus make two hundred and

fifty bushels, instead of twenty-five—and

by consequence, improve the soil ten,times

as fast.

I have never tried, this experiment in

the precise mode here laid down or sug-

gested (as it is but recently I: have heard

it), but tried it on corn and turnips against

cow-pen, stable and^ wood-pile manure,

and thought it better for turnips and not

quite so good for corn, and fine on oats

which succeeded the corn. Since, !• put

out of the same swamp, earth about five

hundred loads without lime, and it was

inert for three years; after which it gra-

dually showed "itself. In the application

for turnips it was used in the drill and

was probably one-seventh lime, and mixed

as put out, which was a great loss tolhe

experiment upon the Irish theory. The
theory of Mr. Ruflin on the application

of manures is deemed hy roe the true one
;

viz: manure the clover or grain crop and

apply that to all other farming operations

or crops. You may consider me a sub-

scriber while the Planter exists.

I remain, respectfully yours,

.T. H. D. LowNES.

MAPLE SUGAR.

Every man who can conveniently at-

tend to It should make maple sugar.. It

can be done when the farmer has little

else to do, so the labor should not be reck-

oned high. In some sections fuel, is of

little consequence,. and where it is high,

strict economy should be practised as to

the mode of boiling. For catching sap,

birch buckets answer a temporary pur-,

pose, and the cost ia a mere trifle.—

Troughs made of light, soft wood cost

but a few cents each, where timber is

cheap
;
and they will last long, if housed,

or, turned upside down, in a pile and shel-i.

tered from the sun and storms. But the

most convenient and cheapest vessels ini

the end, are buckets with iron hoops.

Boston Cultivator.

ERUIT TREE.S>

Pruning.—Now is the time to com--

mence, in good earnest, to prune trees and

vines. Give a good form to the trees

—

prune too little rather than too much

—

avoid large wounds, if possible,—cover

them with composition. Peach trees tend

>

to malve long branches. Shorten them.

Grape vines should be pruned early.

—

Moderate bleeding, howeverj does not in-

jure them.

Grafting.—Gut 3'onr grafts from thrifty

shoots of young bearing trees
;
use graft •

ing wax of about one part, by weight, of

beeswax, two of tallow and one of rosin.

It is our impression that very thin gutta.

percha is deserving of trial. It is accom--

panied with a paste to make it adhere.—

Il would keep out water and air.
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Budded trees should now be cut down
to the bud if it has taken.

Transplanti?:"-.—Get your grour.d well

prepared; ample holes dug- and rich earth,

or compost of earth and well rotted ma-
nure all ready.

Cakrpiilars.—Exan)ine \'our trees and

cut off the limbs containig deposits of

Buy the Best Trees.—Every person

owning land, should, every year, buy a

few of the choicest fruit or have them
grown ready to hand.

Wash for Trees.—A weak sokiiion of

potash, or. lye of wood ashes, applied to

the trunks and branches of treea destroys

insects and give? a smooth bark. A mix-

ture of lime and cow manure makes a

good wash.

Fcr the Southern Planter,.

SAUSAGE MEAT.

i?roporlion your meat about half fat

and half lean; cut it fine; then to one

hundred pounds of meat add two and

a quarter pounds of sa.t ; ten ounces sage,

and ten ounces of black pepper. Warm
the meat, and mix it thoroughly and stuff

them, and the thing is done right. If any
wish to keep them through the summer
good and fresh, put them in a clean firkin,

warm fat and pour in until ycu cover

them; cover and set them in the cellar,

and they will keep good the year round.

This is no mistake. M.

From, the Complete Farmer.

OXEN.

Till oxen are four years old they are

usually called steers; afierwards oxen.

—

The signs of a good ox, according to Mr.
Deane, are these: thick, soft, sm.oo'.h and
short hair.; a short and thick head; glossy,

smooth horns; large and shaggy cars;

wide forehead : full, black eyes ; wide
nostrils; black lips; a thick fleshy neck
and large shoulders ; broad reins

; a large

belly; thick rump and thighs; a siraight

back
;
a long tail, well covered with hair

:

short and broad hoofs. The best colors

are brown, dark red, and brindle. "When
an ox has completed his eighth year he
should be fattened.

If oxen are worked in the yoke in wet
weather, their necks are apt to become
sore. To prevent this, a liiile tallow

should be rubbed on the parts of the yoke
which he upon their necks, and also on

the bows.

The following remarks on the manage-
ment of working oxen, are fiora "The
New England Farmer;' Yol, VI., p, 191:

" Do not retard the growth of your

beasts of draught, endanger their health,

and render them msigniScant in ihe eyes

of many by working them hard while

young. But the j-ounger thev are inured

to hght work, the more docile they will

generally become."

An English writer recommends carding

oxen, and says, "the ox, afier the sensa-

tion becomes familiar, receives pleasure

from the operation, and will mcmentaril}*

forego his meal to receive the full enjoj--

ment. His feeder, perceives this, and
brushes the part w-hich gives most plea-

sure. The ox shows his gratitude by
wagging his tail; the feeder in return,

calls him by name, and ingratiates him-
self with him. Thus not only an inli-

mac}' but a mutual affection is formed.

which at once gives attention to the

keeper and docility to the ox, and renders

the labors of both pleasant,"

"Their labor and their fodder ought to

be proportioned, that their health and
their, spirits maybe kept in full tone.

—

Their coats ought to be sleek
;
iheir hides

loose and silky; the flank should fill the

hand, and the shoulder handle mellow.

—

If they be overworked or underfed, slujr-

gishness will inevitably follow, A work-
ing ox ought always to be beef, that in

case of accident he may be fit for the

table,"

The common m.ode of working oxen
by a yoke has been conderrned by manv
agricultural writers. Mr, Cooper, on Eng-
lishman, according to Young's "Eastern
Tour," used collars on oxen as on horses,

except that ihey were buckled on wi;h
the narrow and open end downward,

—
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They draw in harness abreast, in pairs,

single, or in a line, and loalk as fast as

horses, Mr. Bordley said, he "saw a

"waggon in Pennsylvania drawn hy two

bulls and tr/o oxen bridled and geared in

harness and collars."

It appears, by a work entitled " Let-

ters from Gi-iba," by Dr. Abel Abbott, that

in managing the oxen of that island, the

yoke is made fast to the horns, " near the

root, behind, so that it does not play back-
j

ward and forward, and gives to the ox a

similar but better chance of backing, (as

in teamster's phrase, it is called.) I have

been astonished at the power of those

oxen in holding back. There is a short

hill in one of the streets of this city, at an

angle of forty-five degrees. Slandmg at

the foot of it, I saw a cart and oxen ap-

proach at the top, with three hogsheads

of molasses, and the driver sitting on the

forward cask. The driver did not say so

much as leave his perch
;
the oxen went

••straight and fearlessly over the pitch of

the hill, and it seemed as if they must be

crushed to death. The animals squatted

like dogs, and rather slid than walked to

-the bottom of the hill. Have we any
animals that could have done it? And
if they could, have we any docile enough

to have done it with the driver in the

cart? Thus superior is this mode of

yoking in holding back the load in diffi-

cult places.

"It gives them still more decisive ad-

vantages in drawing. A fillet of canvass

is laid on the front below the horns; and

over this fillet the cords pass, and ihe ani-

mal presses against the most invulnerable

part of his frame; his head, his neck, his

whole frame is exerted in the very man-

ner in which he exerts his mighty strength

in combat. It is the natural way, there-

fore, of availinsr yourself of this powerful

iind patient animal to the best advantage."

bad destroyed his fruit in former years.

—

But last IVloy he filled a number of vials

nearly full with molasses and water, and

hung the vials on the limbs of the trees.

He found his vials soon filled with in-

sects—the curculio among many other

kinds. He thinks he caught a quart of

insects of different descriptions.

This is a very simple mode of destroy-

ing insects, and we hope many may be

induced to try it.

—

Ploughman.

HAY RACKS.

For feeding during winter hay racks

should be placed in a vertical position in-

stead of inclining towards the animals,

which was the original position assigned

them. In the former arrangement you
have perfect security against loss or waste

of food, besides guarding from the great

inconvenience of having their necks en-

cumbered with seed and other annoying
substances.

CURCULIOS ON PLUMS.

Mr. J. B. Farmer, of Concord, tells us

he succeeded in raising a fine lot of plums

last season, where he had not brought

any to perfection before. The curculio

For the Southern Planter.

WINTER VETCHES.

Mr. Editor,—Mr. R., in the February

number, asks for the identification of the

two varieties of vetches, alias partridge

peas, with those called b}' Arthur Young
the winter vetch. I came to this conclu-

sion from a perusal of Mr. Young's trea^

tise, which, no doubt, may be seen by R.,

but shoidd any others ilesire the informa-

! tion, Mr. Young's treatise might not be

j

unacceptable to your readers generall}'.

With regard to their being a pest, my
I

former piece, if published entire, would
have conveyed the idea that they are a

;

pest on wheal farms, but are esteemed for

!
forage above every other. For grazing

I know nothing, save if stock get a taste

of them in the fall whde in their incipient

I

stale, ihey will graze no where else ;
but

I

how they would bear the hoof I know
not.

[
I am sorry, Mr. Editor, you find it so

: often necessary to alter communications,

[omitting, sometimes, a few words and
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placing others in their stead, which can-

not possibly be helped by the writer; for

instance, when writing of the utility of

leaving the straw of wheat on the land

10 iuiprove it, and recoinrngnding a cutter

for taking off ihe heads only, the piece is

remodelled. The idea of improvement by

this plan is made subordinate, and lo ! I

am made, the author of a treatise on wheat
cutters. I seldom write, but when I do,

ihave-a definite idea, thmg, or person in

view, to w^hich remarks are made, and

should be glad lo convey them, with due

deference, however, to you.

I. am, yours,

J. H. D. LowNEs.

For the Southern Planter.

WHITE LUPIN.

J\Ir. Editor,—Have you any knowledge

of "fV/iile Lupin?" It is extensively cul-

v;.vated in the South of France and Wales
as a green manure, and also in Germany,
o-T. unfruitful, sandy soils, which is ex-

acily the character of a large portion of

the soil from the head of tide water to the

sea, in Virginia. The superiority of' this

plant for enriching the soil depends on its

deep. roots, which descend more than two
feet into the ground and upon its capacity

to resist drought—upon its rapid growth
and upon iis laree produce of leaves and
stems. In the North of Germany it is

said to yield from ten to twelve tons of

greea herbage in the space of three or

four hionlhs. I should think it of great

value, if we could introduce it into Vir-

ginia, and could you notice it editorially

in the Planter and request information on

the siibjiict, it could easily be procured.

—

Germans, many of whom arrive annually

into our cities, could imparl inforniation to

any one. i should like to import a few
bushels, if it could be done.

1. am, very respectfully.

Yours, &c.

Roe't W. Carter.

We have no practicaJ. knowledge of white

lupin, but from what we have heard and read

gf the plant we have up. doubt of its great

utility as. an auxiliary to clover. It is used to

a limited estent in France and Italy for fod-

der, but is inferior for that purpose to manr
other plants of its familv. Its great valut

consists in its capacity forenriching poor soils.

When sown in February and March, afier a

very shallow ploughing, it will blossom two

or three limes between May and August and

prove an excellent enricher of the soil when
ploughed in, just after its second blooming.

—

The best time for mowing this sort of crop is

just after a shower of raki, as the seed drop

easilj' out of the pods when gathered dry.

—

They must, however, be laid up very dry, or

worms Avill soon breed in them. We have no

doubt that it may prove beneficial to the sandy

worn out soils of Virginia, as upon such soils

it thrives well, especially if it bs dry. Indeed

it is said to grow well on every kind of soil

except the bad chalky, and the wet; but, like

all the grasses, plants and every other species

of vegetation we have yet heard of, it grows

best on rich lands.

The seed is as large as a pea and very nu-

tritious. Was much used by the ancients as

an article of food.

For the Southern Planter.

DUMPLINGS.

To two quarts of flour add two tea-

spoonfuls of salt ; one leaspoonfulof soda
;

one pint and a half of milk ; three eggs
;

half a pound of butter ; knead it well and
use figs instead afapples. Boil them un-
til thoroughly done. Make a rich sauce
to eat with them and they will surpass
anything you have ever seen.

P. W. M.
Sppttsylvania, March, 1S48.

It has been ascertained by scientific re-

search that one pound of wheat afiords

as much nourishment as four pounds of
potatoes. According to statements based
on actual experiments and nieasuremenls,
in England, an acre of ground in good
condition, and with an average crop, pro-

duces 1,680 lbs. of wheat, oi"20,160 lbs,

of potatoes.
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AGRICUIiTURATi WAREHOUSE.

THE subscriber manufactures, and has for

sale at his Warehouse, Horse-Powers,

Drums, Fan Mills, Straw Cutters, Corn and

Cob Crushers, Vegetable Cutters, all of ap-

proved patterns. Also, a general assortment

of Farming Implements. He is prepared for

furnishing Castings for Machinery, Ploughs,

&c. &c. PL BALDWIN,
ma 1— 3t Richmond, Va.

P. D, BERNARD, PRINTER,
NEARLY OPPOSITE THE EXCHANGE BANK.

To Subscribers and Postmasters.

All orders for change of office or discon-

tinuance of the paper, must specify the post

office to which the paper has been sent.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

IS PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

P. D. BERNARD, 165 MAIN ST. RICHMOND, VA.

TERMS.
The Planter, containing thirty-two super-

royal octavo pages, is published monthly at

one dollar and lifty cents per annum, which

may be discharged by the payment of

ONE DOLLAR ONLY,
sent free of postage, within six months from

the date of subscription; six copies for five

dollars, if sent free of postage.

O'-All subscriptions must commence with

the volume, or January number.

O'No paper will be discontinued, until all

arrearages are paid.

O'All letters on business, connected Avith

the Planter, must be post-paid.

WATT'S CUFF-BRACE AND GAUGE
PLOUGH.

FARMERS are requested to examine our
stock of ploughs. We have about twenty

sizes, all on the "cuff" plan, by which the

beam may be raised or lowered and turned to

the right or left to legulate the depth and width
of furrow without altering the harness. Some
have wrought points and others cast. The
ploughs when adjusted to the height of the

horse can be made as permanent as any other

plough, if not more so. The sizes vary frortt

a light one-horse to a large four-horse; and
the prices from 83 50 to S14 or flG
The fotir-horse we confidently recommend

as superior to any in use in this country.

Those who use four-horse ploughs will please
call in time to allow us to get them ready for

the present season.

For further description see Planter of June,

1842, (with a cut,) November, 184G, and Feb-
ruary and April, 1847.

Patent rights for sale.

Address GEORGE WATT & Co.,

je—tf Ptichmond, Va,
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BOUGHT MANURES.

The Dutch, that prudent people, have a pro-

verb to the effect "that paint costs nothing"

—

meaning of course that it saves wood work to

an amount that covers the price. The same

may be said of manure—it costs nothing. It

adds to the value of the land much more than

the price you give for it j and the good crop

that comes up the same season it is placed

upon the soil is all clear gain. We are great

friends of manuring, and we shall continue to

reiterate our oft-given advice to the farmers

of Virginia—be it stable dung, or lime, or

rotted corn stalks, or guano, lay it on.

In the choice of manures however, where

we can have a choice, we are decidedly in

favor of the old fashioned simple stuff to be

be obtained from our'stables and barn yards,

where it can be obtained in plenty. For there

can be no mistake about its use ; it contains

all the essentials of vegetation ; and there is

no variety of soil which will not be benefited

by it. It ought to be one of the first cares of

the farmer that not a particle of the farm ma-
nures should be lost. Every farmer should

have his compost heap, where all the dung,

dead animals, slops, weeds, corn-stalks, fea-

thers, shavings, and other trash, should be

carefully preserved and reduced to a homoge-
neous mass with lime.

Vol. VIII.—5.

But, unfortunately, even the most judicious

management, the best directed husbanding of

resources, will not enable us to raise enough

of such stuff on a farm to recruit exhausted

old fields. If we find the strength of our

lands gone, we must buij manure to bring

them up again. Those whose farms are sit-

uated in the neighborhood of cities, or by
the side of water courses, find no difficulty in

purchasing and transporting to them as much
dung, ashes, &c., as they desire. But, then,

the greater part of the country is far from the

cities and the water courses, and to haul sta-

ble manure twenty or thirty miles would make
it a dear whistle by the time it was safely lodged

on the plantation.

If, therefore, it is simply impossible to pro-

cure enough stable manure for the enriching

of the soil in the larger portion of the country

on account of its bulk and the cost of trans-

portation, it only remains for us to make the

greater use of those manures whose bulk is

little and whose cost of transportation is small.

These are known as "bought manures," "pre-

pared manures," &c., and guano, poudrette,

&c., belong to the class. Until some fami-

liarity with their strength, the exact quantities

to be used, the method of application is ac-

quired, their success is not always certain.

But that the requisite knowledge can be quickly

acquired, and that these "bought manures"

can be used with triumphant success by those

whenever tried them before, is an established

fact—witness the experiments of iVIr. Newton,

published in our January number.

To those who wish to make experiments in

such things, the following table will be found

of great value. It was prepared with great

care, and placed in our hands by an eminent

statesman, who is also an enterprising and

industrious farmer—we wish there were more

such.
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For the Southern Planter.

7- )PS1S OF MANURES.

GUANO.

Quantity to be used and mode of opplica-

lion fur Farm Crops—One cwt. per acre,

sown broadncast, in the same mai:ner as

niuaie of soda, for wheat onlv.

>.d Composition.—The dung of

.ported from Peru, and. tori-

10U3 salts of atninonia and .

TETRE Salt.

Xi''ature and Co77]position.—The resiilium

of a liianufaciure, coininou sail and ni-
"

i
irate of poiaes.

•. be used and mode of applica-
; Quantity to be used and mode of applica-

'r.-n Crops—Three to four cwi. Ho^ y^^ f^rm Crops.—Fixe cwt. per acre,
h IS own weight of ashes or gown broadcast, as a purifier of grass

".i 'inlled or sown oroad cast for! land.

rn;p?, mangold-wuizel, or other, Quantity to be used and mode of oppiicc
;.p.^, or two cwt. of guano mixed tiun for Garden Crops—Fonx lbs. pt.
'': 'on of Clarke s compost. square rod, in soluiion like guano.

be used and mode of applica-

^•:d?a Crops—'\'\xx^e lbs. per,
gypsum, sulphate of lime.

i i.o ihirty and a quarter square Nature and Composition.—Sulphuric
rii;.-, and all other soluble saUs, acid and linae, an abundant mineral in

:!;>!;ed in solution, containmg not several parts of England.
. . ::\e ounces in two gallons of Quantity lo be used and mode of applica-

tion Jor Farm Crops.—Two and a half lo

iter's guano. .three cwt. per acre, sown broadcast on

^ ,- ,. 1 J
clover.irefoil.ciiiQuefoin, and other grasses,

Contpcisdion.—A cl:femical r^
'

•. , i • , , r r
-11 __ .1. _ i__^:_ _f Quantify to be itsed and mode of applica-

tion for Garden Crops.—Three lbs. per

square rod.

lo^'do^' manure com-

pant.

.;-,, Sounded on the analysis of

: i:>;-ino, and of uniform value.

r; be used and mode of applica'

'. Crops.—Two and a quarter

.^ u naif cwt. per acre, sown

, mixed, with its own wei2;hi of

aor.ld.

: e used and mode of applica-

URATE CF TH]

altsJVature and Composition.—Earthy

of bone, corfbined wiib ammonia.

Quantity to be used and mode of applicrt-

1 Crops.—Three lbs. per ^o^ for Farm Crops.—Three sacks, or six

:. .^jlution, four ounces to two ^nd a half cwt. per acre, drilled with a
'' -'-r. linle mould for turnips, -ft-heat,, oats, bar-

••:: irate or sooa. lev, »S:c.

;./ Composttion.-2;ayic acid .

Quantity to be used and mode rf applica-

.r.atural product imported from ^^'"^ /"' ^'"^''' Crops.-Tsvo !bs. per

square rod.sqi

SULPHATE OF AM.MOMA,'

e used and mode of applica-

Crops -One and a half
j^^ature and Composition.-The res]d\urv.

.
.own broadcast, with half.

^^ ^ n.anufacture, s.dphuric ac.d and am-
L-aLii of ashes or mould tor, „„
--. ;r. .ipes, (XC.

; Quantity to be used and mode of apvlicc-
• :o Leased and mode of applica-

. ^ .^ .
^ ^^^^^^ Crops.- i\vo cwt. per aero.

Crops—One lb. per square
| ^^^,^^;^j ^^.^^^ ^ j^^jj^ ^^^^,,,^ ^,,^j ^^,^.,, ^^.^^^:

like guano.
| ^^^^ j-^^. ^j^^.^^_ ^.^^^^ ^^.^ ^„j ^,,1]^^ f^^.

' POTASS.—SALTPETRE.
; turnips.

Compositwn.—Kilnc acid Quantity to he used and mode of opplica-

tionfor Garden Crops.—One lb. per square

rod.

natural product, imported

Indies.
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BONE DUST AND HALF INCH BONES.
j

JValure and Composition.— Phosphates

of lime and magnesia, carbonate of lime,

and animal matter, yielding ammonia.
Quantity to be used and mode of applica-

tion/or Farm Crops.—One and a half gr.

to twenty bushels, drilled or sown broad-

cast, mixed with ashes, for turnips, vege-

tables, wheat, &c.
Quantity to be used and mode of applica-

tion Jor Garden Crops.—Ten to twenty
lbs. per square rod.

CALCINED BONES.

JYaiure and Composition.—The same
constituent as above, with the exception

of the animal matter.

Quantity to be used and mode of applica-

tion for Farm Crcps.—For mixing with

farm yard dunff, and other manures con-

taining ammonia.

PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

Nature and Composition.—Phosphoric

acid and lime.

Quantity to he used and mode of applica-

tion for Farm Crops.—A preparation of

the last named, being more easily blended

•with farm yard manure.

Quantity to be used and mode of applica-

tion fur Garden Crops.—Three lbs. per

square rod.

SUPEUPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

J\ature and Composition.—Pho?]Aoric

acid and lime in a more soluble slate than

in bones, prepared by dissolving bones in

sulphuric acid.

Quantify to be used and mode of applica-

tion for Farm Crops—For mi.xing in com-
j

post, fixing the ammonia of dung heaps (

and urine tanks wiih formation of phos-

^

phate of ammonia.
!

Quantity to be used and mode, of applica- 1

tion for Garden Crops.—For garden cul-

!

ture half lb. to the square rod.
|

I

PHOSPHATE OF AMMONIA.
|

Nature and Composition.— Phosphoric
fvcid and ammonia.

Quantity to be used and mode of applica-

tion for Farm Crops.—For mixing in com-

,

post, for the purpose of imparting two,
such important constituents of plants as:

pho-phoric acid and ammonia. i

5 E

Quantity to be used and mode of
tionfor Garden Crops.—One lb. p;-

rod.

MURIATE OF AMMONIA,

Nature and Composition.—Muriat;

and ammonia.
Quantity to be used and mode o"

tion for Farm Crops.—Applica' :

same manner as sulphate of ani;

Quantity to be used and mode o'
y

tion for Garden Crops.—One lb. per :-•

rod.

SULPHATE OF MAGNESIA. (ePSo;i c.

Nature and -Composition.—Su];

I

acid and magnesia.

Quantity to be used and mode cf

!
tion for Farm Crops.—Mixed \\'-\\.

I soil for potatoes, (zieby) ; one :-

I

acre to eig^ loads of stabij d

I (Gardner's Almanac.)

t
Quantity to be used and mode of i

I

tion far Garden Crops.—Three q
lb. per square rod.

MURIATE CF LIME.

Nature and Composition.—Muria'

and lime.

Quantity to be used and moo.:- rf

tion for Farm Crops.—For u -

compost heaps.

Quantity to be used and mode /
tion for Garden Crops.—Tv o r

square rod.

SODA ASH.

Nature and Composition.—L.: '•

nesia, alumina, charcoal, silica, ; •,

Other ingredients in smaller piu; >;

Quantity to be used o-nd mow ;

'

tionfor Farm Crops.— For desi :

worm.

Daniel's Bristol MAf.uri:

Nature and Composition —V^;

matter, nitrate of soda, lime, an

gas lar, and sulphur.

Quantity to be used and mode of

tion for Farm Crops.—Twen'y t

bushels for wheal and barlej- .

''

forty for turnips.

Quantity to be used and mod: of .

tion for Garden Crops.—Sevr/i '.

square rod.
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CLAEKe's DESSICATED CO.MPOST.

J'^fa^Mre and Composhii/n.—A prepara-

tion of nighi soil.

Quantily Vj It used and nsde of applka-

tlan far Farm Crops.—One hogshead for

two acres.

Qmniilr-' to li mtd and raydt of appllat-

tian, fjT Gxrdm. Crops.—Seven lbs. pe r

square rod.

WATSOS's COMPOST.
JSTature and Composition.—Conlains, in

a concentraied fjnrj. all the iogredienis
i

essential to the gro^-ih of plans.
j

QwanlitiJ to he ustd and mods of spplica-

tion for Farai Crops.—Four to six c*'t.

;

per acre, fur luniips, wheal, or spring

crops, drilled or sown broadcasi.

QuanliSy to be used and mode of appUca-
;

tion for Garden Crops.—Two and a half

10 four and a baL^ lbs. per sauare rod.
j

ale-xanders compost.

.Viiiurc and Coiriposilvm.—Conlains. in
;

a conceniraled form, all ibe ingredients

,

csseniial to the growih of plants.

Quantity to he used and mode of cpplica-

1

tion for Farm Crops.—Tweniy-four to

'

fortj bushels, accordiDg to crop.— [See

Prospectus.)

Quantity to he used and node of applica^
\

tim for Garden Crops.—Seven lbs. per
i

square rod.
j

GROUND PEAS FOR HOGS.

I have grown them three years, and

iB'jst say that 1 hare never foynd anj

thing to answer so good a purpose in fat-

tening a hog, and at the same lime keep-

in«»' the com in the crib, which is " money

in the pocket," and you know a *• penny

saved is a pamj made." My plan is to

plant them in small jatches in the differ-

ent cornfields at the end of the com rows,

so as to be plowed when you plow the

com, and planted at the ua.e you plant

the com : you will find no inconvenience

in plowing if the corn is drilled, and none

if in hills, provided you give the same

distance, though ihe pea will admit of

being closer. Planied in the fields wi:h

the com, the hogs have the advantage of

the waste com left in gathering, and also

the field peas which are planted by every

farmer, more or less. I also plant in my
co'ton fields, selecting, if you wish, s-orne

poor spot, and drop them along the drill

abo'Jt three feel apart—leaving off the

cotton seed, of course, where the peas are.

From this patch, in iny couon, I save kjv

seed peas, and give ilie balance to iny

sows and pigs, afier ibey have ihorougbly

gleaned the patches left by the pork hogs.

1 have never given a sow^ any thing so

good to cause her to yield milk and raise

fine pigs, li is perhaps a well understood

fdct, thai, ground peas yield belter uj">on

a sar»dy soil than any c^her, though I

have never tried any other. 1 set down
their lowest yield on ordinary land, and
an ordinary year, at 50 bushels per acre,

and from that to 100 per acre, accoiding

to circurr;slances. I have heard of 159

bushels per acre. I will also add that I

plant them in drilled corn, abova midway
between the grains of corn, letting one

small hand drop along &f er the corn

dropper. And again, before planting, I

shell the pea and select out all the decay-

ed or faulty ones, then put ihern in some
old vessel, put in about a table spoonful

of tar to a quart of peas, stir ihem with

a stick a few moments, and every pea

will be thoroucbly coated with the lar,

then put in a fev handfuls of dry ashes,

and stir likewise until they are thoroughly

ashed over, so as to be dry in handling.

The object of this is lo prevent the m^oles

from cetting them before they come up;

and 1 will here add, that 1 serve all my
seed corn in like manner ; besides, I se-

lect, shell and assort well nigh every ear

(rf seed corn with my own bands.— Cur-

res'^ndent of Southern Cuhitator.

The cnmmitleeon swine of the Essex
county Mass. Agricultural Society, in

iheir report for 1646, say :
" It is beliexed

by your committee thai pork can be raise 1

for six cents a pound, when corn is eigh: v

cents a busbel, and so on, either wav, one

cent a pound on the pork and ten cents a
bushel on the corn ; and this conclusion is

drawn from the fact, that a good thrifty

hog that will eat four quarts cf corn a day

will gain a pound and a half ofpork a day."
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From t':ie Ploughmaa.

THREE EXPERIMENTS IN RAISING
INDIAN CORN.

EY I. E. HOWARD, OF WEST BSIDGEWATER.

First Experinunt— 1S45.

I had conceived the notion that, by

combining certain substances, to ^vit

:

swamp muck, wood ashes, corn and cob

meal, and human urine, a manure would

be produced which would prove sing-ularly

efficacious in promoting the growth and

development of cereals generally, and of

Indian coin in particular. Accordingly-,

having a limited quantity of this compost

at my disposal, I determined to try its ef-

fect upon the latter. With this view 1

selected a light soil situated al some dis-

tance from home. Such land is not un-

frequently met with in this vicinity; and

its owners find it convenient, occasionally,

to take from it a crop of Indian corn suc-

ceeded by one of rye, for such remunera-

ting returns as it will give.

A few square rods were ploughed in

April, 1845; on which, after harrowing it

down, were planted about eleven hundred

hills. In each of these, with the excep-

tion of twenty opposite to each other, in

two adjoinmg rows, as favorably situated

as any in the field, a half pint, or there-

abouts,—nearly eight bushels altogether

were used—of the manure in question

was placed. Of the twenty hills which

were not thus dressed ten in one row re-

ceived none of any kind, the remainder

in the next, as much good barn yard com-

post as could well be covered with the

hoe; being at the rate, perhaps, of from

sixteen to twenty loads to the acre, sup-

posing an acre to comprise thirty two to

thirty-three hundred hills, and each load

to contain some twenty-five bushels.

The kernels were dropped on the naked
compound, which, thai being in a moist

Slate, was an error in the outset. The
consequence was that many of them not

only did not vegetate at all, but that those

which did, put forth their blades luclantly

and not simultaneously'; a circumstance

which gave an uneven and homely as-

pect to the whole piece. There were not,

however, inany hills in which one or more
of them did not come up

It was, moreover, unlucky that some of

the hills were injured by the frosts, and
nearly all of them by the raviiges of those

vile insects, called, in common parlance,

Rose Bugs, and sometimes, Plj-rnouth

Fleas. These Plymouth Fleas—a term,

by the waj', aptly mvented, and preferable

to the other from the sprighMviess of the

collective image, which, by a natural as-

sociation of ideas, it presents to the mind
—these Plymouth Fleas I found one
morning hanging upon the leaves in im-

mense numbers, fantasticall}' grouped, and
exhibiting relations that showed plainly

enough it was no divided foe I had to deal

with. Accordingl}', as no time was to be

lost, I immediately commenced an indis-

criminate attack upon lhei;n, which was
renewed at intervals during ten or a dozen

daj-s; when the surviving legions with-

drew, leaving me master of the field, and
proprietor, as it seemed, of an almost ru-

ined crop. Such, however, did not prove

to be the fact. It apparently recovered

from this disaster, and meeting with no
subsequent misadventure worth mention-

ing, got along very well during the re-

nriainder of the season.

The hills planted without manure of

any kind and those dressed with the barn-

yard compost were harvested separately,

and yielded, the first at the rate of twentj'-

one and a fraction, and the other at that

of twenty-seven bushels and a fraction to

the acre, supposing an acre to comprise

thirty-two hundred. At the same lime

there were also harvested ten hills taken

from each of these several rows to which
the new compost had been applied in

quantity as before staled—about a half

pint to the hill. The first ten in each row-

were taken. These gave an average al

the rate of thirty-three bushels and a frac-

tion to the acre. It thus appearing that

the measured product of the latter indica-

ted a yield per acre exceeding that of

those manured with the yard compost, by

as many bushels as did the product of

these last show one exceeding that of

those to which no ii^.anure had been ap-

plied.
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The yard compost alluded to consisted

of the manure raade in winter by the cat-

lie, combined with muck, in the proportion

of two of the former, perhaps, to one of

the latter, fermented together.

When therefore it is added that the

cost of this compost was equal to that of

the best description of such manure, what-

ever that may be, and that the cost of the

other did not exceed ten cents the bushel,

all the data will have been supplied ne-

cessary to a just estimation of the sepa-

rate and relative merits of the two kinds

of manure, as shown by the facts above

detailed.

I might have selected, it is but just to

sa}', many hills treated with the new com-

post other than those taken, without

showinET as to them, a result less favora-

ble. Bat it was my object to take a

number equal to that of those with which

I wished to institute a comparison; and

to take them from diffeient rows where so

many perfect ones could be found together.

Whether an experiment conducted on

a more extended scale would show results

corresponding in every particular, with

those here presen'.ed, 1 know not. It is

difficult to conceive, however, why, in

such case, they should be, in a relative

point of view at least, materially dissimi-

lar. For m^'self, I can say in regard to

the present results th-js viewed that I was
not disappointed in my expectations con-

cerning them ; a circumstance arising

from the Hici that the hills dressed with

the yard compost did not at any time ap-

pear to be among the heaviest in the field,

while those without manure were evident-

ly the lightest. This was matter of sen-

sible observation, and could have been

verified on the spot, at a glance, by any

one blessed with half the portion of visual

organ, that man is heir to.

In ano'.her field, a belter soil than this,

a few hills were also dressed with the new
compost. These were planted and treated

in the same manner as the foregoing, and

similar consequences ensued in this case

as in the other, from dropping the kernels

on the uncovered manure. The first ten

of one of four rows were harvested sepa-

rately ;
and the ears after being dried

eight or ten daj's in the sun, gave five

quarts and three sixteenths of shelled

corn; equal to fifty-three bushels and a
fraction to an acre of ihiriy-two hundred

hills. Probably, however, some deduction

should be made for further shrinkage
;

since it is not unlikely the corn, when
measured, was not in a state sufficiently

dry either for the miller's purpose or for

market. However this may be, it is pro-

per to state, which is a ruore important

matter, that, as compared with the hills

in the adjoining rows on either side where
manure had been liberally spread, they

did not appear to be in any respect infe-

rior, save only as showing fewer stalks in

in some of them ; a fact already accounted

for. Such was the conclusion arrived al

after frequent and careful inspection.

Second Experiment— 1846.

On part of a field ploughed the preced-

ing autumn, designed for Indian corn, I

spread, this spring, (1S46,) good barnyard

compost at the rate of fourteen loads of

thirty bushels each to the acre. On the

residue, being in quantity something less

than half an acre, the new compost was
used. After furrowing the whole both

ways, which was done so as to leave the

spaces between the rows three feet and a

half wide, thus giving nearly thirty-two

hundred hills to the acre, about two gills

of the latter were applied to each hill on

the less than half acre piece, by means of

shingles so shaped as to be conveniently

used for that purpose. The manure be-

ing in a moist state was covered with

earth, a precaution neglected in the other

case^, and the kernels dropped thereon,

and both pieces planted on the 28th day
of April. The weather being then re-

markably fine and the ground in excellent

condition for the reception of the seed, I

was induced to 3'ield to the influence of

circr.mstancessotempiing,and anticipated

the usual time of planting it. This I did

by half a month; the middle of iMay be-

ing considered by farmers generallv, in

this quarter, as the most suitable time for

putting Indian corn into the ground. The
season, however, proving mild and favora-
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ble, no apparent evil resnlted from this

precipitate movement.

On the 9ih of May, the corn dressed

with the new compost began to break

ground; which the other did not until

luo or three daj's later. The former had

decidedly the advantage over the latter

during the fore part of the season, pre-

senting a deeper shade of green and
standing up soinewhat higher in the rows.

^I'he difference between ihem, however,

in these respects, became less marked as

the season acfvanced, and finally disap-

peared altogether ; when for neiiber, ap-

parently, could any superiority be justly

claimed.

The part to which the aew compost

had been applied, was, as might have
been expected, less infested with weeds
than the other; and the crop there seem-

ed to attain maturity somewhat sooner.

Eight rows presenting as favorable speci-

mens of the product of the two kinds of

compost as any that could be taken, were

selected from each part of the lot to which

they had been severally applied, and har-

vested separately. Those grown with

the new compost gave ten, and the other,

little more than nine baskets of ears. Ten
baskets from eight rows would be not far

fi'om fifty bushels to the acre. The lat-

ter fell short of this. But admitting it

had been otherwise,, and that the product

of b.Jth had been in quantity the same;
what, on that supposition, as applied to

each separately, would be the cost of pro-

duction calculated for an acre.

The expense of cultivating an acre of

such land with Indian corn, applying to

it a dressing of fourteen loads of n.anure,

cannot vary much from the following es-

timate :

Ploughing, $3,00
Harrowing, 1,25

Getting on and sjxeading 14

loads of manure, 2,50

Fmrowing, 75
Planting, including seed corn, 1,50

Fourteen loails manure, 14,00

Total, $23,00

For the rest, assuming that the stover

would be worth enough to pay all other

expenses, and setting down nothing for

interest on the land, and we have fifty

bushels of corn at an aggregate cost of

twentj'-three dollar?; which is just forty-

six cents the bushel.

The expense of cultivating an acre

treated with thirty bushels of the new
compost, which would be a inore liberal

application of it than that in the instance

above given, I estimate as follows:

Ploughing, $3,00
Harrowing, 1,25

Furrowing, 75
Getting on and applying ma-

nure and planting, 2,50

Seed corn, 12

3U bushels manure, 9 cts, 2,70

Total, $10,32

Balancing the other iterrs of expense

in this as in the other case, and we have
fifiy bushels of corn at an aggregate cost

often dollars and thlriy-two cents
; which

is less than twentj'-one cents the bushel.

The difference between twenty-one and
forty-six cents, is twenij'-five cents. By
so much per bushel then is the cost of

production according to this estimate, less

in the latter case than in the former.

The whole iiiece was last spring (1847)
seeded down to grass. After being plough-

ed, twenty-seven loads of yard compost
were evenly spread over the surface,

(about one and a half acres) hairowed in,

and oats and grass seed sown. The oats

came up well and proved to be a heavy
crop; but not perceptibly more so where
the manure had been spread than where
it had been applied in small quantity to

the hills. The grass seed appeared to

have taken equally well over the whole

piece; and appearances during the fall

fully justified the expectation that the crop

of English grass, the ensuing season, will

be as abundant on the ons part as on the

other, if then the fact stated be admitted

sufiicieni to establish that of the even

condition of the land, it follows, either

that the effect of the manure applied in

1S46, was, ia both cases, wholly limited

to that season, or that, if it extended

farther, it manifested itself no more favo-

rably on \b,& part where the greatetquaa.-
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tity in bulk, than on ihat where the iess-; ling, in bulk, about one half. It should

hiid been bestowed. Consequently as it be also mentioned that a hundred hill?,

refrards any prospective operation favora- ; nr.ore or less, were subsequently dressed

ble to the land, one application would again, some with the new, and some wiih

seetn to be entitled to as much credit as common compost. As, however, this

the other, and no more. dressing had no favorable effect percepli-

There seems therefore a manifest pro- , ble to the eye, no separate account was

prieiy in changing as I have doue, all of taken of them
;
nor, for the same reason,

both kinds of the manure, to the crop the of the row to which a double dressing of

growth of which they were severally de-
[
the prepared night-soil had been applied.

signed to influence.
j

The crop was hoed twice and three

times harrowed between the rows during

^, . , „ . , lo^-r I the season. It took a promising and even
Third Expenmeni-1SA7.

^^^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^-^ ^pp^^^^.

Having resolved to try the new com- • ance, and by them it was considerably

post, this year, on a somewhat larger
j

injured ; making the return less than it

scale, rather more than an acre and a half otherwise would have been. On the

of sward land, in an adjoining field, was
, southerly part of the field the rows, rnn-

ploushed for that purpose. This field, it ' ning nearly east and west, were of equal

may be proper to observe, was last laid
;
length. On harvesting them their produce

down to grass in 1843. The productive was as follows: the first eight gave ten

calibre of its soil at the time when the baskets of ears ; the next, proceeding

present course was commenced, will be northward, gave nine and a half; the next

sufficiently indicated, by stating that, for
: six gave seven baskets ; the next eight,

the two preceding years its average crops ' being those to which the prepared night-

of hay could not have exceeded fifteen soil had been applied, gave ten baskets

;

hundred pounds to the acre. After being the next eight gave nine, &c. Here the

harrowed, it was furrowed leaving the cut of the cut worm had been more parti-

spaces between the rows three feet wide, cularly unkind, and the amount conse-

both ways. A part of it—perhaps, half quently fell off. In some parts it was

an acre of rather low ground—was culti- observed also, that the implement, used to

vated with potatoes. On the remainder
i

sever the stalks near the ground, detached

the corn was planted about the 20ih of therefrom, without parting them, entire

May; later than usual on account of the ' hills, so completely had their roots been

backwardness of the season. The hills divided by the depredations of the muck
numbered 4545; being as many more

j

worm.

than an acre would accommodate at the i The whole return was 94 baskets of

distance given them, as that number is ears: being little more than 73 baskets to

irreater than 3556. Each hill, with the
,
the acre. The same basket used in inea-

excepiion of those contained in eight
j

suriog the crop, having been filled from

rows as favorably situated it seemed as
;

the top of the crib wherein it had been

anv, and numbering 488, was dressed , deposited, was weighed on the 6ih of De-

with a half pint, or thereabouts, of the
i

cember. The ears weighed forty pounds

new compost, which was lightly covered . and three quarters. Deducting, then,

with earth, and the kernels dropped there-
;
seven baskets for shrinkage to this time,

on, as practised the preceding year. Of
|

Dec. 6ih,—an amount, by the wa%', as-

ihe ei^ht rows not thus dressed seven were 1 sumed on conjecture, as I am not in pos-

treated with an equal, and one with a i session of any facts to determine what it

double quantity of night-soil, prepared by ' should be—and it will leave 66 baskets
;

admixture wii^h substances of the same
i

which, at forty pounds and three quarters

nature (without any liquid being added) each, will give a trifle less than 36 bush-

as those that formed the ingredients of! els as the product of an acre thus ascer-

the new compost ; the night-soil constitu- lained at the time specified. This, esti-
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mating expenses as above, would make
the cost per bushel nearly thirty cents.

The pioduce of the 48S hills treated with

the prepared night-soil, adopting the same

mode for getting at it, was at the rate of
^

35 bnshefs and a fraction to the acre;

which, it will be perceived, fell little short

of an average. According to the sarnej

method of calculation, 635 hills from an-;

other part, gave at the rate of 41 bushels I

and a fraction. And from one square rod
|

not included in the foregoing, the ears af-

1

ter being dried one or two weeks, (the date
|

was accidentally omitted,) weighed 32;] 1

pounds ; which, allowing 75 pounds in

the ear to the bushel, is nearly 70 bushels
}

to the acre. Twenty-five hills, however,
j

were included in this square rod, as it;

happened; which was more than its just

proportion, and more than the piece would

average. Proper deduction being made
for the excess, and it will show a yield at

the rate of 61 instead of 70 bushels per

acre.

The night-soil above alluded to was not

an expensive preparation. But could it

not have been made less expensive, and
as efficacious as a manure? Equal parts

of the meal of corn cobs alone and swamp
muck mixed together with a small quan-

tity of fresh wood ashes, form a compound,
which exposure in a warm and dry at-

mosphere soon renders an exceedingly

powerful absorbent. With a due supply

of this material, if it can be procured on

reasonable terms, every farmer and house-

holder should be provided
;
since it offers

advantages as a means for imbibing the

stale of cattle, and for the desiccation of

night-soil, found in no other substance. It

may, moreover, on trial, prove sufKcieni

for every other purpose appertaining to

the preparation of the latter; forming in

combination therewith a cheaper than
that above alluded to, and, at the same
time, as efficient a manure as any into

which this species of excrement is capa-
ble of being converted. (But with regard
to the new compost it is probably other-

wise. Without the more expensive part

—the corn meal or some part of it—the

latter would be inadequate to supply to a
sufficient extent those phosphates which

enter largely into the composition of In-

dian corn— especially the phosphate of

magnesia. These with the other elements

of its own composition this meal will

supply; and supply in much greater abun-

dance from any given quantity than if it

had previousl}' passed through a digestive

apparatus and contributed to the support

of an animal organism. Not having been

thus deprived of any portion of its virtues,

it is fitted to act with unimpaired energy.

The meal of the grain and cobs together,

in addition to the nutritive matter it may
afford, not needed it may be in the other

preparation, serves to give a loose and

open texture to this as to that, due mainly

to the meal of the cobs ; and by thus fa-

cilitating the access of air, and running

easil}' into decomposition itself, to hasten

that of the other ingredients with which

it is united in the compost. Every offen-

sive property is soon removed, and it be-

comes a porous mass which the roots of

plants can easily penetrate.)

In order to justify the above statement

with regard to the cost of the new com-

post, it niay be sufficient to observe that

the meal is the most expensive ingredient;

and that this was added 1o the others in

such proportion that each bushel contain-

ed an amount not exceeding five quarts,

involving an expense for the same, equal

to the cost of two and a half quarts of

corn. To this add what would be proper

for about three quarts of fresh wood ashes,

and their sum will show the cost per

bushel according to my estimation.

Whether the new compost would be

equally efficient without meal of any kind

as with, is a question which I have no

experience to aid me in determining. On
this point, however, we have the testimo-

ny of Dr. Liebig as follows: "Mr. Pusey,"

says that distinguished philosopher, "the

late able president of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, has shown, that the same

effects are produced b}^ putrified urine,

soot, gas-liquor and nitrate of soda."

"Now the three former," he proceeds, "act

by virtue of the ammonia which enters

into their composition. The usual effects

produced by these and nitrate of soda are

to increase the intensity of the green co-
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lorinj matter, to augment the quantity of

straw, but to produce a li<rht grain."

In reference to the subject of composts,

few farmers, perhaps, are without their

synthetic doirmas of some sort. To one

as above presented, and to the very im-

perfect details connected with the practical

application of the same, I have ventured

to invite attention. If it have no intrinsic

merit, and be not worth even

"A pin, a nut, a cherry-stone,"

its suggestive power upon other minds
may fortunately he such, as to lead, ulti-

mately, to important results. .

December, 1S47.

From the Prairie Farmer.

CULTURE OF GRAPE VINES.

BY G. M. SUPPICER.

JS^Iessrs. Elitors,—In answer to an in-

quiry, by a subscriber, about the treatment

and culture of grape vines, I am able to

give you very practicable and useful in-

formation. The culture of grapes in this

neighborhood is getting to be a product

well worth a fanner or gardener's atten-

tion; and almost every one among the

German settlers has planted a patch, more
or less—some as much as two, or even

four acres. I got the method which I

shall recommend, out of a German book,

which experience has shown is by far the

best mode of any tried in this prairie and
in the vicinity of St. Louis, and is as fol-

lows :

Get your settings (we bought them in

Cincinnati, at 70 cents per hundred, freight

and all) ready to be planted soon in the

spring. The ground ought to be spaded

so that the black soil v.-ill come below the

surface, and the cla}'' on top. Soak the

settings in cold or lukewarm water about

one day before planting; put them six

inches apart in furrows three feet apart,

one foot deep. Let the last eye come out

even with the surface of the ground. The
sloping cut musl be two inches from the

last eye, the eye up and the cut down-
wards. If a dry season they will want a

little watering, till they begin to grow and

I

make roots and leaves. Keep the ground

j

loose and clean about them, and mmd not

to break off anv leaves or branches during

; the summer, 'i'his is all for the first year.

j

In the fall cut all the top off down to two
or three eyes, cutting off two inches from

! those ej'es, and not immediately above

I ihem, or too close. What you cut from

the grape vines is the best manure you
can put to them, and therefore I always
throw it right around the roots and hoe it

' in in the sprmg and summer. These two
or three eyes v.-ill, if the}' are sound and
healthy, make two or three branches the

following summer, which are again treat-

ed as the summer before. In the ensuing

fall they should be cut down to four eye?.

I forgot to mention that when one year

old they ought to be set out to their proper

places—where tViey are wanted in a field

say in rows six feet apart eacli way—in

a garden, where they are raised on lattice

work, one vine in ten feet; and when they

get five to ten years old, one vine in twen-

ty is enough. Those that grow very

large the second summer ought to have
poles six or seven feet long, and be fasten-

ed on them.

The third spring of their age (the bear-

ing year in this country) those four eyes

will grow out in four beautiful branches

or arms of the vine. When the young
branches begin to show themselves, select

the two branches with the most grapes on

as bearing branches—the two remaining

ones as ioood branches, to make bearing

branches the following year. These two

wood branches are entirely let alone all

the summer; but the bearing branches

want particular attention. I prefer lattice

work to single poles, as it is better and

epsier attended to, and gives the vine more

light, air, and room.

As I have said, when the young
branches begin to show, break off the

branch (bearing) two leaves above the

last grape bunch; also break oft" the infe-

rior branches as they make their appear-

ance between the leaves and the main
branches, and also those ringlets or twist-

ed threads, which are apt to entangle the

vines and make it harder to keep them

cleaned. The wood branches are tied up
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separately, and are not in any way inter-

fered with, even if they should show a few

branches too, which will not hurt them.

In this way the bearing branches receive

all the necessary nourishment to bring

forth and ripen most delicious fruit, while

the wood branches grow very stout, and

will make excellent bearing branches the

following season. In the fall, after the

fruit is all ripe, and the leaves begin to

fall off, the bearing branches are cut clean

off with a sharp knife close to the main

stem, and put away in a cellar for settings

for another j-ear. The wood branches are

cut down one to two feet, with a short

inferior branch of two eyes close to the

root—all other inferior branches being cut

off also. The other wood branch may
be left four to five feet long, according to

size, with also a short slump of an inferior

branch left on nearest the roots. These

two stumps with two eyes each are left

on, out of which will sprout two, three, or

four wood branches. If you left more

eyes or all the inferior branches on, you
would have fifty to one hundred branches,

and all of them not worth any thing.

They are treated the fourth, fifth, and

all subsequent years, like the third, with

the exception that the larger the vine

grows, the more stumps, wood branches,

and bearing branches, the main root is

able to nourish; and therefore, in a vine

eight or ten years old, you may leave in

the fall four main branches eight or twelve

feet long, four short arms of five to eight,

and four stumps with one or two ej'es

each. A vine like this ought to have

room twenty fee't square, and will have

more and better fruit than twenty would
that occupied the same space. We have
a vine which, when three years old (this

summer,) ripened 196 beautiful bunches
of the best Catawba grape. The Isabella

also does well here, but is more apt to rot

on the vines than the Catawba, and does

not make as good and strong a vine. Our
prairie soil and climate is well suited, and
manure would do more harm than good.

They ought to be planted on dry ground
;

I think one side of a hill is as good as

another. To train them on a house I pre-

fer the east side. The breakinc: out and

top clipping on the bearing branches

should be repeated during the summer
two or three times. Yovi can graft a su-

perior kind on a poorer one b}' picking a

branch of the?ame size with the old stock,

splice them like apple trees, and tie it to-

gether; bend it all under ground one foot

deep, and let the last eye or two eyes

come out even with the surface wherever

you want it. Pack the soil on it again
;

but mind not to hurt the spliced part. You
can graft the wild grape with tame ones,

and have good grapes the second year

from grafting.

Never use the pruning knife in iho

spring, as the vine would lose more sap

or juice than the bunches needed. Al-

ways do this in the fall, to prevent bleed-

ing.

Should you want some more explana-

tion on an}' part of the treatment, I am
ready to give j'ou my experience, and my
neighbors', whenever called for.

Madison Co., Ill, March, 1848.

PLOUGHING GRASS LAND-

We noticed that many farmers were

turning up green sward last week for

planting. Some of them have an idea

that the sward will rot sooner when it is

turned earlj', than when the work is done

at planting time. This is a great mis-

take, as any farmer will see who exa-

mines and reasons upon it. There is no-

thing green early in the spring, and the

old straw and stubble are a long while in

rotting when there is nothing to aid them.

But wait till the tenth or fifteenth of

May and you have a green crop to turn

under ; and this soon sets every thing in

motion. The later you turn green sward

for planting, the better you will succeed

in rotting the furrow. We are sometimes

induced to turn earlier than we would
choose lest the work should be too much
crowded in planting timo.

Sweet olive oil is a certain cure for the

bite of a rattlesnake. Apply it internally

and externally.
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For the Souihern Planter.

SUB-SOILING.

Mr. Editor,—In looking over the memo-
ranila for the month of AJarcb, I noticed

a request, made by you in regard to sub-

soiling ; trusting that it is not too late for

some of your subscribers to test its utility

by a few loell regulated experiments during

the present year, I am mduced to send

you the result of an experiment in sub-

soiling for. corn, made during the spring

of 1847. As you admonish your corres-

pondents to be concise, I will to the point.

The lot on which the experiment was
made, contains precisel}'' seven acres. Six

acres of this lot was sub-soiled, one acre

through the middle of the lot was not svb-

soiled. Having laid off the entire lot in

squares for the purpose of regularly de-

positing the manure, I commenced on

llth of March to haul out the manure on

the land, placing the heaps which con-

tained by estimate six bushels in the cen-

tre of each square—heaps deposited 7
yards by 7 yards, making 99 heaps, or

594 bushels to the acre, total to the seven

acres 415S bushels. This manure was
a compost of /tog pen manure, mould and

pine straiv.

INIarch 16.—Commenced ploughing

this lot with two horse turn plough, avera-

ging eight inches in depth, subsoil plough

following in the furrow cut by the turn

plough averaging nine inches, the entire

depth of ploughed land seventeen inches.

March 22.—Dragged the entire lot

with two heavy thirty tooth drags, two
stout mules to each drag.

March 23.—Run off rows five feet

apart.

March 24.—Commenced planting,

dropping six grains in the hill

—

hills twen-

ty-two inches in the drill, 4078 plants to

the acres, or 28,546 plants on the lot.

April 14.—The entire lot of corn was
much injured by a severe frost.

April 28.—Run a single furrow with

the single turn plough, throwing the earth

from the corn, hoes following, cleaning

out the remaining grass and thinning to

cue stalk.

May 18.—Run a single furrow with

the single turn plough, throwing the earth

to the corn, the intermediate space bro-

ken close and deep by running six times

in the row with the wing coulter without

mould board, hoes following, but having

little to do.

June 10.—Commenced laying by this

lot with the five tooth expanding cultiva-

tor running three times in the row. A
hand went on before this cultivator sow-

ing the slock pea, putting a bushel to the

acre, hoes following the cultivator clear-

ing out the remaining grass.

Now, Mr." Editor, I will present to j'ou

the most pleasing part, the reward of my
labor, viz. the result or yield.

The six acres of sub-soil made seventy

barrels of merchantable corn.

The acre of unsub-soiled made nine

barrels of corn equally as good. The un-

sound corn not measured in neither in-

stance. I will mention that two gentle-

men of this county, Nathaniel Raines and

Victor M. Eppes, Esq., walked over the

lot during a severe drought and marked
the great difference between the sub and

un-soiled. Mr. R. rem.arked, that with a

favorable season, he thought it would

yield fifteen barrels to the acre. The pea

vines was so much shaded by the corn,

that they yielded little or no peas
;
but 1

had one of the most luxuriant growth of

vines to turn under in September for

wheat. The wheat on this lot at this

time looks fine. I have sub-soiled for the

corning crop of corn, and intend to push

that work as far as possible. I should

like to know from you or some of my bro-

ther farmers, if grazing wheat with sheep

injures that crop, and how late should

they be permitted to graze. In your

wanderings through Virginia, Mr. Edi-

tor, it would afford me great pleasure to

receive a visit at your hands ; you might

find something in Sussex to afford plea-

sure. With my best wishes for the suc-

cess of your Journal,

I remain yours,

Thos. E. Blu-nt.

P. S.—Ralston's plough is considered

a very poor implement in these diggins.

Sussex, March 22, 1848.
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HEDGES AND HEDGE PLANTS.

The subject of ornamental hedges and

living fences begins to aUract very gene-

ral attenlion ihroughout a large portion

of the country. Tiie inquiries are, " What
is the best plant for an ornamental hedge ?"

—" What is best for a strong impassable

hedge ?"—and, " What is the best for an

evergreen hedge V
For live hedges, on a large scale, for

the farmer, perhaps our naiive varieties of

thorn are the best and most economical

that can be recommended for the Northern

States. The plants are raised from seeds,

which are easily obtained in every part of

the country, or they may be purchased at

a low price from the nurseries. The
plants may be set out either at one or two

years old, in a well prepared soil, and by
regular and careful annual pruning or

clipping, form in a few years a close, strong

anil beautiful hedge.

For extensive hedging in open exposed

tracts of country, and particularly on the

prairies of the west, the Honey Locust^

(Gleditschia triacanthos,) offers many ad-

vantages, lis growth is very rapid, much
more so than the thorn

; it is armed with

powerful thorns that render it fearful to

men or animals, and its foliage is delicate

and beautiful, like all the acacia tribe. It

bears cutting well and is perfectly hardy.

It is easily laised from seed, or the plants

may be purchased cheap at the nurseries.

Plants a foot high, one year from seed,

planted a foot apart, cut half back when
planted and regularly cut every j-ear, will

in three years, or four at most, maice a

dense, impassable, and beautiful hedge.

The common yellow locust, {Robinia p ren-

dacacia,) may be used for the same pur-

pose, but is not so good, as it is attacked

by a borer.

For ornamental hedges around gardens

or pleasure grounds, the Italian privet, a

sub-evergreen but deciduous in a northern

climate, though it retains its foliage

through, November, is an excellent

plant, propagated easily from cuttings,

and easily cut and kept in any desirable

size and form. It is of rapid growth, has

elegant foliage with spikes of pure white

blossoms which appear profusely in June,

and afterwards bears clusters of black

fruit, like small grapes. The plants may
be set a foot apart, well cut back at plant-

ing ; and, sheared once or twice during

each succeeding season, makes in three

years a very pretty hedge. The Buck
Thorn, (Rhamnriis catharticus,) which is

raised from seed and n.anaged in the same
way, makes a beautiful hedge. Fine

specimens of this are to be seen around

Boston. The plants are set out at one

or two years old, 8 or 10 inches apart, cut

half back at planting, and each succeed-

ing season cut back half of the season's

growth, thus producing closeness until it

attains the desired height. All live hedges

should be kept in a pyramidal form,

broader at the base and narrowing to the

top—thus giving the bottom as well as

the top, the full benefit of air and light.

For ornamental evergreeti hedges or

screens, where strength is not requisite,

the American Arbor Vitce {Thuya occiden-

talis.) is very eligible, forming, in a short

time, a dense, elegant wall of green, both

in summer and winter. They may be

taken 3 or 4 feet high, and set a foot or

more apart, and may be kept in any de-

sired form and height by shearing. The
Red cedar is another evergreen that an-

swers this purpose well, and is coming

into general use.

But for a strong, and at the same time

a beautiful evergreen hedge, none of these

we have mentioned are equal to the JVor-

ivay Spruce. Its strong, rapid growth,

great hardiness, and elegant green at all

seasons, combine to place it at the head

of this class of plants, and it cannot fail

to be, in time, extensively used as a pro-

tection to fruit gardens, orchards, and plea-

sure grounds, against the invasion of both

human and brute depredators, and to ward
off the severe north and west winds, so

injurious in many parts of the country to

the culture of the finer fruits. Robert
Nelson of Newburyport, Mass., an ex-

perienceil man, says, in the Horilcultuiist

for September last, that in Denmark he

has planted and managed several thou-

sands of yards of it as a hedge, and has

seen it there from 5 to 50 years old. The
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A'riier also recommends the follovv-

de oi planling and trimming :

2:.:.ng.—When iv.o or three years

. „aving attained a height of about

:.; .0 two feet, the seedlings are :o

iisplanied where they are wanted

ledge. It will be remembered, that

^ ;i almost death to the Norway
', .. hich is most fond of sandy, or

•uer, gravelly soil, and 1 have known
^ cf :his tree to grow most admira-

.e;; planted on sunk fences. Where
i IS very rich, it would be well to

rench pretty deep, and fill it with

rocks to the depth of six inches,

•raiisplanting should be done in

and it need not be very earl^'

;

c middle of May is often not too

r.:e.s3 we should have a very for-

-eason. Transplant with as large

ji earth as possible, or else be care-

:c: all the roots, and not to let them

-;i the ground about the roots,

00 firmly; water directly and
'.'.y. which will settle the ground

vjnJ the roots ; and afterwards oc-

..
.• in a dry season, till they begin

-w. If wanted for an ornamental

in a garden, to grow only about

:. h.gh, the plants ought to be set

. '. nine to twelve inches apan

:

-i;-i '.he hedge is wished to grow six

^n feet high, they must be planted

y. apart.

-r ac outside hedge, as a protection

• cattle, or for subdivisions in the

.v:.ere they are desired to givesbel-

. nst high winds, 1 would advise

..ice of plants two feel high, and

V "lay be planted two feel apart.

n as the hedge is set, it will be ne-

: protect it with a tew rails for a

.:f years.

* * * *

-ough many gardeners and nursery-

' rccramend the planiingof hedges

.0 rows, still, for several reasons, I

: .ledly prefer to plant only singi •

'r . 12.—A good hedge ought never

. med in any other way than in a

-nape. Nature teaches us best,

u very little observation, I ibink.

shows plainly that this is the natural
' way. It may be considered tastely and

absurd, to trim a hedge in a square form,

in point of beauty, or, still worse, broad at

the lop and narrow at the bottom ; but

when we reflect that the growth of the

bottom of the hedge is checkwl and stifled

by allowing it to be broadest at the top.

reason should teach i}s to abandon that

mode on the ground of unfitness.

" As soon as planted, streich a line, and

with a hedge shear trim boih' sides in a

convenient conical form, leaving ibe top

till the hedge almost has attained the de-

sired height.
" A well trimmed hedge in a small gar-

den, four feet high, ought never to be

broader at the bottom than twelve inches,

and should slope to the top in a very acute

angle. For each foot higher, it may be

allowed to grow two or three inches broad-

er at the bottom, and in that proportion at

any height. In this way only, every

shoot will enjoy ihe full benefit of air,

light and moisture, eind by this simple

and natural method, you will, in a short

time, form a hedge such as I have often

seen, as green and close from bottom to

top, that even a sparrow could cot, with-

out difficulty, pass through it.

" A hedge, until it has attained the de-

sirable size, may be trimmed at least twice

in a summer, with a hedge shears ; after-

wards it can be much easier, more quick-

ly, and as well done, with a sharp sickle

: or hook.'

WIRE F£>'CE.

TMiis mo'ie of fence is becoming quite

; common, as we learn from various sources,

' in the northern pan of Illinois. We hear

of many pieces of it at various places

near Rock River—one of them on the

farm of John Shillaber, Esq., in Ogle

'county, being about two miles in length.

I
The cost generally, as near as we can

learn, is about 35 cis. to the rod. // is

said to answer a most admirable purpose

against all stock but swine. Cattle and
'

horses particularly, after having iheir

! noses well sawed once by it, can scarcely

I be got near it again. A portable fence

\ might easily be made of this material.
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REARING LAMBS FOR MARKET.

Ai OLir request, Mr. George Edwards,
of MechanicsviUe, Saratojra county, has

furnished us the following account of his

mode of managing sheep and rearing

lambs for market

:

As ray farm is near our large mar-

kets, and well adapted to what I call m-x-

ed husbandry—that is sheep, grain, ar.d

grass—the soil a loam, high and dry—

I

find the rearing of fat lambs the most pro-

fitable branch of farming. The ewes
have generally been bought in Septem-

ber—always selecting those of rather

coarse wool, they being larger, and ge-

nerally the best nurses. The rams (pure

South Downs) are put to them early in

November, and the lambs are dropped

about the first of April. The ewes are

fed during the winter with corn-stalks and
straw, and about one month before lamb-

ing and from thence till they go to pas-

ture, they are each fed wiih three quarts

of brewer's grains per daj'.

" Last year, 1 00 ewes raised 100 lambs.

The wool, which was sold at Troy at 32
cents per lb., brought $104,75. Twenty-
five lambs sold at $2 each, one ram lamb

$5, one do. $3, and the remaining seven-

ty-three at $1,75 each. They were all

taken away by the last of July. The
ewes were sold to the butcher at $2 each

in October—so that the hundred ewes
realized $490,50.

" It is desirable to get rid of the lambs
early, that the ewes may have time to

fatten, so that they may be sold to the

butcher in the fall—giving room for a

new flock which should be bought in for

the next season.

"It is a good mode, and one which we
have frequently adopted, if we have a

piece of rye whicii had been sown on a

clover sod, (or where the land was other-

wise in good order) to plow the stubble

the very moment the rye is ofi' the field,

and sow turnips. The furrow? are first

harrowed with a light harrow, length-

wise, and then crosswise—the seed sown
broadcast, 2 lbs. per acre—ending with
n lling the ground with a very light roller.

The turnip called the stubble turnip, is

preferred. A larger quantity of seed is

!sown than some use, in order to -

i good stand in spite of the ravage? it

' fly. 1 have now procured one of Ei'

I seed-piaiiters, and shall probably t v

turnips in drills henceforth—the rov. ^

feet apnrt, to give ?pace to work be v

: them with a horse and small pier ,-,

[livator. As soon as the turnq ? .

iabout two inches, we p'U on :i

harrows, passing both ways, koci';i

straight course. If the tumps r

drills, the drags are onlj' run aero.-?

rows. About two days after the I

rows are rim over the turnips, tl'

"

S"one over with hoes, and thinned v.

:

they are in bunches.

"Ten acres of turnips, with ,
•

.

bic even plant, will supply and ta:t' :!

aheep, and will afford fine keep iui
'•

froii) the first of October to the e. a! oi

vernber, (if there is not u-uch srow' ;

time when pasture is general!;.- .^1

About one acre should be fencp'l i.

;

commence with, and after four ci t

days, add about one-fourth of r-

every other day. At first the tl

appear not to like the turnips, •
.

' three or four days they will eat \\'.:\

pidly. A boy should be placed wv\- '

sheep for two or 'hree hours each •; '

chop up the shells—the sheep -

back and eat them up clean.

• While the sheep are on the t :

is an advantage to give ihem a '

hay in troughs—say about three < ;
-;

per daj' for 150 sheep.
" Let any man try this plan, ar...i v'

land is in good heart, he will not ou\y i

his sheep get really fat, but they wi!! ;»»

the land in fine condition for a sf
crop. It must be observed, the i; cv

tention that is paid to keeping do-.vr,

weeds, the betterwill the crop pay cost
'

Cultivator.

USEFUL TABLE.

An acre of ground will coai:.;ri

fruit trees, 16^ feet apart eacc \\i'.\ \

hills of corn 3 feet apart each wi. .

240 stalks of wheat six incht.- :

each wa}', 6,272,540 blades of gra-

inch apart each way.
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BUILDING MATERIALS.

We have said someibinor, in a fornjer
'

number, in relation to the size and form ;

of farxTi buildings, but noihing of the ma-

terials iliai should be chosen, when the

builder has a choice. Pme limber is now-

valued more highly than it was in the

55rst settling of the countr\'. Pine beams,

plates, and posts, answer well when the

foundation is good ; but the sills should -

be of more durable wood ;
white oak or

chestnut will last a long while though

placed near the ground, and one of these

should be procured when thej convenient-

!

]y can be for sills of houses and barns. .

Higher posts are now used than infor-

mer times ; the reason given is that more

room is obtained under the same roof, and

'.hat the roof of a barn is the most ex-

pensive part of the building. Yet it is '

not prudent to run to extremes in regard

to height. Posts IS or 20 feet long are

sometimes used, but the labor of unload-

;

ing in such barns is so much increased by
,

this height that it may be doubted whe-

ther any thing is gained by it. Posts 16
:

feel high make as convenient supporters
'

for bams as those that run higher. A
forty foot barn with a goo-^ cellar under

the whole of it vrill be found to be capa-

cious enough for a good farm. And if

the farm is very large, two barns may be

built that will prove more convenient than

one barn that is as capacious as both.

It should be kept in mind that very

lar^e barns require larger timbers than

small barns, and that very large bays for

hay are not so accessible as small ones.

and of course not so good. Two barns

may be so placed, that the north and the

west winds will be broken, and cattle will

have a better yard for winter than by the

side of one large barn.

As the roof is the most costly part of

a barn, so it is most important that this

should be well finished. Pitch pine

boards are better than any to hold the

nails that are driven through the shingles,

and we have them now on a bam that

has been covered v.-iih them for eighty

years past, and they hold the nails on

shingling anew, belter than new boards of

white pine.

Sfiinglis are the most expensive arti-

cles on modem barns, for many are pur-

chased that will not turn the water for a

term of 20 3-ears. Yet it was no uncom-

mon thing, in old times, to find shingles

that would do good service for forty yeais

in succession. While pine and cedar

were formerly the principal kinds that

were used. But chesmut shingles are

now preferred to cedar. Yet old swamp
pine shingles are still found, as formerly.

to do more service than any others.

The modern practice of making shin-

gles with circular saws is attended with

much evil. Poor and knotty tiiiiber, such

as could not be split, is sawed into shin-

gles, and these lie more close than shaved

ones, and thus retain the moisture longer

and rot sooner. Chestnut shingles warp

more, admit more air, and last longer than

: any timber that is sawed and made to lie

very close.

Many attempts'have been made to sub-

I stitute other covering than shingles, but

no kind excepting slate, has proved ef-

; fectual. Flat composii ion roofs have very

;
generally failed, though we should sup-

I pose something of the kind might answer

the purpose.

Carpenters generally incline to expose
' but a small portion of each shingle to the

! weather, calculating on more than a triple

coat of shingles—that is shingles 15

I

inches long are laid with but 4^ inches to

jthe weather. When roofs are new the

more thicknesses we have the more sure

i the roof will be to turn all the water. Bui
'

it should be considered that this close

• shingling will not last so long as mate-

i

rials more exposed when they dry sooner.

! Good shingles, 15 inches in length may

i

be laid six inches to the weather wi...

i perfect safety, and lying thus they di

y

sooner after a storm, and of course las:

longer than when crowded on and made
to ride each other three or four fold. All

who consider of it must admit this princi-

' pie, yet it is not practised upon. A roof

that is double boarded or battened, rots

faster by half than a roof (rf single boards

matched.
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HOW TO MAKE GOOD TEA.

Boil rain water and povir upon your

lea, lettinfT it steep from one to two mi-

nutes, if you wish to realize ihe true taste

of the "plant divine." Well, river or

spring water, in many parts of the coun-

try, is strong-ly impregnated with lime,

which acts chemically upon the tea-leaf,

and greatly deteriorates, or destroys its

fine aromatic flavor. In fact, water, con-

taining lime, or much vegetable matter in

solution, has more or less eifect upon all

kinds of cookery. Besides it is higtily

injurious to the health of some persons.

—

American Agriculturist.

ON THE IMPROVEMENT AND MAN-
AGEMENT OF SOILS.

Perhaps there is no subject of greater

importance to the agriculturist, than a

right understandmg of the principles on

which the fertilitj' of the soil depends. In

many excellent treatises on manures, we
find considerable lists of various sub-

stances, all calculated to support the pro-

ductiveness of the soil; and experience

has long proved the necessity of some re-

turn being made to those soils which are

kept under constant cultivation.

Every tree and every plant in growing
takes something from the earth which
makes \l poorer. Every vegetable in dy-

ing and mouldering back again to dust,

adds something to the earth which makes
it the richer. It is the same when an ani-

mal dies. Every thing which has pos-

sessed life, whether animal or vegetable,

having undergone putrefiiction and being

returned back again to dust becomes food

for the support of vegetable life.

The quantity of this return, or as it is

generally termed, manure, that is requisite

to continue the soil in a productive state,

varies in different soils, and those kinds
which continue the longest productive

Y.-ith the least additional supply, are justly

styled the richest or best. Experience
has also proved that such soils are those

which contain moderate proportions of all

the elementary constituent of soils, which
are but few and generally found combined

with the clayey, sandy, and vegetable

earths. Nothmg, therefore, appears more

evident than the propriety of assimilating

as much as possible, a regular irttermix-

ture of these ingredients. When the up-

per surface is very sandy, the most excel-

lent lavers of clay or niarl, are frequently

found at no great depth below, thirty or

forty carl loads of which, dug and spread

upon the surface of each acre, will form

a most effective and permanent impiove-

ment. On the other hand, clayey soils

are improved by the application of sand,

gravel, and exposure to winter frosts.

Vegetable or peaty soils frequently rest

on beds of clay, which, when burnt and

intermixed, forui a good soil. These

modes of improvement, wherepracticable,

are the most proper, and although perhaps

in the first instance attended w ith consi-

derable expense, can not fail ultimately to

prove the most beneficial. Before we
proceed to the consideration of the appli-

cation of particular substances, as ma-

nures, it may not be improper to take a

view of the natural state of vegetation in

those vast tracts where every operation

necessary to perpetrate a never failing

produce, invariably takes place without

the aid of the hand of man.

By art and industr}-, the augmenting

and improvement of vegetable productions

are truly great; yet, whenever we ex-

ceed the limits of natural laws some

equivalent redress must be substituted, or

our pursuits will soon terminate in the

entire destruction of that subject on which

we repose.

Any man, with very little skill or

knowledge, may fell trees, plant, hoe, cut

hay, raise rain, and rear cattle; and so

long as the virgin fertility of his soil lasts,

he may do well. At length, however,

that becomes exhausted. The stoie of

provision for the nourishment of plants,

which had been accumulating perhaps

for centuries, while the land was in woods,

by the annual decay of vegetables and

the leaves of trees, is at length spent.

It is impossible to survey the unculti-

vated wilderness without admiring the

wonderful energies that must there be re-

lumed in the soil. The mnjestic pine, the
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stately oak, with the great varie!}' of other

inhabiianis of the forest, seem to mock
the idea of receiving aid from the hand
of man; and when the stately produc-

tions are removed by ihe hardy woodman,
instead of finding; the soil exhausted, it is

arenerally found replete with every nutri-

tive principle. The means by which the

soil is here capable of supporting vegeta-

tion are extreaiely olivious; every mate-

rial ingredient extracted by the vegetable

pro lucis are again faithfully returned by
the constant descent of leaves and limbs;

and even trunks and roots every where
intermingle their mouldering elements,

where succeeding products ascend with

renovated vigor, and stand monuments of

exalted verdure; while the various ani-

mal inhabitants that consume so much of

the produce as is necessary for their sup-

port, transmit continued returns by their

excrementitious discharges, and the natu-

ral dissolution of their own carcasses.

These are entertaining and interesting

fads to all those who cultivate the soil,

and exhibit incontrovertible rules by which
all their proceedings ought to be influ-

enced.

Some kinds of manure are proper only

for particular kinds of soil; ashes are a
very vabjable manure for light soils. Two
years ago we strewed about twenty bush-

els of ashes on about half an acre of a
dry sandy soil. The crops were evidently

benefited by this dressing. This is an
application capable of producing moisture

and retaining it in a dry soil, superior to

any thing we have ever seen, and stamps
an invaluable worth on ashes as a manure
for this kind of soils. But on strong moist

soils, they do not answer as good a pur-

pose.

Horn shavings and hogs' bristles, are

an excellent rnanuie for potatoes, strewed

in the drills or hills over the sets, the lat-

ter at the rate of about twenty-five bush-

els to the acre. They produce earlier

with these than any other manures we
have ever h-ied; they are also a good ma-
nure for grass and every other crop which
we have applied them to.

There are other ingredients, such as

salt, charcoal, oil, &c., whose salutary ef-

fects on vegetation have been occasional!}''

demonstrated ; and it is altogether proba-

ble, that the ingenious assiduity of philo-

sophical perseverance, will still continue

to contribute niuch additional information

respecting the various processes connected

with the fertility of soils and laws of ve-

getation. In our present state of advance-

ment, we ought to husband well those

maxims founded on the adamantine base

of long and tried experience, and wield

with a fearless hand that invaluable sup-

port on which both old age and youth

may rest with security.

PICKLED EGGS.

In some parts of England, pickled eggs

constitute a very prominent feature in the

farm-house storerooms. The mode in

which the good dames pickle iheni is

simply thus: at the season of the year

when their stock of eggs is plentiful, they

boil some four or si.x dozen in a capacious

saucepan until they become quite hard.

They then, after removing the shells, lay

them carefully in large mouthed jars, and

pour over them scalding vinegar, well

seasoned with whole peppers, allspice, a

few pieces of ginger, and a few cloves of

gaiiic. When cold, they are bunged

down close, and in a month are fit for use.

Where eggs are plentiful the above pickle

is b}^ no means expensive, and is a relish-

ing accompaniment to cold meal.

SHEEP FEEDING.

A series of experiments on sheep-feed-

ing and wool-growing have just been

made in Germany. The following are

the results which have been deduced :

—

1st. The feeding property of the Swede
turnip, as compared with the potato, is as

7 to 2 ; and for the growth of wool, the

relative value of these two substances, 2U

to 17. 2nd. That the temperature is of

much more importance than generally

imagined, both with regard to quantity of

food consuir.ed and the benefit derived from

it. 'J'o ascertain this fact, one lot of sheep

was fed in warm (though well ventilated)
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sheds, and the rest were fed in the open

air, exposed to the weather. The latter

required rrjore food in proportion as 30 to

22 ; and yet the former have increased

weight as 3 to 1. 3rd. It was tried

whether lambs, or two and a half year old

sheep, gave the most increase of weight

with similar food, and it was found that

the increased weight was equal; though

in the former case it was principally car-

cass weight, and in the latter case it was
wool. The writer concludes the very-

long and carefully written account of his

experiments with the following remarks:

"These experiments have shown most

distinctly that sheep are exceedingly sen-

sitive of any sudden change, either in food

or temperature; and that these circum-

stance.-, as well as any disturbance, are

very disadvantageous to their feeding. If

it is wisheil to secure the full benefit of

their food, and the greatest profit of their

keep, we must avoid exposure to the changes

of the weather^— Spre7igel's Jour.

We are not aware that the practice of

feeding sheep in warm folds has ever been

extensively acted upon in this country,

though the subject has been frequently

noticed. 'J'hroughout the whole of Prus-

sia and Northern Germany, it is now al-

most the universal practice. It must
however, be remembered that the winters

there are much more severe, and the snow
deeper, than in this country. It is also

one of the maxims laid down by Liebig,

in his "Animal Chemistry," that warmth
is favorable lo fattening; and it is at all

times interesting to see the theories of

science borne out in practice.

—

Trans.

JUST THE CHEESE.

An establishment in New Orleans has
received a cheese from New Jersey, weigh-
ing 1,700 pounds—a regular millstone

affair. ,

Do not keep a horse too fat nor too

lean, as either disqualifies him for hard

labor.

DESULTORY NOTES ON INSECTS AND
THEIR INJURIES TO FRUIT TREES.

Those creatures wliich are most iDJurious

to our orchards, are the insects that assume

the grub form and pass a portion of the

vear in the ground or in the bark of the tree.

To get rid of these is the problem of the fruit-

grower. We have already stated in this jour-

nal, that we have seen a peach orchard which

had been nearly destroyed by the grub, brought

to a healthy condition by the simple removal

of all the fruit as fast as it fell. Whatever

may be the theory to account for it, ttie fact is

certain ; and we still regard it as one of the

most effectual means of getting rid of that

pest.

But all these grubs, both those which infest

the peach tree and those which infest other

fruit, are much affected by the use of common

salt as a top dressing to the ground about the

roots of the tree. Mr. Downing relates that

"in a neighborhood where the peach worm

usually destroys half the peach trees, and

where whole crops of the plum are equally

the victim of the plum weevil, we have seen

the former preserved in the healthiest condi-

tion by an annual application of a small hand-

ful of coarse salt about the collar of the tree

at the surface of the ground; and the latter

made to hold abundant crops by a top dressing

applied every spiing, of packing salt, at the

rate of a quart to the surface occupied by

every full grown tree." The refuse salt will

do as -well as any other for these purposes,

but the coarser the better. That sort used for

packing fish is far preferable to the fine table

salt, because it dissolves so much the more

slowly in the atmosphere. But salt is a pow-

erful agent, and must be used iu s^mall quantities

—particularly upon the plum. Too much, like

guano, destroys every thing; and the applica-

tion for two or three seasons is long enough.

Salt has not only been found useful in rid-

ding fruit trees of worms, but it has been used

with success, on a large scale, in farm crops. •

The cut worm is driven off by it. Three

bushels sown to an acre is the dose.

But let us return to the peach trees. Our

great enemy, the grub or borer as it is some-

times called, takes its oiigiu from a moth
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with four wings, of a slender tody and a dark

blue color, which deposits its eggs in the ten-

der bark of the trunk near the ground during

the early part of the summer. The egg be-

comes the grub, which lives in the bark till

next summer, when it becomes a moth like

its parent, and proceeds to the laying of more

We have mentiohed two remedies, and here

follows the third, perhaps better than either of

the others. Heap half a peck of air slaked

lime somewhat mixed with ashes around the

base of each tree during the present month

(May) and keep it there till the end of Octo-

ber. Of course the moth W'ill not approach

the tree, and the worms of the former j'e^,

which are already in the bark, will in all pro-

bability be destroyed in their attempts to leave

it.

Either of these three remedies seems to us

simpler and better than the common plan of

searching for the worms and cutting them out

with a knife.

The gi.ub which infests apple and quince

trees, the apple borer, is the product of a beetle,

which flies only at night. Immense numbers

of these beetles may be destroj-ed by kindling

small bright fires in the orchards in the end of

May and in June. Like the peach moth, it

lays its eggs near the base of the tree, and the

grub perforates the tree in every direction.

Some persons kill them by thrusting a flexible

wire into the hole that they make. Others

put a bit of camphor into it, and then plug up

the aperture with a peg of soft wood. But

the best remedy is undoubtedly the lime, used

as we have already advised for the peach.

But the injury done by these worms will

never bear comparison with that which the

apple orchard suffers from the caterpillar.

How many fine trees do we continually see

stript of their leaves and destroyed by this

hateful creature. Yet no trees are destroyed

by it save those of the indolent farmer— the

means of getting rid of it being so numerous
•and evident. It is one of its peculiarities, to

collect in large nests in the forks of the tree,

and here they maybe killed in great numbers.

One method is, fasten a sponge to the end of

a pole, dip it into spirits of ammonia, (or harts-

horn,) and thrust it into the nest. Everv in-

sect touched by it will be instantly killed.

Another is, a pole with a fork or brush at the

end. This is to be worked about in the nest

until tire young caterpillars are thrown upon
the ground, when they may be crushed. An-
other is, to tie a bundle of straw, shavings,

pine twigs, &c., to the end of a pole, fire it, and
let it burn in contact with the nest. This is

a very effectual method, and we have often

practised it with great success, and with no

injury to the tree. The caterpillars which re-

main scattered about the tree, should be picked

off and destroyed with the hand. An active

lad with a small ladder, may do great execu-

tion in a small space of time.

The canker worm is another most mis-

chievous enemy to the apple orchardist. It

rises out of the ground very eaily in March,

crawls upon the tree, and lays its eggs in rows

over the bark. These are hatched in May
and prey upon the foliage.

The tactics most commonl}'' resorted to for

defence against the canker worm, are to en-

velope the trunk of the tree with a piece of

canvass, which must be smeared with tar. It

is better not to put the tar on the bark itself,

because its effect is injurious thereto. A cir-

cular leaden trough has been invented, intend-

ed to surround the trunk and be kept filled

with oil, which is said to be effectual in pre-

venting the ascent of the canker worm, but

which is injurious to the tree, because of the

nails necessary to fasten it around the trunk.

These are the best melhods to keep off the can-

ker worm, but they must all be used very

early in the spring. The best method of de-

stroying the worm is to dig up the earth under

the tree to the depth of six inches, pulverize

it, and mix with lime; give the ground about

the tree a good top dressing of the same. This

must be done in the fall—say October.

The great enemy of all the smooth-sioned

fruits, the plum, the nectarine, and the apri-

cot, is a small beetle, known as the curculic,

or plum-weevil. This insect la)"s its eggs in

the fruit; the eggs become grubs; the fruit

falls, and the grubs makes their way into the

ground, from whence thej' come forth as bee-

tles to renew their ravages on the fruit.

It has been observed, that the plum-weevil

never troubles trees planted in a heav)' soil,

and that it is the tree planted in a lighl, sandy
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soil, that ibey prefer. The plain course oi"

action is, therefore, to make the surface of the •

earth under the tree of a heavy and compact >

character. A monar of stiff clay at far as
!

the branches extend, and to the depth of two

or three inches, answers the purpose. A pave-
,

mem is still better. We see many trees in i

this city, planted in paved back yards, &c.,

'

which are never troubled with them. If swine

are allowed to run beneath the trees, or if the

injured fruit is picked np as fast as it falls, the ,

ravages of the plimi-weevil will be effectually

stopped.

The insect blight upon the pear trees is fre-

quently a most disastrous thing. When the

trees are in their fullest bloom and summer
luxuriance, shoots at the extremities of the

branches are observed first to droop, then to

torn brown, and then black and dry. This is

caused by a minute insect, which girdles the

branch at the point when the withering begins.

There is no remedy but to cat off the branch

a little below that point, and to put it in the

fire; and unless this is done when the disease

makes its first appearance in the tree, it will

prove exceedingly troublesome.

Most of the grubs, &<;., which infest fruit

trees, as we have shown, are the pro»iuci of

moths, &c. It is desirable to destroy these

before they produce the grubs. That would

be the best way of all if we could only do it

effectually. They are all very much affected

by suong odours, tobacco smoke, brimstone,

&c. And a very simple and excellent method

is to suspend among the branches a numbec
of wide-mouthed glass vessels or jars, half

filled with a mixture of molasses and vinegar.

In a few days they will be found completely

choked up with every species of moth and
other insect.

All sorts of birds should be encouraged to

keep about orchards ; and every farmer should

make it a plantation law, that no gun is ever
to be carried into the enclosure. It is true

some kinds of birds eat a few cherries and
plums, but the service ihey all perform upon
the insect and bug tribe is immense. Spar-

rows, wrens, and wood-peckers, should be held

in especial consideration, and let no idle pre-

judice against toads and bats.be the cause of

their molestation. The fomiermakeway with

great numbers of insects—all indeed that we

can find near to the ground—while ihe bat

lives upon the moibs, weevils, &.c., which in-

habit the air.

CHEESE MAKING—K>^OWIXG HOW.

The advantage of skill and exactness

in cheese making are well set for;a in an
address by Col. A. Petrie, before the Her-

kimer (N. Y.) Agricuhural Society:
'• Some farmers nr.ake less than three

hundred pounds of cheese per cow in a
season, while others exceed six hundred.

Perhaps some of this difierence may be

accounted for by ihe inequality of advan-

tages, but I am assured by gentlemen, in

whose skill in the art we have the high-

est conndence, that there is a great difl'er-

ence in the product per cow, when all

advantages are equal. One case I will

mention : A gentleman who had for four

years made more than sis hundred pounds

per cow in a season, trom a dair\- of tweu-

ty-five cows, let out his dairy to a tenant,

whose reputation as a common cheese

maker, was cf the highest order. He
observed that the tenant's cheese was
smaller and lighter than they should be,

and suspecting the cause, watched the

mode of making them, and found it lo be

like that of nearly all the cheese makers '

in the county—by guess. The milk was
tempered and set, the curd scalded with-

out a thfrmometer, and less care was ta-

ken in other parts of the process than he

was accustomed to. He attempted to

teach the tenant, who was rather preju-

diced to ' book farming"'—reminded him
of his reputation ; the landlord, however,

made a few cheese hltriself and the tenant

looked on. These were found to be larger

and heavier than the cheese made by ten-

ant. The tenant then adopted the im-

proved mode, and he could make as large

a cheese as his friend. Eoih genilerren

now agree, that the improved mode in-

crease the amount ten per cent. Now
the tenant was evidently more than an

ordinary cheese maker, for he would have
made over four hundred pounds per cow
during the season, but by the improved

mode he made over six hundred."'
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From the Genesee Farmer.

AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.
We are in the receipt of all the a^i-

cnltnral journals published in the United
Spates

;
and it give^ us great pleasure lo

mark the new and able correspondents,

and the increased editoritil abiliij and
spirit which ihey display.

We rejoice at this evidence, that the

noble work of advancing American Ag-
riculture will command, in the year 1848,
the best service of more talent, more
science, more learning, and more of in-

valuable practical research and expe-

rience, than it ever did before. From the

energy, skill, and indomitable perseve-

rance of so much Arrjerican Mind, we'
anticipate, at no very distant day, vast

and auspicious resulis. Compared with

the length and breadth of the field now
ready for the harvest, the laborers are in-

deed few. Better, however, than seed

sown in good ground, ihey will achieve

improvements, such as the world has
never wiinessed.

We are a peculiar People
;
and Provi-

dence in ii3 wisdom has given us a pecu-

liar country. Its very vasiness, embra-
cing almost every variety of climate, soil,

and minerals—its immeasurable capacity

to feed, clothe, elevate and render happy,
civilized man, fill us at once with amaze-
ment at the grandeur of onr prospective

pKJwer, and with fear and trembling at

the greatness of our present respopsibdity.

To the Farming Interest of our country,

its patriot sons ever look for a stable, con-

servative influence to sustain its dignity

and honor, in the most trying emergen-
cies. Confined to the mixed and impul-

sive population of commercial cities and
manufacturing towns, the sovereignty of

the people would be lost in anarchy and
end in despotism. But a free and inde-

pendent yeomanr}'. well versed in the

theory and practice of a representative

government, and 'r-.T outnumbering the

whole urban popt.ation of the nation,

Will, for many ages to come, control and
shape the destiny cf North Araercan in-

stitutions. Nor will the Agricultural

Press be wanting in power, for good or for

evil.

From our boyhood up we have watch-
ed the signs of the times. They have
been pregnant with mighty events. The
period of quickening has arrived, and the

day of delivery is not far distant. Agri-
cultural education, imparling thorough
mental training, and sound scientific at-

tainments 10 the intellects of all that cul-

tivate the eanh, are measures next in or-

der in American histor . . To this end
agricultural reading must be rriore varied,

and rendered more attractive to young
and ardent minds. An efl^ort should be

made to build up a rural literature of our
own. We are emphatically a reading

people. Alas, what of good can we say
of our niost popular reading? A vile

decoction, made by sleeping a single grain

of virtue in a thousand grains of vice

and folly. This should not be, in a land

of moral and intelligent parents. All

editors cf agricultural works, and their

contributors, should aim to interest as well

as instruct popular mind. Take the whole
United States together, and not one farmer

in thirty reads any agricultural paper

whatever. Give each but one journal,

(and thousands already take several,)

and every publisher might increase his

list of subscribers thirtyfold! There can

not be far from four Tnillions of adult

males engaged in agricultural pursuits at

this time, in the Union. How few of all

these see anything, or learn anything of

the recorded experience of the thousands

in this country and Europe, who write

for the Press ! That large class of farm-

ers who never see an agricultural book or

paper in their lives, or if they do. never

study them, deserve more attention at our

hands than they have yet received. While
considering their position in ibis progres-

sive age, and the poor advantages of their

children, we often wish to have a fortune

that we might appropriate its annual in-

terest to the publication and gratuitous

circulation of agricultural tracts, (or the

perusal of the million. We expend hun-

dreds of thousands to circulate political

tracts, and aid in putting down one party,

and setting up another. If Congress and

each administration would give a tithe of

the money annually expended for party
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purposes, to ai'i in diffusing: a knowledge

of agriculiiiral science among our whole

rural population, it would add imn;ensely

to the wealth aud improvemeni of the

counirv.

The soundness of the policy of impart-

ing instruction to the popular mind may
be ivgarded as settled. It is an open

question, however, in ichai way all need-

ful information in n atters of science and

learning shall be conveyed hocre to the

understanding of the whole communiiy.

—

There are over three inillions of farmers

who greatly need that knowledge of the

laws of nature which agricultural iour-

nals and books are capable of imparting.

But hitherto no effective means have been

used to accomplish the object. At this

time the Smithsonian Institution has over

$700,000 invested, the principal of which
was given " to diffuse useful knowledge
among men." If a portion of its large

income should be expended in publishing

cheap tracts on rural topics, to be gratui-

tously circulated over the whole Union,

and especialh' where few or no agricul-

tural papers are read, great good might
unquestionably be done. Considering how
plenty paper, ink, presses, and lype-set-

lers are, surely all that can read should

not lack for any useful information which
the art of printing can furnish. Let its

light shine in every log house in the

land.

There are millions in the United Stales

who have yet to acquire the habit of read-

ing any thing more than the Bible, Pil-

grim's Progress, or something of the kind.

There are more still, who read— to no
useful purpose, except to amuse them-

selves in an idle hour. The study of Ag-
riculture and Horticulture in Common
Schools, b}^ the most advanced pupils,

would do much to create a general taste

for rural pursuits and improvements.

the truth of the statement for himself He
had a large qi;anlily on hand, and after

providing himself with a proper vessel,

(half hogshead tub,) he filled it wiih cobs,

and then with a solution of salt water.

In this stesf) the cobs were suffered to re-

main till iney bad imbibed a sufficiency

of the fiuid to render them soft. In this

condiiion they were fed out to his stock

—

half a peck to a full grown cow or ox in

the morning, and the same quantity at

night. He remarks that all his anirr;als

are extremely fond of them, and that they

consunre a much less quantity of hay
and grain than before he commence^d

giving them cob feed. Neither do they

require salt in its natural state. He has

also ground several bushels of cobs, and

finds the meal an excellent article for

making " mush." The most economical

mode, however, of appropriating corn

cobs, is to grind ihern with the corn.

The corn should be first crushed in a

mill constructed expressly for the pur-

pose, and then ground into meal, the sarte

as corn when shelled.

—

Maine Fanner.

CORN COBS.

A friend who had read an article in

some paper recommending com cobs,

ground or unground, as constituting a
valuable feed for stock, undertook to test

A READY RULE FOR FARMERS.

A ' quarter of wheat" is an English

measure of eight standard oushel?—so

if you see wheat quoted at fifty-six shil-

lings, it is seven shillings a bushel. A
shilling is twenty-four cents—R;ultiply by
seven, and you have $1 68 per bushel.

In Kentucky corn is measiued by the

barrel, which is five bushels of shelled

corn. At New Orleans a barrel of corn

is a flour barrel full of ears. At Chicago

lime is sold by the barrel, and, measured

in the smallest sized cask of thai name,

will pass muster. A barrel of flour is

seven quarters of a gross hundred, (one

hundred and twelve pounds,) which is

the reason of its being the odd measure

of one hundred and ninety-six pounds.

A barrel of tar is twenty gallons, while

a barrel of gunpowder is only a small

keg holding twenty-five pounds, and this

reminds me of cotton, a bale of which is

four hundred pounds, no matter in whrit

sized bundles ii was sent to market.
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FARMING AN"D READI>-G.

Do you take and read an agricultural

paper ? Strange that a farmer, or planter,

should think of doing without one. The
merchant surrounds himself with hissbip-

ping lists, price currents, and all the
means that can communicate information

and ensure success
; the lawyer's shelves

are loaded with law journals, law reports,

law commentaries, and law precedents,

for he is sensible that without understand-
ing what others have done, he cannot
hope for triumph at the bar : so with the

other professions, they must and do read,

if they hope for eminence or usefulness.

All are anxious to understand their own
business, the farmer excepted, and too

inan_v of these are content to follow on in

the beaten path, never reading, scarcely
ihinkmg, and showing no anxiety to know
what science is doing for I hem, and what
discoveries and improvements are making
10 aid and accelerate their progress. No
man needs extensive, varied knowledge,
more than the farmer : none can turn it

to more profitable account. The whole
growth of a plant from the germination
of the seed to the ripening of the fruit, is

purely a chemical process, and one that

may be understood and known. The far-

mer is admirably situated to study and to

interrogate nature. Let him read, ob-

serve, compare, reflect, and practice ac-

cordingly. Never act without system,
nor do a thing because others have done
it.

—

Cull. Jllmanac.

I

FEAR OF INN'OVATIOX
' An article is given by Sir Walter Scott,

i very pleasantly, of a fanning mill intro-

1

duced into Scotland over a hundred years
I ago, and the objections to its use :

I

"Your ladyship and the Stewart has

i

been pleased to propose, that my son Cud-
i die should work in the bam wi a new
i fangled machine for dighiing the corn

i
from the chaff, thus impiously thwarting

:

the will of Divine Providence, by raising

I

wind for ^-our ladyship's own particular

i

use, by human art, instead of soliciting it

i by prayer, or waiting patiently for what-
I ever dispensation of wind Providence was
! pleased to send upon the sheeling hill."

This fanning mill, it seems, was intro-

;

duced from Holland in the year 1710. by
\ Fletcher of Saliour, and its use was pub-
licly denounced from the pulpit, as im-
pious. But innovation is not so much
feared now

; and to see a farmer plowing
in the same furrov.', his grandsire turned,

is not so common as it was thirty years
ago.

MILCH COWS.

Those who may desire their milch
cows lo furnish them supplies of milk,

cream and butler, must provide them with
nourishing slops, fodder and hay, as dry
provender alone, and that of the coarsest

kind, is but an indifferent substance to ex-

cite the milk vessels into action. The;
secretion of this delicious fluid cannot be

\

carried advantageously on unless the cows
'

be generously fed. In the latter case they I

never fail to repay their provender in a

!

grateful measure. Warm, dry lodging

!

and clean bedding are" great helpers to the i

cow in her efforts to fill the udder. !

GETTING ON THE RIGHT TRACK.
Mr. Magruder, a planter of Columbia

county, Ga., communicated to us, ver-

bally, the following interesting facts :

First—That his plantation is badly
worn under the old system of cropping or

planting alone.

Secondly—That by manuring, sub-soil-

ing, and planting corn in rows three feet

apart, and allowing one stalk a space of

eighteen inches in the row, he has grown
the past season eightj'-four and a half

bushels of shelled corn on an acre, and
seventy-nine bushels the year before on
the same ground.

Thirdly—He sells all his butter in Au-
gusta at twenty-five cents a pound, and
finds that by keeping up his cows and
cooking their food, he gets twice as much
milk and butter as he formerly did. We
say, from our own experience, that one-

half of his milk will pay all the expense,

leaving him a net profit of one hundred
per cent., while the annual improvement
of his neat stgck, by their superior keep,

will, should he have fifty cows, amount
to a handsome sum.

—

Southern Cultivator.

I
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WIRE FENCE.
I

JMessrs. Editors :—Being a practical
j

farmer and a subscriber to your valuable
'

paper, I desire to contribute something to
|

aid the farming interest, by making a few !

suggestions on the subject of wire fence, I

for the consideration of the tillers of the
|

soil, which I cannot but hope may lead

to some practical results, that may prove ;

highly beneficial to many who are enga-
j

ged in the noblest pursuit that ever occu-

pied the mind of man.

The writer of this, having lately learn-

ed that posts and wires have in some
places been substituted for other materials

for fence, has taken some pains to ascer-
\

tain the comparative value of making it,
]

which may be done as follows : First set

one post ofcommon size firm in the ground,

and place in it a long screw or small wind-

Iciss, with a small rag wheel at or near the

lop where the upper wire is designed to

be ; then fasten one end of the wire to

the screw or windlass, and extend it to

the other end of the fence, whatever the

distance may be. There set another post,

to which fasten the wire as at the begin-

ning
;
then turn the screw or windlass at

each end, until the wire is as tight as de-

sired, when it will be ready to receive as

many intermediate posts as may suit the

fancy—which posts, it is believed, need

not exceed two inches square of hard wood,

which can be sharpened and very easily

driven into the ground, on a line with the

wire, to such depih as may be necessary.

Extend as many wires as desired to ac-

complish the object. Let each wire be

fastened to each intermediate post with

common tender hooks, wiih the hook part

so bent over as to fully secure the wire in

its place. Four wires, it is believed, will

be sufficient to secure sheep, as ihey do
not get over a fence unless they can first

jump on to it. The wire may be of such
size as best suits the fancy. No. 16 is

no doubt sufficient—which, for each rod
of fence of four wires, will not cost, at

the wholesale price, more than nine or ten

cents ; and such posts as above described
will not cost more than one cent each, and
one to a rod will be sljff.cient, as the
whole line of fence from one end to the

other will be all united to resist any pre-

sure against ir, and for that reason the

posts may be small and set but lightly in

the ground.

Such a fence could not be disturbed bv
the wind, and should the posts be raised

by the frost, it would be but a small mat-
ter to drive them down to their proper
place. If any fear exists that the wires

may contract in cold weather and break,

it will be very easy to turn the screws or

windlass at the approach of frost, and
leave all secure. Fences may be made
on the same plan to secure any other kind
of animals, but for the larger kinds it is

not unlikely that it will be advisable to

place a cap board on top of the posts.

How durable such a fence may be re-

mains to be known hereafter ; but it is

highly probable that the wire would en-

dure for many years, if placed on the sun
side of the post, even without paint,

which can be applied if necessary. Such
a fence could be more easily moved than
any other ; all that would be necessary,

would be to unfasten each end of the wire,

and wind them on a reel, and remove the

posts to any place desired, which could
be very speedily accomplished.

Yours, &c., H. C. W.
.Auburn, X. Y., Jan., 1S4S.

The subject of the foregoing letter is at-

tracting a great deal of attention in some pans

of Virginia—and indeed in the middle states

generally. "We rejoice to see it. If we can-

not get our Legislature to repeal our odious

and tyrannical fence law, all plans which go

to diminish the sum with which we are rob-

bed of by it, deserve great attention. The
wire fence will in the end do this to a verr

considerable extent; and if it will prove as

serviceable as here, as we are told it has done

elsewhere, it is a great invention. Whether
it iriU answer the sanguine expectations Ibrm-

ed of it has yet to be seen. A very fine spe-

cimen of this sort of fence is now in course

of erection upon the well manured and well

arranged farm of Mr. Wm. Crump near this

city, and we shall then ha%'e an opportunity

of observing its operation. We would men-
tion one fact, however, which we derive from
those who are conversant with this fence, that
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it is abso'uie!}' necessary lo have a strip of

board nailed along the upper part of the posts.

The cattle do not see the wires, or regard

them as too small to be an impediment, and

either injure themselves or break through by

plunging against them.

AMERICAN vs. ENGLISH IMPLE-
MENTS.

A Mr. Slocum bus taken over to En-

gland ii variety of onr Improved Agricul-

tural Implements fcr a trial against their

fdr-fatiied anicles.— Plows, Fanning Mills,

Scythes, Cradles, Rakes, &;c.—and the

trial by a coinimilee eventuated as fol-

lows: ihe best Noriharnpton and How-
ard's Champion Plow required to turn a

furrow on a clay soil five inches deep axid

eleven inches wide, a draft of four hun-

dred and iweni}' ; tbe AiTitrican Plow
five inches deep and fourieen wide, three

hundred and sixiy-four. Tlie next irial

was at eight inches deep, and eleven wide
;

the English Plow required six hundred and

forty-four pounds, the American five hun-

dred and eiehiy-eight pounds. The triers

retiiarked : "In justice to the Ameiican

Plow, we must say, they cut and turned

their furrows quite as well as the others,

breaking the land to pieces ;
indeed they

are the most simple, light, strong, efScient

Plows that it is possible to conceive."

The Fanning Mills were equally as su-

perior. They say, wi'h the exception of

cleaning out white caps, they " are quite

equal to our best machines, and one man
is able to fill more chaff into it, than two

can put into any of our machines
; but its

greatest recommendation is its cheapness,

simpliciiy, efficiency ai>I expediiion.

—

Mr. Slocum's Hand Machines are the

strongest, lightest and most perfect arti-

cles that ever canie under our notice."

This result is rather creditable to the

insenuii}'-, and good judgment of the

" Universal Yankee Nation." It is what

the boys would call, in common parlance,

" teaching their grand daddy's how to

,

suck eggs."

MANURES.

The Guardin des Furniers says: It

would certainly be very useful, if the spe-

cific properties of every kind of manure
were carefully studied, so as lo acquaint

us with the quickness, the strength, nrd

the duration of the action of each, in or-

der that we might apply to every soil and
ever}' crop exactly, and without hesitation,

that which is most suitable. What has

hitherto retarded the acquisition of this

knowledge is the universal custom of

throwing pell-mell, all the manure of the

farrn-yard into one receptacle, under the

idea that this mixture of manures is best

fof all kinds of soil. This practice is well

enough in an alluvial soil, where all fields

are of the same character; but in genera]

practice, especially upon large farms,

where more varied soils come under one

cultivation, I would advise not to mix the

manures, but to apply to each field that

manure which is most suitable to it. In

the present state of our knowledge, il

seems advisable to recomiTiend the appli-

cation of the CHille manure to dry sandy,

warm situations, and horse and sheep ma-
nure to cold, damp soils.

Sheep put imo fresh stables are liable to

be killed by eating loo much graijx

DEPTH OF PLOUGHING FOR CORN:

The proper depth to plough for eora^

has long been a subject of controversy

among farmers; the advocate for subsoiX-

ing, pulverizing the earth to the d^pih of

14 inches; the medium farmer turning

up the earth six or seven inches deep;

and the shallow plougher only skimming
the surface lo the depih of three or four

inches, and each point to equaliy goo<l

crops produced, as an evidence of the cor-

reci&ess of their system: hence, 'when

dociors disagree, who is lo decide ?'

If shallow ploughing is a-s productive

as d-eep, there is a great saving of labor

in the aperation, which is quke a deside-

ratum ill breaking up har^d, stiff soils in

warm wea'her. I commenced farming

with plcHighins six or seven inches deep

for corn; and after pursuing that system

for a few years, I was told that subsoiling

was the: true principle. Upon trial, i
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found it to be laborious work for man and
beast, without a corresponJing benefit,

except to root out stones that the eye of

man had not looked upon before, at the

expense of s)indry sore punches in the

ribs, by the stilts of the machine, besides

I never could perceive subsoihng to be the

least benefit to the crop. Being satisfied

with this experiment, I next proceeded to

test the difference between ploughing a

field in alternate lands at the different

depths
;
and contrary to my expectations,

the shallowest ploughing produced the

best corn. I have since repeated the ex-

periments, and always found shallow

ploughing to be as good as deep for corn.

I know this to be contrary to the opin-

ion of many of our most eminent farmers;

but did they ever try the experiment in

this manner? The theory of deep plough-

ing is good enough, but theories as many
a city farmer has found to his cost, are

sometimes fallacious when applied to

farming.

Suppose the friends of deep and shal-

low ploughmgj try the experiment of

ploughing different depths in alternate

lands for the coming corn crop, carefully

noting the depth, time of ploughing, kind

of soil, and mode of culture, and giving

the result to the public next fall, through

the columns of the Telegraph. The
pleasure of employing the experience of

others, will amply compensate for the lit-

tle trouble of noting down the progress

and result of the experiment.

—

Gertnan-

town Tel.

For the Southern Planter.

FENCE LAW.

^Ir. Editor^—I observe in some of your
late numbeis, that the Virginia Fence
Law is attracting a good deal of atten-

tion. The principle of this law appears

to be, that each farmer or planter is ob-

liged to fence otU his neighbor's cattle, in-

stead of fencing in his own. Each farin

or plantation is, under the present sj-stem,

lo protect itself against the inroads of all

Romadick horses, hogs, mules, jack-asses,

horned catile, &c. Each farm or planta-

tion is thus, in the eye of the law, subject

to be in a slate of continual siege, and
whenever the beleagueing cattle can find

or nake a breach in the fencible out-

works, they are entitled to the usual

rights of conquest. This is in accord-

ance with Hobbes' maxim, that the

natural slate is a stale of war. The
fence law is universally belligerent

; il

allows letters of marque to all four-fooled

beasts, and every land-holder, of fifty or

five thousand acres, is in the condition of

perpetual se defendendo, and must inces-

santly be performing the grand rounds.

The old principle, thaia n.an rnust sousehis

own, as not to injure his neighbor's, seems
in this case to be lost sight of The word
cattle, (catalla.) is very comprehensive,

and includes, I think, bees, which though
they sting, are yet not feice naiurte— that

is, they are not wild beasts, for, as sayelh

my lord Coke, their stinging is not animo
feroci, from a savage disposition and in

wantonness, but only se defendendo, in

selfdefence, and when magnopere provo-

caiffi—excessively provoked. So far from

being wild beasts, it is well known that

they only accompany the footsteps of civili-

zation. Now if it is legitimate lo let

loose horned cattle, horses and oiher great

beasts, to enterprise upon the weak points

of neighboring fences, a fortiori it is right

to carr}' on a petty Guerilla warfare by

means of the light infantry, flying artil-

lery and lancers—the bees. For exam-

ple, an amateur of bees might establish

an apiary in the vicinity of a grocer_y,

where sugar is a chief commodity ex-

posed for sale. In a fine summer morn-

ing, perhaps the bees of a more refined

and poetical temperament, would belike

themselves to gardens, orchards and mea-

dows, but the rnnjoriiy, no doubt, being

of a more practicul mm of mind, will in-

vade the grocery ; the old reeking sugar

hogshead will be their regular rendezvous,

where ihey will buzz and hum, wheel

and dart and crawl. The grocer will be

driven to the ultima thule of his counting-

house ;
the clerks will have lo be always

on the qui vive, and must occasionally be

stung. The loss of a few pounds of su-

gar might be borne, but the society of the
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insect privateers would be intolerable.

Nor would it much lighten the annoj'-

ance of the grocer, to be told, that every

man has a right to keep bees, and that he

who is annoyed by ihem, has only him-

self to blame for not making his fortifica-

tions more complete. As in a retail store,

it would not be convenient to keep the

windows and doors always closed
;
the

onlyallernative that occurs to me, would be

for the grocer to employ bee-flappers to be

conslanily on guard, armed with large

flaps of leather, to prevent the incursions

of the enemy, or to dislodge them when
they got, in. It might as well also to

keep a lump of assafoetida burning on the

counter, and occasionally, in case of an

extraordinary onset of the enem}', to beat

up their quarters with some dozen or so

of Chinese gongs. Whether in case a

bee should be killed, an action of trespass

would lie, I am doubtful. If it should,

the complaint would be probably " for

making an assault in and upon the body

of A. B.jWiih intention to maim and dis-

figure the said B., or do him some other

great bodily harm, against the peace and

dignity of the commonwealth and the

statute, in that case made and provided."

A. B.

^pril26lh, 1S48.

FRESH vs. DECAYED MANURE.

The Pharmaceutical Times says :

—

" M. KoERTE, professor at the Royal

Academy of Agriculture, at Mceglin, in

Prussia, made some years ago, a series of

experiments to ascertain whether it is

more economical to use fresh or decayed

manure, regard being had to the relative

proportion of each. I subjoin the princi-

pal results of his experiments. 1. Ma-

nure exposed to the influence of the at-

mosphere, in heaps or layers, continually

loses its fertilizing principles, and its bulk

diminishes in a corresponding proportion.

A himdred loads of fresh dung are reduced

at the end of 81 days to 73.3 of its first

bulk, or loss of 26 7 ; 254 days, to G4.4

of its first bulk, or loss of 35.7 ; 384 days,

to 62.5 of its first bulk, or loss of 37.5

;

493 days, to 47.2 of its first bulk, or loss

of 62.8. 2. The loss was much more
considerable in a certain time, at the com-
mencement of its decay, than at afier pe-

riods of this change, as Gazzeri had pre-

viously ascertained. 3. Less loss is

sustained when manure is spread in lay-

ers on the land, and well pressed, than

when in small heaps
; so that it is advan-

tageous to spread it in layers on the land,

and roll it, when it cannot be immediately

plowed into the soil. 4. Although it is

impossible to state exactly the lo.=s of bulk

of manure when allowed to lie for a long

time in the heap, we shall not be very far

wrong in stating that in common circum-

stances it is at least one-fourth of the

whole: so that one hundred cart loads

are reduced to seventy-five. M.Koerte
concludes from his investigations, both on

a small and large scale, that it is more
advantageous to carry the manure at once,

in its fresh state, to the land, (and this is

more particularly the case with sheep

dung,) than to wait until it has decayed
;

and this rule should be invariably followed,

taking at the same time into consideratiori

the nature of the land."

THE "GOWEN" AND OREGON CORN.

The "Gowen" corn is a new variety now
attracting some attention in Pennsylvania. A
letter from its originator contains the follow-

ing extract:

" The corn does not exhibit a uniform

character, which should be explained, as

I did to you last fall. It is a mixture or

an attempt to blend three distinct sorts

into one, with the view of holding all the

good of the three, and rejecting the bad

points. The celebrated "Cooper Corn"

was too small. The Mexican Gourd, red

cob, was too short in the ear for its thick-

ness, was late ripening, but it was the

most prolific, though it wanted consisten-

cy—a little more flintiness. To give it

length and soundness, I planted it with

the "Cooper" and the old long eared
" Pennsylvania eight row flint." 1 have,

as you may observe, succeeded admirably

so far ; but it will require another year or

two's planting to combine and determine
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it into a distinct sort ; but, alas ! who will
\

regard this ? Should 1 give it to ibem in

the perfection I hope yet to bring it to,

they would not take the pains to keep it

apart from oiher inferior sorts, nor even
;

pill themselves to the trouble, when husk-

'

in?, to cull the best for their next season's

planting. Cattle, swine, sheep, &c., all,

are doomed to the same untoward prac-

tice. But I have now made a beginning

of that which long filled me with hope,

when I found all other hopes to have

mocked me—that is, the School to train

the gen'lemen, who will know what to

do and how to do—men, who will shine

as beacons from afar to pilot the bewil-

dered safely to the desired haven, and

may be, to shad a glimmering upon iny

humble grave. INly heart is full with

tl)is. May God prosper the feeble efiorl

!

'Tis a momentous one lo me.

Ever yours, sincerely,

James Gowen.

N. B.—The " Mexican Gourd Corn"

here spoken of, with red cob, is what the

fools are now being humbugged with by

fools and knaves, who sell it as "Oregon."

This sort has been planted by me for

years, and has been in this neighborhood

long before I was known, and it is the

basis I have been working upon in the

!

cross-breeding upon it to improve it.

J. G."
I

Mr. G. says that the corn now known as '

"Oregon" has long been known to him, and :

that it is no other than the "Mexican Red
I

Co!j" mentioned in the foregoing letter. It •

forms the basis of the new variety of which !

he speaks.

seed in drills, 18 inches apart. As soon as

the beets make their appearance he pours on

from time to time all the soap-suds raised in

tiis laundry. This is ahso an excellent prac-

tice; and in our opinion every good gardener

will save every drop of soap-suds raised in

his establishment. The proper lime for their

application is in the evening, after the sun

goes down ;
if they are applied while the sun

is shining hot, they are very apt lo kill the

plants. Of course they should not be applied

while the ground is wet from a fresh rain

—

for the ground will thereby be reduced to a

mortar by too great a supply of moistures.

—

One beet only should be left to every eight

Inches. By these means Mr. Wright has been

able to bring the common red table beet to

perfection.

HOW TO RA.ISE FINE BEETS.

Mr. John Wright of Appomattox has pro-

duced a crop of beets, the lirgcst of which are

from 20 to 22j inches in circumference.

—

Who'll beat thall His method is, to manure
\

pretty well with stable dung and the scrapings

of his hen-house floor early in the winter, with

enough ashes to ensure the decomposition of

the stable dung. This is as powerful and as

effectual as any system of manuring that has
j

been ever yet invented. In May he sows the !

From the Cultivator.

CULTURE OF THE POTATO.

Messrs. Editors,—There have been a •

thousand and one attempts to explain the

cause or causes of the potato rot, and as

many remedies suggested, most of which,

in whole or in part, appear to be unsatis-

factory.

I am not about to theorise upon this

subject, but shall simply deal in matters

of fact, as they occur under my manage-
ment of this crop on my soil, leaving the

reader to judge for himself whether the

same management would be attended

with like success with him.

There is one system of management
by which 1 have thus far never failed of

raising fine, mealy and sound potatoes,

that keep well the season round. J select

a piece of green sward land, of sandy or

gravelly soil, that has never been subjected

to a course of manuring and cropping;

(a piece of pasture land is best, and if it

never bore a crop of potatoes it is still

better;) and plant it as early as possible

to potatoes one year, without manure. A
table spoonful of plaster, or a handful of

unbleached ashes, or a mixture of bo'h,put

into the hill at planting time, will well re-

pay the expense. It imparts considerable

vigor to the growth of the crop in the fore
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part of ihe season, and also increases the I

viekl soaiewhai. It will be observed that I

i do not prescribe this application in the

shape of a nostrum, to prevent the rot,

for it is ni}' impression that applied or not

'

applied, is all the same as to the sound- i

ness of ihe crop. !

In digging them in the fall, I am careful 1

to dig when the land is tolerably dry, and

iheir is a prospect of fair sunshine. They
are dug out of the ground in the forenoon,

and lay scattered about to dry in the sun

till two or three o'clock in the afternoon,

so that no 7noist dirt shall adhere to them,

for I find that potatoes put into the cellar

in a damp state, are much more likely to

rol than those which are put in dry. I

also delay digging them as long as possi-

ble, but by no means so long as to en-

counter a hard freeze by which the pota-

toes are affected, for in that case they will

surely rol. The bottom of my potato-bin

is made of plank, raised up the thickness

of slit work from the bottom of the cellar,

•and the sides of narrow pieces of boards,

not quite tight together, which admits of

a circulation of air on all sides. The bin

should not be more than three or four feet

wide for the same reason. Potatoes keep

best in my cellar not to touch the bottom

or the walls on the side, as dampness is

imparled to them from both these causes.

For this reason the back side and ends of

the bin should be of boards as well as the

front and bottom. Every clear, cool

morning, until the freezing weather of

winter sets in, the cellar doors are opened

two or three hours for ventilation. A thing

which sho'ild always be practised where

a considerable quantity of vegetables are

stored awa}'.

It is true that potatoes will not yield 4,

5, or 600 bushels to the acre, on land of

moderate fertility, without manure; but I

gel 150 to 20U bushels of excellent quali-

ty, and by using care in gathering and

storing iheiTi, they keep well through the

season.

The first year that the potato rot made
its appearance in this section, I planted

three rows wide of potatoes around a corn-

field of eight acres, for the purpose of

turning the horse more conveniently in

working among the corn. The field was
a little broken in surface, and embraced
several qualities of loam, some rather

coarse gravelly spots, some more sandy,

and some, through the hollows, rather

compact and fine-grained. I had the cu-

riosity to mark the result upon these three

rows of potatoes through the season. The
vines blasted and died off early in the

season, where the rows encountered the

compact and moist soil in the hollows,

while those on the gravelly and sandy
spots held green and thrifty, and in har-

vesting were found to vield more in quan-
lit}' and better in quality, than in the hol-

lows, and II. ore fertile parts of the field.

The result was entirely at variance with
all my former experience in growing this

crop. I had previously always selected

such kind of soils as these rich and moist,

but not wet, hollows, obtaining from ihem
a large yield and good quality of potatoes.

Last spring I planted two bushels of

m}' table potatoes in the kitchen garden,

which had been heavily manured, partly

by way of experiment, and partly because

I had no particular use for the land. In

digging them this fall I found, as I ex-

pected, not one quarter of them sound,

while seed potatoes taken from the same
bin, and planted on a piece of pasture

land, without manure, where my main
crop grew, gave me a return of perfectly

sound potatoes. I leave j'our readers to

draw their own conclusions, whether or

not these two cases which 1 have given,

go to substantiate the method of growing
this crop which I have recommended.

F. HOLBROOK.

Braltleboro, .\ov. 25, 1847.

TRANSMUTATION OF WHEAT,

'I'he Ohio Cultivator says that a cor-

respondent, W'ho does not complain of his

wheat turning to chess, says thai it has
been turning to timothy

; and what is still

more unaccountable, he has had much
difficulty in preventing hts corn and pota-

toes from turning to weeds. A writer in

the same paper says when the growth of

the wheat is good, the chess id stunted,
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small, and escapes notice , but ^ben the

wheat is killed, it stands out far and wide,

and that he has counted 78 stalks of chess

from one seed, showing an increase of

1560 fold.

For ibe Southern Planter.

WILD 0N10^S.

Diar iSVr,—Think it not strange that

I now trouble jou with this communica-

tion. We are very much infested with

the will onion or garlick. 'J'hey are in

our grain fields and pastures. The wheat

is so impregnated, that we can scarce

Use the flour—the niilk cows eat them,

and the milk and butler taste so much of

the onion, that they cannot be used. We
call on you and the readers of your pa-

per, if you can find out any remedy, you

will give it to us in your paper. I be-

seoch 3-ou if you can find out any way,

whereby we can destroy them, you will

not fail to to let us know it through your

paper. Yours, &c.,

Thomas G. Watson.

Buckingham Co., April 27M, 1848.

"We recommeBd Mr. Watson to give the

lands inlecied with this most troublesome pest,

a few hoed crops, and heanj liming. He will

uot have much diiiiculty with it afterwards.

WASHINGTON'S AGRICULTURAL
CORRESPONDENCE.

We have received a copy of this beautiful

Q.uarto from the publisher, Mr. Franklin

Knight. It contains some of the most valua-

ble investigations into the soils and produc-

tions of Virginia which have ever been pub-

lished, and an able discussion of the "profits

of farming" in our part of the world.

While the great Washington lived, it was

thought that without his nt-me and support,

no object of national importance could be

safely undertaken. Nor was this confidence

confined to matters of a public nature. In all

kinds of business he was able, and was often

called upon to give advice, in cases in which

ke had no experience; for his great mind

gave him the power to judge from analogy

and reflection where he had not observation

to guide him.

If is as a soldier, and as a statesman that

we are most lamiliar with him. On the ques-

tions of war and politics none in the main

appeal from him. Why should not also the

agriculiurists place great dependence in him 1

Washington was one of the first, if not the

first farmer of his day. Agriculture was his

first and favorite study. In ibe cultivated

field his practice was as excellent as his tac-

tics skilful on ths field of battle—his maxims

of husbandry as wise as his political pre-

cepts. So important did he consider the po-

sition of the American farmer, both to the

wealth and prosperity of the nation, that he

himself setting the prime example, devoted

all his leisure time either to the culture of his

farms in person, overseering and directing all

things with his own eye, or in conducting an

extensive correspondence on the subject with

some of the most experienced men in Europe.

These letters to authors Youjjg and Sir

Jobs Sixclajb cannot therefore be too highly

prized, presenting as they do the opinions of

one so practical and scientific; and as coming

from Washington, exclusively of their inter-

nal merit they are worthy of the highest re-

gard of everj' American citizen.

Besides the letters of Washington, Sinclair

and Yoang, the volume contains statistical

tables and remarks from Jcfierson, Peters and

other distinguished men of this country who

have devoted themselves to agriculture.

—

There is also a fiae collection of fac simile let-

ters, a m.agnificent portrait, and several other

plates.

CAST IRON CHIMNEY TOPS.

The various uses to which iron is beioi^

applied are increasing daily. Within a

short time it has been used for ornamental

chiranej's. They are considered to be far

more durable than brick—they are at

least far more beautiful in design.

Keep no;cs of all remarkable events on

your farm.
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WATT'S CUFF-BRACE AND GAUGE
PLOUGH.

FAPiMEPiS are requested to examine our
stock of ploughs. We have about twenty

sizes, all on the '-cuff" plan, by which the

beam may be raised or lowered and turned to

the right or left to regulate the depth and width
of furrow without altering the harness. Some
have wrought points and others cast. The
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The four-horse we confidently recommend

as superior to any in use in this countr)'.

Those who use four-horse ploughs will please

call in time to allow us to get them ready for

the present season.

For further description see Planter of Jime,

1842, (with a cut,) November, 1&46, and Feb-
ruary and April, 1847.

Patent ri2hts for sale.

Address GEORGE WATT <fc Co.,

je—tf Richmond, Va.
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AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE.

We understand that a bill appropriating

two thousand five hundred dollars a year to

found an Agricultural Professorship in the

State University has already passed or will

pass the Legislature of Georgia. In the

South Carolina College, at Columbia, there is

an agricultural professorship. So also ihere

is an agricultural chair in Yale, so also in

Harvard. We would be glad to see these

good examples followed in Virginia. We i

would be glad to see an agricultural chair in

our own University at Charlottesville. Why
should there not be"? Is not agriculture a

science, and an important science"? What
other science is half so important to usl We
are a nation of farmers. Nature has decreed

that by our broad lands we should live. Agri-

culture is the true profession of every Virgi-

nian born. Why should not our State make
the same effort to advance it as she does other

sciences'?

We thinit it would be beneficial in many
ways, rot the least of which would be the

lessening of the absurd prejudice existing in

the community against the application of

chemisiryand other sciences to the cultiva-

lioa of the soil. If our young men were
Vol. VIII.-G.

taught something about agricultural chemistry

at college, as well as Greek and Latin, they

would cease to despise it, and they would
teach its utility to those around their estates.

Nearly fl^ agricultural processes are chemical

experiments. The benefit resulting from the

application of lime, the application of stable

manure, of the sun's heat, and of the rains, is

all eifected by chemical combinations accord-

ing to chemical laws. How great a waste of

resource would not an extended knowledge of

those laws save us. A piece of land is poor,

that is, it will not produce corn. llTiy is it

poor? Because it no longer contains certain

substances necessary to the production of corn.

By a chemical analysis we can find out the

various substances which enter into the stalk

and grain of the corn, and by chemical ana'

lysis we can also find out which of these sub-

stances the ground lacks. We would thus

know exactly the kind of manure to put upon
it. No land lacks all the elements necessary

for the production of any crop. Some it has

in plenty; all that we have to do to make it

rich is to put in the elements which are want*

ing. When we do not know what these are

it is all chance work, and we may put on the

soil much manure of a kind not wanting at all^

We do not pretend to say that knowledge

of agricultural chemistry, &c., is necessar)''

to make a successful tiller of the soil. But

persons who have not that knowledge must

act according to the rules which are es-

tablished by the experience of those who
have. There should be a greater number

of persons in the community who are ac-

quainted with these things. Some efiective

measure on the part of the State might secure

this object. It would also, as we said, do

away with the absurd prejudice against agri-

cultural science, and against agricultural jour-

nals, the organ of communication between
those who are acquainted with this science
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and those who are not. It would also do away

viih the necessil)- for such sketches as the

following

:

Look at the roofs and see their grace-

less and disconnected proporiions. The
siding, as you see, is of all widihs, and of

all varieties of rnaievial. Here a wide

henrilock board, loose r.i one end to catch

The flying breezes of suiruner, or give oc-

tave to the harsher notes of winter
;
while

ihere the absence of outer screen permits

the storms, in playful fancy, to search

into the firamess of the winter walls.

—

The windows, too, show rrjarks of strange

fantasies of taste, by exhibiting, at pane-

less intervals, patchwork of many-colored

shreds, single-panes, openwork of cooling

dinnensions. Around the premisses, the

wreck of what should have been the last

fence to have fallen, shows the broad port

holes through which d<?struction sends its

powerful missiles. 1'hat was never a

neat and tidy fence. In its creation it

was but the counterpart of fell decay.

—

The barn, which, next to a man's house,

should be his castle and his tower of

strong defence, as you see, like the owner,

has lost the centre of gravity, and is go-

ing down to share the &ite of all things.

The roof, now, serves no other purpose

than to riddle the storm, and give strange

pastime to the winds. The siding, too,

as you must no; ice, is. codiposed of boards

confined only here and there with a nail,,

which leaves them banging, like male-

factors, to the inercy of the elements.

—

The doors, unhinged, play antic capers in

the blast and fall. That load of hay,

just at the threshold of the barn is left

because, through the failure of a single

.'Strap in the harness, it could be taken no

farther j and' the poor farmer has gone

three miles on a pleasant d'ay to gel a

new one in its place.

Not a tree greets your eye in all these

premises ; but broken carts, wagons, and

old ploughs occupy the places where the

pear and the peach should luxuriate: and

ihe swill-tub has tumbled over in the last

stages of decay, w-here the rose and the

ffnyrtle should bloom.

Obseive the gauntness and wan ap-

pearance of the animals. The cow, as

you see, is approaching the dwelling, as

if to hold syn^pathy with the sad mistress

of misfortune's home. How feeble her

gait, and how wan her countenance !

—

And why should it be otherwise, when
heronlj' food is gathered among the bram-

bles by the wayside, and her only drini:

from the fifthy frog-])ond in front of the

dwelling ! See that starving swine, just

driven from the meadow. Its features

have stronger resemblance to the wild

boar of the East, than any thing of Ame-
rican origin. Yet it looks like an animal

adapted to its circumstances ;
therefore, it

is perfectly in place in its present locality.

Go into Philip's dwelling, and examine
an)ong the scanty furniture for the library,

and not a solitary work will meet the eye;

or listen for the sweet sounds of music,

and not a note, but those of discord, will

greet the ear. Ask him if he takes an
agricultural paper, and his reply, from a

countenance exhibiting bewilderment be-

neath his old slouched hat, will be,

" No ; I reckons I knows as much
about farrr.in' as these 'ere chaps can tell;

and as for them city fellers that write,

they don't know eany more about it than

the old boss."

Attempt to explain to him, if you have
patience to parlej'^ with the mope, the be-

nefits that agriculture is receiving from

such papers, and the labors of scientific

tnen who Uiake them their organs of com^

musicatioti, and his wise reply will run

semelhing in this wise:
"

I' don't keer for your orgias nor your

skientifics. I knows enough about far-

n:in' ; and, besides, I 's nol a farmer: I

trades and spekerlaies."^

Poor man ! he is right once ; he is not

a farmer, and nature erred as widely when
she planted him on a piece of land, to

dress and keep, as she did in forming

such a miserable clodpole in the likeness

of dignified, intelligent man. Urge him,

for the sake of his rising fainily, to take

an agriculural paper, and he will tell

you,—
" Humph I my family must take care

of themselves," (we wish they had spirit

enough to- do so,) " and 1 take care o£
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myself. JVIy boys ! they won't be dirty

tarmers, and work all day in the sun

;

they wani'er to be merchants, and live

like gentlemen in fine housen."
" Have you ever tried any experiments

with fruit ?"

"I doesn't try experiments; it don't do

no eood. There was some fruit trees

here when I come, but they didn't do

much, so 1 cuts them down. I don't set

out any fruit; takes them so long to

g:ro^', one may never live to get any good

on 'era."

NEW HEMP-BRAKE.

The Maysville Herald gives a long and

most interesting account of a new hemp-

brake invented and put in operation in

that place by Dr. O S. Leaviit, recently

of this city. The machine breaks un-

rotted hemp, and in the opinion of the

editor of the Herald, who has seen it in

operation, it is destined to bring about at

once a great and most important revolu-

tion in the hemp business of the West.

He has seen it at work for hours, and, by

his description of it, it is certainly a won-

derful machine, breaking and cleaning at

the rate of 2,8l0 pounds of hemp in

twenty-four hours.

Frem the Journal of Science and Agriculture.

THE GOOSEBERRY.

That useful and valuable fruit, the

gooseberry, which is now considered so

important in Europe, is with difficulty

raised here, the berry so soon becomes
scabbed or covered wiih a dirty fundus.

This lakes place, too, in gardens where
every care has been bestowed on them.

This excess of auention in keeping them
free from weeds and grass, and exposing
them to the hot weather of Auo-ust and
Sep'ember, proves highly injurious and
contrary to their nature. I am fully con-

vinced, after much observation, that the

mode of culture with gooseberries in Eng-
land, will not apply to this region. 1

6f

have had ample opportunities of witness-

ing what has been accomplished in Eng-
land, and what has been attempted here,

and now see the cause of failure. In the

notes I have kept on the progress of ve-

getation and the ripening of fruits foj*

1837, which was a remarkably wet sea-

son, there is the following entry:

"July 12.—The gooseberries this year

are better than I have seen them for se-

veral years past. The shrubs as well as

the fruit are less coated with a fungus

which spoils the berries."

It appears, therefore, that a wet season

is peculiarly suited to the gooseberry.

—

That the season of 1S37 was remarkable

for its wetness, will appear from the fol-

lowing table kept at Albany, New York.

(See Report of Regents for 1838.)

Rain.

1837, April, 1 inch 63 hundredths.

May, 7 inches 34 "

June, 5 " 06 "

July, 4 " 38 "

It is satisfactory to find that a wet sea-

son, which is injurious to many fruits,

causing them to decay rapidly, is congenial

to the Gooseberry. The season of 1846,

as to the amount of rain, has resembled

that of 1837, and has suited this fruit.

—

With this knowledge, we may hope to

commence a new era in the cultivation of

the Gooseberry, which may be highly use-

ful in some sections.

I would here briefly stale, that the secret

and success in cultivating the Gooseberry

in this place, free of scab, and securing a
full crop, is to grow them in grassy places,

or grass borders sufficienily wide, and al-

low the grass to grow rather luxuriantly

amonff them, until they have attained their

growth, and are i hereby secured from the

forming scab. When (he berries begin to

ripen, the grass should be cut, being no

lonsrer required. I saw, many years ago,

in Vermont, some excellent Gooseberries

growing in wet shady places, and among'

grass and plants. I also, most unexpect-

edly, found astray Gooseberry bush grow-

ing amnntr tall xye, and bearing a full

crop of excellent fruit. I trive these in-

stances to show that the Gooseberry is
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fond of shade and naoisiure in this climate,

and to grow them with success in the

garden, abundant dew and moisture must

be provided, and ihis the grass fully sup-

plies.

There are two gardens within the limits

of this ciiy, which have produced guOj^e-

berries from xq9.t lo year, entirely free <f

scai, when all others, we may ?Hy, gene-

rally had iheir fruit ruined. These, I as-

certained, were grown rather by negli-

gence than design, at first among the

grass. One of the gardens belongs to the

Rev. Dr. Jarvis, the oiher to Mr. John

Bliss. The latter assures me, he has not

failed during about twenty j-ears in hav-

in? his gooseberries free from the scab.

—

I purposely watched these gardens attent-

ively, as well as several oihecs, to give a

faithful report of this novel mode of cul-

ture, which pranises so much. I found

ihem nearly ripe, Jul}* 4. The berries

were of the red kind, of a medium size.

The bushes required the ai<^l of props to

secure them from breaking under iheir

load of fruit. A» to quantity, I was highly

gratified to observe that they bore as

largely as the best examples I had seen

in England.

The gooseberries in the garden of the

Rev. Dr. Jarvis, grew on a long strip of

grass, about for.r feet wide. They are not,

I apprehend, the largest and choicest fruit,

and at first d'nl not keep pace wuh some

of the later imported kinds. The grass,

instead of being cut, was suffered to grow

among the bushes. I was struck with

the luxuriant manner they grew, from

the wet and dew thus afforded. While

the grape and cherry were rapidly decay-

ing, the berries of the gooseberry were

entirely free from decay, beinc clear and

bright skinned. Those in dry grounds

were much diseased, and the bushes had

become a nuisance.

I have already adverted to the pecu-

liarity of the blossoms of the currant,

resisting heavy ra'm.s. The gooseberry

blossoms are similarlj' cons'ituied, and

entirely different from the flowers of the

grape, the apple, the peach, and the plum.

I have thought that grass may be farther

serviceable to the gooseberry, by abstract-

ing from the soil those substances which
foster the growth of minute fungi. This,

however, is offered rather as a matter of

conjecture, than from actual proof, ami
requires farther invesiigat)on lo determine.

I do not expect that the plan recoin-

.mended will be perfectly successful the

first year, after the removal of the goose-

berry shrubs among grass, or when sod-

ded, though I do in the second season.

—

The forming buds are injured, and the

bark diseased by exposure to hot weather

during the months of August and Sep-

tember, when they are not proteced by
grass, and suiEciently supplied by dew
and moisture, 'i he gooseberry is a dew-

loving plant, and must be supplied wiih

moisture, otherwise it cannot fiourish here

as in Europe.

The wild American strawberry fur-

nishes another sinking example of a berry

growing among grass. This seems its

favorite place, or habitat, as the botanists

"aould sa}-. They grow in grassy mea-

dows in arg'ilaceous soils, (which are best

adapied to bold moisture,) much better

and sweeter, than when suffocated among
their own dense leaves in the garden.

I remember to have seen a garden in

Eno:land, devoted to the cuhivation of the

strawberry, where the leaves and vines

became too luxuriant, and they yielded

but little fruit. As an experiment one

bed was underlaid vriih a reddish clay,

fii for brick-making, and nes's or a mix-

ture of soil was prepared for the straw-

berry plants. The difference was most

sinking ; it seen ed as if this bed was all

fruit, and the others only leaves. I have

observed some similar examples of thi?

preference to clay in meadows, in ne\\

cleared lands in this country, where the

I

wood iishes and caibon of the burni brush

I

had given the highest perfection to the

j fruit, wiihont the luxuriance of fnliagc

which causes so much trouble. When
left to naiure they travel or plant them-

selves, by means of running vii es they

i
put forth.

In my botanical excursions in Englalid.

I do not recollect finding the strawberry

erowing in grassy places, as in North

America. I have turned to Gerard's fa-
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mons Herbal, printed 1597, for bis expe-

rience in ibis matter. He says: "straw-

berries do grow upon hills and valleies,

like-vise in woods and other such places

ihat bee soinelhmir shadowie, p. 845."

The same author, also, describes, and

gives a fiirtire of the gooseberry, p. 143,

and nient ions one whose fruit "is almost

as biETge as a sninll cherrie, and verie

rourwle in forme; also another of the like

bignes of an inch in length. We have

also m our Lonilon gardens, another sort

altogiiher without pricks, whose fruit is

is very small, of a perfect red color."

This early notice shows the little pro-

gress then ipatie in the cultivation of a

fruit that is now the pride of the Lanca-

shire weavers, and not less esteemed *in

all the large cities of Great Britain.

—

The English markets are nnw largely

supplied with the gooseberry. The}' have

grown this berry weighing 31 penny-

weights and 16 grains! which is a little

more than one ounce and 'hree-quarters

avoirdiipoise Twenty-five pennyweights

13 regarded as a good weight for a goose-

berry.

disease which, we have stated in this journal

to be, in our opinion, the most probable, viz

.

that the disease is catKed by a minute insect

which injures the plant by wounding the lea:

and abstracting from \he sap a necessary ele-

vneni. By cutting off the stem when it is bu:

a small distance above the ground, the swarms

lind nothing on which to lay their eggs or to

support them, and, therefore, pass to some

other neighborhood. By cutting them off when
the branches are put forth again, the danger

of their return is prevented.

IMPREGNATION OF VIOLETS.

Thomas S. Rulf, Esq
,
pointed out to

the members of the Linnean Society, the

particular form of thesiigraa that was con-

nected wiih the development of hairs in

the spurred petals upon which the pollen

falls. The siigiaa is globose and the sij-le

bent, which brings the former in contact

with many moniliform hairs in the claw

of the petal. It is through these that the

pollen gains access to the interior of the

style.

POTATO ROT.

Dr. Klotsrh, a Prussian, is said to have in-

vented a very simple and efiieacious plan for

preventing the potato disease. It is to lop oii

the branches to the extent of half an inch,

when they are from six to nine inches above

•ihe ground, and repeating the operation about

the tenth week after planting. If this be a

good remedy, it confirms the theory of the

For the Souihern Planter.

. INTERLEAVE YOUR ALMANACKS.

J\Ir. Editor.— I have lately heard the

question ofen asked, "have you ever

seen vegetation so backward at this sea-

son of the year?" This question has-

been variously answered by different per-

sons, some affirmatively and oihers nega-

tively—but neither party were in posses-

sion of such facts as to entitle their opi-

nions to full credence. I know no infor-

! uiation that would be more useful to far-

j
mers or gardeners, than such as would
aid them in choosing a fit lime for pitch-

ing their crops .If a series of observa-

tion?, for a number of years sufficiently

exteiided, shouM prove that onr springs

were becoming eailier, and the danger of

injury from spring frosts less than it for-

merly was, our farniers would obtain the'

advantage of earlier seedmg and gather-

ing in their harvests. A very simple

plan has suggested itself to trie, which

promises to accumulate vastly more infor-

;maiion on this subject than anj' I have

i heanl of. None, 1 believe, are without

i almanacks—certainly no farmer or house-

;
keeper shotdd be wnhoui one I^et such

as feel an interest in such matters, inter-

leave their almanacks wuh blank paper,,

and constitute them memorandum books.

It would be attended wiih little trouble to.

i enter opposite the respective days of the

months such fact? as would be tuponant.

iThus "frost (more or less) to-day"

—

I

"Rain, commenced, continued," &c.

—

I "Snow," &c.—"First peach (oi other
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fruit tree) blossom appeared'"—"Peach
(or apricot, &c.) in full bloom"—"Buds
(of anj tree) swelled," &c. (fee. By con-

iinuin^ ihese memoranda ihrough a series

of years, sufficiently extended, much ac-

curate informal ion, in regard to the ad-

vance or retardation of our springs would

be obtained, and would make a book,

when properly ananged and neatly bound,

which would be as valuable as any book

thai could be obtained.

I have been led to make this suggestion

by findmg on the margin of an old alma-

nack, now in my possession, for the year

1770, "greai fresh" opposite 1 0th of June,

and " frosi" opposite Isi of May and 3Cih

of April.

Mediccs.

ASPARAGUS.

A correspondeni of Downing's Honi-

culturisi raises shoots of asparagus, which

he says are wiihoui exaggeration as large

as his hoe handle, and perfecth^ tender

and succulent, by this method. One part

ben dung to forty parts of stable manure,

are spread two inches thick, in autumn,

and forked in. The next spring this is

turned over slightly, and a coaling of a

quarter of an inch of salt added. This

dissolves by rain, and kills every weed

while it promotes a vigoious growth of

asparagus. He cuts his asparagus when
six inches high, wholly above ground,

and then it is perfectly lender.

For ibe Southern Planter.

RECIPES.

Mr. PritUer^—Feeling it my bounden
j

duly lo impart all the useful information
j

I have been gathering during a long and !

laborious season— (for I have been lakmg
i

your paper ever since the beginning of

the present volume)—feeling it my duty,
|

I say, I cannot forego answering a few '

rf the many perplpsing questions pro-

:

pounded by some of your worthy corre-

epodents.
'

li IS said " a child can ask a <]uestiof.

,

which a philosopher cannot answer."

—

And all a philosopher has lo do is to take

Ciire never to ask a question which a child

can answer.

In the November number, pages 329
and 336, appears some "very sensible

and jusi remarks" on ihe accuracy ©f re-

cipes, over ihe signature of " S. P. S."

Thai gentleman wishes to know "how
man\' are a few ? Six or six hundred ?"

Tell him six hundred peas are afeto, and
six are very few. Six hundred slaves are

not a few ; and six nations are many.

"And a little; how much \s a little

V

asks he. Say to him, the tobacco on a
thousand hills is a little; but the cattle on
a thousand hills is much.

Again, says he, "who knows bow
much water the writer wishes you to add
to the tincture to obtain a weak solution^

If the tincture is weak, add a little; if

strong, add a good portion. But, says he,

"ask twenty persons to measure out 'a

good portion of water,^ and how man}' do

you suppose would hit upon the same
quantit)' ?" About as many as would
hit upon the same quantity in measuring
ten yards of calico each. " Boil it to a

consistence!— of what?" Of solidity, of

course.

But I have told enough, and lest you
should think that I am too wise to learn

anything, I will ask a few questions for

the information of others.

Fiibt, in April number, page 119, in

"breeding male or female," which is cor-

reci, the rule or example ?

The lule ''consists in simply making
that parent of whose sex the offspring is

desired, the more robust of the two at ihe

time of cohabiiation." The example:

—

"For instance, if you want Uiore females

than inales among your lambs, put 3"our

ewes on low keep, and use vigorous rams
of a full age ; or if you wish the contrary

result, use full grown and robust ewes
wiih weaker and low fed rams." Per-

haps boih are right.

Second. One of yotu Irish correspond-

ems, who expects to live to see the dea'h

of the Planter, (which, G—d forbid.) in

writing on "compost," says, page 124,
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" Should this method act as well as it

does when practised," &c. What does

he mean ?

Afrain: I should like to know what

conclusion Mr. J. H. D. Lownes has conne

to by reading Mr. Young's treatise? If

you will send me thai treatise I will also

conclude.

Yours, respect full \',

Ignoramus.

If onr correspondent will take the trouble

to read over our note about cross-breeding he

will find that we never expressed it as our

opinion that either the rule or the example

was right. We simply stated it as "an im-

probable but popular rule." The confradidion

will be easily reconciled when he discovers

that he has put the example to rule, in a way
which we never recommended. We suppose

he is trying experiments in breeding. The

other questionings are not for us to answer.

The following note accompanied this commu-

nication, which is much more worthy of con-

sideration. Any man who intends to take the

Planter as long as this gentleman, is a sensi-

ble man—there is no doubt of it.

My Dear Sir,—I am unlike Mr.
in his sorrow for comrnunications being

altered, omitted, or remodelled. Alter,

omit, remodel, or burn the above, and 1

will try again. I am not sure that this

style of writing is adapted to an agricul-

tural paper. £ cannot promise to be a

subscriber while the Planter exists, but I

am making arrangements for my grand-

children's great grand-children to lake it.

Please continue to send it as long as the

money is forlhgoing, and

Oblige, respectfully, yours,

I.

ROUP IN POULTRY.

This disease, frequently called in this

country "swelled head," attacks both com-
mon barn-yard fowls and turkeys. The
first symptoms are a watery fluid being
discharged from the eye. The eyelids

soon become inflained and swell ; and the

swellmg extends more or less over the

head. A foetid discharge proceeds from

the nostrils, which so obstructs respiration

that the fowl is constantly sneezing and
gasping. In bad cases one or both eyes

are frequently destroyed. The disease ia

believed to be contagious, and as soon as

a fowl is affected, it should be removed lo

some dry and comfortable place where
there will he no liability of the malad}'

being communicated toothers. If man}'

fowls are affected, it will be advisable to

remove the whole of them, and wash
their apartments with a strong wash of

hot-Iiiue. A writer in the English Agri-

cultural Gazette, recommends as the best

remedy, bathing the head with warm fo-

mentations in which poppy-heads have
been infused, and giving a preparation of

goose-grease, (lard probably would do as

well,) and chopped rue, mixed together

—

two tea-spoonfuls for a fowl twice a day.

For drink, the fowls are allowed water

which has iron, or iron-vusl and sulphur

in it.

PRODUCTION OF NEW VARIETIES
OF FRUIT.

To the farmer and orchardist who are re-

ally in love with their occupation, who look

somewhat beyond the gratifications and profits

ol the present moment, and who desire to do

smncthing, however small, that may advance

the matteis which they have in hand, no at-

tempt offers superior attractions to that of pro-

ducing some new variety of fruit, which shall

surpass all kinds which are now in use, and

bear the name of the discoverer to the latest

generation of fruit lovers and orcLardists.

—

The thing seems so easy- simply plant the

seeds of any apple or pear, and the seedling

trees in almost every case will be of a new

variety. But many persons plant seeds every

year of their lifetime, produce innumerable

new varieties, and yet fail to get a solitary

slip out of them all which will produce fruit

.superior to thai from which their seed was

taken. This is owing lo an ignorance of the

laws of nature by which all good new varieties

are produced.

It should be recollected that the fruit of ova
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orchards and gardens are all improved varie-

ties of wild fruit. The pulp of apple, pear,

&c., which we eat, and for which we value

them, is very small in the original varieties,

having been intended by nature to serve as a

simple sheath or protection for the seed. It is

the object of cultivation to diminish the quan-

tity of wood of the fruit tree, to diminish the

size of the seed, and to increase the quantity

of pulp. The fruit trees of our orchards,

therefore, are in an unnatural state, they all

have a tendency to return to their natural or

wild state, and if left to themselves, if culti-

vation is withdrawn from them, in a few gen-

erations they all will return to it. This ten-

dency to return to the wild state is always

stronger in old than in young fruit trees.

If we take the seed of the common wild

crab, which is the type of all the apple tribe,

and of an apple which is not quite ripe,

plant it in rich and well pulverized soil,

keep tne ground clear of other shrubs and of

weeds, it will produce a variety of apple one

degree superior to the crab. Take the seed

of this new apple before it is quite ripe, culti-

vate it, and v. will produce another variety

still farther removed from the first, and so the

amelioration may be continued for several

generations.

But this progressive amelioration has its

limits, beyond which we cannot go. The

limits of perfection in the apple have been

tound to be four generations ; of the pear, five

;

of the peach, three. Plums, cherries, and

indeed most stone fruits require but three suc-

cessive reproductions from the seed to reach

the limits of their perfection. After they have

been reached, the road turns back—that is,

the seed produce inferior varieties, and they

will continue to deteriorate till the varieties

become almost as bad as those with which

we set out; and then there will be another

turn for the better.

The rule of nature, therefore, which wi

must observe in the production of new varie-

ties of good fruit from the seed is to take tht

seed of young trees of a variety which is ii,

progress of amelioration. " While," says iVl r

Downing, " the seeds of the oldest varietie-

of good fruit yield mostly inferior sort*, seeds

taken from the recent varieties of bad fruit,

and reproduced uninterruptedly for a few gen-

erations, will certainly produce good fruit."

There is another method of producing new

varieties of fruit which requires more skill,

but is more interesting and certain. It is

called cross-breeding.

Looking into the blossom of an apple or pear

tree, you will see one little stem with a ball

on the end of it standing up in the centre of

the blossom. This is called the pistil. Around

it are several .small threads, with smaller balls

on the ends of each, which are known as sta-

mens. These are the vegetable organs oi

generation. The stamens secrete a yellow

powder, which is blown upon ihe pistil, and

the fruit begins to form at the bottom of the

blossom. To produce a new variety, all we

have to do is to remove, with a small pair of

scissors, the stamens from a blossom of one

variety, collect the yellow powder from an-

other variety with a camel hair bru.sh and

sprinkle it upon the remaming pistil. It is

well then to tie a piece of gauze around the

blossom, to prevent the wind or the bees from

conveying the powder from the other blos-

soms on the same tree to the pistil, as that

would interfere with your plans The Iruit

produced by the blossom so treated will be

different from the fruit of either variety, be-

cause it will partake of the qualities of both.

By collecting the seed of this crossed fruit, a

tree may be produced superior to either.

By this method, also, new and beautiful va-

rieties of every sort of tlowers may be obtained.

From the Ohio Cultivator.

REMEDY FOR KIDNEY \VORM.

Air. Bateham,—I have observed, in a
!aie niunber of ihe Cultivator, several re-

nedies for the kidney worms in hogs

—

one of them a cruel one. I have in my
Mine paid a good deal of attention to the

Paring of those useful animals, and also

)h3erved the diseases incident to thern.

—

The best remedy for the kidney worm, is

be following powder, given according to

h eir age, from a tablespoon to a tea-spoon-
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ful, in a little thick slop, for one whole

week : Bavberries, flour of sulphur, each

one ounce ;
nine, half an ounce

;
antimo-

ny, half an ounce, powder; mix well, and

give morninf^ and evening.

But the best cure is a preventive. Let

the hogs have access always to rotten

wood, charcoal, or stone coal, and give

thetri always plenty of salt.

Want of salt and sulphur is the cause

of the worms.

CULTIVATION OF THE MELON.

From a correspondent of the Alban)'- Culti-

vator we make the following extracts upon

the cultivation of the melon

:

PURIFICATION OF MELON SEEDS.

Few fruits are more acceptable in their

season than melons. But if there be any

other seed in the purchase of which the

gardener runs so much risk, I know not

what It is. And yet it requires but little

labor, in the cultivator who has room, to

keep melon seed pure, or to cleanse it

when it becomes mixed. Those who
have not abundant room, may raise a

great variety of good melons the first

year if they have good seed to start; with,

but they must not expect to do it the se-

cond year without a change of seed. It

may be here premised, that melons kept

pure exhibit very little change in shape

and appearance, being, in this respect,

among the most constant of fruits ; nor

yet do they change much in quality or

flavor in successive years, if the seasons

are favorable. The names of melons oc-

curring in this article are used as I find

them here at Utica. I make no preten-

sion to learned accuracy.

Experiments with Mixed Seed.— 1st. In
the spring of 1844, I planted the Green
Fleshed Citron Melon. As it ripened in

August it exhibited an intermixture of

the Honey Melon. By carefully select-

ing my seed from such hills as seemed to

have no Honey Melons in them, 1 have
succeeded in perfectly purifying this seed.

2d. In the spring of 1845, I obtained

some seed of the Skillman Melon from

Albany. It produced three sorts of mel-

ons—a large round, very early, and to-

lerably good 3'ellow flesh—a lung, oval

ereen flesh of fair quality—and a small

flattened green flesh of excellent quality,

very nearly identical with the New Jersey

Rock Citron, though a little earlier. 3d.

I have tried another experiment, which is

too long for detail here, in which I suc-

ceeded in separating from a single melon,

presented me in the fall of 1845, three

distinct varieties of j'ellow flesh, one of

while flesh, two of green flesh, and one

of pumpkin or squash— in all, seven, two
of which I shall continue to cultivate.

—

The others are not sufficiently valuable

to be perpetuated, especially as I have
others quite as good.

I think it evident from the foregoing

facts, that the intermixture of melons, and

probably of all classes of plants called

popularly vines, is not very intimate, since

they are so easily separable. Persons

who forward their vines under glass, and

keep them covered until the fruit begins

to set, may always secure good seed by
artificially impregnating the early sets.

1 have done so, nearly invariably for some
years. The labor is small compared with

the advantages. The mode of doing

this, though described in the books, is

seldom practised. It will bear repetition.

In the morning, as soon as the dew is off,

collect a few starninate blossoms, in such

as have long stems, and never exhibit an

embryo fruit below them. Then search

your vines for the pistillate flowers, i. e.,

those with short stems, and having a
small hairy fruit below them. Having
found a pistillate flower just open, take a

staminate one between the thumb and

finger cf one hand, while with the other

you carefully pull off the leaves of the

flower, being careful not to disturb the

organs in the centre of it. Now take

hold of the pistillate flower with one hand
while with the thumb and finger of the

other, \ ou gently twirl the prepared sta-

minate flower which you have at hand

just within it. The object of this opera-

tion is to sprinkle the dust of the stami-

nate flower, upon the central portions of

the pistillate ones. This being done sue-
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cessfuUy, the pistillate flower will soon
begin to enlarge, while, if unsuccessful,
it will turn veilow and die. One ihing
should not be forgotien—staminate flowers
are not only much more numerous than
pistillate, on all sorts of vines, but begin
to appear one or two weeks earlier, and
are most numerous the whole season.

CHOICE OF MELONS.

He who has once tasted a good srreen
flesh melon, will rareh- long for a yellow
one. " But of the green which are the
best ?" I answer that between the green
which I have cultivated, there is buUitile
room to choose in regard to flavor. Yet
to the cultivator it is important to make
A wise selection. The Persian is a little

the earliest, and requires the most care
as it should be watered almost d.iUy in a
dry season. Its fruit also fails rapidly in

quality on the appreach of autumn. The
Skillman is somewhat liable to crack and
rot, especially in wet weather. The Ho-
ney mebn is too small for a market melon.
The A*(fU7 Jersey Rock Ci.'ron is the latest
melon we have, and, therefore, it is not so
eligible as some others. The Citron re-
mains to be noticed. It is usually the
largest of all fine green flesh, is more uni-
formly good in all seasons, and holds its

qualities at the approach of autumn far
beyond any melon of my acquaintance

;

often presenting a bright green luscious
flesh when all others have" become pale

^
and vapid. I have said nothing hereof
the Minorca. When ripened in very hot
weather it is often of fliir flavor, but it so
uniformlv cracks before it is ripe, and so
loses all flavor at the first approach of
cold weather, that I consider it worthless

:

though to the eye it is the most maenifi
cent of all green melons, sometimes reach-
ing with me the weight of nine and a
balf pounds.

I have said nothing of the cultivation

of the melon. That, in so cold a climate '

as that of Utica, would become the sub-
ject of a long article.

I subjoin a description of the principal
melons referred to above

:

j

1. The Honey, very small, white, round,

smooth
^ very thick meated, of most deli-

cious flavor.

2. The Skillman, as purified in my
hands, is small, flattish, has moderate su-
tures thickly netted on a green ground.

3 The Rock Citron is much like the
Skillman, only with deeper sutures, and

. more variable in size.

I 4. The Persian is oval, with a slight

I

neck, thinly netted, on a green ground,
which approaches a yellow when ripe.

Itsflei^h is a little thinner than that of the

preceding kinds, and not so deep a gieen.
It has moderate sutures, and is larger

;

than any of the preceding kinds.

I
5. The Citron. This melon is bluntly

' oval, larger than any other Green Flesh,

I

except the Minorca, usually moderately
netted, on a deep green ground, which
changes but slowly as it approaches ripe-

ness. It has a very obscure suture.

1 think the community is greatly in

danger of being gulled in the recomu:en-
dation of melons. Should a poraologist
make the tour of Persia, Afghanistan
and Egypt, he could not find melons
which, when brought home and cultiva-

ted hpre, would be superior in flavor to

almost any one of the fine good varieties

noticed above. He who wisely cultivates

them in a hot sand, in a warm and long
season, will have fruit as rich as a Pecc/i,

as rich as can grow in this country. Or-

;
dinarily they should be forwarded in a

I
hot bed, so that the}'- may ripen under a

j

July and August sun.

I
MELON SQUASH.

This is a hybrid between the Green
Fleshed Melon and the Seven Years'
Pumpkin. The latter, for some reason,

had not with me answered its character
abroad, eiiher in the richness of its flavor,

or in its duration. In the July of 1844,
I impregnated about fifty of its pistillate

flowers with the staminate of some of mv
varieties of the Green Flesh, although I

did not notice which. The flowers were
covered carefully with paper, immediately
after impregnation, to exclude bees and
flies. About six or eight were success-
ful. The fruit was not altered in size and
appearance that year, but the seed was.
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as it became thicker and more slubbeil

than the origna] seed of the Seven Year
pumpkin, while its color became exactly

that of the m-'Ion seed. In 1845 I plant-

ed seed from four specimens that seemed

most changed by the crossing. In con-

sequence of very dry weather and neglect,

all these failed but one. This one pro-

duced largely. From its crop I selecied

a few specimens that combined the Nan-
kui yellow and pale blue of the pumpkin
With the knotty and netted appearance uf

the melon. These and others like them,

were planted in large quaniiiy for market

in 1846 and 1847.

The result is a very rich, ihick-meated

squash, (or pumpkin, if you please,)—
much richer than its pumpkin parent,

with a yellow, almost red, flesh. 'I'his

squash is not so long a keeper as the

pumpkin from which it was derived, but

is to me a more valuable variety.

I remark on squashes, as I did upon
melons, that the public are perpetually

amused with intelligence of new and ex-

traordinary varieties. Mammoth squash

es are only valuable to look at. For the

table, they are comparatively less valua-

ble than "still-fed beef." Any one who
hcis a spot of moist ground, can grow a

mammoth pumpkin
;
but when grovvn, it

is far less valuable and deserving of a

"State fair premium" than a great crop

of corn. The true Valparaiso cheese and
winter crook neck, and my melon squashes,

are, I apprehend, as rich and valuable va-

rieties as our climate can ever produce
They have the advantage of moderate
size, and this is not a small one either to

the cultivator or the constmier. Let us
hold on to them, and discard new varie-

ties, unless they are recommended by an
old wholesale cultivator in the most un-

qualified manner. In the hands of a tole-

rably careful gardener, squashes need
never run out. A good corn season will

almost always give good winter squashes,
if they are planted early so as to mature,
like the melon, in ike very holiest loeather,

or if not absolutely to mature, at least to

get the most of their growth during this

season. Squashes are sometimes rejected,

because, being planted one season, they

fail. I had a valuable squash that was
not eatable in 1840 and 1841, which,

both before and since, has been very fine.

CULTIVATION OF CABBAGES.

The best soil is that which is rather

moist fur tillage strong and rich. New
land ploughed in fall or early spring is

good for cabbages. If it be very njellow,

that is of a tender sward, it will answer
to plough late in or early in summer.

—

Land that has been planted only one

3'ear in potatoes or other crops will pro-

duce good cabbages, but if the land has

been planted several years they are less

likelj' to succeed, on account of nume-
rous insects that eat the root and leaves.

To guard against this evil, when it is

necessary to use old land for this purpose,

put about half a pint or a pint of wood
ashes into each hill, and mix it with the

manure, and about one-fourth or one-half

gill of salt to the hill, mixed with the soil,

which will be about 8 or 16 bushels to

the acre. Both of these substances may
be mixed with the manure, and the labor

will be less; and they are excellent ma-
nures for cabbage besides the advantages

of preventing the depredations of insects.

Salt is a valuable manure for cabbages

and turnips, and they require more of this

condiment than most other plants. Mel-

low compost manure is good for cabbages.
—Boston Cultivator.

PEACH TREES.

A writer in the Horticulturist thinks

that the shortening-fn mode of pruning

and the use of ashes, will drive that most

fatal malady to peach trees—the yellows

—out of the country, if cultivators can

be brought to estimate properly their joint

value. He uses wood ashes, either leach-

ed or unleached— half a peck of the for-

mer, or half a bushel of the unleached,

for a young tree just beginning to bear.

The best lime for applying it is in Octo-

ber, but it has been found to answer ad-

mirably as late as June. It is best to
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prune the peach earh', but the writer has

seen no bad effect from shoriening-in as

late as the middle of May, and he advises

those who have not performed that ope-

eration already to take knife in hand, and

sally forth immediately.

WHEAT CROPS.

We learn from our exchanges tfeat tlie

Tvheat crops of Virginia and all the surround-

ing States are ^' great."

For the Southern Planter.

AGRICULTURE.

J\Ir. Editor,—Enclosed you will find

two dollars, the subscription of the under-

signed for the Southern Planter for 1847

and 1848. I very cheerfully pay you
this money, and can with a clear con-

science say to every farmer who may read

these lines, that the dollar I paj' for the

Southern Planter annually, yields me the

best profit of any dollar I have invested

in m}' business. In every number I am
•either told something new, or something

useful which I had heard before and for-

gotten. I take two newspapers, a Whig
and a Democratic; but the Southern

Planter gives me far more pleasure than

all my newspapers. T/ieij speak of poli-

tics; the Planter speaks of agriculture,

and agriculture is of inore interest to me
than all the politics of the whole world.

It is of more interest to me, because it is

of more importance. The Planter is use-

ful to all the members of my fauiily, and

makes my home far more comfortable,

because far better managed than it could

be without the knowledge we gain from

its pages.

But agriculture is not only more inter-

esting because on it I depend for subsist-

ence, but because of the admiration and

attachment I have for it as a profession,

and without regard to the emoluments to

be gained from it. It would give me in-

expressible delight, if I were able to con-

tribute soiTiething now and then to your

pages which might be useful lo ihe cause.

But, unforiunaielj', I am no scholar. I

write with great difficulty, and I hope

you will not take the arrangement of my
sentences as a specimen of the way in

which I arrange my affairs at home.

—

Soirje of the writers in the Planter have

said that it is not expected for a plain

farmer to possess the clever arrangement

of sentences which marks the literary

man, and they will pardon me, therefore,

if I attempt to lay before your readers a

few views and facts. I do not promise

that they shall be of much account, how-
ever. For although I have a plenty of

ideas v.'hen I am thinking over a subject,

it seems that so soon as ( set pen to pa-

per, the}' all fly off like blackbirds from a

cornfield when t^ey see my boy coming
with the gun.

In 1835, I got possession of a farm

containing 562 acres. On this farm, I

well recollect, my father had been over-

seer when I was twelve or thirteen years

of age. My father was esteemed a good

manager, got a high salary, and accord-

ing to the customs of overseers and farm-

ers in the Old Dominion, he iras a good

manager—good as any of the rest. The
plan of operation pursued by him, was
the one then and now most popular in

Virginia—which is, to cut down, wear

out, and go ahead with a rush. The
overseers which succeeded my father,

pursued the same system of tactics. In

consequence, when I got the farm I found

no buildings or fences, but a plenty of red

gullies, mires and pine barrens. As the

purchase of my farm left me without

means, and as I saw the necessitj' of

cbangins: the face of affairs if I wanted

to live on it, I determined to make it, like

Gen. Scott's army, a "self-sustaining ma-

chine," and to make one part of it manure
the other. I therefore put but a small

portion of my land in cultivation, and set

mj'self to work to scrape together all the

leaves, trash and loose stuff on the rest of

it to make manure heaps. I cut down
the bushes, carried them to certain fields

and laid them thickly over the ground.

—

Here they remained, much of them rot-

ting, and thus enriching the soil, but do-
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ing even more good by protecting' it.

—

When I at length burnt the brush, the

land was much improved, and with the

help of my manure, able to bring good

clover. After you get land to this point,

the road is easy. By turning under the

green crops which can be raised after

clover, the soil can be enriched'—at least

with the help of the quantity of manure
which can be raised by keeping of com-
post heaps. And by this means I have
improved my poor lands, and they now
bring me good crops of corn and tobacco.

I make great use of pasturage. I have

my farm divided into twelve fields, and
change my cattle and my crops con-

tinually.

The main principle which I have form-

ed in my mind from my observation and
experience is, that we have farms of too

large a size in Virginia. All our force is

spent in cultivating a large quantity of

poor land, and at last we do not get as

much from a small piece of rich ground.

Besides, we have in our present system

no opportunity for improvement of the

soil. Ever}' thing is taken up in the

planting, the cultivation, and the getting

in of a bad crop spread over an immense
space. One thing is certain, that if we
do not make a change in our plan of ope-

rations, we must bid farewell to all hopes

of agricultural prosperity in the Old Do-
minion.

Yours, respectfully,

A. G. W.
Goose Creek, April 3, 1848.

PLOUGHING WELL.

No farmer, we think, who has ever

remarked the inefficiency of the "cut and
cover" mode of ploughing,—that is, try-

ing to throw over a slice of earth twice

as wide as the plough will perform,

—

will prefer it to the infinitely superior

mode of drawing deep, straight, and nar-

row furrows. "It is not to please the eye
only," says a practical writer, "that the

ploughmen of Westmoreland, Cumber-
land, and other well cultivated counties in

England, take so much pains in drawing

their deep furrows, as straight as a line

can make them, and laying them so com-
pact, that not a crevice between them can
be found in fields of many acres, but to

favor a perfectly even and uniform cover-

ing of the seed sown upon the ground."

We would recommend to the farmer who
reads this, to plough the next acre with

perfectly straight furrow's only six inches

wide
;
and if, after viewing its superiority,

he then goes back to foot-wide slices, we
shall be very much mistaken.

Do not begin farming by building an

extensive house, nor a spacious barn, till

you have something to store in it.

POTATO CULTURE.

Potatoes have failed so generally for

three years pa^t that farmers will not be

disposed to plant many this season. Still

as prices now are w^e can well afford to

lose half a crop if that is all which is to

be feared.

What is to be done? Never despair;

try new modes, new manures, and new
times of planting. Light may yet be

thrown on this mysterious failure of that

favorite crop. It may be recollected that

some farmers have found the potatoes that

grew under shady trees were sound while

others rotted. Some have tried planting

alternate rows of potatoes and corn with

decided success. Perhaps owing to the

shade cast on the vines by the tall stalks.

Yet why is a shade important ? No one

knows.

Our readers are aware that we have

no confidence in the notion that the air is

poisoned, and that a fever or other disease

preys on plants as it does on animals. We
have suggested, without pretending to

much wisdom on this difficult subject,

that minute insects or animalculos invisible

to the naked eye, may possibly prove to

be the cause of the rot. Now if it is an

insect we may readily conceive that it

might prefer sunshine and heat to shady
places ; and that on the supposition of

swarms of these pervading the country
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the shady sides of woods would be a pro-

tectioD—and the shade of cornstalks

might, in addition to the aid afforded by

shade, form an obstrnction to the progress

of any insect tribe that may be pairoling

the country.

In the £upposi:ion that some kind of

animalcules is the cause of ihe mischief,

we .are supported by various facts which

would se«m to have no connexion wiih

the theory of a poisoned aimosphere. One
field was attacked last year,—an adjoin-

ing one the year before. A field that was
rotten in 1S46 was sound in 1847. A
whole county was infected in 1846; but

the county al the leeward of it escaped.

All these facts are consistent wiih the

supposition that insects are the cause, but

not consistent with the theory of atmos-

pheric influence—or a poisonous atmos-

phere. We make these suggestions for

the consideration of experimenters this

season .

—

Ploughman.

been grown on an acre at a single crop,

and it was not uncommon to obtain 32
tons. Most of the speakers mentioned

thai the blight had injured their carrots,

more or less, of late years.

CARROTS AS FOOD FOR STOCK.

At one of the agricultural meetings

held in Boston during the past winter, the

subject of cultivating "root crops" for

stock, was discussed. The genera] ex-

pression was, that the carrot is the best

root for this purpose, in situations adapted

to its growih. Hon. Mr. Brooks stated

that he had made experiments in feeding

carrots, and for young stock he thought

ihem as valuable in weight as good hay.

He thought they did not produce as much
milk, when fed to cows, as potatoes, and

hogs preferred jxjiatoes. He considered

carrots compared with oats, to be worth

33 cents per bushel when oats were worth

60 cents—that 10|^ lbs. of carrots were

equivalent to 3^ lbs. of oats. He consi-

dered the lops of carrots of sufficient

value to pay the expenses of harvesting.

He put them up in small stacks out of

doors, and they kept good till mid-winter.

Mr. Rice said he sowed carrots early

in May on light land—usual crop 500

bushels per acre—40 bushels weigh about

a ton, and were worth as much as half a

ton of hay.

Mr. Proctor said 35 tons of carrots had

WHAT IS THE BEST MANURE FOR
SANDY LANDl

Without pretending to say " w/tat is

the best manure for sandy land,'" we will

content ourself wuh obsening, that if wc
had our choice between 20 double horse-

cart loads of stable manure, and 10 lo.tds

of Virginia clay and 10 loads of stable

manure, which had been well mixed to-

gether, we should prefer the latter com-

post. The clay portion beside acting as

an bmertder of the texture of the soil,

thereby partially imparting to it the capa-

city to hold manure and retain rrjoislure,

two most desirable qualities, would in all

probability, add to it no inconsiderable

portion of potash, a substance pioved to

form one of the constituents of most clays,

and whose agency in the formation of the

silicate of potash, is essential in all soils, as

the outer crust of all grasses and grains

cannot be constituted well without it—
The flint-like substance apparent upon the

face of the corn-stalk, and on the straw of

the small grains, is thus constituted.

—

Without, therefore, potash be present in

the soil, to dissolve silica, combine with it.

and form the essential compound named
above, it would be fallacious to expect the

erains enumerated above, to stand erect

and perform their respective offices of bear-

ing fruit. So far as the formation of this

silicate of potash may be concerned, an

application of unbleached ashes would an-

swer, as the potash contained therein

would very efficiently operate to produce

the same desirable effect ; but as full sup-

plies of ashes can onlj* be obtained in the

immediate neighborhoods of large cities,

the substitution of virgin clay for them

may well become a matter of grave con-

clusion.

We do not pretend to affirm, that ten

loads of such clay as we have mentioned,

would be an ample dose to bring about a
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permanent amendment of an acre of dry

soil ; neither do we aliirm that such a

quantiry would ^'ield a sufficiency of pot-

ash, because we do not subscribe lo either

one or the other of these opinions, and

only desire to urge our preference for it as

an alternative choice. To give the proper

con>istence and tenacity lo sandy soils,

would require many repetitions of the

dose of clay which we have prescribed,

which quantity has been named by us,

from the desire we feel not to impose a too

onerous labor upon our agriculiuial breth-

ren at any one time, preferring that their

works of melioration should be performed

by gradual stages, and thus relieved of

the objection of too ranch labor, which is

so often urged with the show of plausi-

bility.

Those who manure as the}" ought, usu-

ally apply 20 loads of stable or barn yard

manure to the acre, and surely if they can

substitute 10 loads of cby, for so many of

manure, with equal, if not more, benefit

to their land—and we have no doubt of

the fact—self-interest, that great momen-
tum m all human actions, would indicate

that they should do so. That they would

experience benefit in the first crop, we do

not entertain the slightest doubt, and as

little, that the degree of benefit would in-

duce them to repeat the dose of clay each

succeeding year, until their sandy soil

had been converted into a sandy loam,

and had imparted to it the mechanical ca-

pacity of holding manure, retaining moist-

ure, and of performing every function be-

longing to a fertile soil—and we need not

add, that once placed in that condition, it

would be an easy matter to continue it by

a judicious rotation of crops and the use

of mineral manures, as lime and plas-

ter and their adjunct clover. Indeed, if it

were not that we do not wish to alarm

our friend, by asking too much of him,

we would say, that he should spread, an-

nually, over his field of sandy land, while

it may be undercjoing the process of be-

ing manured and clayed, at least 20 bush-

els of lime, until he shall have reached

our maximum quantity, of 100 bushels to

the acre ; the lime, of course, to be spread

on the surface after the clay and manure

compost had been ploughed in. Where
a sandy surface soil may rest upon a hard

pan or clay subsoi', the labor of hauling

may be saved, by ploughing deep, and

then cross ploughing so as to mix the two

different soils together. This done, let the

field be thoroughly harrowed and cross-

harrowed, then put on the manure, plough

it in and harrow ;
then spread on from 2-5

to 30 bushels of lime. We are cogni-

zant of a field of exhausted sandy land

which has been restored to fertility in this

way, without the least injury resulting

from turning up the so much dreaded sub-

soil. The operation was performed in the

fall, the field was planted in com the suc^

ceeding spring, j'ielded well, was seeded

in wheat the ensuing autumn, gave a fair

product, had cloven- seeded on the wheat,
' which proiluced a good crop of grass, and

by judicious management since, the fer*

'

tiliiy of the soil has been continued.

j

THE HIGHLANDS OF THE SOUTH

.

I The highlands of Western Virginia

and of East Kentucky and Tennessee

j
are being settled by a free hard}' and in-

dustrious yeomanry, that at no distant

day, will give character to the mass of

southern mind, and cast to the future dis-

I

tinctive features of the south. The living

I example of industrial enterprise distnbu-

1

tion to the whole mass of a great commu^

I

nity, will illustrate in these Stales the

! independence and power of proflucing

:
labor, and the true interests of a common-

wealth and a nation. For their mountaia

regions are to become the summer resort

of the planters and their families, who
; will be led to contemplate here the true

! element of Virginia's ancient glory
;
and

i the true interest of her patriot sons.

I

These regions are to become the patrons

;
of schools and the nurseries of intellectual

i

power; and they will at no distant day

I send forth a light that \vill gild with be-

I
nign radiance, the grave of Patrick Hen-

j

ry, and illuminate the spot which gave to

I our country a Jelferson and a Madison as

; a boon to its independence.
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SaUASHES.

Farmers who rai?e squashes often lose

most of their crop from the squash vine

borer, a white worm that bores into the

leaves just below ibe surface of i he ground.

So g-reat have been the ravages of this

insect that in some cases whole acres

have been dt-slroyed by it. To guard

against its depredations, plant on new
land, though sometimes the borer is com-

mon in new lands; and use fresh horse

manure with wood ashes, mixed up
awhile before used, and mix the manure
with the soil in the hill. About 1 part of

ashes to -i or 5 of manure. With this

kind of manure we raised some fine

crook-neck squashes last year, some of

which we still have on hand in fine con-

dition. Not one vine was destroj'ed by

the vine borer.

HOW TO RAISE GOOD POTATOES.

My object in writing at this time is to

give you a method of growing potatoes

free from the rot. I have practised it for

two seasons with entire success, and now
have 600 bushels of line Mercer potatoes

in my cellar, all free from the disease.

My method is to plough the ground late

in the fall or early in the spring, harrow

it smoothly before planting time, then h ul

out say 15 tons rotted manure, spread it

broadcast, then take two horses and a
plough, and back up two full furrows, the

furrows just meeting in the backing

:

leave a strip one foot wide, and back two

more—and so continue till you have com-

pleted the lot. Then turn about and split

these double funows open with a smgle

furrow, then commence dropping your

potatoes (pieces of cut potatoes, contain-

ing at least four eyes) in the furrow six

inches apart. After the lot is dropped

lake your horses and throw two good fur-

rows (one round of the team to the row)

just making on the top, clearing the row
of stones, clods, &.c. ; then sow broadcast

five bushels common salt over the ground

immediately after planting ;
cultivate well

till the plants are in blossom and you will

have a good crop
;
never cultivate pota-

toes when in blossom.

When the crop is ready to gather clear

the ground, lake your two horses and

plough, turn a furrow from each side of

the row, let a hoy pick up the scattering

potatoes, 'hen turn out the row, pick up
the potatoes, then hoe down the riiige—
lastly harrow over the ground, pick up the

remaining potatoes, and the work is fin-

ished. The agriculturalist must observe

that by this process he gets a broad loose

bed for the potatoes to grow in, also a

double depth of soil ; then you are certain

of good dry potatoes. 1 would here ob-

serve, that potato ground is the very best

for producing a good crop of wheal ; and

I would advise farmers to grow a greater

surplus of this most valuable root. If

there is no market, store them, and feed

10 your horses, cattle, and hogs ;
feed

them in your stable through the winter,

give your stock good bedding ; clean out

your stables once a week
; make as large

a manure heap as possible ; and you
will not be troubled with the potato dis-

ease, nor that worse malady, arising from

always taking out of ihe meal tub and

never returning any
;
you will thus not

come to the bottom.

Respectfully,

T. R. Deneomandie.
Columbian count]/, Ohio.

AGRICULTURAL PAPERS,

A correspondent of the Ohio Cultivator,

states the case of a farmer who lost $150
bj' neglecting to take that paper. He
had taken it formerly, but concluded that

he could do without it. After be had

discontinued it, certain practitioners of

Neurotomy on horses were traversing that

State, and the paper cautioned the farm-

ing public repeatedly against the practice.

But this farmer did not see these caution-

ary remarks, and suffered two fine horses

to be operated upon, paying him ten dol-

lars, which resulted in the entire ruin of

his two horses. Farmers must not expect

to be guarded against impositions, unless

they inform themselves.
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CORN CULTURE.

As to the culture of corn we are not

vain enough to suppose that we could

prescribe any mode that would even be

en approximation to the best plan. Most
corn planters have peculiar views of their

own, while almost every neighborhood

has its particular method. Whilst, then,

such diversity of opinion exists upon the

subject of what is the best plan, it may
be the part of modesty in us to be cau-

tious in what we say. So far as our ob-

servation and experience enables us to

speak, we would remaik that we believe

that corn should never be worked with

the plough after it is a foot high : that we
have no faith in large hills or in the cut-

ting of the roots of the corn plants with

the plough
;
that the great object in every

corn grower should be to keep doion all

weeds and grass, and keep the soil open to

the action of sun, air, dew and rain, and
that, after the first ploughing, these ob-

ects can be attained by the use of the

cultivator better than w^ith the plough.

This is our honest opinion, founded on ex-

perience
;
and while we feel ourself called

upon by a sense of candor lo express it,

we do it with the most perfect deference

to the opinions of others.

The question as to the number of times

which corn should be worked, has often

been asked us, and we have as often re-

plied, that that must be governed by
circumstances— that, until laid by, it must
be kept entirely free from weeds and grass,

and the soil open to atmospheric influ-

ences. Keeping these land-marks in

view, no one need be at a loss to tell when
and how often to work his corn.

—

„imer.

Farmer.

and then crumble a third of it every night

at bed time about the kitchen hearth; it

will be eaten up or nearl}' so by the fol-

lowing morning. The creature is very

fond of potatoes, and devouring them
greedily, crawls again into its hole and
perishes. 1 had occasion to have some
alterations made in the kitchen stove, six

months after I pursued this plan, and
found hundreds of wings and dried mum-
mies of defunct cockroaches. Their dis-

appearance was not attended with the

slightest perceptible smell; and though
five years have elapsed, not one has again

been seen in my kiicheu. In putting it into

practice, any remaining crumbs should

be swept up the next morning.

F. H. Horner, M. D.

We have tried the foregoing, and found

it perfectly effectual.

—

Jjou-mng's Uort.

TO DESTROY COCKROACHES.

If your correspondents will try the fol-

lowing simple plan, I will warrant them
that every beetle and cockroach will

shortly disappear, and that the kitchen

will not asain be infested. Add about a

tea-spoonful of powdered arsenic to about
a table-spoonful of mashed boiled pota-

toes; rub and mix them well together,

I

For the Southern Planter.

i

SASSAFRAS.

i J\Ir. Editor,—Can you, or any of your

readers, inform us of any method or mean?
by which the sassafras bushes, that so

infest our fields in this section of the State,

may be destroyed ? By penning our

cattle upon them, we eradicate a few ;

but it is obvious that this is necessarily a

tedious operation. Polypus-like, the more

3'ou grub and cut them, the nore rapidly

they increase. Now, sir, if in the vege-

table or mineral kingdom there exists any
. remedy for us, do let us know it, and the

Planter shall have many blessings and

many more subscribers.

i Northern Neck.

We can give Mr. "Northern Neck" a rem-

edy in four words: m.ake your land rich.

There are plenty of substances in the " vege-

;
table and mineral kingdoms" which will era-

dicate the sassafras sprouts; and among the

most effectual are stable dung and lime.—

Sassafras grows well enough on rich soil, but

we never see it springing up in the manner

complained of by our correspondent when

the land is in proper order for a good crop-

Sassafras bushes are very troublesome on
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worn out old fields: so are broom straw and

pine shrubbery. Stinted corn is another pro-

duct of such lands. Item, bad fences, dilapi-

dated housee and poor people. All of which

are troublesome and disagreeable things, to be

gotten ridof assoon as possible; and the best

method of accomplishing that end is to make

VOUR LAND RICH.

SHEEP HUSBANDRY.

JVIessrs. Edilors,— I am not going to

write a lecliire on the breeding and keep-

ing of fheop for their own inirin-sic profit,

but iheir profit relative to oiher branches

of husbandry. 'I'hat sheep will improve

pasture land beyond any other kind of

stock, is no longer a debatable question

with me. I have pasture land now that

was improved for that purpose souie twen-

ty or more years ago, and then the sheep

removed, and occasionally cultivated with

corn and grain since ; and the line of the

old fence might alwaj's be traced by the

superiority of the corn and grain where
the sheep were pastured. And even to

this day the field shows it.

It has been said that one sheep will

manure sufficiently, if folded on ploughed

land, one yard square of land. Now let

us figure a little. One square rod is 3U.

25 yards; so that 30^ sheep will mamire
one s<^nare rod a night. Suppose, then,

you fo(d these 30^ sheep five and a half

months, you will have one acre in prime

order for any crop. But some say this

is only robbing Peter to pay Paul, '^'our

other land loses what that gains. Let us

see how (hat operates. I have kept my
sheep a number of years, until within two
or three years, where they lay at night

and noon day, around rocks and logs,

where iheir manure never yielded one

cent of profit in ten years ; and I pre-

sume thousands of others can tell the

same siory. Well, let that pass.

We have another objection, say they:

the expense of fencing. Now for a plas-

ter for that sore. In most cases, you will

have but two sides to fence; and we will

suppose j'our acres ten by sixteen rods—
i

two sides will be twenty-six rods. For
|

j

fence you will want a moveable picket

fence. Pickets three feet long will be

i
long enough for this purpose, and those

j

who have cedar or other durable timber

j

of suitable size, can make them very

j

very quick, and do it in stormy days.

—

1

For those who live where wood is scarce,

i

the wire fence would be complete. I do

jftot recollect the cost of this. Now 1

will guess the cost of these pickets to

I

vary frotn twenty-five cents to one dollar

I
a rod, and will last from five to twenty

{years. The decay of the fence is one

dollar a year, and the interest on twenty

dollars, the first cost, is one dollar and

twenty cents. Then say fifty cents for

moving and slaking fence, and it gives

two dollars and seventy cents for all the

expense of fencing an acre one year.

I

But hark ! I hear another objection-

—

you will have to fold them at night and

let them out in the morning. In answer,

I do not expect this. I expect, by erect-

ing moveable sheds and moveable troughs

under them, to give them their provender

and salt in, they will soon learn to spend

all their leisure hours from feeding under

these sheds and around them. Well, as

to the cost of these sheds. Why, I will

charge that, or oflTset it against the addi-

tional wool and meat the sheep will pro-

duce by being sheltered in cold rains in

pastures before coming to the barn. But

hark, says the objector, you lose one year's

profit or rent of the land, in addition to

other charges. Yes, friend, that is true,

and I gain one hundred per cent, profit

for five years following.

There is another purpose for which

sheep may sometimes be profitably em-

ployed ; and that is killing bushes and

briars ; and I am now engaged in using

mine for another purpose connected with

it, and that is in preparing a sugar plan-

tation. A sugar plantation! sa^'s the

reader. Surely the man's dreaming him-

self in the sunny South, with a flock of

negroes instead of sheep. No, no, reader,

it's all sober reality. I have quite a grove

of young, thrifty sugar maples, which I

have been forcing by the following pro-

cess: I go in the summer once or twice

a week, and lop down (hot cut off) all the
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other green growth that would interfere

with the growth of the maples. When
these are well browsed, I go again and

cut another lot. In the fall or next spring

these may be hauled off" for wood, or

burnt, or used to lop the fence as occa-

sion requires. I calculale, if life and

health are spared for ten 3'ears, I can have

two thousand such trees ready for manu-
facturing.

—

Boston Cultivator.

GREEN AND DRY FODDER FOR
CATTLE.

A communication has been made to

the Paris Academy of Sciences, by M.
Boussingault on the comparative nutritive

powers of green and dry fodder for cattle.

Hitherto the received opinion was, that

natural or artificial grasses, on their being

converted into hay, lost a portion of iheir

virtues. To determine this point, M.
Boussingault fed a heifer alternately, for

ten days at a time, upon green or dry

food, and weighed the animal after ten

da3^s. He found no difference in the ave-

rage weight; and therefore comes to the

conclusion, that the hay made from any
given quantity of natural or artificial

grass has the same nutrition as the quan-

tity of green food from which it was
made.

—

London Jithenoeum.

HOW TO IMPROVE CLAY SOIL.

The natural remedy for a heavy clay

soil in a kitchen garden, is to mix sand

with it. This acts like a charm upon the

stubborn alnmma, and, allowing the at-

mospheric influences to penetrate where
they were formerly shut out, gives a sti-

mulus, or rather an opportunity, to vege-

table growth, which quickly produces its

result in the quantity and quality of the

crops.

But it not unfrequently happens that

sand is not to be had abundantly and
cheaply enough to enable the proprietor

of moderate means to effect this beneficial

change. In this case, we propose to the

kitchen gardener to achieve his object by

another mode, equally efficient, and so

easy and cheap as to be within the reach

of almost every one.

This is to alter the texture of too heavy-

soils, by burning a portion of the clay.

Very few of ourpraciical gardeners seem

to be aware of two important facts. First,

that clay, when once burnt, never regains

Its power of cohi sion, but always remains

in a pulverized slate; and, therefore, is

just as useful, mechanically, in making a

heavy soil light, as sand itself. Second,

that burnt clay, by its power of attracting

from the atmosphere those gases, which

are the food of vegetables, is really a

most excellent manure itself. Hence, in

any clayey kitchen garden, where brush,

faggots, or refuse fuel of any description

can be had, there is no reason why its

cold compact soil should not be turned at

once, by this process of burning the cla}',

into one comparatively light, warm and

productive.

The difficulty which stands in (he way
of the kitchen gardener, who has to con-

tend with a very light and too sandy soil,

is its want of capacity for retaining mois-

ture, and the consequent failure of the

summer crops.

In some instances this is very easily

remedied. We mean in those cases

where loam or heavier subsoil lies below

the surface. Trenching, or subsoil plough-

ing, by bringing up a part of the alumina

from below, and mixing it with the sand

of the surface soil, reiiedies the- df feet

very speedily. But where the subsoil is

no belter than the top, or perhaps even

worse, there are but two modes of over-

coming this bad constituiion of the soil.

One of those is, to grasp the difficulty at

once by applying a coat of clay 10 the

surface of the soil, and mixing it wiih the

soil as you would manure; the oiher (a

less expensive and more gradual process)

is to manure the kitchen garden every

year with compost, in which clay or

strong loam forms a large proportion.

Il may seem to many persons, quiie out

of the question to attempt to ameliorate

sanilv soils by adding clay. But ii is

surprisinar how small a quantity of cla^f,

thoroughly intermingled with the loosest
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sandy soil, will give it adiffereni texiure,

and convert it inio a good loam. And
even in sandy districts there are ofien

valleys and low places, quiie near ibe

kiicben garden, where a good slock of

clay lies, (perhaps quite unsuspected.)

ready for uses of this kind.

In the Journal of the AgricuUwal Socie-

ty of England a case is quoted, (vol. ii. p.

67,) where ihe soil was a while sand va-

rying in depth from one to four feet ; it

was so sterile ihat no crops could ever be

grown upon it to profit. By giving it a
top dressing of clay, at the rale of ISU
cubic yards to the acre, the whole surface

of the firm so treated was improved to

the depth of ten or twelve inches, so as

to give excellent crops.

—

Stir in tht West.

preserved in this way, and when arrived

at the Jardin des Plantes, near Paris,

haichal afier the coaling was removed,

as readily as any others.

Ca-STIC.

From the Prairie FarDier.

PRESERVING EGGS.

Alessrs. Editors,—The numerous pre-

scriptions " how to preserve ege:s" seem
to indicate that the inaner is somewhat
doubtful ; for there is a great diversiiN' of

opinion on it, when in fact the preservation

of eggs is subject to chemical laws like

thai of 01 her matter subject to decompo-
sition, and these laws are well established

and known. Warmth, moisture, and con-

tact with oxygen are the conditions which
favor decomposition more than any thing

else, and therefore eggs, to be preserved,

ought 10 be kept cool, dry, and packed in

close vessels; but at the same time care

is to be taken to prevent the drying up of

ihe white, and the loss of flavor.

Salt, which has been recommended so

much, is therefore objectionable; for it

will absorb the while, and when moist

the eggs will taste salty on account of

the shell and membranes being verv }X)-

rous ; and it becomes necessary to fill the

pores wiih some cheap and handy mate-

rial, and for that purpose a thin solution

of glue answers the best. Afterwards
they may be packed either in dry saw
dust or ashes, and kept in a close box or

jar in a cool cellar.

Eggs of parrots and other birds were

;

A RURAL PICTURE, WITH ADVICE.

Messrs. Editors,—Never having seen,

as I remeiT]ber of, any thing in your valu-

able work setting fonh any of the many
injurious habits and indulgences that

farmers suffer themselves (or rather our-

selves) in ina^.y instances to be subject,

and even slaves to, suffer me to copy an
extract long ago made from a very old

manuscript book (none the better or

worse for that, as 1 know of,) in an old

farm library in the possession of the own-
er down east. It appears to have been

written in that book by himself,lo be read

by his own household (probably the young
men,) selling forth of his views as follows,

nearly

:

" You ought to shun all such luxuries

as experience tells you the habit brings

forth no good The use of tobacco in any
shap>e (trot free from that habit entirely

myself,) is both injurious to health and a

waste of money, doing no manner of

good to ihe consumer. No man feels as

well after smoking a pipe full of lobacco,

or cbewins" a quid of this nauseous stuff.

The smoking of it often causes a dizzi-

ness the most unnatural and unpleasant

for hours after it, and leaves the whole
nervous system in a debilitated state.

—

Above all, if you havefulJen into the ha-

bit, avoid using it in any shape in the

morning before eating your breakfast.

—

Try and dispense with it only a few morn-

ings, and see how much keener your ap-

petite will be for your meal at three quar-

ters of an hour after sunrise. You will

find that after going out upon your farm

and overlooking the business of the day,

or to the well doing of your sheep, cows,

&c., that a smoking breakfast, well pre-

pared, or coffee, toast, potatoes, bam, and
the like, will be more pleasing to you
than tobacco. After eating your break-

fast, still persist—still deny the pipe or the
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slimy quid having; a place betwixt your

teeih that day. I well know ihe tempta-

tion is ^reat ; and though there is nothing

at hand so dinisome, yet there can be

nothing all that day put in the mouth

that will seem to answer any thing like

a substitute; but never fear—go ahead

with your determination, now so well be-

gun, and don't fast at all, but eat, eat and

work, eat and do any thing honorable,

rather than indulge your thoughts on to-

bacco—eat v^henever the false goddess

attempts to rise to your thoughts, and

the pains will grow weaker and shorter;

and in due time—and that not long—you

will begin to think eating is to be the

main business of life, and refraining one

of its happiest reforms. You will feel

like one born into new life: your sleep

will be free from tobacco spasms, and your

dreams—ah! greatly improved; and you

will rise from the bed in better health, free

from pain, in better spirits, and your taste

in every way improved. Try the experi-

ment thoroughly, and j'ou will be rid of

this habit altogether.

Lying in bed in the morning, for one

that is well, ought never to be indulged.

Most peoplo. feel some hesitation m get-

ting up in the morning—and soinetimes

they do well to sleep later; but the privi-

lege, I think, is seldom advantageous;

and who does not like to see the grey of

the morning and hear the birds sing, the

bleating of calves and lambs, and the

scattering of the herd and flocks over the

dewy fields, when early stirred up. It is

bracing and cheering to the mind, to say

nothing of the advantage to be gained by

'taking lime by the foretop ;' and at that

time, too, every object coming in contact

with the mind through the eye or the ear,

will be more pleasing and diverting than

at any other time of day ; and from the

impressions so made the mind remains

active and cheerful throughout the day.

In short, early or late rismg causes a vast

difference in the acquirements and dispo-

sitions of mankind.

Drinking spirits of any kind, or even

cider, on getting out of bed in the morn-

ing, ought never to be thought of by any
farmer, or any man of good sense. There

are times, however, when I should think

a little stimulus (|bes good; but those

times come so seldo'tti, that a discretionary

farmer will hardly get in a habit of its

disorderly use.

There are many luxuries used at table

both extravagant and unwholesome, and

might belter be dispensed with—such as

wine, raisins in pies and pound cake,

sauces richly preserved, and every thing

of the kind. They ought ne^er to be

seen on an every day table—though every

farmer does well to have such good things

at hand, if he likes ; but for every day

eating such food is neither natural noi

palatable to a good appetite. A person

generally feels best after eating the most

simple food. I have even found my ap-

I

petite wholly satisfied in eating a few
' crackers with a glass of beer, or even a

! glass of water; and if, when farmers are

I

teaming through the wet and cold, in-

stead of calling for liquor at the bar when

I

they stop, would call for a cup of coffee

lor tea, and a few crackers to eat, they
I would no doubt add many years to their

jlife, and much happiness too. For mv
own liking, all the withered dainties of a

Icily life table, slrewed wiih luxuries from

I

the stifled markets in town, never can

compare with the sumptuous and burly

fare upon the table of the farmer, gath-

;

ered fresh from the dewy farm.

The breakfast horn—Heaven bless its

I

life-cheering sound—as it issues from the

!
shady porch—still it echoes louder and

louder, through the yards, through the

lane, through the garden, through the

barn, through the hay loft, lo the spicy

fields. It plainly speaks of cofl'ee 'piping

hot' upon the clean swept hearth, the sha-

dy room, and the clean white cloth teem-

ing with lots of smoking potatoes and

well buttered toast, brittle cabbage cut up

fine in lots, peppered, cooked and uncook-

ed, and then a bowl of croul as yellow

as straw, lots of goodly ham, and eggs

poached up fresh from the cackling hens

—onions, parsnips, and vegetable oysters

too—all of which must be acceptable lo

any reasonable man loving his home and

his country, and who has taken nothing
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into his mouih in '.he morning but ibe

wholesome and bracing air.

JSoihing: can be more imprudent than

for men coming- in from ihe fields ai noon

and drinking down a glass of spiriis or

cider—then to sit down and overload an

ungovernable appeiiie, with hard cider for

drink with his dinner. I will ask any
man who has done so, and afier dozing

for a half hour, if be wont look out from

'one corner of his eye at the corn field or

the harvest field with a heavy heart.' It

is much belter, if not too nr-uch trouble,

(and it ousht not to be for men who work
hard,) to have brou^hl to them in a cool

shade, some fresh cold water, at 10 o'clock;

and if spiriis must be used, a little then

will be less injurioiis—but what is better,

a pail of good coffee or chocolate with

boiled rice. Then at noon touch not ci-

der or whiskey, eat slowly and temperate-

ly a good nourishing dinner, rest cheerful-

ly an hour, and you will feel the belter for

being temperate."

I would add a few humble remarks of

my own, by way of exchanse and com-
promise with my toiling brethren, but my
sheet and pond are very scanty, and if I

do so I must defer it till some future time.

MlSCELLANT.

Bigfoot, Wis., .9prU, 184S.

table matter, the elements most necessary

for the growth and heahh of fruit trees ge-

nerally—and all in a state ready for food

for these trees.

—

Horticulturist.

MANURE FOP. FRUIT TREES.

The best compost for 'all fruit trees,'

(without endeavoring to suit the specific

wants of each particular fruit.) is a com-
post of peat or swamp-muck, reduced, or

rendered available to plants, by unhkached

wood ashes. The peat should if possible

be dug and carted out it winter—though

it will answer if dug in the spring. As
early in the spring as is convenient, mix
thoroughh' the wood afhes with the peat,

in the proportion of five bushels of good

hard wood ashes to one wagon load of

peat.

Let the heap lie a week, turn it over

to incorfioraie more thoroughly, and in

two or three weeks it will be fit for use.

This compost, or manure, contains

largely lime, potash, phosphate, and vege-

PRACTICAL BLU>DERS.

There is not a week passes over our

beads but we see or hear tell of some
lucky person who has discovered perpe-

tual motion. The pursuit of this n.olion

is not confined merely to the illiterate

and unlearned mechanic, but singularly

enough men of rare intellect, wealth and
learnmg have pursued the phantom and
wasted both lime and means in futile ef-

forts to immmortalize their names in the

discovery of an impossibiliiy. A general

diffusion of sound knowledge connected

with the principles of mechanics would
soon dispel this kind of chimera from an
inventive mind and leave ii free to pursue

projects of utility and of a rational char-

acter. A young man of an inventive

turn of mind when first struck with the

beauty of some piece of mechanism and

not well acquainted wiih the prmciplesof

its consifuction, generally turns his

thoughts upon perpetual motion, because

it is something of which every one has

heard. Many an hour's sleep it costs

him to £istonish the world and at last be
makes ihe grand discoverj' of a teetotum

propelled by smoke, which, would have
run forever only it exploded. We have

come to the conclusion that there is only

one way to construct a perpetual motion,

and that is by having a tall pole, say one

hundred and seventy-nine feet eleven

inches and fifteen-sixteenths in length,

elevated on a tall cliff and on the top of

the pole have a single spider's thread sus-

pended on the point of a point, wbich
must be so fine that a microscope will fail

to perceive it. The thread will no doubt

always be in motion as the atmosphere is

never without some current sufficiently

strong to move it. Of the hundreds of

perpetual motions that have been discov-

ered, there is not one in existence at the

present moment. This every body knows.

bul the reason why ibey failed is not
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known to a great nuniber. IMany no,

doubt ridicule perpetual motion who conld I

not give a reason for their ridicule and

who would be dumbfoumlered were an

'

opponent to assert ingeniously, that all

perpetual motions fiiiled for the want of

true ingenuity. Every person, especially

every mechanic, should be established in

the fundamental principles of science, so

that he may be able to give a convincing

proof and reason for every assertion that

he makes.
I

I

NEW STRAW-CUTTER.

Our valuable cotemporary in New York,

the "Farmer and Mechanic," contains an ac-

couDl of a new straw-cutter, which, if its qual-

ities are correctly stated, will probably super-

sede all others. It is fitted equally for straw,
i

hay and shucks, and is the invention of a Mr. i

Sullivan, Lexington, North Carolina. It was

made in 1847, a caveat filled, and the inventor

is now getting out his patent. Its cutting ap-

paratus consists of a series of small circular

saws on a horizontal axle, about half an inch

apart, with circular iron plates betwern them,
'

which are also indented. It is not fed with

straw put in endwise; a whole bundle is

thrown in sideways, and is used up in less

time than it would take to cut ofi" three inches

with an ordinary straw-cutter. What is also

worthy of notice, it does not only cut the straw

into equal lengths, but it also tears it to shreds,

and makes it as fine and soft as wheat chaff.

It can be used with hand, horse, or any other

power. '

The great advantages of this new machine

are the amount of work which it is able to do,

and the superior manner in which it prepares ,

ihe straw. If the "Mechanic's" account is

correct, it is the best straw-cutter ever invented.

!

HOW TO KEEP SMOKED HAMS.

The best method of keeping hams is,

after they are smoked to put them back
into the pickle, and the smoky taste is

preserved as perfectly as when put in

ashes or kept in a dry place.

For the Southern Planter.

MANUFACTURE OF STRAW.

Mr. Editor,—A desire to introduce a

new means by which additional employ-

ment can be given to those disposed to

industry, and which will compensate ihem

for their labor, induces me to request the

publication of this article.

The object is to introduce a simple,

neat and profitable article of manufacture,

which is adapted to the female portion of

our Stale—the plaiting of straw for bon-

nets, hats, &c. When we know that, in

Massachusetts alone, the value of straw,

imported grass, &c. made into bonnets,

hats, &c. is $1,640,COO per annum, and

that this is the work of females ami chil-

dren, we can readily perceive its great

value, if introduced among our females.

That they can speeeily learn to plait it as

handsomely as the Massachusetts females,

none will deny. To enable them to learn,

it is only necessary that they should take

an old bonnet, rip it to pieces, and they

will readdy see how it is plaited.

If they will prepare the straw by Uie

directions here given, plait it well, and

bring it lo Richmond in the plait state,

the Messrs. Carprnier will w-illmgly pur-

chase it at a Irberal price per yard of plait.

The manufacturing, or making it into

bonnets, is another and distinct branch of

m.anufaclure.

To split the straw after it is properly

cured, so as to reduce it to its proper tex-

ture, it is only necessary to fit ihe point of

a pen-knife in a piece of board, leaving

about the eighth or fourth of an inch

above the board, then pulling the straw

against it. Straw of an}' size can be

made.

Directions for curing straw to adapt it

to the manufacture of straw bonnets,

hats, &c.:

"Cut wheat or rye straw while in full

blossom, or as the blossoiris begin to fall.

Scald it in a few hours after it is cut (the

heads being first cut off) in boiling water

about a quarter of a minute; then spread

and dry it in the sun. Take care that

neither rain nor dew falls upon it. It will
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cure in three days sunshine. Then keep

it in a dry place"'

R3'e and wheat are near]}' in the true

condition to be cut. I beg that an effort

rnay be made lo introduce this yahjable

manufacture inio our Siate. Rye is the

best straw, because of the preference given

to its color by the ladies. It is grown in

every neighborhood ; and one hundred

pounds, when dry, will give a whole

family occupaiion in plaitmg for many
raonihs.

Every female who can obtain a supply

of straw, can now have the means of

making a yearly support by plaiting it

;

and ihi.';, loo, can be done at her own fire-

side. JShe can plait iiai home; put it up

carefully: send it to Richmond to the

Messrs Carpenter—and they will pay a

price per yard which will depend upon

the neatness and beauty of the work-

manship.

A Friend to Females.

May 28, 1548.

POTATO ROT.

A gentleman in Maryland, a Mr. rsailli

thinks he has discovered anoiljer of the thou-

sand and one remedies for the rot, in the use

of straw upon the surface. He manures well,

planied his sets three or four inches deep in

drills, and about one foot asunder; and im

mediately after planting, covered the whole

surface pretty thickly with straw—from three

to five inches in thickness. The result was a

sound and excellent crop of potatoes, so far

as the ground was covered with the straw;

while the potatoes in the uncovered ground

were much affected with the rot. The cover-

ing of straw also kept down all weeds and

superseded the neceMsity of cultivation.

OLD BOOTS AND SHOES.

Prussian blue is now manufactured ex-

tensively in Philadelphia by the burning

old Doois and shoes.

From the Berkshire Agriculturist.

CARROTS

J[Ir. Editor,— I see in your last paper

you say, carrots are good for horses and
cows, but "we doubi whether a hog will

do well on them" I am satisfied from

the experiments of one of the most care-

ful farmers we ever had in Siockbndge,

and one who raised more carrots than all

Stockbridge farmers put logeiher, at the

time he lived here, viz: Jeremiah Vallef,

carrots are good for hogs, for he has re-

peatedly told the writer of this, that he

could fat hogs wiih boded cariois, mixed
With meal scalded in the carrols, faster

than in any other way. As to raising

"lOOO bu.=hels'' of carrots to the acre, it

has been done and can be done again with

good seed and a propitious season. I

have raised 800 measured bushels from

two-thirds of an acre, and the last season,

I raised 95 bushels from 18 square rods

of ground, and had the seed all come up,

there would have been enough on the va-

cant spots to have made up what it lack-

ed of being lOuO bushels to the acre.

But I raise mine in a different way from

most people. My way is, to plough the

ground deep, several times before sowing,

and the last of May, mark out my rows
22 inches apart with a light com plough,

then strew rotten manures in the rows
and pass the plough each side to cover

the manure, and sow on the top of the

ridges. I sow with a machine, which
leaves the rows straight—a great advan-

tage in hoeing—and distributes the seed

as it should be, which saves the trouble

of thinning; and when I dig the carrots,

I pass the land side of the plough next

the rows, and then you have little else to

do but to throw the carrots in piles for

cutting, you get the manure where you
want It most; and get a great depth of

sod for the roots. I had last year many
carrots which measured eighteen inches

long and twelve inches round. I know
of no root as valuable as this: and I doubt

whether, at the price they sell at here, viz:

25 cents a bushel, our farmers can obtain

as much profit from the acre from any
other root.
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For the Southern Planter.

SECURING AND FEEDING MILCH COWS.

A represents the places where the cows are confined when opened for the cows

to pro to I heir food.

B represents the places shut when the cow is confined.

C the pieces of timber working on a pivot to let down into the shoulder of the

moveable slide. At A they are raised to open the slide
;
at B they are down to con-

fine the slide and hold the cjws.

D are braces to secure the frame to the rafters above.

E are tronshs, placed on a bottom frame, and close lo the uprieht frame.

The drawing is a section of three places all complete, one closed and two open.

The frame is four and a half feel high, placed three feet from the brick wall.

The openings are six feet apart.

G represents the movable board secured at boUom with an iron pin.

Mr. Editor,—The usual plan adopted I

for securing and feeding milch cows, I
]

consider defective; for if fed in the same
|

pen, ths strong cows will drive the weak
j

from their troughs, and if secured in stalls,

,

some difficulty is experienced in milking
i

iheiTi.and keeping them and their troughs
;

clean. i

The manner of confining my cows ob- \

viaies all these difficulties ;
and as I have

j

never seen it in print, I have concluded to
j

give it 10 the public, throujih the columns
}

of iiie Planter. It is by confin ng the,

cows by their heads, which is done with

faciiiiy, and iheonly necessary precauiion

is firrt to fasten the strong cows, and in
|

the morning first to loosen the weak.

I saw this plan adopted sotne thirty

y.ears ago in the county of Esse.x, and is

now used at Mrs. Percival's, near Lynch-

burg. It is exceedingly difficult to de-

scribe this fixture so as 'to be understood

by those who never saw it, but as I con-

sider it of considerable public uiiliiy, I

have concluded to draw a profile and send

it along with this communication, which

1 think will be sufficiently plain lo be un-

derstood.

In building my barn and stable, I had

them located eighty feet apart, due east

and west—a brick wall buih six feet high

from the north side of the stable to the

north side of the barn, and a shelter with

, rafters on one side resting on posts and
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plates, and shingled, so as to throw the

rain out of the pen. This pen is exiclosed

wiih a plank fence, and a cross fence

cutting off thirty feet for i?iy calves next

the stable, into which pen a window opens

from the end of the stable, through which

the manure made in the stables is thrown

under the shelter. The remaining fifty

Uel is allolled to the milch cows and eight

fixtures with troughs, placed about one

fool from the brick wall, with planks from

the troughs to the wall so inclmed, that

when the food is thrown over the fixture

it Will slide into the troughs.

There is much said in agricultural pa-

pers, about having permanent shelters for

all the stock, and these are highly recom-

mended by many inielligeni persons; but

upon large estates and in so mild a cli-

mate as ours, I think they are unncessary

and inexpedient, and the only inducement

I had in making the shelter I have de-

scribed was, that my milch cows might

be near the house that I could attend to

them—for the milkers not to be obliged to

travel a distance—and in bad weaiher

ibat they might keep dry whdst engaged

in this necessary employment. As it re-

gards the wintering of my cattle, except

the milch cows, I have adopted the plan

of Slacking my top-fodder at the place

which I intend for that purpose, the stack

being made east, and west, and a shelier

made on the south side of this stock, by

forks being securely put in the ground,

those nearest the stack about six feet

high and those about ten feel off about

ten feet high. Poles are placed on the

top of these forks in two rows, wiih rails

across, and then covered with corn-stalks

and straw, and bushes placed on ihe east

and west side of the pen, to protect them

from the cold winds. My corn-stalks,

straw, &c. are thrown imo ibis pen, and

the cattle kept until the last of February,

when they are removerf and fed on poor

spois in a field I wish to rr'anuie, and the

manure in the pen is put up in large piles,

lime being freely mixed with it, and ihe

lop covered with earlh and plaster.

1 always select a spot for 1113' fiirm pen

convenient to water and near the land I

wish to manure; by which means I save

a great deal of hauling, and my stock is

perhaps as well wintered, as if I were 10

construct permanent houses for that pur-

pose. I also consider it entirely unneces-

sary to prepare shelters for sheep, as I

find they winter as well by running at

large, and if in, a tolerable pasture, it is

only necessary to feed them when the

ground is covered with snow.

Very respectfully, yours,

Richard G. Moruis&

Amherst, JSlay 12, 1848.

HARVESTING.

The greatest and most common mistakes in

harvesting are, that most persons cut their

wheat too late and their hay too early. Re-

peated and careful experiments have shown

that the proper time for cutting- wheat is just

before it is fully ripened, while the grain is

still in a dough state, and immediately after

the lower portion of the stalk turns yellow.

When the straw begins to turn yellow, it com-

mences to do so at the bottom and advances

upward. The proper time for cutting is while

the upper portion is still of a greenish hue.

If cut then, both the quantity and quality of

the grain are greater than if cu-t later. If cut

when fully ripe, a great deal is lost by shaking

out before it is laid upon the threshing yard

;

and not only is no nutriment conveyed to the

grain after the stalk begins to turn yellow, but

there is even some decrease.

Among the many accurate experiments

which have been tried to establish these facts^

are thosj of Mr. Rannam, an English agri-

culturist. The latenessof the dates mentioned

is to be accoimted for by the excessive humid-

ity and coolness of the English summers.

—

"On the 1st of August," says Mr. Hannam,
"1 cut a small portion that was quite green;

that is, both ear and stalk were full of vigor

and of sap. Though the grain appeared to be

perfectly formed, the chaff adhered so firmly

to it, that it was scarcely po.ssiblti to separate

it by friction of ihe hands. When separated,

it was large and plump, but so full of milk^

that the slightest pressure reduced the whole

to a pulp. This sheaf stood in the fields a
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fortnight and was then housed. On August

18th I cut another sheaf. The wheat was of

course yet green—being what farmers call

raw—that is, though appearing at a distance

green, yet when examined closely, was of a

hue fast approximating to yellow, while from

a foot upwards from the ground it was quite

yellow. The ears too were more open, the

chaff tinged with various shades of yellow

and green, and the grain itself, when sepa-

rated, soft and doughy, but not so full of fluid

as before. The judgment of the farmer how-

ever will best tell him the condition of the

wheat both at this and the preceding cutting,

when I tell him that in another fortnight the

whole field was ripe. At the end of this fort-

night (September 1st) I housed the sheaf

which had been cut on August 15th which

had remained exposed in the interval, and cut

another. This I have said was iipc; but 1

don't mean that degree of ripeness when the

straw breaks, the ears curl, and the grain

shakes out; but that condition when it is cus-

tomary to commence reaping it, when the

straw from the roots to the ears is uniformly

yellow, and has lost all symptoms of vivid

health." When the grain was secured„it was

found that the second or half ripe parcel was

worth thirteen per cent, more than the green

sheaf, and four per cent, more than the per-

fectly ripe parcel. There is an advantage of

four per cent., therefore, for cutting wheat

when it is just turning over that which is mo-

derately ripe; an item to be largely increased

when the loss from shaking out, which is from

ten to twenty-five per cent, is considered.

On the other hand, nothing is gained by

cutting hay or clover too early. The principal

nutriment of hay is to be found in the sacha-

rine matter contained in the sap. The sap is

thin and watery, and contains but little of this

nourishing substance early in the season.

—

The proper time lor cutting is indicated by

its gumvdng the scythe. When the sap upon

a freshly used scy he has a sticky feeling, the

hay is in order.

Tire proper time for clover cutting is when

the flowers just begin to assume the brownish

hue, and before the leaves begin to wither.

The less exposure to the sun which can be

used in curing hay and clover, the better. Af-

ter willing a short time in the sun, clover

should be laid in high cocks of small diame-

ter, and then allowed to remain until suffi-

ciently dry to be put in the barn.

From the Chronotype.

TEA, COFFEE AND TOBACCO.

The richest soils produce the rankest

weeds, and perhaps the strongest reason

turns out ihe greatest crop of folly. Cole-

ridge chewed opium and swdled lauda-

nuin like a fool. Hence we cannot infer

that because we see the wisest people

sipping coffee, and snuffing, chewing and

smoking lobacco, it is not folly. tSome

people call it sin, and they are not so far

wrong as they might be, for il is unques-

tionably a sin to be sick, and that is what
all users of tea, coffee and tobacco are

sure to be, more or less. But as this is a
roundabout way of reasoning, and we
have never yet taken oath or pledge

against the whole of the mischief, we
choose rather to call it a folly.

It is considered folly by most people to

borrow money of brokers at two or three

per cent, a month. The tea dritiker bor-

rows vivacity, happiness, intelieciual

flame, the stuff life is made of, at a still

greater rate of interest—rather, we would
sa}', attempts to borrow it. The attempt

is not remarkably successful as to the

amount of the loan at any titne, and being

often repeated becomes less so, or what is

the same thing, the loan is more and more
used up in paying inierest. By a stom-

ach full of well made tea, you borrow

into the next two or three hours neatly

all the brightness, blaze and vitality of

your system which belongs to the next

twelve hours. So in the next two or

three hours you will be wide awake and
witty to your own wonder, and in ihe ba-

lance of I he twelve yours flickering in the

socket and burning blue. Coffee to the

sarije amotmt will perhaps extend the

loan the next twenty-four hours, making
the first p:irt brighter and the last part

bluer. Tobacco—we never tried that

—
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but we shouldn't wonder if a man could

borrow life by ii for nearly a week ahead.

Wine will negotiate asiill deeper loan.

Now j'lst as an eiernal borrower oay
make bis life an everlasting anxiety,

(while it leists,) spend oceans of shave

and come to unfathomable poverty, and

that speedily ; so it is with your tea, cof-

fee and tobacco cbewers. What, chew

lea! Yes, we knew a very pious clergy-

man who carried it in his pocket and

chewed it as men commonly chew lobac-

ca. There is nothing gained but rr.uch

lost by this heapmg up the vitality of life

in spots and leaving the rest bare. The
snow, which, if it bad fallen evenly,

would have made excellent sleighing, b\'

being tossed about and drifted by the

wind, makes hard sledding most of the

way and no first rate glibness any where.

These slow poisons by which we are en-

abled to anticipate our vital resources, do

not create one atom of the etherial trea-

sure, on the other hand they actually de-

stroy much. They deniand exorbitant

usury, against which no capital can

stand forever.

But do not the great, strong and glori-

ous, drink tea, drink coffee, smoke, sip

champagne even? Verily. And it is very

difficult to find a man or woman who ab-

stains from the popular stimulants who
does not owe the blissful exen.piion to

weakness—some constitutional hereditary

feebleness, that positively forbade such

reckless speculation in viialiiy. Such aj

one, who would have gone straight home
i

to the grave yard on strong tea, manages
j

to battle with hereditary penalties of trans-

gression, and do something worthy of life

after all, by simply sticking to cold water, I

wholesome diet, and exercise. Bm does,

it follow that if society would entirely
|

leave off its stimulims there would no'

be a vast increase of health, strength and

happiness ?

But perhaps strength, health, beauty

and jolliiy are too abundant in this world. ,

Tea, coffee and tobacco may be a wise
j

ordination of Providence to beat down thf
j

exuberance of human life; to turn the!

green, scailel and gold into deep blue, i

and to naake work for law, physic, and
|

all sorts of divinity. If so, they are won-
derfully successful. They bring nearly

all the penalties of poverty into the homes
of the rich, and spread such a blue, sul-

phurous, deathly flame over life, that all

sorts of diabolism, quackery and mon-
strous theological humbugs are sure to

flourish. We would not undertake, with

all the wit, logic and fact in the woild, to

dislodge Galvanism from the mind of a
confirmed imbiber of lea and coffee, nor

to inspire one brijrht, playful, youihful,

immorial, spiritual hope into a brain ba-

coned with tobacco. Truih and dyspep-

sia never yet dwelt together. Fat or lean,

young or old, male or female, there was
never yet a habitual consumer of tea or

coffee or tobacco who was not more or

less a dj'speptic. Tobacco and dyspppsia

are synonimous. Did 3'ou ever see or

hear of a tobacco smoker whose pipe or

segar did not serve to settle his sto.Tiach.

always in an emeute after dinner? Trou-

bled he is with watery stomach—and still

wairier brain. Settle ihe siomach ? Whj',

without tea, coffee, beer, wine, alcohol,

tobacco, opium, and such deadly drugs,

men never would have known ihey had
stoiTiachs. They might have digested

ham, sole-leather, tenpenny nails, mince-

pies with perfect impunity, if they had
not sc'lded all the tone out of their diges-

tive organs by hot tea and smoke.

HINTS ON GARDENING.

Landreib's Rural Register, for 1848,.

says that a hot bed for advancing tender

veoretables is a treasure to every country

resident, and by no 11.cans an expensive

one. As this month draws to a termina-

tion, early cabbage, torr^aioes, e^s plants,

peppers. &c., may be sown in the hot bed.

which will greatly expedite their maturi-

ty. If it should be formed adjacent to'

the dwelling, air, waier, (fcc, may be gi-

ven as required, in the necessary absence

of ihe farmer and his hands, by the fe~

males of ihe family, who almost univer-

sally take pleasure in gardening—indeed

were it not for iheir provident attention,^

how many families would be without &
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garden vegetable ; to their shHn.e be it I

said, one may go from farm to f-Avm, the I

property of men wiio nil their own kinds,
|

and are comparaiively independent, but

who have neither 'vine nor fig tree'—they !

have 'no time to bestow on snch trifles,'

unconscious, il would seem, of the amount
of comfort miissed by a disregard to iriSes,

'

to say nothmg of the kindly infliaenee

they exert. We could pomt to some
farmers and men of moderate means too,

who whilst their lands bear evidence of

care, their fences in order, out houses

yearly white-washed, fruit trees pruned,

hedges trimmed, gates which require no

propping to keepclose or open, so accurate-

ly are they hanired, and who are never

behmd their neighbors at seed time or

harvest, whose garden is an object of

special care ;
who are not content wiih a ;

scanty or uncertain supply of vegeiables,
j

but have always at command for daily
j

use, and unexpected visiters, all that the i

season yields; besides thrs, the plat of

grass around their unpretending homes is
,

kept neaily mown, whilst the snjall but
j

choice assortment of evergreens, shrubs,]

and hardy flowers, gives cheerful tone,
j

and make their homestead the seat ofi

pleasure, as it is one of plenty. In ad-

1

dition to all this, when the annual ac-

1

count is balanced and the charjre made;

for every hour devoted lo such objects, the
j

pocket is found to be the gainer. Such
we could desire to see the condition of

every farmer's homestead, and such it >

would be did they properly appreciate
j

their own importance to society, and edu-
j

cate their sons and daughters; there
j

would then be diffused around them more i

of the comforts and refinements of life,
j

and the 'country cousin,' now sometimes!

jeeringly referred to, would stand in his!

proper place, on the top round of the so-

j

cial ladder. Perhaps some one, who, like
[

the ijourd of Jonas, has sprung up in a I

night, and is doomed to wither almost asi

rapidly, may give a contemptuous smile
I

at the idea thus expressed, that labor,

honest, useful labor, and refinement, are

compatible; the error is with himself; the

refinement we advocate is of the mind
;

the capacity to enjoy nature's delightful

handiwork, the expanding flower, the

umbrageous tree, the glorious splendor of

an American sunset, and the thousand
ever varying beauties by which we are

surrounded.

—

Maine Farmer.

BREEDING FOR FINE AVOOL.

It has been often said that the quality

of wool can be made such as the breeder

chooses, by a proper selection of bucks.

Mr. Blanchard gave his opinion on this

point, at a late conversation at Albany,
as follows

:

"In crossing low grade or native ewes
with high blood bucks, the increase will

partake more of the characteristics of the

ewe than the buck. The process of im-

provem,enl in this way is slow and tedious.

He had seen flocks that showed the na-

tive blood on the thighs and back, after

tweni\' years had been spent in trying to

produce fine wool by crossing common or

low grade ewes with high blooded bucks,

selections being made each year, of such
only as showed improvement."

CULTURE OF SWEET POTATOES.

The culture of this vegetable is wor-

thy of particular attention, especially hy
our Southern agricultural readers, whose
soil and climate are so particularly adapt-

ed to their profitable production. A wri-

ter in the Southern Cultivator housed last

fall, two thousand bushels of sweet pota-

toes from ten acres of ground, three of

which were planted as late as June, on

stubble land, after harvesting a full crop of

oats. He used them for fattening his

hogs, which were fed almost exclusively

on boiled potatoes, and says he never

saw hogs thrive better, and also fed them
cooked with turnips, to workinc: steers

and milch cows with much success.

The quantity raised on the same
ground in proportion to corn, he estimates

at six bushels to one and with about the

expense of cultivation. His method m
I he culture of sweet potato is first to se-

lect his seed from that kind which he con-
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siders the most valuable, (the Yam,) and

which when cai open is "nearly as yellow

as the pumpkin," and as he cultivates

from the sprouts, prepare first bis bed from

"which he is to procure his sprouts. This

is done by first making a bed very rich

with vegetable or stable manure, spread

on and ploughed in. He observes :
" I

then open a furrow with a broad turning

plough, and spread the same from end lo

end with potatoes, and if large I split

ihem carefully, turning the skin up, and

cover ihem with the same plough, spread-

ing as above every furrow with potatoes,

and thus ploughing, planting and cover-

ing until I have buried eight or ten bush-

els for each acre ihal 1 intend for potatoes.

This may appear to some persons unne-

cessarily many, but as it is obviously im-

portant that the whole crop should be

plan'ed as early as practicable, this quan-

tity should not be considered a waste,

especially as the sprout bed, when done

with for the purpose of planiing, may be

maile a convenient and profitable place

for one or more sows and pigs, until the

potatoes, which will be found perfectly

sound, are consumed. 1 lay off my rows

when ready for planting, at four feet dis-

disiance, with a shovel plough, following

in I he same furrow by a turning plough,

opening a deep, broad furrow. I then

throw np as large ridges as I can conve-

nien'ly with the plough, which completes

the bed, and plant immediately, the bed be-

ing fresh made. My first working is done

by running the bar of a turning plouph as

near the potatoes as possible, without cut-

ling them up, covering up all grass be-

tween the rows, which will smother and

die m three days, when I thoroughly

plough out, throwing the earth to the po-

laioes, the hoe hands following the

ploughs, whose work is merely to remov-e

or cover the srass on the top of the ridges,

not covered by the plough, which is done

wi'h all the rapidity common to the work-

ing of a cotton crop By this lime, the

second and most important working is

n^e.-<sary. The vines will have run

down ihe sides of the ridges; and here

arises the greatest difficulty wiih most

|)ersons in cultivating ihis crop. Every

vine covererl at this time, or at any sub-

sequent working, puts fonh numerous
fibres, but few of which ever produce a
potato worth eating ; and to avoid this

evil, as also to facilitate their culture, I

send ahead of the ploughs the weakest

hand leaving every other row into which
the vines are thrown over out of the way
of ploughs, (a chap eight or ten years

old Will rapidly perforin this part of the

work) the plough throwing the earth lo

these potatoes, to be completed by the hoe

hand drawing the earih well up to the

potatoes which from the vines being

thrown over on the opposite side of the

beii is left in good condition to receive the

flirt without being covered. As soon as

I have passed over in this way, I turn

immediately back, and throw the vines

into the middles just worked, and plough

and hoe the rows left, leaving the crop in

fine order, wlih scarcely a vine covered.

If a third working is rendered necessary,

it is performed in the same manner as that

of the second working. As before stated,

cover the vines, and you have numerous
fibrous roots and small potatoes, while on
the other hand keep the vines above

ground, and the earth well stirred, and
you have potatoes of belter flavor, and
their size and bulk greatly increased."

"The gathering is performed by plough

labor, principally, as it performs the work
with greater facility, and with less injury

lo the potatoes than if done with the hoe.

For this preservation he deposits them
in "banks" of about 105 bushels each, in

the following manner

:

" He combines together with potato

vines some dozen or more corn stalks, to

be placed upright in the centre of the in-

tended bank, around which, after covering

the surface on which the potatoes are to

be thrown with straw, he piles up about

one hundred bu.?hels. He then spreads

over the bank corn stalk.s or straw, or

both, and covers well with dirt, leaving

the corn stalks placed upright projecting

above the dirt, and the dirt placed well

up around the stalks. The bundle of

corn stalks in the centre of the bank

serves as a flue tbrouarh which the air

passes from the bank, effectually guarding
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the potatoes against healing, which need

not be covered, even in the coldest weath-

er, common to the climate, as the smoke
from the banks thus put np will, of a cold,

frost}' morning, exhibit the appearance of

so many small chimnies, and while this

is the case, the banks beiog otherwise

well covered, the cold cannot affect them,

and thev rarelv ever rot, even in midsum-

mer. On the contrary, banks fully closed,

seldom do well. The banks, however,

should be sheltered, and so arranged, as

to protect them, more or less, from the in-

fluence of the North winds.

MILKING.

A writer in the Maine Farmer gives,

from long experience, a number of rules

for milking, most of which are very good,

as—pare youy nails short

—

sit on a stool

—

milk fast—never scold a cow—never get

out of patience

—

tie her tail to her leg in

fly-time, &c. But the following are ob-

jectionable: "wet live teats with the first,

stream of milk"—and "never strike a

cow for running or kicking. "^ Milk, ap-

plied to the leats to soften them, dries

and forms a glossy varnish, Avhich tends

to cause cracking or chapping of these

parts. Cold water is much better, be-

coming quite dry by the time the milking

is finished, and leaving the teats clean and

soft. Touching the striking of a cow

—

the rule applies well to niaety-nine cases

in a hundred as now practised—but judi-

cious punishment will cure a cow amaz-
ingly quick. 1 speak from long experir

ence. If a cow kicks much, place a

switch under the left arm, the pail in the

left hand, and if, while milking, she kicks,

let it be followed invariably by a single

blow. Never strike but once at a time,

even if she kicks so hard as to break

your leg—and never omit il, if she hits

nothmg. Soothe her at all other times.

In this way she soon finds what the whip,

means, and shapes her conduct according-

ly. A small mess of pleasant food at ihe-

time, will serve to doaway any disagree-

able impression inconnexionwith milking.

By never striking but once, she has not

lime to "get mad," and it is more terrific,

for who cares for a blow while stimulated

by fury ?

I had some "hard cases" to deal with,

but completely cured them all with a sin-

gle exception. There was one old cow,

so terrific in the blows she dealt out, that

none dare attempt her with a pail, till her

legs had been strongly secured, which
was done with great difliculty. She ne-

ver kicked, after I had given her the se-

cond milking, in the way I have just

staled, but became perfectly mild, quiet,

and gentle, having doubtless been made
vicious by bad management. The case

which I could not cure was a large, un-

commonly knowing cow, who was wise

enough never to kick when I milked her,

consequently I could not apply the reme-

dy, but was savage enough to other milk-

ers. With regard to cows running about,

—I once knew a cow quite troublesome

in this particular, usualiy upsetting the

pail of milk, before commencing a race.

The hoys chased her round the pasture

till they cornered her, and then lashed her

vigorously. As a consequence, she took

care not be cornered next time, and hence
became intractable in the extreme To
cure her, she was placed in a moderate
sized yard, and driven gently into a com-
er. When she ran, the whip was applied,

but with only one blow at a time, till she

regained the old corner, where every

means was used to quiet her. In this

way she soon found an intimate connex-

ion between whipping and running, and
that comfort consisted in sticking to her

post. On the third day she was handed
over to the care of the hired man, and
ever after was a quiet cow.

It is almost needless to add that this

mode of treatment requires perfect calm-

ness, patience, and self-possession. When
you feel passion or fear, the animal soon

discovers it, and she feels no longer the

influence of a superior being. Therefore

those who cannoi carry out the system
properly, had better not try it.

An Old Milker.

If you have bars at the entrance of

your fields, substitute gates for them.
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CORN.

The cultivation of corn-fields will consti-

tute one ot the chief duties of this month.

—

Therefore, we will take the opportunity to

combat a superstition exceedingly common
and prevalent among the farmers of Virgi-

nia. It is that corn is benefited by breaking

the lateral roots by "bleeains,'' as it is termed.

For this purpose they run the plough close up

to the foot of the cornstalks, and effectualh

"bleed" them. We have often asked the rea

son of this practice; but never got any other

answer than that "it was so," and that the

corn did grow better when it was done than

when it was not done.

The absurdity of the thing must be evident

to every body. Corn is a gross feeder, and

needs large quantities ot sap to supply its

large leaves and thick stalks. Consequently

it sends out roots in every direction. A dou-

ble supply is sent out in a lateral direction,

because through them it must get most of the

moisture which falls upon the ground. If you

break these with the plough, all that source of

sustenance is cut off. And what is gamed by

it ? Does a man get fat the quicker by open-

ing his veins and bleeding him profusely 1

Vol. VIII.— 7.

PRESERVATION OF FOOD.

j

The preservation of food has at most
I

periods been an object; but the usual pro-

!
cesses of man have been, for the most

I part, little in advance of the squirrels and
other animals ; less than those of the bees,

which have an instinctive perception of

[the true principle, viz: the exclusion of

i
air, which they accomplish by hermeti-

jcally sealing up their honey'cells. la

I
some cases the principle is aimed at, but

j

in a clumsy way. Preserved provisions,

i as meat, fish, soup and milk, are enclos-

ed in hermetically sealed tin cases, and
rendered durable for years. The air in

' these cases is excluded b}' the agency of
' heat and a partial cooking. The expense
of these methods prevents their being
more than a luxury. Potted meats are
prepared with antiseptics, and the air is

excluded by a covering of melted fat.

Green fruits and vegetables are enclosed

in sealed bottles, from which the air has
been driven out partially by heat. Meats,
annseptically treated, are also preserved"

from the air by enclosing in a bladder or

gill, in the foriTi of sausages. Sailed meat
in brine is preserved partly antiseptically

by the salt, and partly by ihe immersion
in the liquid brine. Smoked ineats are

preserved partly antiseptically by ihe em-
pyreumatic acid, and partly by the watery
particles being driven off by heat, so that

the rheat becomes a kind of glue, and the

air is excluded. Dry cakes of glue may
be preserved any length of time; but if

they be moistened to admit the air, they
soon piirrify. Thecharqui or jerked beef
of Southern America is made into a glue
by the heat of the sun, and thus assumes
the character of cheese; decomposin2" by
miles in the sauK^ manner. Dried flesh

of this kind, mixed with butter or fat, is

ihe pemican of Norihwestern America,
from which the air is thus excluded.

—
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Egyptian rr.umraies have the air excluded

by bandages.

Ttiereare various modes in which grain

is preserved, some intentional, some acci-

dental. What are called brewers' grains

or spent lualit, the cow-keepers in the

neighborhood of London seek to preserve

by covering them over in pits. The air

is not excluded, am^ therefore the meihod

is inefficient. What is called muvnmy
wheat, has been preserved by the efFec-

Inal exclusion of the air. In, Spain,

wheal is preserved in what is called Sdos,

1. e. underground pits of peculiar soil, co-

vered in with earth. Wheal thus treated

lasts many years. The French armies

were accustomed to hunt for these depo-

,sits for subsistence. A flat stone usually

covered ihe opening ; and oa its removal

a quantity of deleteriou.«i gas often rushed

out, sometimes killing the opener with as-

phyxia. In Canada West, hunters and

Indians make deposits of corn and other

things in artificial caverns, called Caches,

chosen in dry spots and covered over. In

some of the internal parts of Spanish

America, the common granary is- the skin

of an ox taken off entire, and the legs

and necks being lied round it, is filled

with lightly-rammed eafth through a

hole in the back, while suspended between

posts. When dried to a slate af parch-

ment, the eafth is taken out,, and the

bloated bag, resembling a hippopotamus,

is filled with grain,, which is thus kept air

and vermin proof.

Three conditions- axe essential to. the

process of putrefaction,, viz: heat, mois-

lure, and still air. W^ilh wind, moisture

is carried off;, with cold, the decomposing

process is checked, as may be seea by. the

carcasses of animals that he through the

winter in, snowy mountains, and dry up

to glue. Without air, every ihing is-

locked up and remains in statu quo; as

reptiles have been buried fof ages in blocks-

of stone or ancient trees and then resumed

iheir vital functions, unchanged by lime.

In direct opposition to these principles,

are the granaries of Great Britain and

ather countries constructed. Their site is

generally the bank of a river, or the sea

side. They are built of many fiooJSj. at

a vast expense. They are provided with

many windows, each floor being the

height of a man, yet not permitting more
than twelve or fifteen inches depth of

grain on each floor, for fear of heating,

unless in the case of very old samples.

IMen are continuall}' employed to turn the

grain over, to ventilate it, and clear out

the vermin; and the weevil is naturalized

in every crevice, as surely as bugs it^

neglected London beds, or cockroaches in

West Indian sugar ships. It is the ad-

tiiission of air that permits this evil, that

promotes germination, that pertnits the

existence of rats and mice. In the exctv-

sion of air is to befound the remedy. The
practicalization of this is neither difficult

nor cosily; on the contrary, close grana-

ries might be constructed al far less pro-

portional cost than the existing kind.

—

They might be made under ground as

well as above giound— in some casetj

better. They might be constructed of

cast iron, like gasometer tanks; or of

brick and cement ; or of brick and as-

phalte, like underground water tanks. It

is only required that ihey should be air-

tight, and consequently water-light. A
single man-hole al the top, similar to a

steam boiler, is all the opening required,

with an air-tight cover. The air pump
has long ceased to be a philosophic toy,

and has taken its place in the arts as a

manufacturer's tool ; and no difficulty

would exist as to that portion of the me-

chanism. Now, if we suppose a large

cast iron or brick cylinder sunk into ther

earth, the bottom being conical, and the

lop domed over.; an air pump adjusted

for exhausting the air, and an Archime-

dean screw pump to discharge the grain,

we have the whole apparatus complete.

If we provide for toei grain, a water pump
may be added, as to a leaky ship. Sup-

pose, now, a cargo of grain, partly ger-

minal inir, and containing rats, mice and

weevils, to-be shot into this r-eservoir, the

cover put on and luted, and the air-pump

a-t wofk, the germination would instantly

cease, and ihe animal functions would be

suspended. If it be objected thai they

would revive with the admission of the

aii:j, u:e aB&urer, thai the air need not be
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admiuerl, save lo empty the reservoir. If

it be comenderi that the reservoir may be

leaky, we answer, so may a ship; and if

so, the air pump must be set to ^Aork just

as is the case with a water pump in a

leaky ship.

The cost of an under-ground reservoir

would possibly be more than one above

ground, but it has the advantage of occu-

pying space of otherwise little value.

—

One obvious cheapness of this improved

granary over those now existing is, that

the whole cubic contents may be filled

;

whereas, in the existing mode, not above

one-fourth of the cubic contents can be

rendered available. But many existing

structures might be rendered eligible.

—

For example: the railway arches of the

Eastern counties, the Blackwell and the

Greenwich. In such cases the grain

would be discharged into them from wa-

gons on the line, in the mode used with

coals. Reservoirs might be erected in

farm yards, and the grain threshed out

and carried from the harvest field direct,

with the absolute certaintj'^ of preserving

it any length of lime that might be de-

sired. Or, masmuch as it is a certain

thing ihat all farms must ultimately com-

municaie with railways, by means of

cheap horse-trains, steam-sidmgs, in order

to work to profit, it would be desirable

that the granary should be erected at

some central railway station, where a

Gteam mill would do the work of exhaust-

ing the air, discharging the grain by an

Archimedean screw when required, and
grinding it into meal.

The same arrangi^ments that are good

on land are also good at sea. Many car-

goes of wheat have been abandoned ow-

ing to heat and germination on their pas-

sage. Rats, mice and weevils also are

very destructive. If the vessels were
built of metallined, air-tisht compartments,

the air might be exhausted by the pump,
occasionally trying the pump to ensure

against leaking; and thus even now, un-

dried grain might be carried and delivered

across the sea undamaged; the vessel

"would be more safe by means of air-tight

compartments, and also more buoyant.

And the same arrangements would be

g7

equally available for various kinds of

goods subject to damage in transit—such

as are hermetically sealed in tin cases

;

and thus the expense of packing would
be saved.

In reservoirs on shore the air might not

merely be pumped out, but warm air might
be pumped in, to damp the grain. Water
might be pumped in and out to cleanse the

grain.

Similar reservoirs or magazines, on a

smaller scale, might be constructed for

butchers or other provision dealers, and

meat might be preserved fresh for weeks
in the heat of summer, preventing the

necessity of waste, or of selling at ruin-

ously low prices; and so with fish brought

to Billingsgate or other markets. On the

same principle, there is no doubt that fresh

meat, as sea stock, might be carried in-

stead of sail meat, and that fresh provi-

sions might be transported from any part

of the world to any other part. Pork,

or beef, or mutton, or venison, might be

killed in America and transported into

England. Weevily biscuit would be a

traditional commodity only in the annals

of sailor craft.

" Water tight compartments" is at pre-

sent the expression for a safe ship. "Air

tight compartments" would be a term ex-

pressive of equal safety and far more ge-

neral utility. The expense of air tight

joints for the man-holes or openings would

be but trifling. By the application of

gutta percha, a perfect fit might at all

times be ensured with very little expense.

There can be little doubt, that with

such arrangements, the prices of food

would be far less fluctuating, and that it

would become a practicable thing to bor-

row money on food as on brandy or iron,

or any other commodity, when once its

durability and unchangeability were de-

monstrated.— Westminster Review.

It is not known where he who invent-

ed the plow was born, or where he died
;

yet he has effected more for the happi-

ness of man, than the whole race of con-

querors.
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From the Genesee Farmer.

IRRIGATION.

Irrigation has been practised by the

Chinese and Egyptians from the remotest

antiquity. In countries where rains sel-

dom fall, and the ground becomes dry and
parched, irrigation is of immense value.

It consists in taking water from lakes,

sewers, running streams or reservoirs, and

causing it to flow over the land by means
of small canals or furrows, then by proper

outlets to carry it olF again. It is con-

fined, according to Colman and Johnston,

almost exclusively to meadow lands.

The benefits of irrigation in a country

where rain falls frequently and abundant-

ly, are the same as those of manuring.

When the water used holds in suspension

any organic matters, they subside while

on the fields, and leave a visible layer of

manure on the surface, after the water is

drained off. An example of the fertiliz-

ing effects of irrigation is seen along the

banks of the Nile and Ganges. But the

effects of irrigation v/ith water that con-

tains no organic sedi.ments, must be con-

sidered the same as that of rains. Run-
ing water furnishes to plants some gases,

which are absorbed, and in this way are

beneficial. Crops of young and tender

plants should be irrigated by pure water

:

it may be repeated every two or three

weeks when there is any want of rain,

and the water be allowed to lie on the

field three or four days. It is thought by
English agriculturists to be injurious to

meadows to flood them immediately after

movving.

Warping is a process similar to irriga-

tion : the object of this, however, is more

especially to obtain the sediments of mud-
dy streams, &c. The water should never

be allowed in either process to remain on

the field until stagnated. Irrigation is

most beneficial on land which is well

drained beneath, so as to allow the water

fo penetrate the subsoil, and not stand too

long on the surface. Meadow lands are

sometimes watered in the winter to pre-

vent the injurious effects of frost upon the

roots of the grass. Irrigation is not prac-

tised to much extent in the United States

;

and the remoteness of many farms from

streams, as well as the expense attending

the operation, will prevent its imiversal

application, even where it would be bene-

ficial.

M. M. RODGERS.
Rochester, JV. Y., 184S.

A CHEAP PAINT.

As this is the season of the year w"hen

the good housewife delights in furnishing

up the homestead and making it and a!!

its appendages look almost as good as

new, we re-publish the following receipt

for making a cheap paint. It is by Col.

Boyle, of Annapolis, a gentleman, who,
notwithstanding the incessant claims up-

on his time in his legal profession, still

devotes a portion of it to rural occupa-

tions, and has in times past very accepta-

bly occupied our pages, much to the edifi-

cation and delight of our readers.

To make paint without white lead and-

oil:

2 quarts skimmed milk^

2 ounces fresh slacked lime,

6 pounds whiting.

Put the lime into a stoneware vessel,,

pour upon it a sufficient quantity of milk,

to make a mixture resembhag cream, the

remainder of the milk is then to be added :

and lastly the whiting is then to be crum-

bled and spread on the surface fluid, in

which it gradually sinks. At this period

it must be well stirred in, or ground as

you would other paint, and it is fit for use.

There may be added any coloring thai

suits the fancy.

It is to be applied in the same manner
as other paint, aad in a few hours it will

become perfectly dry. Another coat may
then be added, ar^d so on, until the work is

completed. This paint is of a great lena-

city, and possessesaslightelasticity, which
enables it to bear rubbing even with a

coarse woollen cloth, without being in the

least degree injured. It has little or no

smell even when wet, and when dry is

perfectly inodorous. It is not subject to

be blackened by sulphurous or animal va-

pours, and is not injurious to health. All
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which qualities give it a decided advan-

tage over white lead.

The quantity above mentioned is suffi-

cient for covering 27 square yards with

one coat.

—

Jinnapolis Republican.

EARLY HARVESTING.

It will be seen from the following article

that the position we assumed in our last, with

regard to the propriety of cutting grain before

it is fully ripe, is beyond dispute:

Cadet de Vaux remarks that "corn,

(^grain) reaped eight days before the usual

lime, has the grain longer, finer, and bet-

ter calculated to resist the attacks of the

weevil. An equal quantity of the grain

thus reaped, with grain reaped at maturi-

ty, gave more bread, and of a better

quality." The proper time for reaping,

according to this distinguished author, is

that "when the grain, on being passed be-

tween the fingers, has a doughy appear-

ance, like a crumb of bread, just hot from

the oven."

Loudon, whose remarks on all topics

associated with theoretical or practical

farming, are deserving of the highest re-

spect, says that in harvesting wheat "the

best and most experienced farmers in

England and on the Continent, agree that

it should be cut before it becomes fully

ripe. When this is the case, the loss is

considerable both in the field and in the

stack-yard"

According to Von Thaer, "grain that

has become fully matured, in the field,

produces inferior fiour;" and in the "Re-
ports ON Select Farms," in reference

lo the "Scorsely Farm," managed by C.

Howard, it is remarked that "wheat
ought never lo be allowed lo remain un-

cut till it is fully ripe. Experiments,

easily made, will prove to every cultivator

of it, that by permitting it to stand till the

straw has lost its succulency, he gains

nothing in plumpness or bulk of grain,

but loses much in color and pureness of

skin, beside which he incurs the risk of

shelling by the high winds, or by its being
cut under the influence of a burning sun.

When fully ripened by standing in the

stock, no dry hour should be lost in get-

ling it well secured."

The following, from a distinguished

agricultural friend and correspondent, af-

fords a practical and very satisfactory

corroboration of the above theory, as it

comes from one whose whole life has been

benevolently devoted to the advancement

of the great interests of agriculture, and
whose statements, however contrary to

the preconceived and incondite "notions"

of the old regime farmers, are beyond a

doubt.

"Some years since," says the authority

alluded to, " circumstances rendered it ne-

cessary for me to cut a road through a
field of wheat in order to gain admittance

to a piece of low land on which there

was a crop of wild grass, which I was
desirous of cutting as a winter feed for

sheep. The wheat, at the time of cutting,

was so green that I presumed it of no

value, except as fodder. It was, however,

by my directions, spread on the grass-

stubble, and on examining it, four days

subsequent to the cutting, I was surprised

to find the kernels very plump and full,

and little if any inferior to that which had
stood till perfectly ripe, in the field."

It is a well known fact, T presume,

with most of our agricultural friends, that

Indian corn, if cut many days before it is

fairly glazed, will ripen, and that too, in

most instances, without any apparent di-

minution either in the quantity or quality

of the grain. In several instances, which

have fallen under my observation, during

my agricultural life, it has, when cut at

the roots before the kernels had become

fairly ''speckled" filled even more rapidly

than while standing. That the sialks

affiird nutriment in no stunted degree,

even for some days after cutting is fully

demonstrated by the fact, that aB ear

plucked at the lime of cutting will shrivel,

and be very imperfect ; whereas those

that remain will "fill out," and become

sound corn, capable of reproducing its

kind the same as though its maturation

had been effected in the stand.

There can be no question I think but

that the juices become thicker in conse-

quence of the non-supply of sap from the
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roots ; and, if the stalks are in a green

and succulent condition, the quantity of

the circulating and nourishing fluid, con-

tained in the sap vessels, at the period of

the corn's turning, is doubtless, under or-

dinary circumstances abundantly ade-

quate to ensure the perfect development

and maturation of the grain.

As the fluid becomes dissicated, the

deposition consequently becomes progres-

sively more active and rapid, so long at

least as the supply continues, or till the

process of filling is effected, and vv'hich is

unquestionably much more speedily effect-

ed, under ordinary circumstances, than

when the stalks are attached to the roots.

It is customary with some farmers to

permit their grains to remain in the fields

until they are "dead ripe," under the pre-

sumption that if harvested before every

particle of fluid has been extracted from

the straw or haulm, the grain must neces-

sarily be greatly diminished in weight

and value; but this is an error. By early

cutting, a very important saving is made
in the article of straw, which, if cut in a

green and succulent state, becon"ie;s excel-

lent fodder for stock, and, if properly cured,

and seasoned with a slight sprinkling of

salt, is but little inferior to the best Eng-
lish hay. Beside, grain cut in a tolerable

green state, is not likely to shatter out

—

a contingency wholly unavoidable when
it is permitted to stand until thoroughly

ripe. In the summer of 1840, I had a

piece of oats on which I determined to

test the experiment of early cutting. The
grain was heavy and well headed, and

had not been attacked by rust or mildew.

Eight days before the usual time, I cra-

dled two swarths round the entire piece,

the berries being then just in the milk,

and the straw as green as at any period

during its growth. The grain cut, was
carefully made, and bound in small bun-

dles, and on removal to the barn was so

stored as to admit free access of air on all

sides.

On threshing, I found the grain slightly

deficient in weight to that which was cut

eight days after; about two pounds to the

bushel, I think, but the increased value of

the Blraw, as fodder, more than compen-

sated for the deficiency in the weight of

grain. Had I deferred cutting two or

three days, I have no doubt the grain

would have been equally as heavy as that

cut last, while the straw would have been

but little depreciated by standing. The
straw of that cut last, was wholly worth-

less.

SAVING CLOVER SEED,

A correspondent of the American Farmer

gives the following method for saving clover

seed, and account of the "stripper," a machine

used in some northern districts for that pur-

pose:

"My plan is, when it is fully ripe, to

take a common grain cradle and lower the

first finger as close to the scythes as can

be at the point, and then take a linen

cloth and stitch it to the two lower fingers,

and then you will cradle two swarths to-

gether; by this plan you will cut the

tops, or more if you wish, and by keeping

your scythe in order you can cut it very

clean; and any hand that can mow grass

can also cut clover seed. After it is cut,

you will let it lay one or two weeks to

season ;
in dry weather it may lay a long

time; and when it is well seasoned, you
will gather it in small hefips with a com-

mon hand rake in the mornmg, when the

dew is on, otherwise it will shell; then it

can be removed in the after part of the

day, or may remain for some time in dry

weather—you will then haul it to the

barn or stack-yard, if you wish to stack

it—my plan is to stack it 25 by 12 feet

in length and breadth, and about 10 feet

high—I then take long straw, and lay it

with top ends out to project half its length

over, and then build on and batten in to

close the stack—every load a course of

straw, and so on gradually with straw

and seed, till you bring it to a point— the

gable end I generally build perpendicular,

then cover the top well with straw and

heavy poles, and by the first ram, beat

down the straw with your rake, and you
will have a complete slack thut will stand

the storm till you have time to thrash it.

You may thrash it on a common spike
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machine, by having a goorl shaker to it,

but I generally thrash it off with the flail

in the winter—shake off the straw with

hand forks, and rake in clean with hand

rake; the better it is raked the easier it

will clean on the common spike machine.

I have cleaned as high as IK bushels of

seed per day with six horses in the short

days of winter.

I will now conclude by telling you
about the clover seed "Siripper,^^ as it is

termed by us, to which your correspondent

refers, as being "shaped like a comb, and

dragged by a horse." We have several

kinds in our county—some run on sled

runners, and others on wheels—they are

not made by any particular manufacturer,

but generally by farmers themselves, ac-

cording to their own plan—but in my
opinion, they are not calculated for large

farmers, or for getting seed for market at

these low prices ; for they are too labori-

ous in stripping, and then it requires a

large barn floor for drying it before you
can store it away, otherwise it will heat

and must, and injure the seed, and cannot

be thrashed clear ; and therefore I will

submit the above to your consideration,

as also the result of the trial of my neigh-

bor Diehl. Some years ago D. and I

went some miles and borrowed a clover

stripper, with the intention, if it answered

the purpose, to get one made in company.

Mr. D. stripped four acres and sent fur me
to see it work—I mounted the machine,

and took the chair, when he handed me
the scraper to scrape off the clover heads,

and told his boy to move on slowly ; but

I tell you it soon raised me off my seat,

and it took all my power to clean^ and

made the sweat roll in streams, for my
neighbor was determined to make me go
one round for trial—but that round pkut

me out of the notion of going into a co-

partnership for any more stripping of clo-

ver seed."

TO RAISE CABBAGES, &c.

J\Iessrs. Editors,—Every spring I am
called on for cabbage and other plants,

when I inquire of my neighbors why they

do not raise plants themselves, I alwaj^s

hear some excuse like 'The bugs eat them
up,' 'The seed was good for nothing,' or

'The frost killed them,' 'You cannot raise

cabbage plants on old land,' &c.; and

may be it is so with neighborhoods w'here

the Prairie Farmer circulates, and for that

reason I will describe my way—and I

have never met with a failure.

I have boxes prepared about 12 inches

deep, and set them up in a sheltered place

high enough to be out of jumping dis-

tance of the bugs, and fill them with goo<l

rich soil. Before planting the seeds I

prepare a kettle full of boilmg water and

pour it as hot as possible over the boxes.

This kills the varmints and seeds of weeds
in the soil, and when cooled down some,

promotes the germination of the seeds

planted, which come up a great deal

quicker than when planted in the cold

soil. The seeds are sown on top and
pressed in the warm mud with a board,

are are afterwards covered with about

one eighth of an inch of loose soil. The
plant will come up quick and thrifty, and
no bugs will trouble them. Last year I

raised in a box about 36 feet square about

3000 cabbage plants, which sold readily

at 2s per hundred, which would be at the

rate of $9075 per acre. Who can beat

it?

—

Wisconsin Prairie Farmer.

COMPOSTS.

It was formerly supposed, that great

advantage w-as derived from the combina-

tion of several difl^erent substances togeth-

er, and forming what are call composts.—
The receipts for these compounds are nu-

merous, and go to prove that the discove-

ry of a good compost requires but little

scientific or practical skill. When a com-

post heap is made up of several materials

which are all separately good manures,,

it follows of necessity that the resulting

compound must be a good fertiljzer. But
it is impossible to supply any more ma-
nure in this way than if these several

inirredients were applied to the soil sepa-

ratel}'. And a little knowledge of chem-
istry w'dl ahaw tliat by this means dq>
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new element can be generated. Neither !

can any new property be developed which
;

could be done by their seperate action,
j

We see that whenever a substance which i

has little or no fertilizing power, is in this
j

way manufactured into a good manure, I

it is done at the expense of some power-

1

ful fertilizer which is diluted by the mix-
j

ture, and consequenll}' loses just as much >

of its efficacy as the other gains. Thus,
i

although this process serves to dilute and !

extend manures which are too powerful
j

or too extensive, it absolutely supplies

none.

Now, although it is evident that this

method does not augment in the slighest

degree our quantity of available manure,

—yet it has several advantages. Caustic

lime and wood ashes are sometimes too

strong for young and tender vegetation;

and when this is the case, the object of

their use is much better attained by mix-

ing and diffusing them through some
other substance, such as saw dust, sand,

barn manure or other humus, or allowing

them to lie in a heap together with any
vegetable matters, such as leaves, straw,

chaff, rotten wood or turf; or with animal

matters ; until decomposition is comple-

ted.

Another advantage is, that a manure
which is valuable and scarce, as guano,

poudreite, and some chemical salts, may
be extended by mixture so as to be ap-

plied to a much larger space than would

be practicable if used singly. Thirdlj',

this mode enables the agriculturist to

spread his manure on the soil more even

and uniformly. And lastly, by making
compost, we are enabled to hasten the

final decay of animal and veeretable mat-

ters, so as to gain time. By mixing

quicklime with barn manure, straw,

leaves, &c , decomposition goes on move

radidly, and lhe?e substances are trans-

former! to available manures in a compar-

atively short space of time. But much
discretion is necessary in this respect,

otherwise some valuable elements are

wasieil; the object is to fix and retain the

volatile elements—and not to dissipate

them. A great objection to coniposts is,

the amount of labor required in making,

turning, and transporting them to the

fields.

No definite formula can with any pro-

priety be given for making composes, as

the agriculturist must determine for him-

self in each particular case, as to what
elements his fields most require, and also

his time and the resources at his command.
With these considerations, and an ade-

quate knowledge of his business, he will

be able to make a more judicious disposi-

tion of his manures than by the aid of

any prescribed rules which can be laid

down in books.

—

Genesee Farmer.

REMEDIES FOR HORSES.

Horse Ointment.—Bltthe, in his Pock'

et ^''Farrier '^ gives the following recipe for

making an ointment for a wound, bruise

in the flesh or hoof, broken knees, galled

backs, bites, cracked heels, and mallen-

ders, or when a horse may be gelded, to

heal the wound and keep the flies away

:

"Take rozin 4 ounces, bees' wax 3
ounces, hog's lard ^ lb., common turpen-

tine 6 ounces, dissolve them in a pipkm
with a gentle heat; then add two ounces

of fine powdered verdigris, stir them to-

gether with a stick, and strain the whole

through a coarse cloth, set it aside to cool

for use."

Horse Ointment for Sprains.—Take 1

quart of soft soap, 1 gill spirits of turpen-

tine, 1 gill spirits of camphor, 1 gill of the

oil of Origanum, and 1 pint sweet oil;

mix the whole together, and rub the

sprained part three times a day for a few

da3's, when, in most cases, a cure will be

effected.

For Difficulty in Urinating—Boil 4 oz.

of the flowers of yarrow in half a gallon

of water for 30 minutes, then strain, and
add 1 oz. of saltpetre to the tea; when
the saltpetre is dissolved, divide the por-

tion into four parts, and moisien the food

of the horse with one portion, each morn-

ing, for four mornings in succession.

Cooling Spring Drench.— Make a tea

of 2 ounces of the hark of the root of

sassafras, and an equal quantity of spice

wood, boil in half a crallon of water, dis-
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soke in i; 1 lb. of Glauber salts, and give

the horse a pint of the decoction three or

four raorning-3 in suc<;ession on a fasting

Etotiiacb, then give him gentle exercise

for an hour before being fed.

For the Co.ic.— Boil 2 ounces of ginger

in a quart of water, until the quan'.ii}' has

decreased one-half, strain, and dissolve

2 ounces of soda therein—give this in a

drench, milk-warm. In one hour there-

after give 1 pint of linseed oil, and let the

horse be moved slowly about for an hour.

If the medicine does not operate in that

time, he should receive an injection of

Glauber salts, saj one-fourth of a pound

dissolved in a quart of warm water.

Amer. Farmer.

COMPOST OF STRAW.

In one of our exchanges we find the follow-

ing method of making a compost of straw to

be applied to wheat next October: Six loads

of marsh mud, a thousand weight of straw,

ten bushels of lime, one bushel of plaster, two

bushels of bone dust and five bushels of ashes.

The whole to be mixed well together and

made into a cone like heap, so as to turn the

rain. In first putting the material together, if

the earth is not sudiciently moist, it is to be

made so with three or four gallons of urine.

Every three weeks the heap should be turned

over with shovels until readv for use. !

SHALLOW PL0UGH1^"G AND SUR-
FACE MANURING.

We make the following extract from a

letter from a Maryland subscriber :—If

you looked at the Farmer, you saw I got

the first premium for wheat and corn

—

wheat 41 bushels per acre—corn 63 bush,

per acre—and for ploughing, at our cattle

show in 1847. I had taken some pains

to prepare the lot for the wheat, and as I

stand nearly alone on shoal ploughing, I

was the more particular. I prepared a
part of the lot with Sinclair's 3-mould
ploughs, and the common drag hariow,
and have never seen as good white wheat
in the winter, during my farming ; and

nearly every one that has seen the wheat,

which I have growing from 22 bushels

seed, has pronounced that they hardly

ever saw as good in the winter; few crops

look well in our part of the country ; I

have seen but two or three in my travels.

I am well salisfied, if surface manuring
is true, which I thing will not be denied,

that to keep the richest portions of your

earth nearest the surface, must be the true

interest of every farmer. I find that all

men who give their manure to the top of

the land, when in grass, will not hesitate

a moment to say that they prefer the plan

of putting their manure on top: that is to

say on grass the year before they culti-

vate, or on the land afrer they have broken

it up in the spring for corn, or as a top-

dressing on wheat, after seeding : all of

which must be rotted manure, except for

corn, or there will not be the same benefit.

In the year 183-4 or 1835, I ordered

my driver to take to my corn lands, ma-
nure ten with rotted nrianure before plough-

ing, and ten afier planting; also ten with

unrolted before ploughing, and ten after,

and alternate them, to see which would

produce most corn—land equally good.

—

After the com got three feet high. I told

him to have it suckered. I inquired if he

found any difference ;
he informed me the

rows manured on top had four or five

times as many suckers, which was the

first thing that gave me the idea of top-

dressing land. I regret I did not gather

and measure; but4 forgot to give the

order.

I shall continue to plough from two to

four inches, and I think if I have as good

luck as I have had, that I shall not

change, though I shall g\"e some efforts

in good land a little deeper. One thing I

will mention : if you will take a deep,

rich black mould, and take off one or two

inches from a few lands, and put in an-

other place, you may put what you please

in land, and' nothing will grow equally

good as in the rows which are in their

natural state ; but do you continue the ma-

nure, and after some years' exposure they

will come to produce well. So in this case

I draw the inference that sun and light

sue first all important. I like to go down
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with such implements as will not take

down the top or bring up the bottom, and
for this reason, in excessive hot weather
the roots of plants desire to protect them-

selves from the heat, and in very wet
weather I like the water to have a chance
to settle quick.

CHEESE.

The following are extracts from a prize es-

say by Mr. Fish, of Herkimer county, New
York, upon the manufacture of cheese. The

best cheese in the world iy made in that coun-

ty, and this essay received the prumium offer-

ed by the New York Agricultural Society:

" Having been personally engaged in

1S45, in some 60 dairies, which were lo-

cated in some thirteen towns and four

counties, and more or less in the same
manner the past two years, I have ob-

served a marked difference in the capacity

of soils for producing herbage, under dif-

ferent modes of culture, and the various

conditions and treatment, of cows, affect-

ing their capacity for milk, both as re-

gards quality and quantity. The inconve-

nient and improper fixtures, in many in-

stances, for making and curing cheese,

which are to be found, all unite in con-

vincing me, that any set of rules for

making cheese would not be practicable,

even with the most proficient cheese ma-
ker

;
because.

In the first place, milk is a fluid very

liable to be varied in quality by impure

water, by damp and unventilated stables,

change of diet, excess of feeding, excite-

ment of temper, irregular milking, salting,

&c., which destroys its susceptibility to

produce like results.

2d. Cheese, when pressed aud exposed

in a curing process, is no less easily affect-

ed, and is equally liable to be varied in

texture and flavor, by size of cheese, ex-

posure to excess of heat, bad air, &c.,

the effect of which I shall hereafter notice

There are, however, leading principles

which form the basis of operations, and
should be closely adhered to, in all cases,

in the process of manufacturing cheese.

Salt, rennet, heat and pressure, are the

principal agents used in converting milk
into cheese, the flavor and texture of

which is determined by their proportionate

use. Their proportion is varied by difte-

rent dairymen, according to their notions

of propriety, as best adapted to iheir ex-

perience, fixtures, &c. Hence arise the

great inequalities in dairies, in the same
neighborhood, and even in the dairj'^-

rooms ma}- be found as many different

qualities of cheese as there are fruit in an
apple orchard. Some of these are ma-
tured at an early period, while others

mature later, and are unsuited to the same
market.

]\Iuch of the cheese being contracted

for before it is made, (in the early part of

the season) both buyer and maker are

liable to be disappointed, in the cheese

being suited to the market for which it is

designed, destroying the confidence of

purchasers, and injuring the interest of

the dairymen. It is therefore necessary,

that makers should have sufficient know-
ledge of the science to determine the re-

sult of their practice, which cannot be

learned from verbal instruction. It is by
practical experience and close observation on-

ly, that the maker can learn to adapt his

practice to the frequent and extreme
changes in which our climate is subject,

varying the quality of the milk, and ma-
terially affecting cheese in the process of

curing.

The evening's and morning's milk is

commonly used to make one day's cheese.

The evening's milk is strained into a ttib

or pans and cooled, to prevent souring.

This is done by running water through a
vessel set in the milk, or setting pails filled

with cold water into the tub, and stirring

till cool: but little cream will rise over

night.

The cream is taken from the evening's

milk and kept till the evening's and
morning's milk are put together, and
warmed to receive the rennent. This is

often done by heating a part of evening's

milk to a temperature that will warm the

whole mass. Both are objectionable,

because the natural affinity which is neces-

sary to preserve between the constituent

parts a perfect coherence is destroyed, by a
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portion of the milk being overheated. It

is belter to warm the whole mass in a

manner that will produce an eguilibrium of
heat, which is best done by placing the

vessel containing the milk, within a larg-

er vessel, with two mcbes under the bot-

tom, and one inch of space at the sides,

into which space water may be put to

cool the milk, and into which steam may
be let to warm the milk and scald the

curd. The more water surrounding the

milk, the more uniform will be the heat.

The cream, if added, (which is generally

done,) is best incorporated with the milk,

by putting it with twice its quantity of

new warm milk from the cow, and add

warm water to raise its temperature to

ninety-eight degrees. Stir it till perfectly

limpid, add cream to milk, and then put

in rennet, that the same stirring may mix
both at once with the same mass. If

milk is curdled below eighty-four degrees,

the cream is more liable to work off with

the whey. An extreme of heat will have a

like effect.

Curdling heat is varied with tempera-

ture of the air, or the liability of the milk

to cool after adding rennet. A fine cloth

spread over the tub while the milk is

curdhng will prevent the surface from
being cooled by circulation of air. No
jarring of the milk, by walking upon a

springy floor or otherwise, should be,allow-

ed while milk is curdling, as it prevents a

perfect coherence.

Rennet.—Various opinions exist as to

the best mode of saving rennet, and that

is generally adopted which is supposed
will curdle the most milk. I have no
objection to any mode that will preserve

its strength and flavor, so that it may be
smelt and tasted with good relish, when
put into the milk. Any composition not

thus kept, I deem unfit for use, as the

coagiilator is an essential agent in chees-

ing the curd, and sure to impart its own
flavor. The rennet never should be
taken from the calf, till the excrement
shows the animal to be in perfect health.

It should be emptied of its contents, salted

and dried, without scraping or rinsing,

and kept dry for one year, when it will

be fit for use. It should not be allowed

to gather dampness, or its strength will

evaporate. 'I'o prepare it for use, into

ten gallons of water, (blood warm.) put

ten rennets, churn or rub them often for

24 hours, then rub and press them to get

the strength, stretch, salt and dry them
as before. They will gain strength for a
second use, and may be used when the

weather will admit of soaking them to

get the full strength. Make the liquor

as salt as can be made, strain and settle

it, seperate it from sediment, (if any,) and
it is fit for use. Six lemons, two ounces

of cloves, two ounces of cinnamon, and
two ounces of common sage are some-

times added to the liquor to preserve its

flavor and quicken its action. If kepi

cool in a stone jar, it will keep sweet any
length of time desired, and a uniform

strength can be secured while it lasts.

Stir it before dipping ofF to set milk
;
lake

of it enough to curdle milk firm in 40
minutes. Squeeze or rub through a rag

anatto enough to make the curd a cream
color, and stir it in with the rennet. When
milk is curdling so as to appear like a

solid, it is divided into small particles, to

aid the separation of the whey from the

curd. This is often too speedily done, to

facilitate the work, but at a sacrifice of

quality and quantity.

The three indispensable agents, heat, ren-

net and pressure, rightly applied, must
keep pace with each other in effect. The
two former operating to subdivide, the

latter to aid cohesion, by bringing the

particles of a sameness closer in contact.

This should be skilfully and studiously

applied in a mild way, according to the

capacity of the curd to receive it. The
less friction in working the curd the less

waste. If heat is raised too fast, or com-
menced while the curd is too young, the

effect of the rennet will be checked, and
decomposition will not be complete, and

will result in a leaky cheese.

This often happens when steamers are

used in small dairies. Heat may be

raised in scalding to keep pace with ren-

net ; if rennet is quick, heat may be

raised quick, if slow, heat must be raised

slow and held longer. Scalding heat

may be carried from 96 to 1 04 degrees.
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according to ibe size of the cheese, and
temperature to which the cheese is ex-

pwsed. During the process of scalding,

the whej and curd should be kept in

rtiotion, to prevent the curd from sealing

HJid slicking together, as separating it is

nttended with great labor and waste from '

friction.

When the curd is cooked, so that it

feels elastic and will sqtieak when chewed
with the front teeth, ii is separated from

the whey to receive salt. This is done

by dipping it into a strainer over a basket

or sink, or drained off and salted in the

tub. Either may be done without adher-

ing in lumps, by stirring it in a small

portion of whey, till cooled to 94 degrees.

This is the most critical part of the pro-

cess, where cheese-makers are most likely

to err, as the portion of salt retained in

cheese after pressing, will be in propor-

lion to the capacity of curd to receive it

when added. At a particular period and

temper of curd, when draining off whey,

it will absorb salt freely, and after being

thoroughly mixed and packed up for a

'

few minutes while warm, it will be evenly

shrunk and cleared by salt and whey, and

will press out freely ; but if the curd is

twt well coo/ced, or cooled too fast in drain-

ing off whey, it will acquire a degree of

stubbornness, prevent the absorption of

salt to shrink and cleanse, and no anjount

of pressure will be sufficient to drive out

the fluid.

K curd is not worked even, the larger
[

lumps will not be cooked enough, or the

lesser too much, (like large loaves of

bread and small biscuit baked together in

one oven,) hence, the cheese is left im-

pregnated with the elements of ferrcenta-

lion, which increase on being exposed io

heat, till the cheese is sufficiently swollen

(or huffed) for each constituent to occupy

a separate space in the same shell or rind.

The fluids first attract together by affinity,

forming small cavities in which they re-

main unaffected by sail, become fetid and
generate an unpleasant odor, which is a

fair proof of the quality of rennet used.

Curd should be silted warm, it is then

most absorbent, and thoroughly cooled

before putting it to press, to suppress the

combined action of beat and rennet. The
quantity of salt required, varies with the

condition of the curd, size of cheese,

amount of heat to which the cheese is

curing, and market for which it is de-

signed.

A well worked cheese, from fifty to one

hundred pounds, requires one pwund of

refined salt to forty pound of curd, to re-

main in the cheese afier it is pressed and
exposed to a temperature of from seventy

to eighty degrees. This may be varied

from two to four pounds to the hundred,

according to the texture of cheese required

—small cheese requiring less and large

cheese more.

A degree of moisture is necessary in

cheese for a malleable texture, but this

should not be from animal fluids retained

in the curd. A high salted cheese imme-
diately exposed to high temperature, be-

comes sour, hard, dry and crumbling
;
the

same exposed to a cool, damp atmosphere

retains sufficient moisture to be soft, yet

solid. A cheese light salted in a high

temperature will cure quick, become po-

rous, huffy and si ale. Cvrd from hay

milk, requires much less salt than that

from grass or grain feed, as it is poorer,

and will retain sah like lean meats. The
richer the milk, the rr ore salt is required

to control the animal properties, and the

less absorbent the curd, the pores being

filled with the finer buttery panicles.

More salt is required in hot weather

also, to overrule the combined action of

rennet and heat, neither of vhich will be

effective alone. When curd is ready to

press, it is important to dispossess those

decomposing agents. The gastric juice

(or coagulator) is a Jlnid, and works off

with the animal fluids in whey
;
and the

only way to git rid of it, is to work the

curd down Jine and solid and work the whey

all out. Then cool the curd thoroughly

before pressing, and the cheese will be

solid and keep its place. But if the whey
is not all out, the decomposer is yet on

hand, continues its action (aided by heat)

till an equilibrium of chemical action is de-

strayed in the cheese, and the fluid proper-

lies leak out in fetid whey and oil, leav-

ing it a rank and worthless article. In
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short, the proper method of using salt

must be arrived at by a close observation

as to its chemical combination with the

constituent properties at different ages of

the cheese with different sizes, heat,

dampness, &c. This, ahhough an essen-

tial point, has not been sufficientl_v deter-

mined by chemical analysis to be reliable.

INDIAN CORN.

The following observations in relation

to Indian corn meal, were communicated

to the Journal of Commerce, by a physi-

cian in the city of New York:
Yellov/ and white corn are not the

same in quality, although they are iden-

tical in kind, and grow in the same field.

The nutritive qualities of the yellow

corn surpasses that of the white, and that

is a good reason why the common sense

of the people, or their ordinary experience,

assigns to it a preference, independent of

its mere looks.

The investigations of vegetable che-

mistry have revealed to us many impor-

tant and interesting facts. By the aid of

analysis, il has been ascertained that but-

ter in a pure state is combined in all grass

seed and grains.

Out of one hundred weight of yellow

Indian corn meal, for instance, a good

chemist can extract from eight to ten

pounds of butter. Out of the same
weight of Indian meal six or eight per

cent, of butter can be made, thus proving

it to be in that proportion so much the

less nutritious quality of Indian meal.

Any one can satisfy himself by attending

to the usual process of cooking it. When
it is boiled thick for mush, if a crust ad-

heres to the side of the vessel, on cooling,

it is apt to peel off itself, owing to this

fatty material in it.

It has furthermore been proved, that

the butter obtained from the milk, is not

animal secretion, but what previously

existed in the pure and original state, in

the hay or food of the cow ; and a skilful

chemist can make more butter out of one
hundred weight of hay, than the cow
can, as the cow must appropriate a con-

siderable share of it for the uses and ne-

cessities of her organization. Give a cow
a hundred younds of hay, and she will

render back eight pounds of butter, but

an expert chemist can realize twelve or

thirteen pounds out of it.

In the choice of the various articles of

food, to suit our taste on particular occa-

sions—to correspond to the multiplied

emergencies of hfe—the adaptations of

the multifarious qualities of food, display

infinite wisdom and goodness. In sick-

ness, in health, in toil, while our means
abound, when they are scanty, we de-

mand different kinds of food and different

varieties of the same kind, to satisfy our

real and imaginary wants. Of the grain

stuffs, rice contains the least fatty mate-

rial, and Indian corn the most, and rang-

ing between these two extremes, we have
wheat, cats, rye, barley, &c., all different,

and yet all of them capable of being ap-

plied to the respective conditions which
are united to them.

It is beca\ise of the fatty nature of In-

dian corn meal that it is such a strange

kind of food, and that persons unaccus-

tomed to it cannot at first endure it. The
nations which feed principally on rice,

are not near so robust as those which use

Indian corn, as the blacks of the South
mostly do. Persons unaccustomicd to

this kind of food, therefore, will do best

to commence with the white Indian meal,

in preference to the yellow, as it is not so

rich ; and this preference to the white

over the yellow has already occurred in

England where the articles are new.

There is only one more observation

which I wish to make. As Indian corn

meal contains so much fat in it, kept too

long it is liable to become rancid, and is

then more or less unfit for use. In the

shipments made to the West Indies, the

meal in commonly kiln dried, to obviate

as much as possible this tendency to ran-

cidity. For reasons just detailed, the

white meal will keep rather better
;
and

from its being lighter and milder, it is as

much preferred for use in warm climates,

as the yellow for similar inducement is in

cold.

Do not let the ploughshare rust.
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STRAWBERRIES—THEIR CULTIVA-
TION, «&c.

Of all the culiivaied fruits of the gar-

den, we place the strawberrj' first. There
is no fruii, in our opinion, equal to it for

fragrance and flavor, and if not consider-

ed one of the necessaries of life, it is con-

ceded, we believe, to be one bf the great-

est luxuries that is produced. This de-

lightful fruit should be more cultivated

than it is, for besides being one of the

greatest luxuries of the table, it has the

merit of being one of the best antiscorbu-

tics that can be used, and is also one of

the most effective dentifrices in removing

the tartar from the teeth, lo be found.

It has been a subject of surprise, that

there is not more attention paid to the cul-

ture of this veiy valuable and delicious

fruit, when they are so easily raised and

require so small a spot of ground to sup-

ply a family plentifully, say eighty or

nmety square feet, of good ground, well

prepared, regularly and properly cultiva-

ted, would be sufficient in most cases for

this fruit.

Our market is but poorly supplied ; we
have no regular market-gardeners, as

there should be, but are dependent, in a

measure, on the south for a supph'. This

should not be. Our soil and climate are

suitable, and we can see no reason why
they cannot be grown here in abundance.

We think there is a good chance for a

profitable business in cultivating them for

market, in the vicinity of this city. The
greatest difficulty attending the culture of

this fruit, is to keep the plants bare of

v.'eeds and grass that spring up among
them.

The best time to make strawberry plan-

tations is in August, after the vines have

done bearing. We have, however, suc-

ceeded very well by planting them out

early in May, and have taken a fair crop

the same season. The soil should be deep,

rich and well prepared. A loamy or

gravelly soil, with a full exposure to the

sun, seems most congenial to their growth.

The ground for the reception of the plants

should be spaded to the depih of sixteen

or eighteen inches, and the surface should

be well and thoroughly pulverized with

the rake, when it should be marked off

with a line in rows from one to two and a
half feet apart. This will admit air and
light around the plrinis and give room
for after culture. Then select ihestrong-

esi plants, and set them twelve inch-

es from plant to plant in the rows.

—

Strong, well-rooted j-oung planis, of the

best varieties should be selected. In Ho-
vey's Magazine of Horticulture, the fol-

lowing are recommended as bemg the

finest and most productive varieties:

" Hovey's Seedling, Female Hudson's

Bay, Laree Lima, Bishop's Orange,

Bayne's Prolific, as being splendid va-

rieties, and abundantly prolific. I believe

every flower on the above varieties are

female, and if planted separately, will fail

to yield abundantly; but if planted in

proximity with the Melon, or Southbor-

ough Seedling, ever}' flower will be im-

pregnated, and will produce enormous
crops."

The after culture consists in keeping

them free from weeds, cutting off the

runners, and spading in a dressing of well

rotted manure, or what is still better, de-

cayed leaves from the woods, in the fall

after they have done bearing.

In order to preserve the fruit clean, the

space between the rows should be covered

iust before the fruit begins to ripen, with

a thin layer of straw. Managed in this

way they will continue to yield plentifully

for "four or five years.

That there are fertile and sterile plants

we have every reason to believe, from the

fact of having, in our early practice, once

selected plants with the longest and lar-

gest leaves, and most vigorous growth,

(which we now think were male plants,)

for a bed—the consequence was we had

no fruit, though they blossomed lolerablj

well. There seems to be some diversity

of opinion on this subject, and as we have
no pretensions lo the science of botany,

we shall leave this for o'hers to determine.

"In all the long discussions about bar-

ren and fertile strawberries,"' says the edi-

tor of the Cultivator, " the actual amount
which each variety wiU j-ield per aere,

which is of great importance, appears to

have been entirely forgotten. To one
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who raises for market, it is quite essential

to select such a variety as will yield a

surplus of a hundred per cent, above the

cost of raising, rather than one that will

yield no such surplus at all; and the

honne cultivator wishes to get as much
from his labor and land as practicable.

Only a few statements of the amount per

acre have ever been made. The Old

Hudson, (of Cincinnati.) which is proba-

bly the most productive of all strawber-

ries as yet much cultivated, has produced,

according to N. Longwonh, at the rate

of 5000 quarts, or 156 bushels per acre.

Burr's Late Prolific, a variety lately ori-

ginated at Columbus, Ohio, it is stated,

yielded 35 quarts on a bed six by twenty

feet, which is almost 240 b-jshels per

acre ; it doubtless received the best possi-

ble culture. It would be very interesting

and of great value to knew the compara-

tive productiveness of such varieties as

Hovey's Seedling, Large Early Scarlet,

Ross' Phoenix, Swainestone's Seedling,

Black Prince, and others, raised side by
side and treated precisely alike. Such
experiments would greatly facilitate the

selection of the best sorts for each differ-

ent part of the country." The first and
third varieties are comparatively new,
and of American origin.

In order to show the importance of cul-

tivating the strawberry, we give the fol-

lowing statistics: In twenty-six days of

last summer, 1847, 4,572 bushels sold in

New York—514 in one day. 80,000
baskets, equal to 833 bushels, weighing
25 tons, were brought in one day over

the Erie Rail Road. Whole number of

baskets sold in New York, equal to

602,640, being an increase of 212,000 or

24 per cent, over last year, (1846)—value

$20,000 in a season!

—

American Journal

Agriculture and Science.

THE ESSENTIALS TO PRODUCTIVE
FARMING.

The following sixteen essentials for

productive farming are from the pen of

the editor of the American Farm.er:

1. Good implements of husbandry, and

' plenty of them, which should always be
' kept m pel feet order.

2. Deep ploughing, and thorough pul-

;

verization of the soil, by the free use of

I

barrow, drag, and roller.

' 3. An application of lime, marl or ashes,

I

where calcareous matter or potash may
' not be present in the soil.

! 4. A systematic husbanding of every

substance on a farm capable of being

converted into manure, as systematic a
protection of such substances from loss by
evaporation or waste of any kinds, and a

careful application of the same to the

lands in culture.

5. The draining of all wetlands, so as

to relieve the roots of the plants from the

ill elfecls of a superabundance of water, a

condition equally pernicious as drought,

to their healthy growth and profitable

fructification.

6. The free use of the plough, cu]ti\'a-

tor, and hoe, with all row-cultural crops,

so as to keep down, at all times, the

growth of grass, and weeds, those pests

which prove so destructive to crops.

7. Seeding at the proper time, with

good seed, and an equal attention as to

time, with regard to the period of work-

ing crops.

S. Attention to the construction and

repair of fences, so that, what is made
through the toils and anxious cares of the

husbandman, may not be lost through his

neglect to protect his crops from the de-

predations of stock.

9. Daily personal superintendence, on

the part of the master, over all the opera-

tions of the farm, no matter how good a

manager he may have, or however faith-

ful his hands may be, as the presence of

the head of a farm, and the use of his

eyes are worth several pairs of hands.

j

10. Labor saving machinery, so that

I one may render himself as independent as

needful of neighborhood labor, as a sense

of the comparative independence of the

employer upon such labor, begets a dispo-

sition of obedience and faithfulness on the

part of the employee.

11. Comfortable stabling and sheds, for

horses, and slock, all the necessary out-

i buildings, for the accommodation of the
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hands, and protection of the tools and im-

plements, as well as for the care of the

poultry.

12. Clover and other grasses to forma
part of the rotation of crops, and these to

be at the proper periods, ploughed in, to

form pabulum for succeedmg crops. The
clover field to be either plastered or ashed,

each succeeding spring—one bushel of

the former and six of the latter per acre.

13. To keep no more slock than can

be well kept, but be sure to keep as many
as the farm can keep in good condition, as

it is a wise policy to feed as much as pos-

sible of the crops grown of the farm, and

thus return to it that which has been ab-

stracted from it.

14. To provide a good orchard and

garden : the one to be filled with choice

fruits of all kinds—the other with vege-

tables of different sorts, earl}' and late,

so that the table may, at all times, be well

and seasonably supplied, and the surplus

contribute to increase the wealth of ihe

proprietor.

15. The taking of one or more good

agricultural papers.

16. It is better to cut grain just before

it is fully or dead ripe. When the straw

immediately below the grain is so dry

that on twisting it no juice is extracted, it

should be cut, for there is then no circula-

,

tion of juice to the ear.

the quantity of leached for each tree. It

is recommended that it be placed around

the trunk of each tree. If this really be

a cure, or preventive, it will prove a great

desideratum in the culture of this delicious

fruit, which, in certain sections of our

country, has suffered so severely for years

from the yellows, and, as the experment

is not expen.=ive, we trust that peach cul-

turists may be induced to tr}' it, and report

their success or failure, as the case may
be, for publication in our journal. In

testing its efficacy, it would be well to

leave a few diseased trees untreated, as

by so doing the virtue of the treatment

.would be fairly tested. We believe that

half a peck of unleached ashes would be

enousrh for a tree.

THE YELLOWS IX PEACH TREES.

The in-pruninsr, or the shortening of

the branches of the peach trees, and the

application of ashes, is recommended as

a cure or preventive of the yellows in

peach trees. Of the efficacy of this,

treatment we know nothing but from re-

port: but this we do know, that ashes is

a most excellent manure for most fruits,

and believe it to be well adapted to the

one in question. If the disease proceeds

from over luxuriant vegetation, the shor-

,

tening of the limbs, if judiciously done,

would serve as a corrective. . It is said

,

that this operation may be performed this
'

month, and that the proper quantity of|

ashes, is a peck of unspent, and double

'

DRAIMXG OF MARSHES A.\D WET
ARABLE LANDS.

By being drained, marshes which are

now unsightly sources of disease, and as

unproductive as unhealthy, may be con-

verted into beautiful meadows, at once the

fountains of wealth and the guaranties

of health. All who have such lands

upon their estates, should, at once, set

about to transform them into arable soils

—the improvement may cost time, labor

and money, but it will pay 20 per cent

upon the outla}' in products, besides add-

ing largely to the intrinsic value of such
estates.

The facts here presented for considera-

tion, are worthy of mature reflection.

—

Mr. F. Pym, of England, a farmer of

great practical experience, used the follow-

ing emphatic language with respect to

the value of draining lands:—"without

that necessary operation—draining—the

profitable occupation of heavy land can-

not be carried on."'

F. Falkland, Esq., also of England,

the author of several agricultural works
of merit, thus sums up h's views upon
the importance of draining:

"In conclusion it should be observed,

that every attention which can be paid to

the preparation and application of ma-

nures will be ineffectual in rendering

soils fertile unless due regard be given to
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the removal of excess of moisture by

draining, when needful. When a soil is

saturated with water, the air is excluded

from the roots of the plants, and prevented

from acting upon the nnanure; while the

low temperature produced, by continued

evaporation from the surface, has an addi-

tional powerful effect in retarding the

progress of vegetation."

"To lav manure upon wet soils, is, in

truth, to throw money away; but were

draining universally effected, the whole of

the now unproductive soil of the countr}^

would, to a vast extent, be rendered capa-

ble of receiving the benefit of the nume-
rous modes of fertilizing it. Its returns

are immediate, as well as compensative
;

and to hesitate to drain the land, is to

hesitate to confer a benefit upon one's

self, of which a strong proof has been

lately brought forward in a statement of

the profit resulting from the drainage of

467 acres, and the employment of the

drain water over 89 acres of land, on the

estate of Lord Hatherton, in Staffordshire

—affording a clear annual interest on the

outlay of full thirty-seven per cent."

For the Southern Planter.

TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
VIRGINIA.

j

Your petitioners, a majority of whom
'

are planters of tobacco and citizens of

county, respectfully invite

your attention to the Tobacco Law, and
ask an amendment of the same. Many
years ago, the Legislature prohibited the

exportation of inferior tobacco. When
this law was passed, it became necessary

that the inspectors or some other officers

should have the power of pronouncinir

'

judgment upon tobacco when inspected,

and of deciding what was fit for exporta-

tion and what deserved the flames. In

this way, originated the power conferred

upon the inspectors of passing and refu-

,

sing tobacco. The exportation of refused
'

tobacco is not now prohibited, but it is

now exported to the different markets of,

the world as freely as passed tobacco.

!

The reason, then, for allowing the inspec-

tors the right of passing and refusing

tobacco has ceased. This power was
given to the inspectors under circum-

stances no longer existing, and its conti-

nued exercise is at war with the liberality'

of the age. We also maintain, that it is

injurious to the planters, who have the

same right to ask that the proceeds of

their labor shall be exempt from unneces-

sary condemnation as those who follow

other pursuits. No one denies the expe-

diency of having tobacco inspected. It

is proper, that the hogshead be taken off,

the tobacco broke, and samples drawn
out and exhibited. When this has been

done, the buyers and planters are compe-

tent to make their own contracts, unin-

fluenced b}' the judgment of the inspec-

tors. We think that the inspectors should

be inspectors only, and not judges as well

as inspectors. No tobacco can pass un-

less the inspectors deein it "sound, well

conditioned, merchantable and clear of

trash." The refusal of tobacco by the

inspectors (who are selected because of

their integrity and knowledge of tobacco,)

is equivalent to a public declaration that

such refused tobacco is not "sound, well

conditioned, merchantable," &c. Refusal

brands tobacco with discredit and impairs

its market value. To deny this, is as

erroneous as to assert that the standing

of a man in society is as good after trial

and conviction as before. If all the

horses brought in Virginia, for sale, were

examined by legal inspectors, who were

competent judges and who were required

to refuse all horses not deemed by said in-

spectors to be "sound, well conditioned,"

&c., can any one believe that horses

known to have been inspected, and mark-

ed as refused, would sell as readily, and

command as much, as they would if there

were no inspection and no refusal? Again,

the words "well conditioned and merchan-

table" are so vague and indefinite, that

the inspectors cannot act upon any uni-

form rules in deciding what tobacco ought

to pass, and hence tobacco is refused at

one warehouse which would have passed

at another. Why subject tobacco to re-

fusal, when other products are exempt ?
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Wheat varies in quality and appearance,

yel the miller and farmer make their own
contracts without the need of inspectors

to enlighten their rninds or bias their judg-

ments. There are no inspectors whose
duty it is to refuse any of the iron made
in Virginia, or the cotion or woollen goods

made here, nor are those who follow the

various mechanical trades liable to have

the proceeds of their labor disparaged by

the refusal of competent judges acting in

obedience to law. Western hogs and

horses brought annually into Virginia are

liable to no legal condemnation. We see

no reason why the planters should be re-

garded with distrust and suspicion. They
ask no exclusive favors, but they desire to

be relieved from injustice. Their tobacco

needs no commendation from the inspec-

tors and should receive none of their cen-

sure. Let tobacco stand or fall upon it.s

own merits. The reputation and charac-

ter of Virginia tobacco should be confided,

not to the inspectors, but to the planters

themselves, who are the appropriate guar-

dians of their staple. No refusal is ne-

cessary as a stimulus to improvement, or

a penalty for neglect. Prompted by self-

interest, the planters will always endea-

vor to make good tobacco and prepare it

properly for market. When they make
indifferent tobacco it is more their misfor-

tune than their fault, and misfortune de-

serves no punishment. Other reasons

might be argued in support of the pro-

posed an)endment, but we forbear and
content ourselves with expressing thehope

that it will be the pleasure of the General

Assembly to amend our tobacco law as

has been here indicated.

November, 1847.

with a tray or nest of eggs, and main-

tains a heat of 106 degrees. The tray

is open at the side?, the bottom is made
of wire gauze lined with cotion canvass,

and is raised or lowered by wedges, thus

merely presenting a small surface to the

lower surface of the caoutchouc, which

represents the breast of the parent fowl,

and thus only a top contact heat is com-

municated to the eg^.

Around the stove is a warm chamber, in

which the chickens are put as soon as

hatched, and where they remain about

thirty-six hours before taking food : they

are then placed under the hydro-mothers,

which consist of a series of pipes, kept

at a heat of 106 degrees, and under which
the chickens nestle as under a real mother.

There is now no further trouble. Dur-

ing the first ten days, the chickens feed

themselves in the house, and are then

only permitted to go out in the open air,

returning at pleasure to the protection of

the hydro-mother. At the end of six

weeks they are put into a common roost-

ing house and henceforth shift for them-

selves.

In a large hydro-mother, 44 feet long,

the warm water pipes are placed about

four inches from the ground, and a mova-

ble board is so placed that the backs of

the youngest chickens just touch the

pipes
;
the board being lowered as the

chickens increase in size.

The Hy-Incubator has been exhibited

in Regent Street, London ; as also at

Mr. Cantelo's Model Farm at Cheswick,

where he has more than two thousand

head of poultry running about, from one

day to three months old.

—

Illustrated Lon-

don JVews.

CAXTELO'S PATENT HYDRO-INBUBA-
TOR FOR HATCHING CHICKENS.

This machine is ver}' simple : it con-

sists of a cistern of water, hot, which is

heated by a peculiar stove, the heat of

which is shown by a thermometer. This

water is heated to 109 degrees, and flows

over a surface of vulcanized caoutchouc,

the lower surface of which is in contact

WHAT CONSTITUTES GOOD FARMING 1

About two thousand years ago, when
the old Roman Columella was asked

what constituted good farming, he an-

swered, " first good ploughing." On be-

ing again asked what came next, he re-

plied, "good ploughing:" thus strongly

impressing the occasion for good tillage

over every other consideration.
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A GOOD RURAL HABIT.

A Spanish peasant, when he eats a

good apple, pear, peach, or any oiher

fruit, in a forest, or by the road-side, plants

ike seed, and hence it is that the wood-

lands and road-sides of Spain have more i

fruit in and along them than those of any
;

other country. I

MEMORANDA FOR THE MONTH. ;

Wheat Harvest.—This is now pretty well

;

tinished through our part of the countr}';

but in some places there is still much of

il to be done. To tkose who are engaged

in it, we know of no advice better than

to desire them to pay attention to and make

am He provision for the comforts of their,

reapers. This is necessary to their own in-
\

teresls. The little indulgences granted to
;

these men are far more than repaid by the
'

greater amount of work which is done in con-

'

sequence. Keep them in good humor and in
'

high spirits, and many a day's work is saved.
]

The bottles of whiskey and water which i

formerly played so great a part on the harvest I

field are now no longer to be seen in many '

districts. In the Northern States they have

entirely gone out of use. The next best thing

U) the "ra'al Monongaly" to string up the

nerves of those who wield the scythe, is a

drink composed of five gallons of iced water
'

w<U mixed ^\-ith half a gallon of molasses,

one quart of vinegar and two ounces of ginger.

Grass Harvest.—We are not such warm
advocates of early harvests of hay and timo-

j

thy, as we are of wheat. Cut as soon as it

blooms would seem to be the true plan, and it

is recommended as such by many. By doing

so you save the exhaustion of your ground

consequent on the ripening of the seed and

the hay i^ of a far finer quality
;
possessing

more fragrance and a higher flavor, and it is

preferred by cattle. But there is much more

nourishment in hay cut a few days later. The

true rule, in our opinion, is to cut il when it

slightly gums the scythe.

Curing Hay.—This great principle should

govern in the curing of hay, that there should

be as little and as short an exposure to the ,

sun as is compatible with safety. The more

sun, and rain, the less of fragrance and the

lower the flavor cf the hay. After having

been allowed to remain half a day in swathe,

if drawn together in ver\- small shocks, and

next morning when the dew is off, turned over

and allowed to remain till the middle of the

day, it may be stacked without fear. In stack-

ing, sprinkle a quart of salt over every half

ton or so of hay. It absorbs moisture and

improves the quality.

Buckwheat.— It is not too late to sow this

grain. If wanted for the grain, however, it

should be put in immediately. The quantity

is half bushel per acre. Bat buckwheat is

not merely a material from which to make

breakfast cakes delicious to eat with honey or

molasses. It is one of the best crops to turn

under in the world. Sow one bushel to the

acre for this purpose, and plough it in when

blooming.

Turnips.—Toward the end of this month

and the first of next month will be late enough

to sow fall turnips. In the mean time prepare

the ground. The richer you can make it be-

tween this time and the last of the month, the

better. Plough, harrow and pulverize finely

now; then roll it and let it "bide the time."

When the time has come, sow the field with

a compound of ashes and powdered gypsum-

Then sow the turnip seed lightly, and harrow

in. The American Farmer gives the follow-

ing recipe for the fly. So soon as the plants

are up, go over the ground with a pail of fish

brine and a bush, and sprinkle plentifully.—

Then immediately scatter over them a pow-

der of gj^jsum, lime and flour of sulphur.

—

Repeat this every morning till the plants get

a rough coat, and they are then secure.

Orchards.—Now is the time for the de-

struction of all worms and other enemies of

the peach and the apple. Do up that fence

around the orchard and turn in the hogs. By

picking up and making away with the defec-

tive fruit, they will pay the expense of keep-

ing them the rest of the year.

Sheep.—It is at this season that our flocks

suffer most from their many enemies of the

insect tribe. The best way to keep off the

most troublesome of the set is to smear their
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noses well with lar, and to renew the same
every lime they are salted—and do not forget

to salt them regularly. In the June or July

number of the Planter for 1847, the reader

will find a long article upon the "Sumnaer

Diseases of Sheep," and to it we refer him
now.

ORIGIN OF VARIOUS PLANTS.

From the German.

Wheat was brought from the central

table land of Thibet, where its represen-

tative yet exists as a grass, with stnail,

mealy seeds.

Rye exists wild in Siberia.

Oats, wild in North Africa.

Barley exists wild in the mountains of

Himalaya.

Millet, one species is a native of India,

another of Egypt and Abysinnia.

Maize was brought from America.

Canary Seed from the Canary Islands.

Rice, from South Africa, whence it was
taken to India, and thence to Europe and
America.

Peas are of an unknown origin.

Lentil grows wild on the shores of the

Mediterranean.

Vetches are natives of Germany.
Chick- Pea vras brought from the south

of Europe.

The Garden Bean from the West Indies.

The Horse Bean from the Caspian Sea.

Buckwheat came originally from Sibe-

ria and 'I'artary.

Rape Seed and Cabbage grow wild in

Sicily and Naples.

The Poppy was brought from the East.

The Suntiower, from Peru.

The Lupin, from the Levant.

Flax or Linseed is in Southern Europe
a weed in the ordinary grain crops.

Hemp is a native of Persia and the

East Indies.

The Garden Cress, out of Egypt and

the East.

The Zealand Flax and Syrian Swal-

low show their origin by their names.

The Nettle, which sometimes furnishes

fibres for spinning, is a native of Europe.

Woad is a native of Europe.

Madder came from the East.

Dyer's Weed grows in Southern Ger-

many.
Safflower came from Egypt.
Dill is an Eastern plant.

Hops came to perfection as a w^ild plant

in Germany.
Mustard and Caraway Seed, the same.

Anise was brought from Egypt and
the Grecian Archipelago.

Coriander grows wild near the Medi-

terranean.

Saffron came from the Levant.

The Onion, out of Egypt.
Horse Radish, from Southern Europe.

Chickory grows wild in Germany.
Tobacco IS a native of Virginia, and

Tobago, another species, has also been

foisnd wild in Asia.

Fuller's Teasel grows wild in Southern

Europe.

Lucerne is a native of Sicily.

SpuiTy is a European Plant.

The Gourd is probably an Eastern

plant.

The Potato is a well known native of

Peru and Mexico.

The Jerusalem Artichoke is a Brazilian

product.

Turnips and Mangold Wurzel came
from the shores of the Mediterranean.

Kohlrabi and White Turnips are na-

tives of Germany.
The Carrot is supposed by some to

have come from Asia, but others main-

tain it to be a native of the same place

as the turnip.

The Parsnip is also supposed to be a

native of the same place.

Spinach is attributed to Asia.

White Millet, to Greece.

The Radish, to China and Japan.

The Cucumber, to the East Indies.

The Melon is from Kalmuck.
Parsley grows in Sardinia.

Tarragon, in Central Asia.

Celery, in Germany.

OF FRUITS AND SHRUBS,

The Currant and Gooseberry came
from Southern Europe.

The Pear and Apple are likewise Eu-
ropean plants.
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The Cherrv. Plum, Olive and Almond be determined, but it does not show whe-

came from Asia Minor. nher the caseous or butyraceous matter

The Mulberry tree from Persia. , predominates.— JJfjs. of Com. on Cheese

The Walnut and Peach from the same
1

Dairies, .V. F. State Ag. Society.

country. I

The Gluince from the island of Crete.
\

The Citron from Media.

The Chestnut from Italy.

OF TREES.

The Pine is a native of America,

Horse Chestnut from Thibet.

"STILTON" CHEESE.

"This variety of cheese, proverbial for

its richness, was first made near Melton,

in Leicestershire, England, by a relation

to the landlord of the old Bell Inn, at

The Hurlleberry is a native of both
; Slilton, which gave the name, and its re-

Asia and Europe. ' putation was such that it for a long time

The Cranberry of Europe and America, sold for half a crown a pound. The fol-

lowing account of its manufacture is

from British Husbandry :— 'It is made by

„ Duttino- the niffht's cream, without any
ANALYSES OF MILK. P^^,.^°

^^ ^^^ ;^.^^^^^^ ^^^^ ,, ,he milk

The chief component parts of milk are of the following morning ;
but those who

those which, when separated, are known wish to make it very fine, add a still

as forming butter and cheese ; the residue greater quantity of cream, and of course

of which is called whey. These are dis- t^he richness of the cheese depends upon

tinguished by scientific persons as the the amount which is used. Butter is also

butyraceous or oily substance producing said to be sometimes mixed with it. The

cream, of which butter is composed ;
the rennet is then added without any coloring;

caseous matter of which cheese is formed, and when the curd has come, it is taken

and scrum or whey

:

out without beinsr broken, and put whole

Cream forming,
'

4.5 parts of 1 00. ''"to a sieve or drainer, where it is pressed

Qhe^^e 3 5 do ; with weights untd completely cleared of

Whey,' 92.0 do \

^^^ey
;
when dry, it is put, with a cleaii

^/. , , -J r-
cloth, into a hooped chessart (or mould,)

This can only convey a general .dea of ^^^ .^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ,l,e outer coat
the component parts, for they must neces-

^^^j^; ^^.^^ g^j,^^ ^.j^^^ sufficiently firm
sarily vary accordmg to the quality of the

^^
^- removed from this mould, the cheese

"^''^-
is placed upon a dry board, and tightly

bound in a cloth, wh'ich is changed daily,

in order to avoid all cracks in the skin,

until this is found to be tolerably well

crusted ;
after which it is no longer used,

and the cheese requires no further care

than being frequently turned upside down,

and occasionally brushed.

The cheese of this kind, although not

much larger than the crown of a good

sized hat—the form of which they much
resemble—and not weighing more than

Instruments have been invented, called about a dozen pounds, yet require nearly

lactometers, for ascertaining the richness two years to bring them to perfect matu-

of milk in nearly the same manner as rity, for they are not generally thought

that employed for trying the strength of sufficiently mellow for use until conside-

spirits. The diflference in the quality of rably decayed ; and in order to forward

milk between particular cows may thus
|
their ripeness, it is said that, besides being

The analysis of skimmed cow's milk
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placed in damp, but warm cellars, ihey
are sometimes wrapped in strong brown
paper, and sunk in a hotbed."

McCORMICK'S REAPERS.

The manufacture of these machines in

this city constitutes a feature among our

manufactures. INlessrs. McCormick &
Gray have an establishment devoted to

their construction on the north side of the

river, where 600 machines are in course

!

of completion of the ensuing harvest. We
understand that they are all sold, and are

now being delivered to purchasers.
j

We paid a visit to the establishment a

few days since, when we found three doz-

!

en men employed in the various depart-

1

inents of the iron and wood work, and
|

paintmg, belonging to the construction of
j

the machines. A most beautiful steam
!

engine of ten horse power turns the ma-
j

chinery which cuts the screws, saws, i

planes and bores as required, either in iron
|

or wood Mr. Gray informed us that a
thousand machines might have been sold.—Prairie Farmer.

MARES FOR BREEDING.

It is ver}' often the practice to select a
mare for breedmg, because she is either

loo old to work, or too vicious ; or is in

some way unfitted for use. I'his is done
by those who take no inconsiderable pains

in procuring the proper male parent, and
are willing to pay well for the use of him.

The practice spoken of is very pointed-

ly condemned by Stephens in his Book of

the Farm :

"Now, in acting thus, the farmer com-
mits a fatal blunder ; he is depriving

himself of the use of superior farm horses,

which would not only work with ease to

themselves and satisfaction to him, and at

the same cost of keep, but would do him
credit wherever the went. Instead of

pursuing this system, he should select one
or two of the best mares in his possession

to breed from, and if he has none possess-

ing youth and beauty of mould, let him
buy one or tw^o at any price, if such are

to be purchased. Let them not be under
five years of age when the horse is first

put to them ; for they will not have ac-

quired their full stature until that age.

From that period let them bear a foal

every year till they attain twelve or thir-

teen years, when they should cease to

breed
; for old mares, any more than old

females of other classes of animals, can-

not produce a vigorous progeny. For
those seven years the fresh young mares,

stinted to the best stallion that can be se-

cured, will each produce, and bring up, a
foal every year, and perform, at the same
time, their part of the work with ease.

Such foals will be strong in bone and
constitution, and be always in high con-

dition, because they are the offspring of

young mares themselves, in hi^h condi-

tion, and overflowing with rnilk ; and

havinsf been brought up together w'rll

work better together. I speak not in this

tone for the purpose merely of condemn-
ing the practice usuaHy followed by farm-

ers in breeding farm horses, but having

mj'self tried the system I recommend, I

can do it with confidence."

NAILS FOR SHINGLING,

At an agricultural conversation of the

Massachusetts Legislature of late, on the

subject of farm buildings, it was agreed

by nearly all the speakers that the shingle

nails in use of late are of the most mise-

rable sort, lasting only from three to four

years, while those in use twenty years

since are good now. Farmers in building

would do well to look into this thing. A
roof which will only last three years is a
nuisance, and good nads can be as easily

furnished as poor ones, if demanded.

COLIC IN HORSES.

When your horse shows symptoms of

this disease, take a bundle of old rags,

and bind them hard and firm, and set

them on fire, and smoke the horse in the

nostrils until the water runs clear and free-

ly. Then give him a little .salt and water.

He will be well in an hour or two.
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LOOKING-GLASSES FOR BIRDS. |

It seems that the feathered tribe look upon

the mirror -with very different emotions from
;

those of a pretty woman. A correspondent

'

of the Gardener's Chronicle finds them the
;

most efficacious of all things to drive them I

from his fruits and garden beds. One of his

servants having smashed a looking-glass, it
|

occurred to him that the broken pieces, sus-
'

pended by strings, so as to turn freely in ever}'
'

direction, would have the appearance of some

living being, and alarm the birds. Accord-
]

ingly he tried the plan, and found that none of

the birds, not even the most fool-hardy of ihem,

•would dare to come near. They had attacked

his peas; but a single bit suspended on a slick ,

cleared them out. The torn-tits were partial

to his seckel pears; but a piece of looking-

glass suspended in front of tbe tree put an end

to the mischief. His grapes were afflicted of;

cat-birds, but at the siglit of the mirror pre-
]

seating their misdeeds, the marauders left the
|

place. I

Whilst we are upon this subject, we will

also inform the reader of some new remedies

for destroj'ing rats, "First catch your rais,"

cover two or three with tar, and turn them '

loose. These will daub the rest, and the re-

sult will be a civil war, which will clear the

premises. Pulverized potash, says the Prai-

rie Farmer, thrown in their way will give them

•sore feet and cause them to forsake their paths.

The latier statement may be true, but they

will quickly make new ones. !

Ever afterwards sow tbe largest seed.

By these means j'ou will gel peas (or

any thing else) of which we at present

have no conception.

LIVE APPLE TREE POSTS.

The 'Massachusetts Ploughman' sug-

gests that apple trees be planted about

ten feet apart, on a line where it is desired

to construct a permanent fence. In the

course of ten or twelve years they would
be large enough to be mortised for the

purpose of receiving cedar or chestnut

rails, which, it is thought, -vrould last

more than fifty years^ In the meantime,

these 'living fence posts' would occasion-

ally bear a crop of apples, and thus be-

come profitable in 'divers ways.'

HOW TO ENLARGE VEGETABLES.

A vast increase of food may be obtain-
[

ed by managing judiciously and system-

atically carrying out for a time the prin-

ciple of increase. Take, for instance, a
pea. Plant it in a very rich ground.—
Allow it to bear the first year, say half a
dozen pods only ; remove all others. Save
the largest single pea of these—sow it

the next year, and retain of the produce
three pods only : sow the largest one the

following year and retain one pod. Again
select the largest and the sort will by this

time have trebled its size and weight.
\

From the Prairie Farmer.

BREAKING STEERS.

In addition to what we have heretofore

published on this subject, we think the

following, from two different writers, will

not come amiss. It suits our idea pre-

cisely :

"I first select two steers coming two
years old, that will walk alike. This
may be determined by noticing them as

they walk to and from water. Then
compare their heads

;
get those that the

humps correspond well. I then get them
into a small yard by themselves, with a
good fence, so as to keep them safe. I

then store my pockets with 'nubs' of corn

to lame them with, and a switch to drive

them with
;
then commence with one at

a time, without a rope; keep cool, speak

moderately, drive one of them along by
the fence till he comes to the corner, speak
' whoa' to him, and try to stop him, be

very gentle with him, give him a nubbin

or two of corn, and when he will stop at

the corners at the word, try him between

them ;
and as soon as he will stop at the

word at any place I tell him, then I take

the other and train him the same wa}',

leaving the first to study his lesson while

the other is practising. When he will
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Slop at the word, then I take the first and
see if he has forgotten his lesson ; if he

has not, then I learn him to ' haw about'

in the coiner, then half way, and then

across the yard. When they will mind
' whoa,' and haw about wi'.b some coax-

ing, I put the yoke on them—don't forget

the nubbins of corn—and practise them
together in the same manner; then let

them stand an hour or so, and if they

have not forgotten, hitch a yoke of steady

oxen behind them, open the gate and drive

out, and if managed carefully they will

soon be a team. A good whip is neces-

sary in order to have a team mind well,

but not used too freely. Steers that are

kind and tractabl^can be broke to drive;

in one day, but it takes several days to

teach them to draw. They should be!

trained with light loads, and then they
j

will walk fast, and changed every day or
j

half day, in order to find out which willi

make the best near side ox. If they kick
j

never beat them, for it only makes them
j

worse. In order to have a team puUj
straight ahead, they must be trained with

light loads, worked stead}' but not hard,

and thej' will make a team for

A Plougheoy.

Schuyler, III, May, 1848."

THE SAME SUBJECT.

" First as to the age. They may be
broke at an}'- age, and are easier handled
when young than subsequently; but I

am decidedly of the opinion that it is not

best to commence the training till it can
be continued without much interruption to

completion. In fact I have never known
a different course very successful ; conse-

quently it should be commenced at that

age when the maturity of the animals fit

them for continued labor—else they must
be injured by being overtasked, or much
time will be lost in training them without
labor, when if done at the proper age,

very little time need be lost. From 2^
to 3 years probably the best age.

The old oxen should be driven as

usual, only beino- careful to talk but little

and to the purpose. Let your orders be

given plain and distinct, and at the right

time. Give but little attention to the

steers. If the old cattle slop a! the word^
the steers will have to—so of any other

order; and by so doing it soon becomes a
habit, and this is what you want. When
you perceive they stop of lhen>selves at

the word, you may then know that they

have learned someihins:, and it will then

do to use the whip to enforce your orders,

but It should seldom be used with more
force than barely to be felt. Much seve-

rity is not only cruel, but decidedly in-

jurious.

As soon as they have learned to stop

at the word, to haw, to jee and to back,

they should be put on the ' lead,' and al-

though they may occasion sooie trouble,

it is best to keep them there generally

without a line till they are under complete

command They should be made to

back with the team at all times quickly

and freely—not by halves ; and if they

are slow in obeying, a quick stroke of the

whip well applied will do good ; but if

unnecessarily repeated, or if a fractious

driver must expend his anger on them,

they will soon be spoiled. As soon as it

can be safely done, they should be worked
alone in all branches of business. The
man who is compelled to do all his work
with steers, for want of other team, has

generally the best broke oxen. They
should at all times be closely watched,

that they do not run. If they run once

they will probably never forget it—if

twice, probably never— if three or four

times, and are naturally spirited, they are

ruined. If steers are kept constantly at

work from the first, and are treated kindly,

but with firmness they break in very

quick. I have broke them in two weeks
so as to plough and mark oflf a land as

straight as it is usually done, without a
driver.

If at any time they get fractious and
unmanageable, stop them and sit down
perfectly quiet twenty minutes, and in

nine cases out of ten it will remedy the

difficulty; and if on reflection you find it

was the driver instead of the steers that

was unmanageable, the remedy will be

equally effective. Always chain up firm-

ly when yoking or unyoking, for the first
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two weeks. If they should run away,

a few ears of corn properly administered

is a better cure than hickorj- gads If

they should kick, the driver should never

know ii, but he should be careful not to

frighten them in a way to make them

kick, and should always speak to them

when goine: behind them. Never whip

them for. failing to do that which you

have never fully learnt them to do. The
best teamster uses his whip and lungs but

little.

B.

LusaUe, III., May, 1848.^'

CULTURE OF GRAPES.

As the time of fruit eating, from the

strawberry lo the codlm, is near at hand,

and as man}' of our readers when they

come to the eating of the almost worth-

less productions of our native grape vmes
will tben, if not now, wish they had some-

thing better, we iniend in this, and in a

few subsequent numbers, to call iheir at-

tention to I he subject of grape culture, in

hopes to convince them that u requires

but very little labor, and a still less ex-

pense 10 provide themselves and their fa-

milies with an abundant supply of this

most delicious fruit. There are several

excellent varieties of the grape, so hardy

that they will stand, wiih very little pro-

teciion, I he sfveresi wea'her of the north-

ern Siaies, while they are equally adapted

to southern laiiindes, even to the very

borders of the Gulf of Mexico. Among
these we rank first ihe Catawba and Isa-

bella. These grapes,—good and well

established vines of which may be had at

almost any of our nurseries at 20 cents

each, ; nd frequenily for half (hat sum,

will, if properly planted, a process requir-

ing according lo ciicnm.-iances from len

to sixty minutes to each vine, yield afier

two years from twenij' to one hundred

bunches of gr.ipe.-^ on a vine, every bunch

of which, in a man's family, is worth the

first cosi of ihe siock.

We know not how it is,—we cannot

account for it— that men reside year after

year on their farms and never plant a

vine. Some never plant a tree. A grape
vine is certainly a small matter and yet
we know of one— a single one, the fruit

of which has sold for seventeen dollars in

one year—seventeen dollars—the price of

one hundred and thirty-six bushels of corn

at 12 J cts. per bushel—or thirtj'-four

bushels of wheat at its ordinary price.

Now how much labor would be spent in

the production of each. How mucii
more on the com, or wheat than on the

vine—twenty times at least.

It is a common excuse for not planting

fruit trees that it takes them a long time
to bear. Not so with the grape certainly.

There are vines in this cit}', vvhich were
not in existence three years last March
and which are now loaSed with—the pro-

mise of fruit. Ask their owners bow
much money they have cost? perhaps 25
cts. each;—how much labor? thirty mi-

nutes ;—bow much land do they occupy?
a square yard, or. probably less—what
will they sell the mere promise of fruit

for? and they will tell you as one of them
told the writer—"not for fifty times the

original cost." And this too by men who
love money as well, and need it as much,
as any of us. Then why do not others

do the same thing,— plant a vine, iwo,

five, or twenty of them? We ask them
again why do they not ? They "dont
know."

One of the benefi's of fruit and parti-

cularly of grapes in a family is, ihai it

contributes to health. Let us ask our
readers do you know— have you ever

known a family well supplied wiih fruit,

grown on their own premises, that was a
sickly family?

Who are most certain to get hijious

—

those who eat freely of fruit, or those who
live on greasy pork.—Why is it we may
ask, that new sei'lemems in our western

country are usually so sickly? is it alio-

set her owing to new soil, new lands

—

miHsma and other causes inherent in the

.soil "2 or is it not rather, in .eorne very con-
siderable degree, attributable to the crreat

abundance and too free use of "hoof and
homony." Greasy meals and we may
add— for it is sometimes fact, equally

greasy bread, for we have found in our
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travels, those who mix up so much grease

in their corn bread that it is difficult to

distinguish which predominates, lard or

meal.

Fruit—fruit: the free use of fruit will

3'et change the character of our people,

and the sooner we go about its cultivation

individually as well as collectively so

much the better for us all.

In conclusion, for the present, let each

one, who has a square yard of spare

ground resolve, every time he sees or

tastes the luscious production of the vine

during the coming summer and autumn,

resolve to have with the lapse of only a

year or twoa supply for himself, the pro-

duct of his own industry. As the politi-

cians say, we intend to keep this subject

before the people; and we intend to do it

now and during the summer and fall, in

fruit season, that we may the more easily

tantalize them into the resolution to "plant

trees,"—and vines too. It shall not be

our fault if pork and potatoes is hereafter

iheir only fare, instead of strawberries

and cream and other such like luxuries.

loiva Advocate.

For the Southern Planter,

TO DESTROY SASSAFRAS BUSHES.

J\Ir. Editor,—In reply to the queries of

" Northern Neck," as to the best method

of destroying sassafras bushes, you say,

in four words, " make your lands rich,"

and there will be an end of them. You
also mention lime and stable dung as

very efficient to the same end. Mr. Edi-

tor, these are both humbugs. Were you

ever in that region around Clarksville, in

Tennessee? If you have never visited

that famous tobacco and corn region, go
there before you write about sassafras

again. On their fine limestone lands, that

bring fifteen hundred pounds of tobacco,

and from eight tO' twelve barrels of corn

to the acre, if left uncultivated for two

years, sassafras will grow to the height

of ten or twelve feet and so thick, that

nearly a second clearing is necessary be-

fore the land can be cultivated again.

Tell a planter there, that in order to era-

dicate that pest, sassafras, "make your land

rick" and he will laugh you to scorn.

" Northern Neck" suggests one slow
mode, and I will another, of destroying

sassafras. If the leaves are carefully re-

moved from the bushes three times during,

the summer, for two years in succession,

nearly every bush will die. Again, make
the field on which they grow a common,
and if there is not grass enough to feed

the cattle that frequent it, they will eat

off leaves and destroy the growth. Mak-
ing land rich will never efi^ect that object.

A Subscriber.

P. S.—On the rich Southwest moun-
tain farms sassafras is so vigorous in

growth, that many fields which are culti-

vated in hoe crops only once in three or

four years, have to be almost cleared over

after being left uncultivated during the

time elapsmg in the ordinary routine of

crops.

This gentleman is rather tart upon us. He
advises us to go to Tennessee before we write

about sassafras again. Now we advise him

to learn how to read and also to learn how to

keep his temper before he writes for the Plan-

ter again. We never told him that making

his land rich would eradicate the sassafras

from it. One of our subscribers complained

of stinted shrubs of sassafras springing up in

hi« fields, and however it may be in Tennes-

see, we have never seen a rich- field troubled

in this way. It is certainly that sassafras

will grow rapidly enough upon rich ground,

but it becomes a tree, as our "Subscriber"'

says. We were not asked for advice to stop

either sassafras or any other tree from grow-

ing in the Northern Neck. We understood

our correspondent to be plagued with the'

plague of stinted "sassafras bushes" which

we have frequently seen springing up like

mushrooms over the poor fields in the Old

Dominion, which never acquire the thickness

of a walking cane, and which are proof

against all grubbing. This we understood to

be the complaint of our correspondent; and

as we have seen the cause of it upon poor

fields and no where else, we advised him to

make his land rich. We told him distinctly,

that "sassafras would grow well enough on a
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rich soil.' Bui when eradicated by grubbing,

if the land is in a proper condition for a good

crop, it will produce something else.

As to his own method, we say, why not cut

the whole tree down, instead of picking off

the leaves 1 Perhaps he will say that it will

send up shoots. But will it not send oat leaves

too when ihey are picked offi

Again we recommend manuring and deep

ploughing to eradicate both sassafras shrubs

and poor people from the lands of the Korth-

em Neck.

For the Southern Planter.

MULTICOLE RYE-SASSAFRAS.

Referring to ray communication of the

15th December lasi, published in the Feb-

ruary number of the Pian:er, I can now
say thai the Multicole Rye, which I sow-

ed in the latter pan of last October, has

wintered well and promises a very heavy

crop— il is nearly ripe, and will be har-

vested (without accident^ in a few days.

Judging from last yearns crop, I think

from 2S bushels sown on the I9th to the

22d Octobei last, upon a com land of me-

dium quality, I shall make 1600 to 1700
bushels, a much heavier yield than my
last crop, which was sown earlier. This
is attributable, I ihink, to two reasons.

First, the land on which it was sown was
cleaner and better than that on which the

crop of last year was sown ; last and
not least, this season, wi'h me, is decided-

ly the best 1 have had for maturing win-

ter grain since 1^39, whereas the last

season was likely the worst.

I am strongly in favor, from my slender

experience in the culture of the Multicole

Rye, of early sowing, say latter Ausrust

or early September, by which, I think,

saving hail, frost or wind storms, il will

make a heavy yield, be the season wet
or dry, in a soil or clime congenial to it.

II is an indifferent, seW^ey looking

grain until it be-rms lo bead, and indeed

does not show its magnificent superioriiv

until it fills. One of ray overseers told

me in early May, that his Multicole Rye
was like crab grass, and would be good

for nothing That was the twenty-eigh;

bushel piece above alluded to.

Writers have maintained that the Mul-
ticole Rye should be sown on none but

thin land, and that on rich laijd it would
not mature. Upon that bypoibesis I have
sown irune on medium land, and would
most certainly advise all new adventurers

to do likewise. Nevertheless, (while I

believe ii will do better on thin land than
any other crop.) a corner of two or three

acres of my piesent crop decidedly indi-

cates thai land adequate to the production

of ten barrels of com to the acre, is not
to be objected to for it, that part being
immensely heavy. This, however, might
not be the case in a region less congenial

to it ; nor might il do here, except in a
cool, dry, propitious season like the pre-

sent. I shall have considerably more
than I desire to sow—consequenilv I

send herewiih an advertisement lo be in-

serted in the July nuojber of the Planter.

A writer over the signature of " North-
ern Neck," in your number of this month,
asks for advice how to destroy Sassafras

bushes. You cenainly gave hira the best

advice, if he is able to heed it as soon as

he could desire. As I apprehend, how-
ever, it is more than the work of a season
to provide and scatter "stable dung and
lime" enough to cover all the exhausted
land about him, 1 will suggest that he

I

mow the sassafras in Mav, leaving a
stubble four to six inches long ; again
early in August, leaving a stubble about
two inches long, and in the mean lime

graze the land heavily, hy which I think,

he will be materially aided in his object.

Strong bush blades can be purchased that

will, by a diagonal stroke, sever a sassa-

fras bush of considerable size, and to

leave standing a large bush occasionallr

will, I think, also aid ihe work very much.
Respeafully, your ob't sen-'i,

;

\Vm. Massie.

i Pharsalie, J\'elson, Jtme 24, 1S4?.
i

!
This letter of Mr. Mas,<:ie was received

i after the article which precedes it was in

j
type. "A Subscriber" will see from it, that it

j
is not every planter which "laughs to scom"

!
our advice to manure the land if you would
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save it of the sassafras plague. We call at-

tention to Mr. Massie's advertisement at the

end of this number.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS OF THE
UNITED STATES AND FRANCE.

A writer in the English Agricultural

Gazette makes an interesting comparison

of the products of the United Stales com-

pared with those of France. The popu-

lation of the United States is set down at

iwent}' millions and that of France at

thirty-live millions. The proportion of

the agricultural population in America is

given as 80.4 per cent. ; commercial 2.5

:

and manufacturing 17.1. The writer ob-

serves that the agricultural production of

the United States, con'.pared with its in-

habitants, is enormous, viz

:

UNITED STATES. TRANCE.
Homed Cattle, 14,971,583 9,936 538
Sheep, 19.311,374 32,151,430

Horses and Mules, 4.335,669 3,19-2,337

Pigs, 26,301,293 4,940,721

He also contrasts the grain crops of the

two countries, showing the comparative

amounts produced of each kind, in hecto-

litres, as follows

:

increasing, and the writer puts down the

amount of capial embarked in manufac-
tories of various kinds, at £56,757,912.
Considered in all respects, therefore, he
concludes: "America may be classed

next to Great Britain, as the second agri-

cultural and commercial country in the

world."

HAY MAKING.
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qualities, and by cutting at this period,

ihey secure the greatest quantity of oil

;

but herbs that are cut at this period and

dried in the sun, lose much more of their

invigorating and essentials qualities than

they do if dried in the shade. Plants of

all sorts, if they are cut in full vigor, and

afterward carefully dried, without any
waste of their natural juices, either by

bleaching with rain or evaporating in the

sun, contain a quantity of nourishing

matter nearl}' double what they do when
allowed to attain their full growth and

make some progress towards decay.

—

When mowing is delayed, as it very fre-

quently is, till an advanced period of the

season, when plants have not only reach-

ed their ultimate growth, but begin to

deca\', this description of herbage must
become tasteless, dry, tough and less

nourishing. Also over care in drying in

the hot sun, by bleaching the juices of

the early grasses, must produce a similar

kind of fodder.

To commence with the cutting and
manner of curing, we will suppose the

grass to be a good burden, and in full

prime for the scythe, but not ripe. The
workmen should be made to cut as low

as possible, especially if there abounds

a fine bottom, thereby increasing the

crop, and all the grass mown in the fore-

noon should be spread before dinner. As
soon as the external wet is off, and it be-

comes partially wilted, we put it into

winnows with a revolving horse rake,

and before the sun goes down, into cocks

of from 60 to 90 pounds: what grass is

cut in the latter part of the day, remain

in the swarth till next day.

Grass should be made into cocks of

about 4 feet high, not by rolling, but by

laying one fork full upon another, and of

small diameter at the base as possible and

stand firm ; draw the loose hay out from

the bottom all round and lay it upon the

'.op With the ends hanging downward.

—

When grass is put together in this man-
ner, it is in a great measure out of dan-

ger.

It will be proper to give them an airing

before they are removed to the barn, and

mcHre especially that portion which comes

in contact with the ground. When ne-

cessary, the first drying wind and'fair da}-,

lay them over bv putting the top of the

cock on the ground, and so manage after

by putting as dry a bundle with the

green, till you have one cock made up
again, out of two being put together.

—

By this treatment there is a more speedv
exhalation of moisture b}^ the action of

the air, while an incipient fermentation

will evolve or discharge a poriion of heat,

and thus promote the drying of the hay,
by increasing the evaporation of the hu-
m.id particles. By this treatment the hay
is secured until the maker withes to re-

move it to the bam.
Clover hay should remain longer in

the cock than most other grasses, that all

the larger stems may undergo their proper

fermentation. Before removing to the

stack yard or barn, we generally turn the

cocks bottom side up an hour or two be-

fore loading.

Hay cured in this manner is much
heavier, because not so much of the natu-

ral juices are evaporated by the direct

heat of the sun. Its undergoing a par-

tial fermentation in the cock, prepares it

to be placed in larger bodies. Hay cured
in this manner, should not be tumbled by
the quantity into a mow all together, but
one or two loads a day put together, and
a mow of 20 tons should occupy the pe-

riod of three weeks in filling, that it may
all be got in as green as possible. The
mow should be trod as lightly as possible

at the time of filling.

When fears are entertained of over fep«

mentatioa, a layer of dry straw or stalke

over the whole, is an excellent thing.

This coarse fodder, absorbing the extra

juices of the haj',. retains if, and makes it

more tender and palateable. We prefer

this method to the common one of salting

for the above reason—and that we may
select our days for feeding the stock
their salt in the winter, by brining the

hay on the more mild and warmest days,
when they have the least appetite. In
this manner, we have a ready market for

our poorest hay. Cattle and sheep de-

vour it with a good appetite. If farmers
would pay more regard to this manner of
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salting their stock, say to 100 pounds of

hay use a pint and a half of fine salt

and one pail of water, they would be well

remunerated for their extra labor. Sheep
and other stock will look as full on these

faintest days of winter, by thus salting

their food, as they will in ihe most favor-

able weather on good hay.

When grass is quite ripe it should be

exposed to the sun as little as possible

after it is mown, and be made into large

cocks or removed immediately to the barn,

that by a steaming process, the dry stalks

may become more valuable. Hay should

in no wise be put into the barn or stack

when wet; there is more hay damaged
in this manner than by securing it too

green. That hay which comes out of

the mow the most solid will spend the

best. There is more value in a load of

hay taken from land that produces about

one and a half tons to the acre, than

there is in that hay which is cut from

lands that produce much heavier or light-

er burden.

In stacking hay, first put in the rack

about two tons, and let it rest two or three

days before more is added. The stack-

man should be careful about treading near

the outer side but as much as he will in

the middle, and mind and keep the centre

the highest. Four or five tons make the

most convenient stack. We have diffe-

rent ways of stacking recommended to

prevent vermin. But let the stack be put

up as above directed in its proper time,

before the seed is matured, and there is

no danger of mice; but when it so hap-

pens that grass must be put into stacks

in a ripe state, salting will aid in prevent-

ing the depredations of vermin, but such

hay should be fed out the first winter.

Tight barns are preferable to more open

ones, with ventilation at the top ; the

heat will not drive to the centre of the

mow but remains more equally over the

whole than it will in an open bay.

A very common but bad practice is to

put an assorted lot of hay over a cow,

calf or horse stable, for spring use, where

it has received all the effluvia arising from

the manure below all winter, which can-

not add to the quality of the hay, for at a

time when the team is the most daintj-,

the best hay for spring work comes out

of a well pressed mow, as little exposed

to the air as possible. By dividing the

mow and hay slack with a hay knife,

not only keeps the hay as fresh as possi-

ble, by first feeding out one half, but we
can better judge at what time of winter

our fodder is half spent.

As we cannot cut all our grass in pro-

per season, we reserve our mowing by
cutting first this season the field which
was last to receive the scythe last year.

Drag-rakes are very fashionable in some
parts, for raking light grass, and after the

cart, &c. They are of very great advan-

tage in facilitating the work. They are

made with a light head six feet long; the

teeth set in the head four inches apart,

and fourteen inches long; the handle en-

ters the head in two parts about two and
a half feet asunder, and united together

about four feet from the head where a
convenient place is fixed for the head to

draw by. The small hand rake is pretty

much laid aside. hai would have re-

quired the labor of a br)v and four or five

men ten years ago id rake over now is

disposed of equally hs well by one boy
eight, and another fourteen years old, a

horse and revolvmg rake, and drag rake.

TURKEYS.

This is the true bird of Virginia. Its meat,

as we all know, is a very delightful thing.

When well fed, and after it has attained its

full growth, it is perhaps of all kinds of poul-

try that which is least subject to disease. Yet

we strenuously advise all our readers who

have wheat crops, or oat, or rye, or any o:her

crops, in the neighborhood of their houses, to

exile the turkey from their poultry yards. Ko
one can tell how much this fowl destroys.

Not only does it tear the stacks, eat the grain

and the like, but the injury it does to the fields

in their hunting of grasshoppers and other

insects is incalculable. We therefore strenu-

ously advise our friends to avoid them, unless

peculiarly well situated for their raising.^

They cost more than they come to.
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Whether they are so situated that they may
!

keep them without an immense deal of waste,

is what even- man must judge for himself. 1

If vou have about your house half a dozen of •

little negroes, who have nothing to do (as is
'

the case on everv farm of size in Virginia)

but to kick up their heels and run about in

their shirts, they may be very well couverted '

into turkey minders, and with the assistance

of one or two floggings, " do the state some

service" in that capacity. But without the

'• turkey-minder," don't attempt to raise that

Virginian fowl and grain crops on the same

plantation.
[

A lump of butter, mLred with snnflF, thrust

down the throat, tobacco smoke puffed down
while the bill is held open, &c., are remedies

much in vogue with some poulterers. But

we do not believe any of them to be either

as simple or as certain as this mechanical

remedy.

DOWNING'S HORTICULTURIST.

The numbers of this excellent and elegant

publication come regularly to hand, and each

number is equal to those which precede it.

This is the best horticultural journal in the

world. This is admitted by all who are ac-

quainted with periodicals of that class. No
lady who loves flowers, and no gardener who

wishes to conduct his garden with the advan-

tage which the science of the age affords,

should be without Downing's Horticulturist.

Price S3 per aimima.

FRESH BONES FOR HFJS-S.

Those who keep their hena confined,

will find it for their advantage to keep
them liberally supplied with ashes, lime,

gravel and pounded bones. These ani-

cles are highly beneficial— especially the

latter, which, with a large per centum of

animal matter, contains also another prin-

ciple highly essential in the formation of

the shells of eggs. While on this subject

I would advise ever}^ one who keeps hens
10 provide ibem liberally with vegetable

and animal food. When permitted to

range abroad through ibe fields and gar-

dens, a very considerable portion of their

sustenance is obtained from insects, and
if they are restricted and deprived of the

privilege of seeking it for themselves,

they must be supplied, or they will be-

come unhealthy and an expense rather

than an income to the farmer.

THE GAPES.
!

1

It is at this season that the disease above

named is so troublesome to the poultry yard,
i

We have before named the remedies lor it,

and we will now repeat them.

It is beyond question (so we think at least)
;

that the gapes are caused by a small worm
i

which infests the windpipe of the chicken.—

!

If j-ou can remove these worms- tha chicken i

will get well. And the best way to do it is to
j

make some one take the fowl between his
j

knees so as to prevent its struggling, with ofle i

hand hold the bill open, and with the other'

pass a hen's feather, with the feather stripped
[

off, excepting about an inch at the tip, up and

down the throat for two or tkree Eimes. It

should be turned about in the wiadpipe a good

deal, and the worms will be loosened. The
fowl will then sneeze them up frequently and

boon be relieved.

MULTICOLE, OR POLAXD RYE.

THE subscriber offers the above Rye for

sale, as soon as it can be safely thrashed
and cleaned. Those disposed to purchase for

seed or re-sale, will do well to forward their

orders, with satisfactory as?urance of pay-
ment, at early dates, as applications are al-

ready numerous and wide spread. The price

of the rye, from my barns, for parcels under
three and a quarter bushels, will be S4 per
bushel; for three and a quarter bushels or
more, S3 50 ; if six and a half bushels or more
are taken, S3 per busht'l; if fifty bushels or
more are taken. 5- 50; and where one hun-
dred bushels or more are taken, 5"2 per bushel.

By negoiiaiioa, parcels (worth the trouble) can
be forwarded to any point on the James River
Canal, adding charges.

When the rareness and extraordinary value
of this grain is considered, and when it is re-

membered that one bushel of it will seed
more land than three bushels of Mediterra-
nean Wheal, the price can't be deemed unrea-
sonable. Direct, /ws^/wj</, to

WM. MASSIE.
jy— It Tye River Mills, Nelson Co., Va.
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A RARE CHANCE.

A MIDDLE AGED MARYLANDER,
who is thoroughly acquainted with the

management of slaves, the cultivation of

grain, grass and tobacco, the rearing of stock

and the reclamation of land which has been

impaired by negligent cultivation, wishes to

engage permanently with some gentleman in

Virginia, who has a large concern to attend

to and who may need the assistance of an

active agent ; he will be found entirely com-

petent to attend to all business connected with

the various operations of an estate, and is a

first rate Clerk and Accountant; he can give

the most satisfaciory references as to charac-

ter, respectaiiility, &c., and would agree to

take a poriiun of his compensation in crop or

stock. Address (post paid)

G. C. P.,

jy—2t Middlebrook Mills, Md.
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MEMORANDA FOR THE MONTH.

The wheat harvest is now finished, and it

is with pleasure that we take up our pen to

speak of it. We can congratulate our read-

ers upon (heir crop, with llie chance of start-

ing a sore subject with but very few of them.

For the wheat harvest of this year is the best

which has been gathered in this country for

many a year. Our exchanges, far and wide,

bring us great accounts of the crops in other

Stales. It appears to have been uniformly

good all over the continent. In Virginia it

has been particularly so. We have enquired

of persons who have travelled the whole Slate

over, and ihey tell us that it is nearly all mag-

nificent. And in our office, at this present

time, is a specimen of the crop in one part of

Virginia which we have rarely seen surpa.ssed.

It is a single stalk of wheat (the whole having

one root and springing from one seed) with

sixty-three branches, and three thousand seven

hundred and more of grains! This stalk is

from the farm of Mr. Daniel Stratton of Ap-
pomattox county. It more than fulfils the

scriptural parable of the seed sown in good

ground, which sprang up bearing fifty and a

hundred fold.

Vot. VIII.—7.

Timothy,—The wheat is long ago all done.

But there is still much timothy to be cut.—

There has been even more controversy about

the proper time of cutting this grass than

about wheat, hay, &c. One set of agricultu-

rists contend that it should be cut while in

bloom. Another set contend that it should be

cut when the seed is ripe. Those who hold to

the first opinion have these arguments to sup.

port them, viz: the hay is more saleable, be-

cause more fragrant and of a finer look, and
it is more palatable and consequently better

liked by the animals who have to eat it. On
the other hand, the advocates of late cutting

have the infallible proof of analysis on their

side. The difference in nutriment between

timothy cut in bloom, and timothy cut when
the seed is ripe, being the difference between

23 and 101

Wiser advisers than either of these extreme

parties say that the true plan lies between

them. Timothy should be cui when the seed

is developed, but before it is fully ripe. If cut

late much of the seed is lost, and the hay is

greatly inferior.

Sowing Timothy.—This may be done in

the present month. But let every one who
intends to put a piece of land in timothy recol-

lect that timothy is a septennial plant. There-

fore, although all land into which you intend

to put any crop should be first well manured,

the land in which you are about to put timo-

thy should be particularly well manured. For
the simple reason, that it has to stand the

crops of seven years before it lies open for

another good manuring. If you fail to give

it good, strong manure before seeding, and in

plentiful quantities, there is but one way to

keep it from being worn out; and that is to

give it a top dressing each year of lime, ashes,

or of marl. All of these are good manures

for timothy. So are rich composts, and so is
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barn yar.l stuff. Land should be well plough-

ed loo before seeding in limoth)', for the same

reason ihat it should be well manured ; it will

be long before it can be done again. Eesides,

there is another reason. If it be left full of

clods, much of the seed will not be able to

force lis way into the soil and therefore be

lost. Timothy requires a fine tilth.

The usual quantity of seed sown to the

acre is one peck. It is not probably enough.

Enough seed should be put in to cover the

soil with timothy to the exclusion of weeds,

and in most ground a peck will not be suffi-

cient for this. A peck and a half is perhaps

more generally about right.

Wheat Fields.—Fbw persons will do much

for the next year's wheat harvest in this month,

but nothing will be lost by any faiTaer in put-

ting his fields in first rate order as soon as

possible. Give the soil into which you are

going to put wheat a supply of marl or lime.

This is an ingredient which must be in the

ground from which good wheat comes, either

placed there bj' the hand of nature or the hand

of man.

Buckwheat—May still be sown either for

grain or turning under. For the latter purpose

it may be sown as late as the SOih of this month.

'

Rye.—This grain should be put in the i

ground during this or the nest month. The
earlier the better. Rye sown early may be

rank next spring-, and if lei"t to itself, although

producing much straw, may yield little grain.

But this evil may be easily and effectually

prevented by eating it off with cattle earlj' in

the spring. Green rye is excellent food for

cattle in general, but especially for milch

cows and suckling ewes. It is so because of

its succulent nature. It fills theiribags with

milk. Many persons are deterred from thus

treating their rye when to.i rank by the fear

of destroying in some way the plant's power

of prodacing the kernel. But the fear is

groundless. The most extraordinarily large

yield of rye on record was twice successively

eaten off close to the ground. The fi-rst time

when it was nine inches high, and the second

time when it was six inches high. This prac-

tice of eating it off in the spring if the ground

is very rich, Las not only the good e^'t of

checking an over-rankness of straw, but it

renders il thicker and stronger.

Turnips.—In with 5'our turnips. Make
your turnip field into a rich loam, pulverize

thorough'y and sow towards the end of the

month. It is a good practice to wet the seed

well with fish brine and then coat them with

powdered gypsum or with sulphur.

Sheep.—There is no certain way of saving

your sheep from their insect eneuiies of thi?

month. The gad-fly generally plays the devil

wiih them now and then, and the worm in the

the head ravages the flock in spite of all the

precautions of the husbandman. Smearing

the nose with tar is the remedy or rather the

preventive most approved, but it does not

always serve. Some think it would be effec-

tual, if kept constantly on and fresh. This

may be done by placing two or three troughs

in their pastures containing supplies both of

salt and of tar. They will then both salt

themselves and keep their noses smeared with-

out the trouble of calling them up every day

or so.

Cuws.—The heat and the flies prevent them

from feeding much now. Besides the pastures-

are fast becoming bare of grass. Those cows

from whom you now hope to get much milk

must be fed or they will not be able 10 give

the supply you demand. Messes should be

prepared for them night and morning. This

is the very, best way of disposing of the wheel-

barrow load.s of rank weeds to be obtained

from your gardens and com fields.

WEEDs.^There are an abundance of these

same rank weeds which will choke up every

I

untrodden space about your yards and fence

I
corners during this and the next month, and

i

we cannot too sirenuoasly nrge upon our read-

ers to have them disposed of in the same man-

' ner. Cut them down with a short scythe and

' give them to the cows, or throw them into the

' pig pens. Do any thing with them rather

! than let them continue to grow more and more
I

;

rank for the general rotting and decay which

I

will come upon all such vegetable matter

about frost time. For from their decay and

the decay of the like green substances, comes

I

that ghastly host of agues and of fevers which

1
render so many districts in Virginia almost
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uninhabitable at that season, and which bring

sickness into the bosoms of hundreds and thou-

sands of families in all pans of the country.

Corn.—Keep the plough oni of your com

fields at this season. Tl'e roots run almost

across the furrows now, and the fewer cf them

that are broken, the more means and sources

of sustenance will the com have. But keep

the weeds out of your corn fields too. And,

therefore, while the plough lies idle, let the

hoe and the cultivator be busy in all the fields

that have need of the same.

Thrashing-—The wheat harvest is now

done, and the sooner you get the grain out of

the straw, the less will be lost. If you cannot

do it now, fill up the time with a thorough

preparation of your granaries. Let them be

swept till not a speck of dust remains, and let

the trash swept up be burnt. Then let the

whole, the floor and the sides, be washed with

lie and water. Which dene, cover them with

a strong solurJoi'. of clean salt water.

Draining.—The farmer who walks through

his low grounds in this hot, dry summer month

sees no use of draining now. There are no

standing pools in any part of any of his fields.

If he lacks sense, he will never once think of

draining them now. He will wait till next

spriEg, when he wants to plough that he may
put in the crop, and then he will find these

same lands very wet. "Whereupon he will

scratch his head and set to work to drain them

then. But the work is just double when the

ground is saturated with water, and in some

parts overflowed. Now is the time to drain

your lands, nmc is the day of their salvation.

Seize the opponunity, and cut ditches where-

erer your experience has shown that they

were needed.

NEST EGGS.

The e?g3 are iDade of clay, formed to

the right shape in the hands. After being

dried, ihey are whitewashed
; when ihev

are ready for use. The rr.atter is so sim-

ple, that it only requires to be thought of,

to be made available. These eegs answer
the purpose perfectly—the hens accepting

them as freelv as those of their own make.
h"S

PRESERVATION OF BREADSTUFFS.

Stafford's patent process.

This is an invention of Mr. J. R Staf-

ford of Cleveland. Ohio, which has been
very highly commended by those who
have seen the process, and tested its utili-

ty. The theory of Mr. S. is, that without
the presence of moisture nothing in nature

can change. Upon this theory is his ma-
chine made to operate. It is simplicity

itself. A cylinder armed with fianches

on the exterior, is made to revolve in a
trough—the inclinations of the cylinder,

and trough moves the substance to be
dried gradually to the opposite side from
which It was received. The interior of

the cylinder is heated by steam. By this

simple process Mr. S. is enabled to obtain

all that is requisite for preserving grain,

flour, meal, &c., for an inde6nite time.

The heat is uniform, the motion of the

article drying is constant, and the ventila-

tion perfect.

We learn that Messrs .E. W. Andrews
& Co., of the Empire Millseat Elyrla,

;
Ohio, have had one of the machines in

• operation upon corn meal, for about one
year. About l-50tJ barrels of this meal
manufactured last spring, was shipped to

Europe. It not only performed the voy-

age of the lake, canals and rivers of our
own country, but, after remaining during

some of the hottest months in store, it

was sold in Liverpool for from three shil-

lings to three and sixpence sterling per

barrel more than the current quotations of

the market for com raeaL The enhanced
price is understood to have been realized

in consequence of the superiority of this

process for expelling the moisture over

all others: meal prepared by this process

being devoid of any other taste or srcell

I
than that which pertains to the natural

{
meal. Heretofore it has been deemed
necessary to destroy the germinating

principle of the grain, to enable it to with-

stand the vicissitude of climate, and hence
! the parched, ill-flavored meal that is usu-

ally sent abroad, being divested of irjuch

; of its nutrition, is rendered entirely unfit

i

for the use of man.

I

Flour from Ohio wheat, dried by Mr.
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Stafford's process loses 8 per cent, of its

weight. This fact has been recently

tested at Elyria. When therefore, dried

flour is exported the miller will save

transportation upon 16i- lbs. of water to

each barrel and one twelfth of the cost of

the barrel, the consumer paying at the

same rale of 196 lbs. of dried flour I hat

he would for 212 lbs. of undried. The
consumer, then, has the certainly of pur-

chasing^ and having flour always sweet

and fresh, instead of running the risk of,

buying flour which is stale, musty or sour.

'

Samples of flour and meal dried by the

above process of Mr. S , have been for-

warded 10 the American Lnstitute for ex-

1

amination accompanied by a letter to

Mr. H, Meiffs, Esq., Secretary of the

Farmers' Club, in which he remarks:

—

"I havs noticed in several papers an

article headed "A hint to American ship-

pers," which slates that serious damage
often arises to colion shipped on. board of

vessels parily laden with Indian corn.

—

The cause assigned is the great heat

arising from the steam evolved from the

corn ; were this the true cause, would not

the corn be destroyed by the heat which

creates the steam ? Cotton cloih when
washed or ironed is subjected to a greater

heat than that which can be produced by

fermentation, and yet its staple is not in-

jured. .

The solution!, think may be found in

the fact, that when corn is not properly

matured, a large amount of acid (sup-

posed by some to be sulphuric acid) is

disengaged during the process of drying,

whether artificially or naturally dried.

—

I cannot ascertain that this acid had been

noticed by any other person than myself,

previous to the introduction of my process

of preserving breadstufis.

Every American is awara of the acid

effects of Indian meal and cornupon ma-

ny individuals and upon some of our do-

mestic animals.

I have in my possession abundant testi-

monials, which prove that no such acid

effects are produced from the use of graia

or ground breadstuffs which have been

subjected to my process of expelling the

moisture.

Grain of all kinds should not in my
opinion be gathered until they are fully

matured.

Indian corn being more dense than

any other cereal grain whish is used for

human food, requiies more time to perfect

it and should remain as it grew in the

field through ihe winter.

Dyspepsia in all its forms, may, I think,

be in some degree attributed to ihe con-

sumption of immature breadstuffs, the

bad efl'ects of wheat flour are now obvi-

ated by using it in an unbolsed state, then

the alkalies in ihe bran neutralizes the

acid of the flour.

As the gathering and disposition of our

crops cannot be altered, our only resource

is to artificially expel the moisture from

our grain, flour and meal, and if this is

done by any process when they are sub-

lected to a low degree of heal which i3-

always uniform, to a constant motion and

free regulation. Not only musuhe sub-

1 stances so acted upon be deprived of their

moisture, but the acid properties must

I

also be expelled, and no injury can result

1
to the grain, flour and meal.

}

So far as we are able to judge of tbis-

invention fiom the tests already made of

its utility, we are inclined to regard it of

I

very great importance, particularly to the

!
crrain growinsr rea^ions of the west. The

}

amount saved to the government would

i

be large if they would supply the ships-

i

of the navy with flour and meal sufticient

for a long voyage, with a per.^ect assur-

ance that ihey would remain good for any

length of time. So of whale ships, &c.

Mr. Stafl'ord richly deserves not only the

large pecuniary benefit which is already

made sure lo him, but also the gratitude

of the public— JV*. F. Mechanic.

From &ome experiments made at the

Agricultural Instftute at St. Germain in

France, it appears that the sheep which

gained in weight three and a quarter lbs.

a month, increased double that amount

in the same length of time, when about

one-tenth of an ounce of salt was added

lo the food of each per day.
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ASPARAGUS.

This plant, the most esteemed of culi-

nary vegetables, is often found wild on the

sea shores of Northern Europe. This

explains the reason that salt is so benefi-

cial to it when applied as a manure in

our gardens. It was likewise found in

great abundance on the extensive mea-

dows of Russia and Prussia. The slocks

however were very small. In Italy it

came to greater perfection. It was exten-

sively raised and highly esteemed by the

Romans, and so luxurianilv did it grow
in the many fields of Ravenna, that three

shoots often weighed one pound. It has

been raised and esteemed in Europe for

an unknown length of time, and hundreds

of acres of it have been cultivated around

Paris, Berlin and Vienna. A single hor-

ticulturist near London, graws annually

eighty acres of this vegetable.

Asparagus is generally raided from the

seed, but, for private gardens, the better

course is to procure plants Uom a nursery.

It is a common^ though very wrong opi-

nion, that roots will come quicker to per-

fection if planted out when two or three

years old. Thrifty plants of one year's

growth are by far the best.

The general custom of arranging as-

paragus beds by digging them out three

feet deep, lining the bottom and sides with

planks or bricks, and filling with manure,

is very troublesome and expensive. This

method belongs to the "olden time," when
every thicg was done upon a more dura-

ble plan. Experience shows that it may
be raised in a much easier way, as fol-

lows:

Select a good, light, rich piece of

ground. Make trenches two feet apart,

twelve inches deep and twelve wide. Fill

the trenches to within two or three inches

of the top with a compost of rotten ma-
nure, (that from the cow-ynrd is prefera-

ble) rotten vegetables, refuse from the

garden, leaf mould or very rich surface

earth. On this arrange the roots carefully

at regular intervals, eighteen inches apart,

and cover two or three inches deep.

Place a small stake near each root in or-

der to designate the place and to increase

the convenience of replanting in case it

should die. The plants of course ought
to be watered as soon as set out and oc-

casionally thereafter in dry seasons.

The Spring is commonlj' considered

the best season for transplanting, but in

this climate it may be successfully done
at any time except during the hottest

and dryest summer months. If planted

in the Spring, the tops should be cut otF.

In the fall, after having ripened their

seeds, cut o<? the stems carefully at the

surface of the earth, and cover the bed

about six inches deep with rotten manure,
leaves or other light earth. When com-
ing up in spring keep them clear of weeds
and once or twice give a good sprinkling

of common salt. The second year pur-

sue the same treatment, and the following

Spring the}' will generally be fit for a

moderate gathering. The treatment for

the next ten or twelve years should not

vary from the above. The yield will,

annually, during that time, increase.

To those entirely unacquainted with

this plant, I would say, never continue to

cut asparagus longer than two months.—
After that time it should be allowed to

run up to seed. A longer cutting injures

the plant—and sometimes even destroys

it. Near the sea coast, the common sea-

weed

—

{Fusus Vesiculostis) is preferred

as a manure—indeed it is the only ma-
nure necessary.

Small vegetables, such as Cresses,

Radishes, Spinach and Lettuce may be

raised between the rows. When grown
judiciously and not in too great quantities

they are very beneficial, and they serve

to keep the earth loose and moist by shad-

ing with their leaves the surface near the

roots of the asparagus.

The foregoing article is from the pen of

Mr. Robert 2se!soii, an intelligent practical

horticulturist near Macon. The following is

the method of Mr. Via, of^ this city, whose

success in raising this delightful and delicate

vegetable has been remarkable.

His cuttings, as brought to market, are

from G to 8 and even ] inches in length,

many of them being from one to one and
a half inch, ia diameter and exceedingly
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fine and tender. His method of cultiva-

tiniT this plant, is first to select his seed

from giant stalks and sow it in rows, and

when the plants are one year old trans-

plant them to ground prepared by making
a trench 1^ or 2 feet in width, and eigh-

teen inches in depth, putting in a stnall

quantity of coarse manure and then a

rich covering of rich earth and a mixture

of fine compost manure. Upon this he

sets the plant in rows, a foot or eighteen

inches apart, in the row, making two

rows in one trench, 8 or 10 inches apart,

as in the following diagram:

*
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From the Genesee Farmer.

CORN AND COB MEAL.

There are few in this section of coun-

try who endorse the sweeping proscripiion

of corn and cob meal which lately ap-

peared in your paper. We have heard

the subject somewhat extensively discuss-

ed since the appearance of that article,

but we have yet to meet with the first in-

dividual whose experience coincides with

ihe writer's views. "They say," said one

man in my hearing, "corn and cob meal

is poison to a horse ; but, in my view,

those horses are the worst off that can't

get enough of it to eat
!"

I would sooner trust the instinct of the

animals themselves than the hasty theo-

ries or carelessly conducted experiments

of any amateur farmer. Why do they

eat them ? Perhaps it will be said, as a

man is reported to have drunk a pail of

water for the sake of the gill of rum
which it contained, so they eat he cobs

to obtain the corn meal. But, then, the

cases are not parallel. The appetite of

the man had become depraved, vitiated

and unnatural—reason itself was toppled

from its seat. His case was an exception,

and so would be the instance of an ani-

mal (an instance yet to be reported) which
should be found to hesitate over a meal
lub, because of the presence of ground

cobs. Have not our hogs and cattle been

observed lo eat them in the rough '? 1

have witnessed mine do so, before the cobs

had become hardened by age, with evi-

dent gusto. May not the fact that the

practice is not more habitual, be referable

as fairly to the circumstance thai other

food is generally at hand more easily mas-

ticated, as 10 the supposition of indiges-

iibilUy ?

What is the testimony establishing its

hurtful nature? Assertions are, doubtjess,

evidence
;
but not conclusive proof The

courts generallj' require, not the inference

or conclusions of a witness, but the parti-

cular facts within his knowledge,minulely
described. We have a right to suppose

that, eating so large a proportion of per-

fectly indigestible stuff, costiveness would
be one of the necessary results. Who

has observed ill On the contrary, do not

the bowels appear more loose and natural

than when supplied with corn meal alone?

Noiv, if corn meal tends to constipation,

and an admixture of cob meal restores

the healthy state, should }J0t the " pound-

ed glass," recommended by our impulsive

friend, be substituted, not for the cob, bul

for the corn itself?

But, while there is a total absence,

heretofore, of all experience of the hurtful

qualities of cob meal, the testimony in its

favor is various and positive :

"Grinding the cob with the corn is

said to add one third to its value for feed-

ing."

—

Eilsioorih's Report.

" Experiment has satisfied us that a

given quantity of corn, ground in the cob,

will accomplish as much as twice the

quantity fed in the ear, in fattening hogs :

provided the meal is jhmenled by a mix-

ture, for a few days, with water. We
would recommend that it be thoroughly

ground into meal ; as we have found from

our own experience, a very decided ad-

vantage from this mode of feeding, and

are fully satisfied that it is not overstated."

— J\I. B. Bateham.
" Previous to the purchase of the crush-

er we averaged 214 ears of corn. Our
stock average seven Ijead. One hundred

and sixty ears (for the last two years) are

now run through the crusher. The dif-

ferent appearance of the horses and their

better ability to work, prove, beyond a

doubt, that the crusher affords a more

nutritious and healihy food. It will also

be seen thai it places to our daily credit

fifiy-four ears of corn."

—

Dr. A. H. Tyson

in American Farmer.
" We lake the present opportunity of

directing the attention of our jeaders to

the great value of meal, prepared by grind-

ing corn and cob, for stock
;
and from the

many evidences of practical farmers, as

well as from experiments of our own, we-

cannot but press it upon the attention of

the prudent farmer. That there is a nu-

tritious substance in the cob, no one, we
think, who has paid any attention to the

subject, will pretend to deny. In throw-

ing away the cobs of our corn, we have

been wasting very good feed. But, be-
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sides the actual economy, there is another
|

advantage in this way of feeding corn,
\

which ought to engage the attention of

every farmer. It is notoriously true, that

,

the ungroond grain of corn is heating to
'

the stomach of all animals, and of diffi-

'

cull digestion, producing colic and other

inflammatory disorders, particularly in

horses. They are deprived of the bene-
j

fits derived from the stimulus of distension

(so proper to the health of all animals) i

by being unable to eat a sufficient bulk .

to produce it before they become gorged.
\

It is believed by many that there is very ,

little nutriment in corn cobs
;
but as one

]

proof to the contrary we will adduce the
;

following. A farmer in Virginia, a few
^

years since, afraid his corn crop would '

not be sufficient to last through the win-

ter, determined to try, and did winter his
|

horses on corn cobs alone, pounded in a
|

common hominy mortar with his own .

hands. They received no other substance

except long forage, as hay and fodder.— i

Upon this they did their work and were

in good condition."

—

C. .V. Bement. \

"Among the evidences of the nutriment >

contained in the corn cob, the experiment,

by distillation, of Mr. iMinor of Virginia,

showed that five bushels of cobs contained

four gallons of spirit. He also found other

nutritive matter than the saccharine, as

mucilage and oils."

—

Jimer. Farmer, Vol.

l.,P 234.

These testimonials might be extended,
i

It will be perceived they speak from ex-

!

periment and personal experience, and are
\

from sources entitled to consideration.—
|

That one of these at least, C. N. Dement,
|

possesses the requisite qualities for a sue-
i

cessfal experim.enier, we have the testi-

,

mony of Henry Colman : "Agriculture
,

has riot in this country a more ardent

friend to its improvement. His zeal is
j

associated with great exactness of obser-

:

vation." !

I am myself making use of cob meal

alone, by way of experiment ; and aliho'

,

not prepared to speak of its nutrition, 1

1

can certify to the avidity with which it is

eaten by poultry and cattle.

Livingston.

Mrth Bloomfidd, j\. Y., IS-IS.

GUANO TO CORN IN THE HILL.

" How much guano will it take to ma-
nure an acre of corn in the hill ?"

We answer that fifty pounds will be

enough, and that it should be mixed with

three loads of mould from the woods or

the same quantity of rotten manure, and

one bushel of plaster to each acre. These

should be thoroughly mixed together

—

the quantity named will give a pint to

each hill of corn, which we consider will

be sufficient to start the corn plants at the

onset, and ensure their rapid and luxuri-

ant growth until the roots shall have got

down to the manure which may have

been ploughed in. We would not apply

guano alone in the hill, as the ammonia
already formed is in too concentrated a

state to be allowed to come into immediate

contact with the seed while in a state of

germination. By incorporating it with

mould and plaster, we render the guano
harmless, prevent the escape of its most

active and valuable principle, convert

what would otherwise be an evil, into a

positive benefit, prolong the period of its

action, and besides which, add two other

ingredients to the soil, which, of them-

selves, are invaluable as food and as the

provider of food to the corn plants. If the

land ma}" not have been manured broad-

cast, it will require double the quantity of

mould, or rotted dung and guano, but the

same quantity of plaster will answer,

even in that event.

We would remark here, that we feel it

due to the cause of good husbandry to

state it to be our opinion, that nothing but

necessity csiU justify an}' farmer in relying

upon manuring in the hill for the improve-

ment of his land, as nothing short of

broadcast manuring can efl"ect that object

;

and we will further state, as our opinion,

that no system of improvement can be

considered good which does not embrace
relation of crops, liming, clover and plas-

ter. Manuring in the hill may, and no

doubt will, ensure a single good crop, but

it is too partial in the distribution of the

fertilizer to effect the general benefit.

—

Jimerican Farmer.
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FLOUR AND WHEAT. .

|

The following table shows the exportaj

of flour and wheat exported from the

United States since 1790. It is from the!

Commercial List uf Philadelphia

:
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guments to prove ihe proposition: whether

wheat floes actually change or " turn to

cheat," or whether cheat, by some unex-

plained and unaccountable freak of nature

turns into wheat ; for to express my hon-

est convictions, I consider one just as

reasonable and probable as the other.

—

My object is to inform those who are "be-

lievers" in the doctrine of transmutation,

either way, of a plan that has proved emi-

nently successful with me
;
and if strict!}'

followed, will no doubt produce the same
results with others.

I must confess, however, that in my
early farming operations, many circum-

stances occurred that tended to convince

others, and what I could not at the titne,

satisfactoril}' account for.

In one case, I had sown a ten acre

field w'ith very clean seed as I thought

;

but late in the spring, a storm prostrated

a portion of the fencing, and before it was
discovered, some half an acre was de-

stroyed by the stock : when harvest arri-

ved, it w-as observed that on this pastured

part, there was "quite a fair crop of cheat;

and comparatively but a small portion on

the adjoining land, where the wheat was
uninjured.

I was told that such was the necessary

result of injury to the wheat at this stage

of its growth; "as it was sure to turn to

cheat."

It certainly looked like it, for the wheal
sown on that part, was the same as the

rest of the field—other cases occurred

quite as strong and convincing as this:

but notwithstanding, the remedy was
persevered in, and I now give the practi-

cal result, both in my own case, and that

of a neighbor who is a firm believer in

the fact of transmutation.

Several years since we both obtained

some wheal of a new variety, and, origi-

nally no doubt, from the same source. It

was (mine at least) anything but seed

wheat, although purchased as such
;

for

it had cockle, garlic, r3'e, and cheat in

abundance; the garlic and most of the

cheat were separated by carefully swim-
ming in strong brine and skimming the

surface; and by a simple addition to the

fan,* if may be rendered quite clean from

cheat ; nearly all the cockle and rye were
separated by a band riddle, being smaller

than the wheat.

I continued sowing my own wheat,

and my neighbor his ; and recently he

informed me, that in a crop of 1 18 bushels,

he actually realized twentij-eight bushels

of pure cheat—nearly one-fourth of the

whole crop ! and as the razor-strop man
saj's, there was no doubt "a few more
left of the same sort" in" the ninety bush-

els of wheat. With a different practice

(to say nothing of the theory of transmu-

tation, w'hich he, as well as many other

sensible men advocate) my crop of seve-

ral hundred bushels was so clean of cheat,

that it was a difficult matter to find a sin-

gle grain.

Now for the remedy against transmu-

tation. It is simply \.o sow none but per-

fectly clean seed xoheat ; or as clean as it

can be made, regardless of the requisite

time and labor : for, "such as ye sow, such

shall you surely reap."

I would as soon expect to gather

peaches from pear trees, as to harvest a
crop of clean wheat, from such seed as

some farmers consider "clean enough to

sow." If the seed is clean of cheat, and

the land also, I will guarantee the crop

to be equally so.

Unfortunately, my farm was pretty

thoroughly seeded with cheat before it

came to my possession, and it required

3'ears of care and attention to eradicate

it. Farmers cannot be too careful in the

selection of their seed ; for the increase

of cheat is perhaps five fold greater than

wheat. If the land is "well set" with

cheat (almost certain to be the case, with-

out great and continued care in the selec-

tion of seed) and the wheat should sustain

an injury, as in the case alluded to, the

cheat will spring up, and supply its place.

*Let the M'heat pass from the hopper over
a board tu -n-ithin 4 to 5 inches of the outer

edge of the riddle— in fact using the board in

place of the uppiT riddle— and drop several

inches, on to the lower riddle; the cheat is

thus blown away, being much lighter than the

wheat. This plan is more effectual than ihe

best Fan I have ever seen, used in the ordina-

ry way.
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While the pen is in hand, I will notice

a comnaunication in the last number of

the Farmer, over the signature of " A
Subscriber ;" he asks, " What is the

most approved modern plan of a corn-

house'? freedom from vermin, and conve-

nience for the easy unloading of wagons,

and storing the grain away, to be laken

into consideration. The buildings if ad-

missible, to contain an open space for the

shelter of wagon, cart, &c." I have not

seen a corn-house, which will combine

under one roof, all these advantages
;
but

having constructed one that proves a per-

fect protection against rats and mice

—

the

most important point queried afier, will

describe it. The cost was $80 to $100,
and the annual saying "from vermin" is

more than the interest of the cost ; with

the satisfaction of knowing and enjoying^

what we eat ; valued rather higher than

the saving of a few dollars and cents.

The building is 12 by 20 feet; stand-

ing on six brick pillars, 18 inches square

and 2^ feet high
;
capped with 2 inch

plank, and projecting over the pillars 4 to

5 inches. On the edges of these caps,

strips of sheet iron about 5 inches wide

are nailed, and projecting 3 inches below

the caps. It was tried without the strips

of sheet iron, but proved unsuccessful;

for the mice managed some how or other

to work their way into the house. The
sills rest on the caps and the weight of

the building precludes all danger from

careless backing of the cart or wagon

;

the eaves project all round about 2 feet in

width— the portion devoted to corn is

lathed vertically and ten feet in height

will hold 120 barrels
;
the other portion is

divided into six tight, but moveable gra-

naries, that will contain about 400 bushels

of grain if necessary. Should "A Sub-
scriber" desire further or more definite in-

formation, it will be furnished with plea-

sure.

I am very respectfully,

A Montgomery Farmer.

The urine of horses consists, in every
100 parts, of 94 of water and 6 of urea,

aud the salts of soda, lime and potash.

PHILOSOPHY OF FARMING.

Here is the secret cf good farming.

—

You cannot take from the land more than

you restore to it, in some shape or other,

without ruining it, and so destroying your
capital. Different soils may require dif-

ferent modes of treatment and cropping,

but in every variety of soil these are the

golden rules to attend to : Drain until you
find that the water that falls from heaven
does not stagnate in the soil, but runs

through it and off it freely. Turn up
and till the land until your foot sinks into

a loose, powdery loam, that the sun and
air readily pass through; Let no weed
occupy the place where a useful plant

could possibl}'^ grow. Collect every par-

ticle of manure that you can, whether
liquid or solid. Let nothing on the farm

go to waste. Put in your crops in that

course which experience has shown to

lead to success in their growth, and to an
Improvement and not impoverishment of

the land. Give every plant room to spread

its roots in the soil and its leaves in the

air.

A friend of ours, who began life with
less than one thousand dollars, and who
has brought up reputably and well edu-

cated a large family, and has now become
rich from the profits of farming alone, in-

formed us that one season he expended
nine hundred dollars for city manure, all

of which he put on twenty acres of land
;

that he had not a doubt but this manure
increased the hay product of that field at

least one and a half tons per acre, but he
would only calculate it at one ton. Hay
was then worth, for a series of six years,

the average price of $ 1 5 per ton
;
he thus

realized $1,800 more within that six

years than he otherwise would have done
had he not purchased the manure. He
calculated that the grass this field pro-

duced, which he fed off after mowing,
vyas an equivalent for the extra expense

of cutting and marketing this extra ton

per acre ; and the land at the end of the

six years was in much better condition

than before he put on the nine hundred

dollars' worth of manure.

—

Jlmer, Jlgri-

culiurist.
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SUGAR MAPLES.

Few observers have failed to notice

that holes bored in maple never heal over,

The wood and bark both perish for seve-

ral inches above and below the hole, and

often two inches each side of it ; the tree

is in consequence essentiallj' injured, and

after a series of j'ears ruined. The rea-

son why it does not heal, is probably be-

cause of the unfavorable shape of the

wound—the new wood not having room
to form.

The maple is a beautiful and valuable

tree, and sorry I am that so few farmers

care enough for the future or those who
shall come after them, as to lead them to

take pains to save and perpetuate this

pride of the forest, this bountiful free-giver

of an unequalled and delicious sweet. My
suggestion is this : let the manager of the

sugar orchard, on the round to gather his

buckets, at the close of the season take

with him a gouge chisel and mallet, and
a basket of well made wooden plugs, or

else corks— (the gouge should be some
half inch wider than the hole in the tree

:)

let him cut out a chip slanting inward

above and below the hole meeting at the

centre of it ; then drive in the plug or

cork so as to make a smooth and water-

proof fit, and the work is done. A health}^

lip will soon form and grow over the ori-

fice, and the tree will thus be preserved

from decay, an ornament to the grounds
where it grows, and a benefit of no little im-

portance, reaching to several generations.

H.
Rome, N. Y., 1848.

THE LOCUST TREE AS A HOBBY.

Mr. Browne, in his "Trees of America,"

relates the following specimen of hobby-

ism, by the celebrated Wm. Cobbett

—

which is certainl}' equal to any thing of

the sort in these days—and throws some
light on the character of that man :

"In the year 1823, an extraordinary

excitement was produced in England
concerning this tree, by William Cobbett,

who resided in America from 1817 to

1819, and chiefly occupied himself in

farming and gardening, on Long Island,

near New York ;
and during thai period,

as he tells us in his " Woodlands," pub-

lished in 1825 to 1828, that he was con-

vinced that nothing in the timber way
could be of so great a benefit as the gene-

ral cultivation of this tree. 'Thus think-

ing,' continues he, 'I brought home a par-

cel of the seeds with me in 1819, but I

had no means of sowing it till 1823.

—

I then began sowing it, but upon a very

small scale. I sold the plants : and since

that time I have sold altogether more than

a million of them !' Elsewhere, in the

same work, he more especially directed

attention to this subject, urging, in his

clear and forcible manner, the immense
importance of this tree in ship building;

and he was the means of thousands of it

being planted in various parts of Britain.

The name of locust, as applied to this

tree, before Cobbett's time, was but little

known in England, and many persons, in

consequence, thought it was a new tree.

Cobbett had a large kitchen garden be-

hind his house at Kensington, which he
converted into a nursery

;
and he also

grew trees extensively on his farm at

Barnes, in Surry. Although hundreds of

the Robinia p.=eudacacia stood unasked
for in the British nurseries, the 'locust

plants,' which everj^ one believed could

only be had genuine from Mr. Cobbett,

could not be grown by him in sufficient

quantities to supply the demand. He
imported the seeds in tons; but when he
fell short of the real American ones, he
procured others, as well as young plants,

from the London nurseries, and passed

them off as his own raising or importa-

tion. Had the people of England known
that locust seeds and locust plants were
so easily to be obtained, it is probable that

the locust mania never would have attain-

ed the height it did. To show the folly

or the knavery of this extraordinary indi-

vidual, we quote the following from Lou-
don's 'Arboretum Britannicum,' which
should be preserved more as a literary

curiosity rather than a historical record.

'It is worthy of notice,' says Loudon,

'that Cobbett, apparently without ever

having seen a hoop-pole made of locust,
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boldly affirms that the tree is admirably

adapted for that purpose ; that trees from

his nursery, after being planted four j'ears

on Lord lladnors estate, at Coleshill,

were '
t^.; for hoop-poles, that will last in

that capacity for twenty or thirty years

at least : that such poles are worth a shil-

ling ee.ch, (that is, nearly double what
was at that time the price of good ash

poles,) that five acres would thus, in live

years produce £529 f and thai 'each

stump left after the pole was cut down,

would send up two or three poles for the

next crop, which being cut down in their

turn, at the end of another five years,

would, of course, produce two or three

limes the above sum !' that locust wood is

' absolutely indestructible by the powers

of earth, air and water ; and that no man
in America will pretend to say that he

ever saw a bit of it in a decayed state.'

After this, it will not be wondered at that

Cobbett should call the locust ' the tree of

trees,' and that he should eulogise it in

the following passage, which is so cha-

racteristic of the man, and so well exem-

plifies the kind of quackery in which he

dealt, that we quote it entire: 'The time

will come.' he observes, ' and it will not

be very distant, when the locust tree will

be more common in England than the

oak ; and the man would be thought mad
if he used any thing but locusts in the

making of sills, posts, gates, joists, feet

for rick stands, stocks and axletrees for

wheels, hoop poles, pails, or for any thing

where there is liability to rot. This time

will not be distant, seeing that the locust

grows so fast. The next race of children

but one, that is to say, t-hose who will be

born sixty years hence, will think that

the locust trees have always been ihe

most numerous trees in England
;
and

some curious writer of a century or two
hence will tell his readers, that, wonderful

as il may seem, the locust was introduced

10 a knov/ledge of it by William Cobbett.'

What he w ill say of me besides, I do not

know; but I know he will say this of

me. I enter upon this account, therefore,

knowing that I am writing for centuries

and centuries to come.' The absurdity of

the above passage renders it almost un-

worthy of comment : but we may remark
that, even supposing all that Cobbett says

in it of the application of the locust were

true, the uses which he has enumerated

do not amount to a hundredib part of

those to which timber is applied in this

country. Hence, were his predictions to

be verified, and were the locust to become
more prevalent than the oak, we should

find its wood a miserable substitute in the

construction of ships and houses, for ihat

of our ordinary timber trees. Ever\' ex-

perienced planter or timber owner, both in

Europe or America, has felt this : and

this is the true reason why the tree never

has been, and never will be, extensively

planted."

WOOD ASHES.

Fresh ashes contain caustic alkali,

which, whatever be the form oi the am-
monia with wiiich it may come in con-

tact, will lake from it, by virtue of its

greater affinity, the acid which holds it

fixed, and thus let it free ; therefore fresh

wood ashes are highl}' prejudicial for mix-

ing with farm yard manure, guano, or

any other body containing free ammonia.

The same reasoning applies to lime, and

is undoubtedly correct. Gypsum, char-

coal and swamp muck are safe and good

absorbents, though not as great stimulants

of decomposition as lime.

TOBACCO.

Should the present popular movement

in France be able to maintain, as we trust

it will, a well regulated republican form

of government, there may be expected an

alteration of the present monopoly in re-

gard to tobacco—and if so, the best effects

maj' result to the interests of the Ameri-

can tobacco planters, as its consumption

there may be expected to be greatly in-

creased by the removal of those restric-

tions which have hitherto ruled in that

country—restrictions which looked to

kingly aggrandizement without regard to

public interest. And while upon this
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branch of the subject, it may not be inop-

portune to remark, that the British duly,

1000 per cent., is exorbitantly high, and

that every effort, compatible with the

peaceful relations between our govern-

ment and England, should be made to

bring about a reduction, as the enormous

duty now exacted not only serves to de-

prive our planters of a large portion of

the value of the commodity, but to curtail

its consurnplion. As things now stand,

under the present rate of English duty,

the government there pocket much which

should, and would under a more rightful

adjustment, enure to the producers here.

FARMERS AND MILLERS.

As farmers cannot do well without mil-

lers, nor millers without fariTjers, it is im-

portant to study that policy which is the

interest of both. And first, it is very es-

sential that all grains should be sufficiently

pulverized, that when taken into the sto-

mach the digestive apparatus has only to

separate and absorb the nutritious matter

for the system, and remove that which is

not; and as food is retained in the sto-

mach a certain length of time, it being

pulverized gives a gain of all that time

which would be required for the stomach

to perform that operation, the more com-

pletely to separate and absorb all nutri-

tious matter therein contained. Well,

then, as the farmer's first principle in eco-

nomy should be to save whac he has

already acquired, and to convert it to the

best possible use, (and especially uncook-

ed grains fed to animals,) it becomes ne-

cessary for him to have his grains ground

fine, and for the miller to insure his cus-

tom, to be prepared to grind it fine. And
as millers cannot do full justice in their

\

business without the gram is in proper

order, it becomes of the highest impor-

1

tance for farmers, in order to receive full

'

justice at the hands of millers, that their

'

grain be dry—not what some men call

dry ; but if necessary it should be dried
\

by artificial heat. And secondly, their;

grain should be well cleaned. i

One idea in regard to grinding corn

;

and cobs. It is a notorious fact that there

is nothing in cobs of the nature of grind-

ing, and for this reason the corn that is

«"ith them must help grind them. Now,
I would suggest to j'our kind readers (to

those who do not know it by experience)

to try a composition of grains for rriilling,

especially corn in the ear. Put with it

oats, barley or rye ;
see if it does not grind

finer, and if your horses, cattle and bogs
do not like it better. The preparation

may be one-half oats, &c., or less, accord-

ing as you have them. The reason of

its grinding finer is, there is more of grind-

ing material, less of cobs, and that a mix-

ture of grains help grinding each other.

S. N, Holmes.
Hobnesville, 1848,

KYANIZING WOOD.

This is a method of preserving wood or

cloth from decay which is now attracting

much attention, and is used to a considerabJe

extent in Great Britain. It is done by immers-

ing the wood or cloth into a mixture of water

and corrosive sublimate, in proportions of one

pound ol the mineral to five gallous of water.

The mercury combines with the albumen, the

more perishable part of the vegetable matter,

and renders it insoluble in the same manner
that tan renders gelatinous matter so in hides.

Wood thus prepared may be exposed to water

lor an indefinite period of time without any

observable change. It also preserves timber

from dry rot.

HYDROPHOBIA.

We have been requested to re-publish

the following, said to be a preventive of

hydrophobia, as discovered by a French
physician, M. Cossar

:

" Take two table-spoonfuls of fresh

chloride of liiiie in powder—mix it with

half a pint of water, and with this wash
keep the wound constantly bathed, and
frequently renewed. The chlorine gas

possesses the power of decomposing this

tremendous poison, and renders mild and

harmless that venom against whose re-
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sistless attack the artillery of medical sci-

ence has been so long directed in vain. It

is necessary to add that this wash should

be applied as soon as possible after the

infliction of the bite. The following are

the results of this treatment: From 1810

to 1S24, the number of persons admitted

into Breslau Hospital was 184; of whom
only two died—from 17S3 to 1824, into

the Hospital at Zurich, 222 persons bit-

ten by different animals, (182 by dogs,)

cf whom only four died."

BUTTER DAIRIES.

Here follows a letter from Mr. A. B. Hall

to Mr. B. P. Johnson, on the subject of dairies.

Mr. Hall is one of the most successful butter

makers in New York. His residence is at

Lebanon. This letter contains his method;

and as he obtained the premium for the best

butter at the last exhibition of the New York

Agricultural Society, it will no doubt be read

wi^h interest.

"B. P. Johnson, Esq.,—Sir: In mak-

ing a statement respecting my dairy, and

farming operations connected with it, I

will glance at the causes that contributed

to lessen the number of pounds produced.

They consist in the small quantity of

snow that lay upon the earth during the

last severe winter, and the late backward

spring of 1847. Sward of meadow or

pastures being constantly exposed to such

intense frosts and thin coats of ice, they

have produced much less than an average

quantity of herbage. The consequence

of which is, so far as I am informed, much
diminished quantities of butter and cheese.

In the operations of butler making, the

season past, I have made some experi-

ments to ascertain the exact degree of

temperature necessary to produce the very

iest butter. Previous to trying the expe-

riments, I became satisfied that one great

cause of bad butter was the high degree

of temperature at which cream was fre-

quently kept and churned. I applied the

thermometer, and churned the cream at

different degrees, varying from 55 to 66

degrees, and found I invariably obtained

the best butler when the temperature was
below 60, say 58 degrees. The great

anxiety of dairymen to churn quick, is at

the expense of a first rate article. Anv
person at all conversant with butler mak-
ing has observed the whitish j'ellow color

and oil}' appearance it will present when
taken from the churn, whenever the cream

has been or is too warm when the opera-

tion of churning commences, thus forever

destroying its rich flavor and keeping pro-

perties. The buttermilk cannot be expel-

led without working too much, which

makes it stick}' and oily. On the con-

trary, cream taken from the milk at a

proper time, kept and churned at 57 or

68 degrees, will require more time in

churning, but the butter will present a

high and rich color— will be firm and

hard—will not stick, and will readily

break when being separated. The but-

termilk can be at once expelled, which

should always be dene before the salt is

applied, so that when it is subsequently

worked, which should be very litile, no-

:

thing will be expelled but a little brine,

slightly discolored. Another cause of bad

butler is the use of impure salt, and that

frequently in such large quantities, that

lumps not dissolved are frequently found

in it. A small quantity only should be

used of pure rock salt, perfectly pulver-

ized and incorporated with the butler.

—

No other salt should be used but such as

is perfectly pure. The Salina salt, after

repeated trials, I have entirely thrown

aside.

I
1 have also tried experiments to ascer-

tain what effects different kinds of feed

had on the quality and quantity of butter

produced from any given quantity of milk.

From 1,510 pounds of milk, weighed

when feeding green cornstalks in addition

to feed obtained in the pastures, I obtain-

ed a little over one-half of one pound,

from each one hundred pounds of milk,

more than the average produced through

the season, and the butter made was of

superior quality. For a description of

my farm, locality, &c., I respectfully refer

the committee to 'Transactions for 1846,'

page 144, which contains my statement

made that year. I have used, in addition
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TO the farm there described, about twenty
|

acres of hill pasture and eight acres of
I

meadow, soil gravel loam, bearing red

and while clover and herds grass. An
average crop of hay on my meadows, that

are not ploughed, is about one and three-

quarter tons per acre. My dairy has been I

composed the past season of 20 cows,

;

from four to thirteen years old ; 5 three
'

years old heifers and 4 two years old, alli

of native breed, except ihree short horn i

heifers : one of my cows became dry
j

about the i5th September, and I sold onej

cow and one heifer a little later. I think
\

a fair average through the season would
I

be 27 cows. I had 26 calves dropped by !

the 16th of April. They were all kept!

on the cows until the 12ih of May, when
they were all sent to the Boston market.

I immediately commenced making butter,

and continued 224 days.

The produce of ray dairy was as fol-

lows, viz

;

3,736 lbs. of butter, sold in the

Boston market by C. P.

Adams, at an average net

price of 24| cents, $1,067 13

29 calves, averaging 37 days
old,

Cream and milk used in a fa-

mily of twelve persons, 16

cents per day.

Shimmed and butter-milk fed

to hogs, 224 days, $1 40
per day,

liberty of refevring the committee to my
statement of last year, which has not been

varied, except in the use of more ice, and
a little lower degree of temperature which,

together with the use of corn for feed, has
improved the quality of the buirer.

My sales of 3'oung pigs, which were
fed on the skimmed milk and butter-milk

about two months, and then sent to market,

Amounted to, $236 65
Pork, lard, &c., 1,640 39

Net amount of sales, $1,877 04
Amount paid for hogs, 842 00

Amount to credit for feed, $1,035 04

I have not yet hauled out their manure,
but I think 1 can safely estimate it at 450
loads."

A. B. Hall.

151 S3

58 30

316 40

j

$1,593 66
j

My cows each gave on an average, as I

weighed and measured, 4,23U pounds of;

rnilk which would make for the whole
j

herd, 164,200 pounds. The quantity of i

butter to 100 pounds of milk, would bei

3 pounds 5 ounces. The feed of my
cows, in addition to grass and ha}-, was I

two quarts of provender (barley and oats) I

per day, during the time they suckled-

their calves, and one feeding per day of

green corn or pumpkins from about thej

1st of August to the 1st of November,!

after which they were fed on dry corn

fodder.
I

For a particular account of my method
j

of making butter. I will asain take the
'

THE YELLOWS.
At this season, while we are all enjopng

the luxuries of ihat queen of the orchard, the

peach, some considerations upon the disease

which has done such great injur}' to the tree

that affords the same to us, will not be trnin-

teresting.

It is a disease pecnliar to the peach orch-

ards of this countr)-. And even here it was

unknown, or comparatively so, till about forty

years ago. It made its first appearance in the

neighborhood of Philadelphia, where attention

was attracted to it by the premature decay

and ruin of many magnificent peach orchards

without apparent cause. From Philadelphia

and the Delaware, it has spread ail through

the Middle States and as far north as the

Hudson river. It has never been prevalent

in the colder parts of New England.

Such is the history of the disease. Its

symptoms are the production of trilling, wiry

shoots but a few inches long, covered

with starved ill-looking leaves, which make
their appearance, not upon the extremities of

the branches, as in the natural and proper

manner, but upon the stem itself and upon

the larger part of the branches. This is one

symptom. Another is the premature ripening

of the fruit. It takes place from fwo to three

weeks earlier than it does when the tree is in
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its healthy and natural state. The fruit itself

does Eot attain its natural size. The first sea-

son of the disease it is less, but the next sea-

son i; is much less in magnitude. Nor does

it re;ain its natural and healthy appearance,

the exterior being marked with spots of pur-

plish red, and the flesh under the skin being

move deeply colored than natural, especially

near the stone.

Such are the symptoms. Its causes are

matters of surmise. But the most probable

theory is, that the disease is caused by want

of cultivation and long continued over crop-

ping, which has enfeebled the tree. This gave

origin to it, and the seed of the enfeebled pa-

rent being sown, the disease has been extended

and perpetuated.

In other countries more care is taken of

fruit trees than in our plentiful land. The
peach is subjected to a regular and careful

pruning, and it is allowed to bring to maturity

only a pr3per crop. Hence they never have

the yellotvs among them. Few of our peach

orchards are either pruned or otherwise culti-

vated, aid they are permitted to retain upon

them just the crop that the season sends.

—

Hence the stock of peaches among us is gene-

rally small, enfeebled and degenerate. Or, in

other words, they have the yellows.

Whatever may be the cause, it is beyond

dispute that the yellows are a constitutional

disease. No external cause for the decline

and death of the tree can be shown. The dis-

ease is popularly attributed to the attacks of

the borer. But hundreds of trees which have

died of this disease have been closely exam-

ined without finding the slightest mark of a

borer, either on the root, trunk or branches.

It is also beyond question, that the disease

may be and is propagated, by budding or

grafting or by the seed. The stock upon which

the grafting is performed, whether peach or

almond, is also invariably diseased.

It is not so certainly established that the

disease is a contagious one, though it is a very

general opinion among practical and experi-

1

enced orchardists that it spreads from tree to

tree through the whole orchard. It may veiy

possibly be so ; and if the disease can be com-

municated by grafting, as all admit, there

seems to be no reason why it cannot also be

communicated by the pollen or flour of the

blossoms of a diseased tree conveyed on the

wind to the blossoms of a healthy tree.

Frequently only one branch of a tree will

be diseased during the first season of its ap-

pearance, bul the next it will spread through

the whole. Trees attacked with the yellows

generally last two or three seasons. The roots

never exhibit the signs of disease.

The most luxuriant and fast growing kinds

of peach trees are those most affected by the

yellows. Slow growing sorts are seldom trou-

bled with them. The yellow fleshed varieties

have also been found more liable to it than

the white fleshed varieties. Soil makes some

difference. Trees standing in pathways or

in places where the ground is trodden down
hard, generally continue healthy, while trees

growing in light sandy soils are most con-

stantly destroyed by the yellows.

So much for the patholog}^ of the disease.

The remedy is a subject of interest. We
have heard of no well authenticated specific

remedy, no remedy which will cnre the dis-

ease after it is broken out. There is but one

thing to be done then. The tree is worthless,

cut it down.

But the disease may be driven from an or-

chard and prevented from returnino^ to it by

a proper course of management. And who

will not admit that the preservation of this

most delightful fruit is not worth all the care

necessary for that purpose 1 Here follows the

method.

Every tree which exhibits symptoms of the

yellows should be immediately exterminated,

root and branch.

No other tree should be planted on the same

spot where it stood for several years, unless

there is a complete removal and change of the

soil.

In planting fresh trees the greatest care

should be used in procuring the seeds and

scions of perfectly healthy trees. For this

purpose it would be well to take them from

parts of the coimtrj' in which the disease has

not made its appearance. The same precau-

tions should be used in budding and in grafting.

By these means a healthy set of peach trees
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may be raised up. To keep them in a healthy

condition, it is only necessary to prevent the

recurrence of the same circumstances and

causes which in all probability originally gave

rise to the disease. The earth about the trees

should be cnliivaled and manured, and the}'

should be prevented from bearing over crops

by gathering off the superabundance in an

early stage of their growih. A proper method

of pruning should be sedulously attended to.

Every year about the end of February, half

the last year's growth, both on the ootside of

the tree and on the inner branches, should be

cat off. This is the method of pruning known
as shortening in. Pity it is that it is not in

more general use among us. It does away
with those long, lean branches of which our

peach trees are composed, through which the

sap flows with difficulty to the extremities,

brings the tree into a well rounded shape, pre-

vents over cropping, and renders the fruit su-

perior in size and flavor.

FOOD OF PLANTS.

All thinking, reasoning men have be-

come satisfied that to form one, two, or

three tons of an}' crop on an acre of land

in a season, the vegetable vi'alily which
changes earth, air and water into such
crop can operate successfully no further

than I he supply of matter precisely'

adapted to the wants of each plant ex-

tends. The theory is that no amount of

hard work can possibly make corn, pota-

toes, wheat, or apples, or any other living

thing, out of nothing. Nor can it form

them by an}' possibility out of other in-

gredients than the things which God has

appointed for that purpose. Hence, if

your soil has 99 parts in 100 within

reach of a crop of potatoes or corn, of all

that is required to make 60 bushels of

the latter and 400 of the former, on an
acre, these 99 parts go for nothing-, just

so far as the oiJQer one part is lacking-.—
To ilhistrate: 100 pounds of gypsum
have often added 2,0<' pounds of clover

hay to an acre ; and could you fairly esti-

mate the increase of clover roots, and all

below where the scythe clips, the net

gain would be 3.000 pounds.

Your reason, kind reader, informs you
that 100 pounds of sulphur, oxygtn, and
the meial called calcium, (which are the

constituents of gj'psura,) never created

2,900 pounds of clover out of nothing.

The 2,900 pounds of matter, which with

the addition of the sulphur and perl.aps

lime in the gypsum, formed 3,0(0 lbs, of

the plants named, existed within re£cb

of the clover as well before as afier the

lacking elements were applied. But, as

no other element in the world can fill the

place which God has assigned to sulphur

in organizing the living bodies of vegeta-

bles and animals, wherever and whenever
this substance is lacking, such organiza-

tion cannot proceed. Any bird which
can organize a perfect egg without a
particle of sulphur to enter into the com-
position of its yolk, can create and lay a
little world, with all its inhabiants ! In

100 lbs. of feathers, wool and hair there

is 5 lbs. of sulphur. If clover contained

not an atom of this substance, how could

the sheep, the cow, the horse, or the pig,

subsist on food which lacked an ndispen-

sable constituent of its brain and nerves,

its flesh and hair, and of the milk design-

ed b}' the Creator to build up every tissue

of its young offspring?

You know, for Heaven has made you
a reasoning, intelligent human bei.ig, that

neither children nor brutes car know
whether the plants on which thej live

—

the seeds of maize, beans and wheat

—

the fruits of the apple, pear, pea;h, and
the vine—contain the elements necessar}'

to form their bones and their muscles.

—

What then 1 Only this ; that Infinite

Wisdom protects their lives and heahh
by preventing your crops from growing

—

organizing grass roots, tubers, seeds or

fruit of any kind—one pound beyond the

supply of each constituent element re-

quired to make the whole body of a man.
Think of this truth, and remember God
has endowed us with high 'ntellectual

faculties, for the great purpose that we
rnay study and understand ''how won-
derfully and fearfully we are made !"

In using vegetable vitalit}' with a view
to organize food for man, you have much
to learn. All that the writer can do is to
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give a few hints. Salt this remark down
in one corner of your memory: Vegetable

vitality alone is endowed with the power

to corribine those constituent elements of

plants and anigials, called lime, potash,

soda, silicia, magnesia, iron, chlorine, sul-

phur, phosphorus, carbon, oxygen, hydro-

gen and nitrogen, into living compounds.

A man, a bird, a fish, an insect, a worm
—all animals—can alike subsist on a

slice of good wheat bread
;
that is, they

can organize their bones, feathers, scales,

flesh, &c., out of the elements already

organized by the vitality in the germs of

the wheat plant. Mark well the grand

natural distinction between animal and

vegetable vitality. Decompose your slice

of bread by burning it, or any other

means, into its original mineral elements,

(air and water are minerals as much as

iron in the language of science;) and

collect all the constituents of the bread in

a clean glass vessel. Now, neither man,

fish, bird nor insect can form a particle of

flesh out of the matter which made the

bread
; but a young plant, under favora-

ble circumstances of light, warmth, &c.,

can re-organize all the constituents of the

bread into nutritious food for animals.

—

Vegetable life has infinitely greater force

than that of animals ;
but it cannot trans-

mute one elenrjent into another— iron into

gold, for instance—nor create anew one

particle of any element when perchance

it shall be lacking and needed this season

to organize for you a large yield of sound
potatoes. Vegetable life is older than

animal life.

That portion of the food of cultivated

plants which is most deficient in ordinary

soil, viz: bone-earth or phosphate of lime,

sulphate of lime, or gypsum, chloride of

sodium or common salt, salts of potash

and magnesia, we find from a great num-
ber of analyses, more abundant in the sub

than in the surface soil. This is a fact of

much importance as a purely practical

question of tillage. It indicates the utility

of breaking up, and making fine the un-

dercrust, so that all hungry roots may
readily penetrate far into the bosom of

their mother earth. The subsoil need not

be brought to the surface, unless you

prefer so to do. Deep tilth and thorough

drainage are still sadly neglected in all

parts of the United States. As an ounce

of copperas, alum, or other salt will spoil

an otherwise good meal for a hungry
man, so a compact subsoil that collects

moisture and the salts of iron, alumina
and other minerals in excess, may truly

poison the otherwise nutritious food of

your crops. Too much of a good thing,

like too much heat applied to the body in

a cold day, may be more suddenly de-

structive than none at all.

We don't know a farmer in the Union
who makes the best known use of lime,

ashes, bones, gypsum, stable manure,

night soil, marl and other fertilizers, such

as green sand, forest leaves, salt, and

swamp muck. The food given to each

plant, not being adapted to its wants

—

having some elements in excess, while

deficient in others—a large share of it is

wasted. If a tanner wastes his hides

and bark with which he makes leather,

every body calls him a dunce
;
but an

agriculturist may waste any quantity of

the substances required to form bread,

meat and wool, and j^et pass for a wise

farmer. Nearly all night soil, in every

part of the countrj'^, in thrown awa3^

—

But a small portion of the liquid excre-

tions of man and his domestic animals is

ever restored to the fields at the proper

season, and in due quantity per square

rod.—Br. Lee.

MARKING SHEEP.

A member of the Windsor Co. Agri-

cultural Society, states that the clip of

wool sold by the late Dr. Jarvis, of Clare-

mont, one year (known always to be of

the first quality and in good condition

otherwise,) shrunk 2i per cent, by clip-

ping off the tar marks ; and that the

whole loss in consequence of the large

amount of tar used, was 3J per cent.

—

The writer recommends, as a substitute

for tar, a paint that can be more easily

removed as follows

:

" The materials for marking should be

lamp-black and linseed oil. If the latter
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cannot be procured, hog, lard will do.

—

]Mix a small portion of turpentine with

the lamp-black before mixing with the

oil. It should stand twenty four hours

before using. Those who will use tar at

all events, for marking, should endeavor

to make one small mark answer all pur-

poses."

PRACTICAL HINTS OX HAY MAKIXG.

Good farmers differ in opinion as to the

time in point of maturity, when grass

should be cut. Some commence their

haying as soon as the plants are fairly in

blossom, whether herds-grass, timothy,

or clover ; v/hile others wait until the seed

is nearly ripe. Something is due to the

consideration how much work in haying
one has got to perform, how much help

to execute the task, and how pressing the

harvesting of the wheat, barley, oats, and
othsr crops may be, to affect the farmers
arrangements for securing his haj'. If

one can choose his time, we think that all

gramineous plants should be cut while

the seed is in the milk, or just at the time

when the seed begins to form. At that

period, the nutritious elements—those that

form the starch and gluten of all seeds,

are largely ditfused through the stems
and leaves of grasses.

Much sound judgment needs to be ex-

ercised in cutting grass at the right time,

in avoiding rains and dews, in curing hay
just enough ; or, neither too much, nor

too little. If it were practicable, hay
would be much better if cured in the

shade, and free alike from the decomposing
power of the heat and light of the direct

rays of the sun. These dissipate much
of the aromatic oil and peculiar coloring

matter in new made, and badly made hay.

It is a well known fact, that butter and
cheese made from milk drawn from cows
fed oa ordinary hay, is pale and insipid

when compared with richly colored and
admirably' flavored butter and cheese

made from milk which is itself made from

green and richly scented grass. Indeed,

the fact is well known, that some
soils abounding in alkalies, and free from
an excess of moisture, yield plants of a

more fragrant and oily character than

others, while better milk than is derived

from plants that grow on our wet soils.

Rest assured, kind reader, that the al-

kalies, potash and soda.^nd the akaline
earths, lime and magnesia, have much to

do, not only in correcting mineral acids in

the soil, but they perform in the laboratory

of plants, an important function in chang-
ing vegetable acids into starch, sugar and
soils.

Ic is better not to cut grass when there

is a heavy dew early in the morning, if it

can be well avoided. It requires a lonerer

exposure to the sun after it is mown, than

is desirable. Get jour grass into winrow
and cock, as soon as it will answer ; and
then, by shaking it up light for the air to

pass through the heap, finish the curing
with as little sun as practicable.

In curing all medicinal plants, they

should be dried in the shade.

In stacking, or mowing away in a
barn, calculate for yourself how much
salt your sheep, cattle and horses will

need while eating a ton of your hay, and
then spread, as you unload, that quantity

evenly over the stack or mow. The wri-

ter of this has cured a good deal of hay,

and has often put on too much salt to

avoid injury to a pretty green mow, which
was not exactly bay nor grass. While
you put on salt enough, remember that

cattle don't need to be scoured in cold

weather with salted hay.

—

Gen. Farmer.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

Jilr. Editor,—The question has often

arisen in my mind, are our Agricultural

Societies performing their whole duty,

and exerting all their influence in well

directed efforts to promote the great inte-

rest for which they were organized?

—

Would not the great mass of the farming

community receive much more benefit

from them, were they to adopt a different

course in some particulars ?

Assuming, what is evident, that that is

best which is most profitable, let them

award their premiums accordingly, in-

stead of being governed exclusively by
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quantity or size, without taking into the

account the cost of production. If any

farmer raise eighty bushels of corn to the

acre, at a cost of forty dollars, he assuredly

deserves more praise for his skill, other

things being equal, than another who
raises ninety bushels at a cost of fifty

dollars
,
yet it is customary, I believe, to

give the premium to him who raises the

ninety bushels.

Again: granting that size and sym-

metry combined constitute a perfect ani-

mal, should not more regard be had to

symmetry and cost of rearing, and less

preponderance given to size, where ani-

mals are nearly equal in that particular ?

But these things are of minor impor-

tance considered in connexion with the

lamentable fact, that more light is needed

by the tiller of the soil—that following

pertinaciously the beaten track of his

forefathers, he relies tenfold more on

chance than on science in the production

of his crops. Now it is greatly in the

power of these societies to afford him that

light, so far as practical facts are concern-

ed
; for certainly they are, or should be,

in possesion of many very important facts

relating to every branch of agriculture

pursued in our State. If they are not

in possession of them, it is owing to their

own remissness.

Now, Mr. Editor, what I intended in

this communication to propose was : that

each agricultural society in the State

should firmly resolve, that no premium
shall hereafter be awarded to any indivi-

dual who shall not make a written state-

ment of the manner of raising the crop

or animal entered, together with a fair

estimate of the cost ; and that each soci-

ety appoint a committee to prepare an ab-

stract of all entries deemed worthy, on

account of the excellence of the method
pursued—and that the report of this com-
mittee be published, that the farmers in

general may know how these large crops

of corn and grain can be raised, with the

profits accruing therefrom, and instead of

despising every new improvement as ema-
nating from "book farmers," "go and do

likewise."

—

Maine Farmer.

AN AGRICULTURAL FACT.

You may set it down as an indisputa-

ble fact, that wet stiff clays, if thoroughly

drained of their superfluous water, would

in many instances be converted into fria-

ble moulds and yield one third more grain

than they do now—therefore, you may
make your calculation whether it be to

your interest or not to incur the expense

of draining an}' fields of the kind you
may have. But this positive increase

of yield will not be the only benefit 3'ou

will derive; such lands will require less

manure, less working, and your winter

grain will not be half so liable to die out,

or be spewed up by the alternations of

the weather, while the grain grown on

them will be of an infinitely better quality.

It is your interest, therefore, to drain all

such lands that you may have under cul-

tivation.

KEEPING COOL IN HOT WEATHER.

Chambers' Journal gives the following

devices in hot climates and seasons:

"The means in present use for artificial

refrigeration, are very various, some of

them very interesting. Among these, the

employment of porous earthenware may
receive an early place. The Moors intro-

duced into Spain this luxury, in the shape

of very elegant vases, wonderfully light

and porous. Water kept in these became

rapidly deliciously cool, and from some

peculiarity in the process of manufacture

of the vessels, it acquired, in addition, a

very agreeable flavor. In Egypt and in

India, and in most sultry regions, this ex-

pedient is at the present time a very pre-

valent one. It has also for sometime

been extensively employed amongst our-

selves—porous wine, butter, and water

coolers, or many elegant designs, being

now produced at our potteries. But po-

rous ware keeps water coolest where the

clime is hottest, the very increment of

heat being made to re-act in the re-pro-

duction of cold by rapid evaporation. The
Moorish names for their earthen jugs was
Mcameros Bucorros. The Arabs, burnt

up with the eternal fire of their scorching
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counirj', make use of goat skins for water

vessels, which suffer a little water slowlj'

to exude, and thus keep the remainder

corrjparaiivelj cool. A common method
of cool wines in India, is one which will

almost appear a paradox ; the bolile is

wrapped in flannel wetted with water, and
placed directly in the rays of the sun

;

violent evaporation ensue=, and the wine
actualiy becomes very cold.

It is a common plan for sailors, in warm
latitudes, to cover their wine with cloths

constanih' wetted. Apartmenrs are cool-

ed on a similar principle, an abundance
of water is frequently dashed against

the walls with the most grateful effect.

—

In India, also, the cold, so dangerous and
penetrating on a clear night, is often ap-

plied in a peculiar manner for the purpose

of freezing water. Near Calcutta, in an
open plain, there are large shallow exca-

s-ations made in the ground, and filled

with straw; upon this many rows of

small, shallow porous pans, filled with wa-
ter, are placed at sunset. During the

night ice foritis in ihin cakes upon the

suiface of the pans : it is carefully re-

moved before sunrise, carried to a proper

repository, and pounded into a mass there

and then covered over with blankets.

This manufacture can only be pursued

durin? the months of December, January
and February; and in the district where
the ice is formed in this manner, it is never

produced naturally. This ingenious pro-

cess must wholly disappear before the new
import of Wenham Lake ice. What a

revolution has commerce effected in India,

when we remember that early travellers

in that country were looked upon as liars

and impostors for eisserting the possibillity

of solidifying water into ice ?"

adding the salt. Boil the milk or water
in a sauce-pan, and when scalding hot

pour it on the meal, and stir the whole
very hard. If too stiff, add a little more
warm water. Let it stand till it becomes
only of a lukewarm heat, and then stir in

the j^east. Knead the mixture into a
stiff dough, and knead it long and hard

for at least half an hour. Then cover

the pan with a thick cloth that has been

previously warmed, and set it near the

fire to rise. When the dough is quite

light, and cracked all over the top, take

it out of the pan
;
divide the mass in half:

make it into two loaves
;
knead each loaf

well for ten minutes or more; and then

cover and set them again near the fire, for

about half an hour. By this time have

the oven readj', put in the loaves directly,

and bake them at least an hour and a

half. This bread is considered very

wholesome.

Should you find the dough sour, you
may rectify it by kneading in a tea-spoon-

ful of pearlash, dissolved in a little warn.i

water.

INDIAN RYE BREAD.

Two quarts of Indian meal.

Two quarts of rye meal.

Three pints of milk, or water.

Two tea spoonfuls of salt.

Haifa pint of strong fresh j'east.

Having sifted the rye and Indian meal

into a large pan, mix them well togelher.

PATENT OFFICE REPORT FOR 184T.

"We are much indebted to Mr. Burke, the

CommissioDer of Patents for this valuable

document. The Patent Office Reports have

al'waj-s been favorite volumes wi'h us. They

present one of the most curious and pleasing

views of the progress of society, and consti-

tute the most interesting chronicle of human

invention in the -world. The present volume

is particularly interesting. Mr. Burke has

done his datv well, and given the public a re-

port of surpassing excellence.

The mechanical execution of the volume is

better than any of those which preceded it.

It is well printed and well bound. The en-

gravings too, which are large and numerous,

are executed in a fine style of art and the im-

pressions are struck upon good paper.

There is much matter contained in this re-

port which is of importance to agriculturists.

From it do we learn the certain results of the

crop ending 3lst of August, last year, ^1847.)

. It appears from the returns that the season

,

then passed through was not a favorable one
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for wheat, though it was ao exceedingly fa-

vorable one for corn. Indeed, every season

which is less favorable to one of these crops

must be more so for the other. Indian corn

requiring hot and comparatively dry weather,

while a more humid atmosphere and a cooler

temperature are better for wheat.

This report shows the great and steady in-

crease of these great staples of America, and

exhibits a splendid view of our capacities,

not only to supply our own markets to reple-

tion, but also to fill every market in the world,

in case of famine. The quantiiy of grain of

all kinds exported during the commercial year

ending the 3lst of August, 1847, estimated in

bushels, was 41,273,998 bushels. Of this

quantity, 19,768,579 bushels were wheat, and

20,690,064 bushels were Indian corn, the re-

mainder being, rye, oats and barley. Yet this

large exportation did not exhaust our surplus

produce by millions of bushels. Mr. Burke

says, that on a tour made by himself through

several of the Western States bordering on

the lakes during last winter, he found the

depots of grain filled to overflowing by

the remainder of the crops of 1846, and

all the avenues of transportation choked

up with the immense quantities which were

pouring through to the Atlantic coast to

seek markets abroad. It will not exceed the

truth to say, that the surplus grain in this

country, and particularly of Indian corn, is

and always will be sufficient to meet any de-

mand which all the grain purchasing coun-

tries combined can make upon us under any

possible circumstances. The limits of supply

beyond our own consumption are from the

smallest quantity up to three hundred millions

of bushels, if demanded by the wants of foreign

nations. The only difficulty would be the

want of sufficient means of transportation

across the Atlantic—a want much felt during

the late scarcities in Europe. Already does

the wheat crop of this country average one

hundred and fourteen millions of bushels, and

the Indian corn crop five hundred and forty

millions. The former could in the course of

two years, if there was a demand for it, be

nearly doubled, while the latter might be in-

creased two hundred millions of bushels.

There is a list of agricultural patents in

this volume which brings prominently before

the eye a singular circumstance in our agri-

cultural practice and science. We have fewer

chemical discoveries valuable to the agricul-

turist than any other people; while on the

other hand we have a greater number of me-

chanical discoveries and inventions belonging

to agriculture than any other. In husbanding

farm resources likewise, we are much behind

European nations, and even, perhaps, that

singular people, the Chinese; while in variety,

extent and utility of labor-saving instruments

for agriculture, we greatly excel. The diifer-

ence obviously grows out of the difl^ering ne-

cessities and character of our people and soil.

If records of patented inventions maybe con-

sidered as a fair exponent of the mechanical

facilities enjoyed by the agriculturists of dif-

ferent countries, then Mr. Burke's position i.';

correct, and his comparison striking. The
whole number of agricultural inventions is

2,043. From the list we extract the following

items:

Plough.—Avery novel modification of

this implement has been patented, in which
the mould board revolves upon a central

pivot. The mould board in form is con-

cavo-convex, or shaped like a shallow

dish, through the centre of which passes

the bearing or pivot, the convex side of

the mould board being towards the land.

Horse Rakes.—Two forms of horse

rakes have been patented.

In both these inventions the subject of

improvement is the mode of liberating the

rake before it is turned over, and to check

it in proper time as it comes round. In

one of these rakes the turning is made
upon segment; wheels and much facilita-

ted, while the liberating and checking of

the rake is efl'ecled with great ease and

certainty.

Cheese Shelf.—A convenient apparatus

for the purpose of turning and drying

cheeses, has been patented, in which a

number of cheeses are turned by one ope-

ration. A frame containing a series of

shelves is made so as to revolve upon a
horizontal axis, and the whole is readily

inverted for the purpose of turning the
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cheeses upon the shelves prior to the in-

version, shelves are placed over the

cheeses, which, after the inversion, become

their support.

Fruit Gatherer.—An instrument of this

class has been patented which gathers, or

rather receives the fruit as it falls from the

tree, without bruising, and conducts it into

barrels. It is an old practice to hold or

suspend a sheet under a tree to receive

the fruit without injury. The patentee

in this case provides a large sheet, consist-

ing of parts so put together as to form a

number of tapering funnels, the small ends

of which are let down into barrels to re-

ceive the fruit.

Curry Comb.—Several minor improve-

ments have been made in the last year in

this instrument. One deserving especial

attention has been patented, in which the

cleaning of the comb is effected with the

greatest ease. A hinged plate, through

which the rows of teeth pass, and which
catches most of the dirt, is occasionally

raised up and brushed off, and as the

teeth pass through the narrow apertures

in the plate, they are stripped of what-

ever adhered to them, and thus it is

but the work of a moment to clean the

comb.
Corn Crushers.—A number of machines

have been recently introduced for cutting

and grinding corn fodder. In this, as

well as many other sections of country

where corn is raised with such facility

and grass so apt to fail, it is highly impor-

tant to the farmer to reduce the corn

stalk to an esculent form, instead of al-

lowing them to stand in the field or to be

wasted in any other way. The construc-

tion of machines for effecting this object

is simple, and consists mainly of the com-
bination ofastrawcutterwithtwo grinding

or crushing cylinders, the cutting knives

being larger than in the straw cutter to

suit the material to be cut. As the corn
[

stalks are cut by the knives into short

pieces, these are received into a hopper

which conducts them between the grind-

ing or crushing rollers. Two machines
of this class have been patented during

the past 3'ear, promising a successfuU ac-

complishment of the operation.

A SINGULAR AGREEMENT.

Twenty-nine years ago Betty Winali

then residing at Tarlion, bottled a quanti-

ty of white currants in their green state,

being then in the 33d year of her age.

Having kept them some time in a state

of preservation, William (her husband)

and she agreed, that they should be kept

while they both lived, and that they should

be made into pies at the funeral of the

one who should die first. The wife de-

parted this life on the 2d of this month,

and was interred at St. Peter's church,

Preston, on the 5th, the family having

removed to Dawson street, Preston. Their

mutual pledge was fulfilled, and the pies

made of these currants were serve \ out,

after returning from church, every attend-

ant taking a slice. Though the currants

had been kept twenty-nine 3'ears, they

were as fresh as if just taken from the

trees.

iN'ote.—We have frequently preserved

gooseberries and currants for 1 /nonths,

as fresh as when picked from the bushes.

Plums may be preserved in the same
way, if taken before quite ripe.

PARING AND BURNING,

Paring and burning the soil, as a means
of increasing its productive powers, has

seldom been practised in this country.

—

The reason may, perhaps, be, that in our

older settled districts there is not a very

large proportion of the kind of land which
is most benefited by the process ; while

the cheapness of new lands has offered

such inducements to improvement as

tended to check expensive outlays on the

old.

But we are satisfied that paring and
burning may be practised with good re-

sults in many situations, and that it would
prove a profitable mode of improvement.

The soils most suitable for this process,

are those containing a large proportion of

inert vegetable matter, combined more or

less with clay. But on all soils over-

grown with pernicious plants, paring and

burning, if properly performed, may be
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successfully practised. It not only effec-

tually kills all living vegetation within

two inches of the surface, but destroys

ihe greater portion of the seeds which
infest the soil. We have seen fields co-

vered wiih couch-grass, {Triticurn repens,)

Johnswort, wild turnip, &c., rendered very

clean for several years, and made to pro-

duce fine crops of grain, grass, or root-

crops, by the course alluded to.

We find in a late number of the Farm-
ers' Magazine, an excellent paper, on the

subject of paring and burning, the most

important portions of which, with some
additional suggestions, are condensed in

the following article.

The method of paring and burning

consists in paring with a spade or plow,

the surface of any lands that are covered

with a coarse and overgrown foggage or

brushwood, into pieces not exceeding two
inches in thickness, and afierwards drying

and reducing them to ashes by burning.

The operation is most convenienily per-

formed by men with spades made for the

purpose, which are formed with a thin

blade of about one foot in length, termi-

nating in a sharp point; and the left side

of the blade is provided with an upright

coulter, which cuts the slices in a straight

line, and they are turned off to the right

hand side by a twitch which the man
gives to the implement. The handle or

shaft is about seven feet in length, with a

curved bend rising to the upper end, on

which is placed a cross-hilt about two i

feet in length, b}' which the workman
holds the implement and guides the pro-

cess of cutting. The implement is so

constructed thai the spade lies nearly flat

on the ground, when the hilt rests against

the thighs of the workmen, which are

guarded by boards or by pads of w^ool

fastened on straps while he propels the

implement through the tough surface.

Various kinds of implements to be

worked with horses or oxen have been

constructed for the purpose of paring the

soil; but by none of them can the work
be so effectually done as by manual labor,

and there are but iew situations where the

hand plow would not on the whole, prove

most advantageous.

The cost of paring and burning, varies

according to the price of labor, and the

condition of the land on which the opera-

tion is to be performed. The expense for

paring alone, in England, is set down at

an average of 20s. or about $5 per acre,

and the cost of burning and spreading the

ashes at the same sum. It will be seen,

therefore, that it is only where land and
produce are comparatively dear, that the

process would prove remunerative. But
in the vicinity of our large markets, it is

by no means uncommon to incur a much
greater expense per acre for manure alone,

than would be required for paring and
burning.

Paring may be done at any time from

spring to autumn. The turfs are exposed
to the sun and air with the earth side up
for a few days, and are then set on edge
by bracing two pieces together. If the

weather is favorable, the slices will soon

be ready for heaping
;
which is performed

by placing any combustible materials on

the ground and piling the turf over them
until a heap of moderate size is formed,

when the fire is applied below. A smoth-

ering fire is much preferred, and the out-

side of the heaps should be kept so close

that the flame does not burst put. In

some cases the sods are piled in large

heaps, and in others in small ones, only

a few yards distant, but in either case the

fire should be kept close. Small heaps,

when the turf is so dry as to burn readily,

incur less labor and expense both in piling

and spreading the ashes. The quantity

of ashes is on an average about 2,010

bushels per acre. In dry seasons, and
where the pared surface is light and fi-

brous, or covered with vegetation, the

sods may be burned as I hey lie on the

ground, without being heaped : and good
pastures have been formed by sowing

clover and grass seeds on the ashes, with-

out plowing, where no useful grass or

plant had before appeared.

After the sods are burned, the ashes

are to be spread, and it is recommended
to allow time for cooling them before the

land is plowed, which is usually done

with a thin furrow, and rendered fine by
harrowing before the seed for a crop is
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sown. It is preferred to keep the ashes and which have been subjected to the

near the top of the ground, for the pur- same treatment afier improvement, nor

pose of affording immediate nourishment : the expense and produce of each mode
to plants.

I

from the breaking of the old turf till the

i3ut though the immediate effects of, land was laid out to grass. The great

paring and burning are generallj^ admit-
1

part of the controversy rests on mere mat-

ted
;
the practice is opposed by many on

\
ler of opinion, and a more fallacious mode

the ground that it lessens the vegetable
';
of judgment cannot be adopted than to

matters of the soil. This objection is
]
condemn any practice from the results of

answered by slating that it is not a de-
\

imperfect performance ; for if strictly fol-

struclion of the vegetable matter that is
|
lowed, it would condemn many, of the

sought, but only a charring or tjnefying
j

most approved and useful practices in

of the materials exposed to the fire—vio- , life
;
and anything that can be effected to

lent burning being carefully avoided. In I good purpose by others, must not be dis-

opposiiion to the opinion that the staple
j

allowed by those who are incapable of

of lands is reduced by this operation, and
j

the execution and unwilling to be taught;

that sterility ensues, may be quoted the
|

nor must they allow their avaiice and

authority of many of the most eminent i prejudices, narrow judgment and want of

cultivators, who burned the surface of
, energy and exertion to give a limit to the

their calcareous, silicious. and argillace- ; capacities of other men who may see

ous sods in succession, and at no great
|
more clearly and can act more vigorously,

intervals of time, and have always reaped
i and who can bring more judgment and

great advantages, and never perceived l discrimination to bear on the point,

any detriment, but a great improvement ! Scientific men have reasoned from very

accrue to the land. ' obscure causes in regard to the effects

Green cropping, with sheep feed- ! that result from paring and burning land;

ing, was regularly followed, and dung
|
it is thought that clay imbibes nu'ritive

and composts occasionally applied; and
i
properties from the atmosphere, and that

the land being thus improved was invari- .carbonic acid, which in combination with

ablv laid down to rest with a sowing of' iron is injurious to plants, is expelled by

good perennial seeds, and depastured for ; burning. But in the present state of our

several years with sheep. On soils of knowledge of these subjects, we may
better quality, the rest in grass would not

; very properly refer the effects to a diminu-

be so necessary; but a duly enriching
,

iion of the coherence and tenacity of clay

process of cropping must be adopted to
j
soils, and to the conversion of inert vege-

afford the animal and vegetable matters
j

table and other matters into active ma-

to the soil on all improved and cultivated
j

nures.

lands that contain the vegetable matter in
I

But the formation of charcoal may
a reduced and tender form, and in a finely

I

perhaps be reckoned the chief benefit,

blended and comrainuie<i stale. land some persons have added the oxyge-

The great advantage in burning con- ] nation of the clay by the heat emitted,

sisis in land producing by that process a land also the mechanical effect of the fire

manure for itself, and in producing crops [in dividing and attenuating the soil; but

for the future acquisition of that indispen- j as the process is above ground and of

sable article. The opponents of burning
,
short duration, and the under-soil is un-

nowhere sive the system of cropping, and [moved much effect may not be produced

the future management of the land that
|
that way. But it has ever been observed

is said to be reduced to a state of barren- ! that vegetation is very luxuriant on the

ness by that process, nor is there anywhere
I

places where the heaps are burned, and

detailed a comparative and decisive proof
[

where no ashes are allowed to remain on

of the inferiority of paring and burning |ihe ground. There the cause of fertdiiy

to the mode of fallowing and rotting the
j

must arise from the effect of the fire;

surface on lands or fields of similar quality,
j
and the best ashes that could be found ou
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a field have been carried and spread on

pared ground where no ashes had been

burnt, and they produced eifecls much
inferior to those on ihe places where the

burning had been performed and the ashes

subsequently spread. It has been most

judiciously observed that there is a cause

or agent in burning, and that a most

powerful one, "which escapes the retort

of the chemist and the rationale of the

theorist."— Cultivator.

POISONOUS PROPERTY OF BRINE.

It is not to be wondered at that your

pigs should be suffering, if, as you state,

""a portion of brine got mixed with their

wash," and they partook of the same.

—

We have the authority of the late cele-

brated veterinarian, Mr. Youatt, for stat-

ing that "the brine in which pork or bacon

has been pickled is poisonous to pigs
;"

and that "several cases are on record in

which these animals have died in conse-

quence of a small quantity of brine hav-

ing been mingled with the wash, under

the mistaken impression that it would

answer the same purpose and be equally

as beneficial as is the admixture of a

small quantity of salt."

TBREE SORTS OF FENCE.

It is amusing to see with what confi-

dence each writer recommends his parti-

cular manner of fencing to his readers.

This is natural to man. One recom-

mends sod fence with two ditches—one

Virginia fence—one posts and rails

—

another wire—another hedge of one kind

of thorn, another of some other of the ge-

nus Crategus—a seventh says stones are

best, and calls on his friends to surround

their farms with good stone walls ; and

yet another recommends no fence at all

!

Now I am not a man to hoe corn with a

clam shell because my father did so ; we
live in an age of progression, and we
must not expect to see our broad prairies

chequered with this or that particular

kind aifence. People must and will con-

form to the circumstances they are in, and

the means they have at command. Men
of capital will set hedge or build solid

walls of masonry around their enclosures,

all which will beautify and diversify the

scenery ; but the squatter must use the

cheaper fixings which God has placed

within his reach, though not so elegant.

1 have built three kinds offence in Iowa
within four years ; and the experience of

a man who knows what a poor man has
to do to make a farm, is at the service of

my readers, if they see fit to use it.

1st, I have built one mile of sod fence.

I cut my sods with a spade, 2 feet by 1

j

foot by a pattern. From the ditch 3 feet

[

wide set the sods edgewise, one tier at a
time, throwing the dirt over until the in-

! side was filled up, setting the sods back 6

i or eight inches from the edge of the ditch,

slanting them about the same as the dirt

naturally slants on the inside as thrown
over ; also slant the inner side of the ditch

at the same angle of the turf—sow grass

;
seed on the inside of the fence and ditch,

I and you have one of the most permanent
i structures known to man. Indeed they

are all over the West, in the shape of tu-

j

muli ridges, &c., of greater or less height;

I

also scattered over northern Europe and
Asia—being nothing but banks of earth

i

covered with grass, and surviving the age
i of history only to create wonder as to who
•built them. This fence will not stop hogs
or sheep without a superstructure, which
I make by setting posts 3 feet long, and

I

inserting therein rails 10 feet long, to

]

which I nail with 4d nails pickets 3 feet

long and one-half an inch thick, the whole
superstructure not requiring more timber,

and very little more work, than to stake

I

and rider a rail fence. The whole fence

j

will cost 25 cents per rod calling wages
50 cents per day. AVhen finished it makes
a crop perfectly safe from every kind of

stock. As to standing, mine has stood

three winters, and looks as fair as when
made.

2d. I have built one mile of Virginia

ferice of oak rails, hauling my rails over

the ridges 3 to 4 miles. Every body
knows how to make this fence, and I

will only say that it is abominably hard

work , that it must be staked and ridered
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on the prairie ; that the pigs are apt to

crawl through it ; and when old is sure

to get fire into it somehow or other ; also

it takes a vast deal of timber to fence a

small piece of ground.

3d. I have built and am building 1^

mile picket fence, split posts 6 feet long,

split rails 10 feet long, pickets split 4^
feet long, ^ inch thick, posts driven 2 feet

4 inches, rails spliced upon the top and

sides of the posts, and fastened with lOd

nails, pickets 2 to the foot, fastened with

6d nails, posts charred at the bottom. It

costs 35 cents per rod, paying $1 12J
cents per thousand for splitting the pick-

ets—other labor 50 cents per day—ox

work 25 cents per day, hauling timber 4

miles. This is a good, cheap fence, not

liable to burn ; and as to the "old sow,"

she can't come it.

Thus you have my experience, and if

any of my readers find themselves in the

fix I've been in, with nothing but their

hands to build fence with, they are wel-

come to take either of the above modes,

or any other, just as they please.

—

Prairie

Farmer.

importance of knowing what kinds of

sails go to form wood and fruit, in order

that we may apply such manures to the

soil as the vine or fruit trees require.

I wish we could have a full analysis

made of our great staple, Indian Corn,

including the grain, cob, stock, and blades.

R. L. Colt.
Patterson^ JVeio Jersey.

POTASH.

A properfood for Grape Vines.—Hav-

insr, last year, seen it stated in a paper,

that the ashes of grape vines contained a

large amount of potash, I caused three

vines of the same size to be filled with

equal quantities of earth, in which I noted

the following results

:

No. 1, was watered when necessary

with pure water, and in a given time in-

creased six inches in lengih.

No. 2, was watered with a solution of

v/hale-oil soap, and in the same length

of time acquired nine inches of growth.

And No. 3, 1 watered with a decoction

of potash, and within the same period as

above, it grew 18 inches in length.

By the beginning of November, No. 1

and 2 dropped their leaves and showed no

signs of fruit; whereas No. 3, retained ks

leaves three weeks longer, and in the

course of the season shot forth several

branches of fruit, which of course were

not suffered to grow. This shows the

CABBAGE AND GREENS.

All the cabbage tribe, which includes

cauliflower, brocoli, coleworls, sprouts,,

and turnip-tops, in order to be delicate

should be dressed young, when they have

a rapid growth; but if they have stood

the summer they require to have felt the

influence of the frost to become tender. In

order to appear green at table, they must
be boiled in hard water. Greens of the

above description, when of advanced
growth, are better flavored when boiled

in two waters which is managed in the

following manner :—After they have been

about half boiled, take them out of the pot,

place them in the colander, and allow

cold water to run on them for two or

three minutes; then replace them in a
fresh pot of boiling water, with some salt,

and let them continue to boil briskly till

done, cauliflower should boil more slowly,

as it is apt to be broken by the force of

a violent ebullition. Brocoli, to be freed

from its offensive odor, should always be

boiled in two waters.

—

Prairie Farmer.

PERIOD OF SUCKLING.

The London Agricultural Gazette con-

I tains a conversation on this subject, of

i
some importance, especially as it is one

which has not often received attention in

the papers. The closing remark of Pro-

fessor Sewell is particularly worthy of

attention. We can conceive no reason

why sucking continued till the mother is

again in pregnancy should not prove as

injurious in the case of animals as in the

human subject, when it is known to be

often fatal

:
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"Mr. Wyait Edgell, of Milion-place,

Egham, Surry, addressed lo ihe Council,

through the President, a communication

on the probably injurious effects arisin'g

from the circumstance of allowing young
animals to take the milk for too long a

period from their dams, especially in the

cases of mares and ewes, which he con-

ceived were impoverished by such a

lengthened drain upon their constitutions,

whde their offspring were at the same
time retarded in their jrrowth and deve-

lopement, from the insufficient supply and

inferior quality of milk they obtained

under such circumstances. Mr. Edgell

was led to the consideration of this sub-

ject from the perusal of the statements

made by the Rev. G. R. Gleg in his tra-

vels in Hungary, that the high bred foals

at the great stud at Babohna usually dy-

ing at four months old, from son:ie vicious

quality as it was supposed in the milk,

they were removed from the mares at the

end of the first month, and fed on boiled

carrots, when it was found that not one

fiftieth of the nurrjber of foals that died

under the old system were lost under the

new one. Without endeavoring to as-

certain from what cause the milk in the

case of the Hungarian mares had proba-

bly become vitiated, if a change in the

quality of the milk had been the cause

of the evil, Mr. Edgell thought the period

of suckling the young of cattle in this

counu'y a subject worthy of consideration.

This communication gave rise to an inte-

resting discussion among the members
present, Mr. Milward thought it might

be assumed as a general rule, that, under

favorable conditions arising from the con-

stitution of the mother, a requisite supply

of proper food, and consequently an abun-

dant secretion of healthy milk, the longer

young- animals sucked the better; and he

eould state from his own experience in

the case of short horned cattle, that the

calves could not acquire the full size in

development and symmetry, unless reared

on new m.ilk for at least the first six

months after their birth. Sir Matthew
Ridley did not think it advisable to leave

calves- with mothers which had become
again in calf; in that case, as in the case

of all choice stock, nurse cows would of

course be provided. Mr. Fuller, M. P.,

had found that those calves were always
the best which had been allowed to suck
the longest. Mr. Tweed considered that

foals would be injured by sucking such
mares too long as were actively kept at

work. Mr. Dyer was acquainted with a
large flock master who constantly lost

one tenth of his 500 ewes by allowing
his lambs to remain with them till July

;

but who, from having last year weaned
the lambs considerably earlier in the sea-

son, had lost a much smaller proportion

of his ewes. Mr. Dyer conceived that

by the middle of May, or as soon as

lambs were four months old and enabled

to get their own food, when there wag
grass enough for them in the pastures,

they might safely be weaned from the

ewes
;
and that, on the other hand, when

the ewes were low in condition, disease

must necessarily be occasioned by allow-

ing the lambs to remain loo long with
them. Mr, Millard thought that the lost

sustained by Mr. Dyer's friend arose from
the ewes being kept in too poor a condi-

tion, and not from the circumstance of

the lambs being allowed to suck them for

too long a period
;

it all depended upon
the food that a flock master had to give

them. Sir MattheAv Ridley remarked
that there might be an evil in the too

early weaning of the lambs, as in that

case the udders, from distention, unless

milked by hand, would become sore and
diseased. He thought that no general

rule could be laid down on the subject,

but that the weaning might advantage-

ously take place when good grass was to

be had by them, and in sufficient abun-
dance, as both ewes and lambs at first

destroyed the herbage to which they
were put after weaning. Mr. Gleg ob-

served that in Scotland the Cheviot ewes
had their lambs removed from them about-

the 20th of August. Prof. Sewell re-

garded the subject as one of great impor-

tance; and thought that if inquiry was
instituted amongst practical farmers and
breeders of sheep, much light might be
thrown upon the origin of diseases still

involved in obscurity, particularly in the
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case of young stock, which he considered be nigh filled up, except the corner teeth,

to becoine vlctinris lo diseeises too often - leaving liiile brown spots in their place.

At eight the whole of the hollows and
grooves are filled up. At nine there is

very often seen a email bill to the outside

corner teeih—the point of the tusk is

worn off, and the part that was concave

.begins to fill up and becorrje rounding

—

'The PLorcH, the Loom axd the Anvil.
| ^^^^ ^^^^^^, ^j- ^^^ ^g^^j.^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^-^^ ,^

disappear, and the gums leave them small

and narrow at the top.

attributed to food, soil, situation, or pecu

liarity of management."

NEW PUBLICATIONS,

—The Farmers Library, the ablest and most

voluminoas a^cultural pnblication in this

country, has changed its name and in some

degree its nature also. It is now published

under the above title, and, we believe, devotes ^^ PRESERVE STRAWBERRIES,
greater space than formerly to the mechanic

arts. It has not yet reached us. We request Strawberries for preserving should be

of Mr. Skinner a continuance of his invalua- large and ripe. They will keep best if

ble exchan°-e. 1

gathered in dry weather, when there has

From Messes. Fowler and Wells, we ' been no rain for at least two days. Hav-

have received a number of a new magazine I

ing Picked ihem all, select the largest and

published in New York, called the " Herald i

firmest, and spread ihem out separately

of Reforms." It is devoted to the Water Cure iO° Aat dishes; ^having first
^
w-eighed

system principally. Each number contains

thirty-two pages the size of the Planter's, and

the price is one dollar a year in advance.

We have also received from the same pub-

them, and allowed to each pound of straw-

berries a pound of powdered loaf sugar.

Sift half the loaf sugar over thern. Then
take the inferior strawberries that were
left, and those that are over ripe, mix

lishers the Phrenological Aknanac for 1849, i

^^^^ ^.-^h an equal quantity of sugar
a well known and amusing pamphlet. Also, i ^^^ ^^^^ ^^lem. Put them into a basin
the "Tobacco Almanac,"which is devoted to i

(;o^,gjg(j ^,ijh a plate, and set them over
the annihilation of that respectable crop. It

j
^ fire in a pan of boiling water, till they

contains many terrible stories of its effects,
j become a thick juice; then strain it

But we could collect just as many about the
}
through a bag and mix with it the other

bad effects of bread and milk. These useful ' half of the sugar that you have allotted

articles of food will kill people too, if taken

in improper quantities and at improper times.

We persist in the belief, that to some idiosyn-

cracies, the use of tobacco in moderate quan-

ties is not only harmless but useful.

TO ASCERTAIN A HORSE'S AGE.

to the strawberries, which are to be done

whole. Put it into a porcelain kettle and
boil and skim it till the scum ceases to

rise; then put in the whole strawberries

with the sugar in which ihey have been

lying, and all the juice exuded from them.

Set them over the fire in the syrup, just

long enough to heat them a little; and in

a few minutes take them out, one by one
Every horse has six teeth above and ! with a tea-spoon, and spread them on

below. Before three years old he sheds dishes to cool; not allowing them to touch

his middle ones—at three he sheds one each oiher. Then take off what scurn

more each side of the central ieeih—at may arise from the additional sugar.

—

four he sheds the two corner and last of Repeat this several times, taking out the

the fore teeih. Between four and five strawberries and cooling them till they

the horse cuts his under tusks, at which become quite clear. They must not be

time his mouth will be complete.- At! allowed to boil ; and if ihey eeem likely

six the grooves and hollows will begin to
j

to break, they should be instantly and fi-

fill up a little—at seven the grooves will
j

nally taken from the fire. When quite
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cold put ihem with the syrup into tum-j

biers, or Inlo white queensware pots, and
cover close with fine paper.

FRENCH VEGETABLE SOUP.

Take a leg of lamb, of moderate size,

and four quarts of water. Uf potatoes,

carrots, cabbage, onions, tomatoes, and

turnips take a tea-cup full of each, chop-

ped fine. Sail and black pepper to your

lasie.

Wash the lamb, and put it into the

four quarts of cold water. When the

scum rises, take it ofF carefully with a

skimmer. After having pared and chop-

ped the vegetables, put them into the

soup. Carrots require the most boiling,

and should be put m first; onions requu'e

the least boiling, and are to be put in last.

This soup requires about three hours to

boil.

HAYING.

It is a common fault among us la let

our grass gel loo ripe before cutting. It

is generally conceded to be the best time

to cut grass when it is in bloom
; but if

you do not begin to cut till that time, a

great deal will get ripe before you finish,

unless you have but little to cut, or get

lots of help, which in haying time is

scarce.

I always mow my meadow grass first,

for I find it to be much better; so much
so that my catile will eat it in preference

to English grass that has been wet.

—

Even flags make good hay when cut

early, but it takes a great while to cure

this sapp3' stuff.

Much ha\-, I am satisfied, is got into

the barn too soon after the mowing, which

is the principal cause of its being smoky.
Drying hay isn't curing it. You can

often dry hay in one day, but you can

never cure it in that time let it be ever so

ripe.

The last summer I tried a few hay caps,

and found ihern to work first rate. I

used them to cover grain, both loose and

in bundles, putting sometimes fifty bun-

dles under one cap by making a sort of

slack of them.

These caps have paid for themselves

the first season. They noi only keep the

liay dry but save a goed deal of time and
labor: which in haying time is precious.

.Mine were made wiih four yards of cloth,

with a little stick on each corner, eighteen

inches long, to fasten them down with.

They were not oiled or painted. The
cost of ihe cloth was seven and a half

cents per yard, which made six dollars

for my twentj'', and I have lost that amount
on what hay ihey will cover in one storm.

SELLING OFF.
LINN^AN BOTANIC GARDEN AND

NURSERY.

Laic of William Prince, Dcc'd., of nushinSj

Long Mend, near Nac York.

WINTER & CO., Pboprietors.

_ In consequence of the decease of

^^p^ the junior, and of the advanced age
-^?»vj.t. o[ the surviving partner, who there-

fore intends to relinquish the busi-
ness, the entire stock of this estab-

lishment, comprising every description, includ-
ing the newest and choicest variety of Fruit
and Ornavienial Trees, Skrubs, Vines, Plunis,
Roses, Green House Plants, Box Edging, <f-f.

—

will be disposed of in lots to suit purchasers,
at very reduced prices, in order to close the
business as speedily as possible.

Orders, accompanied with the cash, to the
amount of ten dollars or upwards, will be sup-
plied at a reduction of twentj'-five per cent,
from the usual prices.

Nurserymen, Venders and others, wishing
to purchase by wholesale, will be supplied ac
such reduced prices according to quality and
quantity, as will probably prove satisfactory
to them". Young stock, both in the fruit and
ornamental departments, supplied A'ery low by
the quantity.

An opportunity is afforded to Amateurs and
Nurserymen to obtain e.vira-sized and many
new and rare>specimen fruit and ornamental
trees, shrubs and plants, at very moderate
prices.

The establishment, now in the highest order
and densely stocked, will be disposed of upon
liberal terms, ottering from its location, celeb-
rity, saleable stock, green houses, dwellings,
and other conveniences for conducting the-

business, very superior advantages to an v per-
son disposed to pursue it.

It is requested that letters of enquiry, &c.
be post-paid. Descriptive catalogues gratis.

au—3t*
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\ R.4RE CH.^XCE.
j

A MIDDLE AGED MARYLANDER,

'

who is thoroughly acquainied wnh the
;

management of slaves, the cnltivauon of|

grain, grass and tobacco, the rearing of stock

and the reclamation of land which has been
;

impaired bv negligent cultivation, wishes lo
{

engage perioanently with some gentleman in

Vu-zirtia., who has a large concern to attend
j

to ar.:d who may need the assistance of an
|

active agent ; he' will be found entirely com-

1

petent to attend to all business connec.ed with i

the various operations of an estate, and is a I

first raie Clerk and Accountant: he can give •

the most satisfactory references as to charac-
j

ter, respectability, &«., and would agree lo
j

take a portion of his compensation in crop or
I

stock. Address (post paid) I

G. C. P.,

jy—2t Middlebrook Mills, Md.

To SubBcribers and Postmasters.

All orders for change of office or discon-

tinaance of the paper, must specify the post

office to which the paper has been sent.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

IS PUBLISHED MOVTHLY BY

P. 0. BERNARD, 165 MAIN ST. RICHMOND, VA.

TERMS.

The Planter, containing thirty-two super-

royal octavo pages, is published monthly at

one dollar and fifty cents per annum, which

may be discharged by the payment of

ONE DOLLAR OXLY,
sent free -of postage, within six months from

the date of subscription ; six copies for five

dollars, if sent free of postage.

f:=»All subscriptions must commence with

the volume, or January number.

f^No paper will be discontinued, until ail

arrearages are paid.

II^All letters on business, cotmected with

the Planter, must be post-paid.

WATT'S CUFF-BRACE AND GAUGE
PLOUGH.

FAR.MER.S are requested to examine our
stock of ploughs. We have about twenty

sizes, all on the "cnfP' plan, by which the

beam may be raised or lowered and turned to

the right or left to regulate the depth and width
of furrow without altering the harness. Some
have wrought points and others cast. The
ploughs when adjusted to the height of the

horse can be made as permanent as anj* other

plough, if not more so. The sizes vary from
a light one-horse to a large four-horse; and
the prices from S3 50 to S14 or S16
The four-horse we confidently recommend

as superior to any in use in this countrj-.

Tho.«-e who use four-horse ploughs will please

call in time to allow us to get them ready for

the present season.

For further description see Planter of June,

1842, (with a cut,) November, 1S46, and Feb-
ruary and April, 1847.

Patent lights for sale.

Address GEORGE WATT & Co.,

je—if Richmond, Va.
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MEMORANDA FOR THE MONTH.

Again has the circle of the 3-ear brought us

to the fall of the leaf. Again have we to

gather in the fruits of the earth and of our

labor. But the most important duties of au-

tumn to many agriculturists are not the gather-

ing in of the crops of the old year, but the

preparation for those of new one Avhich is to

come.

Wheat.—To those who deal largely in

wheal this is particular!}' so. Now commence

the day of its preparation, and the sooner the

farmer sets about the work the greater his re-

ward next summer.

We would remind him that it is useless,

or nearly so, to sow wheat on wet lands

—

lands that are habitually saturated with mois-

ture. Not only is the crop ruined by the al-

ternate freezing and thawing of the land in

the early spring, but it is impossible for wheat

to thrive when the roots are buried in mud
and water. The iirst thing therefore to be

attended to in the preparation of ground for

wheat, is to have it properlv drained. Water
furrows sixteen feet apart and communicating

with Mind ditches at proper places will do

much. But a far more perfect method of

Vol. VIII.—9.

clearing the land of its superfluous moisture

is by '-'under-draining," a plan which we han.

treated of at some length in the preceding

volume of the Planter. We have since then

become acquainted with a very simple and
very efficacious species of under draining,

which is now beginning to be used by some
enterprising gentlemen in Virginia. Two
pine poles are laid at the bottom of a ditch

deep enough to be out of the plough's way,
and a third pole laid on the two. The ditch

is then filled up to the level of the earth. A
sufficient cavity is preserved between the

three poles for the water to filter away. We
believe that this sort of under-draining is now
successfully in operation on the farm of Mr.
Ruffin and on the farm of Mr. Wm. Crump,
near Richmond.

The next thing to be attended to in the pre-

paration of wheat land is that the said laild

be well manured. And it should be recollect-

ed, that lime in some form, mingled with the

soil, is necessary to the production of wheat.

Then the farmer should see to the plough-

ing of his wheat land himself; see that every

inch of ground is ploughed truly ; that every

blade of grass is properly covered over; and
that every clod is thoroughly broken and re-

duced to a fine tilth by the due use of harrow

and ro'ler. A system of half cultivation is

invariably an unprofitable one.

SEED.^Select from a good field, and from

parcels which you know to be of good qualitv

from experience of its flour. Particular pains

should be taken to separate the good grains

from the bad, and only those should be sown
that are plump, heavy and smooth. It is ne-

cessary, also, to separate the wheat from the

seed of other plants which may have grown

up along with it. For this purpose every half

bushel sown should be first immersed in cra-

ter, and stirred around. The good wheat will
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remain at the boWomy The false seed will

s-wim, and by skimi»ing they are separated.

Smut.—If seed wheat be soaked in brine,

strong enough lo float an. egg, for twelve hours,

after having been washed perfectly clean in

spring water; and after being thus soaked,

dried in ashes or lime so as to eoat each grain

with those substances, it is we believe gene-

laHy admitted among agriculiurists to be I

much less subject to the disease known as the

sviut than if not so treated. i

FoBEER.—Watch the time for pulling fod-

der and cutting tops. They are worth much

more if gotten in before their substance is all

dried away by sun and wind ; being more fra-

grant, more nutritious, and better liked by the

cattle. If layers of straw be packed away

between layers of fodder in stacking, a de-

lightful flavor will be given to the- former,

rendering it as valuable as hay.

RvE.—This crop should now be gotten

speedily in. Unless the ground be good, scat-

ter over it some four or five bushels of ashes

and lime before sowing. And in sowing put

in enough to cover the ground to the exclusion

of weeds. One bushel is the usual quantity

sown, but it is not' always sufficient for this

purpose. Five or six pecks would be oftener

the requisite quantity.

Timothy.—It is not too late to sow timothy.

Nor is it too late to give the meadow you in-

tend putting in timothy its share- of Hrae or

marl. Without something of this sort, it is

unreasonable to expect a good timothy mea-

dow. We stated the reason at- some length

in our last number. In sowing put on enough

seed. Two gallons is the usual quantity, but

three gallons will produce a much more pro-

fitabk crop.

' Druning —Now is the accepted time for

Ihe salvation of the lands.. True, the drains

and ditches seem little needed in this hot

dry month, but it is nevertheless the right

time for their construction. They can now

be cut with half the trouble aud half the ex-

pense that they will demand during winter

and spring.

Orchards.— It is too early for planting out

fruit trees, but it is not too earlv to prepare

the ground. Give it a thorough ploughing

and harrowing, and a plentiful dressing of

compost or stable manure, and nothing will

be lost by so doing.

For the Southern Plai:t£r.

DUMPLING ON THE TOBACCO CROP.

A great doctor once gave a receipt for

dressing and using cucunibers, u\ aboiU

these words: "Pare them nicely, slice

ihem thin, put on plenty of saH, pepper,

and vinegar, and then,—give iheui lo ihc

pigs."

My receipt for cultivating tobacco la

hke this, only more so. 1 say, don't cul-

tivate it at all.

Tobacco is the unfiiendiiest oS a)l

crops to the improvement of a farm. It

is a complete monopolist of ujanure.

—

The tobacco lots get every panicle from

the stable and barn yard, except the few

loads that the planter's wife begs for her

garden.. The very wood-land is ofieii

robbed of its dead leaves, and of its top

soil, to fatten the tobacco ground. The
whole tract is impoverished, starved,

cheated of its aliment, to pamper the fa-,

voriie crop. The wheal's only chance

for benefit ixom the manure, is when it is

sown upon tobacco laad :. then it has the

pet's leavings.

The planiei's attention too, is taken up
by his tobacco. Even if he does not sit

up with it of nights, (as they say one of

my acquaintances does,) his thought.^:, and

the caves of his overseer and hands, are

so filled with it, that other crops are ne-

glected
;.

particularly the many third and

fourth rale crops, such as hay, turnips,

potatoes, beets, and pumpkins
;
and milch

cows, pork, mutton, bees, fruits, &c., that

bring so inuch comfort and profit. It is

as much as he can do to sow and harvest

his wheat, and to plant, weed hastily, and

gather his corn : for the months from

March to January, are spent in preparing

and nursing plant-beds, hoeing and hilling

tobacco ground, planting and re-planting,

suckering, priming, weeding, worming,

cutting, scaffolding, housing, firing, strip-

ping, tying and prizing;—with constant
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watchfulness all the lime, to profit by or

to guard against accidents of the weather.

Tobacco hills eniirelj spoil horizontal

ploughing, and leave washing rains to do

their worst. The fine chopping of the

ground, and its not being rolled (as wheat

or oat ground ought to be,) makes it wash
the more. As to clover and plaster, lime

and compost heaps, I hardlv know a to-

bacco maker who uses ihem at all. Slo-

venly farming of all sons,—bad fences,

shabby, comt'ortless dwellings, rickety

barns and stables, fields in gullies and

galls, except one or two pampered tobacco

lots,—commonly attend that crop.

As the value of a tobacco plantation is

sure to grow less and less everj' year, the

planter is, in fact, continually turning his

capital into income: he is ripping the

goose. He, and his wife and daughters,

do not think of this, but suppose what
he gets for his tobacco to be fair income

;

and they spend accordingly. They do

not even take the average of bis prices:

but if he happens one year in five to get

ten or twenty dollars a hundred, they take

that as the roeasure of his income ; and

the carriage, piano, gold watches, and

finery, and expenses of all sorts, are squared

by it. So he grows poorer and poorer,

whether he gets high prices or low ; only

his poverty comes faster if they are gen-

erally low, but now and then high. The
raarke'. for that article is so subject to ca-

price, and speculation,

—

its ups and downs
are so uncertain—that I do not know any
planter who always gets a high price.

—

It is a mere lottery: and every body

knows how seldom any one is solidly

bettered by drawing a prize in a lottery.

Some close-fisted people who make
tobacco, contrive to keep down their ex-

penses, and save their money—laying it

out in land and negroe.=, or lending it.

—

But these do not enjoy life as they ought:

and forget great the truth, that the safe^^t

invesimen" of growing wealth, is in solid-

ly improving land they already own—
And the most solid of all improvements
isfattening the soil.

Tobacco, I agree, prepares the ground
very vs'ell for wheat ; especially new

,

ground, just cleared: leaving plenty of

i9

aliment for it, if no washing rains have
come, and if you have taken off only one
crop of tobacco. Moreover— if vou sow
clover on the wheat, and use the clover

for two or three years as a fenilizer— per-

haps you will not lose by the tobacco, if

you get a good price for it. All the men
that stand up for tobacco as not an ex-

hausting crop, refer to that mode of man-
agement

; rest their plea upon five ifs and
a perhaps. But where is the planter who
practises that mode ? Not in my county,

that I know of. And among the ten or

fifteen ihotxsand tobacco growers of Vir-

ginia, probably not two hundred practise

It. ^\ e may therefore set it down as not

generally practicable, or advisable.

The effect of this crop upon the whole
country, has been like its effect upon the

fortunes of individual cultivators. No
pan of Virginia ever went to ruin so fast

or so far, as the tobacco growing part.

—

In our colonial times, when 60,U00 bogs-

heads used to be made, tobacco was the

great crop of the tidewater country, and
of many midland counties. Every where
It was followed by worn out lands, and
piney old fields. Deer grew plenty again,

in the oldest settled counties. At ibis

day, desolation has spread most through
the tobacco planting regions. In Bruns-
wick, and other southside counties, I am
told, there are man\" large tracts worn out,

with good houses on them, left unsold by
their owners, who have moved off to the

West with their negroes. I own that

corn, and bad ploughing—a irere scratch-

ing, right up and down hill—with merci-

less grazing, helped the wearing out: but

tobacco, the great mother •f ill thrift, was
the main cause of all.

My wife Dorothy (who looks over »11

my writing, to correct the spelling and
put stops,) says I must touch on the fihh

of chewing and smoking. She is dread-

fully pu: out, by ihe spitting on her fioor

and carpet, and she stink of tobacco

smoke in our dining room. People that

cousider themselves gentlemett, forget that

character while smoking and chewing.

A methodisi preacher lately spit a torrent

upon my floor. And a presb^-terian

preacher, smoking by our breakfast table.
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equiried spiule upon Dorothy's lea-ketile

thai was near ihe fire; and just missed

ihe lea-pot. Tbe country bucks, as they

sit in the gallery at meeting, do not scru-

ple to spit puddles, which run down the

sloping floor, and drop on the ladies' bon-

nets below. My new hat once got into

one of these puddles, and was half spod-

ei Smoking in court houses, stages,

and some raikoad cars, is now a thing of

course. Dorothy ibiuks, and so do I,

that these breaches of politeness occasion-

ed by tobacco, arid heavily to its objec-

tionable nature in a farming point of view:

and that good citizens ought to quit using,

and quit tending it, as fast as possible.

I do suppose, that the f>revalenl use of

this unwholesome weed is one of the

straagesi customs m the history of raan-

kinfl. Its absurdity is well exposed by

Doctor Rush, who (they tell me) was the

greatest of all American physicians. He
says: "Were it possible for a being who
haid resided upon our globe, to visit the

inhabitants cf another planet, where Rea-

son govered, and to tell them that a vile

weed was in general use among us, which

afforded no nourishment—that it was
cultivated with immense care, and was
aa importaQt article of. conjmerce—that

the want of it produced real rrjsery to its

lovers—that its taste was extremely nau-

seous—that it was unfriendly to health

and morals—and that its use was attend-

ed with a considerable loss of time and

property ;— the account would be thought

incredible; and the author would probably

be excluded from societ}', for relating a

storj' so improbable. In no one view, is

it possible to contemplate the creature

man in a more absurd and ridiculous

light, than in his attachment to tobacco."

John Dlmpling.

The views of Mr. John Dumpling will not

pass withoui controversy, in Virginia ai least.

A renaarkable rose tree called the 'Mai-

den Blush,' is growing in St. Louis.

—

Through the centre of each rose upon the

tree a stalk or stem has pushed forward

producing oiher roses.

RHUBARB.

This wholesome and agreeable vege-

table has become so popular as a substi-

tute for fruit in tbe early spring, thai no

garden should be without it. It will

grow any where, is so prolific that a few

plants will yield a plentiful supply of

stalks for a large family. Yet, notwith-

standing the ease with which it is culti-

vated, we often see it badly grown, and

sometimes hear the complaint that parties

have failed in their efforts to get a crop.

Oiir remarks will obviate every objection,

:
if attended to, and enable our renders to

I
grow rhubarb for themselves with ease

I and success.
' Rhubarb has a hard underground stem,

i which pushes forth buds plentifully at
' the crown, or pari nearest the surface

;

I
every one of these buds taken off with a

i portion of root adhering to it, will form a
i large plant in one season. If you wish

j
to make a plantation, get as many buds-

I

or crowns as your bed will admit of, a.U

lowing each two or three feel every way,

I

according to the habits of the varieties

I

you prefer. 'I'he plan generally adopted

i IS to purchase as many roots as are ne--

\
cessary to fill the allotted space, but this

j

is a niore expensive and far less eligible

I

method than the one now recommended.

i
Last 3'ear a new sort of rhubarb was of-

I

fered in the neighborhood of the writer

i
at 5s a plant. Some of his friends pur-

i chased four or five roots, but he was satis-

fied with one. On receiving it he placed

i it in a hole, and covered it up wiih soil

;
until February, when, on examination,

five good burls were developed. The
root was then divided into five parts, each

of which, at the present time, is a large,

flourishing plan', equal to any of those

which were not divided. A bed was thus

j

obtained for five shillings, equal, indeed

superior, to some costing iweniy-five shil-

lings. We are convinced, from actual

. experiment, that rhubarb rnay be brought

to perfection in one 3'ear; that old beds

are inferior to new ones ; and that fresh
' plantations should be made every two

years. The old plan of making a bed to

I

descend to posterity should be explodedj
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in reference lo aiany garden productions.

Strawberries, raspberries, rhubarb, &c

,

&c., should be removed ofien, if fine

heathy produce is wished for.

Having a sumcient number of buds or

crowns, let them be planted in a well

trenched and manured soil. If the leaves

are developed, caie must be taken to pre-

vent their flagging. This may be done

by placing over them some long litter,

sufficient to answer the purpose without

excluding light and air. The young
plants will soon be established, and will

grow rapidly. No leaves must be taken

off the first year, as thfi object is to convey

all the elaborated sap possible to the stem

for future use. If the ground is good,

and kept free from weeds, no more care

is required, and abundanc* of fine stalks

can be taken off next spring. An exposed

situation, with plenty of siui and air, will

of course bring this production to the

greatest perfection; but it will produce

good crops without having these advan-

tages fully. Every house with a garden,

however small, may thus furnish the ta-

ble of its owner, with little expense and

trouble.

But rhubarb possesses the advantage

of being forced with as iriuch. ease and

as cheaply as it is grown in the open air.

This may be done by growing it against

a wall in a sunny aspect, and covering it

when required with pots or boxes, over

which fermenting materials must be

placed. But decidedly the best method
is to take the roots into the house to be

forced. For this purpose they must be

grown exactly as recommended above,

that as much power may be treasured xip

in the roots as possible. To take up ex-

hausted plants from a crowded bed, which
has been stripped of its leaves during the

season, is to deprive theni of their natural

advantages, end to expend the forcms:

process on weakened and imperfect sub-

jects. Let cuttings, with a crown lo each,

be now put in, in the best possible situa-

tions, and by autumn they will be admi-

rably adapted to your purpose. When
the foliage is withered take up the roots,

and put them singly into large pots or

boxes. These may be stored away any

where, and introduced, two oi three at a

time, into a warm situation. The writer

placed his pots this winter in a dark clo-

set, at the back of a kitchen range, and
the rhubarb grew rapidly. Every house
can find some spot having the advantage

of ffreater warmth than the ordinary tem-

perature. Rhubarb may thus be had al

any time, and a good supply kept up un-

til it is produced in the open air. It is

very necessary to get it as eaily as possi-

ble, as its value is much lessened when
gooseberries are plentiful.— Gard. Chron.

CURE FOR S.XAKE BITE.

The following, says the Frederick Ex-
aminer, we find in a paper published in

1S31:
An effectual curefor the bite of a Snake.

Last summer, a black man, in Frederick

county, was bitten on the finger in the

corn house about dark by a snake, sup-

posed to be a copper head, from the fact

that one was killed the next day under

the house. Immediately his arm swelled

to twice its ordinary size. I applied first

the bieast of a chicken cut open— next

a large vial of whiske}^—to the wound.
We also bathed the arm and hand fre-

quently during the night, and the next

day until U o'clock with sah water, with-

out any visible abatement of the swelling.

At that lime a physician arrived, and im-

mediately sent for the root of the yellow

poplar tree, (niore properly called the

American tulip tree;) he had a strong

decoction made of the bark, washed the

swollen part with it frequently, gave the

patient a half pmt every half hour, and
applied the bruised bark which was boiled

as a poultice. The relief was almost in-

stantaneous, the swelling soon subsided,

and the pain, which was very excrucia-

ting, in a short lime ceased altogether.

—

The Doctor assured me, that had it not

been for this simple remedy, the man
would not have lived many hours ; and

I am convinced from what I saw, that

had it been applied in the first instance,

the suffering wmild have been very light.

1 wish this remed}' to be generally known,
as it mav save the lives cf hundreiis.
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DISCOURSE ON AGRICULTURE.

We laj' before the reader the following ex-

cellent extracts from an agricultural discourse

delivered by Dr. Darlington of Pennsylvania,

and advise him to read the same. The occa-

sion was the formation of an agricultural so-

ciety. 'Ihe principal objects of the speaker

were to demonstrate the usefulness of associa-

ted labor and intelligence, and to show the

necessity of a knowledge of the principles

which are involved in the practice of agricul-

ture. His observations on these points are

given with much force, and we think the fol-

lowing extracts will be read with interest and

advantage

;

Man is by nature a gregarious animal,

and evidently intended for the perform-

ance of mutual good offices. Even in his

rudest condition, he soon learns the im-

portance of co-operation with his fellows

in producing desired results ; and as he

advances in civilization and refinement,

,

he discovers that the benefits to be derived
'

from combined skill and energy are in a
i

direct ratio with his progress in improve- i

ment. The developments of science not i

only excite a salutary emulation among '

individuals, but ihey also show how much
more may be accomplished by a concen-

traiion of effort— by a skilful union and

concert of individual talent and energy.
;

Hence the resort to societies, for the pro-

1

motion of desirable objects. By a judi- i

cioiis combination of their several means i

and capacities, in tloe mode best suited to
|

render theiri all available, men have ac-

'

complished purposes which, individually,
j

they could never hops to perforin.
j

Associated efforts having been found
j

thus valuable in all great works of art
|

requiring skill and force, and in the prose-
i

cut ion of researches afier scientific truth,

the inquir}' is naturally suggested, why
the iniponant business of agriculture maj'

:

not also be benefiied bj' a resort to similai

expedients. Is there no sort of knowledge

involved in successful agriculture, which

may be reciprocated, with good effect,

among the members of a society—or pro-

moted by a generous co-operation? Is

there no scientific or practical skill requi-

site in the amelioration of soils—the cul-

ture of plants—or the management of

stock—which may be advantageously

imparted by the experienced for the bene-

fit of young beginners ? If there are

truths in nature which farmers arff inte-

rested to know— or processes in art where-

in dexterity and economy are desirable

—

can any good reason be assigned why
the cultivators of the soil should not asso-

ciate to secure to themselves those advan-

tages ? It may perhaps be alleged—for

the unreflecting do often make such ran-

dom allegations— that agriculture is es-

sentially a practical profession
;
and there-

fore has little occasion for arlistical skill

or scientific accomplishments. I am pre-

pared to admit all that can be fairly urged

in behalf of sound experience and plain

practical common sense, not only in agri-

culture, but in all human pursuits. I

grant that the cultivation of the soil is

eminently a matter-of-fact business. It is

true, moreover, that the veriest clod-poll

in the land may pursue the beaten track

of his annual labors with tolerable suc-

cess, and may gather in his crops w'iih

little more knowledge of the objects around

him than the cattle he drives; but I can
never believe that true knowledge is inju-

rious to the operatives or the interests of

any profession or business—nor can I be

persuaded that Boorish ignorance is the

proper condition and character of a tho-

rough-bred agriculturist. Most assuredly

it is not the appropriate character of an
American Farmer. While I not only agree,

but would insist, that a sound practical

knowledge of their profession should be

the primary object of the cultivators of

the soil, I must, at the same time, contend

for the feasibility and necessity— in the

existing slate of the society, and under

institutions like ours—of an adequate

acquaintance with the laws of nature,

and with the properties and true charac-

ter of the objects immediately concerned

in agriculture. That acquaintance, of

course, should be based on correct scien-

tific principles—so as to be always avail-

able when applied to the useful purposes

of life, I hold it indeed to be essential to
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the safety and duraiioi^ of this Republic, .and to understand the laws of the animal

(hat our ytomanry should keep pace with > economy, so that he may'avail himself of

the nr>arch of general intelligence. As that knowledge, when called upon to re-

they value their just rights, and would ! lieve ihe various "ills that flesh is heir to.''

cherish the attributes of freemen, ihey i And the divine also—whose sacred office

must take care that their attainments jit is to ncinister to our spiritual wants—to

never lag behind the age in which they
j
expound the objects of our probationary

live—nor they themselves become unfit to
i

existence here, and " vindicate the ways
mingle and to struggle with the master- .of God to man'—even he is expected to

spirits who, for good or for evd, are ever furnish "a reason for the faith that is in

seeking to direct the course and control ' him." Artistes and operatives of every

the prosrress of communities. AgricuUu- description, who would adorn their seve-

rists being a majority of this nation, it is
j
ral pursuits, find it necessary to under-

perfectly obvious that they must be either Island the iheory or principles involved in

the intelligent regulators of its glorious i their manipulations, as well as to become
career, or the blind instruments of its des- ; expert in the practical details. Such be-

tiny in the hands of arifjl demagogues; ;ing the unquestionable fact in reference

aud consequently they will be held re- ; to all other vocations, it may well be de-

sponsible for the fa'e of the Republic by
j
manded why the business of agricuilure,

their remotest posterity. Ought they not, : itself a comprehensive system of natural

then, to employ every means, and exert ; science, involving OiOre or less an ac-

every nerve to qualify themselves for the jquain;ance with all physical laws and all

high duties thus devolved upon them ? i terrestrial phenomena—and being more-

There is nothing unreasonable nor ex- iover the great substratum and support cf

traordinary in the acquirements thus indi-
j

every human pursuit—why should agri-

cated as appropriate and indispensable to
!
cuhure alone, of all earthly employtT'cnts,

the American farmer. In a nation fitted
i
be regarded as calling for no scientific at-

for freedom—or which hopes to coniinue
;
tainments—no intelligent observation of

free—such attainments are enjoinetl upon I the varied natural objects^ the interesting

all classes and descripuons of ihe people, facts and curious process«?s around us
;
in

Where men stand unfettered on the plat-
j

other woais^ rw rational exercise of the

form of equal rights, it is justly expected
|
intellectual faculties with which a benefi-

of every one that he shall qualify himself 'cent Creator has endowed us ? It was,

to meet all the res^ponsibilities belonging indeed, wjsely provided, that an art to

to his station in society; and this is emt- j which the whole human family is indebt-

nently true of the particular business to ; ed for sustenance, should be so simple io

which he is devoted. The remark is as
j
its essential features that even stupidity

correct as it is pointed and forcible, that
j

can make a living and mere muscular

"where knowledge is a duty, ignorance exertion can be protitablv employed in its

is a crime.'' No man should be held ex- ' prosecution. But, io the nature of things,

cusable for neglecting the oppixtunity to i it cannot be, that a business involving so

inform himself of that which it is his in- 'much of natural history—and controlled

terest and his duty to know. Professional b\' so many of the laws indelibly impress-

men, so termed, are bound to be familiar
I ed upon matter— it can never be predi-

with the entire history and with every i cated of such a pursuit that a knowledge
department of their several callings. The

;
of its true principles is superfluous, nor

jurist must make himself acquainted v.iih |ihat its best interest may not be promoted
the intellectual processes whence our pre- 1 by a cultivated intellect. I shall there-

sent rule of action has been deduced, in
|
tore assume, as an established position,

order that he ntiav correctly apply that I that a knowledge of the profession, in all

rale to all cases of difficulty between man ! i^s relations, is requisite to ensure the per-

and man. The physician is required to jfection of agriculture and to elevate it to

know the structure of the human body,
j
its proper raok ; and moreover^ that in a
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country where laws rule and yeomanry
j

have a potential* voice in their enactment,

it is indispensable to the perpetuity of

their institutions that an agricultural peo-
\

pie should be an educated and an intelli-
\

gent people.
i

1 would therefore exhort our j-oung
!

farujers to acquire so much natural sci-

ence as will enable them certainly to

know and to discriminate between the

,

more important objects of their daily care
j

and attention, and by means which they
]

may also treat of those objects intelligent-
j

]y and correctly in their intercourse with i

others They should be so far acquainted '

with geology and minerals, and under-

i

stand so much of chemistry and its laws, I

as to have a general idea of the structure
i

and stratification of the earth's crust, and
|

a just conception of the reciprocal infiu-

j

ences exerted by the constituent portions
'•

of the soil and the atmosphere. This in-

,

formation may now be readily obtained
;

from elementary works within the reach
]

of every one who has the taste or the in-

1

clination to possess it ; but, that all might

have a fair and equal opportunity to profit

by such knowledge, according to their

several capacities, it should be made an !

indispensable branch of the education of
|

youth, ami faithfully imparted by compe-

!

tent teachers to every child in the repub-
j

lie. Until such instruction shall be pro-
j

vided, it may be confidently maintained

that no belter substitute can be devised
i

•han is afforded by the intercourse of in-

telligent, public spirited men in well con-

ducted associations.

Similar remarks may be applied to the

expediency of a reasonable acquaintance

with the vegetable and the animal king-

doms. What sort of an agriculturist is

he, in this acre and country, who is so ig-

norant of the interesting ptanfs on his own
farm as to be continually overlooking the

most pernicious weeds when they invade

his premises, or mistaking for them those

of a comparatively harmless character

—

and who knows so little even of those he

annuall}'' cultivate.=3, as to be unable to

designate them by a name that is cer-

tainly comprehended beyond the limits of

his native parish ? Is the young Ameri-

can farmer, who can rest contented with

such imperfect intelligence in his imrjr:e-

diate profession, is /le calculated, in this

progressive era, to advance the interests

or maintain the appropriate rank of that

first and noblest and most indispensable

of secular employments 7 Surely, it ought;

not to be thus with agriculture, when all

the kindred sciences are going ahead with

rail-road velocity. The several depart-

ments of knowledge are auxiliary to each

other. They reciprocate lights by which
their obscurest truths are illustrated.

—

They should, therefore, all proceed with

equal step. It is not necessary, neither

would it be expedient, for the practical

farmer to spend his time in studying the

unimportant species of the vegetable cre-

ation, nor in tracing the distinctive fea-

tures of all the various tribes, "from the

cedar tree that is in Lebanon even unto

the hysson that springeth out of the

wall;" but, as his business is especially

with the more interesting kinds, with the

cu'ture of useful plants and tht extirpation

ofpernicious xoeeds, I hold it to be his duty

to acquire a knowledge of these, and such

a knowledge, too, as shall be adequate,

both to the proper management of them,

and to the delineation, when called for, of

their true botanical character. This would

be a limited task and an easy attainment,

quite within the reach of every ordinary

capacii}'. Some three or four hundred

species comprise all the more important

plants usually observable on our farms,

whether in the forest, the fields or the

kitchen garden
;
and it must be an ob-

tuse intellect indeed which cannot learn

to know and distinguish that number of

vegetable forms. The juvenile pupils of

some of our female seminaries are, every

3'ear, demonstrating the ease with which
the task may be performed.

I shall not detain you with observations

[

concerning the importance of zoological

i information; for that is a kind of know-

ledge so intimately connected with our

prosperity and comfort, that we cannot

j

well avoid the acquisition of a reasonable

' share, at least with reference to the larger

1 animals which are domesticated or indis-

:
pensabls on the farm. Our daily habits
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and associaiions force the attainment on

MS all. 'J'he rudest bumpkin that ever

trampled on flowers, or worked among;

weeds, wilhoiit being: f^ble to distinguish

one from another, is nevertheless compel-

led to become acquainted in some degree

wiih both the valuable and the mischie-

vous anunals, fowls as well as quadru-

peds; indeed, it is wonderful to observe

how well and thorongbiy such untutored

persons do often learn the distinguishing

trails, the dispositions and characteristic

peculiarities of animated nature. Still,

there is a sciemiflc aspect, of which every

department of natural history is suscep-

tible, under which it assumes a methodi-

cal perspicuity, an illustrative arrange-

ment which is exceedingly gratifying as

well as instructive and merits the atten-

tion of all inquiring minds. There is,

moreover, a branch of zoology, embrac-

ing myriads of tiny creatures, and many
of them of the most destructive character

to the hopes of the farmer, which is yet

imperfectly tinderstood, and demands the

closest scrutiny of everyone concerned in

the products of the vegetable kingdom. I

refer, of course, to the multitudinous insect

tribes—some of which are occasionally

so injurious as to require the most patient

observation and the utm.ost sagacity to

ascertain their true history. Even these

minute researches, too generally neglected

or despised, are demanded by the best in-

terests of agriculture, and to be success-

ful, they must be conducted on scientific,

principles. A little mental discipline, how-
ever, backed by perseverance, will soon

enable the curious observer of nature to

make valuable contributions to the com-
mon stock of information. I would there-

fore have every American farmer who
can appreciate the responsibilities of his

position, to cultivate his intellect with the

same care and assiduity that: he does his

acres. Let him habituate himself to note

the facts, to observe the phenomena, and
investigate the theory of the processes

which are continually taking place around
him

;
and let no one delude himself into

the belief, nor seek to excuse his deficien-

cies by the stale and hackneyed plea that

he has not time for such pursuits. Why,

those very pursuits are part and parcel

—

a very important pan too— of his own
appropriate business. It is precisely for

such business that his time is allotted to

him. At this day, and in this land, it

Will not do to urge the want, eithtn- of

time or opportunity, for the due perform-

ance of our parts in life. Most people

contrive to find time for what they really

wish to do ;
and if driven to the necessity

are apt to take it at any rate for those

pursuits which they are resolved upon.

But the fact is, we all idle away or waste
in frivolous amusements, more time than

would be requisite to fit us for the per-

formance of our several duties. We are

very prone to mistake the real nature of

our luants. Tt is not so much to the want
of time as to the want of inclination and
of a proper sense of our responsibilities,

that we should attribute our failure to

possess the accomplishments which justly

pertain to our profession and station in

society. It is this want—this neglect of

the more elevated attainments, and this

lack of a just perception of the beautiful,

which has hitherto been most striking and
conspicuous among the agriculturists of

our country. While our fariiiers have
generally attended, faithfully and success-

fully, to what is truly denominated " the

main chance," it must be confessed that

too many among them have exhibited a
lamentable want of tact and skill in plan-

ning and improving, or in availing them-

selves of natural advantages in the ar-

rangement of their rural establishments.

Next in importance to successful cul-

ture and a correct knowledge of the prin-

ciples and objects Involved in the process,

is the attainment known as good taste—
or that refined sense of the beauties of

nature which knows how to appropriate

her charms in the embellishment of farm-

houses or cottages, and to invest them
with that witchery and grace which
should ever be associated with a country

residence. No person who has enjoyed

the delights of a tasteful rustic dwelling,

embosomed among venerable trees and
reposing amid the verdure of flower-span-

gled lawns, can failed to be shocked at

the contrast of a rude, vulgar looking
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tenement, awkwardly stuck in some open
j

weed-grown space, without a shade tree,

or an enclosure lo protect it from the rays
,

of a burning sun or the annoj'ing ap-

1

proaches of the trampling cattle
;
and yet

\

the difference may be entirely owing to!

the exercise of a cultivated taste in the

;

one case, and a total destitution of it in
i

the other. Fruit trees and shade trees
|

should be regarded as indispensable ap-

j

pendages of every human residence. If
i

duly attended to, the former will amply
'

gratify the palate, while the latter will;

also minister to our enjoyment, directly

by the refreshing shelter afforded to our-
j

selves, and indirectly by attracting lo i

their branches the lovely serenadeis of;

the feathered race. How delightful in a'

tree-embowered cottage, to be roused from 1

our slumbers by the gushing melodies

!

which in such abodes ever greet the'

dawn of a summer morning? By pro-

1

viding a shady retreat for the little war-|

biers, and protecting them from the wea-i

pons of reckless sportsmen, we not only
j

secure their punctual attendance with the
i

grateful tribute of their vocal strains on

each returning spring, but we are reward-

'

ed tenfold for all such benevolent offices
j

by the industry with which the welcome;
visiters labor to rid us of annoying insects.

It should therefore be the business and
the pleasure of the intelligent farmer,

wherever located, thus to mnprove and !

adorn his premises."
j

the following marner: Select a dry soil

.

dig a hole IS inches deep, 3 feet wide:
fill it up with small loose stones and clay

to within six inches of the surface; set

your tree on that ; take care of it and it

will grow well, and in four years bear

nuts; then protect your nuts from boys
and squirrels.

—

Prairie Farmer.

CHESTNUTS.

Messrs. Editors,—Observing an inquiry
j

in the Prairie Farmer as to whether any 1

person in these parts had raised the chest-'

nut tree from the seed, 1 would inform i

the inquirer that Col. R. Gilmore of this

county, has two chestnut trees in his gar-

den, of his own raising they have borne

nuts the two years past. The plan of

raising the chestnut is this: the nuts!

must not be suffered to become dry. i

Plant them in the spring of the year.

The first winter protect them from the'

frost, or they are apt to be killed by the
j

freezing. The next spring transplant in

THE COTSWOLD BREED OF SHEEP-

As this breed of sheep is now being

disseminated to a considerable extent in

various parts of this country, we have
thought that a brief sketch in regard to

their history would be read with interest.

The original stock from which the pre-

sent improved Cotswolds were derived,

has been known on the Cotswold hills, in

Gloucestershire, England, for a great

length of time. W. C. L. Martin, in

his late work on sheep, (one of the series

in "Knight's Farmer's Library,'') gives

an account of the breed, from which we
give the foUowirtg extracts. The name
(Cotswold,) by which the breed is known,
is said to have been derived from cols or

cotes having been formerly erected in the

district occupied by these sheep, for their

accommodation. They consisted, we are

informed, of "not only rude huts or sheds,

but of extensive langes of buildings, of

three or four low stories, communicating
with each other by means of gradually

sloping ascents or pathways, so that the

sheep had no difficulty in ascending to

the topmost story. Thus no room was
lost, and the most efficient shelter was
provided for the flock either by day or by
night, during the continuance of winter,

or at the lambing season, or when it was
deemed advisable to house."

The Cotswold breed, was, we are told,

anciently held in such high estimation,

that "in 1467, by permission of Edward
IV. some of them were imported into

Spain, not as some have supposed, to

mingle with and improve the migratory

fine and short-wooled Spanish sheep of

ancient renown, but either to form the

ground-work of a new long-wooled stock,

or to improve some native long-wooled
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breed from which serge-like fabrics, re-

quiring this kind of wool uiighl be ma-
nufactureii."

''The old Goiswolds were a large hardy
race of sheep, big-boned and long-wooled,

and well adapted for the hill range which
constituted iheir sironghold. To judge
from the relics siiU extant (though not

pure,) they were flatsided, deficient in the

foreqiiarlers, heavy in the hmd quarters,

slow fatteners, and covered with a long

and weighty fleece ; this latter being va-

riable in quality, but alwaj's truh' valua-

ble as a combing wool. But the old breed

is now more or less modified, ami though
it has not merged into the Leicester [or

Bakewell breed,] is in many parts deeply

imbued with the Leicester blood
;
in other

parts, on the contrary, where hardiness is

peculiarly essential, the cross of the Lei-

cester has been only carried out so far as

to give those improvements which we
have more than once detailed, as the in-

variable result of even a single cross with

this peculiar strain.

"According to the situation of his farm
and the nature of his pasturage, does the

Cotswold farmer manage his flock. Per-

haps the prevalent breed may be half

Colswold and half Leicester. But in

sheltered places and on good Imd, the

strain of the Leicester may be found to

predominate : while in more exposed situ-

ations the farmer, finding the Leicester

cross tending not only to the diminution

of the size of his sheep, and the weight
of his fleeces, but to the loss of due har-

diness and fertility, increases the Cotswold
blood in his flock, and proceeds rather

upon the principle of selection than of

admixture to a rash extent, with the

Leicesters. In both instances the farmer

is right ; in the one case, he has the

means of feeding off rapidly, and he is

content with the loss and a lessened

weight of fleece
; his profits arising from

early maturity and from the capability of

the land for feeding at a given lime, more
sheep of the crossed breed than the old,

so as in reality, to return at a quick ratio

a greater weight of mutton than formerly

To him wool is of secondary importance.

The farmer whose land is exposed, and

]

affords only a scanty pasturage, will find

his profit rather in wool than in carcass;

• he could not, as respects the latter, com-

{

pete, even if he would, with the farmer of

! the vale a few miles distant, but he will

j

make up his profits in weight of wool.

—

I

He therefore takes care that the old strain

j

shall not prevail over the Leicester cross,

!

(the benefits of which he is not altogether

! unwilling to lose,) and adapts his man-

j

agement to the circumstances in which

I

he is placed. He does not lose sight of

i the fattening qualities and early maturity;

I

but he as little loses sight of hardiness,

fertility, and size, and of weight of fleece.

A breed which may, perhaps, be called

;a branch of the Cotswold, has rather re-

cently appeared in England, under the

naiTie of the "Neio-Oxfordshires " They
have been very successful competitors at

the great shows of the Royal Society,

^

and the Smithfield Club, for the prizes on

"Long-wooled" sheep, as distinct from

i

the Leicesters.

I

Mr. Robert Smith, in a prize essay

on the breeding and management of sheep,

I

(written for the Royal Agricultuial Soci-

ety,) thus describes the New-Oxfords:

[

"They are of large dimensions, and
have a great propensity to fatten, arising

chiefly from their wide frame, quietude,

and open texture of flesh, which is of

quick growth, and consequently expands
itself more rapidly than many others

;

but they do not possess that exactness of

\
form peculiar to smaller animals, though

' they have a better carriage. For several

years the male animals have been eager-

ly sought after, with a view to increase

the size and frame of other long-woo!ed

breeds."

—

Jllb. Cultivator.

THE SUN FLOWER.

This plant has now become valuable

both as a sure crop and a useful one.

From it is rnade a great quantity of oil

which burns well, and is also very good
as a mixture with the best linseed, for pain-

ting. By the hydraulic press 19 bush-

els of sunflower seed has produced 23
gallons of oil.
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CHESHIRE CHEESE

Is generally made with two meals of

milk.

"The general cusiom is, to take about

a pint of "cream, when two meal cheeses

are made, from the nighi's milk of twenty

cows. In order to make cheese of the

best quality, and in the greatest abun-

dance, it is admitted that the cream should

remain in the milk. The more coumion

practice is, to set the evening's milk apan

till morning, when the cream is skimmed

off, and three or four gallons of the milk

is poured into a brass pan, which is im-

mediately placed in a furnace of hot wa-

ter, and made scalding hot ; then half the

milk thus heated is poured upon the

night's milk, and the other half is mixed

wUh the cream, which is thus liquified,

so as when put into the cheese tub to

form one uniform fluid. The morning's

milk is- then immediately added to that

of the evening, and the whole n,ass is at

once set together for cheese.

The rennet and coloring* being then

put into the tub, the whole is well stirred

tof^ether ;
a wooden cover is put over the

tub, and over that is thrown a linen cloth.

The usual time of 'coming' or curdling

is one hour and a half, during which time

it is frequently to be examined. If the

cream rises to the surface before the mix-

ing takes place, as it often does, the whole

must be stirred together so as again to

mix the milk and cream; and this as

often as it rises, until coagulation com-

mences. If the dairy woman finds that

the milk is cooler than was intended, or

does not come on account of coolness, hot

water or hot milk may be poured into it.

This must, however, be done before it is

all coagulated, for the forming of the curd

must not be tampered with. If it is too

hot, the opposite means may be resorted

to ; but the more general practice is to

suffer the process to proceed hot as it \s,

Spanish annatto is usually employed.—

Little more than a quarter of an ounce is suf-

ficient for a cheese of 60 pounds. The annatto

is generally put in bv rubbing a piece of it in

a bowl with warm' milk, and then stands a

little to drain off the sediment, and is then

mixed with the entire quantity.

until the first quantity of whey is taken

ofT, a part of which, being set to cool, is

then returned into the tub to cool the curd.

If too little appears to have been used, it

renders the cmd exceedingly tender, and

an additional quantity may be put in;

but this must be done before the coagula-

tion takes place ; for if added afterwards,

it will be of little effect, as it cannot be

used without disturbing the curd
;
which

can then only acquire the proper degree

of toughness, by having heated whey

poured over it.

When coagulation is formed, a point

which is delennined by gently pressing

the surface of the milk with the back of

the hand ; but in this test kperience is

the only guide, for the firmness of the curd,

if the mUk be set hot to<rether, will be

much greater than that from the milk

which has been set cold together. If the

curd be firm, the usual practice is to take

a common case knife, and make incisions

across it to the full depth of the blade, at

the distance of about one inch, and again

crosswise in the same manner, the inci-

sions intersecting each other at right an-

gles. The cheese-maker with two assis-

tants proceed then to break the curd, by

repeatedly pressing their hands down into

the tub, and breaking every part of it as

small as possible ;
this part of the busi-

ness being continued until the whole is

uniformly broken small; it generally

takes about forty minutes, and the curd is

then left covered with a cloth, for about

half an hour, to subside.

The bottom of the tub is set rather

atilt, the curd is collected to the upper

side of it, and a board is introduced of a

semi-circular form, to fit loosely one half

of the tub's bottom. This board is placed

on the curd, and a sixty pound weight

upon it, to press out the whey, which

draining to the lower side of the tub, is

ladled out into brass pans ;
such parts of

the curd as are pressed from under the

board, are cut off with a knife, placed un-

der the weighted board, and again press-

ed; the operation being repeated again

and again, until the whey is entirely

drawn from the curd. The whole mass

of curd is then turned upside down, and
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put on the other side of the tub, to be

]n-essed as before. The board and weight

being removed, the curd is cut in pieces

of eight or nine inches square, piled upon

each olher, and pressed both with the

weight and hand ;
these several opera-

tions being repeated as long as any whey
appears to remain.

The next thing is to cut the curd info

three nearly equal portions, one of which

is taken into a brass pan, and is there by

two women broken extremely fine ; a

large handful of salt being added and

well mixed with it. I'hat portion of the

curd being sufficiently broken, is put into

a cheese vat, which is placed to receive

it, on a cheese ladder, over the cheese tub,

the vat being furnished with a coarse

cheese cloth. The second and third por-

tions of the curd are treated in the same
manner, and emptied into the vat ; except

that into the middle portion eight to ten

limes the quantity of salt is usually put.

By some dairy women, each portion is

salted alike, with no more than three

large handfiils to each.

The curd, when put into the cheese

vat in its broken state, is heaped above

the vat in conical form, to prevent it from

crumbling down, the four corners of the

cheese cloth are turned over it, and three

women placing their hands against the

conical part genii}', but forcibly, press it

together. So soon as the curd adheres

together so as to admit of it, a small

square board, with a corner of the cloth

under it, is put on the top with a 60 lb.

weight or a lever is pressed upon it. Se-

veral iron skewers are at the same time

stuck in the cone, as well as through holes

in the side of the vat, from which they

are occasionally drawn out and fixed in

other spots, until not a drop of whey is

discharged. The weight and skewers

are then removed, and the corners of the

cloth are either held up by a woman, or

by a wooden hoop, while the curd is bro-

ken as small as possible, and skewering
is repeated. The women then take up
the four corners of the cloth, while the

vat is taken away and rinsed in warm
whey ; a clean cloth is then put over the

upper part of the curd, and it is returned

inverted into the vat. It is then broken

half way through as before—these ope-

rations occupy from three to four hours.

When no more whey can be extracted

by these means from the cheese, it is again

turned in the vat and rinsed as before in

warm whey. The cloth now made use

of is larger and finer than the former, and

is so laid, that on one side it shall be level

with the edge of the vat, and on the other

wrap over the whole surface of the cheese;

the edges being; put within the vat, ihus

perfectly enclosing the whole mass. In

this stage of the business the cheese is

still higher than the edge of the vat ; and

to preserve it in due form, recourse is had

to a binder, about three inches broad, eiiher

as a hoop, or as a cheese-fitter, which is

a strong, broad, coarse sort of tape, which

is put round the cheese, on the outside of

the cloth, and the lower edge of the bind-

er pressed down within the vat, so low as

that the upper edge of it may be level

with the surface. The cheese is then

carried to the press, and a smooth, strong

board being placed over it, the press is

gently let down upon it, the usual power

of which is 14 or 15 cwt. In most dairies,

however, are two presses, and in many,

three or four, of different weights; the

cheese being by some put first under the

heaviest, and by others under the lightest.

As soon as the cheese is put in the

press, it is immediately well skewered

—

I

the skewers being of strong wire eighteen

I

or twenty inches long, sharp at the points

'and broad at the other end; the vat and

I

binder having holes, seldom more than an

{inch asunder, to receive them. As the

press always stands near the wall, only

I one side of the cheese can be skewered

I

at the same time, and it must therefore

be turned half way round, whenever that

is necessary ; but this occasions no incon-

venience, as the skewers must be fre-

quently shifted, and many more holes are

made than skewers to fill them. In half

an hour from the time the cheese is first

put in the press, it is taken out again,

and turned, in a vat, into another clean

cloth, after which it is returned to the vat;

but is by some persons previously put

naked into warm whey, where it stands
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an hour or more for the purpose of har-

dening its coat. At six o'clock in the

evening the cheese is again turned, in the

vat, into another clean cloth, and some
dairy women pick its upper surface all i

over an inch or two deep, wiih a view of

preventing blisters. This can be remedied

if they occur by opening them with a

pen knife, and pouring hot water inio the

incision ;
then press down the outer side,

put on a little salt, and place a piece of

slate with a half pound weight on it.

—

At six o'clock the following morning it is

again turned in the vat, with a clean cloth

as before, and the skewers are laid aside

;

it is also turned two or three times more,

both morning and evening, at the last of

which finer cloths are used than at first,

in order that as little impression as possible

may be made on its coat.

After the cheese has remained about

forty eight hours under the press, it is

taken out, a fine cloth being used merely

as a lining to the vat, without covering

the upper part of the cheese, which is

then placed nearly mid deep in a salting

tub, its upper surface being covered all

over with salt. It stands there generally
j

about three days— is turned daily, and at

each turning well salted, the cloth being

changed twice in the time. It is then
j

taken out of the vat, in lieu of which a ,

wooden hoop is made use of, equal in
^

breadth to the thickness nearly of the

cheese, and in this it is placed on the

salting bench, where it stands about eight

days, being well salted all over, and turned

each day. The cheese is then w-ashed

in hike warm water, and after being wiped,

is placed on the drying bench, where it I

remains about seven days; it is then again

washed and dried as before, and after it

has stood about two hours it is smeared ;

all over with about two ounces of sweet
i

whey butter, and then placed in the warm-
est part of the cheese room.

While it remains there, it is, during the
'

first seven days, rubbed every day all

'

over, and generally smeared with sweet

butter; after which it should for some

time be turned daily, and rubbed three

limes a week in summer, and twice in

winter. The labor is performed almost

universally by women, and that in large

dairies where the cheese are sometimes

upon an average 140 lbs. each. The
details above are for cheese of 60 lbs.

weight. The quantity of salt used is

uncertain
;
about three pounds each is the

largest quantity, though much of it is

wasted, and whether the cheese acquires

much saltness in the salting house, dairy-

men themselves are doubtful, though

much salt is there expended. The spon-

giness and heaving of the cheese, which
are sometimes complained of, Mr. Holland

thinks are faults to be attributed more to

the inattention on the part of work people

than want of skill
—

'three certain preven-

tives being, carefully breaking, good

thrushing. frequent skewering, and pow-

erful pressing,'—but may not iniprobably

arise partly from the use of cold and

warm milk, which if mixed together will

generate gases. Those of pungency and

rankness, which are generally imputed to

impurit}' in the rennet, and by some to

want of salt, he thinks ma}' be also more

properly ascribed to the fermentation oc-

casioned by the imperfect discbarge of the

whey."

A BEAUTIFUL HEDGE.

The best hedge in the United States,

says the Genesee Farmer, extends about

a mile along the highway on a plantation

of 3000 acres, near Augusta, Georgia.

It is the Cherokee rose, which is now in

full bloom, presenting a magnificent floral

spectacle, and filling the atmosphere with

delicious perfume. No animal without

wings can get over it or through it.

CHINESE METHOD OF RENDERING
CLOTH WATER-PROOF.

To an ounce of white wax melted, add

one quart of spirits of turpentine, which,

when thoroughly mixed and cold, dip the

cloth in and hang up to dry. By this

cheap and easy method, muslin, as well

as the strongest cloths, will be rendered

impenetrable to the heaviest rains with-

out the pores being filled up, or any injury

done, w'hen the cloih is colored.
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HEN GOSSIP.

"Chanticleer" is wise in besitating be-

1

fore he consents to banish cocks from hts

poultry yard and nesl egg? from his hen

house. The act of iaying is not volunta-

ry on the part of a hen, but is dependent

upon her age, constitulicm, and diet. If

she be young, healihy and well fed, lay she

must : if she be aged and half starved,

lay she cannot. All that is left to her own
choice, is where she shaR deposit her egg,

and she is sometimes so completely taken

by surprise, as not to have her own way
even in that. The poultry keeper, there-

fore, has only to decide which is the more

convenient—that his hens should lay

here and there, as it may happen, about

his premises, or in certain determinate

places, indicated to the hens by nesl eggs.

It is quite a mistake to suppose that the

presence of a nest egg causes a hen to

sit earlier than she otherwise would.

the sight of 20 nest eggs would not bring

on the hatching fever: and when it does

come, the hen will take to the empty
nest, if there be nothing else for her to in-

cubate. Aay one whose hens have from ac-

cident been deprived of a male companion

will agree with me in saying that they

have not done so well till the loss has

been supplied. During the interregnum

matters get aH wrong. There is nobody

to stop their mutual bickerings, and in-

spire an emulation to please and be

pleased. The poor deserted creatures

wanderabout dispirited, like soldiers with-

out a general. It belongs to their very

nature to be controlled and marshalled by

one of the stronger sex, who is a kmd,

though a strict master, and a considerate

though stern disciplinarian. It does not

appear what should make hens lay bet-

ter under such forlorn circumstances as

are recoinmended in the Aberdeen para-

graph. They will sit just the same, when
the fit seizes them, and so will ducks

:

as may be seen amongst those cottagers

who, to save the expense of barley, keep

two or three hens or ducks only, and pro-

cure from a neighbor a sitting of eggs, as

they want them. It has been staled by

Reaumur, who is a high authority, that

clear or unfertile eggs will keep good long-

I er than those that would be productive

:

I but it is doubtful whether the difference
' is so great as to make it worth while

keeping the hens in a melancholy widow-

hood on ihis account. The most natu-

ral and least troublesome way of having

a winter supplv of eggs, is to procure

pullets hatched early the previous spring,

and to give them all they can eat of the

best barley, or, if expense be disregarded,

of the finest wheat.

—

London Gardener's

1
Ckronicle.

BEES.

Give sa-lt to bees by laying it on the cor-

ner of the board in front of the hive.

They need it as much as cattle or other

animals ;
and when not supphed, they

are often seen in the mud around the

door.

MATTRESSES OF COTTON AND OF
WOOL.

During the hot part of the season, and,

indeed, during the whole year, there is

no bed nrore conducive to health than

I

what is called a mattress. The best of

' these are made of hair so prepared as to

be elastic, and to keep that elaslicit^y for

1 a lon^ time. Some are made of the long
' moss that grows on the trees in the soulh-

ern forests, but these soon become com-

pressed, and lose their elasticity. Re-

cently, cotton has been used for thispur-

' pose ; and still more recently, wool has

Ijeen recommended We made mention of

;
the fact that wool had been recommended

for matresse5, in our last. We shall now
give such information as we have respect-

ing the preparation of both articles for

bedding, in order that those of our readers

w^ho wish to give them a trial may have

something to guide them in their opera-

tions.

' Cotton Beds.—In the Report of the

Com.missioner of Patents, for IS44, we
find cotton recommended for beds, on the

strength of a communication published in

ihe 'Jackson Soutliron.' The writer says

that the considerations which recommend
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this kind of bed, are superior cleanliness;

vermin will not abide in it ;
there is no

grease in it, as in hair or wool ; it does

not get stale, and acquire an unpleasant

odor, as feathers do, to eradicate which

it is often necessary to put them in an

oven and have them re-dried
;
moihs do I

not infest it as they do wool and feathers
;

i

it does not pack, and become hard, as

;

moss does ; nor does it become dry, and
j

brittle, and dusty as do hay, straw or!

husks.
I

It is cheap, and the most easy and
j

healthful bed of any, and possesses, over
j

feathers, the advantage that it does not i

cause that lassitude and inertia produced
j

by sleeping upon the latter.
j

Another writer makes the following,

statements, founded, as he says, on his
j

own experience

:

j

Cost of a Hair Mattress—They !

are generally sold by the pound, from fifty -

to seventy-five cents per pound

—

thirty or :

forty pounds will cost from fifteen to

!

twenty dollars.
!

Wool.—Forty pounds of wool at thir-

ty cents, will be twelve dollars—licking'

and labor of making will add to this cost.
\

Feathers.—Forty pounds at thirty
\

cents, is twelve dollars—ticking and labor
'

will bring it up to from fifteen to twenty

dollars.

Moss Mattresses—Ready made,

twelve dollars.
'

Cotton.—Thirty pounds of cotton at
[

eight cents per pound, two dollars and
;

forty cents—twelve yards of ticking, at a

shilling per yard, two dollars— labor,

thread, &c., two dollars and seventy-five

cents—total, seven dollars and fifteen

cents.

In point of cheapness, says he, the cot-

ton is far preferable; in durability, it is

equal, if not superior to any of them.

—

Six years' use of them convinces me of

the fact.

Mode of Makixg.—The mode pro-

posed for making them, is to take layers

of cotton batting and place them between

envelopes of calico or muslin. An im-

provement has been suggested of gum-
ming or glazing each side of these layers,

as the wadding for cloaks is prepared.

—

A patent has been taken out for making
Ihem with a layer of hair between the

battings.

Woollen Mattresses—In the report

of the Commissioner of Patents, of the

doings of last year, (1847) we find a
communication from Mr. Ancrum, of

Ashley, Pike county, Missouri, on wool
mattresses. He is quite enthusiastic on
the subject. He observes, that the human
species are obliged to repair, by sleep and
repose, the fatigues of the bod\', every six-

teen hours, at least, so that even the labo-

rious pass more than a third part of their

lives in bed; the idle, fashionable and
luxurious, and women, nearly half their

time, and children, in health, sleep most
of their time; therefore it is of the utmost

consequence what kind of bed we lie upon.

The harder the bed, in reason, the health-

ier we are. Wool mattresses give this

hardness and firmness, at the same time

j-ield sufficiently to the pressure of onr

bodies, and form an agreeable and luxuri-

ous bed, and wool does not make marks
on the skin, or relax as other bedding.

—

All great men, warriors, heroes, &c., who
have made any noise in the world, from

Charles XI. to Napoleon, always slept

upon a hard bed. People may be con-

vinced of the impropriety of lying long

in soft beds, by knowing that a sound

man, in one night of seven hours' sleep,

generally perspires fifty ouncesavoirdupois

or four pounds troy weight. This we
cnnnot wonder at since there are above

three hundred thousand millions of pores

in the body of a middle sized man, and

that in the last hours of sleep one per-

spires most. Hence the impropriety and

the weakness of lying too long in a soft

bed, and the necessity of lying on a com-

paratively hard and elastic bed, such as

a wool mattress.

In France, wool mattresses are gene-

rally adopted, consequently you never

meet with a bad bed there. I have tra-

velled all over France, and never met
with a bad bed—and a very recent and
intelligent traveller mentions, on his re-

moval from England to France, that he

found the French beds delicious, because

the beds are wool mattresses.
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Mode of making Wool Mattres- become pure even where the gas is in

SEs.—The first thing to constitute a good, such quaniiiy as to be oppressive to the

heahhy bed is, that it must be absolutely
|

lungs and irritating to the nose. The
flat, therefore all bedsteads should have rationalia of the processis this. The sul-

wooden slats instead of sacking, which phuric acid of the salt combines rapidly

always forms and gives a hollow. The with the ammonia, forming a sulphate of

wool is carded (into bats) and all knots ammonia, and the iron is thrown out as

and extraneous matter taken out. The an oxide. This salt of ammonia (sul-

great point is to make it thick enough.— [
phate) is very soluble in water, and to a

The b^st bed I ever slept in had sixty lbs. .great extent inodorous In addition to

of wool in it, but the bed was of a very this, the ammoniacal gas is most rapidly

large extra size. Half that cjuaniity absorbed by the water of the solution and
will make a common bed, but if you wish thus arrested until the sulphuric acid has

to lie luxuriantly and yet hard, do not time to leave the iron and unite with the

stint the wool ; it lasts forever. The co- ammonia.
vering is washed once a year—the wool It is not perhaps so generally known
carded and a few pounds added, and the how powerful a disinfectant the copperas
bed is sweet and new. -,5. The manner of its action I do not
We think it would be an improvement myself exactly understand

;
but ibis I

on Mr. Ancrum's system of making wool know, that it will usually render inodo-
beds, to form them as recommended lous the most offensive privies ; their de-
above in making cotton beds—viz; have posit beine: rendered black as soon as the
a layer of cloth between the layers of solution of copperas is applied. I also
wool batting, and perhaps a stitch put t,se it in hog pens and such like places,
through occasionally to keep the wool in Some miay perhaps object to the use of
its place and prevent its crowding or pack- copperas on the authority of Leibig, who
ing togeihef.

: is said to have ascertained that sulphate
Wool is cheap this year and it is a of iron in excess causes rust in wheat.

—

favorable time, for those who have the This may be so or may not ; but if the
article to spare, to try the experiment.

, solution be used judiciously, there %vill be

I

no sulphate of iron in the manure
;

it is

1
decomposed, and the resulting compound

For the Southern Planter.
[

jg sulphate of ammonia and oxide of iron.

USES OF SULPHATE OF IRON. i

O'hers may say that it is too expensive.

To this it is answered that it is very cheap,
Dear 5iV,—For some time I have taken not more than two or three cents per

your Planter, and froim it have received pound
many valuable hints on the subjects of, j^ \^-^ j^^ ^^ ^^^, ,,,g ^f^^^ ^3^,
which ,t treats. I now venture to make

„f ]^^^ over-marled. I suggest that a
some suggestions, mostly the restilts of

.^lution of copperas would afford a reme-
my own experience. For a long time it

^, ^^^ ^ ^^,^1 experiment I know that
w'asmy endeavor to devise some means ^^^^ s„bjected to the action of the solu-
o(Jixmg ,n stable manure its most active

,jo„ undergoes a most material alteration.
principle, the ammonia. This, I think, I .p^e result" ,s, I suppose, a sulphate of
have effectually done by the use of sul- jj^, ^ ,^3^3, of paris) carbonic acid thrown
phate of iron, m common language, ^m, and oxide of iron. The acid is ne-
copperas; my method is to make a

, ,„ the growth of plants, and the
saturated solution of that salt and apply ^^-^^ „f j^on, to say the least, not hurtful,
by using a common watering pot. This t , , , ,

is done in the stable; and the time is
i

^ ^'^'^^ '^''''^" °"' ^^^ ^^°^^ ^'""^^

when the ammoniacal gas is detected by remarks on the uses of sulphate of iron
;

the strong smell. On applying the liquid, if fhey be found useful I shall feel myself

the air of the stable will in a few minutes more than repaid for my trouble
;

if not,
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at all events I shall not be disappointed,

but try to get what infornnation I can

from others on the subjects above treated.

C.

Gloucester C. H., Jvly 22.

We are happy to make the acquaintaince

of '•' C," in our columns. From the above

specimen, we think he can render efficient

service in the cause of agriculture, and we
request a continuance of his favors.

—

Editor.

A SOAP PLA>'T.

At a late meeting of the Farmer's Qub,
in New York, Lieut. Washington A.
Banlett, U. S. N., presented two bulbs of

the Amok or Soap Plant, of California.

—

The bulbs are used throughout California

for washing every description of clothing

in cold running water. In using them as

soap, the women cut off the roots from

the bulbs and rub them on the clothes,

and a rich and strong lather is formed

which cleanses most thoroughly. To
propagate the plant, the bulbs are set in

a inoist, rich soil, and grow most luxin"i-

antly in the soft bottoms of vallej's bor-

dering on runnins: streams.

I

containing about forty acres, was well

set in garlic, about as thick as clover

j

usually grows. 1 cultivated it three

1 years in succession in corn, ploughing it

I

up always in the fall and running a heav^'

i harrow over it several times during the

!
winter, when it was not too hard frozen,

so as to expose the onion to the action of

the frost, which effectually kills them.

—

The fourth year I sowed it down thick
i with oats early in the spring. I can now
i discover no garlic, but 1 shall keep a good

]

look out, and if any does make its ap-

pearance, I will try corn again, because

the land cannot be put to a better purpose:

and it is a fact well known to my neigh-

bors, that although the land was not ma-
nured it continued to produce good crops

of corn, the last being absolutely better

than the first.

I advise your correspondent (I wish he

would give us his name,) and all others

to try this experiment and give us the

results.

J. Morgan.
Jefferson Co., Va.

For the Southern Planter.

TO EXTIRPATE GARLIC.

In oneof 3'our recent numbers I noticed

an inquiry from one of your correspon-

dents as to the best waj' of extirpating

garlic from our fields. I have not as yet

discovered an answer to his inquiries and
feeling some interest in that subject, I

hope you will keep it before the public un-

til some effectual remedy for this growing
evil shall be discovered ; and the indivi-

dual who shall succeed in accomplishing

the object will be justly entitled to the

lasting gratitude of the country. Feel-

ing, as I do, a sympathy for 3'our implor-

ing correspondent, having been pretty

much in the same predicament myself,

I will state what I have done to get rid

of this noisome pest. A piece of ground

which I purchased about 4 years ago,

WILD FLOWERS—THEIR CULTIVA-
TION, &c.

I

The great and increasing taste for the

cultivation of flowers, has induced us to

devote a few pages lo the subject, more

particularh' lo the cultivation of our na-

tive or wild flowers. In some of our

former numbers, we have noticed some
new and rare foreign plants, with figures

and drawings of them. The interest of

many cultivators has been drawn away
by foreign productions, "far fetched and

dear bought," while our native, many of

which are far superior in richness, have

been left to bloom and fade, in all their

beaut}' "unknown and unseen, to waste

their fragrance in the desert air."

It is our present purpose to endeavor to

awaken a greater zeal among cultivators

and amateurs, for the growth of some of

the brilliant plants and shrubs, which

deck our fields and woods. Few persons

seem to appreciate or even know lo what

I

perfection of culture many of our wild
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flowers may be brought in the hands of

skilful gardeners.

Here we cannot help remarking, that

many flower ganlens are almost destitute

of bloom, daring a great part of the sea-

son, which could be easily avoided, and a

blaze of flowers kept up, both in the gar-

den as well as pleasure grounds, from

April to November, by introducing from

our woods and fields, the various beautiful

ornaments with which nature has so pro-

fusely decorated them. Is it because they

are indigenous that we should neglect

them ?

Floriculture and other branches of or-

namental gardening, have hitherto been

less attended to in this country than those

of a more useful kind, viz : the rearing of

fruits and culinar}' vegetables. A change,

however, for the last few years has taken

place, of a most favorable character. The
hand of nature has scattered the richest

beauties of the flowery world around us

in every direction, and there is nothing to

prevent us from ornamenting our gardens

with native plants and flowers, from every

wood, from every swamp, from every field,

and from every brook side, to which the

eye can turn.

A mong the great number of wild plants

found in this section, we have succeeded

in cultivating some of the following named
varieties

:

Cardinal Flower—Libelia Cardina-

lis. Among other plants found in the

United States, remarkable for elegance, is

the cardinal flower, which in the last

summer months, may be found along our

swampy grounds near fresh water streams.

From its great beauty and showy appear-

ance, it is a great favorite in Europe, and

is generall}' cultivated in pots. It is a

perennial plant, growing in a simple stem

from two to three feet high ; leaves, from

three to five inches long and an inch or

more in breadth, with a long tapering

base. Flowers of a bright scarlet color,

and very showy.
Whoever has travelled on the river road,

in the months of August and September,

from Waterford to the Borough, could not

have failed to observe, in an open wood,

on the left hand side of the road, about

six miles from the former place, a large

number of those splendid flowers in all

their native beauty.

Although its habits are wild and is

generally found in marshy or wet ground,

and borders of rivulets, it grows readily

when transplanted into a dry soil, if in a

shady position. It is in flower from Au-
gust to October. We once removed some

of these plants to our garden in the month

of April, and they grew and flourished

finely, producing an abundance of splen-

did flowers the same season, and were

much admired by all who saw them.

Gentian— Genliana Jiugustifolia, a

wild flower of extreme beauty, which

grows likewise in swamps, and is worthy

of cultivation. Rare in this section.

Andrews Gentian— Gentiana Jln-

drewsi—Griseb, a biennial, stem simple,

smooth, and rising erect fiom twelve to

eighteen inches high. Leaves about

three inches long, and an inch or more in

breadth, very smooth except on the mar-

gin, which is a little rough. Flowers

crowded in a terminal fascicle or head,

with one or two in axils of the upper

pair of leaves. Corolla, about an inch

j

and a half long, tubular, nearly closed at

the orifice, bright blue, sometimes pale.

—

It IS found in low, moist woods, and flow-

ers in September and October. We have

;
found it growing on the borders of the

j

Norman's Kill, m Bethlehem.
' S31ALL Fringed Gentian— Gentiana

Detonsi. This species grows in various

parts of British America; "and I have,

received," says ToiTy, "from Mr. Lapham,
beautiful specimens which he collecied in

' Wisconsin. It is found on wet hmesione

\

rocks. Goat Island, Niagara Falls, and

near Irondequoit Mills." It is supposed

to be annual or perennial. Flowers yel-

low at base, with a bright blue top, beau-

tifully fringed like the pink. It is a very

pretty plant and would show well in the

garden.

Prince's Pine— Chimaphilla uynhtlota.

(From the Greek Chima, winter^ and fhi-

leo, to love, in allusion to the English

name, wintergreen.)

This little unobtrusive evergreen plant

is common in our woods, and it is said
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also to grow in ihe nonb of Eurpoe. It

is repuied to possess valuable medicinal

qualiiies, and has long been used by the

Indians as a tonic and di;:retic. It is as-

irinsrent and somewhat aromatic to the

tasie; it is often used wiih other plants

and roots in the making of small beer.

The root is lonsr and woodv, throwing
up leaf)' and flowering stems at interral?,

from four to six inches high, bearing from
four to sis nodding white flowers tinged

with purple. Leaves from I ^ to 2 inches

long, often in two or three impverfect whorls,

sicooih, of a dark fflossy green, rather

acuie, sharply serate.

This plant would make a beautiful afv
pearance in a spot, or in the shadv borders

of the flower garden, and may be culti-

vated wiih very lir.le trouble, by attending

to its habits, &.c.

RocxD Leaved Wintergreex—
Pyrda roiundifolia—Linn. This is a very
ornarrjenfa! plant, not rare, found in rich

^oodl:^nds. Its flowers are something
like those of the hyacinth, or !i)y of the

valley, and highly frasrant. This species

is also a native of Europe. The leaves

are broad and roundish, of a deep creen
color, often spreading or Iving flat on the

ground. They would make a handsome
show in a flower garden or in pols.

Red Lilt—Lihum Phihddphicwni.—
Of all the tribes of wild flowering plants

the lily stands pre-eminent It isno:iced

in the sacred writings as of great brillian-

cy and beauty. ^"Consider the lily of the

fields, how they grow ; they toil not

;

neither do they spin
;
yet I say unto vou,

that Solomon, in all his glory, was not

arrayed like one of these"

The red lily may be found in bushy
places, borders of woods ; and are grow-
ing in abundance on the sandy plain, be-

tween Albany and Schenectady. The
stalk rises from two to three feet high,

supporting one solitary upright flower. It

blooms in June and July. The color

varies from dark to light red wiih a tinge

of yellow. This is a highly ornamental
plant and deserves a place in every garden.

Number of flowers increases by cultiva-

tion.

Wild Yellow Lilt—Lilitan Cans-
Idensi.^—Linn. This variety is common
and is found m moist meadows, flowers in

June and July. It grows from two to

three feet high, bearing from one to five

or six notlding yellow flowers, spotted in-

' side with dark purple. It is a bulbous-

rooted plant, and we have transplanted

them, when in flower, with good success,

some of which are now growing in our
garden in full vigor, bearing five or six

beautiful flowers on each s'alk.

Turk's Cap, or Superb Lilt—Lili-

urn supurbum. This, in favorable situa-

tions, is said to be truly a magnificent

plant. It delights in moist meadows, and
flowers ^tbe latter part of July and first of

August. It is regarded by some botanists

as only a variety of the yellow hly, but
its characters seem consiani. The stem
rises from three to six feet high, leaves

narrow, from five to eight, in a v.hor], and
from two to four inches long. Flowere
varying from three to twenty, or in very

luxurious plants, to ihiny or forty, ar-

ranged in a pyramidal manner, or in the

form of a chandelier. Coior, a brigh;:

orange with numerous redish purple spots.

We have no recollection of ever having
seen any of this variety in the vicinity of

Albany According to the description it

would make a splendid appearance in the

flower garden, and is worthy of cultiva-

tion.

Large Yellow Ladt's Slipper.—
Cypripediurn pubecens—Swartz. This
much admired fiower is found in moist,

shady woods, and swamps. There are

three varieties of this species, and some
rather rare. The root of this plant con-

sists of numerous lUick fibres. Flowering
stem simple, and rising from one to two
feet high. Flowers large and showy,
solitary, sometimes in pairs with a large

foliaceous bract at the base. Petals grreen-

ish, stained with purple, and from 1 and
a halt to 2 inches long. Upper sepal

raiher broadly lanceolate; the two lower
ones commonly united nearly to the tip,

but someiimes distinct. Petals lanceolate

linear, undulate and twisted. Lip yellow,

1 to 1 and a half inches long, somewha:
obovoid. much inflated.

i
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Smaller Yellow Lady's Slipper—
Cypripedhim parvifiorum. This and the

preceding are very nearly alhed, and ma-

ny of our botanists do not consider them

distinct. "I have had no opportunity,"

says Dr. Torrey, "of comparing them m
a living state." The diagcnostic charac-

ters given are those of Hooker, who has,

no doubt, (having examined cultivated

specimens)thosethal are perfectly distinct.

The character of this plant dose not differ

materially from the preceding. Flowers

purplish-brown mixed with green. Petals

much narrower and rather larger, undu-

late and twisted, green spotted, with pur-

plish-brown, or sometimes wholly purplish.

Lip 1 to 1^ inches long, somewhat flat-

tened above and below, the sides swelling

out. Flow-ers in May and June. Rare,

found in woods, swamps and on hiil sides.

Noah's Ark—Purple Lady's Slip-

per— Cypripedium acaule—Ait. This
plant is found in the vicinity of Albany,

in woods, in both dry and moist situations;

flowers in may. Roots thick and fibrous.

Leaves from three to six inches long, from

1 to \h inches wide, at first erect, but fi-

nally spreading. Stalk rises from eight

to twelve inches high, flowers pendulous,

with a shallov/ fissure or indentation in

front, greenish mixed with purple.

This plant bears cultivation remarkabh'
well and improves by care and attention.

We have had no difficulty in cultivating

them, and considered ourselves well paid

in their splendid show, for all our trouble.

For the Somhern Planter.

EARLY HARVESTING.

Mr. Editor^—In your last, you have
two excellent pieces (especially the first,)

on harvesting.

In the former, p. 1S6, you say "most
persons cut their wheat too late, and their

bay too early:" and in the latter, p. 197,

you publish an article putting the proprie-

ty of "cutting grain before it is fully ripe

beyond dispute." Now I propose to let

that subject, so far as wheat is concerned,
rest, as all farmers seem to acquiesce in

the early cutting o( wheat, and perhaps rye.

But oats : I think every practical far-

mer will differ with the writer m the lime

for harvesting them. It is a generally

received opinion among the farmers in my
acquaintance, that oats, like hay, should

be thoroughly ripe. The grain is cer-

tainly as good, and the straw soft and
sweet, and horses are much fonder of it

when fed as "cut oats." When cut in a

green state, the straw is hard and horses

do not love it.

The article in your last contains "au-

thority" from a distinguished agricultural

friend and correspondent whose
statements, however contrary to the pre-

conceived and incondite notions of the old

regime farmers, are beyond a doubt. The
above named "authorit}'"' says he cut

wheat some years since quite green, and
four daj's afterwards examined it, and it

was "little if any inferior to that which
had stood till perfectly ripe in the field."

Now whether the first wheat was cut four

or fourteen davs before it was perfecth'ripe.

the deponent saiih not, but it was no bet-

ter than the perfectly ripe wheat." Then
what has he placed beyond a doubt 1 So
much for wheat.

Now for Indian com. He says that

corn "cut at the roots before the kernels

had become fairly 'speckled,' filled even

more rapidly than while standing "' Did

it fill more abundantly ?" What signifies

a "more rapid filling, if it is less abun-

dant ? But this undoubted authority proves

the less stalk you leave with the corn the

more likely to shrivel. But, says he, if

the stalks are in a green and succulent

condition, the quantity of the circulating

and nourishing fluid contained in the sap

vessels at the period of the corn's turning,

is doubtless, under ordinarv circumstances,

abundantly adequate to ensure the perfect

development and maturation of the grain."

And nothing more? And that too to

be under at least "ordinary circumstances"

—and that too w^iihan "j/." "Ifthestalks

are in a green and succulent condition
"

Well, what have we here? "And if

and j/" circumstances render it necessary

to cut a road through standing corn or

you wish to sow the corn land in wheat,

you can gain nothing in the way of corn
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by cutting it early, but ''and i/and if" you I

may loose nothing.
I

\Vill an}'^ man in his senses "under or-

!

dinary circumstances" cut his corn before

it is fully ripe 1
I

But oals, says he, "I determined lo lest I

the experimeni of early cutting." !

He says he cut some three days too

soon and some five days too late, and

the grain of the latter was two pounds to

the bushel heavier than the first, and he

says nothing about the default in mea-

surement. The green oats of course

shriveled, and perhaps lost 50 per cent, by

the actual measurement. For instance

an acre cut green may measure only 20

bushels, and an acre cut ripe may measure

thirty bushels, and yet the green by its

contraction in shriveling may only weigh

two pounds leos to the bushel.

But the siraw, says he, of that cut

five days too late "was wholly worthless."

To say nothing about the utter worihless-

ness of oat straw as a food by itself; let

us see for a moment what was the result

of this "undoubted authority."

"Had I defered," says he, "cutting two

or three days, I have no doubt the grain

would have been equally as heavy as that

cut last, while the straw would have been

but little depreciated by standing;" i. e.

had he waited till his oats were ripe he

would have made more and better grain,

and but little depreciation in the straw.

But as to the straw. In this part of

Virgmia what we call ^'cut oats''' is no
small portion of our horse feed the year

round. And it is lo them I appeal, and
wish a candid answer, regardless of their

"preconceived, incondite notions" not only

"of the old regime farmers," but a
,

mule, and colt.

B.

CLEANING TREES.

Trees and Vines which are kept the

cleanest, bear the best ; like the human
body, the pores of their skin become
clogged with dirt, and retain gases which
should escape. Trees, the bark of which
has been scraped and scrubbed, become
more thriving, and more vigorous.

THE EMPIRICAL AND THE RATION-
AL SYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE.

The former inay be compared with the

old mode of navigating the sea, by coast-

ing : and the confidence of its adherents

is like the boldnei;s of the "quack," who
prescribes a medicine of which he is ig-

norant for the relief of symptoms, origi-

nating from causes that he cannot even

enumerate.

The fortunes of "quacks" are frequent-

ly referred lo as remarkable ;
but the sum

annually expended in nostrums for the

improvement of soils in Maryland, would
support all the quacks in the United

Stales.

'Every year brings some new plan that

appears plausible, or some modification of

an old one, that has noihing to recom-

mend it but the experience of some half

a dozen men.

There are, perhaps, no branches of

science that promise more important re-

sults than those recenU}' applied to agri-

culture. We have many facts thai ap-

pear as interesting and important as the

discoveries of Franklin, Davy and Hen-

ry ; but the}' want the genius of a Watt,

or a Fulton, or a Morse, to apply them.

It was only necessary lo slate the fact

—that Electro-magnetism was applied lo

telegraphic uses, and every one knew
how it was accomplished—could describe

the apparatus, and wondered that it had

not been used j'ears before.

The expectations with regard to agri-

cultural chemistry, are like those enter-

tained of general chemistry in its origin
;

every dabbler who sought for some one

principle (or stone) that would convert

every thing into gold, was called philoso-

pher or alchemist. Some fertilizing li-

quid—some rule to improve worn-out

, lands—some electric wire— is constantly

' produced or promised, that adapts itself

to ever\' soil and produces a double crop.

The appetite of the public for these "hum-
bug.s" IS excited, and must be gratified.

There are two modes by which the

best systems are ruined. The first is ne-

glect ; the second "ultra" views and ex-

pectations. The latter has been the pre-

vailing error on the application of chem-
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istry to agricuUure ; and many men, of

sound minds, are turning away in disgust;

or, having sifted the matter more ibo-

ronghly. discover the elements of a ra-

tional system of agriculture, and have

determined to develope them by the esta-

blishment af agricultural schools and the

analysis of soils. It may yet require

years of patient investigation; but these

years will be shortened, if the investiga-

tion is made by men trained for the pur-

pose, aided by those who are familiar

with what is already known, and skilled

in the application of this knowledge.

It was said of the immortal Louis, that

after devoting ten years of his life in the

hospital of Paris to pathological investi-

gations, he burned up what he had writ-

ten, that he might, with an unbiassed

mind, look again at the results of disease,

and present to the world facts (statistics)

that were not selected for the support of

any theory, but for the exhibition of truth.

If he was stimulated to so much self-

denial in collecting facts from the change-

able materials of the human system, what
should be the zeal of the agriculturist

who has any pretensions to science, when
he beholds the fixed constituents of the

inorganic world, and sees the interest that

is exhibited in every country in determin-

ing their relation to the growth of plants

which can be scanned amid the health

and beaut}' of a country residence.

The opinion of Liebig, with regard to

the effects of Plaster, (sulphate of lime)

or Davy or Rufiin, of Lime and Magne-
sia, or Johnston, of Soda and Nitre, is

quoted with as much confidence as if

they were oracles. Their theories do

harm; they contain some truth, no doubt;

but these men, w^ho have risen above
their age, describe objects beyond them,

of which they have but an indistinct out-

line
; and these objects often "loom long."

They attempt to anticipate the discoveries

which will soon be made. The world
will ever be indebted to them for their re-

search and the value they have given to

previous discoveries by the application of

them. There are but one or two minds
in an age that can grasp the materials

already collected ; and these men should

be satisfied in having done this. It re-

mains, now, for ano'.her period of patient

research to build up and f>erfect this beau-

tiful system. The base of the pyramid

has been laid, and no power or machinery

is sufficient to elevate the superstructure;

a "tumulus" must be built around it by
the patient labor of many ; and when, by
means of this inclined plane, the noble

blocks are laid in their places, the mound
may be removed, but the monument re-

mains a pillar of truth. This tumulus or

mound represents the mass of facts (sta-

tistics) that we want—not to build up
any particular theory, but to elevate the

materials for the rational system of agri-

culture.

—

American Farmer.

For the Souihern Planter.

SHEEP-BREEDI^G IN VIRGIXIA.

,Mr. Editor.—You ask my views of

' sheep>-breeding—capabilities of our State

for that kind of agricuhural employment

i —my breed of sheep—method.

j

Your paper is altogether agricultural

' and ought to be the medium for farmers

! to communicate to each other any expe-
' rience that may be beneficial. I do not

; profess ability to instruct, but as I have
' received pleasure and (I hope) profit from

! others, I feel the call on me just to say

;
what I can in the plainest farmer style

—

' leaving to you to judge what part (if any)

may be worthy a place in your valuable

paper, and lo settle the responsibility with

your patrons for any unprofitable occupa-

: tion of your columns and for them, from

,
such as you may publish, "to separate

j

from chaff the wheat.'"

! I believe, in any part of Virginia where
' timothy will grow, sheep can be advanta-

;
geouslv raised— or wherever any animal

that needs grass can be raised—sheep

jean be viore advantageously— if a sale

i

can be had for either carcass or wool. I

: prefer timothy to any of the artificial

grasses, though I believe they will flour-

ish upon an}' grass any other animal will.

I know- they fatten well and readily on
clover.
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To the value of zlm]).—I must, of course,

write of my own, and what I have and

could have done with them as muttons.

It would not be fair to take my sales as

breeders into the calculation. I will com-

pare them with cattle—farmers who have

cattle will know they can raise them, and

compare them and judge for themselves

which is most profitable. The farmer

lays in his steers one year and sells them

the next. I instance good steers and good

prices. My muttons were lambed one

year and sold the next.

1. One steer cost $22, interest

$1 SS, say $2-1—sale $40
;

profit, $16 00

One mutton (sold by me, and
taken by the butcher from

my farm) $10—fleece $3, 13 00

Profit of one steer over one

sheep, $3 CO

But give another version. I think I

can graze and fatten ten of my breed of

sheep upon what I could graze and fatten

one steer. It would stand then

—

Ten muttons $100—ten fleeces

$30, $130 00

Profit on one beef, 16 00

Profit of sheep over cattle on

same amount of food, $114 00

For fear of over estimating the number
of sheep to one steer (I believe wiih com-

mon sheep it is estimated six sheep can

be brought into market upon the food of

one beef) I will then take less than that

number.

Say five muttons at $10—$50;
five fleeces, $15, $65 00

Profit on the beef, 16 00

Profit of mutton over beef on

same amount of food, $49 00

This calculation gives every advantage

to the beef

I believe sixteen dollars thus calculated

is the amount of profit claimed for a steer.

If it is objected that the steer is raised too,

so much more against his profit for the

mutton will then be entittled to ten or

five for each year, which would very

largely increase the profit. Put them
upon a more equal fooling in

No. 2. Ten muttons at $16 66 1,

$166 06; 10 fleeces at $3,

$30, $196 66
Profit on the beef, 16 00

Profit on muttons over beef on

same amount of food, $lfeO 66

I calculate this sum, because another

butcher offered it for them to the one I

sold to. Surel}^ this cannot be objected

to. I feel convinced I can graze and fat-

ten of my breed of sheep ten muttons to

one beef— therefore calcula'e that nuuiber.

If others think otherwise, let them calcti-

late by the five and see the result.

Another calculation I make upon an

assurance from another butcher of their

being worth twenty dollars, proved by the

fact of the butcher selling some of their

carcasses neat for twenty-four and twenty-

five dollars each, and refusing five dcllars

each for the skins to tan with the wool

on for carriage and sleigh rugs.

No. 3. Ten muttons at $20,

$200 ;
ten fleeces, $30, $230 00

Profit on the beef, 16 00

Profit of mutton over beef on

same amount of food, $214 00

The butcher calculates his profit in

mutton in the fifth quarter— i. e. the offal.

Then I am still below the mark—for the

neat carcass was sold for twenty-five dol-

lars, and the calculation was made five

dollars below the standard, and of course

that much more favorable to the beef.

—

There can be no mistake in this. I saw
him sell one of the carcasses and heard

him refuse the offer for the skins. I have

calculated in all cases my fleeces at thirty

cents washed wool, the price I sold at

—

but even take one half of any of these

calculations, owing to location and cir-

cumstances, and still the profit of sheep

over cattle is immense on the same food,

and the location and circumstances that

will affect the one, will the other.

These calculations are not made on the-

i
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ory, but absolute occurrences. But to ac-

1

complish these results there must be the
|

rio:hl breed of sheep for profit. Mine are
|

the Cotswold sbeep. They grow early 1

10 large sizes and tallow well. I offered
i

ten dollars each for the yearlings back to

keep over, which the butcher refused. I

had not fed ihem grain until fattening for
[

the shambles, then only a little over one
|

month, by no means with the view of

bragging. The son-in-law of the butcher,

who kept the account, assured me, one of;

them that he tried, gave twenty-two lbs.

less than one-third ofFal. Surely, the fact

that sheep can do belter than cattle on

short grass and requires infinitely less

care and trouble, is also of some conside-

ration.

A gentleman of New York has written

most ably to prove to the South, that the

growth of fine wool would be the most

profitable business in the South. I can

hardly think so ; for independent of all else,

he admits, that the northern farmer is

abandoning that breed of sheep, wishing

larger carcasses and earlier maturity

—

and where is there a population more '.

alive to their own interest than the north-

ern farmers? The writer also admits,

that the long wool sheep are much larger

and yield inuch more wool—but contends

that the long wool sheep require so much
food to sustain so large a carcass, that he

could raise two or three fine wool sheep

upon what it takes to support one long

wool, and thus upon the same food he

would have an equal amount of m.utton

and wool. Sad experience proves to me
the very reverse of this. I fed the largest

fine wool sheep 1 have ever seen in a field

adjoining the one I fed the Cotswold

wethers in, mentioned above. The for-

mer had the advantage of pasture, water

and age— being five years old. I fed

them high until some time in March, and
with great difficulty and grumbling by
the butcher got them off for four dollars.

The Cotswold yearlings went otii" in Jan-

uary, bragged of. 1 fed each day almost

as much to two of the fine wool sheep as

to one of the Cotswold—the former al-

ways eating clean, the latter sometimes

leaving some of their food. But what

will we do with this fine wool? We need

a great deal of our wool for our laborers'

clothes. We do not manufacture broad-

cloth
;
and if we could, who wishes their

laborers clothed in broadcloth '? And he

says, you can sell the wool at a high

price in the north
;
but transportation and

commission are to come out of it there,

and then it is doubtful whether the farmer

gets more neat per lb
,
than he would get

at home for the Cotswold.

A gentleman of Virginia sent me this

summer a lock of very fine wool with a

message that it sells in the north for eigh-

ty cents per lb. I have been noticing the

northern papers and see no quotations

above "/or/?/ cents for ihef.nest wool."

—

But in tny calculations and comparisons

will give them the advantage of the high-

est price claimed for the wool, even with-

out any deductions for transportation or

commission and the extra price of four

dollars for the carcass after a whole win-

ter's feeding with grain, and I believe not

an instance is known of their selling over

two dollars and fifty cents before.

No. 1. Cotswold as heretofore

stated under same No. (year-

Img,) $13 CO

Fine wooled, five years old, four

dollars
;
wool 3 lbs. washed at

eighty cents, $2 40, 6 40

In favor of Cotswold over fine

wooled, $6 60

This is more favorable to the fine wool-

ed than the most saneuine advocate has

ever claimed—for it is the highest possible

price for the nmiton, and he must be five

years old before he can bring that, (and

makes no deduction for transportation or

commission on the wool)—in which time

I could sell five Cotswold muttons; and
shows the Cotswold in the worst position.

Let us do more justice to the Cotswold
in the calculation.

Five Cotswold at $10, $50;
wool $15, $65 00

Fine wool— fieece for five years,

$12; mutton $4,
'

16 00

Profit in favor of Cotswold on
same amount of food, $49 00
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Again—Put ihe Cotswolds as above:

fine wool at their fair proper standard, and

a full one at that, viz ; at its quolationfor

the best, without making anj- deduction

for transportation or commission. The
Coiswold wool is put at the price I sold

for.

Cotswold, as before,

Fine wooled—mutton $2 50
;

fleece, five years, fifteen lbs.

at 40 cents," $6 OU—tola),

$65 00

8 50

Profit of Cotswold over fine

wooled for five years, $56 50

No. 2. Cotswolds, as stated in

No. 2, five at $\6 66f each,

$S3 33 ; five fleeces, $ 1 5,

Fine wooled, as above,

33

8 60

Profit of Cotswold over fine

wooled for five years, $89 83

No. 3. For reasons heretofore

given under that number

—

five Cotswolds at $20, $100;
fleeces, $15,

Fine wooled, as above,

Profit of Cotswold over fine

w^ooled for five years,

$115 00

8 60

$106 50

Upon any of these calaulaiic«>s let

gentlemen multiply by the number they

wish to feed, and see what their profits

may be of one over the other. Can a

farmer hesitate one moment in deciding

which is most profitable to him, a sheep

that he can bring into market the fall

after one year old for $i0, or one that he

cannot bring into market in five years

for over $2 50 ? It will be seen in the

first calculation, in No. 1, I gave more

than is claimed by the most sanguine ad-

vocates for the fine wooled sheep, and

place the Cotswold at what they sold for

as yearlings afier one fleece—and still a

balance is due the Cotswolds ; then added

after, one Coiswold for each year until

the fine wooled sheep came to his prime,

allowing the fine wool sheep (as well as

the Cotswolds) a fleece for each year, and

reducing bis price as mutton to what no

man can get more for, ($2 60)—and
putting their wool to the quotation in the

JS'orth without any deduclion for iranspor-

laiion or commission—gives a profit to

the Cotswold over the fine wool sheep for

the five years of $56 60. No. 2 gives

$89 S3 for the same time—No. 3 gives

$106 50. Are not these calculations

fair ? As far as the Cotswolds are con-

cerned, they are strictly facts. As to the

fine wooled sheep, let any j>erson show
his gelling more than allowed. In not

one of the calculaiions did I lake inio

consideraiion what I venly believe to be

the fact, that I can fallen at least two
Cotswolds (even yearlii'igs) on what i:

would take lo fatten one fine wooled

sheep (even five years old)—nor did I

calculate what is well known lo be ihe

fact, that one Cotswold has brought in

the United Slates, upon extra keep, seven-

teen pounds of washed wool in one

fleece.

The New Yorker advocated raising

w^ool as ihe prime object of »he South.

I consider it of secondary consideration

—

amply paying for keep—the better the

keep, the more abundant the reward ; but

ihe prime object to the farmer is what
gives the most moi>ey advantageoasJy.

The fine wooled sheep has beea tried

in this county. A gentleman gave as

high as $1500, 1 think, for one ; bul ihey

were kumd unprofitable, and I doubt now
if the best could be given for breeduig pur-

poses. This county has justly a very ex-

alted character in the njarkeis for fine

njutton—probably no county in the Union

can exceed it in thai particular. Judi-

cious breeders have hiid crosses bereiofore

in 1 heir flocks (rf Souihdowns and Bake-

welk, and since I brought Cols"ftolds in

the county, have been crossing with them^

until ihey are sellug their part breeds
' (even yearlings) at from six to eight dol-

j

lars each. I have bought them myself

I

to feed with my through bred wethers at

!
prices ranging from six to seven dollars

and a half each. Bul I occupy loo much

of your space, probably to the exclusion

of more in.eresting mauer from much
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abler hands ; and with sincere wishes for

for the extension and usefulness of your
paper, I rennain,

Yours truly,

JosiAH W31. Ware.
J^ear BerryvUle, Clarke Co., Va.

The name alone of Col. Ware will be

enough to attract all eyes to the fongoing

communication. He is known over all his

section of the country of the countiy as one

of the most successful agriculturists in Vir-

ginia. Particularly will his views of sheep

breeding receive much consideration, as he

has become known far and wide as a most

experienced and extensive owner and breeder,

and as the introducer of the Cotswold breed

of sheep into this part of the world.

PROFITS OF CATTLE-RAISING IN
EASTERN VIRGINIA.

It strikes us that a judicious system of cat-

tle-raising would redound greatly to the bene-

fit of the farmers in the tidewater section of

our State. The present management of stock

in that region is generally very bad, and con-

ducted entrely without any profit save that de-

rived from raising a itw weak and badly

grown work oxen and milch cows, neither be-

ing produced in sufiicient numbers to satisfy

the home demand, or even the requirements

of their owners. To judge from the present

mode of proceeding, we should say that the

manure to be made by means of cattle is

merely an incidental matter, and not, a.s it

should be, a main object with the farmers.

This stale of things, however natural it may
be, as the result of the slave system as it has

heretofore existed in Virginia, ought not to

continue any longer now that the system itself

is essentially changed, and destined to still

greater modifications. We no longer clear

land, or cultivate one exclusive staple: we
are changed from settlers and planters into

farmers, wiih the consequent variety of occu-

pation. It is now a part of our plan to ma-
nure not only with mineral and vegetable, but

with animal substances; and the excellence

of the farmer is estimated very much bv the

degree of fertility which he imparts to his

land. He seeks too to economise labor by
growing more crop on the same surface than

he did formerly. Yet, strangely enough, he

neglects rhe main source of manure, though
it may at the same time be made a source of

direct revenue, enough at least to pay its own
cost. The main reliance of every farmer for

putrescent manures is cattle; yet how few are

raised or kept on the farms in lower Virginia.

Let not this be any longer; let the farmer

keep more stock, rely upon selling his annual
surplus at a good price in a lean condition.

They need not have consumed one grain of

corn, unless the owner chooses to feed it out

with the certainty- of repayment in the price

he obtains. All that is necessary is the ordi-

nary care of a "merciful man" in winter and
more pasturage in summer, these two items to

be paid as with usury in manure and money.

We are aware of the objections made to

grazing their lands by the farmers of lower

Virginia; but we know that in this they make
a great mistake ; that they confound the use

and the abuse. And we stand prepared to

prove that the practice of the most enlighten-

ed agriculturists of the world, the farmers of

G. Britain, is directly against iliem; and that

the most barren sands in England have been

brought to a higher degree of productiveness

than our best loams by a mingled system of

tillage and cattle husbandry. Indeed, we be-

lieve that their own experience and observa-

tion would refute their theory ; for they admit

the necessity of having their lands trodden to

give the necessary consistence for wheat

.

they know that a bullock consumes only about

one-third of the grass or clover upon the land,

the rest being trampled on and refused by
him; and they know, also, that the excre-

ments of the animal, especially the urine, re-

store to the soil a fall equivalent for one-third

of its herbage abstracted.

The business can be begun without difficul-

ty. The system of Western Virginia can be

easily pursued. There, and in the contiguous

portions of Tennessee and N. Carolina, vast

numbers of cattle are annually raised and

driven into the grazing region of Virginia, and

sold to men who make their profit in feeding
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or grazing them for market. The droves,

numbering generally sev'eral hundred head,

consist eniirely of bullocks and spayed heifers

not less than three nor more than four years

old, and are sold without difficulty for cash.

We can see no reason why the tidewater far-

mer cannot raise an equally good, indeed bet-

ter, animal at the same age for the same mo-

ney. True, the Western bullock, feeding ior

many months of the year in wood ranges, and

the balance of the time on the product of cheap

land, costs less than the bullock raised in the

East, but he cannot be sold cheaper, because

his owner loses all or nearly all of his manure,

and because he constitutes the sole revenue of

his owner, whibt the most inconsiderable part

of the income of the tidewater farmer would

be derived from the sales of his stock, which

are kept, not for diieci iiico77ie, Imi for manure,

and which are sold off aimually in just such

numbers as suffice to keep them down to a

level with the subsistence of the farm; thus

producing a considerable it may be, but pnrelj'

incidental profit, the main and direct profit

accruing from increased crops and the saving

of labor.

If it be objected that the grazier gives for

the cattle only one-half of what he expects to

sell at, we reply, first, that such is the rule,

and western competition will preserve it;

next, that the tidewater fanner cannot graze

for market, because he is compelled, in order

to manure his land, and to keep up his stock,

which distemper forbids him to recruit from a

distance, to keep on hand about five or six times

as many as he would annually sell : and, lastly,

that he ought not to complain that the grazier

has this advantage in the matter of cattle,

when he himself has the balancing one of

lands cheaper and more easily tilled, and of I

convenient grain markets and cheap freights.

We might easily expand this article, so full
|

of merit is its subject, and so important at this
|

lime to lower Virginia; but enough has been I

said to call attention to the subject, and we are

sure that if it is worth consideration it will

have it, whether we write a hint or a volume.

We hope that those who have any thing to

communicate in regard to it will speak through

our columns.

NOW SAVE THE HOG MANURE.

At this season hogs ihut are fed high

rri^ke iTiUch manure, and now is the lime

10 secure it bj covering it with loam.

—

Hog pens are exceed inglj noisome when
nothing is thrown in to neutralize iheir

excrements, and it is a foul practice lo

suffer them to fill the air and the nostrils

of those who pass with matter that is all

wanted in our fields and gardens.

How wise the arrangement of Provi-

dence ihai nothing need to be lost The
most filthy matter that can be found about

houses, barns and hog-pens is the most

important article for the farmer to enrich

bis lands. Nothing should be lost. All

refuse matter subject to decay is useful on

impoverished lands. Decaj'ing, rolling

matter, proper]}- mixed wiih loam, goes

to form new growths, enters at once into

new plants, and nourishes them more ef-

fectually than anj' artificial substances

that can be prepared.

The drain from the dwelling house i3

full of valuable matter, which at this sea-

son is unwholesome enough to produce

malignant fevers. Nothing will purifjr

the air so well as fresh loam thrown into

the drain. No stagnant water should be

allowed lo stand about a dwelling at ibis

season of the j^ear. Health and economy
require that loam should be used lo neu-

tralize the efforts of all such filthy places.

—Alassachusettd Ploughman.

SUN BLIGHT ON FRUIT TREES.

We have seen a good many apple and
peach trees whose trunks are wholly or

panly killed on the south-west side by ibe

scorching rays of a one and two o'clock

sun falling with deadly influence on the

same. Alake low tops of such trees, thai

they ma}' shade and protect their trunks.

The lops of fruit trees are seldom skilft

shortened in and properh' trimmed, so i :

as our observation has extended. Whilst
some are allowed to make loo much
wood, and over long branches, others are

permitted to attempt to bring to maturity

an excess of young fruit. Overbearing

one year induces sterility the next.
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SUBSOILING.

Of the advantages which would result

upon a dry^ sound soil from subsoil plough-

ing, we do not entertain the shadow of a

doubt. The expense of such method of

preparing land we krvow will be looked

upon as an insuperable objection b}^ many.

True it will cost double to prepare land

in this way, but then, as it will increase

the product the first season fully twenty-

five per cent., or even more, the extra ex-

pense will be brought back wi^ih com-

pound Interest, so that the culturist will

be the gainer even in the first crop to say

nothing of the superior productive value

of his land throughout the remaining

years of his course of rotation. A very

important advantage results from, subsoil-

ing and preparing it for purposes of cul-

ture, and thereby enabling the culturist to

deepen his surface soli without the least

danofer of detriment.

la the county of Albemarle, there exists a

Farmer's Club^ the members of which have

resorted to the laudable practice of communi-

cating their experience to each other by read-

ing reports ol" their indi%ndual proceedings

and enterprises at the meetings of the said

Club. Many of these documents would be of

great value if communicated to the farmers

of the State through the medium of the public

press. Understanding that a report upon the

profits of cattle raising had been made some

time ago to this club by Mr. Rufiin, which

contained much useful information, and meet-

ing that gentleman while on a trip to Albe-

marle a few weeks since, we lequested it of

him for publication. He has acceded to our

request, and here it is. We wish odier far-

mers who have such valuable documents

would follow his example.

A REPORT ON THE FEEDIN"G AND
SALE OF EIGHTEEN BEEVES,

f^lade lo the Hole and Corner Club, No. 1, o/j

• Allemark, bij request.
j

Siock cattle were so high last j^ear i

in the Valle_v and the mountains be-

!

yond, that I determined to procure my
supply al home. I bought accordingly

thirty-three bullocks, of various sizes and

I
ages, at prices ranging from $S lo §24,
the whole averaging $13 22. Besides

{these, I had six of my own, making a
I
total of thirty-nine. One I killed, and

I

selected eighteen of the rest to stall feed

I

for the early spring market. I averaged
the eighteen at $16 16|. I could not

jatford to pay for building the stable to

accommodate them;, and owing to the

; backwardness of my wheat seeding, and
I

to an unusually heavy crop of corn, en a
' much larger surface loo than I comnjonl}-
till, it was so late before I could com-
mence building it with my own hands,
that it was not finished till the 15th of

.

December. So that n.y cattle ran out

I

umil that time, and when housed ihev

I

were all losing flesh, a very unfavoralJe
circumstance; some of them were quite
thin, and only a few fat enough for my
purpose. But I was encouraged to feed

them by the cheapness of grain and the
low price at which they were bought, and
by confidence in the mode of feedino- I

proposed to adopt.

In stall feeding I consider that perfect

quiet is necessary; that each bullock
should have a spacious stall to himself,

which, when once put up, he should
never be permitted to leave, until two or

three days before selling out to market

;

that light and cold should be excluded :

an abundance of fresh water be alwavs
at hand in a trough ; the most rigorous

punctuality both as to time and quantity-

exacted in feeding
;
the stall kept well lit-

tered, both for warmth and cleanliness,

and to make manure; the food ren.oved
as soon as he has finished his meal ; and
the trough kept sweet and clean. I com-
plied with these requisites except in one
particular; the plank of the stable was
nailed on perpendicularh', and being- green
large cracks were left between each plank
and there was no loft : this made it much
loo light and cold.

At the end of eighty-four days nine of
them were sent to Richnr.ond and sold
at $7 50 per cwt. nett; they weighed
647 7-9 lbs. Twenty-eight days after-

wards the other nine were sent to Wash-
ington and sold at the sanae price; ihey
weighed 556 1-S lbs.
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Classing them in lois, as they were

sold, I submit the lollowing statements

—

first, of their consumption : and second.

of the cost and profit of the whole ope-

ration ;

:§ ois accio^ ir: t:< X cj—

.

>— iS
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--. ra = !^ 5 ^4:
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I kept no account of the long food

given them except the oats. Not having
any hay, it consisted entirely of shucks,

tops and chaff, for forty-six days, when I

commenced giving them sheaf oats, gra-

dually at first and increasing it as iney

showed less appetite for the shucks, &c.

The OiUs were somewhat damaged, and

I h.=ive charged more than I think they

ate, because in making a statement which
may influence others, it is proper to make
il asainst myself.

Tbeir long food was chopped fine and
sprinkled with the meal and bran in the

irough. The green food was cut up also.

The meal and flax seed were ground to-

gether in the proportion of oae to seven.

The remnant of each feed was given to

my work oxen, and paid them for hauling
the hiter.

The shucks, lops and chaff are not

charged against them, because they are

worth no money. The labor of having
the com ground is offset by the difference

in favor of the meal ; and that of making
the turnips by the superior likh of ihe

land that produced them, its better take

in clover, and the probable increase in the

crop of oats now growing upon it. The
pumpkins grew in my com field, and cosl

nothing; and enough were fed to hogs to

pay for gathering and storing. The value

of the cabbages is estimated according to

the supposed product of the land in com,
say 12 barrels, worth 24 dollars, less the

value of cabbages sold, or 15 dollars,

which makes them worth 9 dollars, which
sum for convenience I shall divide be-

tween the two lots. The hand that at-

tended ihem I have charged al a hire of

6 dollars per month, a reasonable rate for

the season of the year.

With this explanation, I proceed to

slate an account with each lot.

PvTfi lot of nine herfcaUlc in aicco'urdi scilk F. G.R.

1&4S.

April 1. To gross sale at Richm'Dd, S429 30~ loads (ox ca.n with -4 sieers)

44 00
To 44 loads (ox ca.n with 4 sieers)

manure, at SI r^er load.

By pTirciia5-e mc dpj, S1S3,
and imere^t from Isi of
October, "47, five mos.,

S4 571, S1S7 57i
By expenses attend'g sale, 26 45

S4;3 30

By 130 11-16 bushels, say

27i barrels com at §-2

per barrel.

By 30 b-oshels flax seed at

90 cents per bushel.

By 84 bushels wheat bran
at 6i cents per bcsheL

By 567 b^'ishelis green food,

explained above.
By 2420 lbs. oats at 40 els.

per cwL
Br salt.

By hire of hand at S6 per
month, hall paid by this

lot,

55 00

18 00

5 25

4 50

13 6B
1 2b

9 00
106 C?

4

^

To balance. S15o of'i
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Seamdlotof nine beef catik in acc't.wilhr.G.R.
\ SALT AS A PREVENTIVE OF RUST

April 24. To gross sales at Wash
ington, S375

To iib loads i^size as above) of ma-
nure, 65

By expenses atiend'g sale. £52 92
By purchase money, glOS,

and S3 24, sii months
interest on same, 111 24

By 175 7-16 bushels, say
35 l-lO barrels of corn,

at 52 per barrel, §70 20
By 25 bushels flax seed, at

90 cents per bushel, 22 50
By 112 bush'ls wheat bran

at 6i cents,

To5940 1bs. ofoats, at40
cents per cwt. 23 76

By 756 bushels green food, 4 50

By hire of hand as above,

half of last nionih given
to other cattle, 12 00

By salt, 1 75

164 16

00

141 71

To balance, S134 51

Thus it appears that I have made
$288 clear money on the whole opera-

tion, or $177 (an average clear profit of

$9 28) over and above the manure, which
is generally considered to be of itself a

sufficient inmuneration for stall feeding.

This large balance is partly due to the

low price of grain, and panly to the

cheapness of my cattle. The feeding I

think was heavy, but rendered necessary

by the incompleteness of the house, the

comparatively low order of the cattle, and
the short time I had to get them fat. I

believe that if I had put ihem up fat, and

fed them from the 1st of November in a

warm house, that I would have had bet-

ter beef, and saved one third of their food.

The whole lot was in fine order, and I

iearned, accidentally, that the butchers

thought they had much less ofFal about

ihem than usual—a fact doubtless attri-

butable to the mode of feedmg.

In conclusion, I will say, that to sell

•well we must not rely upon good luck or

an open market. The only safe reliance

is on the order of our stock. They must
be fat eiwugh to command their value.

All which is respectfully submitted.

Frank G. Ruffix.
May 20, 1848.

Sir John Sinclair, one of the best agri-

cultural writers that England ever pro-

duced, has the following remarks on the

subject; and as the season is approaching

to test, by experiment, the value of the

suggested preventive remedy against one

of the most formidable enemies of the

wheat crop, we copy it, and would be

pleased that several wheat growers would
give it a fair trial and report the results

of their several experiments. In hi5

"Code of Agriculture," he says:

'•li {salt) has a tendency to prevent Rust
or Blight in Wheat.—In the course of a
most extensive inquiry into the causes of

the rust or blight in wheat, and the means
of its prevention, it appeared that Mr.

Sickler, a farmer m Cornwall, was accus-

tomed to manure his turnip land with the

refuse salt from the Pilchard fishery
; and

that any ground thus treated, was never

liable to the rust or blight, though it infested

all the neighborhood.

This important circumstance is con-

firmed in a recent communication to the

author, from the Rev. Robert Hobljn.

—

He used one ton of old saU, with one ion

of fresh fish, mixed with earth, and from

twenty to thirty tons of sea sand, and
his crops, he stales, were always good,

and never infested with rust.

It is probable that the salt is the only

article in this compost that could be of

material service in preveming the rust, by
its checking putrefaction, the result of too

frequent a repetition of corrupted manures.

It is well known that the rust does not

attack plants in a state of peifect health.

Its general cause is, the over-fulness, or

over-luxuriance of the plant, from its be-

ing slutted with rank and unwholesome
fo^d!"

TO KEEP A HOUSE COOL.

Open the doors and windows at five

o'clock in the morning, keep them open
two hours; then close them all—windows,

doors and window shades—and the house
will remain cool during the hottest part of

the day.
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SELLING OFF.

LIN-N..EAN BOTANIC GARDEN AND
NURSERY.

Lak pf William Prince, Dec\i., of FTiishing,

Long Is}arid, near Neic York,

WINTER &. CO., Proprietors.

<«^~??>?v In consequence of the decease of

ji^-V^^S^ the junior, and of the advanced age

; ot the surviving partner, who ihere-
'

fore intends to relinquish the busi-

ness, the entire stock of this estab-

lishment, comprising every description, includ-

ing the newest and choicest variety of FniU
nnd Ormi^ncntal Trrrs^ S/tnibs, Vines, Planis,

floscs. Green House Phmis, Box Edging, tf-r.

—

will he disposed of in lots to suit purchasers,

at very reduced prices, in order to close the

business as speedily as possible.

Orders, accompanied with the cash, lo the

amount of ten dollars or upwards, will be sujv

plied at a reduction ot twenty-live per cent,

from the usual prices.

Nurserymen, Venders and others, wishing

to purchase by wholesale, will be supplied at

.•such reduced prices according to quality and

quantity, as will probably prove satisfactor"

to ihem. Voung stock, both in the fruit i'.:

ornamental departments, supplied very low
the quantity.

An opportunity is afforded to Amateurs a'

Nurserymen to obtain extra-sized and ma;
new and rare specimen fruit and ornamen:
trees, shrubs and plants, at ver}' moderc.
prices.

The establishment, now in the highest orde;

and densely stocked, will be disposed of upon
liberal terms, offering from its location, celeb- ^

rity, saleable stock, green houses, dwellings,

and other conveniences for conducting the
j

business, very superior advantages to any per-

son disposed to pursue it.

It is requested that letters of enquiry, &.c.

be post-paid. Descriptive catalogues gratis.

au—3t*

To Subscribers and Postmasters.

All orders for change of oiiice or discon-

tinuance of the paper, must specify the pc;"

office to which the paper has been sent.
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MEMORANDA FOR THE MONTH.

Wheat.— If the reader has wheat to sow in

this month, let it be quickly done. The advo-

cates of late sowing among enlightened agri-

culturists are fewer every year. It was the

course pursued for a long time to avoid the

xavages of the fly. But it has been found that

more is lost than gained by it. The chance

for the fly is certainly diminished ; but with it

also, the chance for a good crop next year.

The average loss from the fly is diminished;

but a still greater average loss is suffered from

the winter-kill. The crop is unable to bear

the sudden freezings and thawings of the win-

ter and spring; and more is lost by that than

by the fly. And from having to pass the win-

ter wi.hout the necessary maturity, it never

acquires that strength and vitality which will

enable it to compete with early sowed wheat.

Corn.—The gathering of tirls crop is a pro-

minent feature of this month. Carts and

iiand.< WK all employed now in bringing ihe

nnshucked ears to the barn yard. After it is

all there commences the business of getting

it oit^ The common practice in Virginia is

to get together all the negroes in the neighbor-

hood, give them some whiskey, and let them
Vol. VIII.-9.

;

sit around the pile, sing songs, and get it all

i
out in two or three nights. This practice of

j

allowing a '= corn-shucking" as the negro holi-

I day of the neighborhood, has come down to

us from our fathers, and our farmers allow it

to exist because they think it a cheap and
quick way of getting out the com. We are

convinced that it is no such thing. More is

stolen and carried oS from these noclumal
orgies than would suflice to pay a lew addi-

tional day hands and thus to get it out in a
• regular manner; while they serve to corrupt

the negroes of an entire county.

Hogs.—Whoever has compared the cases,

well knows that less trouble and less expen.se

are required to fatten hogs in moderately

cool weather than in very cold weather. The
reason of it is simply, that when the weather
is rer;' cold, a considerable portion of the

sustenance which would otherwise go lo in-

crease the fat and flesh is consumed lo keep
up the animal heat. For the same reason

human beings require more food in cold than

in hot weather. And but for the relaxation

of the constitution, and the exhaustion by
perspiration produced by heat, it would be

much easier to fatten animals in very hot

weather than any other. But as heat does

produce these efiects, it is much easier to fat-

ten animals in October than at any other sea-

son. The weather is .such that the fibre i?

braced up, and yet not so cold as to render

any considerable consumption of carbon, ni-

trogen, &c. neces.sary to presL-rve the usual

temperature of animal warmth.

Pumpkins, roots, &c., together with some
corn, fatten hogs quite as well and with much
less expense than if fed altogether on corn.

A spoonful of sulphur, given to tliern mixed
with dough, :wo or three times a week after

they are first put up, has a good effect upon
fattening hogs. It tends to prevent itflamnia-
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tion. Ashes or charcoal should be kept with-

in the sty. A still more important matter is

a constant and plentiful supply of fresh water;

which they will iwt get if trusted to the ne-

groes alone.

It will be found an immense saving, if in-

stead of throwing corn to your hogs in the

ear, you have it shelled, coarsely ground, and

given to them in the form of dough. Then

they eat every particle of it. But when the

corn is thrown to them in the ear, they eat

only a small portion of it. Some ears they

only bite. The rest becomes so rubbed into

the mud and filth of the pen, that they refuse

to touch it; and corn enough lies rotting about

in the place to last them, a week if they would

but eat it.

Cows.—Towjards the latter part of this

mouth, pasturage begins to be scanty. The

cows from whom much milk is expected must

be fed every night and morning. And here is

additional reason for having the corn on which

you feed the hogs given to them off' instead of

.on the ear. Corn cobs broken to pieces of an

inch, or half inch, mixed with bran, and boiled

till they are soft, make one of the best messes
,

on which milch cows can,be fed.

Corn stalks cut up and steamed are also ex-

cellent food for cattle. They are well worth

hauling in for this purpose if for nothing else.

Fodder.—:This i.s generally finished, so far

as the pulling is concerned. But many per-

sons have not yet stacked their fodder. "We

would.earnestly recommend to them that they

should put up their wheal straw along with it,

ifi alternate layers. The fragrance and sweet-

ness communicated by the fodder renders the

straw almost as palatable to the cattle as hay

itself.

0RtH.4BDs.—Just as the -leaves bav.e nearly

all fa.len is the true time for transplanting

young fniit trees. Dig a hole sulitciently large

and wide to let the chief roots branching off'

OH all sides be placed in it without cutting

and in their original and natural position.

Then drive a strong slake dowa into the firm

aarth at the bottom o( the pit, to which the

young tree should be tied with a wisp of hay.

This is of course to keep it from being dis-

turbed by, the winds belbre it lias obtained a|

sufficient hold in the ground to render such

support unnecessary. Then sift in earth mi.K-

ed with rotted wood or other rich loam, with

a liitle wat,:r from time to time, until the

whole is full.

Pumpkins.—Gather them in as soon as ripe

and before frost if possible. It is a mistake

to suppose that frost sweetens pumpkins, or in

any way benefits them. Before feeduig pump-

kins to cattle, par-boil them. The trouble,

which is not much, is amply repaid by their

increased value as food.

Manure.—Now commences the manure

season. The man who does not take advan-

tage of that profuse shower of brown leaves

which is now falling in all the woods, can

never be called a sensible man or a good far-

mer—unless he has some better means of get-

ling manure. But you that have not, employ

all your time in hauling them together and in

building a compost heap. Pile them up with

the corn stalks. Add the layers of lime and

ashes and marsh mud. Pour over them all

the urine which your stable and cattle }"ard

afibids; and the compost heap becomes a

mine of gold.

SUGAR-CUPJNG OF BUTTER.

Persons who put up keg butter for

their own use, or for a distant market,

usually salt their. butter, vej-j high. This
high salting necessarily detracts from its

quality, injures its ready sttle, aad reduces

its price. If we can modify this excess

of salt, by using more palatable sub-

stances, of equal. efficacy, as pie.servalives,

it will be an improvenient. Chemists
tell us that sugar is one of ihese sub-

stances ; and experience gives i;s the

same information. Who is not fatniliar

with "sugar-cured hams?'' If pork can
be cured with sugar, why may not butter

be so preserved also? is a corniTion sense

inquiry. Experience has showi|,jhat it.

may. Dr. James Anderson, the cele-

brated agriculturist, whose treatise on the

management of the dairy, particijp.rly

with respect to the making and curiftg of

butler, is still our highest and best auiho'

rity on the subject, found, from some
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years' trial of it, that the following named
composition—the properties of which, we
believe, were discovered by his amiable

lady—was far preferable to salt alone, as

it not only preserve the butter more effec-

tually from all taint of rancidil}', but

makes it also look better and taste sweeter,

richer, anrl more marrowy, than portions

of the sauie butter cured with common
salt

:

Composition —Take of svigar, one part;

of nitre, one part; and of the best Span-

ish great salt, (or rock salt,) two parts.

—

Beat the whole into a fine powder, mix
them well together, and put them by for

use. The Doctor continues:

"Of this composition one ounce should

be put to every sixteen ounces of butter:

mix this salt thoroughly with the butter

as soon as it has been freed from the milk,

and put it without loss of time, down into
\

the vessel prepared to receive it, pressing

it so close as to leave no air holes or any
kind of cavities within it. Smooth the

surface, and if you expect that it will be

above a day or two before you can add

more, cover it up close with a piece of

clean linen, and above that a piece of

wetted parchment, or, for want of that,

fine linen that has been dipped in melted

butter, that it exactly fitted to the edges

of the vessel all around, so as to exclude

the air as much as possible, without the

assistance of any watery brine ; when
more but^r is to be added, the coverings

are to be taken off, and the butter applied

close above the former, pressing it down
and smbothing it as before, and so on till

the veisel be full. When it is quite full,

let the two covers be spread over it with

the greatest care, and let a little melted

butter be poured all round the edges, so

as to fill up every cranny, and effectually

exclude the air. A little salt may be then

strewed over the whole, and the cover be

firmly fixed down to remain close shut till

it be opened for use. If all this be care-

fully dorip, the butter may be kept perfect-

ly sound in this climate for many years.

How many years I cannot tell; but I

have seen it two years old, and in every

respect as sweet and sound as when it

was only a month old.

KlO _^

"It deserves to be remarked, that butter

cured in this manner does not taste well

till it has stood at least a fortnight after

being salted
;

but after that period is

elapsed, it eats with a rich, marrowy taste

that no other butter ever acquires
;
and it

tastes so little of salt, thai a person who
has been accustoiTied to eat butter cured
with common salt onh', would not ima-
gine it had got one-fourth part of the salt

that would be necessary to preserve it."

It is to be hoped some of our fanners,

on reading the above, will follow its re-

commendations. The coinposition men-
tioned is, we have understood, much used
in Goshen, Orange county, New York, a

place famous for its superb butter. Great
care should be taken to get the purest

salt and sugar. That known through the

country as the "ground alum" is the best

salt. The sugar should be of the purest

white— either the loaf or "fallen loaf"

—

Those excellent butler makers in the

Glades of the Alleghanies, would do well

I

to make some experiments for themselves

in this matter.

—

Farmer and Mechanic.

A VEGETABLE CURIOSITY.

We have seen a new curiosity in the

vegetable kingdom, which is becoming
an object of mlerest to the fashionable

I world. We understand that many speci-

mens of it have been sent to our National

Institute. It is a nut, and called the "ve-

getable ivory, or nut of the ivory plant."

The shell, or outer covering of the nut, is

iscarcr'y thicker than that of the common
hazel, and of a similar color, and is so

extremely hard that no instrument can
' readily make an impression on it. It is

I classed among the family of palms, and
, is common in the Mascareen islands,

I

where it is called tagna plant. It is about

half as large again as the horse chesnut.

The kernel, in its early state, includes a
limpid liquor, which becomes milky and
sweet, and at length acquires the solidity

of ivory, which it very much resembles
' in color, polish, and consistency. The
1 English are manufacturing a variety of

I

fancy articles out of the nut, which ia
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said to be superseding the elephant ivory,
j

One quality of this iini is said be, that its
;

shavings rnay be boiled into a niilUy li-
j

qijor, and noi at all gelatinous; and we
should not be astonished if soaie of our I

ingenious countrymen were to find out

some iQcihod of reducing large masses of

it lo-the liquor forjn. and then moulding it
j

into.beauliful ornaments of a size much
|

larger than those which are made of the
|

animal ivory.
j

The gulia percha and the ivory But!

are probably not the onl\'' vegeiable cmi- :

osities—susceptible of use, too—which
\

rnay be found in the islands of the east,

and- which our enterprismg and coramer-

:

cial men ma}' discover in the countiies '•

they rnny visit, an 1 introduce into our i

arls.--r fVask. Union. i

VINES. ON FOREST TREES.

In- travelling through the states of

Massachusetts and Connecticut a few

years since, I was drawn to observe the

quantities of grapes growing wild un vines

that were climbing over the tops of the

forest trees; most of those which I tasted

were of good quality, and they grew in

abundance without any care whatever.

1 have often heard people from the above

mentioned states, speak of ihe excellent

grapes that they used to gather from,

vines on the forest trees. A few yems
sincCj a. friend of mine took ihe trouble to

collect a quantity of cuttings of the best

varieties, v.'hich he planted m his garden.

The vines when ihey grew were man-

aged- with much care, after the manner

th:it Isabella and Gatawba vines are, on

open trellises. The consequence was,

veiy little fruit was produced, and that of

a very- poor quality ; and as he thought

he had done his best, he at length came

to the conclusion that it was the change

of location that had made such a won-

derful chanire in the fruit. It happened

that a ffew tendrils from one cf the vines

came in contact wiih the projecting limb

of a plum tree, and in a short time the

shoots reached the top of the tree, and the

next year the owner was gratified to see

goodif^ui', and of as good flavor as any,

that he had ever tasted of the kind in

their native place. In several instances

I have known Isabella vines to rampant
over the tops of large trees, and ihey

have never failed to produce large crops

of grapes every year, of belter quality

than any that 1 have ever eaten grown
on trelli.-ed vines, and without any labor

being expended. There is one vine now
growing in this town, that produces more
grapes than any other six that are man-
aged in the ordmary way;, and what I

wish to suggest is this: why cannot Isa-

bella and Catawba grapes be raised to

any extent throughout our whole counuy,
on the tops of ihe scatiermg trees in the

fields, and along the borders of wood-

lands, and woody ravines, wiihoul any
labor bea^ig expended or required, except

in planting the vines, and training them
up a permanent post set for that purpose?

There should be three shoots fastened to

the sides of the post, with loops of lea-

ther, until the beginning of March in the

second year, at which time the number
should be reduced to one, which is to

make the trunk of tho vine. It should

be protected while it is small with stakes

to pravenl injury by cattle or other ani-

iT.als. The vine needs the support of the

post nntil the tendrils, obtain permanen,

hold of the limbs of the tree, and the body

attains sufficient size to withstand any-

thing that may come against it. The
rmes should not be set near the body of

the tree, because the ground is already

occupied by the roots of the tree—but

directly under the exirendties of the

branches on the south side, where the

vine will receive the warmth of the sun.

If the soil is not first rate, it should be

taken away and replaced with at least

one cart load of rich sods from the road-

side, which !3 much better than any high-

ly manured soil for the vine or an}' fruit

U'ee. Much has been wTitten on the

management of vines, with niany. precise

rules for pruning, training, manuring. &c.,

v.hich ail amounts to nothins: w-ith farm-

ers generally, who have no time to' devote

10 such work. All that our native vines

want is plenty of space to extend over,

and plentv of air and sun. all of which
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they receive perfectly if they are allowed

to run*over the tops of the trees. Anoth-'

er advantage in planting vines in the si-

tuations that I have described, is that

they are rendered more lastiiig, and will,

produce fiuit for several generations, jiidg-

ing from specimens that I have seen

,

growing in different pans of our couniry.

Writers compute the age of the vine at

two hundred years, and they have been

known to reach a much greater age

;

hence in planting a vine we are doing
j

work that need not be repeated soon iaj

the same place if properly done.
|

I. HlLDREHH. i

Seneca, Jipril 7, 1848.

the crops are sickly, and later ripening;

and the operations of harvest are perhaps

attended with injury to the soil, uncer-

tainty and danger."

Upon the application of manure to

drained kinds, he has this precaution :

—

"Care in particular shoidd be taken to

render the lands dry before the application

of lime, dung or compnsf, otherwise the

attempt will be ineffectual."

ADVANTAGES OF DRAINIIsG LAND.

Sir John Sinclair, who is one among
the best authorities, thus sums up the

advantage of drainiug arable land

:

"When it is thoroughly draincdi, land

can be ploughed at any season with ad-

vantage— it is easily managed, and can

be kept clean at a moderate expense,

—

every exertion of good husbandry is at-

tended with success,—the ground suffers

less from the inclemency of seasons,

—

the produce is generally ample,—the

quality of the grain is excellent, and the

farmer will thrive, where his predecessor,

cultivating a wet and undrained soil, was
impoverished, or perhaps totally ruined."

Again he remarks:^

—

"By the removal of stagnant water,

and the prevention of noxious exhala-

tions, the climate is rendered more healthy

and genial, both to animal and vegetable

life. Indeed, since the introduction of

draining into this country, agues and

other similar distempers, occasioned by

the humidity of the soil, and the conse-

quent impurity of the atmosphere, have

been, in a irreat measure, prevented, and
the general health of the inhabitants has

been greatly improved."

Of wet lands he remarks:

—

"While land remains in a loet state, the

manure laid upon it, wh^xhex putrescent or

calcareous, is, comparatively speaking, of
title use ; the seed sown ohen perishes :

For the Southern Planter.

OLLA PODRIDA.

All fiirmers who take the trouble to

write, should keep steadily in view the

improvement of the soil or mind. When
either is departed fron), the work which

condescends to be the vehicle of commu-
nication loses cast amidst the periodicals

of the day, and is much more generative

of bad than of good feeling, among those

who, though unacquainted personallj',

oughi 10 be brotherfarmers. This train of

thought is induced by an article recently

published, where dog-fennel and Metho-

dists are classed together. Have we gone

back to the days when any denomination

of Christians shall be called or classed

with dogs? There are many things said

by wicked men, and classed together, and

all manner of evil things spoken falsely

of all Christians ; but shall these be ad-

mitted into the journals to which our boys

come as text-books for fanning know-

ledge ? Dog-fennel and Methodist—Did

you ever! Tell it not in Gaih I We may
expect soon to see wire-grass and Presby-

terians, sassafras and Baptists, and sheep-

sorrel and Episcopalians, classed together,

and an, ei?«rt, of course, to exterminate

them all together as pests. In opposition

to this class of thoughts, permit me to

say that the May No. of the Planter is as

far before the generality of Nos, issued by

the Planter, as the present is before the

last century in- the diffusion of knowledge.

Go on^— such articles as those on Bought

Manures^—Experiments in Corn Raising,

&.G.,. will do good, and make the Planter

the farmer's pride.

By the way, speaking of anssafras,, I
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disagree with vou somewhat about it.— of it is not great—but such would be cer-

Few lands are better than Albemarle, and
j
tainlj false judgment. There are two

no where does sassafras luxuriate more i sorts, winter and spring. The spring va-

than there. Mr. Ruffin of that county riety is that which I used—not from

has, I learn, invented an implement capi- 1 knowing it to be superior, but from the

tal for its suppression, and from his known difficulty of getting the true winter tare,

intelligence, and willingness to give as I sowed for it several times, but found that

well as receive, will, I hope, favor us with I was deceived in the seed. The whole

a communication on sassafras. crop did not die, but it succeeded much
Your correspondent "I" makes three worse than when sown in the spring.

—

several brushes at me, which I will an- , Tares are called Thaches, Fudies, and

swer in order. He says, "Your Irish cor- Fetches—I at least know of no disiinclion

respondent who hopes to live to see the in these crops."

death of the Planter," &c. You, Mr. I have watched the tares of this coun-

Ediior, are responsible for that precise try, and find them to come naturally in

idea : for in leavmg om a letter you give ' wmter, and fail when sown in spring,

the above meanincr. I wrote, " While the Hence, as they are grey and black, I con-

Planter exisis. and I remain yours, &cj'' elude them to be the true winter vetch

Here you see /at least did not place the which probably sold in the English or

Planters "death" be/ore my own ; but made Irish market, in a mixed state, part of

them equal. Again he says, "Unlike which only succeeded with Mr. Young.
-, 'in his sorrow for alterations, omis- I know they are not the spring variety.

sions, &c.,' he permits you to do as you for by the politeness of Mr. Johnston I

please." Again I have to complain, as obtained direct from England the true

this fact calls for an answer, not otherwise
;
spring kind, which were double the size

necessary. For the question what does ,of ours, and as before remarked, did not

he mean by "Should this method act as suit our climate. Mr. Young says

:

well as when practised /•'' &c., you sub- .: i^ this neishborhood thev are seldom
stitute the word when for where: but the cultivated for seed, but ffeneraliv for hav.
error is so palpable from a general read- jhe farmers mow them when in full

mg of the whole piece, that none but an bloom or when just beginning to pod.—
'ignoramus" could understand it other- ^he latter is a bad custom: for the tares
wise. Agam he says, I should like to ,hen draw too much virtue from the land,
know what conclusions "L." has come to ^nd make not such ffood food as when in
by reading Young's Treatise. " Send it

j i^e highest state of succulency.''
to me and I'll conclude." Does he wish J t 1- »r ^ •

i

^ ,^ u.,^ .K„ .,.«,!- ^A A , , ' In 'his Mr. Younff is ceriainlv wron?

;

vou or me to buy the work and send it to ,. . ^ . = , - . .- '

him? But lest' it may be out of print ;^°^ no unripe food possesses the nutrition

and he debarred from its reading, I'll ffive
'^^' V^ "J^^'

«"*^ especially this legume,

which is full of seed from top to boMom.

Mr. Y. went through fourteen years of

experiments with tares, arid I give a few
of them

:

" Sowed six pecks tares on half acre of

you a few extracts from

ARTHUR TOCNG ON TARES.

" Tares is a pulse not of general use

in everv part of the country. Its value
, , , , , , , l .

is extr'emelv various. In some places
'^"^'

f°^
expended m seed, labor and

they cultivate it for the seed; in others, L^"^'
^^'- 9rf.

;
after labor, cutting, &c

,

they mow it ffreen for horses and cattle: zf ^
expenses, I ts. 9d

in some they"use it chiefly for haji,and
^'^oduci, 2o cwt., at SOs. per

in others for spring feed of sheep^'and „ *°"' ^ ~'
\'J-

„*•

lambs. But notwithstanding the uses of
Expenses off, l<s 9i.

it being so various, yet it no where forms Leaving a clear profit of 195. 94.

a crop regularly in a course. From ' For half an acre, or about nine dollars

•which one would suppose that the merit per acreP
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This encouraged him to cultivate them
every year, and he then observes

:

|

"Their great benefit is to the ground.

Barley seldom fails after tares ; for as they

are mowed before they seed, they do not

draw the ground, while the very thick'

shade they make mellows it to a great

degree, and is found to be an ameliorating

crop, leaving the ground better than it

was before."

His second, third and fourth experi-!

menis resulted as follows

:

1st, in £2 5s. bd. or $10 per acre,

'

2d, in £-k 18s. 5d. or $22 per acre,

'

4th, in £6 5s. 9i. or $28 per acre,

Nett profit for hay at 60 cents per cwt.

The land, after experiment No. 4, is pre-

pared for any other crop in a very rich

manner. 66 cwt. of this succulent hay
caused it to crumble like an old dunghill,

it was in such a high state of fermenta-

tion. The great produce of this trial

proves how excellent it is to manure well

for tares. You thereby ensure a crop that,

will amply repay the expenses and at the

;

same time prepare belter for wheat or bar-;

ley than if the same manure was laid di-

rectly on the wheat. This husbandry I

cannot fail recommending to all farmers

solicitous of pioiii from clean wheat fields.

From experiment No. 5 there was about

$8 oU clear profit. He then observes:
" I have every day more reason to ihink

that if our farmers would substitute tares

for small spring grain (corn he calls them)
they would find their advantage in it.— i

Corn is known to be an im|x>verisher,

while the leguminous tribe draw a consi-

derable portion of their nourishment from
the atmosphere, even when perfecting

their seed. But when mown before the

seed forms, the land is benefited by thern.

The thick shade they afford not only kills

a vast number of weeds, but breeds that;

fernienlation in the soil which is known
to be of such benefit to succeeding crops.

A circumstance of hi^-h importance is,;

the immense amount of food for stock ob-'

tained from this crop. As it is the food

of catile, that improves the farm by rais-

ing large quantities of dune."

Tills Ui.st proposition of Mr. Young is.

absurd. If the roots and fellea leaves of.

56 cwt. of herbage can improve the soil

so as to turn it up like a dung hill, the

vines themselves would enhance it in a
ratio inconceivably great. This seems
never once to have entered his head, and
here lies the root of my theoxij. My expe-

riment for this year was a failure—as I

had no plough large enough to turn under
the crop which stood upon the land and
bad to cut it. When I can succeed in

getting a good set and a field to have the

tilth and preparation necessary, I will then
sow wheatj at which time I shall not be
afraid to run against James river or any
other low grounds, for wheat or any thing
else. Mr. Young's concluding remarks
are these:

'• Wheat, barley and oats would reduce
land to a caput morluum—at least to such
a condition as not to return seed

;
but it is

not in the power of man to bring the land

into the same state by the pulse kind,

though they were left to perfect their seed,

much less when mown green for hay and
in a stale of such succulency."

Speaking of their fattening qualities,

he sa3s :

" No hay exceeds tare hay for fattening

beasts of all kinds. Horses thrive better

on it ihan on any hay in the world,"

[pretty tall this!] "and for cattle and
sheep v,?ith and without turnips..'

On the application of manure for wheat,

he holds the following language:

"A circurnstonce of great importance
is, the laving the manure on the land in

such a course of management that it may
not render it foul by weeds, which is the

common effect in many places. Now bv
manuring for tares this effect is totallv

destroyed. The dung, it is true, makes
the weeds vegetate ; but then the rank
luxuriance of the crops kills every thing

else but thistles. I have had crops of

young tares full of weeds, which at mow-
ing time have appeared as clean as any
in the world. All the we^ds having dis-

appeared, being rotten, root and branch."

The foregoing is condensed from twen-
ty-eight pages of Mr. Young's Treatise.

Yours, with due regard,

J. H. D. Lowndes.
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THE FARMER'S WEATHER-OMETER.

Comprising General Indications and Local

Predictions respecting the Changes of
fVeather, gathered during Travels tn

America and Europe.

BY A. RCRALIST.

"A rainbow in the morning
Is the Shepherd's warning;
Bur a rainbow at night

Is the Shepherd's delight."

A rainbow in fair wealber denotes

foul— if in foul, fair weather will follow.

A double rainbow indicates rrjuch rain.

A predominance of the purple color of

the rainbow, shows wind and rain—dark

red. tempest—light red, wind—vellow,

dry weather—green, rain—blue, denotes

that the air is clearing.

If the Aurora Borealis appear after se-

veral warm days, it is generally succeeded

by a coldness of the air. if the Aurora

Borealis has been considerable, either an

increased degree of cold is immediately

produced, or bodies of clouds are immedi-

ately formed.

If, in a verj' wet season, the sky is

tinged with a sea-green color, near the

bottom, where it ougni to be blue, it shows

that rain willspeedily follow, and increase;

when it is of a deep dead blue, it is over-

charged with vap>ors, and the weather

will be showery.

When ihe sun appears white at the

setting", or goes down mio a bank of clouds,

which lie in the horizon, they indicate the

approach or continuance of bad weather.

When it rains with an east wind, ii

wiil probably continue twenty-four hours.

The heaviest rains, when of long con-

tinuance, generally begin wiih the wind

blowing easterly, which gradually veers

round to (he south—and the rains do not

cease until ihe wind has got to the west,

or a liule nonh west.

While rain is falling, if any small

space of the sky is visible, it is almost

a certain sign that the rain will speedily

cease.

If the clouds that move v.-iih the wind

become siaiionary, when they arrive at

ihal part of the horizon which is opposite

to the wind, and appear to accumulate,

the^' announce a speedy fall of rain.

A frequent change of wind, wiih an

agitation of the clouds, denoies a sudden

storm.

A fresh breeze generally springs up
before sunset, particularly in the sun.mer.

j
The weather usually clears up at noon

—but, if it rain at Hiidnight, it seldom

; clears up till sunset.

! The winds which begin to blow in the

day time are much stronger, and endure

longer than those which begin to blow

only in the night.

AhoUow or wbistlingwind denotes rain.

If the wind follow the course of the

sun, fair weather will follow.

Weather, either good or bad, which
takes place in the night time, is not gene-

;

rally of long duration—and, for the most

part, wind is more uncommon in the night

than in the day time. Fine weather in

the night with scattered clouds does not

,last.

Violent winds prevail more in the vi.

cinity of mountains, than in open plains,

I

Venetian author says—"A sudden
storm from the north does not last three

idays"

i

If it thunders in December, moderate

and fine weather may be expected.

If it thunders, at intervals, in the spring

,
time, before the trees have acquired leaves,

\
cold weather is still to be expected.

I

Thundering in the morniug, denotes

i wind at noon— in the evening, rain and
i tempest.

' If in summer there be no thunder, the

I

ensuing fall and winter will be sickly.

I
If it lightens on a clear star-light night.

I
in the south or south-east, rain and wind
will follow— if it lighten in an evening

' lowarils the north, south, or south-west, it

j

indicates wind.

Hot weather generally precedes thun-

,
der, which is followed by cold showery

;

weather.

When the wind is south-west during

summer or autumn, and the temperature

of the air is unusually cold for the season,

both to the feeling and the thermoneier,

with a low barometer, much rain is to be

expected.
,
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Violent temperature, as storms of great

rains, produce a sort of crisis in the at-

mosphere which produces a constant tem-

perature, good or bad, for some months.

In a morning, if a mist which hangs

over the lowlands, draws towards the

highlands, it is a sign of an approaching

fine day.

If in the evening a white mist spreads

over a meadow through which a river

flows, it will be drawn up by the sun in

the following raoming, and a fine clear

day will follow.

When the dew lies plentiful upon the

grass after a fine day, another fine day

rciay be expected—but if, af.er such a fine

da}', no dew fall nor any breeze be stirring,

it indicates that the vapours are ascend-

ing, and will soon be precipitated in the

form of rain.

It is certainly a surprising phenomenon
to see the earth, after a long and abun-

dant rain, to be sometimes almost dry, the

roads quite free from dirt, and the lands to

become quite arid and parched. This is

a sign that the rain has not altogether

ceased, and denotes a continued afflux of

electric matter, which, being renewed,

carries with it, in the form of vapors, all

the moisture that falls on the earth. There

is sometimes, however, a great deal of

dirt, even after a very moderate rain,

which, in that case, is a sign of fair wea-

ther, because it indicates that evaporation

has ceased. Di-j' stones and moist earth

announce fine weather—dry earth and

moist stones announce rain.

If the flame of a lamp crackles or flares,

it indicates rain}' weather. The case is

the same when soot detaches itself from

the chimney and falls down.

It is a sign of rain when the soot col-

lected around pots or kettles takes fire, in

the form of points like grains of millet,

because this phenomenon denotes that

the air is cold and moist.

If the coals seem hotter than usual, or

if the flame is more agitated through the

weather be calm at the time, it indicates

wind.

"When the flame burns steady, and pro-

ceeds strait upwards, it is a sign of fine

weather.

I

If the sound of bells is heard at a great

distance, it is a sign of wind, or of a

change of weather.

The hollow sounds of forests, the mur-
muring noise of the waves of the sea,

their foaming, and green and black color,

announce a storm.

;
Good or bad smells, when usually

strong, seeming as if their were con-

densed, are a sign of change of weather,

either because exhalations arise and are

dispersed in more abundance, which is a
sign of an increase of elasticity,— or be-

cause the air does not dispel or raise

;
these exhalations, which indicates that

the constitution of the atmosphere is mo-
tionless, light, and void of elasticity.

;
When the spider's web and the leaves

: of trees are agitated without any sensible

:
wind, it is a sign of wind, and perhaps of

' rain, because it denotes that strong and

,

penetrating exhalations arise from the

j earth. These signs are less equivocal,

I

when the dry leaves and chafl^ are raised

into a vortex, r:nd carried into the air.

I HEAVES IN HORSES.

I have been acquainted with this dis-

ease practically for many years. I think
'

it can never be cured, nor much allevi-

' ated by medicines. I am assured, on

I

what I consider good authority, that re-

I

moval to western Ohio is a certaim reme-

j

dy. I once drove a heavy horse twenty

I

years old, through a journey, going and

! coming, of eleven hundred miles, in the

1
month of May, June, August and Sep-

' tember. The whole was accomplished

with fair speed, and a good degree of

' comfort to man and beast, by the obser-'

' vance of one short and simple rule.

—

M-oid dust. The manger and rack were
' usually dusted, the hay shook and some-

times watered, and the oats wet before the

i horse was allowed to approach them.

—

, "A good deal of trouble,"' says one.

—

I "Yes," I answer, "and a good deal of

j
comfort, too, both to horse and traveller."

I The worst predicament was in travelling

; a dusty road with a light breeze blowing

I

in the direction of the journey. Then the

; poor creature suffered, of course.
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PRESERVING CLOVER SEED, I
ling our long winters, can at once see

that much time and hard labor could be
The unusual productiveness of seed m Ig^ved by a judicious arrangement of the

the clover crop of last season, induces giaj^ ^nd bays, granaries^ &c, so that
me to seize this auspicious moment to g^.g^y creature could be fed bj' taking as
offer to agriculiunsis the following re-

f^^^ g.^pg ^g possible. One very impor-
raarks, refernng to the supposed deieno- t^nt thing to be considered, is the best
rating influence of age on clover seed.

, ^g^g ^f preserving as w ell as collecting
There is a general opinion that seed is manure, so that it shall retam all its valu-

not fit to sow which has been kept over ^ble properties in the spring, and be easily
one year, or, that its vegetable principle g^t out. We like the plan of having a
IS less active. Acting on this opinion, a barn on ihe side of a hill, and so arranged
farmer will sell his surplus seed at four or

jj-^^t you may drive your team or cart
five dollars per bushel, and be constrained j^^^ p^g^,y ^^^^^ ^^ie ridge pole, and thus
perhaps, the following 3'ear, to supply his

'

farm at the rate of $8, and sometines

$10. This often happens, as for the last

twenty j'ears in our country we have not

had two consecutive seasons favorable to

clover seed ; this error, therefore, so inju-

rious to the farmer's interest should be

at once corrected.

The seed of the second year may be

slower in sprouting than the first, I ad-

mit ; this may be accounted for in the in-

creased hardiness of the hull, a difficulty

pitch most of your hay down, instead of

up. Having your stalls near, j'ou can

continue to pilch the hay down, and if

you have a cellar beneath, you can throw

the manure down also, and thus make
the attraction of gravitation perform much
of the labor of transportation from the

mow to the manure cart.

—

Am. Journal

of Jig. and Science.

From the Genesee Farmer.

easily overcome by soaking the seed 24
I

THE FARMER-HIS POSITION-RE.

hours previous to'sowing. in a solution of '. SPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES,

salt water of the temperature of 120 de-
; The district school system is one of the

grees Fah. Then dry it with lime, plas- .distinguished features "of the new world,
ter of Paris, or ashes and with a good j^g adaptation and fitness for the country,
season and soil, it must grow and flourish,

: j^i^(j ^^e almost imperative necessity m
and no mistake. |view of our political institutions, and

Let the farmer then, while seed is plen- their perpetuity, render everything con-

ly, attend carefully to its preservation.— nested with it of decided interest and im-
"SVhen brought from the iTiill, (if perfectly portance. it js said that the ancient

dry) put it away in one or two bushel Egyptians inscribed on their libraries-

sacks, suspend them from the joists of his "Remedies for the diseases of the Soul;"
granary, when the temperature is equal, land we might write over the door posts

and I will guarantee its fertility for ten of q^^ school-houses, remedies for, and
years or more.

! preventives of, diseases in the body politic,

No agricultural paper to my know- ^nd promoters of the morality, good order,

ledge has ever given a hint on this subject, ^nd safety of society. As New Yorkers,

and should you deem these remarks of j^^g justly feel proud of our educational

any value, you may give them a resting advantages, and, as patriots and philan-

place in your admirable journal. jthropists, we are bound to cherish and

^
I

labor to improve and elevate them..

i Education is one of those indefinite
BEST PLAN OF A BARN.

, ^g^^^^g ^^^ich admit of almost any latitude.

It has been remarked that no building In its real and true signification, it is a

on the farm in the northern states is of progressive and never ending work. The

more importance than the bam. Those 1
whole life-time of man is but a movement

^'ho have had the charge of cattle du-
i
onward, and it is perhaps safest to believe
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ihe elevating and beautiful idea that,

throughout all eternity, man will continue

to increase in knowledge and wisdom.

—

But it is not in this broad view that I now
propose to regard the terra education. I

wdl define it for present purposes as a

disciplinary process, fitting the mind for

the business of life ; not only the accu-

mulation of knowledge and intelligence,

but the acquisition of habits of order, in-

dustry and economy in preparation for the

active duties and responsibilities of life.

This work belongs to the school room

;

there the boy is to be prepared for man-

hood. In process of lime, nature will

develope the full capacity of the physical

system, but the mind is not made of the

same material, and cannot alone come to

iis full strength and capacity. Its food

and nourishment are made of different

matter than that which feeds and invigo-

rates the body ; it must have the aid of

other minds—must have facts and figures,

arbitrary rules, and distinct principles, and

obtain them not by instinct, but by hard

study, severe thinking, and the rigid ap-

plication of the mental faculties.

The school-book, the school-house and

the school-master are these imiportant re-

quisites in straining the mind, and in

bringing out its power and energy. Mind,

like the body, is the work of the great

Architect, it is the gift of God, and does

exist in all its glory, and majesty in the

poor man as well as in the rich ; it knows
no distinction, only in its means of deve-

lopment, and in its educational polish.

—

Then how glorious to educate all the peo-

ple—how high and solemn the duty to

give to all the advantages of mental cul-

ture.

The district school belongs emphatically

to the masses ; they are the people's

schools; they know no caste, nor recog-

nise no distinction, but broadly unfold

their beautiful panoply and cover all alike,

and say, without respect to person or con-

dition, "come and partake of my benefits."

God has given the mind; ours is the duty
to unfold the power, and prepare, for sys-

tematic and useful action, this richest

and mightiest of God's gift.

It is the highest glory and proudest

boast of the Empire State, that she has

thus provided a system for the education

of her children. Rightly does she judge,

and wisely act, when she thus provides

for the safety of herself and the elevation

of her people. And have the farmers no

interest in this matter? Yes, they have

most of all ; for they are more numerous
than all other classes. The district school

is truly almost exclusively their own ; it

is to most of them their only school, and

it behooves them to look well to these

seminaries, so peculiarly their own. Their

children, nine out of ten, if not ninety-

nine out of every hundred, will be edu-

cated in them, for they have no where
else to go. Then let the district school

be elevated, improved, and made what it

should and may be. And as one improve-

ment, almost indispensably necessary ta

the farmers, there should be, and must

be, a department devoted to agriculture.

I can discover no reason why it should

not form a regular branch {of common
school education

;
nor why every college

and academy in the State should not have

its professorship department devoted to

agriculture as a distinct branch of study

and education. Is there anything in the

subject which precludes this? Is there

any difficulty in reducing to a regular

science, and of so arranging and classify-

ing its different branches, as to permit its

being made a part of the education pro-

cess of the young ? I think not ; but on

the contrary, agriculture is a science, pos-

sessing, in all its ramifications, distinctive

features, is governed by fixed facts and

unerring principles, which the young
farmer should learn by study and close

application of his mental faculties. They
should be engraven on his mind when it

is young and plastic, and capable of re-

ceiving and retaining impressions, and'

this subject may, I imagine, be introduced

into every district school in the State,,

without detriment to those branches now
taught in those schools, and without in-

terfering with the regular course of com-

mon school education.

Much reflection has satisfied my owii'

mind of the great importance of the sub-

ject. I regard it as an essential step to-
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wards the elevation of the farming inte-

rest—a necessary ingredient in lifting up
to their position the farmers of the coun-

try. The Slate has been benencial in

her school funds
;
but the farmer has not

as yet had his full share of the benefi's

accruing from them. He has been con-

tent to look on listlessly, and let other

classes reap the harvest which his own
industry had provided. Let him now
arise from his lethargy, and begin to cast

about and see if there be no place where
his sons can go and learn to become far-

mers, as well as doctors, lawyers, and di-

vides. It seems to me that the farmers

have a right to use a portion of the mo-
ney which belongs to them to advance
their own calling: not, indeed, to lear

down or prejudice others but to elevate

their own business to the dignit}' of a sci-

ence, to be taught and learned in the

schools of the State,

First of all we want agricultural

school-books, and agricultural leaahers, or

persons qualified to teach agriculture.

—

The very initiatory step, then, is to find

men to prepare books adapted to the in-

struction of children, and then to find

competent teachers who can use them.

—

I would then reverse the usual rule; begin

at the top and work down. Begin b}^

establishing and endowing an agricultural

school, or schools by the Legislature of

the Stale; and with that, or them, as a

nucleus, I would begin the work of mak-
ing agriculture a regular science—

a

branch of education for the older scholars

in every school district, just as much as

arithmetic now. The thing is in the

highest degree practicable. It may and

should be begun at the present session of

the Legislature. That body should be

called upon and forced to appropriate a
portion of the literature or other fund for

this purpose ; and then, ere five years

shall pass away, the great work will have
been accomplished. To me it appears

plain and clear, and I ask the farmers of

the State to come up to the work and in-

sist on their rights—demand for their

children agricultural schools, aided by a

fair portion of the literature fund— insist

that Daniel Lee and his school, or those

of a similar character, be sustained by
the funds of the State, as well as Geneva
College. Stand up for your rights and

you will obtain them, but never until you
do.

D. A. Ogdex.

CARROTS vs. OATS FOR HORSES.

I have worked a horse all winter long

on carrots and /lay, with better health, with

equal effectiveness and with less expense

than on haij and oats. All horses will

not eat them readily at first, especially if

mashed fine with a Uiallet. But all will

soon learn
;
then i hey are never clogged

by them. I think parsnips are equally

good ; certainly they are equally accepta-

ble to the horse. I leave it to chemists to

ascertain the relative proportions of starch

and sugar, of phosphates and of nitroge-

nous matter in each. Carrots are the

best root we have for late spring feeding,

as they keep better than turnips and most

other roots on the approach of hot wea-
ther.—With good hay and carrots the

horse will hardly feel the want of fresh

grass. C. E. G.

ECONOMY IN SAYING MANURES.

One of the great secrets of success in

the culture of the soil, is Economy. This

magic word is an " open 3esame" to

wealth and independence. In order that

the agriculturist may realize the largest

profit from his labor and skill, he must be

frugal and saving. He must be not more

careful to avoid manifest extravagance,

than he is to practise a system of rigid

economy, which shall look in every direc-

tion Argus-eyed ; and be applicable to

every combination of circumstances.

He must save not only at the bung-hole, j

but also at the spigot, and thus arrest the

injury wrought by those small dribbling

losses, which viewed separately, appear

of no account, while in the agregate and
long run, they greatly diminish the returns

of agricultural industry. In no depart-

ment of rural labor, is there more to be

gained by the exercise of economical in-
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geniiily, than in ihe making, the saving

and ihe using of manures. We are too

much inr lined, if 1 mistake not, to centre

our regards upon the barn-yard, the stable,

and the lime-kiln—too much inclined to

place our main dependance upon these

sources- of fertilizing and stimulating

agents, to the neglect of others not less

worthy of attention. The different ma-

nures, and materials for creating manure,

which may be secured and made availa-

bie upon the precincts of every husband-

man, are very numerous, and as valuable

as the}' are numerous. Among the

sources of manure frequenil}- overlooked,

or bill partially drawn upon, may be men-

tioned the privy, the ash-bin and wood
house; the hen-roost and pigeon-cote;

the sink-drain and wash-tub ; the marl-

bed and peat swamp ; the gullies and fo-

rest.

All these are mines of wealth to him
who tills the soil, and when brought into

full requisition, they have proved instru-

mental in the production of crops before

unanticipated and unknown. The amount
of waste that is often permitted by over-

looking these deposits of fertilizing sub-

stances, cannot be easily' and accurately

estimated. Yet a single calculation

which I have happened upon in my agri-

cultural reading may serve to throw some
light upon this matter. "The solid and

liquid excrements of a man may be esti-

mated at 1,65 lbs. per diem, or about 614

ibs. per annum. Containing 3 per cent.

or 18 lbs. of nitrogen, a surncient quanti-

ty, according to Boussingault, to produce

880 lbs. or about 15 bushels of wheat."

Report of the Commissioner of Patents

for 1844, p. 384.

Now if a farmer's family consist of five

individuals, and the contents of the privv

are wasted, there is an annual sacrifice of

enough nutrition for growing 70 bushels

of wheat. This calculation was made
by a distinguished French chemist, and
may be relied upon as sufficiently accu-

rate. But even if the contents of the

privy were less valuable, by a half, than

is here estimated, the}'- ought still to ar-

rest attention and provoke experiments

with those who are solicitous to improve

their fi\rms and husband their resources.

The wasting of ashes is less common
than that of bones. Vet the former are

oftBn suffered to lie in useless and unsight-

ly heap?, when thrown from the leach

tub; while the latter, of which every

house-keeper may command a certain

cuaniitv, are seldom subjected to the pro-

cess of burning and pulverizing, which
converts them into an excellent manure.

The chief constituent in the bones of all

animals is the phosphate of lime, a sub-

stance absolutely necessary to the healthy

vegetation of plants. The other princi-

pal incrredienis are carbonate cf lime and

cartilaginous matter, both of which when
decomposed, enter largely into the synthe-

sis of vegetable substances. l"he culti-

vator of the soil will not be incredulous

as to the power of vegetables to feed upon

and digest the hard substances of crushed

bones, when he is reminded that the ashes

cf Vvheat s'raw are composed of 61 J- per

cent, of Silica, or fiint, which is much
harder than the hardest bone."—Loudon's

Magazine of Gardening, vol. 2, p. 319.

By carefully gathering up, from time

to time, what is deposited beneath the

perches of the hen-honse and pigeon-cote,

one may not only improve the health and
fecundity of his fowls, but may also en-

rich himself with home-made giiano^

scarcely inferior to that brought from dis-

tant foreign shores, which smells so rankly

of money as to find but little favor with

any but am.ateur farmers.

The amount of fertilization that is

pounded and scrubbed out of our clothes

in the course of a year, would probably

startle one who should see it written down
in truthful figures. The farmer or gar-

dener who suffers the precious contents of

the wash-tub to be thrown away and

wasted, especially when his plants and

trees are withering beneath the heat of

the dog-star, has reason to reproach him-

self with the folly of "spilling at the

bung-hole."

Monday is a da}' of great rejoicing to

trees and vegetables, when they are al-

lowed to count on a thorough soaking

about sunset, with rich saponaceous li-

quid, furnished by the laundress.
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I have been lold of a farmer, who after ' decfiy where ihey fall, leaves nrjake a va-

having suffered ihe wash-tubs to be emp-
j

luable muck, especially when mixed with
lied into a filthy drain, deliberately pro- 1 lirne or ashes.

ceeded to deluge his pet garden sauce ' In Great Britain, where land com-
w-ith ice-cold water fresh pumped from the mands a much higher price than with us,

well. I shall not credit the statement
j

the principles of economy, which I am
without further evidence. Sometimes it ' aiming lo recommend, have long since

happens that peach stones or pear pits, i been faithfully tested, and are now gene-

get planted, either by accident or whim,
j

rally observed in the management of soils,

hard by the kitchen door. Trees ?o situ-] I have somewhere seen mention made of

ated, almost invariably prove thrifty and an English Cottage, whose garden was
productive. Their bearing qualiies and } made to r/2an?/re j/se//", and at the end of

the exquisite flavor of their fruit, are ex- twenty years, without having made the

tolled by individuals in private, and by acquaintance of a single forkful of barn-

committees in public. All the world [3-ard dung, the tilth was deeper, mellower,

wonders how it come to pass that trees
j
richer ; the yield more abundant and of

which seem to have sprung from the soil
j

better quality than ever before. The
without asking any body's advice or per- 1 manuring of the garden was managed
mission, and w-hich have reached their ; somewhat after this fashion : All the re-

rnaturity without any body's nursing,
j

fuse of the garden, such as leaves, vines,

.should be .so very healthy and prolific.—
|

grass, haulm and weeds, was carefully

The true explanation of this wonder, is, I saved and thrown into a pile. Every
doubtless, that the earth which such trees

inhabit is fattened by the slops and dregs

of the kitchen ; and we are thus sharply

rebuked for our want of economy in sav-

fragment of rubbish was gathered up and
nothing wasted. To this were added
scrapings from the road, drainings from

the kitchen sink, and soot from the chim-
ing a species of manure so precious and

j

ney. The liquid from the chambers was
so convenient. Nature herself is fond of daily emptied upon this heap, and the

elaborating manure, and as skilful too,'

as she is fond. If we were half as indus-

trious and efiicient, or were more willing
|

10 avail ourselves of her profi^ered assis-

:

tance, we should less often be heard to

complain of poor and ungrateful soils.— i

The little stream that divides the pasture

or meadows, is ever busy at its task in I

collecting aliment for grasses and tree?.

To the products of its inanimate industry

whole was repeatedly turned over and in-

timately mixed, until the veeeiabie ingre-

dients were decomposed. Once a year
the garden received a good dressing of

this inanure, and with thorough cultiva-

tion the result was what I have indicated.

Before bringing these sugge.stions to a
close, I must be allowed again to refer lo

the contents of the privy. On account

of the repugnance which they inspire,

we are always welcome. In the silent i fecal substances are often wholly discard-

woods, again, nature is constantly accu-

mulating stores of fertilizing substance.

'

The leaves which blanket the earth in

autumn, are at once brought under the
j

influence of her subtle chemistry, and
thus prepared for contributing to other

,

ed as an auxiliarj' of production, or else

are so improperly managed as to occasion

great waste.

It has been settled by experiment, that

the sulphate of iron or copperas, is both

efficient and inexpensive as an agent for

and more durable forms of vegetable disinfecting fecal matters, b}- changing
growth. The frugal farmer will not for- ' the ammonia iuto a fixed salt. A hun-
get the forest. He will bring it under

^

dred pounds of copperas may be had at

stated contribution. If gathered in au-
j

the shops for eleven shillings, and if a
tumn leaves form excellent absorbents for

j

solution of this be occasionally applied to

the precious fluids so abundant in the the privy, it will cause the noisome efflu-

siable and barn-yard, yet so often suffered
\
via to disappear.

;o float off and evaporate. Or if left to | A two-fold purpose will thus be accom*
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plished. By fixing the volatile ammonia,

'

in which resides a fertilizing energy, the

value of escremental manures is greatly •

enhanced, while the imprisonment of ail

'

offensive odors, renders ihem capable of

being transported, diluted and applied,

;

without any inconvenience or disgust. It

is a point worthy of investigation, whe-
j

ther the application of sulphate of iron in

solution, would not be of good service in

the barn-yard. If each new layer added

to the manure heap were springled with
'

copperas water, much of that most im-

;

portant element, the ammonia (which is
'.

otherwise lost by reason of its volatility.)
j

would be changed into a fixed salt, and :

thus saved.

For the facts which I have here sub-

mitted in regard to the employment of

copperas as a disinfecting agent, I am
indebted to the Report of the Commis-
sioner of Patents, for the vear 1S44.

;

GAPES IX CHICKENS.
|

A writer in the Ohio Cultivator, re-

'

commends the following remedy for this

disease in chickens :
'• Steep lobelia and .

red pepper in hot [not boiling] water, and
mix the food with this liquor as strong as

j

they will eat it, until the chickens ^'gape
]

for certain." It is both a preventive and
a remedy. We tried it to see if it would
kill some hopeless chickens, but they

would live in spite cf it, and now we have
no trouble with this disease. !

DITCHING AND DRAINING.

Among the various modes of bringing

bog lands into culture, ditching will often

be found to be the cheapest and best.

The weeds and brakes and wild grass
usually grow on an uneven surface which
the fires that are set do not make smooth.
And when gravel or sand is not handy it

is costly carting them on to the central

parts of meadows to cover up the old

rubbish and roots.

Now if the bottom is peat and can be
easily dug, it is less labor to throw up
CQstter from ditches than to cart it from

a distance. This peaty matter may be
dug in August or September and be suf-

fered to lie till next summer. Then spread

it over the surface and mix w-hat high
land soil you choose with it to make a
proper bed for the reception of the grass

seed.

The ditches may be dug at a distance

of four rods from each other, and if they

are made four feet wide and three feet

deep, the mud will go a great way to-

wards covering the whole surface between
them.

If it is afterwards discovered that the

ditches are too nigh each other and the

meadow too dry, it v.ill be quite an easy
matter to fill them up partially from the

cheeks or edges of the banks, and let the

ditches be so shaped as to permit the grass

to grow on the slopins: sides near to the

bottom. Or every other ditch may be

filled up with the loose matter that is

usually found on land that has been re-

cently cleared.

We know that in many cases the sur-

face rray be made even in this way at

less cost than it can be by carting earth

from a distance; yet we admit that a
portion of earth mixed with this mud is

better for the grass than any clear peat

mud that we find in these bogs.

In many cases the mud is so rich that

many han-ests of grass may be obtained

without any barn-yard manure. And in

case there is a good supply of ashes left

after burning the cleared ground, they

will be found to aid materially the first

crops ; for nothing is better to be mixed

with peat mud than the various kinds of

ashes that are made from wood or from

peat.

When meadows need but little draining,

and when highland earth lies nigh by, it

is often best to smooth the surface of the

meadow by cutting the bogs and hassocks

down as close as may be. Then an ox
cart load of earth will be found sufiicient

to cover a square rod of ground. The
cost of covering with earth, in such cases,

will not be great ; and as long as time

shall last, this mixture of highland earth

with the peaty matter of the meadow
will prove serviceable. Top dressings
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will be needed occasionalty, but no more
earth from the highland till it may be

found necessary to use the plough.

When the meadow is high, and hard

enough to bear a team, it will be generally

best to plough and subdue by planting

for a year or two. Potatoes succeed well

on such ground, and when a decent crop

of these can be raised, the cost of subdu-

ing and of preparing for grass is trifling.

Early potatoes may be harvested soon

enough to admit of seeding down in Au-
gust.

—

Jllass. Ploughman.

LIME FOR GRASS.

A New Jersey correspondent of the

Philadelphia Dollar Newspaper says

:

"Seeing in your paper you receive expe-

riments in agriculture, and as it is a desi-

deratum among farmers to gain the great-

est amount of profit from the least amount
of expenditure, I will give you some
experiments which I have made on a clay

soil with lime for grass. I ploughed an
old sward deep in the fall, harrowed and
spread on from thirty to forty bushels of

lime per acre, karrowed again and sowed
clover and timothy seed. The followinsr

summer I mowed two tons of hay per

acre, and obtained considerable pasture

in the fail, and so continued mowing and
pasturing for five successive years, the

ground yielding an average of two tons

of hay per acre, at which time I plough-
ed and limed and seeded as before, and it

has yielded an equal burden for the last

two years, and I think will continue to

yield vv'ith similar treatment, except a less

number of bushels of lime at each subse-

quent ploughing, perhaps forever bringing

a larger profit than any grain crops I have
yet tried."

THE LAW OF MANURES.

We notice that the question

—

"Do ma-
nures ascend or descend?" has lately been
considerably discussed. For our own part,

we should no more think of asking or

discu3singsuchaquestion,than weshould
whether moisture ascends or descends 1—
It obviously does both; and so it is with

I

manures, unless the term manures is to

! be restricted to mineral substances onl}'.

I
But though we believe that the valua-

i
ble parts of manures may be both carried

I

into the au" and washed into the earth,

I

we do not admit the propriety of some
positions, by which the fact is attempted

to be illustrated. For instance, it is said:

"the gases of manure ascend, but the

salts descend." 'i'he fact is here lost sight

of, that the same substances are capable,

under different circumstances, of assum-
ing both a gaseous and solid form. Such
is the case with carbon,—which consti-

tutes the greatest part of ordinary ma-
nures, as well as vegetable substances

;

and also with nitrogen,—which has for-

merly been held by chemists, (and is, in-

deed, still held by many chemists,) as the

most valuable and important element in

manures.

If a heap of manure is left to fermenl

on the earth, or without being covered b}'

some absorbing substance, its bulk and
weight are greatly reduced. What has

become of the lost portion 1 It has, of

course, gone into the air, as it would have
done if the manure had been acted on by
fire. The manure, or a certain portion of

it, has been resolved into its original ele-

ments, and the carbon and nitrogen i-t

contained have again become parts of the

atmosphere.

The nitrogen in manure is in the form

of ammonia, and that it escapes during'

fermentation, has been proved ; it is per-

ceptible by the smell, and has, also, by
means of acids, been detected in its ascent.

Most people are familiar with ammonia
in the form of a salt, and know that in

this form it is extremely volatile, and
readily passes into an reriform state. It

is also easily soluble in water ; and is,

therefore, readily washed into the earth

by rains. Thus the very substance which
forms a salt, may become a gas and as-

cend into the air; or it may become a
liquid and descend into the earth.

Manures may be combined with sub-

stances which will prevent the escape of

ammonia ; such as charcoal, charcoal-dust

from coal-pits, peat, muck, soil, and vege-

table or carbonaceous substances general-
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]y. If the process of fermentation is pro-

perly regulated, and the manure is com-
bined wiih articles which will absorb the

gases as they are disengaged, there will

be no waste. It may be considered a rule,

that whenever smell is emitted by ma-
nures, some of their valuable properties

are being dissipated; hence their odors

should not be wasted "on the desert air
;"

they should be saved and converted into

vegetable substances, in which condition

they are not only more agreeable to the

olfaciories, hui become substantial elements
of animal nutrition.

As to the sinking of manures, there is

positive evidence of the fact. We have
in many instances seen its effects to the

depth of several feet. On the farm of

Mr. Prentice, near this city, it was lately

noticed, in digging a cellar near where a
compost heap had laid, that the earth, to

the depth of three feel from the surface,

though it was of quite a compact and
|

clayey nature, was so impregnated with
the qualities of the manure that they

J

were plainly perceptible. And the effects

of manure are always traceable to a grea-

'

ter or less depth, in proportion to the po-

:

rousness of the soil and the quantity of

manure applied. It is Liebig's opinion
j

that the soluble parts of manures, " phos- i

phates, and oiher salts with alkaline
|

bases," are drawn off, and wasted to a
great extent by percolation.

T//e depth to which manure should he hu- .

ried is another subject, which, in connex-
ion wiih the question, whether they rise!

or fall, has been much discussed
; and

soiTie, who believe that manures alwaijs

ascend, have arrived at the conclusion
that they should be placed from "a foot I

to eighteen inches" under ground.

We do not suppose it is practicable to

lay down any fixed rule in regard to the
covering of manures. Some general
principles, however, may form a guide.

—

It is evident that manures can only afford

nutriment to plants when they are in a
soluble condition. In their application,

therefore, the causes which produce solu-

tion and decomposition should be regarded.

These causes are, principally, heat, air

and moisture; though in the elimination

and assimilation of food by plants, light

and electricity are evidently powerful
agents. Most of these principles act with
the greatest force near the sitrface.

In some cases, as in dressing grass-

lands, we would spread manures on the

top of the ground. But in such cases,

we would use a well-rotted compost, in

which the animal manures had been com-
bined with such substances as would ab-
sorb the mailers that during fermentation

might pass off. The reason why we
would prefer, for such a purpose, manure
that had passed through the first stages

of decomposition in the manner mentioned,
is, that it would be more readily soluble,

than in a fresher state, and would be im-

!
mediately available to the crop; while at

I

the same time its fertilizating principles

would be so far combined and fixed, as
not to be liable to waste.

!
But the practice of leaving manures

entirely on the surface, is not, in many

i

cases, the most judicious, for the following

reason: 1. If it is applied in an unfer-

mented state, uncombined with absorbent

:
substances, some of its valuable propertied

might be lost during decomposition. 2.

I

With hoed crops, fresh or fibrous ma-

I

nures, on the surface of the ground, would

I

be an obstacle, (more or less according to

the quantity,) to cultivation. 3. Manures
of any kind, or in any state, when left on

• the surface, might, from being kept too

:

dry, fail to benefit the crop for which they
were intended. Let it be recollected that

they are only available to plants when in

a soluble state; and to be made soluble,

they must be kept moist. We would
therefore cover manures to such a degree
as would secure the advantages and avoid
the objections here indicated, and no more.

On tenaceous soils, a mechanical effect

is sought to be produced by manures;
that is, a greater friability of the soil.

—

This purpose is best accomplished by
plowing in strawy or fibrous manures in

a fresh or unferniented state. This is ob-

viously, however, quite a different thing
from the application of manures Xofeed a
crop.—Jilb. Cultivator.
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HEXRICO AGRICULTURAL AXD HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

The following is the report of the Henrico

count}- Agricultural Exhibition. We are au-

thorized to state ia addition, that the Chester

county boar mentioned therein—one of the

best farm hogs ever south of the Potomac, as

we have been informed by those who have

seen it—was introduced bj'its owner, General

Richardson, for the benefit of those who raise

their own poik. This every Virginian ought

to do, but we are sorry to say they do not all

do it.

The Henrico Agrictiltural and Horticul-

tural Sociei}' held its public exhibiiion on
Wednesday, the 24lh nit.

Prayer was offered by the Rev. George
Wood bridge.

Charles Carter Lee, Esq. then delivered

an address, at once able and eloquent,

practical, entertaining and instructive.

—

He has politely furnished a copy for pub-
lication, in obedience to the request of the

Societ3\

On the 25ih, the following prenrjiums

were reporte<1 from the conimiiiees respec-

tively to whom the different subjects had
been referred ;

For the best brood mare for domestic
purposes, a premium of $5 was awarded
to Mr. Wm. B. Sydnor.

For the best colt, $5 to same.
For the best bull, $5 to R. B Haxall.
For the best cow, $5 to W. B. Sydnor.
For the best specimen of cattle 2 years

old, $5 to Dr. W. F. Gaines.

For the best specimen of cattle 1 year
old, $5 to Dr. F. H. Deane.

For the best boar, (Chester county
breed, ( $5 to Gen. W. H. Richardson.

For the best sow, (same breed,) $5 to

same.

For the best ram, §5 to Joseph Van-
derven'.er.

For the best lot of ewes, $5 to John
Currie, Sr.

For the best specimen of poultry, a
copy of Washington's Agricultural Let-
ters, to Miss Excy Gill—$3.

For the best specimen of vegetables, a
copy of same, to Mr. Joseph Rennie—$6.

Fruits—Very fine specimens of straw-

j

berries were exhibited by Mrs. Flail of

Manchester, Miss Gill, Mrs. Redd, Mrs.
G. M. Carrjngton, Mrs. Mackenzie and
Mr. Abernethy : but there being no vari-

ety of fruits exhibited, no premiums were

j

awarded.

1
For the best specimen of rare and beau-

I

tiful flowers, plants and shrubs, a premium
,
of $10 was awarded to Mr. Abernethy

—

'a copy of Washington's Letters at $6 in

part thereof.

;
For the best specimen of butter, a pre-

jmium of $6 to Mr, Charles Marx.
I For the second best specinien of butter,

[

$4 to Mrs. Joseph C. Burton.

For the third best specimen of butter,

$2 to Miss Bessie Williams.

j

For the best comfort of domestic man-
ufacture, $3 to Mrs. Joseph C. Burton.

[

For the best quilt, a premium of $3 to

Miss M. F. Williams.

For a beautiful knit curtain, (leather

stitch,) a premium of $2 to Mrs. Bartlett.

For the best carpet, $.5 to Mrs. C. B.
Williams.

For the second best carpet, $3, to Mrs.
L. P. Redd.

For a beautiful hearth rug, $3 to Mrs.
Wm. F. Gaines.

For the best specinien of stockings, $2,
to Mr. Joseph C. Burton.

For beautiful specimens of worsted and
wax work, a premium of $2 on each spe-

cimen was awarded to Mrs. E. A. Smith.

Farming Implements.—The com-
mittee appointed to examine farming im-

plements report that none were exhibited

except a lot of Watt &• Co.'s cuff brace

ploughs. They had consequent!}- no op-

portunity of comparing those with the

ploughs of others. But the assortrnent

of these enterprising manufacturers was
extensive, the workmanship most supe-

rior, and several persons present, who
have tried them, (among whom is the

President of the Society.) tore ample tes-

timony to the excellence of the-se ploughs,

all concurring in a preference of them over

most, and some over all others they have
used. The committee have therefore no
hesitation in awardmg to Messrs. W^alt

& Co. the premium on their four horse
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and two horse ploiisrbs and new ground
|

jumpino: coulter. They also feel fully
|

justified and take great pleasure in recom-
mending them to the attention of farmers

generality, satisfied as they are that they
are among the best ploughs of the day,
and in point of materials and workman-
ship, excelled by none.

[Signed,] W. H. Richardson,
\

P. A. Haxai-l,

J. H. Mackenzie.

Mr. ]\Iarx's Stock.—Having visited

Mr. Charles Marx's farm this morning,
for the purpose of examining his stock of
cattle, I unhesitatingly pronounce them
to be far superior to any I have ever seen.

His Ayrshire Bull, I think, cannot be ex-

celled, and his stock of young cattle are
chips of the same block, hard to beat!

The above statement has been made at

the request of the Henrico vVgricultural

^ocieij^, Mr. Marx having been unable to

get his stock to the exhibition in conse-
quence of there being no bridge across
James river.

[Signed] W. B. Sydnor.
Mmj 2bth, 1848.

From the American Farmer.

The following able paper originally ap-
peared in the "South Carolinian," and
was forwarded to us for publication in the
pages of the "American Farmer," by a
correspo{)deni at the South. We feel

much pleasure in presenting it to our
readers, being satisfied thai the facts

therein set forth will be found extremely
valuable at the present lime, when such
an enquiring spirit is abroad in regard to
the subjects treated by the writer.

SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE SUCCESSIVE
CULTIVATION OF COTTON AND IN-
DIAN CORN-ROTATION OF CROPS, &c.

BY THOMAS J. SU3JNEB,

Various and beautiful specimens of

saddles, bridles, saddle bags, valices and
buggy harness, of his own manufacture,
as well as an iron bound leather trunk,
also of his own make, were exhibited by
C. Z. Miles, Esq., alike creditable to his

workmanship, taste and public spirit, and
he is commended to the public as a work-
man worthy of his vocation.

Beautiful settees and chairs of cast iron

were exhibited by i\lr. George Lowndes,
216 Main street, which, for workmanship
and fine finish, were very creditable to his
taste and skill.

The above premiums will be paid to

those entitled to receive them, as soon as
sufficient progress is made in collecting
the annual subscriptions now due from
members, who are earnestly solicited to

pay on the application of the collector,

that the engagements of the society may
be met in good faith and with promp-
titude.

Executive Committee.

My attention was directed to the neces-
sity of a correct understanding respecting
the constituents of these two important
crops, by the planters of South Carolina,
from reading Boussingault's Analysis of
Indian corn, and I hope to show scientific

causes sufficient to render this necessity

apparent to interested readers. I will

commence by merely calling their atten-

tion to the amount of phosphoric acid ab-

stracted from an acre of fertile land, in

producing one bale of cotton. We take
it for granted, that an acre will yield one
bale of cotton, which will give 875 pounds
of cotton seed, which, according to my
Analysis, recently finished, and sent you
by last steamer, will yield 35 pounds of
ashes—these 35 pounds of ashes contain
12 pounds of phosphoric acid, 10 of pot-

ash and common salt, while the remain-
ing parts are composed of lime, magnesia,
&c. The most common application of
cotton seed as manure, has been on the
small grain crops, for which they are ad-
mirably adapted—containing, as they do,-

all the constituents necessary for the nour-
ishment of these crops. It seldom occurs
that wheat is planted after cotton, conse-
quently the soil which produced the cotton
seed does not receive them again, and we
have 12 pounds of phosphoric acid, taken
directly from this soil, which will, proba-
bly, not be sown in wheat till the follow-

ing season, perchance it may receive the
seed grown upon it. It is customary after
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cotton to cultivate Indian corn, which is I

followed bj' small grain, in what has here-

tofore been the planter's sj'stem of rota-

tion. We see thus two crops, which are}

the most powerful exhausters, taken from

the soil before we return directly any of

the constituents taken away in the form
j

of cotton seed. To show, conclusiveh',
i

the injudicious and impoverishing practice
!

of cultivating cotton and Indian corn, as!

successive crops, I will cite the Analysis

of M. Boussingault, who says, that 100
|

pounds of the ashes of grain of Indian '

corn contain 50 pounds of phosphoric acid. I

Now, suppose that one acre planted in

this crop will yield 30 bushels—which

'

will be equivalent to 1350 pounds of corn, i

If these 1350 pounds of grain be reduced

to ashes, we have a fractnon over 97 lbs.,

''-vhich contain 50 pounds of phosphoric
j

acid, and 30 pounds of soda and potash—

|

making for the production of the two!

crops of cotton and corn, the enormous

!

amount of 62 pounds of phosphoric acid,

'

and 40 pounds of common salt and pot- '.

ash. Then, suppose the third year we

'

sow wheat after corn. This crop requires

about the same constituents as does the

cotton crop, if we return to the soil the

usual quantity of cottot^ seed devoted to

this crop, we give it back only one-fifth

part of the phosphoric acid, &c., which
was taken from it in cultivating the two '

preceding crops. When such are the

facts, what reliance can be placed in the

generallj' received and popular practice

of cultivating corn immediately after cot-

ton ? How lonrr has it been argued that

such a system of rotation was beneficial

to the soil? The reverse is the fact : for

in harvesting 1350 pounds of corn, we
take a fraction over four times as much
phosphoric acid, than we do in producing
one bale of cotton. The three crops most

,

extensively cultivated in South Carolina
j

are those which consume the most valua-

ble constituents of the earth in their pro-

duction, and our planters should at once
be awakened to the necessity of remedy-
ing the evils resulting from incorrect sys-

tems of culture, before it is too late. The
first step is, to adopt a belter system of

manuring, and by the institution of eco-

norn}'- in saving, preserve to the crops

much that is lost to them by reason of the

non-application, or the more general want
of knowledge respecting the availability

of many substances found on the farm.

As the greatest quantity of these con-

stituents are found in the animal bones,

the easist method of restoring them would
be to carefully collect all these, and make
them subservient to the wants of these

ci"ops by convening them into powder or

ashes. Bones contain an immense amount
of phosphoric acid. My far-famed pre-

ceptor, that w-orld-renowned chemist, Lei-

big, sa3's, that a single pound of bone duet

contains as much phosphoric acid as one

hundred pounds of xohtat. From this we
can easily perceive that there are bones

wasted on every farm in the State sufn-

cient to manure the entire wheat crop.

—

This, to man}', will doubtless appear

strange, but it is nevertheless true
;
and if

we do not arouse ourselves to a better sys-

tem of farming, we will find our State in

less than fifty years in a more deplorable

state of impoverishment than were the

wornout lands of our sister State of Vir-

ginia, before the ind-.jstrious farmers who
are now working such miracles on them,

took hold of them fur improvement. The
first colonists of Virginia found a soil sim-

ilar to our own. Abundant harvests of

wheat, corn and tobacco were obtained

from one and the same field, for near a
centurj', without the aid of manure. But
nature exhausted at last, refused to repay

the laborious toil of the husbandmen, and

whole districts were suddenly converted

into arid and unfruitful pasture lands,

which, without manure, will now produce

neither wheat nor tobacco, and the deso-

lation of which is only heightened by the

miserable herds and flocks which find a

scanty summer subsistence on these bleak

wastes. This is not strange, when we
state, that in the production of the stand-

ard crops, in the space of one hundred

years, there was removed from every aero

fully 12,000 pounds of alkali in leaves,

grain and straw. It necessarily became

unfruitful, because that small portion

which during each succeeding year was
rendered soluble, was not sufficient to sa-
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tisfy the naturtil demands of the plants.

With such an example, why shall not

South Carolina make the attempt to pre-

serve her already impoverished fields from

a similar fate 1 We possess over her

many advantages, and still in many parts,

aided by science and industry, she is re-

newing the bare bosom of mother earth,

by a deep coloring of mellow, artificial

soil, which sustains the rich gifts of Ceres.

We possess, as a peculiar advantage over

the Virginia farmer, a larger amount of

forest to supply leaves and litter, to be

converted, by a little pains-taking, into

good nnanm-e; and, secondly, the amount
of the constituents of the soil exported in

our cotton does not come in the same
fearful ratio as they do in the Virginia

products—small grain and tobacco. This

is truly an important advantage ; as we
consume the cotton seed and small grain

on our farms, very little is exported, and

consequently these self-same constituents

are obtained again in the voidure of such

animals as are sustained on them, and

their constituents are redelivered to the

soil, in the shape of manure, in as large

quantities as they were originally taken

from it, and when combined with vegeta-

ble substances in the shape of composts,

even in larger quantities, the application

of which results in the speedy and certain

improvement of the land.

But to all these means, the farmer in

South Carolina, where extent of acres is

not measured by price, has a third means
of remedying the evil of an improper suc-

cession of crops. This is fully demon-
strated by Leibig, in the example which
he cites in his agricultural chemistry of

the condition of the country around Na-
ples, which is famed for its fruitful corn

land. The humblest villages are situated

from eighteen to twenty-four miles distant

from each other, and between them there

are no roads, and consequently no means
for transporting manure to an}"- distance

from the residence of the laborers. New
corn has been grown on these lands for

thousands of years, without any portion

of the constituents which have been an-

nually removed from the soil being artifi-

cially restored to it. The method of cul-

ture, however, satisfactorily explains the

cause of this wonderful and permanent
fertilit}'—and though the system appears

a very bad one in the eyes of our agri-

culturists, it is, nevertheless, the very best

that could be adopted. A field is only

placed under tillage once in three years,

and in the imerv^nmg two years furnishes

a sparse pasturage for cattle and sheep.

'J'he soil undergoes no actual change in

these two years, during which it thus lies

fallow, farther than being exposed to the

influence of the atmosphere, a fresh por-

tion of the alkalies contauied in it are

again set free and rendered soluble. The
amount of constituents in two years, thus

placed by nature at the disposal of the

crop of one season, being generally great-

er than the crop demands, this patient

system of rotation without alternation has

preserved the fertility of the soil. It may
appear to those who do not reflect, that

the droppings of the animals pastured on

the land might have an improving effect :

but this is not the fact, for they yield the

sod nothing which they did not drain

from it. The grass and weeds, upon
which the}' live, spring from the soil, and

that which \hey return in voidings must,

according to the laws sustaining ani-

mated nature, be less in quantity than

the amount originally derived by them.

The fields, therefore, under this system of

grazing can gain nothing
;
on the con-

trar\', the soil must have lost some of its

consiituents. Experience, as in Virginia,

has shown that wheat should not follow

wheat, or tobacco a crop of tobacco ; for

these are crops which speedily exhaust

the constituents of the soil. If we take

these constituents from the soil, we should

return them before we tax them to ruin-

ous production, by artificial maniying,

with such manures as would most readily

and cheaply effect the object; or, if this

cannot be done, why there is still a suffi-

ciency of land unoccupied, untilled and

lying waste on ever)' plantation, to allow

it to lie at least one year fallow. Why
do not our planters do these things, and

preserve the rising generation from raising

the cry of "Westward Ho !" A country

like South Carolina, possessing a climate
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suited to nearly all the cultivaled crops,

deserves to be fostered and improve i. The
present age must make the beg-inning,

else we will entail the horrid curse of na-

tional poverty upon those who follow us.

Wi[h the proper energies, and the appli-

cation of the proper principles to her agri-

culture, we can make her the garden spot

of the world—and such she should be.

When I return home, I intend to devote

mj'self to analyzing ever}' ciiltivated crop

of South Carolina, and will feel sufficient-

ly rewarded, if my labors only produce
the result of stimulating the beginning of

a reformation in the agriculture of my
native and beloved State.

Germany, April, 1848.

somewhat darker by means of roasting-

onions or burnt sugar, it forms the very
best soup which can in any wa}' be pre-

pared from one pound of flesh.

—

Leibig^

I^'DIAN CORN.

CUTTING DOWN CORN-STALKS.

A new method of performing this operation

is now coming inio vogue in Virginia. The
old plan is to cnt ihem off close lo the ground

with a hoe. T he new method is to arm the

field hands with knives and to out off each

stalk about eighteen inches from the ground.

Its advantages are superior swiftness, and

superior ease in ploughing up the stubb. The
cross tree of the plough strikes the piece of

stalk left, and bends the whole down. Which
done, the stubb is easih' pushed from its place

by the passing plough.

BEEF-TEA.

When one pound of lean beef, free of

fat, and separated from the bones, in the

finely chopped state in which it is used
for beef sausages or mince meat, is uni-

formlj' mixed with its own weight of cold ;

water, slowly heated to boiling, and the
|

liquid, after boiling briskly for a minute i

or two, is strained through a towel from
the coagulated albumen, and the fibrine,

,

now becoming hard and horny, we obtain :

an equal weight of the most aromatic
\

soup, of such strength as cannot be ob-

tained, even by boilmg for hours, from a
piece of flesh. When mixed with salt,

;

and the other usual additions by which 1

soup is usually seasoned, and tinged
|

Indian corn is an ancient, well know-n.

and indispensable production of nature.

It consists of a number of varieties, which
are thought to owe their distinctive cha-

rarcters lo the accidental modifications of

climate, soil and culture, rather than lo

any original differences. When due re-

gard is paid to the varieties, it may be

considered a sure crop in almost every

portion of the habitable globe, betweeii

the laiiiude of 43 degrees North, and a
correspondmg parallel South. Its princi-

pal culture is confined to the U. Stales,

Mexico, the West Indies and most of the

States of South America. It is also cul-

tivated with success in Soul hern Europe
generally. It is likewise found to thrive

in India, China, Japan, Australia, the

Sandwich Islands, groups of the Azores,

Maderia, the Canaries as w-ell as other

ocean isles. Roulio, Humboldt, Bonp-
Jand and others, have noticed the plant

in its indigenous state in America, and
hence have concluded that it was first de-

rived from this country. All the early

historians, both of North and South
America, give the surest testimony that

this grain is of American oiigin, and
speak of it as having constituted a great

part of the food of the Indians, from time

immemorial. Mr. Schoolcraft, in a late

report, says it is conceded on hands that

it is a tropical, or at least, a Southern
plant. He remarks that it was not

known in this country before the discove-

ry of this country, and that we learned

the mode of cultivation from the Indians,

and not they from us. It was cultivated

by the Iroquois in fields sufficiently large

to entitle them to the name of agricultu-

rists
;
and was undoubted highly praised

by theiTi as an essential article of support.

Mr. Schoolcraft states that the warriors

of the Six Nations were in the habit of

undertaking journeys of thousands of

miles in extent, carrying no other food
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than a little rceal from parched and t

pounded com, rehing on ihe forest game !

for meat. One lable-spoonfjl of ihis
|

meal mixed with a little sugar and water,

;

Will sustain a warrior for twen'y-four i

hours, without meat. Maize contains
{

less nutritive matter than wheat, barley
{

or oats, but more than either rice or pola-
j

toes. In fact, it has about three and a

half times the quantity of nutritive mat-
;

ler found in potatoes, a much larger pro-

1

portion of starch, and less water. The
;

proportion of oil found in corn, as far as

it has been examined, varies, from an en-

,

tire absence to 1 1 per cent., according to .

the varieties employed. Oily corn makes
a dry kind of bread, and is not sutSciently

adhesive to rise well without an admix-

ture of rye or other fiour.

The varieties of Indi^xn corn are very

numerous, exhibiting every grade of size,

color and conformation, between the

shrubby reed that grows on the shores of

Lake Superior to the gigantic stalks of

the Ohio Valley ; the liny ears with flat,

close-clinging grains of Canada : the bril-

liant, rounded little Pearl, or the bright

red grains and white cob of the eight

rowed hcematite, to the swelling ears of

the large white and yellow gourd-seed of

the South. There are som.eth ing like 11

principal varieties cultivated in the United

States, which may be distinguished by
the number of rows of grains on the cob,

and the color, shape or size of the kernels.

OX THE ECOXOMICAL USE OF BOXES
-AS A3IAXURE, AXD OX THEIR SOLU-
TIOX IX SULPHURIC ACID.

Our horticultural readers are, perhaps,

even more fully aware than most farmers

of the value of bones. Phosphate of lime

is so essential an organic constituent in

the pear, and some other fruit trees, that

no good orchardist or gardener will hence-

forth be guilty of the extravagance of

wasting bones.

The difficulty, however, hitherto expe-

rienced by many persons, has been to

bring the bones, easily collected upon
every farm and about every slaughter

house, to a fit condition for applying to

the land. Bone mills are only to be found

here and there; and in some parts of the

country, the cost of transportation of bone-

dust has been so considerable as to put a

stop to its use. Fortunately, this difficul'v

has been overcome lately by a cheap,

simple, and rapid mode of dissolving bones

by sulphmic acid, now largely employed

by English agriculturists. The mode of

effecting this is so important to nine-

tenths of our readers, that we extract the

formula from Professor Johnstovs essay:

Methods ArorxED for increasing

THE SENSIBLE EEFECT OF EONES.

Without referring much to the effect

which bones might theoretically be 8x-

pected to produce, it has been observed by

practical men that they may be be made

to act more quickh' and more beneficially

by the adoption of certain previous pre-

cautions, such as,

1. Reducing them to fine potcdtr—

I

have already alluded to the fact ascer-

tained by experience, that the finer the

powder, the more immediate and the more

sensible the effect of bones. But practi-

cal men were afraid to venture too fat in

diminishing the weight of manure, added

to the soil. Bulk was considered to enter

as an element into the fertilizing capabili-

ties of any substance. Many leases even

prohibit the addition of less than sixteen

or twenty bushels of bones, when used

alone in raising turnips. But under the

guidance of science, both tenants and pro-

prietors will, by and by, learn to estimate

more correctly what the crops really carry

off, and what the soil therefore requires.

Thus a strictly scientific economy will be

established, and no more of anything wiil

be added to his fields than the farmer

knowiis and understands to be necessary

to maintain them in a state of permanent

fertility.

' 2. Heating the hones.—In some dis-

tricts their action in hastening forward

' the Toung turnip, and bringing it quickly

into rough leaf, where it is safe from the

I

attacks of the fly, is increased by laying

i
the bones in a heap, and covering them

'over with earth, for a week or ten days
' before thev are drilled into the land. Left
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in this state, they heat, c lift en, and begin

to change or decora pose : and thus, when
laid in the drills near the seed, they are

ready to furnish nourishment lo ihe young
plant as soon as the roots first thrust

themselves downwards from the sprouting

seed.

3. Fermenting them xciih dung, or the

same decomposition is effecied and carried

further bj' mixing the bones with farm

3^ard manure, and leaving the n/ixlure

awhile lo ferment. It was the result of

trials made by thirteen different persons,

and which are recorded in the Doncaster

report, that a given weight of bones,

when mixed and fermented with farm

3'ard manure, invariably produced a more
beneficial effect, than the same weight of

dry-bone dust, applied to the same crop

and upon the same soil.

The advantage which results from

these several methods, arises from the

effects which they produce, either in di-

minishing the mechanical coherence of

the panicles of the bone, or in altering by
incipient decomposition, the chemical

state of the organic matter it contains.

—

None of ihem, however, sufficiently effect

these objects, though I do not doubt that

fine bone-dust, fermented for two or three

months with farm 3'ard manure, and oc-

casionally turned over, would be brought

into a condition more nearly approaching

to guano, in its fertilizing virtue, than

any other form of bones which has hith-

erto been generally employed.

Decojiposing and dissolving boxes
et 3ieans of sulphuric acid.

But another mode of preparing bones

has recently been introduced, and for two
or three years has been extensively em-
ploj^ed as a part of the ordinary husban-

dry, especially by some of the Scottish

farmers. This mode consists in decom-
posing, and more or less dissolving bones

in sulphuric acid, (oil of vitriol.) This
may be done in various ways, and the

prepared bones maj^ either be applied in

a liquid state with a watering cart, or

rcay be dried and sowed with a drilling

machine, or broad cast, like ordinary

bone or rape dust.

a. The bones in the form of bone dust^

or where bone mills are not at hand, sim-

ply broken in pieces wiih a hammer, may
be put into a cast iron, stone, earthen-

ware, or strong wooden vessel, mixed
with half their weight of the strong oiL

of vitriol of the shops, stirring constaaily

while the latter is slowly poured in. A
powerful boiling up takes place whicb
gradually subsides.

By occasional stirring, the whole as-

sumes the appearance of a thick paste,

the pieces of bone gradually disappear,

and after a week or ten davs the whole-

may be taken out and mixed with a little

charcoal powder, charred peat, saw dust

or fine dry earth, to make it drj' enough
to pass through the drill, and may thus^

be immedialelj' applied to the land. It

would, however, be better to prepare the

bone at least a month before using them,^

and lay them up in a heap for a while,

with a view to their more perfect decom-
position. When the pieces of bone arfr

large, this is especially desirable, as other-

wise they will not be fullj' decomposed
without a larger addition both of water

and acid.

b. Or the acid and bones as above, may,
after a couple of days, be mixed with a
quantity of light, friable soil, and laid up
into a heap for seven or eight weeks with

occasional turning. The bones thus

heated, decompose and dry up, so as \Cr

be read}' for putting into the drills without

farther preparation. This method, how-
ever, requires more acid, and it is not mi-

usual, in employing it, to take equal

weights of acid and bones. It ma^- be,

some practical men, indeed, emplo}' inva-

riably equal weights of acid and bones,

while others are satisfied by mixing the

bones with one-third or even one-fourth of

their weight of acid. I would myself

employ not fess than a half.

c. Or equal weights of bones in the

form of dust, of boiling water and of

acid* may be mixed together and occa-

sionally stiiTed for a week or ten days,

and when the particles of bone have

A gallon of water weighs 10 lbs., a gallon

of acid 17 or 18 lbs.
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•nearly disappeared, from fifiy to one hun-j

dred times more water may be added to'

the mixture, and the liquid thus diluted
|

pay be applied by a water cart. If it is

•to be used upon grass land in the spring,

or to young' corn, it will be safer to dilute
j

it with two hundred waters, but fifty wa-

,

ters (by weight) will be enough if it is,

to be applied to turnip drills. A common
watering cart used for other liquid ma-;

rures, will serve for the former purpose—

,

for applying it to the drills a very inge-

:

•nious addition of tubes to this cart has

been contrived by Mr. WagstafF and em-

ployed by him under the direction of the

Duke of Richmond at Gordon Castle.
'

This method of applying the bones in

the liquid form, is, no doubi the most per-

fect, but it is also the most troublesome

and expensive, and ma}' not, therefore,
[

•come so soon into general use, though it!

may ultimately prove the most profitable.

Instead of sulphuric acid, the muriatic

acid or spirits of salt, has been, indeed
j

was first, tried for the dissolution of bones,

1)01 the former appears at present, for se-

veral reasons, to be preferred.

We will add to the foregoing, that a

number of experiments with dissolved

bones were m.ade by the Highland Socie-

iy of Scotland, the result of which were:

"I. That four, and in some cases, even

two bushels of dissolved bones, will pro-

duce as good a crop of turnips as sixteen
|

or twenty bushels applied in the usual

!

form, (dry bone-dust.) The crops alsoj

start more quickl}', and grow more rapidly.

"2. That the more complete the state

of solution or subdivision of the bones,

the greater the efl^ect. Hence, when ap-

plied in the liquid state, the benefit is

most apparent."

The Horticulturist remarks : Those
who cultivate heavy compact soils, have
no doubt been quite disappointed in the

want of efiect of bone manure upon such
soils, compared wiih their admirable ac-

tion on lighter and more porous soils.

—

Professor Johuston has suggested, in the

following paragraphs, the cause of this

want of action on heavy soils, and the

remedy

:

10. Ought axt other substance to
BE MIXED with THE DISSOLVED BONES ?

Bones are known to exercise a compa-
ratively feeble and uncertain action upon
stiff and undiained clays, and it may,
therefore, be reasonably asked by some if

the action of dissolved bones will be more
certain upon such soils than the bones in

their natural state? "We may, I think,

answer this in the afiirmative. since the

principal cause of the less conspicuous

effect of bones upon such soils is to be
found in their tenacity and coldness, by
which the particles of bones are shut out

from the air, and their decomposition is

retarded.

But, inasmuch as bones do not contain

the whole of the substances which plants

require, and as some of those which are

present in bones, the salts of soda, for ex-

ample, are in small quantity only, it may
be reasonably asked again if the dissolved

bones would not be improved, and their

efiicacy increased, and rendered more
sure, were an addition of certain sub-

stances to be made to them. Of this I

think there can belittle doubt, though the

necessity and nature of such additions

will depend much upon the nature of the

soil to which they are to be applied. A
small per centage of pearl ash or wood
ashes, of nitrate of soda, or common salt,

and a sulphate of magnesia—5 lbs. each
of lhe_poiash and soda sal's, and 10 lbs.

of the magnesia salt to each 100 lbs. of

bones—would render the mixture more
suited to every soil and crop. Al the

same time, if the soil like those formed

from the felspar rocks abound in potash,

or like those which border the sea, be

rich in soda, or like those which owe
their origin to the slates, or to magnesian
limestones, contain already too much
magnesia, any addition ;o these several

substances would obviously be thrown
away. The principle of adding such
things being recognised as sound, the

knowledge and discretion of the farmer

must be exercised in determining how-

far such additions are likely to be profita-

ble, or 10 make a small preliminary expe-

riment by way cf trial.
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From the Alban}' Cullivator.

MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

'. iheir common enemies will attack or in-

jure them; at any rate, it is only weak
i
hives that are attacked by the bee moth,

I have read much written on the sub-
1 or robbers. I never knew an instance of

jecl of bees, their management, the bee i a strong hive being injured, unless some
moth, &c., wnth but little benefit. I think,

|
accident had happened to the comb,

(judging from my own experiments, as
j

I may be asked how I can have all

well as from trial of the recommendation
; my hives strongly peopled? It can be

of other,) that a different mode of opera-
; easily done, but it requires some experi-

tion, from what is generally laid down, is
] ence as well as skill, to do it successfully;

necessary to guard against the enemies of but in this the main secret lies. Nearly

bees. 'all the first swarms, which come out be-

lt will be unnecessary for me here to :fore the twentieth of June, will be suffi-

enumerate the many plans and inventions
I

ciently strong, and will not only make
that have been sought out, to guard

j

honey enough to winter on, but in good

against the moth, but I would suggest a seasons will make from two to four boxes

ditferent plan
;
though I do not know as

| (of twelve pounds each,) of surplus ho-

it will answer for any other place than ; ne}', that can be removed without impo-

the section in which I live. Other places
|

verishing the hives ; but nearly all second

may be far more troubled with them, but
j
swarms need to be reinforced; however, it

I would just say, if they are any worse : frequently happens that a third swarm
in any other place than here, they must

i comes out so as to put one of them with

be bad enough ; for few keep bees here

but a short time before they are very

much injured or entirely run out, if kept

a second swarm, which generally makes
them large enough. (I sometimes put

three and even four small swarms togeih-

on the old plan. When I speak of the or.) The size of a colony will be belter

old way, I mean letting them swarm as
j
understood by measurement in a hive

often as they will, and putting swarms
| than any other way. My hives are

into hives by themselves, without any re-
1 twelve inches inside and sixteen high in

gard to their size or the time they come the clear, and when the swarm all settle

out.
;
in the hive, I want ihem two-thirds full

Most people seem to think the greater
: at least ; and when they fall short of this

number of hives they can count, the bet-
1 standard, I reinforce them till they come

ter luck, as they term it. Now from the
|
up to it. No fears need be entertained of

experience I have had in keeping bees, a
j their, being two many bees in a hive, for

ditferent course should be pursued in order the more bees the more honey they will

to succeed well; and rny own conclusion make in the boxes. I have frequently

is not a hasty one, for I have kept bees
;
had two of the first swarms go together,

about twenty j'ears; though during se-
\ which have filled the hive of bees ; such

veral years of the former part of that time
| hives generally do best, and make far the

I did not sJicceed very well ; for I used

to manage upon the old plan, and at the

same time tried many experiments with

well as I had anticipated ;
but during the

last ten or twelve years I have realized

my most sanguine expectations

most surplus honey
;
and are much better

to go into winter quarters.

Hives frequently cast two and three

them, some of which did not succeed as swarms apiece, which reduces the slock

in the hive so low, that the}' are unfit for

wintering
;

I let them cast their late and

small swarms until all my swarms are

My plan is not to count my army by ; sufficiently reinforced, and then, what

the tents they occupy, but by the working i comes out afterwards, I manage in the

rnen in them. I have all my hives
j

following way.

strongly peopled, that they may not only I take a small hive and set it on n.

repel an enemy, but drive them away.— i table for hiving, put the bees in front of

When a hive is strongly peopled, none of
j
the hive, and start them in moderately,
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and with a goose quill separate them un-

til I can find the queen, which' I destroy.

It is necessary to keep a close watch un-

til they all go into the hive, for sometimes

there are two or three, and even more

queens, in second and third swarms,

which, if not destroyed will remain in the

hive, and not return to the one from which

they came. If they do not go back by

night, there is generally a queen left, and

when thai is the case, just at dark I take

the hive and strike it pretty smartly on

the table, and jar them out, and examine

for another queen. The next morning

thev generally return to the parent hive.

Hives that have overswarmed them-

selves, are the ones the bee moths or rob-

bers attack. Now these old feeble hives

must be reinforceH, or there is danger of

their being destroyed by their enemies

;

or if they escape these there is danger of

their dying in the winter in consequence

of the want of warmth, being so few in

number. It frequently happens that some

of these over-swarmed hives are old, and

unfit for wintering. I take the bees out

of such hives, to reinforce weak ones

with. This should be done soon after

the swarming time is over. With the
[

hives that I have to reinforce, (when Ij

have not old hives to reinforce them with,)
j

I go to some of my strongesf hives that
j

have boxes on the top full of honey and

bees, and take one or two boxes just as

seems necessary, and put them on weak
ones, in order to make thern sufliiciently

strong for wintering. The bees in the

boxes hardly stir for a day or two, then

they all agree and go on to work with

renewed vigor.

I might here state that I never destroy

any bees. Weak hives seldoin ever

quarrel with their new companions. In

swarming time, different swarms seldom

disagree, unless the first swarm has been

a considerable time in the hive, and the

one put with them a much smaller one.

If they ever do quarrel, an easy way to

stop them is to run a srnall wire in their

hive, and just start the honey in their

comb. The uniting swarms should al-

ways be done just in the dusk of evening,

and by morning they will all be united,

when the hive should be returned to its

stand. Now I have but little hesitation

in saying, that any one keeping bees,

whose motto is, "strong hives or none,"

will have but little cause for complaint

from the bee moth.

LoTAN Smith.

WEIGHT OF LIVE CATTLE.

It is frequently a matter of importahce to

ascertain ihe weight of living cattle, wlien the

means of weighing them are not at hand. It

may be obtained with sufficient exactness b}-

the following mcasKreuients.

Take a siring and put it round the animal,

standingsquare, just below the shoulder blade.

Measure on a loot rule the feet and inches of

its circumference. This is called the girth.

Then with the string measure from the bone

of the tail which plumbs the line with the

hinder part of the bullock, directing the line

along the back to the fore part of the shoulder

blade. Take the feet and inches on the foot

rule as before. This is called the length.

Then work the figures in the following

manner. Girth of the bullock, say 6 feet 4

inches. Length, 5 feet three inches. Multi-

ply them together, and the result is 31 super-

ficial feet. That again multiplied by 23, (the

number of pounds allowed to each superficial

foot of cattle measuring less than 7 and more

than 5 in girth,) makes 713 pounds. And,

allowing 14 pounds to the stone, is 50 stone 13

pounds.

When the animal measures less than 9 and

more than 7 in girth, 31 is the number of

pounds allowed to each superficial foot.

iigain, suppose that a pig, or any small ani-

mal, should raea.sure 2 feet in girth, and 2 feet

along the back, which multiplied together

make 4 square feet. That multiplied by 11,

the number of pounds allowed for each square

foot of cattle measuring less than 3 square

feet in girth, makes 44 pounds. Which, di-

vided by 14, to biing it to stones, is 3 stone 2

pounds.

Again, suppose a calf, a sheep, &c. should

measure 4 feet G inches in girth, and 3 feet 9

inches in length. These multiplied together,

make I6i square feet. Which, multiplied by
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16, the number of pounds allowed to each

square foot of cattle measuring less than 5 and

more than 3 feet in the girth, makes 2&4

pounds. Which, divided by 14, brings it to

stones, and makes 18 stone 12 pounds.

The dimensions of the girth and length of

cattle, sheep, hogs, calves, &c. may be as ex-

actly taken in this way as is necessary for

any computation or valuation of stock, by any

one who knows the rudiments of arithmetic,

who can get a string and procure a piece of

chalk. A deduction of one stone in twenty

must be made for a half fatted animal, from

the weight procured by measurement of a fat

one.

CHARLES COUNTY (MD.) AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

A meeting of the Charles County Agri-

cultural Society was held on Thursday,

20th ult. The oieeting was called to or-

der bj"- the President.

The proceedings of the last naeeting

having been read, the Corresponding Se-

cretary slated that he had notified the

Hon. John G. Chapman of his appoint-

ment to deliver an address before the first

annual meeting of this Society, and that

Mr. C. had accepted the appointment.

The Corresponding Secretary stated

also that |ie had received a Circular from

the Commissioner of Patents, a copy of

which he presented to the Society, re-

questing certain information in regard to

the agricultural products of the county.

Walter Mitchell, Esq., offered the fol-

lowing resolution :

Resolved, That the communication of

the Commissioner of Patents be referred

to a special committee consisting of five

members, whose duty it shall be to collect

such inforrnation as is required in said

communication, and report the same to

this Society at their October meeting.

On motion of JaiDes Fergusson, Esq.,

the chair was authorized to appoint said

committee. The following named gen-

tlemen were appointed : George P. Jen-

kins, James F. Neale, F. B. F. Burgess,

John F. Gardiner and James Fergusson,

Esqs.

On motion of Col. Jenifer, the Treasu-

rer was authorized to call upon the mem-
bers of the Societj', by advertisement, for

the amount of their subscriptions.

Richard Barnes, Esq., offered the fol-

lowing preamble and resolution, which
were adopted

:

Whereas, much of the success in agri-

cultural life depends upon the industrious

and judicious application of the principles

of agriculture as a science

—

Resolved, That as one of the surest and
most effectual modes of disseminating a
knowledge of those principles, and as a
proof of the high estimation in which
those journals are held by this Societj'', the

"American Farmer" and " Southern
Planter" be cordially recommended to

this Society and to the agriculturists of

this county generally.

BILLS OF BRISTLY MORTALITY.

The slaughter of hogs in the pork state

of the West for five years is given as fol-

lows:

—

1843

1844
1845

1846
1847

912,000

642,000

955,588

800,000
1,492,824

Doctor Johnson's words were true

—

"Pig has not been wanting to man, but

man has been wanting to pig. Nearly

a million and a half of these interesting

animals in one short year, developed, as

the transcendentalists would say, from the

state of pigdom into that of porkdom.

—

Let no lean skeptic say, "Credat Judoeus."

MANAGEMENT OP A DAIRY FARM.

Mr. Chauncey Beckwith, of Columbia,

Herkimer county. New York, presented

to the Agricultural Society of that county

in 1847 the following statement of the

product and expenses of his farm for that

year. It affords an excellent example of

the advantage of system and economy,
and shows what even a "slender man not

able to do heavy work," may accomplish,

provided he has iht mind for it. We
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copy from the Transactions of the N. Y.
Slate Agricultural Society ;:

"Myfarai consists of 100 acres, situ-

ated seven miles soath of the Erie canal,

and is about nine hundred feel above its

level. I have 85 acres under iinprove-

menr, on which 1 have kept 2 horses and

21 cows ;
37 acres to pasture, 35 lo inea-

dow, S to oats, 2 to corn, 1 lo wheat, 1|

lo sowed corn, 8^ to potatoes.

ACCOUNT CURRENT.

Made 12,000 Ihs. cheese, sold at 7 cts.

weighed in the fall and well cured, 5'S40 00
Sold apples, 40 00
do. buuer, 20 CO

Calves'" sbinsi 10 00

Int. on S4,000 pd. for farm. S-230 00
do. 400 do. cows, 28 00
do. 130 do. horses, 10 30
-do. 130 do. utensils, 10 50

SDIO 00

S329 CO
One hand 7.^ months, £12, 00 00
Paid for days' works, 40 00

do. hired girl, 35 weeks, 39 38

do. mechanics' bills, 20 00
do. shorts fur cows, 20 09
do. plaster, 12 00
do, cheese boxes and

bandage, 35 00
«585 38

324 (^
Permanent inaprQvem'cts, stone wall.

&c. ' 50 00

Seed grain not taken into account, as^

it is the product of the farm from
rear to j'ear.

Family expenses, besides appropriat-

ing a portion of the products of the

farm, for such. purposes,

S374- 6"i

120 00

S254 62Nelt profit,.

I n:iake this statement not for the pur-

pose of boasting, but with a hope that

other common farmers will he induced to

make similar statements. It is believed

that the statements usually made and
published are of farms in a very high

state of cultivation, and if not extrava-

gantly made show a large yield and large

profit, better calculated to discourage than

to encourage farmers in moderate circum-

stances. The soil of niy farm is gravelly

Ipam, the limber mainly beech and maple,

with elm and basswood, eighty acres un-

der improvement. I have kept cows
two seasons. When I cotnmenced, the

farm had been for several years fed close

by sheep, and was not in a good situation

for keeping cows. My family consists of

myself, wife, and four small children. 1

am a slender man, not able to do heavy
work ; have made the cheese and done
sonrie chores. Have kept my cows al-

ways in good condition
; have fed hay

usually during winter
; when I feed

straw, some meal is fed, so as to make
the keeping equal to good hay. From
about the Srsi of March, 1 feed two quarts

of corn or barley meal to each cow per

day until the pasture is good. They are

! kept in good stables, and during summer
are put up night and morning in a milk-

i ing barn, near and convenient to ihe cheese

room, and fed the whey with meal or

shorts, the quantity depending on the si-

luation of the pasture. Commence feed-
' ing corn about the middle of August

i

once a day, and the whey with shorts or

j

meal once.

This fall after the corn was injured by

j
the frost, fed a half bushel of apples to

: each cow per day, and late pumpkins,
continuing to feed ihe whey, with shorts

I

or meal, until they were dried off; have
! k€pt twenty cows for the dairy and one
I
for the family. The yield of cheese per

I

cow the past season, six hundred pounds,

j

sold at seven cents; I- ihink the extra

feed made at least one hundred poundd
per cow. The cost of shorts was one
dollar per cow ; the meal being the pro-

duct of the farm has not been in any man-
' ner taken into the account. The season

:
has-been dry and not favorable for dairy-

. ing. I am convinced that good feeding

pays well. The milk drawn from the

cow is a monstrous draft, and if thej' are

j

not well fed, they will run down and be
poor in the fall, and the yield of milk
small during the latter part of ihe season.

The practice of sowing corn to feed in

the fall, should, and I think will become
geneial; if cows are well fed, they will

be in good condition in the fall, which
enables us to turn our old cows and such
as are not good milkers, for beef to good
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advantage, I should pat the cows up to 1 my ground ten years, and have them now
milk if I did not feed; the trouble of of almost all ages and sizes, from ten

feeding after they are up is not great.— years old to one month.

The whey runs from the box in which
j

I have one piece of hedge three years

the cheese is made, into a vat, and from ' old next fall that will turn any slock 1

that, by pump logs, it is drawn into pails ! have, from the smallest chicken or rabbit

in the alley of the milking house. The
j

to the horse and ox. I have received let-

cows being in two rows, with their heads i lers on the subject from all parts of the

to the alley, and a tub for each ;
the meal i Union and have not received one unfavo-

bin is at one end of the alley; from this
, rable account, from any one who has

to the cheese room, a distance of some ten 1 made a proper trial with plants raised

feet, plank are laid to walk on, and a tem-
1 from the seeds in this climate. In sonje

porary roof over, so that we pass from the one or two instances, plants brought from

milking house to the room where the the south, or allowed to freeze the first

cheese is made, without being exposed lo winter, have been injured afterward.?, as

rain or mud; still this space is open for
j

of course might have been expected. I

circulation of air. I should feed my cows
|

have some two or three miles of hedge

durinjr summer, if it did not add to the
' put out around my pei farm and orchard,

quantiiy of cheese, as it is a satisfaction and have this sprmg enclosed my house

to see them look fine, and in knowing
i lot of four acres on College Hill. In

that they feel comfortable.
i

transplanting thou?ands of plants this

Chauncey Beckwith. ' spring, I have had to replace only three.

All who have seen my hedges intend to

get them next spring ; especially the

English who were accustomed to hedges

in the old country, are quite taken with

it. They say there is nothing in Eng-
land that can be compared to it as a
hedge plant. The de.-ire to get it here is

great. I shall go next week and break

eighteen or twenty miles of new prairie

around some lands in Haverly, for which
we shall prepare plants and set them next

spring ivithout any proledion. About six

miles of this fence belongs to me, and the

rest to others. I have agreed to guaran-

tee all the plants, if set according to my
directions. We expect at least to double

the value of our lands by this operation

in three years. I have an application

from another man to put out eleven miles

for him in the same way. Another thinks

he fhall want two hundred miles, as in-

deed he will, if he fences all his lands.

As to its cost: it will not cost more
thnn 25 to 50 cents per rod to make the

best hedge in the whole world for all

farming purposes—according to the kind

of fence made. For one kind it will lake

1000 plants, and from that to 2500 for

every eighty rods of fence. And had I

the lime, I would agree to fence the whole

Mississippi valley for 25 cents per rod of

From the Prairie Farmer.

OSAGE ORANGE.

In relation to your enquiries about the

Osage orange, I know not what to say

more than has already been said in the

Horticukuralist, the Prairie Farmier, the

Ohio Cultivator, the Sangamon Journal,

and in short, almost every paper of note

that lakes any interest in agriculture in

the United States. All the writers in all

these papers who pretend to know any

thing about this plant, agree that it is in

all respects unrivalled as a hedge plant in

quickness of growth, the stubbornness and

density of its branches and thorns and the

extreme beauty of its foliage, flowers and

fruit. They all agree that it will prove

perfectly hardy in any climate where the

' Isabella grape will ripen in the open air.'

And there are hedges of it standing in

State from the latitude of Boston to the

mouth of the Rio Grande.

Hundreds of rods of it have been put

out in Ohio, even amid their dense fores's

of timber, and it is doing first rate. There
are pieces of it in this State and in Mis-

souri quite to the north of us, which are

doing finely. I have had the plants on
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one kind, and 50 cents per rod of the

other kind of hedge, all complete and all

cost included, and to perfect the whole in

three or at most four years from the time

the plants were set in the hedge. I find

by experience that a mile offence can be

set much easier and quicker than I had
supposed. My Englishman, with a boy

to put in the plants, set fifty rods per day

after the plants were prepared, which the

nurseryman ought always to do before he

sells. But there is a right and a wrong
way, after all, in this as well as in other

n)atters ; and all those foolish methods of

sowing the seeds in the hedge row, trim-

ming at two years old—setting out little,

feeble, ill-assorted plants, &c. &c., will

prove worse than nothing.

On the whole, my advice to you is to

prepare as much ground as you can— se-

lect good plants, and if possible put your

farm all under this fence next spring.

Before that time, I ^hall write a pamphlet
giving specific instructions for setting,

cultivating and trimming the hedge until

it is complete, or three years old
; or if not,

I: will keep you and your friends duly in-

formed as far as needful ; so you need not

have any fears but you will get a first

rate hedge, which will double the value

of every acre of land you put it around.

Plants will probably be cheaper next

spring than they will be again for ten

years. The demand will increase every

year, and but few hereafter will raise

them at the prices they will probably

bring next sprlmr ; besides the comfort

and convenience of having all your stock

and fruit of all kinds entirely secure from

all depredai ions and thieves, is too great

to be postponed without a belter reason

than a probable cost of 25 or 50 cents per

rod for a fence lasting as time and beau-

tiful as the fabled walks of the Elysian

fields. If you wish any further informa-

tion on any particular point, I shall at all

limes be happy to communicate with you.

J. B. Turner,
Illinois College, June 20, 1848.

Farmers should write communications
fiur agricultural papers, as a duty.

TO MAKE GOOD SOUP.

The delicate and proper blending of

savors is the cheif art of good soup mak-
ing. Be sure and skim the grease off

the soup when it first boils, or it will not

become clear. Throw in a little salt to

bring up the scum. Remove all of the

grease. Be sure and simmer softly, and
never let a soup boil hard.

Put the meat into cold water, and let

it grow warm slowly. This dissolves

the gelatine, allows the albumen to disen-

gage, and the scum to rise, ar.d diffuses

the savory part of the meat. But if the

soup is over a hot fire the albumen coag-

ulates and hardens the meat, prevents the

water from penetrating, and the savory

part from disengaging itself. Thus the

broth will be without flavor, and meal
tough. Allow about two table-spoonfuls

of salt to four quarts of soup, where
there are many vegetables, and one and
a half where there are few. Be sure not

to leave any fat floating on the surface,

A quart of water, or a little less, to a
pound of meat is a good rule. Soup
made of uncooked meat is as good the

second day if heated to the boiling point..

If more water is needed, use boiling

hot water, as cold or lukewarm spoils the

soup. It is thought that potato water is

unhealthy; and therefore do not boil po-

tatoes in soup, but boil elsewhere, and add
ihern when nearly cooked. The water

in which poultry or fresh meat is boiled,

should be saved for gravies, or soup, the

next day. If j'ou do not need it, give it

to the poor.

Keep the vessel covered tight in which
3'ou boil soup, that the flavor be not lost.

Never leave soup in metal pots, as some-

times a family is thus poisoned. Thick-
ened soups require more seasoning; near-

ly double the quantity used for thin soups

CORN AND BUCKWHEAT FOR HENS.

It is believed that a bushel of corn will

last twice as long in feeding hens as a
bushel of buckwheat, but the latter will

make them lay eggs more than other

grain, the profit thus overbalancing the

cost.
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MEMORANDA FOR THE MONTH.

Winter commences its v/ork in this month.

November blasts are stripping the trees of

their last remnants of clothing; the frost is em-
btowning the meadows and pasture grounds

;

and the crust upon the earth before sunrise

each morning warns the fanner that if he has

an}'thing more to do with the ground, he must

do it speedily, or wait many a long and wearr

montli before r.e will again have a chance at
j

it. If the droughts in the early part of the
I

last month have put back any seeding work,

eTO"y nerve must be strained to finish it quick-

ly now. If your potatoes are still in the

frost's way. spare no pains to get them out of

it immediately. In short if there is any work I

left undone T.iiich belongs to last month, it

will be gotte 1 through with, by every sensible

farmer, withoiu a moment's delay.
|

November is the month in which each far-

mer will be able to tell with accuracy what
he has made by his year's labor. We can

congratulate those who have made good use

of their time and of the favoring season, and
who have in consequence made good crops,

on the prospect which now opens before, them.

There is every reason to 'oclieve that a per-
VOL. VIII.— 11.

manently high price will now be established

in the European grain markets, and that an
immense deal of produce will be shipped from
this country during the coming winter and
year.

Wheat.—There is now needed but one
wojd on this important matter. If there is

any wheat in your possession which is still

above ground, but which you intend to put im-

dcr ground this year, why sow it soon and as

fast as you can. A top dressing of some ma-
nure would also be advisable for whekt put
in this late.

Hogs —In our last number we expressed

our opinion upon the propriety of fattening

pork in the eariy part of the winter instead of

the middle, later, and colder portion of the

season. It has been suggested to us, vhat by
putting up our hogs so early in the year, we
lose the benefit of the acorns and other mast
which are now falling so profusely in all our

woods. This is certainly true. But it is also

certain that hogs" are fattened with much
more ease, much more quickly, and at a much
less cost in the milder portion of the cool

weather, than when it becomes intensely cold.

The farmer then has to lake his choice between
these alternatives— either to lose the addi-

tional weight and substance which his hogs
will obtain by being kept in the woods until

January, or to pay the additional expenditure

necessary to fatten them in colder weather
than the present. Of course ea«!h man's loca-

tion will determine his judgment.

In another part of this number the reader

may find something upon the fattening of hogs.

Manure.—We are enteringupon the harveit

of vuimtre; and it is one of the most impor-
tant of all our crops. Out of it come all the

rest. No good farmer will neglect to use all

his spare time and labor in collecting the ma-
terial which are going to waste in the marshes
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and woods, out of which a fine crop may be

obtai/ied next year. Go to work: now. Com-

mence your compost heaps immediately.—

Set your boys and carts, so soon as ihey can

be spared from haiiliner in the corn and pump-

kins, to collecting leaves, marsh grass, marsh

mud, com stalks,»and trash of every descrip

tioa into your yard, and out of them buLid a

compost heap. That heap, if judiciously:

wofked, will prove a mine of gold richer than

those of California, about which every body

is now going mad. See that the drains from

your cattle stalls and stables are all opened

and that they all lead to some receptacle in

the yard where that must valiuible manure,.

the urine, may be secured. The useful sub-

stance in urine is ammonia. This is exceed-

ingly volatile ; but it may be easily secured

by rnjjigling a quantity of gypsum or lime

with the urine. Aramocia has a strong affini-

ty for lime in all its forms, it quickly forms a

union with it, and may be thus retained withr

out diffici'-liy.

Cattle,—Humanity, justice, reason and in-

terest, all enjoin it upon you to make some

provision for. your cattle of every description

immediately. The cost of erecting a row of

sheds in your barn yard will be paid back to,

you double and treble by the increase in the

number and ia the carcasses of your beasts.

Every cent of it indeed, we may safely say,

will be secured to you, ia the smaller quantity

of food necessary to keep cattle through the

cold weather which are well housed and pro-

tected against the elements.

Sheep.—The truth of the foregoing remarks

will be generally admitted with regard to

cows, calves, and oxen ;. but we have met

with many, who would say that it does $heep

no good to be sbedded and cared for through

the winter beyond sailing. Such is not our

opinion. And if the reader will follow our

dictate, he will give to his sheep during this

and the coming winter months a large yard,

well supplied with water and pine bashes, and

have a long wide sh.^d erected at one end

thereof. Here he will supply them with seve-

ral pounds of hay or strav/ apiece every day
throughovu the winter, if he wishes them to

pay the expense of their keeping, in wool and
mutton.

Apple.s, Pumpkins, &c.—These will now be

gathered in. The apples should be left to-

gether lor some weeks in a dry place, to get

rid of some of their superabundant moisture.

Then wiped and packed away with layers of

straw in barrels.

Fences —Nothing should prevent the farm-

er from giving bis gates and fences throughout

a personal inspection, in this as in every other

month of the year. An immense deal of mo-

ney may be saved by it. There i&no proprie-

ty in trusting negroes, or any other people.

—

See to them yourself. Interest wonderfully

quickens the eye sight, and no bad rail will

escape the man out of whose pocket is to

come the money which the hog that gets

through there will take out of it. So let the

owner of the farm go round his fences himself.

F>REWooD.—If you cannot spare your regu-

lar farm hands, employ some extra laborers,

and during this month secure to yourself a

good supply of fire-wood. The roads are now

good; but next January and February they

will be nearly impassable. Nok your carts

pass, without difficulty any where; but then

they will break down your teams, and waste

your time.

Getting out Grain,—We are strongly of

opinion that an immense advantage is secured

to him- who has out his com and wheat, and

is ready for the market early in the season.

—

Ha then' commaads the opportune moment,

and can throve' his produce into the trade just

at the time when he peroeives the crisis in the

price.

THOUCaTS o:^' agkiculture.

That the system of farming generally

pursued in this country is suscepiible of

great iniprovement, will not be denied by
any man of common intelligence. Agri-

culiuie is far behind most oiher aris and
sciences at the present day, and why this

is so I am at a loss lo conceive, since it is

the source from which all clacses and pro-

fessions must derive their support. 'Ihe

farmer is truly the 'bone and sinew' of ihe

coti.muniiy
; his occupalion, if pursued

with energy and skill, gives life and mo-

iian. 10 all other departiiienis of industry^
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Seeing', then, that agriculture is the roas-

ter v.heel of our whole political rr.achine-

ry—the foundation and support of our

wealth and prosperity—how is this, thai

the occupation of the farmer has come to

be looked down upon by man as degrad-

ing, or less honorable than the "profes-

sions," or even the mechanical pursuits?

This is a common and hurtful error among
farmers, inducing them to send their sons

to study a profession or learn a trade, in-

stead of training them to their own cal-

ling, and endeavoring to elevate that cal-

ling by bringing into its service more of

-INTELLIGENCE and SCIENCE.

Let the farmers of this country pursue

their business with increased energy and

skill, and let our young men be induced

to see \.hai farming is a science^ which in-

vites them to bestow upon it the best

powers of educated minds, and our profes-

sion will no longer be held in disesteem
;

farn-iers will become respected as men of

high intel'igence, of education and true

science, and their sons will be proud to

follow the occupation of their fathers.

Another great evil among' farmers and

one that bears heavily against the pro-

snress of improvement, is the spiril of spe-

culation which too generally prevails in

this country. Occasionally a farmer is

seen who invests his surplus income in

improvement of his farm, thereby increas-

ing its productiveness and beauty, and

affording increased means of enjoyment

to himself and family ; but the great ma-

jority expend all their means in the pur-

chase of more land than is useful to them

—even incurring large debts for this pur-

pose, on which heavy interest must be

paid, with increased taxes, and generally

much trouble and vexation.

of the m.oistnre. The squeezed fibre is

then dried on a kiln and ground into meal

by mill stones. The liquid which is ex-

pressed is evaporated, and the dry, solid

part is mixed with the meal. The meal

therefore contains nearly all the solid parts

of the turnip in a state which prevents

decay, and in a light and portable form.

It is confidently expected that this article

will prove a good subsritute for grain for

feeding stock in that country. Prof.

Johnston, analyzing it found it to contain

13,68 per cent, of protein compounds, 48,

72 of sugar, 4,14 of gum, and 1,11 per

cent, of oil.

ACCEPTSBLR

Mr, J. H. D. Lowndes has left at oar office

some of the finest red skinned sweet potatoes

we have ever seen. The finest both in size

and in substance. We expect froni him an

account of his method for raising the same_

We have also received from Mr. James

Via (near this city) a specimen of some very

fine com raised bv him.

TURNIP MEAL.

A kind of meal made from turnips, has

been introduc3d m Scotland. It is made
by passing Swedish turnips through a

potato starch mill. After having been

passed through the 'hashing machine,

they are ground down by the rasping

apparatus, and the pulp is passed between

rollers which squeeze out the greater part

Lll

From the Farmer's Monthly Visiter.

TOO MUCH LAND.

Why do so many farmers complain

that they find farming poor, and unprofi-

table business? Because they try to

cultivate too much land. Farming, when
riehtlv managed, is as profitable business

as a person can pursue, but while our

chief aim is to be constantly adding acre

to acre of our already uncultivated fields,

we shall find the business poor enough.

As you pass through man}' of our New
England counties observe how some of

the farmers conduct their affairs. They
seem to think their farms are hardly large

enough to turn upon unless they contain

from one hundred to five hundred acres,

and this they usually have scattered

around in various, places, so that they ac-

tually lose as much time in going from

field to field, and from lot to lot, as would

be required to keep ten acres under good

cultivation.
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Ho'.vever. let us walch them for a few ; has. If j-ou perroit a heavj' dew to fall

nionihs and see how things go on. upon your ha\', after it is paniallj made,

In she spring ihey plow up so ir.uch the color of it will be changed, although

land that they cannot prepare it for plant- not a drop of water has fallen from it.

—

ing till their neighbors are nearly ready If peroiitied to lie spread for a few clear

t.0 comroence hoeing. days, and clear nigh:?, it will be ruined
;

They have manuva enough for but lit- lis soluble loatter being carried off by
lie of their land ; and therefore their crops evaporation. Now this soluble matter is

are small and late. valuable, as nutriment for other plants,

Their fences are not repaired it;: season, and all organic matter must be brought

?,nd consequenilv their fields are covered to a soluble stale, before it is fined for nu-

•wlih the flocks and herds of neighbors.— triment for vegetable life. If, therefore, a
The edges of their movring fields are series of evaporation be carried on. as the

Qlothed with blackberry bushes and briars, vegetable manures decompose almost

Their orchards are iieglecied till they every thing valuable will be carried off.

ti.re coir.plelely buried wiih dead wood, But another and more direct source of

and sjckers, or rebbed of their foliage by loss, according to comiiion opinion, is to

the caterpillars. be found in the washing produced by the

Now is an}" one at a loss to discover why rams, saturating the manure with water,

such farming as this is unprofitable?— and then passing off. This is indeed the

Not in the least. : only source of loss, in view of man}', but

And yet this is precisely the -^ray in we doubt whether it is much greater than
which many farms are conducted. But .that by evaporation,

perhaps you may inquire how the evil is But when manure is sheltered, there is

to be remedied 1 I will tell you how.— probably an absorption of valuable ingre-

Seii your land ; and if you cannot sell it dients, to some extent, from the atiijos-

1 had almost said, give it away, til! you phere. We know that if the earth from
have reduced your farm to such a size under any old building is exan.ined, it is

that you can culti\-ate ii properly. Plow found rich in nitrate of potash, (saltpetre,)

up no move land than you have sufiicient one of the most valuable of the inorganic

manure for, and can prepare for planting substances for vegetable nutrition. If

in season. Repair j-our fences in season then, instead of loss fiom wash and e%-a-

to prevent your neighbors cattle from ea- poration, we can get an accumulation of

croaching upon your fields and pastures, valuable ingredients, the subject is surely

Remove all unnecessary trees and bushes.! worthy of attention,

from your fields. Set out young fruit

'

.

trees, and keep them free from insects and
useless rubbish ; and you will find that

farming is far from being an unprofitable

Ijusiness.

Agp.icola,

J^'iio Gloucester, Elaine.

HOUSI^'G MANURES.

ANTIDOTE TO POISON.

A correspondent of the London Litera-

ry Gazette gives the following antidote:

[

" I may venture to oSirm there is scarce

even a cottage in this country that does

i

not contain an invaluable, certain and im-

mediate remed}' for such even's—nothing

j
more than a dessert-spoonful of made
mustard, mixed in a tumbler ghiss ofThere are probably few investment

which would pav a belter per centage
^

warm water, and drank immediately. It

than the amount nece£sa.ry to protect ma- ' acts as.an instantaneous emetic, is always
nure from the sun, the devv and the rains.

I

ready, and may be used with safety in

While exposed, many of the most nulri-
j

anj- case where one is required. By mak-
tious substances are v.-asted. A part of

j

ing this simple antidote known, you may
this waste is by evaporation. Every be the means of saving many a fellow,

f^mer knows the power which this agent creature frorn an untimely end.'*
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For the Southern Planter.

WHEAT AND CHEAT.

J\Ir. Editor,—As imost of your readers

are now enofaffed in seeding wheat, I ma}'

be pardoned for making a few enquiries

on the subject of "transmutation,* and

excused for making a few statements of

matters of fact in regard to wheal turning

to cheat.

In the first place, I shouM like to know
if the correspondent of the Ohio Cuhiva-

tor succeeded in preventing his " wheat
turning to timoth}'," and his " corn and

potatoes to weeds." One of my neigh-

bors' tobacco is turning to what he calls

'•'ivalloon" Another's flax turned to cheat

b}' sowing the same land in flax for seven

successive years. A third sowed the seed

of a " summer siceet" and it turned to a
" unnter crab" A fourth sowed the seed

of a large cling stone, and it turned to a

small open stone.

I understand one of the largest farmers

in Campbell, Mr. S. P II, raised a

barn in a wheat lot during the winter and
a beautiful crop of cheat was harvested

where the wheat wa.s crippled, and com-
paratively none any where else.

Another vet}' successful practical far-

mer of the same county, Rlr. A. H 1,

told me, in sowing a field of wheat, he
sowed a part of a cotton patch adjoining,

which was not ploughed in. The result

was, the part not ploughed produced a
fine crop of cheat and perhaps not a grain

of v\-heat, and that ploughed was as clear

of cheat as usual.

Again, Rev. W. J n saj.^, a few
3-ear3 since he sowed a field in wheat that

had been in wheat, and not having pas-

tured it, he had a tolerable prospect of

volunteer wheat, which he fallowed
;
but

not being done well, he di.-covered after

sowing that much of the volunteer wheat
was still living, and at harvest, so far as

he could discover, every plant had ^'turned

to cheat."

Now, as I have no " preconceived opi-

nions," and I presume 'A Montgomery
Farmer," who appeared in your August
No., p. 233, has none either, I wish to

know if any of these give "circumstan-

tial evidence strong enough to hang a
man."
Now, I know in the case of tobacco

turning to mullin, you will insist muUin
v.'as planted. But when it turns to some-

thing else, which is neither tobacco nor

mullin, what wa.s it planted? Perhaps
you will say it was tobacco, and it is to-

bacco still. And so of the apple and
peach

;
an apple and peach still, though

of a very different sort. So 1 say of cheat

;

it is wheat still, though of a very different

sort.

"A Montgomery Farmer" gives "a
sovereign remedy to prevent loss from

v.'heat turning to cheat or chess," which
you have cut from the "American Far-

mer," and placed in large capitals. Says
he, " it is simply to sow none but perfect-

ly clean seed wheat." He confesses,

however, that in his early farming opera-

tions many circumstances occurred that

tended to convince others, and what he
could not at the time satisfactorily account

for. Neither has he subsequently satisfac-

torily accounted for them. How does he

account for the circumstance of grazing

a part of a field which he states was
sown with clean seed, producing quite a
fair crop of cheat, and comparativeh' but

a small portion of the adjoining land,

where the wheat was uninjured ? Where
did the cheat con\e from, if it was not

produced by injuring the wheat ? For
he sowed dean seed, as he thought, and
as appealed from the part of the field un-

injured. What became of the injured

wheat, if it did not turn to cheat? It was
not killed.

Cheat is not so delicate a plant as not

to thrive with wheat unless the wheat is

grazed or irod ; for its increase "is per-

haps fivefold greater than wheat," and if

sown together, as in a reported case, " in

a crop of 118 bushels, 28 is cheat—near-

ly one-fourth." It cannot be ^^ivellset"

in our land ; for in the case of a cotton

patch being sown by Mr. H 1, with

wheat and not ploughed, proves it was
produced by sowing the seed wheat on

the ground. What else could it have
been 1 We cannot suppose the cheat

among the wheat v.-hen we cannot see ii,.
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and when we sow the wheat and no cheat

springs up under ordinary circunristances,

and we cannot fail to believe it produced

by wheat turning to cheat, particularh'

when the wheat disappears at the ap-

proach of wheat.

If such evidence as this will not "bang

a man," it will surely convince those who
have no "preconceived opinions."

Is there no convincing some without

one rising from the dead 1 Cannot some

experimenter make sure a small quantity

of seed wheat clear of cheat, and sow it,

and expose it to treading, or grazing, or

not being ploughed in; and if neither of

these produce the '^desired effect''' I, for

one, will not believe that tobacco turns to

mullin, or potatoes to weeds, without some

proof.

B.

Charlotte, Oct. 1, 1848.

OUT-HOUSES.

If these have not been cleaned and

white -washed since spring, have it done

now. Let yoMx poultry-house receive the

benefit of a thorough cleansing and white

washing, inside and out, nests and every

other fixture about it. In a place conveni-

ent to your henhouse, under cover, provide

a sufficient quantity of lime to last your

fowls through the winter. Pounded oys-

ter shells, if reduced very fine, would pro-

bably answer better than lime. Tofacili-

tate the operation of pounding the shells,

it would be well to half or three-quarter

burn them. Thus prepared, they can be

very readily pounded. It will be well too

to have a load of sand and gravel placed

near the hen-house; and to induce your

hens to lay in winter, you should give

them occasional messes of fresh meat,

chopped up fine, as a substitute for the

worms with which they provide them-

selves when the earth is not frozen.

—

Chalk pounded and mixed with dough

once a week will answer in the place of

oyster shells—an ounce of chalk is suffi-

cient for a quart of meal. Buckioheat,

oats and corn should be alternately given

them to eat.

BUTTER.

Butter that is butter—and a great deal

that is not— is screwed up to a pretty

high figure, in spite of all our railroads

bringing us within a day's ride of myri-

ads of cow pastures. W'hy is it that

good fresh butter sells readily in Boston for

30 cents a lump and nets the farmer 25,

while the great mass of butter commands
but 14 cents a pound and dull at that?

Every pound of the whole might have

been made as good as the best without

costing a cent m.ore—certainly not two

cents more. Why this immense sacrifice,

waste, bad feeding, or whatever you may
please to call it ?

It is because not one-fourth of the far-

mers and farmer's wives and daughters

—

we beg their pardons, but they must know
we have been a farmer and have had
made sowe butter in our day—who under-

take to make butter do not know their

business. Butter making is an art—

a

nice chemical art. It requires a know-
ledge of certain facts and principles. It

should be studied. It ought to be taught

in common schools till parents understand

and teach it to their children.

A few words will not suffice to show
that it is an art, but they will suffice to

show that it is an art, and requires gump-

tion.

A word about great chemical laws.

—

Everj' kind of matter exists in three

forms—solid, fluid and reriform or gase-

ous, the state depending on the tempera-

ture. What is solid at a low temperature,

becomes fluid at a higher, and gas at a
still higher. The degree of temperature

at which these changes take place diff^ers

for different substances. As fluids will

mechanically mix themselves with solids,

as water wiih meal, so that both will oc-

cupy no more space or not much more

'han either did separately, so gases will

mix with fluids, or be absorbed by ihem,

to use the chemical term. The result of

this absorption of a gas by a fluid is fre-

quently a still more intimate union, chang-

ing the properties of both bodies, and

forming a new compound differing from

either, but soineiimes it seems to be no-
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thing more than a mechanical mixture.

Different liquids differ very much in the

avidity with which they absorb gases and

us to the quantity which they are able to

hold. Milk absorbs almost all gases more

readily and toa greater amount than water.

Now remember that all matttr, any

kind of filth included, can and will exist

as a gas, when the temperature favors it.

At any temperature above freezing point,

filthy solids and liquids are constantly

throwing off gaseous exhalations. If the

exhalations come in contact wiih fresh

new milk they are absorbed by it and al-

ter its taste and quality, just exactly as

much as if the solid or liquid filth from

which the exhalations arose had been

thrown into the milk pans.

Now here is one of the grand causes

of bad butter. We have the charily to

believe that our fair couniry-women do

generally—not alwaj^s perhaps—keep

their milk pans and pails and churns to-

lerably clean and sweet. But they set

their milk for cream, without much regard

to the exhalations which may be absorbed

by it. Perhaps it takes the odor of a cel-

lar, or of a kitchen in which there are all

sorts of stewing, roasting, boiling and

frying, perhaps in some pantrj' overlook-

ing a yard redolent of some vault or other.

Now if you were to make a villanous

compound of burnt gravy, rotten apples

and onions, mouldy cheese, antique soap

musty dish cloihsand other filih not to be

named, and offer to put a teaspoon-ful of

it into any dairy woman's nnlk pans

•wouldn't you gel a broom-stick over your

head? It is our private opinion thalj'ou

would. Yet if there is any truth in che-

mistry she does get about a teaspoonfnl

of just such tilth as we have uientoined

mixed in wiih each quart of her cream,

and in such a shape that it cannot be

churned out. It gives her butter a bad

flavor, which salt may conceal but not

sweeten, and what is worse it gives it a

bad chemical constitution, which hurries

it into rancidity. Her buuer will not pass

muster in the market; it cannot honestly

be made into lump butter, but is sold in

the nrkin to enter into the mysterious pro-

cesses called cookins:.

To make good butter, then, it is abso-

lutely necessary, not only that all the ves-

sels used should be perfectly clean and
sweet, but that the milk should be kept
in a pure atmosphere, for which purpose
the locality of the dairy should if possible

be quite apart from the house and all its

appendages, unless every thing about the

house is kept cleaner than—common —
The butter of Philadelphia market—the

best in the Union— is much of it made
in dairies or "spring houses" at a distance

from the dwelling.

Again, in butter making much, both
in regard to quality, quaniMy, and labor,

depends upon the temperature. It is diffi-

cult to "fetch the butter," that is to con-

vert the cream into butter bj churnino*,

except at the right temperature, which
is about that of spring water, 64 deg. or

56 deg. of Fahrenheit. To make good
butler that temperature should be main-
tained in the dairy by means of water
streams, summer and winter, not only for

the churning but for the whole process of

raising the cream. This done there is a
great saving of labor in the churning,

whether patent churns are used or not.

If these principles are duly tended to,

wi(h healthy cows and sweet close fed

pasturage, bright hay and a little Indian

meal in winter, our farmers may always
be sure of getting a good price for their

bAilier. They will gain enough in quan-
tity to pay the interest on the outlay for

a separate and proper dairy building, and
till the knowledge of the art becomes
general they will gel double price on ac-

count of quality.

As matters now are, very little of our
highest priced butter is the thing. It loo

often consists of a villanous compound
of bad tastes concealel with rock-salt.

—

Kock-salt is an article which can be pur-

chased for much less than 25 cents per

pound.

CHEESE.

The States of New York, Ohio, Ver-

u:ionl and Connecticut, have become fa-

mous fm the produce of this article, and
large quantities of it are manufuciureJ
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for shipment to England, where it has

superseded much of the Dutch and Irish

Cheese, with which for a century back,

the aristocracy of England have supplied

their tables. This cheese is made very

rich and solid, so that it will keep a great

while, and is in its highest state of excel-

lence, when having been ripened by a

year's keeping. It is seldom seen in the
,

northern markets, as a much more inferior

article is more saleable here. What little
j

there is of this cheese consumed in the

United Slates, sells at about ten cents a

lb. by wholesale. In England, it readilj-

brings from seventeen to tvven'y cents,

and has pretty uniformly paid a handsome
profit, over cost, frieght, dutif^s and other

charges. The reduction of the duty in

England, which has enabled us to send

such large quantities of cheese there,
j

within a year or two, has added conside- •

rably to the depression of Ireland, by

'

breaking up many of her dairies, and it

has lessened materially the profits of the
;

Dutch farmers, who formerly from their

'

proximity enabling them to watch the

English markets, supplied most of the

foreifrn cheese consumed in it.

We have before published some statis-

tics of the great chea=?e making counties

in New York, in which this article is the

staple product.
;

The commissioner of produce of Ohio

has recently given a statement showing

the export of buttpr and cheese from that

Stale, whicii is set down at twelve mil-

lions pounds of cheese and four millions

pounds of butter. The product of cheese

of the five great counties of the Western

Reserve, settled originally by emigrants

from Connecticut, but in which many
Germans have since located themselves,

a.mounis to eleven millions four hundred

and fifiy thousand pounds, that of the

county of Ashtabula being five millions

pounds, and thai of Trumbull four rcil-

lions.

doubt. The expense of such method of

preparing land we know will be looked

i:pon as an insuperable objection by many.
True it will cost double to prepare hmd
in this wa}'. but then, as it will increase

the product the first season fully tweniy-

five per cent , or even more, the extra ex-

pense will be brought back with com-

pound interest, so that the culturist will

be the gainer even in the first crop to say

nothing of the superior productive value

of his land throughout the remaining

years of his course of rotation. A very

important advantage results from sub-soil-

ing and preparing it for purposes of cul-

ture, and thereby enabling the culturist

to deepen his surface soil without the least

danger of detriment.

SUB-SOILING.

Of the advantages which-would result

upon a dry. sound soil from sub-soil plough-

ing, we do not entertain the shadovr of a

AGRICULTURAL.

We make the following extract from

the address of David Thon:!as, before the

Buffalo Horticultural Society

:

We are far north for some kinds of the

grape, such as the Bland Isabella, Cataw-
ba, and Alexandria,—for though they

ripen here, and are good, they attain more

sweetness in the South. Others are very

excellent. Mildew, however, is often a
great drawback in vi-et seasons ; and

there is a mjstery about this malady that

I profess not to understand, for W. Wilson,

of Clermont, elevated the Sweet Water

on poles twenty feet high, and had fair

fruit, while on the contrary, I prostrated

mine with equal success. In a dry sum-

mer, the whole crop, high, low, or mid-

way escapes ; but when we have frequent

rains, there appears to be a zone in which

mildew prevails, contracting or expanding

according to the weather ; and I have

seen where it approached within one foot

of the ground. I dislike the trellis; but

I bad one near which an exotic vine sent

up a shooi, crossing a bar three feet high,

and bending down on the opposite side.

The next year was bad for mildew. Such
grapes as grew near the root, however,

were fair; and so were those where the

top of the stem rested on the ground;

while the intermediate portion, only two

onhreefeet hiirh, were blighted and ruined.
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Some years ago it was recommended

to remove a part, of ihe main leaves so as

to lei in the sun on the fruir, and though

I knew that these were in)pohanl appen-

dages—that in them the sap was elabo-

rated—and that no fruit could be well

tiavored without them—yet I knew not

but a part might be spared to advantage,

and tried the experiment. It proved to

be a wet season, and they were ruinously

mildewed. Afterwards, I thought that

the leaves would have been useful in tur-

ning oif the rain. Grapes under a roof

have been fair in the worst seasons ; and

it has been proposed to give them a south

aspect under a shed, only two or three;

feet wide, with a close back. Such a
|

structure would afford reflected heat, repel

;

the cold winds from the north, and keep I

the fruit dry, while the rain was nourish-!

ing the roots.
[

I have no recollection of having seen i

a mildewed grape where the vine was

!

supported by a live tree. Ten years ago
I had a Burgundy that spread over a

bush only eight or nine feet high, and the

fruit was always fair ;
but two years ago

|

it was raised on a pole to the hight of six-
j

teen or eighteen feet, and ever since rnil-

1

dew has ruined the whole of ihein.
|

The vigor of the vine may be increased
|

and prolonged by layering thrifty shoots,
[

which form roots of their own, and in ef-
j

feet become new and independent, though

still attached to the vine. The impor-

tance of this method may be better under-

stood, when we learn that young vines

are generally free from mildew. For four

or five years after my first planting, the

fruit was always fair, while others in the

neighborhood suffered much. This re-

sult occasioned great surprise to some
horticultural friends, who understood the

cause of this singular exemption, no bet-

ter than I did. Time, however, unravel-

led the mystery in part. When the wood
became older, and the plant in conse-

quence diminished in vigor, my grapes

were blighted as badly as theirs.

I have observed the same thing in re-

gard to the gooseberry. The more thrifty

the variety, the less danger from mildew;

and generally they are exempt till the

bushes are several years old. We may,

therefore, consider this shrub, like the

raspberry, an mperfect perennial ; and we
ought to prepare new plantations in time,

so as always to have a supply of this

fine fiuit.

I never think without regret that so

few people have apricots—so easily raised,

and so delicious when ripe. It comes in,

loo, when neither plums nor peaches are

to be had, with rare exceptions. 1 ob-

tained a sort from Flushing, many years

ago, under the name of "peach apricot,"

which some pomologists pronounce a mis-

nomer; but whether true to its name or

not, 1 should like to see the peach that is

half as valuable. In every door-yard

there ought to be one or two of such trees.

There is another' fruit, too much ne-

glected, which I would take the libert}' to

recommend. It is the American Alt^lber-

ry. There is a very old and a very good-

natured maxim, to wit : "There is no dis-

puting tastes,"—so when pomologists tell

me there is another sort "incomparably

finer," 1 can only say—not in reply, but

in excuse—that I procured the genuine

English Mulberry, and that the fruit rs so

sour that I do not eat it. Well, some
folks like sour fruit, such as the Cornelian

Cherry, but let me have the American
Mulberry in preference to either. The
native trees in Western New York, how-
ever, bear much smaller fruit than some
varieties do that are found three or four

degrees further south
;
and there is one

in miy fruit garden from that quarter,

though probably not the very best kind,

that I value as highly as any other tree

within that enclosure.

Many people like the mild flavor of the

huckleberry
;
but generally our land is

unfavorable to its growth. There is a
low bush, however—the dwarf service

berry,

—

Jlronia ovalis—that yields a fruit

somewhat similar, and grows well in

heavy though not in sandy soils. It is

as easily cultivated as the currant, and
bears moderately well.

But why do we want so many sorts of

fruit ? For the same reason that we
want so many sorts of food ;

the pleasure

that springs from variety. Another, not
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Jess cogent, however, might be given.

—

In proportion to the number of kinds cul-

tivated, are the chances for a supply in

unfavorable season,— for the frost often

destro3's one sort, and leaves another

;

and continued rains induce decay in some
|

and not in others, especially among plums'

and cherries. Some fair-skin varieties of

the latter, have been almost worthless
j

this year; and some of the black have!

suffered, while the acid sorts, as the May I

Duke and Morello, have generally es-'

caped. Let us, therefore, have many .

kinds; and if the best sometimes offer

nothing, let us have a second best.

On a former occasion, I noticed how
much the best flavor of fruits depended

on culture: and that two of my pear

trees yielded nothing fit to eat, until the

land was cultivated around them, when
the products became excellent. I have
now another instance to relate. Into the

branches of a May Duke surrounded by
sod, I inserted scions of the Belle de

Choisy ; and for two 3'ears the cherries

were insipid. Not suspecting the cause,

as the May Dukes were fine, I wondered
how it had ever attained such a reputa-

tion. At last the hog.' rooted up and de-

stroyed every spire of grass in it, the

ground was well pulverized, and ever

since the fruit has been delicious. !

Although I have gone much into detail,

'

and not without apprehensions that I was
trying your patience, yet I want to men-

'

lion one circumstance more. Last fall I

had many late planted cabbages that,

formed large tufts of leaves, but not good
]

heads; and I had a hope that if I could

preserve them till spring, thej' might
grow into something useful.—so they

were set in a trench, very closely side by

side,—some straw was thrown on them
,

—and over that about two inches of earth.

;

As the trench was ten or twelve feet in

,

length, two tubes were set in each end,
]

to let off the bad afr—just such as every

cabbage depot under the ground, or potato

heap ought to have. In the spring, I

was surprised at the result. Every green

leaf had disappeared—the larger plants

had formed good heads, though not so

compact as they grow in the open air,

and all were beautifully blanched, and fit

for use.

One item more, and I have done. No
insects, no birds, and no malady among
fruit trees have discouraged pomologisls

so much as the depredators of our own
species— thieves in the proper sense of

the word. Laws have been made suffi-

ciently stringent, but a better public sen-

timent on this subject, can only repress

such outrages effectually ; and to Horti-

cultural Societies njust we chiefly look

for its general introduction. Your splen-

did exhibiiion.c silently urge the spectators

to produce fruit of their own. Every one
that makes the allempi, enlists on the

side of virtue and true civilization ; and
if there is room for ii, become more moral.

The man whose tree is robbed, feels a
sympathy for his plundered neighbor, that

he never felt before ; and the boy that

guards his melon patch, feels more like a
man, and learns to respect the property of

others. In accordance with these re-

marks, a late writer has pithily said, "I

never knew a boy to steal fruit, whose
father raised fruit himself."

PREPARATION OF BONES.

To test the efficacy of dissolving bones

through tlje agency of sulphuric acid,

we took a given quantity of bone, broke

it into fragm.ents with a hammer, pro-

cured half its weight of the above acid,

and added to the acid ten times the weight
of the bone, of water, mixed, and poured

the whole on the bone. The effect was
that the bone became dissolved. We per-

mitted it to remain exposed to the atmos-

phere, by which the water became evapo-

rated, leaving behind a soponaceous body,

resembling in feel and consistency, very

thick soft soap.

Thus prepared, it could be mixed with

loam, mould, Ershes, or well rotted manure,

and would immediately give out its vir-

tues to growing plants— or instead of eva-

porating ii to partial dryness, ten hundred

parts in weight of water may be added,

when it can be applied in a liquid state.

If applied simply in a ground state,

though the bones might not yield np so
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readily its principles to the plants, its ef-

fect upon the soil would be more perma-

nent, in consequence of the decomposition

being slower.

Sulphuric acid can be bought for less

than two cents per pound.

—

American

Farmer.

FALL AND WINTER PLOUGHING.

Stiff clays intended for spring crops

should be ploughed through the fall and

winter : care must be observed not to

plough either when the ground is either

wet or very dry. If ploughed at the

right time, and submitted to the action of

the frost, the texture of the soil will be

greatly improved, be easier to work, pro-

duce better and more grain. It is but

candid, however, to slate that stift" clays

ploughed when saturated with water be-

come intractable and remain so during

the whole of the ensuing season.

Having thus enumerated the things of

most immediate attention, we will ask

permission to suggest to such of our pa-

trons as may not have done so, to lime

their lands. If their land is thin, twenty-

five bushels to the acre will be enough

—

if in moderate heart, forty or fifty— if

strong land, well supplied with vegetable

matter, they may put on sixty, seventy-

five or one hundred—but they must bear

this truth in mind, it is indif^pensably ne-

cessary to sow clover seed on all limed

lands.

In speaking of the benefits resulting

from the application of lime, Mons. Puvis,

one of the nfiost intelligent writers upon

the subject, says

:

"It would then result from all that has

been said, that lime modifies the texture

of the soil, makes it more friable—invi-

gorates it—renders it more permeable

—

gives it the power to better resist moisture

as well as dryness—that it produces in

the soil the humate of lime which encloses

a powerful means of fertility—that lime

increases much of the energy of the soil

and of plants to draw from the atmosphere

the volatile substances of which plants

are composed, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon

and azote—that the lii^ned soil, in furnish-

ing to plants the lime which they need,

relieves the soil and plants from employing

their powers to produce it, and finally,

that lime promotes the formation of fixed

substances, earthly or saline, necessary to

vejretaiion."

From the American Farmer.

PRIZE ESSAY ON THE RENOVATION
OF WORN-OUT LANDS.

BY EDWARD STABLER,

Of Sandy Sprivg, Montgomery Counly, Md.

In submitting the following essay upon
the "Renovation of Worn-Out Lands," it

is deemed proper to state, that the writer

understands the main object in view of

the Editor of the American Farmer, to be,

the eliciting of such information as is

best adapted to the wants of the great

majority of f.irmers ; those who are de-

pendent on the product of the soil for a
support, and whose resources are compa-
ratively limited : for although it may be

equally desirable to those with more am-
ple means, to improve their lands at the

least expense of time and money, yet the

number of such is comparatively small

:

and it is not perceived why the same plan

may not suit both ; the one who "lives by
the sweat of his brow" improves his ten

acres, while he with the "plethoric purse"

may, in the same time, enrich his hun-

dred acres. With the view, therefore, to

adapt it to the more numerous class of

readers, the effort will be made to con-

dense the essay as much as possible ; and

so plain and free from technicalities, that

" he that runs may read."

It is almost impossible to establish a

theory or mode of farming that can be

made to suit alike all localities— of soil,

climate, and the facilities of obtaining the

various kinds of manure now in use in

ditferent sections of the country. But it

is believed that with proper energy and
industry on the part of farmers, and even

with the present facilities of transporta-

tion, an increase of double, if not quad-

ruple, the lime, marl and bones might be

used to advantage ; the two former in

many sections of our country are inex-
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haustlble for generations to conae ; and a

much greater amount of the latter might

be obtained in sections where ihey are not

used, but greatly needed, if more atten-

tion was paid to their collection and pre-

servation.

The first step I would advise towards

the " Renovation of Worn-out Lands," is

a complete and thorough draining, both

surface and under drains, where the loca-

tion and nature of the soil render it too

retentive of moisture late in the spring. It

retards early seeding— the winter grains

and grassroots are very liable to be thrown

out and injured by frosts; and on such

land the injury from drought is much
much more severely felt. The writer has

not known a case w^here this operation

was performed with ordinary skill and

judgment, that did not fully repay the ex-

pense ; and in some cases the product was
increased from five to tenfold.

To go into a full description of the me-

thods used in different sections, to accom-

plish this most important branch of the

husbandman's duty, would require dia-

grams, and also too much space; nor is

it considered necessarj'; for in the "Ame-
rican Farmer" (which every tiller of the

soil ought to possess) very full and ample
information may be obtained on the sub-

ject. A few general observations here

may suffice. If the soil is rendered too

wet by springs, whose sources are lower

than the surroimding land, the drains

must be extended to at least the same
level, be the distance or depth what the}-

may ; or to a sufficient depth below the

surface to admit of under-draining clear

of the plough. This may sometimes be

effected, by going through ihe claxj sub-soil,

and without much expense of ditching

;

as the water can then pass off through

the under stratum of gravel or sand.

Wherever the under drains will answer
the purpose, they should be adopted

;
for

the land thus reclaimed is often the most
profitable for cultivation ; and where the

expense of brick, or tile, is too great, or

suitable stone cannot be had to construct

trunks, a good substitute is generally

within reach, by 12 to 15 inches in depth

of email loose stones ; covering first \\\\h

leaves, straw or small brush, to prevent

filling the interstices with the returned

earth. Logs or poles, laid lengthwise,

also form good under drains
;
but are more

liable to clog from decay.

The next important step, in my opinion,

in "Renovating W^orn-out Lands," is to

plough deep, and thus expose a neio sur-

face to the action of frost and atmospheric

infiuence, in order to make a soil in place

of the one provided by nature
;
but which,

either from cupidity or bad management
—perhaps both—man has destroyed. It

is considered one of the most certain

means to attain this desirable end ; and
although sub-soil ploughing is fully ap-

proved of, it is considered less important

than to break up the earth from 7 to 10
inches, if the subsequent treatment is

properly attended to.

The writer is well aware there is a

strong feeling of' prejudice in the minds
of many individuals against this practice.

What are the arguments of the advocates

of shallow ploughing 1 '1 hey say, in so

many words, " our soil is only a few inch-

es deep, and if we do not plough shallow

we shall turn up so much clay or dead

earthy as to raise no crop at all." If two
or three inches of soil is buried in the

spring, under a bed of five or six inches

of clay, and thus left without further aid,

the result would be as stated. That shal-

low ploughing enables the farmer to get

clear much more readily of the little soil

or mould he may have on his worn-out

lands, is susceptible of easy demonstra-

tion
; nor is it less so, that either in a very

ivet or very dry season, the crop from this

cause generally' sufiers.

During the summer months, the great-

er portion of the rains fall hastily; and
W'henever the ground is not opened and
pervious to a sufficient depth to imbibe

the whole, before the surplus water can

penetrate and be absorbed by the compact
subsoil, a large portion of the surface be-

comes fluid, and rapidly passes off or

"washes away," unless ihe land is per-

fectly level. What reuiains, after being

so thoroughly saturated, has a tendency

to settle into a compact mass; soon part-'

ing with its scanty supply of moisture
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under a hot summer's sun, and rendering

it impervious to the roots of plants. If a

drought succeeds, a soil in such state can

afford but a meagre supply of moisture

to nourish a crop ; and at a perio I, loo, i

when the greatest amount is needed.— '

Nearly all plants imbibe more or less 1

moisture from the earth by their roots
;

[

and if this support is withheld, they can-
[

not continue in a healthy and vigorous
\

state : indeed, so necessary is this element, ;

that many of our grass seeds and plants '

will not only vegetate, but grow vigor-

ously for a considerable period, v/ith no

other support to their roots than what can
|

be derived from pure water.
j

I am confident that in most of our lands
j

that have become sterile, the cause is to

be attributed more to shallow ploughing

and loashing away of the little soil they :

possessed, than to the extraction of the ;

vegetable nutriment by the growth of^

plants ; in fact, it is almost a necessary i

consequence of this pernicious practice,
j

If the toiling farm.er or planter is able to
,

purchase a dressing of mineral manure, I

or fortunate enough to scrape together a
j

scanty supply of vegetable matter from
j

the resources of the farm, a large portion '

of it is carried off by the first dashing

rain, to enrich still more the beds o^ creeks

and rivers.
\

Having slated some of the disadvan-

1

tages which attend shallow ploughing,

we will bdefiy enumerate some of the \

advantages of deep ploughing, when ju-

diciously pursued.
'

In the successful cultivation of all our

crops, it is necessary that ample food be
|

provided, and in an accessible form ; and

that moisture, equally necessary, be admi-
[

nistered in neither too great or too small
',

quantities. This will probably be admit-
j

ted by all, and it is presumed the admis-

'

sion will also be made that the greatest

!

amount of nourishment derived by all our !

field crops is from the earth. B}'- deep
\

ploughing, it rarely occurs that a fall of

rain is so great or sudden, as completely '

to saturate the body of earth acted on by
the plough; and until such is the case,

but little danger is to be apprehended of
•" %'ashing away ;" and just as little that

the plants will so soon require a renew'-al

of moisture, caused by evaporation. The
soil much longer retains its loose and fria-

ble texture, and enables the roots readily

to extend in all directions, in search of

their appropriate nourishment ; for the

same reason, deep tilth admits of closer

proximity of the plants, without sustain-

ing equal injury from drought and turn-

ing yellow, OY fi-ing, in common parlance.

I would ask the advocates of shallov/

ploughing, or the skinning system, as it

has been aptly termed, if they have not

observed the beneficial effects of earths

taken out of ceHars, wells, pits, &c. when
applied to very poor land ? And have
they not obsen-ed a luxuriant growth of

grass and weetis on ditch banks and mill

races ; even to the highest points, when
level enough to retain the moisture that

falls ? I have often noticed such effects,

and have almost uniformly observed, that

if earth thus taken from below the sur-

face was capable of being pulverized by
frost or tillage, increased fertilit}'^ was the

result. Such being the case, is there any
valid reason for supposing that still nearer

the surface so much difference can exist,

that while one will render the same land

sterile, the other v/ill positively enrich it ?

If advantage will result from mixmgwiih
the soil the earth taken from many feet

below the surface—and that such is the

case I have had repeated evidence, and

using it for this express object—I cannot

perceive why a portion of the same ferti-

lizing property may not be found in the

earth only a few inches or a foot below

the surface. And last, though not least,

in the catalogue of advantages, the all-

important item of manure is rendered more
available, and conseqtiently the land is

both immediately and permanently be-

nefited.

But deep ploughing alone, much as it

is advocated, will not speedily make poor

land rich. It also requires some judgtuent

when and to what extent it should be

carried. Lands that are to be ploughed

much deeper than usual, should be broken

up in the fall ; no crop should be seeded

the ensuing season that does not adnr.it of

frequent ploughing or harrowing; and i*
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PRACTiCASLE g'we it a dressing before

planiing, (unless previously prepared
.
for

the operation by lirriing a year or two in

advance,) of liine or some other kind of

manure.

These two branches, viz : Draining and

Ploughing are considered important in the

system of renovation, and more might be

added : but perhaps sutficient space has

been devoted to them, with the further

remark, that no land with a clay sub-soil

should be ploughed either deep or shallow

when in a state too wet to crumble or

break freely before the plough. The in-

jury is irreparable, at least for that season,

as nothing short of a winter's frost will <

efFectually pulverize it.
'

We will now proceed to the third im-

portant step in the process of "renovating

worn-out lands." The proper kind and

application of manures, viz : stable ma-
nure and vegetable matter produced by

the farm ; lime, marl, bones, ashes, guano,
.

plaster, and turning in green crops.
|

It may be considered almost an axiom
'

in farming operations, that no one should
;

go in debt for any kind of manures, unless

in favored situations where the price is

very low, and the transportation cheap,

(except perhaps for lime,) without first

having fully availed himself of all his
|

own resources ; and his manure heap too

should be his first care. No farmer need

ever be at a loss for profitable employment

'

for himself and hands, in adding to his;

stock of this all-important requisite to suc-

cessful operations ; and in preventing the

loss and waste of what is alieady accu-

mulated. When not necessarily other-

wise engaged, the time is well employed

in many situations by hauling the rich

earth, and decomposed vegetable matter,

which has accumulated in the marshes,
^

leaves, &c., and incorporating them with

the contents of his barn yard
;

indepen-

dent of their own fertilizing properties,
i

they are valuable as absorbents, to receive
:

and retain the more volatile ingredients

that otherwise might be lost in the pro-

cess of fermentation and decomposition;:

a few bushels of plaster may be used

with much advantage for the same object, i

It was the maxim of a wise man who

began the world with nothing and became
independent—and that too without the

charge of dishonesty or extortion ever

having been alleged against him—that

"a penny saved is two pence gained." It

is emphatically true with regard to the

saving and judicious application of ma-
nure.

As an evidence of what care and at-

tention in regard to making and saving

manure will accomplish, it is within the

knowledge of the writer, that two loads

of manure (with two yoke of oxen) have
been hauled out this season for every acre

of arable land on the farm ;
and with a

small exception, produced on the farm it-

self, without extraneous aid.

As germain to our present purpose and
object, I will here remark that many far-

mers whose lands most require "renovat-

ing," keep too many horses in nineteen

cases out of twenty, and for nearly all

farm purposes one or two good yoke of

oxen are decidedly preferable. Thej- cogt

no mere at first, and will perform twice

the labor, save in expense of harness and
still more in keeping; and after working
five to six years under good management,
are usually worth more than the first cosl

for the shambles.

Marl.— I can say but little from expe-

rience, in the use of calcareous manures;

but am fully satisfied both by information

derived from others, and from personal

observation, that wherever it abounds, it

might be made a juine of wealth to

the proprietor, and the adjacent districts

which admit of water transportation.

The only apparent reason why they

are not more so, is, either ignorance of its

great fertilizing properties, or a lack of

the necessary enterprise and industry to
BECOME RICH, when every facility for the

purpose, is as it were, laid at their very

doors. The quantity of marl required to

the acre, to produce much beneficial re-

sult, does not admit of extended land

transportation : but there are thousands,

if not tens of thousands of acres, border-

ing on, and near tide water, both in this,

and neighboring States, now thiown out

as waste lands, because they will no lon-

ger yield even a stinted growth of vege-
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tation ; most, if not all of which, might

readily be reclaimed by the judicious use

of marl ; and at one-fourth ihe cost per

acre, that lands in the interior,—originally

po better, if so good,—are made to yield

10 to 12 barrels of corn, or 30 to 40
bushels of wheat to the acre. 1 have

been ififormed by some of the large land-

ed proprietoi's—not owning, nor residing

within less than 8 to 10 miles of the marl

beds—that a boat load of a thousand to

twelve hundred bushels of marl, rich in

carbonate of lime, could be delivered at

many of their landings, at an expense

not exceeding 8 to $10. Yet not one

bushel was ever used !

!

•But as was justly remarked, by one of

these very intelligent and hospitable gen-

tlemen, "it's no use to preach to a deaf

congregation," and a farther remark or

two will only be added • not altogether

without the hope that something wP_l even-

tually "stir them up," and induce a trial

at -least, of this valuable manure. It

matters less, how, when, or what quantity

of marl or lime is applied ; only make
THE APPLICATION, and that pretty libe-

rally. Its application/like lime, is best

made one, two or three years, and on the

surface, before breaking up the land ; and

thus give it the benefit of the winter's

frosts and snows to dissolve and incorpo-

rate it with the soil.

Lime.—This, next to the proper drain-

ing (when necessary: for even lime v/ill

not enable us to dispense wun it) and deep

tillage, I consider the most certain and
permanent agent in "renovating worn-out

lands," of any other substance with

which I am acquainted; whether mine-

iral, animal, or vegetable; and when it

can be obtained at a reasonable cost, even

with some miles hauling in addition, it is

generally to be preferred, if only one kind

of "bou-ght manure" is to be used. It

may howe?ver be used freely in conjimc-

tion with all other manures, and with de-

cided advantage, if done with judgment.

After man}' years' experience in the use

of lime, I would advise in all cases where
it can be accomplished, to spread it on the

surface from one to three or four j^ears,

before the land is broken up. The effect

of a single winter's frosts and rains, will

more effectually dissolve and bring it into

action, and benefit the succeeding crop,

as also the land itself, than is attained in

a longer period, by ploughing it in as soon

as applied. In this way also, a much
larger quantity may be safely applied to

the same land at a single dressing. As
there is no loss to lime from atmospheric

influence, it should be kept near the sur-

face; and \heprovex quantity louse to the

best advantage, can only be determined

by the price, and the state the land may
be in, at the time. With a good sod of

grass roots to receive it, 100 or even 150

bushels to the acre, will do no harm : but

on stiff clays, with little soil or mould on

the surface, 50 bush-els would be a very

liberal application as a first dressing, if put

on immediately after ploughing. It would

be belter to apply a less quantit}' at first,

and renew it as soon as an increased

growth of vegetation could be obtained.

When lime is applied in very large

quantities, and immediately incorporated

with a poor soil, having little or no vege-

table matter in it, the effect is to combine

with the silicious particles,—abounding

more or less in all clay soils—and form

hard compact masses, that are not sepa-

rated by years of after tillage. This

mode, therefore, to say the least, is like

"burying the talent ;" for so much capital

lies dormant, and neither benefits the far-

mer or his land. Twenty-five or thirty

bushels as a first application, particularly

if aided by even a light dressing of vege-

table mamu'e, will make a much quicker

return for the outlay.

As to the modus operandi of lime much
has been written

;
and various, if not con-

flicting theories ptil forth
;

nor do all

agree as to the most judicious mode of

application.

I consider it altogether unnecessary

here, to attempt any explanation of the

chemical changes produced in the soil by
its use, or to give my own opinion on the

subject, though formed after careful ob-

servation and from years' experience. To
the inexperienced, however, it is of much
more importance to be informed how to

use it to the best advantage. And as
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jiireviouslj remarked, il is of still less con-^

sequence, k:/w or when applied, so tnot U
Is done.

Lime will act very beneficiallj, as I

know from experience, on stiff, tenacious

clays, and so near a state of sterilitj-, as

scarcely to re-produce the seed sown on

ihem. Bat if used under such circiirs-

stances. and without the aid of any kind

of manure, considerable time must elapse

before much amelioration of the soil need

be exj)ected.

Theory witho'^t practice does not often

carry rauch weigh: with it ; and on the

mind of the farmer, generally speakin?,

it acts with less force perhaps than wiih

:r.05t o"iher classes in the community : for

unless an array of facts or good evidence

is adduced to inspire confidence, he is,

slow to change : the more so when he

knows that even a partial failure in a

single crop from experimenting will be

sensibly felt in the slender income, and

perhaps for a year to come. This feeling,

;o a certain extent at least, is all right and

proper ; for experiments to test any new
".heory are best undertaken on a limited '.

5cale : time may be lost thereby, but money
'

may be saved in the end.
;

I will now briefly give some account of

the practical operation of my theorj'. My
first application of lime lo any extent was

'

200 bushels, mostly air slaked, hauled six

miles, and applied to four acres just bro-
j

ken up for a com crop, and harrowed in.

.

This portion of the field particularly was .

so thoroughly exhausted by bad manage-

;

ment, that the yield in com was only some
,

nve or six bushels to the acre; nor was
the crop sensibly increased by the lime.

As the main object ia cultivation was to

set the field in grass, the com was follovr-

ed by a crop of small grain, and a liberal

supply of clover, timothy seed and plas-
\

:er : tlie latter produced no visible effect
,

whatever, and nearly all the grass seed
j

perished, leaving the surface as bare as
[

before. But before the field again came
j

in course for cuhivation, the good effect'

of the lime was so evident by the growth
;

of white clover—a new variety in that

!

vicinity—that I was encouraged to lime!

'.he whole field, conla'ming about twelve

acres, and also including this four acres;

put on as before, just afer breaking up
for corn. The crop on this portion was
increased fully five to sixfold over that

adjoining and but recently limed ; thus

liberally paying all expense?, and has

continued ever since to produce piofiiabje

crops. Plaster now- acts on ii with mark-
ed effect. The first application was made
some eighteen to nineteen years since;

and to test the durability of lime, these

four acres have been kept for experiment,

and without the addition of Oiher manure,

except a portion intended for still further

experiment. About two acres were sown
in broadcast corn, Avith 200 lbs. Pemvian
guano—then followed v.-heat on the four

acres, and wi:h 200 lbs. guano to the

acre, leaving two lands without guano.

The corn was materially benefited by
the guano; but the wheat was not bene-

fited by the previous application of it,

though it was r.early or quite doubled

over the two lands left without any guano:

the wheal was harvested two years since,

and no one could now point out by the

growth of the clover, uniforn^ly good on

the whole, and equally lime-i, which por-

tion had and v»-bich had no guano—the

conclusion is, that the "renovat ng" effects

of lime are thus far ten times as durable

as guano; how much longer remains to

be seen.

Some nine or ten years since I deter-

mined to reclaim an adjoining field, at

whatever cost. I was told long previous

by one of my neighbors, who sold his

farm and removed to the west, in order to

settle on belter land, that the attempt

would be futile ; or, if it ever was made
productive, it would cost a great deal

more than the land was worth. The
prospect u-as forbidding; for the larger

portion was as much reduced as could be,

by shallow tillage, no manure, no grass

seed sown, and constant washing, even to

gullies, producing little else than running

briars. It was broken up in the fall and

winter to a much greater depth than it

was ever ploughed before ; sixty bushels

of quick lime to the acre were applied in

the spring, the ground well harrowed and

planted in com ; such portions as required
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il having been well iinder-fhained—some

two to three acres—and which were about

the amount that produced any thing of a

crop, or that more than paid the expense

of ploughing. A crop of oats and grass

seed followed
;
as it was not considered

worth the trouble and expense to put in a

crop of wheal on two-thirds of the field.

After six or seven years, the same field

again coming in course, exactly the same
plan was pursued, as to ploughing and

lime, but rather increasing the depth than

otherwise.

The crop of corn, though injured by

the bud worm, was good—enabling me
to do, what I had rarely or never done

before, sell from one-quarter to one-third

of the crop. Oats followed on about two-

thirds of the field, with some five or six

bushels of bones to the acre, and wheat
on the balance, with guano; both heavy
crops, and lodging over the greater part

of the field. U'hen followed a wheat crop

on the whole ; manured as much as pos-

sible from the barn yard, and then on the

balance a light dressing of guano of some
eighty to one hundred lbs. to the acre.

The average yield of the field was over

thirt\r-three bushels to the acre.

These results are attained wi;h certain-

ly
;

for every field and lot are accurately

surveyed, and the contents noted on the

plat of the farm
;
and the product of this

field was kept separate, thieshed and mea-
sured by itself The greater portion suf-

fered from the drought early last year;

and the harvesting was badly done, owing
to the fallen and tangled state of the grain

from a storm about the time of ripening;

but I have no doubt several contiguous

acres might have been selected on the

lowest ground (the portion under-drained)

on which the yield was over forty bushels

to the acre.* This season the same field

• yielded the heaviest crop of grass I ever

harvested
; and even on what was origi-

nally the poorest part, there is now a lux-

uriant crop of second growth clover, and

*It -was gleaned v,-ith the horse rake, and
by the hogs; yet surficient seed was left on the
land to produce this year a vohmtce?- crop of
wheat with the grass, estimated bj- many who
saw it as well worth harvesting.

intended for seed, that is lodging over the

whole extent. We will estiiTiate the pro-

fit and loss by figures.

To CO bushels of lime, cost at kiln ]Gc, $9 60
7 years' interest (though it paid in

pasture in less time,) 4 03
GO bushels of lime, cost at kiln iS^c, 7 50
3 years' interest, 1 35
G bushels ground bones, at 50c, 3 00

100 pounds guano, (Alrican,) 2 00

?p2~ 48

B}' 33 bushels of wheat, average
price sold at $1 31 $^43 23

Estimate increa.se of corn crop
at least 6 barrels, at $2, (en-

tirely owing to the lime,) 12 00
Estimate increase of oat crop
20 bushels, at 40c, (owing
entirely to the lime) 8 00

Estimate increase of hay 1 ton,

(owing entirely to the lime,) 10 00
Estimate valve of clover seed,

(there would have been none
without the lime,) li bush-
els, at 84,

"

6 00
. 70 23

5pj1 75

Making, in round numbers, $50 per

acre in favor of "renovating;" nor is the

estimate a forced one. The actual In-

crease of the crops is greater than the

amounts assumed, and if a fair average

was made of the wheat, in the joint crop

of oats and wheat, the aggregate result

would be increased some five to six dol-

lars per acre.

There should, perhaps, in the view of

some, be a charge for draining, and for

hauling and spreading the lime
;
also for

the manure for the crop of wheat ; and

and for the expense of harvesting the

increased crops.

The two former are amply paid for in

the increased pasture; and the manure
was no more than the actual yield of the

land itself, after the use of lime, &c. which
are charged in the account and at more
than the cost ; and it is believed the in-

creased product in straw and fodder fully

repays the expense of harvesting
;

to say

nothing of the present stale of the land,

as compared to what it was originall}'. It

is now radically and permanently improved.

When lime has been freely used, plas-
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ter will generally, if not always, act

promptly and efficiently ; and thus, at

very small expense, materially aid in per-

petuating the improvement. Previous to

lis application in this case, plaster was
liberally used, but with no visible effect

whatever; now its action is as marked on

the same land as I have ever seen any

where.

Wherever lime can be obtained at a

reasonable price—say from 1 2 to 20 cents

per bushel in a caustic state, (or at half

price if air slaked,) with even five to ten

miles hauling, it may be used to much
advantage on most if not all stiff" clay

soils.

In some sections these prices are paid,

and it is hauled fifteen to twenty miles,

and by a class of men unsurpassed for

industry and thrift. The writer has known
no instance where its use was persevered

in, under whatever disadvantage it might

be, in which success, to a greater or 1 ss

extent, did not crown the effort ; and ma-

ny who borrowed money to procure it in

the first instance, have mainly by its use

become independent and money lenders

themselves.

Bonco—Composed principally of phos-

phate of lime and gelatinous animal mat-

ter, when crushed or ground fonn one of

the richest manures. It acts well, either

alone or with other manures, and is parti-

cularly valuable to aid the growth of clo-

ver; for this reason I class it decidedly

before guano, at an equal expenditure of

money, for "renovating worn out lands."

Although not so prompt in acting, it Is

far more durable, and more likely to pro-

duce a good crop of clover to turn under.

Qlover being almost the only 'green crop'

that I have ever found much advantage

from turning in.

I prefer its use following the lime and

on the oat crop, at the rate of from six to

ten bushels, or as much more as the reno-

vator may please, for an increased quan-

tity vi'ill do no injury. On the wheat suc-

ceeding the oats, m}' practise is to apply

a light dressing of guano—say eighty to

one hundred pounds to the acre—to nia-

ture and perfect the grain, and only on

such portions of the field as the manure

from the barn j'ard will not extend to.

By the time the clover requires the aid of

the bone, it will have become sufficiently

disintegrated and incorporated with the

soil, to give the clover a vigorous start

—

and its effect on the grass orops is gene-

rally more durable than the vegetable

manures.

The supply of ground bones is a lirnited

one; but when to be had at a reasonable

price (usually selling at 40 to 50 cents

the bushel) it may be used to advantage

on all crops and on all soils ; but with

decidedly less advantage, after passing

through the akmhick of the glue manu-
facturer (as I have proved, at least to my
satisfaction)—thus depriving it of much
of its fertilizing property. It is usually

harrowed in with the seed, as it loses less

by exposure to the atmosphere than most

kinds of putrescent manures.

Guano.—This is one of the most active

of all manures ; and if the price would
justify the application in sufficient quanti

ties, it might aid very materially in "re

novating worn-out lands." But consider

ing the evanescent nature of its most ac

tive principle, ammonia, and the presen

high market price, viz: the Peruvian, a

$60 to $70—and the more inferior kinds

at $45 to $55—for the ton of 2000 lbs.,

it is much doubted whether the ultimate

advantage calculated on by many will be

realized. If the Peruvian could be ob-

tained at about half this price—and it is

believed such would be the case with a

fair competition in the Peruvian market

—

the case might be different.

The writer has made liberal use of

guano, and generally to profit as to imme-

diate return
;
but in no case has much

benefit been derived beyond the first crop,

and rarely vvas an}' material effect per-

ceived after the second year.

This opinion, so different from that en-

tertained by some others, is not lightly

formed, nor without several years' careful

observation; and also testing the matter

by numerous experiments, and on a scale

sufficiently extended to prove the truth or

fallacy of the doctrine held by some that

it is only a stimulant. Reference to one

experiment ma}' suffice, as they all tend
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to ihe same result and nearly to the same
deo:ree.

In a field of some ten acres, one acre

was selected near the middle, and extend-

ing through the field, so as to embrace

any difference of soil, should there be an}'.

On this acre two hundred pounds of Pe-

ruvian guano, at a cost of about $5 00,

were sown with the wheat. Adjoining

the guano on one side, was manure from

the barn yard, at the rate twenty-five cart

loads to the acre
;
and on the opposite side

(separated by an open drain the whole

distance) ground bones were applied on

the balance of the field, at a cost of $6 OU

to the acre— the field equally limed two

years preceding. There was no material

difference in the time or manner of seed-

ing, except that the manure was lightly

cross-ploughed in, and the guano and

bones harrowed in with the wheat.

The yield on the guanoed acre was
ihirty-five bushels ; the adjoining acre

with bone, as near as could be estimated

by dozens, and compared with the guano,

was about twenty-seven bushels, and the

manured about twenty-four bushels. The
season was unusually dry

;
and the ma-

nured portion suff^ered more from this

cause this cause than either of the others,

the land being considerably elevated and

a souih exposure.

The field has since been mowed three

times ;
ihejirst crop of grass was evident-

ly in favor of the boned part ; the second

and third, were fully two to one over the

Guano, and also yielding much heavier

crops of clover seed. On a part of one

land, eighteen bushels to the acre of the

finest of the bone were used ; on this, the

wheat was as heavy as on the guanoed,

and the grass generally lodges before har-

vest, as it also does on much of the ad-

joining land with twelve bushels of bone.

The action and durability of guano,

probably vary on different soils ; and al-

though it may generally be used to ad-

vantage in aid of a single crop, I have
as yet, no satisfactory evidence, that its

fertilizing properties are very durable:

unless applied in such quantities, as may
in the end, "cost more than it comes to."

Guano should not be used with caustic

lime, or ashes; nor very soon succeeding

their application. It may wilh decided

advantage be mixed with piaster, to fix

and retain the ammonia; and for nearly,

if not all crops, it is best to sow it broad-

east, and plough, in immediately.

Leached Ashes.—There are few, or

none, who are ignorant of the value of

this article as manure. But as the sup-

ply is rarely, if ever equal to the demand,

much need not be said on the subject.

—

At 8 to 10 cents per bushel, if. the cost of

transportation is not too heavy, they may
always be profitably used ; in durability

they are next to lime, and the action im-

mediate. Few comparatively, except

within the vicinity of cities or villages,

or those with water or railroad facilities,

can procure, or afford to use them.

Poudrette.—Much profit has not result-

ed in the use of this (the ni'Tchan'.able)

article, so far as I have observed its ef-

fects on my own, or the crops of others.

Such as I have purchased, has as j'et

but slightly beneficial results on the crops

to which it was applied. Its fertilizing

properly was diffused through such a

mass of inert matter, that 1 concluded

with half, if not one-third of the expense,

more benefit njight be derived from the

purchase of some other kind of mfinure.

In the neighborhood of cities, where a

supply can be obtained without so much
adulttration, its use may be made very

profitable.

Turni7ig in Green Crops.—This plan

of "renovating worn out lands," has long

been advocated by many. I have also

given it a fair trial ; and wilh the excep-

tion of clover as the green crop, little ad-

vantage has resulted from its adoption :

very poor land, without some extraneous

aid, will not produce a green crop worth

the turning in. It is questionable, whe-
ther the same amount of time and labor

(supposing the occupant wiihout the

means to purchase manure of any kind)

could not be better employed on such land

in adding to his stock of manure, by com-
posts; prepared from decaying vegetable

matter, alluvial soil, &c., &c., abounding

more or less on all farms. If the land

possess fertility to produce sufficient clo-
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ver for pasture, the use of plaster ehher
j

wiihout, or certair.lv with the aid of lime,

;

will, wiih goo<i managreaient, make ii

vield a luxuriant crop. Bui ii should be

borne in mind, that to iinprove ia this i

way, liiile mowing, and less pasturing, i

must be permitted. The land is not only
I

benefited by what is turned in, but is also

!

materially aided in the process of renova-;

tioD, by what is left out, and on the sur-

face ; to shield and protect the soil from a
i

parching sun, prevent throwing out the >

clover roots by the winter frosts, and
washing away of the soil, by heavy dash-

.

ing rains. '

This brings to mind another mailer,,

though perhaps not strictly "in the bar-

gain," but which is of much more impor-

tance than many seem to be aware of;

and as yet only incidentally alluded to.

—

It is the preservation of the land after it is

renovated, from washing awaj* of the soil,

and into gullies, and galled places, as

they are called : this is best done by re-

gular water furrows made with the bar-

share plough, and throwing the earth on

the lower side. I will attempt a brief de-
j

script ion of my plan of operations ; but

without a diagram, some may jxjssibly

be at a loss.

The points to commence at are deter-

mined by the eye; a cheap spirit level,

costing but a trifle, will soon give the ter-

mination with precision, and the proper

inclination. The operator takes a station

some SO to 100 yards distant from the

designated point ; the assistant, having

the siaiF, with a moveable target, and also

a bundle of stakes, some two to three

feel long, places one in the ground, and

by its side raises the staff and moves the

target up or down, lo range with the sight

from the level : the target is then raised

six inches and confined by a screw ; the

assistant walks seventeen steps, and raises

his staff: the operator by merely turning

his level, and not otherwise varying its

position, soon determines the point for the

second stake, by the assistant moving the

st!if, backwards cr forwards, (keeping his

distance from the first stake) until the tar-

get again ranges vriih the level ; then set

another stake, and raisinsr the larirei six

inches at each station, throughout the

field. One position for the level, if select-

ed with judgment, will sen-e for eight or

ten sights; they should be tiiken in ad-

vance, and on, or neeir ihe sttpposed line of

the furrow. With a little practice the

levelhng is done very espeditiouslj-, and

by any person of ordinary capacity.

—

When ready for the plough, ihe leveller

walks belbre it, (the ploughman guided

b}' his steps) picks up the stakes as they

are reached,—and if^ecessar^' by much
inequality in lbs land—varies ihe line a

liitle between the stakes, still more to pre-

serve the level.

This gives a uniform escape for all sur-

{4us water, with a regular fall of about

one foot in the hundred. My experience

has proved, that if the funows are not too

far apart, (one for each fall of five to six

feet will generally suffice) ihe_v effectually

prevent washing; and ihe gradual de-

scent of the water does not form gullies.

They are made directly after seeding

wheal—are as carefully attended to as

the seeding itself—and remain open until

the land is again broken up. They are

valuable on elU lands liable lo wash, and

have materially aided in my efforts io

'"renovating worn out lamds."' All the

unsightly " gullies and galled places"

have disappeared.

Holadzn of Crops.—This is also a sub-

ject of importance ; and it is also one on

which much diversity of opinion exists.

Nothing short of the concurrent testimony

of a neighborhood, will establish one plan

as the best: yet in another, a different

one has equally strong advocates : for in

some sections of the country "the three

field shift" is preferred—in another, five,

and a third will adopt the six or seyen

field rotation. Different " localities," and

other circumstances, may perhaps affwxl

good srounds for this variety of opinion.

But as a general rule, it is believed that

where the latter mode is adopted, or nearly

so, other circumstances being equal, the

farming is better done, is more profitable,

and the lands more permanently, if not

more rapidly improved : close pasturing,

and "renovating worn out lands," may do

m theory, but are not very likely lo sue-
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ceed in practice. The seven field rota-

tion, certainly admits of a better opportu-

nity to benefit by the aid of the artificial

grasses ; and whenever they can be suc-

cessfully invoked, the good work is more

than half accomplished.

Before taking leave of my readers, the

majority of whom perhaps are engaged

in agricultural pursuits, I would again

briefly recur to the important subject of

manures,—one of scarely less moment to

the tiller of the soil, than is the Mariner's

Compass to the tempest-loss'd sailor—for

mainly to their agency in some form or

other, must we be indebted for success, in

the renovation of worn out lands. My
preference, as may have been seen, is

given to lime over all others, when an

expenditure of the slender resources of

the farm is devoted to this subject; and

although it is not a Panacea, to cure all

the ills incident to the calling, nor will it,

like the fabled Satyr, "blow hot and cold

with the same breath," yet on all soils to

which I have seen it applied,—from the

siiffest clays, to the blowing sands,—does

it appear to be a renovator in a greater or

less degree: the one, it will lighten and

mellow, while the other is rendered more

compact, and more retentive of moisture.

I would therefore strongly advise the use

of lime
J
as decidedly the most efficient

and durable agent for improving most

kinds of soils. If its action may be con-

sidered comparatively slow, it is sure in

its fertilizing effects; and will generally

in the end, prove also to be the most eco-

nomical, whenever it can be obtained at

a reasonable price. The three kinds of

bought manures most extensively in use

in this State for improving our worn out

lands (plaster of course excepted) might
be classed somewhat like the following:

Lime for the landlord, Guano for the te-

nant, and ground Bones for both. All may
be used to profit under favorable circum-

stances
;
but they are believed to differ

materially in their relative values, in pro-

portion to the amount of money aisually

expended, if the improvement of the land,

is a primary object with the husbandman.
Experience, however, in this, as well

as in most other things, is the best teach-

er
;
provided we do not pay too dear for

it. And wiihout inlendmg in the least

degree, to check the energy and spirit of

agricultural impiovement, now so widely

extending, 1 would venture a caution to

those who have but little money to ex-

pend for the purchase of high priced ma-
nures, to do it rather for such as are

kfioivn to be durable; and which will

eventually, be the most certain to return

both principal and interest. I feel confi-

dent that all I have expended for lime has

been returned in the increased product of

the soil ; and with nearer six times six,

than six per cent, interest. If the market

value of the land, has not been enhanced

in equal proportion (most probably the

case) it certainly has not dtlcriora'.cd any
in quality.

As remarked at; the beginning of rny

essay, no exclusive method of improve-

ment, is alike suited to all locations, and

circumstances; but I trust a plan is sub-

mitted that will very generally succeed if

persevered in
; it will not only make the

grain, but the grass grow; and will at

the same time, effectually "Renovate
WORN OUT Lands."

Edward Stabler.

Hareicood, 8th mo. 28, 1848.

FENCE AVIRE.

No. 11 is probably the best size for or-

dinaiy purposes. One hundred feet would

cost at Pittsburg or in the Eastern cities

about twenty-five cents. A fence to turn

cattle or horses could be made with six

strands—seven would be better. To turn

sheep, nine or ten would be necessary.

For ordinary cattle fence run the plough

along the line two or three bouts, turning

the furrow to the centre, j^ou thus raise

the surface and save one strand. Put the

lowest wire one foot from the ground,

which, if properly raised by ploughing,

as above directed, will be twenty or twen-

ty-four inches above the ordinary surface;

then, counting from the lowest wire, put

them, if you have but six, 6, 7, 8, 10 and

12 inches apart, making 43 inches added

to the 12 below the lowest wiie is 55
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inches, over four and a half feel: to ibis

add the elevation of the ground by ploug-b-

ing-, and your fence will exceed five feet

high, abundan'ly sufficient for reasonable

cattle, and none other should be kept.

Nor would any well bred horse show his

lack of sense bj' essaying to jump it a

second time.

If you use seven strands, then put the

lowest one ten inches from the ground and

the others 6, 7,8, 10, 12—50 inches, or

five feet with the lower space added.

We believe a hog fence made of wire

is out of the question.

—

Prairie Farmer.

COMPOST MANUFACTURE.

The best, and in the end, the cheapest way
of making oompost, is to have a pit dug in

your stabla j'ard, say four or five feet deep,

twelve feet long and six broad, which should

be cased wiih brick or stone and with cement.

This will preserve the whole, whereas by the

common method ol throwing together the ma-

terials in a pile, a great quaoiity of the best

substances in the manure is lost—by the ac-

tion of rain, &c. Into this pit, put all the

trash, the straw, the litter and dung of the

yard, together with the slops of the kitchen,

the night soil and other manures collected in

the place. Have drains made from the stalls

of the horses and cattle ending in this pit, so

as to secure the urine; and put into it from

time to time a quart or so of guano. By these

means, though 5'ou are at little expense, a

large quantity of the most exciting compost

can be prepared. The pit should be covered

with a shed to keep ofi" rain, and if no ground

be ready for it when the pit is full, it may be

preserved for an}' length of time by putting

over it a laver of earth.

TO TAKE IXK OUT OF LINENS

Take a piece of tallow, melt it, and dip

the spotted part of the linen into the melt-

ed tallow. It may then be washed, and
the spots will disappear without injuring

the hnen. This is said to be a certain

recipe.

For the Southern Planter.

"PROFITS OF CATTLE-RAISING IN-

EASTERN VIRGINIA."

J\Ir. Editor,—An editorial appeared in

your valuable journal for September, upon,

the " Profits of Cattle-Raising in Eastern

Virginia," advocating an increase of stock

and the propriei}- of grazing our lands.

In the conclusion of the article, you hope-

that those who have any thing to com-
municate in regard to this subject will

speak through your columns. Presum-
ing 3'ou invite discussion, and wish all

the arguments on both sides of the ques-

tion, I propose in a few desultory remarks
to give some reason why we of Eastern

Virginia should not keep a large head of

cattle.

The farmers in this worn-out part of

the State are ahead}'' sufficiently disposed

to graze their lands without encourage-

ment froin one holding your important

position and wielding 3'our extensive in-

fluence, and I for one must dare to raise

my voice against a system which I confi-

dently believe has done much to impove-

rish the lands of our good old mother, and-

is now doing much to keep them poor.

—

That cattle-raising in Western Virginia

should be profitable, we can very well

imagine. Their lands are naturally 0?

better quality than ours, and much better

adapted to the growth of grass. Besides,

their extensive mountain ranges afford in

the summer good support for large herds,

and thus protect their fields froin any bad

effects of over grazing. Another impor-

tant difference between us is, that they of

the West have an indifferent access to

markets, and the only way they can make
their produce profitable is in the form of

beeves driven to Eastern cities—while

the people of lower Virginia have altnost

at their doors a market for every variety

of forage and grain they can raise.

That the hoof is very beneficial to our

light lands, we all know ; but we also

know it must be used under certain re-

strictions—that is, upon land with a coat

of vegetation intended for fallow for a
short time before the fallowing process.

Your calculationj Mr. Editor, thai slock
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will only g^raze off one-third of the grass

upon a field, is, with all due deference,

only true under certain circumstances. It

may be true where there is a good growth

of clover, and where the stock is few in

proportion to the size of the field. If you

had seen some of our fields after a large

number of cattle had been grazing on

them all spring and summer, leavmg them

almost as clean as a plank floor, you

would scarcely suppose they had only

eaten off one-third of the vegetation. If

the grass is of a short kind, they eat all off

clean, and grazeitdownasfast asit puis up.

The position, too, that the manure and

urine returned lo the land compensated

for the grass taken o-fF, cannot be tenable,

when we recollect that the cattle return

to the soil nothing which they did not

procure from it, and that a portion of this

food must be appropriated to their nutri-

ment, growth and fattening. As to the

profits of manure-raising, this depends very

much upon the expense with which we
can maintain our cattle. Much of the

provender fed to them in the winter can

be profitably sold, at least by all those

nearest to market, or may be fed to our

horses with a saving of grain, which

grain may be sold. The abundance of

marl in lower Virginia makes the improve-

ment of land certain, and I am disposed

to believe cheap, in comparison with the

expense of making and hauling out ma-

nure. The writer is so situated, together

with many other farmers within his know-

ledge, as to be able to marl an acre of

land with as little expense as it can be

manured with putrescent manure; in fact,

I may say with less expense, if the labor

and time for collecting the materials for

making the manures be taken into consi-

deration. The expense of digging and

carting the marl from banks is probably

about the same as digging up and

carting out the manure. This will not

appear strange when it is recollected that

much of our marl contains seventy and

seventy-five per cent, lime, and that one

hundred bushels is a good application to

the acre, whereas manure has to be put

on in large quantities to have any dura-

ble effect. When it is recollected that the

effect of marl is permanent, that a farm

may be enriched by mavl without ma-

nure, that it cannot be with putrescent

manure without marl, unless the farm be

a small one, or the farmer have large

means and capital, for no farmer ever

hopes to raise manure enough to put over

a large farm, and that experience and ob-

servation prove that grazing impoverishes

our lands, are we not warranted in warn-

ing our brother farmers from keeping a

large head of cattle, particularly where

their labor can be devoted to hauling

marl? I am aware that some farmers

are under the in-.pression that land cannot

be enriched by marl alone, without pu-

trescent manure. But this idea is now
exploded ;

and observation is daily teach-

ing that the proper application of marl,

clovering, and not gazing, will soon won-

derfully improve our poorest lands.

Respectfully yours,

A Farmer of Lower Virginia.

October, 1848.

Our sensible correspondent greatly mistakes

our views of grazing if he supposes that we

would permit cattle to remain upon any field

long enough lo graze it clean. By so doing,

any land may be grazed to death. The very

first principle of our grazing system is to have

the land divided by cattle fences into many

lots, and to change the cattle from one to an-

other in time to prevent any from being too

harshly dealt with.

He is also mistaken, we think, in his suppo-

sition that nothing is done for the soil by the

conversion of the provender into dung. If the

provender be left to decay upon the soil, a

much larger quantity is wasted and carried

olT by the atmosphere, and a much smaller

quantity unites with the .soil itself, than after

it is digested and formed into dung by the ac-

tion of an animal's stomach.

We agree with our correspondent that the

farmers of lower Virginia will make their

lands rich much more expeditiously by their

marl than by their cattle w/icti they have

got the marl. But he should recollect that very

many farmers in lower Virgininia have no

marl, and can get none, except by putting

themselves to much expense and by hauling
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it from a distance. If they liave no other ma-

nure accessible, we think these v,i\\ find it to

their advantage to try this grazing plan. By
it the farmers of Great Britain have made

their island the garden of the earth, and by it

the farmers of Western Virginia hare made

their comitry the true El Dorado.

Our correspondent is right in supposing that

we wishsd discussion upon this subject in our

columns. We wish it still, and we wish it

upon every other agricultural topic. We
shall be always glad to hear his intelligent

observations, even when we cannot altogether

agree with him, and we therefore request a

continuance of his communications. -

DEEP TILLAGE, die.

After thorough draining-, deep tillage

and ahvaj's having a growing crop on

the land, are matters of inestimable im-

portance. This subject can hardly be loo

much talked of and studied by practical

farmers. Deep tillage, what is it ? How
does it enrich the surface soil, and aug-
ment the annual crops of the husband-
man ? It enables the atmosphere, with
its natural moisture, its oxygen, carbonic

acid and ammonia—wi:h all the gaseous
elements of plants and animals which die

and decompose on the ground—to pene-

trate deep in the earth, loosened and mel-

lowed asitshould be bysub-soil plouErhinsr.

Porous loam, clay, mould, inarl, and even
sand and gravelly earths, have the power
to condense both the vapors and pure
gases contained in the air—to absorb and
fix them in the soil, v.'here they perform

most important chemical functions in the

laborator}' of nature. In the first place,

we desire the reader to bear in mind, that

the gases which pervade the atmosphere
are the elements of wheat, corn, clover,

and flesh, for which God has given to the

earth a strong natural affinitj'. Hence, if

a dead pig be buried in a soil a foot deep,

3'ou get no smell from the same, which is

not the case if the carcass lie and rot on
the groun-l. A shallow soil with the

hard-pan close to the surface, will absorb
a small dose of these fertilizing constitu-

ents of dead plants and animals. No

matter how richlj' laden a shower may
be with the elements of a crop, a poorly

ploughed, a shallow tilled piece of ground
can absorb and hold very liule of the much
needed moisture and other food of starv-

ing grain.

During the heat of summer, when the

farmer makes his crops, an immense quan-

tity of insensible moisture evaporates from

the surface of the earth, and especially

from the leaves of the trees and sinaller

vegetables. A tight vessel that will catch

and hold all the rain that falls during the

six warmest months in the year, stand-

ing out fair!}' to the weather, will be dry

more than half of the time in ordinary

seasons. Evaporation greatly exceeds the

fall of rain during the tinne when culti-

vated plants are grown. This excess of

evaporation causes springs to dry up and
creeks and rivers to run small in summer
and autumn. As a tight jug w-ill prevent

water froin running in as well as running

out, so a compact, impervious sub-soil will

prevent the ascent of moisture in dry wea-

ther to supply the roots of plants with

their indispensable water, as well as ob-

struct the descent of water when in ex-

cess on the fields.

Nothing is plainer than the fact, that

when the rains of spring and fall and the

snows of winter, saturate the earth with

moisture for many feet in depth, the water

that descends into the ground carries in

solution all the soluble organic and inor-

ganic elements of plants down so far as

it runs. Dissolve an otmce of salt in a

gallon of water, and wherever the water

permeates the salt goes with it. You
must evaporate the water to separate the

salt.

Providence has made the sub-soil and
the eanh below it a vast reservoir of wa-
ter, inore or less impregnated with those

things that combine in cultivated plants

—in human food—to form ultimately the

bones, brains, flesh and blood of man and
of inferior animals. Kind reader, would
3'Ou organize these constituents of grain

and grass largely and cheaply in your
growing crops? Then break the under-

crust, that the moisture below, with its

salts of lime, its dissolved bones, potash,
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«oda, magnesia, chlorine, sulphur, phos-

phorus, iron, carbon and nitrogen, may
come up to the thirsty roots of your pUmts

and fully nourish the sarne. A deep till-

ed soil imbibes more solar heat in summer
than a shallow ploughed one. Being
wartner, chemical changes are more ra-

pid—more food is prepared for your crops

in a given lime.

After corn is planted, or the seeds of

wheat, barley, rye and oats are covered,

there is an advantage in rolling the ground

to compress the earth about the seeds and

to check the too rapid evaporation at the

surface of the tilled land. We have stu-

died this matter of solar evaporation with

care, in more States than one.

To enrich a farm, by^ accumulating

thereon the materials for making cheap

bread, milk, meat and clothing, every acre,

forest, meadow, pasture and plough land,

should have, during as much of the time

as is practicable, a large burden of groio-

ing vegetation to organize and fix in a

tangible shape all the constituents of crops

as they exist in the ever moving air, and

in the surface and sub-soil.

If not fixed, they will be lost to the far-

mer. Air and water are never stagnant

and still over and in the earth of a healthy

neighborhood. So soon as one crop is off,

another should be in, to collect and save

the dissolving mould, the salt of lime, pot-

ash, &c. in the soil— to extract fertilizing

minerals from the sub-soil, and gases from

the atmosphere. If these auxiliary crops

are not needed for ha}', nor pasture, nor

soiling, nor to sell in market, plough them
in and sow more seed, still further to en-

rich your land. Vegetable vitality, con-

stantly adding weight and substance to

tlie sum total of organized matter on your

plantations, is the great and mj'sterious

power which God has provided for indus-

trious and reasoning man to work with,

and supply his ever increasing numbers
with an abundance of food and clothing

Vegetable life, to be useful in the highest

degree to our race, must be active in the

highest degree—not dormant most of the

year, and only half developed when culti-

ted plants are pretending to grow.— Gen.

Farmer.

HINTS UPON HOGS.

This is undoubtedly the best season to fatten

hogs. The mild yet bracing temperature is

favorable to the accumulation of fat; the

I

dampness of the atmosphere has a good effect

iiipon the pores and tissue of the skin; while

;

they are ready for slaughtering at a period

I

when it will be cold enough to preserve the

^

meat until perfectly salted.

I There is no doubt eiiher that corn is after

all the best substance on which to fatten them,

i
Apples, mashed potatoes, pumpkins, all these

j

are good food for hogs; but good, sound corn

;

will be found alter all experiments the quick-

.
est means of putting them in order, and their

meat will be found infinitely superior to the

meat of others fattened in a different manner.

I It will probably be found the be^ plan to

let hogs remain in the woods till very nearly

the close of this month, and until within a

i short time of the period at which the farmer

j

intends to slaughter them. "Then put up and
feed them plentifully on good, sound corn.. It

I

will fatten them at the rate of two pounds a

J

day, if not delayed until the weather becomes
too cold. Ihis will be cheaper in the end

than keeping them a long time in the pen, or

soft corn and pumpkins.

I

The great secret for fattening hogs, as well
' as for fattening every other animal, is to give

them the food at regular intervals. The di-

gestive organs acquire habits as well as the

1

limbs, and the whole frame. By feeding at

I
regular hours, they acquire habits of exertion

at those hours, and are able to digest more
readily and more perfectly at those hours than

j

at other.^-. If th^ reader doubts !he theory, let

jhim try the experiment upon himself. Let

j

him accustom himself to taking his breakfast

I at six and his dinner at twelve, and then

I

change the hour of the one to eleven and of

j

the other to five, and he will find a great lack

of power in liis digestive organs until they

become accustomed to the change.

Very numerous experiments have shown
the superior facility with which hogs fatten

that eat at regular intervals, over those that

are ie<X irregirlarly. But to make the meals

regular, it is necessary to give the Ibod in

small quantities and frequently. If a large
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quantity of corn is thrown into the pen only

twice a day, the hog will eat but a small por-

tion of it when first thrown in. The rest will

be eaten at fits and starts, and irregularly. A
great deal of com is wasted too by this im-

proper plan of feeding in large quantities and

at long intervals. Much of it becomes cover-

ed with dirt and mire, and then will be left

untouched.

DRAI^'l^'G.

As the subject of underdraiaing, and

the manner of constructing drains is jusilj

engaging ihe aileniion of many, 1 wish

10 Slate a plan which I think in the ab-

sence of belter raaierials, answers a verj

good purpose. Every fanner who has

loose stones on his farm, has the materials

al band
; while at the same time he may

be ridding his land of a great deirimenl

to iis proper cultivaiioa. Dig a ditch

from two to iw^o and a half feet deep, six-

teen inches wide at ihe bottom; lay stones

six inches in diameter on each side, which
leaves a water course of four inches in

the cenire. Take stones of larger dimen-
sions and cover over. By drawing a
quantity of stones along the Ime of the

diich, a selection can be made, and after

placing some on each side of ihe top-

stones, should they not fill out to the sides

of the ditch, the remainder can be thrown
in at random, on which can be strewed

some shavings or straw, and then covered.

A team and plow will greatly facilitate

the covering operation. Flat stones

would be preferable for covering could

th<-'y be obtained, which •wfould also pre-

vent the necessity of digging so deep.

\y. Anslet.
Rushville, JV. Y., August, 1S4S.

SAWDUST CHARRI>'G AND CLAY
BURNING.

Having been repeatedly applied to for

instructions for charring sawdnsf, and also

for burning clay sub-soils, containing little

or no organic matter to act as fuel, I take
the occasion of Mr. VVhitmore's paper at

the Royal AgriculturcU Society, as lately

reported by 3-ou, to bring the tv.-o ques-

tions togeiher, and let ihem answer each
other. Charred sawdust is a form of

charcoal particularly adapted for manure,
but the difficulty is to keep so light and
loose a subsiance from falling inio the

fire and bur:iing awa}^, if put on sparing-

ly, or if heaped up, to prevent this frorti

filling and choking the air-wa}', and thus

extinguishing the fire. The clay sub-soil

of stilf soils, turned up and burnt, not

only manures by yielding its alkaline ai;d

other fertilizing ingredients, but at the

same time both deepens and loosens the

soil ; three benefits of great importance.

But such sub-soils, rising in heavy clods,

as contain very little conjbustible matter,

require fuel to keep them burning; which
is not ahva^'s at haad, nor to be had cheap.

When sawdust is wiihin reach it is ^ust

the thing ; the clay will supply the knobs
to build up with, and support the sawdust
with air way between; the skill of the

burner being exercised in so proportioning

and arranging them, that the sawdust
shall fall in fast enough to keep up the

fire, and moderate the air-way to the char-

ring point, without filling in so as to ex-

tinguish it. And this m.ay be done by
varying the arrangetnent according to

the proportions. Where clay burning is

the object, one ton of sawdust would pro-

bably sufiice for one hundred tons of clay;

and wbere the object is to char the saw-
dust, I think with skilful managetijent,

two tons of clay would do for one ton of

sawdust, considering that the clay does

not consume and will shrink but little,

whilst much sawdust falls in through the

hollows, as it becomes charred : where
clay is not at hand sods of peat may be

used instead. Both are improved bj- the

charcoal being disseminated through the

substance of the clay, which njay be ea-

sily done with the shovel before burning
and while the clay is soft, but this may
hardh' pay for the labor unless in garden
culture. There is yet another inethod of

charring sawdust for manure, on a diffe-

rent principle; that i?, by the heat pro-

duced in slaking lime. If wet sawdust
be heaped up with fresh burnt lime, the

wet will be drawn out by the lime for
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slakint^, and the heat produced may fire

the heap, and burn the sawdust to ashes;

but if the proportion of sawdust to lime

is very great, keeping the stones of lime

observes Marshall, is not merely that of

giving shelter to the animals lodging be-

neath them; but, likewise, in breaking
the uniform current of the wind— shatter-

far apart, the heat of slaking will be too
I

ing the cutting blasts, and throwing them
much weakened by dispersion to produce l into eddies; thus meliorating the air to

fire. By keeping a medium, then, and

'Covering well in from the air, we may at-

tain a point at which fire will be produced

in the heart of the heap, but prevented

from breaking out to destroy the charcoal.

The medium must depend more or less

-on the quality and dampness of the saw-

dust ; but for that of fir, in its ordinary

damp state in the saw-pit, by the changes

of weather, we might try twenty bushels

to one of lime, laying one fourth as a bed,

mixing one-fourth of the wettest with the

lime, and covering in with the reiTiaining

half. If the fire break through, more

•sawdust might be heaped on, and so much
more charred ; or if no more, the holes

may be slopped with earth in the usual

manner.

—

Ji^. Gazette.

SHELTERING FARM LANDS.

The practice, almost every where pre-

Tailing in the United States, of removing

every tree from the ground, in clearing

new land, shows that the importance of

affording shelter to farms exposed to high

winds and biting blasts, is not sufficiently

appreciated. When interspersed with

strips or masses of plantation, not only

are such lands rendered more congenial

to the growth of grass and grain, and

the health of pasturing animals, but the

local climate is thus improved. The fact

that the climate inay be thus improved,

has in nnany instances been sufficiently

established. It is, indeed, astonishing

how much better cattle thrive in fields

€ven but moderately sheltered, than they

do in an open, exposed country. In the

breeding of cattle, a sheltered farm, or a

sheltered corner in a farm, is a thing

much prized, as, by afTording them pro-

tection Irom the keen windsof spring and
autumn, they uniformly feed with more
freedom, and much belter, than if they

were exposed.

The operation of screen plantations,

some distance from them. Living trees

communicate a degree of actual warmth
to the air which envelopes them. Where
there is life there is warmth, not only in

animal but in vegetable nature. The
severest frost rarely affects the sap of trees.

Hence, it appears, that trees and shrubs,

properly disposed in a bleak situation,

tend to iiTiprove the lands so situated in a
three-fold way, for the purposes of agri-

culture
;
namely, by givmg shelter to the

stock ; by breaking the currents of winds;

and by communicating a degree of

warmth, of softness, to the air in calmer
weather.

Nor ought it to be altogether kept out
of view, that the retaining, and judicously

engaging, a portion of growing timber

on a farm, confers a richness and pictu-

resque beauty on the landscape. We
have seen some lands, on which nothing
was sought for but profit or shelter, where
the greatest beauty was produced by
adopting this system. Where, however,
trees for shade may be requisite for agri-

cultural purposes, they should be suffi-

ciently open to admit a free circulation of
air. For this purpose, trees with loft3'

stems and large heads, pruned to single

stems, are preferable. To shelter live

slock, the screen should be open at the

bottom. Otherwise it is injurious rather

than beneficial. The blast not only ac-

quires additional current, but snow is lia-

ble to be blown through, and to be lodged
in drifts to the leeward side, to the annoy-
ance and danger of sheep that have re-

paired thither for shelter.

CHEAP PAINT.

An Ontario farmer gives the following

recipe for a cheap paint. He says he has
tried it on brick, and prefers it to oil paint,

and says it will last longer on the rough
siding of wood than oil paint will on plain

siding of boards.
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Take one bushel of unslacked lime, and

slack ii with cold water; when slacked,

add efty pounds of Spanish whiiing-,

seventeen pounds salt, and thirteen pounds

sugar. Srrain the mixture through a

wire sieve, and it will be fit for use, after

reducing it with cold water. In order to

give it good color, three coats are neces-

sary on brick and ivro on wood. It may
be put on with a brush similar to white-

wash. Each coat must have sufficient

lime to dry before the next is applied.

For pxiniing inside walls, take as be-

fore, one bushel of unslacked lime, three

pounds sugar, five pounds salt, and pre-

pare as above,

—

Genesee Farmer.

TRENCH PLOUGHING.

There has been much said about trench

ploughing. I have never known it to

succeeed to any great extent. If attempt-

ed in the summer in stiff soil, it cannot

be done—the labor and expense are too

great The only proper time to trench-

plough is late in the fall, when the ground

is saturated with water. But I think

there is no need of a trench plough.

—

Three good horses to a good three-horse

plough will be able to turn a furrow

twelve inches deep. This is the true plan

to commence on. The stiff clay sub-soil,

thrown up to the action of frost, is broken

down, and by being thoroughly mixed,

next summer, by frequent plougbings, a

deep soil, well filled for the nourishment

(rf plants, is secured. But it must in no

case be ploughed in summer when wet.

All lands inclining to be wet are greatly

benefited by being ploughed very deep

late in the fall.

Wm. Todd.

r:ica MiUs, Md. 1843.

SEEDS OF FRUIT TREES.

There are very few seedling fruits, out

of the great number grown, which are

worth the place ihey occupy, as compared

with those which are propagated by bud-

ding and grafiing; and no man should

ever think of relying on these for the sup-

ply of fruits for the family. Siill every

man desires to know how to propagate

the different varieties of fruits froaj the

seed, that he may be able to supply him-

self with stocks if he chooses, on which
to graft or bud those he may select for

his own culture.

The seeds of the apple, pear and quince,

may be treated subsiantially alike. Those
of the first may be taken from the fruit

itself, or if more convenient, w^ashed from

the pomace at the cider mill, as soon as

possible after the juice is extracted. The
cider mills in these parts are very few, and
it is much more common to obtain them
from rotten apples. This may be done

by mashing them in a plentiful supply of

water, and running them through a sieve,

by which the pulp will be carried off, and

the seeds retained. Pomace may be

washed by macerating in water, and then

running it through a long spout, when
the seeds will fall to the bottom, and the

refuse matter pass off. This is quite

easy, when there is a small spring of

water with a fall, or even a pump to be

used. Pear seeds are more difficult to

manage, and should be taken from the

fruit as soon after it is well ripened as

convenient. The seeds of the poorer

sorts, such as the common Choke pears,

are most plentiful, and best.

!
The seeds of the apple, pear and quince,

may be planted as soon as washed out,

in good, moist, peep and rich soil, where
they will vegetate freely with the ensuing

spring. Those of the pear are much the

most difficult of all ; and the young
plants are the most tender and precarious.

It is of very little use to plant pomace
or rotten apples, and. not at all to plant

rotten pears. Not one in a hundred, if in

a thousand, will come. It does not de-

stroy the vitality of these seeds to dry

them and keep them over: though we
have found them more diffictilt to vegetate

than those plante.d in time. They are

often kept dry for several years, and then

sown with success; though a proportion

of them will alway in such cases fail.

Pears and apples are ready for the bud

the second year, provided they receive a

good growth and are well treated.

Though quinces may be grown from
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the seed, a belter \va.y is to use the cut-

lings. We have been nearly as success-

ful with them as with those of the cur-

rant; and they may be propagated in

this way indefinitely.

The stones of the peach, cherry, and

plum, after being taken from the ripe

fruit, should be immediately planted in

the seed bed, when they will make their

appearance in the following spring. It is

sometimes recommended to put cherries

into sand, and keep them till spring before

planting out. This is an un.=afe mode,

from the fact that the}'- are liable to start

before being planting ; and when this is

the case, their removal is their destruc-

tion. If the stones of either of these

fruits are allowed to become dry before

planting, they will not open again, though

exposed to the frost and wet of winter.

There will be exceptions, and only such,

to this, among the peach stones, but none,

or next to njne, with either of the other

named fruits. The vital powers of a

peach seed are not destroyed in many
years b}' being dried, and if the stones

are broken, the dried ones may be grown;

but without this care, not one in a hun-

dred will germinate.

After standing the first season in the

seed beds, all these fruits should be re-

moved to nursery rows, setting them
therein about one foot or fifteen inches

apart, having taken the precaution to cut

off one half the length of the tap root.

—

The peaches v/ill be ready for the bud

the first season, and the others the second.

Some prefer grafting all these fruits,

with the exception of the peach
;

but

budding is so much easier, and quite as

sure, that it will probably be adhered to

instead, both by nurser\'men and those

who cultivate for themselves
;
though the

former, as a saving of time, will practice

all the usual models of propagation.

During the past year, we have received

many letters asking us to send the seeds

of the cherry, plum, quince and pear, in

letters. We hope this will meet the no-

tice of such as desire to procure fruits in

this way, and put them upon a more fea-

sible way of accomplishing their ends.

—

P. Farmer.

PICKLIJNG OR PRESERVING BEEF.

A subscriber, who has recently com-
menced house-keeping, met us the other

daj', and among others things, mentioned
that he found himself "rather green'' in

the new business of taking care of him-
self He stated that he had recently lost

a quantity of excellent beef, hy not work-
ing it right, w-hen salting it down, and
desiring us to publish any rules that we
might know by our experience, or misht
find mentioned in reliable sources, refer-

ring to the preservation of beef.

The mode of preserving beef in salt, is

very simple, and consists in putting in

sufficient salt to absorb the juices of the

beef The beef, however, should be per-

fectly sweet and good, when packed
down. We, last spring, published the

rule adopted by the butchers and packers
of beef in Brighton, and other towns in

Massachusetts, as required by the laws
of that State. Some think that in the

mode there directed, viz: by using dry
salt alone, too much of the juices become
absorbed or exhausted by the salt, and
the meat is rendered too dry

;
and hence

they add pickles or brine, inade by dis-

solving sail in water.

Dr. Cooper recomnnends, in Willech's

Domestic Encyclopedia, the following

mode, viz : If the meat be intended for

family use, and to be used in two or three

months, take, water, one gallon ; salt,

nmeteen ounces ; saltpetre, one ounce and
a half; sugar, half a pound; if a tea-

spoonful of Caj'enne pepper be added to

each gallon of pickle, it will increase the

preserving power. Enough of the above
pickle should be made to cover the beef

when packed down.

He also says that having killed an ox
in the middle of August, at nine o'clock

in the evening, it was cut up at three

o'clock in the morning. The pieces were
rubbed with a mixture of ten parts of

salt and one part of saltpetre, and then
packed into a barrel.

A brine was then made of one and
one-half pounds of salt ; two ounces of

saltpetre, and half an ounce of common
pepper, to the gallon of wafer, dissolved

over the fire, and when the beef was all
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packed in the barrel, it was poured on

boiling hot. This prevented and destroy-

ed all tiy-blows. In a week, the pieces

were taken out, dried and wiped, the

pickle was boiled over again, scummed,

and again poured boiling hot upon the

beef when unpacked. The process an-

swered the purpose completely.

We should not like the trouble of un-

packing and repacking, but as the wea-

ther was warm, perhaps it might be the

safest mode.

—

Maine Farmer.

GRAPES.

A correspondent of one of our exchanges

gives the following method for preserving

grapes through the winter:

" The mode which I think most pre-

ferable, and which I have adopted, is to

take a box that will hold about a dozen

pounds, and lay upon the bottom of it a

thick piece of glazed wadding, then a

layer of grapes, placing them so that the

bunches will not touch one another, than

alternate layers of glazed wadding and
grapes until the box is full. If too many
be put into one box those at the bottom

will be jammed and of course injured.

The cooler they can be kept without

freezing, of course the better."

Another and a neater plan is filling a glass

jar, corking lighl and corering the cork with

sealing wax. Grapes may be kept more solid

and plump in this way, but they will not be

so sweet as those kept according to the first

plan.

I

heaviness, and indisposition to move, diffi-

cultjr of breathing, swelling of, and dis-

I

charge from the ej'es, and of a vicious

i

matter from the nose
;

in from three to

! five days, spots appear on the bare parts

of the legs and body, which become large

and form blisters, in the centre of the red

i
circumference of which yellow spots come,

' and at last fill with yellow matter. If

these spots become blue, or blackish, they

I

unite, and a thin matter issues from them,

j

which is the height of the disease; but

death ensues, if the pustules should not

come properly out, or should strike in

again. The last stage of the disease,

when it terminates favorablj', is marked
by the drying away of the sores, or^

which a black scurf forms and fall oiF.

—

The animal has the disease, as with man,
only once ; in a flock, it is contagious,

but not so among cattle.

During this disease, good hay and
drinks of a decoction of barley, are good,

to which a little common salt may be ad-

ded. At the commencement of the dis-

ease, the nose and mouth must be kept

clean with vinegar and water ; the eye-

lids are to be often washed with warm
rnilk, and an electuary of three parts flour

of brimstone, and one part common salt

and honey, is a useful remedy. But I am
decidedly of opinion that inoculation of

the whole flock, the moment the disease

shows itself, even in one in the neighbor-

hood, is the only preservative.

SMALL POX IN SHEEP.

While a new disease has seized the pota-

toes, something like the small pox is breaking

out among the sheep also. A correspondent

of Col. Hodges, the British Consul at Ham-
burg, thus describes the form it assumes. It

appears to be prevailing among the sheep in

many parts of Europe to an alarming extent

at present:

In this disease the sheep suffer previ-

ously internally, with loss of appetite,

"THE FARMER'S LIBRARY"

Is no more; but in its place stands "The
Plough, the Loom, and the Anvil," a work

conducted b)- the same editor, but in a supe-

rior style. The October number is before us,

filled with many most valuable articles. We
regard it as one of the first, if not the first,

agricultural journal in the United States, and

we earnestly recommend it to our readers.

—

But we also earnestly recommend Mr. Skin-

ner to keep politics out of it. He is destroy-

ing much of his great usefulness by the course

he has been lately pursuing in that matter.

—

We do not and we cannot approve of discus-

sion upon the tariflTin an agricultural journal.
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AGRICULTURAL BOOKS, SiC.

JW. RANDOLPH & CO., Booksellers,

• Binders, Staiioners, Music, Musical In-

struiijeni Dealers, 121 Main Street, Richmonii,

offer lor sale all the following WORKS ON
FARMING, &.C, A discount will be made
when several are bought.

Johnsons Farmer's Encyclortsdia, §3 50

iSouihem Planter, 4 vols, bound, 4 CO

Western Farmer and Gardener, 1 25

Thayer's Agriculture, 2 00

Skinner's Farmer's Library, complete, in six

volumes, lU IK)

Forsyth on Fruit Trees, 50c

Taylor's Araior, 2oc
Memoir Philadelphia Ag. Society, 3 vols, I 50

DowniDg's Landscape Gardening,. 3. 50

Downin^s Cottage Aichiiet lure, 2 00

Downiug's Fruius and Fririt Trees of Ame-
rica, 1 50

DowniDg's Lady's Flower Gardener, 1 25

Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry, 75c and 1 20

McMahons American Gardener, 2 30

Bridgman's Young Gardener's Assistant, 2 00

Johnson on Pise Building, Roads, and Culture

of the Vine, 73c

Rural Economy of Norfolk, Eng.,3:vols, 1 50

London's Encyclopcedia of Gardening, 8 00;:

London price 12 50

Topham's Cheinisiry made Easy, I8c

Darlington's Agricuhural Botany, 87c

Vegetable Physiology. 50c

Johnson's Dictionary of Gardening, 2 00

Horticaltural and Natural Phenomena, 37c

Ellsworth on Agriculture, Fattening Pork,

&c., 25c
Liebig's Animal Chemistr}', 25c

Hyatt on Lime and Marl, i2c

Agricuhural Physiology and Botany, 37c

Memoirs of Virginia Agricultural Society, 75c

Johnson's Agricultural Chejiistry, 2 00

Farmers Dutv bv Dr. Gardner, i 75

Ruttia's Agriculll Survey of v^. Carolina, 25c

Complete Gardener and Florist, 25c each

Buel's Farmer's Companion, 73c

Cobbett's Cottage Economy, 50c

Bridgman's Florist's Guide, 5tlc

Hoare on the Grape Vine, 62c

Fessenden's Ameiican Gardener, 75c

Fessenden's Complete Farmer, 75c

Buckminster's Practical Farmer, ti2c

Briesi on the Rose, 75c

Morfit on Manures, 3lc

Smith's Productive Farming, 50c

Briest's Flower Garden Directory, 1 25

Sayer's Fruit Garden Companion, 50c ; and

Flower Garden do. 50c

Marshall on Gardening, 2 vols, 50c

Howitt's Book of the Seasons. 75c

Pedder's Farmer's Land Measurer, 50c

Gaylord & Tucker's American Husbandry, 2

vols, 75c
Bnel's Farmer's Instructor, 2 vols, 75c

Armstrong and Bnel on Agricultuie. 50c

Chapial and Davies' Agricultural Chemistry,

noy—2t

NEW AND VALUABLE
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY,

PLOUGHS, &c.

The following valua-

ble Agricultural Ma-
chinerj'. Ploughs, &c.
are particularly re-

commended to plant-

i ers as possessing eve-

ry quality to render

success to the purchaser. The materials used

and the mode of construction are not surpass- ^
ed. Implements purchased of us will be war-

ranted, both as regards performance, quality

of caaterial and workmanship, viz:

Sweets Horse-Powers, 5100 a SI 25

Thrashing Machines, 540, 550 a S<>0.

Straw Separaters for ditto, &15 a 520.

Cora and Cob Crushers, §30.

Hand-Power Corn Shellers, 513, Sl8 a 530.

Horse-Power do. §30, 540, £55 a 580.

Wheat and Corn Fanning Mills, $25, 530
a 535.

Domestic Corn Mills, S125 a 5150.

Cylindrical Straw Cutters, §25, 530, 537 a SJ5.

Do, do. do with Cornstalk La-
ceraters attached, 536, 545 a 555.

Wheat and Corn Drilling Machines, 520 a 550.

Maryland Self-Sharpening Ploughs, 55 a §13^

ALSa,

30 patterns various kinds of Ploughs, Har-
rows, Cultivators, Grain Cradles, Scythes,

Farming and Garden Tools. We deal also

extensively in Ganien Seeds. Trees, Plants,

&c. R. SINCLAIR, Jr. & CO.,

N>r. 1848- Cm. BcUnnore, Md.

13= All the above to be had at their Depoti

opposite the American Hotel, Richmond, Va.

SIXTOX'S MRSERV,
NEAR RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

AS the season for planting has arrived, the

subscriber wotild respectfully call the at-

tention of his friends and the public generally

to his large and extensive collection of Fbcit

Trees, embracing perhaps a selection that has

not been surpassed for the climate of Virginia,

and nearly all piopagated from fruit-bearing

trees in his own orchard. He would here take

occasion to say, that at the Agiiculiural Fair

in the fall of 1846, in Richmond, the commit-

tee on orchards unhesitatingly awarded him
the premium on both Apple and Peach Or-

chards, and also lor the best exhibition of

Fruits on the day of the Fair.

Catalogues, with directions for planting,

m;iv be had at Wm. Palmer's Seed and Plough

Store, at Peyton Johnston's Apothecary Store,

and at the oince of the Southern Planter, v.here

any orders left will be punctually attended to;

and letters post-paid, addressed to the subscri-

ber near Richmond, v.ill receive prompt at-

tention. [nov.J JOSEPH SINTON.'
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CONTEXTS OF NUMBER XI.

Alemoranda for the Month, p. 321.

Thoughts on Agriculture, p. 3-22.

Turnip Meal, p. oi'3.

Too Much Land, p. 3-33.

Housing Manures, p. 32i.

Antidote to Poison, p. 304.

Wheat and Cheat, p. 3-5.

Out-Houscs, p. 3-26.

Butter, p. 3-2G.

Cheese, p. 3'27.

Sub-Soiiing, p. 32S.

Agricultural, p. 329.

Preparation of Bones, p. 330.

Fall and Winter Ploughing, p. 331.

Prize Essaj' on the Renorationof Worn-Out
Lands, p. 331.

Fence Wire, p. 34L
Compost Manufacture, p. 342.

To lake Ink out of Linen, p. 342.

"Profits of Cattle-Raising iu Eastern Virgi-

nia," p. 342.

Deep Trilage, &c., p. 344.

Hints upon Hogs, p. 345.

Draining, p. 34G.

Saw-Dust Charring and Clay Burning, p. 346.

Sheltering Farm Lands, p. 347.

Chean Paint, p. 347.

Trench Ploughing, p. 348.

Seeds of Fcuit Trees, p. 348.

Pickling or Preserving Beef, p. 319.

Grapes, p. 350.

Small Pox in Sheep, p. 350.
" The Farmer's Library," p. 350.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

IS PtJELLSDED MON-THLY EY

P. D. BERNARD, 165 MAIN ST. RICHIViOND, VA.

TERMS.
The Planter, containing thirty-two super-

royal octaro pages, is published monthly at

one dollar and lifty cents per annum, which

may be discharged by the payment of

CXB DOLLAR OXLY,
sent free of postage, within six months from

the date of subscriptioi: ; six copies for five

dollars, if sent free of postage.

fi^AU subscriptions must commence with

the volume, or January number.

H^No paper will be discontinued, until all

arrearages are paid.

H^AU letters on business, connected with

the Pianier. mast be post-paid.

To Subscribers and Postmasters.

All orders for change of office or discon-

tinuance of the paper, must specify the post

office to which the paper has been sent.

SELLING OFF.

LINN^AN BOTANIC GARDEN AND
NURSERY.

L(Uc of WiLLTAM Prince, Dec'd., of Flushing,

Long Island, near Netc York,

WINTER & CO., Ppoprietors.

In consequence of the decease of

the junior, and of the advanced age
ol the surviving partner, who there-

fore intends to relinquish the busi-

ness, the entire stock of this estab-

lishment, comprising every description, includ-
ing the newest and choicest Variety of Frui'
and Ornaniaital Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Plajits,

Roses, Green House Plants, Box Edging, tf>f.

—

will be disposed of in lots to suit purchasers,

at ver}- reduced prices, in order to close the

business as speedily as possible.

Orders, accompanied with the cash, to the

amount often dollars or upwards, will be sup-

plied at a reduction of twenty-five per cent,

from the usual prices.

Nurserymen, Venders and others, wishinc-

to purcha.se by wholesale, will be supplied .'

.

such reduced prices according to quality ana
quantity, as will probably prove satisfactory

to them'. Young stuck, both in the fruit and
ornamental departments, supplied very low by
the quantii)'.

An opportunity is aSbrded to Amateurs anii

Nurserymen to obtain extra-sized and mar.}

new and rare specimen fruit and ornamental
trees, shrubs and plants, at very moderate
prices.

The establishment, now in the highest order

and densely stacked, will be disposed of upon
liberal terms, offering from its location, celeb-

rity, saleable stock, green houses, dwellings,

and other conveniences for conducting the

business, very superior advantages to any per-

son disposed to pursue it.

It is requested that letters of enquiiy, &c.
be pr's!-paid. Descriptive catalogues gratis.

au—3t*

P. D. BERNARD,
BOOK AND JOB PRINTER,

RICHMOND, VA.,

Executes all work with neatness and des-

patch, and upon reasonable terms.
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Tillage and Pasturage are the two breasts
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Vol. VIII. RICHMOND, DECEMBER, 1S4S. No. 12.

P. D. BERNARD,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR.

JOHN 3f. DAXIEL,
EDITOR.

|;:^A11 Communications, concerning the
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P. D. BERNARD, Richmond, Va.
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i;^ Subscribers who fail to order a dis-

continuance before the end of the Vol. will

be considered as such for the ensuing one,

and their Xos. sent accordingly.

all will oblige us much by se^Ujng up their

arrears. The sums may seem' small and in-

signilicant to them ; but they may rest assured

they do not seem so to us.

We have sent with this number of the Plan-

I

ter bills to the amount of Si2500. Our readers

!
must perceive how much this amount of capi-

;
tal thrown into our business would enable us

I

to improve the paper which we are sending
them. For their own sake then, if not for

j

our own, we earnestly urge upon them to pay

I

up their dues. It is impossible to procure any
I thing without money; and it is impossible to

make a good SmUhem agricultural paper with-

j

out the aid of Southern farmers.

! We dislike to make duns, and many who
;
have punctually paid up their subscriptions

[from the first may dislike to receive them;

j

but we are forced by the necessities of busi-

I ness to do the disagreeable duty.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

We would respectfully inform the patrons

of the Planter, that being framed like the rest

of the human race, we find it absolutely ne-

cessary to eat; that to buy food we must have

money; and that the only means which we

possess of getting money are our labors.

—

These we have spent upon the Southern Plan-

ter. But the subscribers to that paper have

not spent their money upon us. A very great

majority of them have either forgotten to send

us their subscriptions, or have regarded it as

a useless ceremony. W^e find ourselves com-

pelled to recall the matter to their memories,

and to assure them that money is quite as in-

dispensable to ourselves as it is to them. They

are therefore earnestly requested to send us

the amounts of their several debts to this pa-

per. Very many of them have paid us up

punctually. Many owe us for several years.

Others owe lor the past year alone. One and
Vol. VIII.— 12.

I MEMORANDA FOR THE MONTH.

I

The chief duties of December are, attend-

I
ance upon cattle, winter ploughing, fattening

1 hogs, and the gathering of manure.

I

It is to be presumed, that by this time all

have gotten in their corn, shucked and stored

it away in the granaries; though we greatly

fear, in six cases out of every ten, it is an
incorrect presumption. Such it should not be

however. And when com is seen in shocks

about the field, or laying in large piles about

the barn yard, waiting for a "corn-shucking,"

at this late day, it is a fair ground for suppo-

sition that the owner either has mismanaged
or neglec;ed his business. The sooner he gets

it in, and the less said about it, the better.

I

Winter Ploughing.—Now is the time to

I

push this work to the uttermost. Ever}' plough

I

and team that can be started should work

I
steadily at it while the groimd remains unfro-
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zea and unincnail>ered wiih snow and sleet-

This, winter ploughing is a- wonderfai thing

for the stiff clayey soils intended for cultiva-

tion next spring. Frost ameliorates the soil,

and makes it friable to a degree which noibing

else will. There is nc way so sure either, for

the destfoction of garlic ; a great pest to some

fields.

FiTTENTNG HoGs.
—
"Wc have already ex-

pressed onr preference for di)icig this pan of

farm work early in the seasoc, and we have

stated the reasons for the preference. "We can

now onhy urge our readers to go ahead wiih

it as fast as they may. Get your pork ready

and watch the market well. By having it on

hand you will be able to seize the crisis wiih-

oai difficaliy.

If your hogs have not yet been put up^ and

if you have therefore lost the early and warm-

er part of the winter, the next best thing yoq

can do. in order to save lime and money in

fattening them, is to give them good warm
pens. Let a portion of the pen be covered

with a good light roof, and the sides sheltereti

with plentiful heaps of pine bush. Few take

the trouble, to put a floor to their hog pens

;

yet by so doing so mnch manure may be

saved. The floor should be made of plank or

poles, and slanted coniideratly to one side.

See that the pens of your hogs are well sup-

plied with ashes and charcoal.

«

Care o? Cattle.—We wish we bad the

power—we certainly have the wiil-—to make

the farmers of Vii^nia pay more at:ention

than they do toe compost of their horned eat-

tle. The neglect manifested by them every

where almost, astonishes the Yankee or the

Englishman who chaaces to pass through the

State. It does not seem to occnr to many of

them thai they ever need-any shelter at al; ; and

it is certain that they get very iJaie. We are

no advocate of stabling caliie. We regard a

plenty of free cold air as esseniial to their

Iiealih. But we deeply regret to see them

•landing abont in an uncovered pen, wiiii ici-

cles on all sides, in the cold sleety weather of

liiis and the coming month. It is a false eco-

nomy, we repeat, it is a false economy, to deny

juur cows and steers the few boards and two

CI .h-'ee days'.work necessary to give ihem.

a sufficient shed. Much more than their cost

is last to yeu in their weight, in their utility,

and in their shortened life.

Sheep.—There is nothing appertaining to

sheep economy so necessary, and so esseniial

to the pro^ui of the, farmer who relies upon

sheep husbandry as a part of his agricultural

speculations, as th^malier of which we have

been speaking— protection from the weather

in winter. Shelter improves the fleece, both

in qaaniity and in quality. The wool im-

proves both in softness and evenness of fibre,

while the cost of keeping and the number of

losses will be diminished by a third at least

It is certainly unadvisable to pen sh- ep up, or

in any manner to force them into shelter; but

the plan of reaving them to find it as best they

may in our pine woods, cannot be loo strongi/

condemned. *

Shelter will increase the number of the

lambs, by improving the condition of che

ewes. It will also save a large qu;.Dtity of

provender.

Food of Sheep.—Hay is the best staple

food for sheep, and each fu'l grown animal

shootd receive three full pounds of good hav,

or its equivalent in other vegetable matter. It

is best varied with potatoes, lumips, cabbages,

&c. There is. however, as much nourishment

in two pounds of potatoes as in three of hay.

But if they are fed on straw, it should be re-

collected that thrice the quantity is only an

equivalent in nourishment. Cornstalks cut

doe and steamed, or corncobs pounded and

steamed, constiinte an excellent winter food

fjr sheep. Some recommend peas and beans

ground to meal and mixed with a small quan-

tity of water, as the best of all fo.ijd for sheep,

because they more nearly, correspond with the

elements of fat and are b^t calculated to

bring a good quantity of wool. It should be

always borne in mind, however, that no sort

of food will do the flock the shghtest service

unless they have a plantiful supply of water

and of salt.

All loDg food should be given to skeep in

racks. Reason.—It saves half.

Maxcre.—The winter is the harvest of ma-

nure. The man who would allow his wheat

or -his oats, or his corn, to lie in the field upcc
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which it grew, and to decompose into its ori-

ginal elements, would be thought an idiot.

Scarcely is he worse, who permits the masses

of manure collecting in every corner of the

fences running through his woods, at the head

of every creek, in every spring branch, in his

hog pens, his hen houses, at the back of every

kitchen and every negro quarter, to pass off

in the atmosphere, and in the stream of rain,

without an earnest and an untiring attempt to

colled and save theai. Now is the time. Set

every negro boy, and every idle hand to this

work. Fill every wheelbarrow, every cart,

and every spare hamper with these imsavory,

but rich materials. The true alchemy is that

of the plough. The fabled science was thought

to convert lead into gold. The true alchemy

changes even meaner materials into that pre-

cious metal.

t'or the Southern Planter.

FREDERICK SHEEP WOOL.

J[Ir. Editor,—Two or three weeks ago,

v/hen I sheared my sheep, 1 detennined to

send you a small sample taken from seve-

ral coats, as I have on a previous occasion

been much interested and instructed in
j

examining the various speciinens in your
i

office from different sections.
1

I am aware that this would not be con-

sidered fine, suitable for the manufacture

of cloths and cassimeres and other fine

fabrics; but it is fine enough for all our

domestic purposes, such as clothing our-

selves, children and servants; for, gene-

rally, about here we make at home all

the clothing for our children and black

family ; as also blankets for our servants.

My sheep are of that breed known in

this section as the Frederick sheep, which

was produced by that judicious breeder,

R. K. Mead, Esq., of the county of Fre-

derick, Va. The average clip of wool

taken from r%y sheep, at the last shearing,

was five lbs. fourteen and a half ounces
;

and I am s;'ii.?fied, that if we would be-

slow a little more attention to their keep

through the winter, that this average

might be doubled
;

for a neighbor of mme
who is a good inanager and has fine slock,

l12

has cut an average of more ihan seven

pounds. Almost the only attention which
our sheep get in the winter, is a little

blade fodder or sheaf oats, scattered on
ihe snow when the ground is covered

;

at other times they are left to take care

of themselves. A little more attention in

the shape of meal mixed with cut oats,

would increase our wool by fifty per cent.;

as Mr. Mead's average ranged from eight

and a half to thirteen pounds washed on
the sheep before shearing. This average

of five pounds fourteen and a half ounces,

though not large, I believe will more than

double that of a majority of flocks in this

county. No extra pains were taken to

increase the average, for the lambs of the

last year were sheared in July. I do this

that their fleeces may thicken for winter,

and make heller wool at the next shear-

ing. This breed of sheep suits our region

belter than any other with which I am
acquain'ed. I think it is our true policy

to breed that kind of which the fewest

number will give the requisite quantity

of wool for our family purposes. From
my experience, I don't think we can here

grow wool for market at the present

prices of twenty-five or thirty cents.

What success had Mr. Nowlting with

his importation of sheep a few j^earsago?

They, it was said, yielded heavy fleeces.

G. M.
Buckingham County, 1848.

Mr Nowlting informed us a short time ago

that all of his sheep died.

—

Ed. S. Planter,

APPLE JELLY.

Take good winter apples, not too mea-

ly, pare and cut them in slices, put them
into a deep siewpan, with as much water

as will cover them
; boil them gently till

the}' will mash, and then strain them
through a jelly-bag; to every pint of li-

quor add one pint of loaf sugar : boil it

till il comes to the top for ten minutes,

then pour it into a mould with or without

sliced lemon peel. A quart only should

be done at a tirne. This jelly will keep,

and make a pretty dish at any lime.
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PORK MAKING. '

We copy the fullowing article frcm ihe late

Report of ihe Commissioner of Patents. It is

from the pen of the Hon. H. L. Ellsworth,

of Indiana, formerly at the head of the Pateiit

Office:

EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING HOGS.

On the 24th of May, 1847, 1 purchased

four hog-s of the following weights:

No. 1 weighed 131 lbs. 4oz. ) To2ether-vrei5h-

No. 2 " 150 lbs. 4 oz. ^ irjg-281 lbs. 8 oz.

No. 3 ' 1571bs. 4 oz » Together weigh-

No. 4 '' 130 lbs. 4 oz. i ing-2" lbs. 8i)z.

I fed Nos. 1 and 2, to each three and

a half pounds of Indian meal cooked,

making in both seven pounds per day —
The food I prepared as follows : I took

fourteen pounds of meal, enough for two

days, wei this with cold water to pre-

vent lumps; then put it into a five-pail

iron-kettle, (full of boiling water, stirring

it well,) covered over the kettle with a

light board ;
let the raush stand till morn-

ing
;
putting up dampers, the heat of the

kettle and arches makes the mass boil for

a long time without wood.

On the Sih of June, fifteen days-
No. 1 weighed 149 pounds 13 ounces.

—a gain of 18 pounds 9 ounces. No. 2

weighed 165 pounds, 13 ounces—a gain

of 15 pounds 9 ounces.

Both together having gained 34 pound?

2 ounces in &fieen daj's, and consumed

105 pounds of meal. If pork is worth

3 cents per pound gross, the gain in the

bogs, viz : 24 pounds 2 ounces, is $1 02,

equal to very nearly 1 cent per pound for

the meal, viz : 56 pounds per bushel, say

55 cents per bushel.

No. 3, ?£ above on the 24ih of

May, weighed 1 57 lbs. 4 oz.

No. 4, as above, on ibe 24tb of

May, wsigbed 120 lbs, 4 oz.

Both together weighing, 277 lbs. 4 oz.

These I fed on 14 lbs. of corn, 7 lbs. to

each der d2.y, with water.

On the 8th of June, fifteen days

—

No. 3 weighed 179 pounds 13 ounces

—a gain of 22 pounds 9 ounces. No.

4 weighed 146 pounds^gain 25 pounds

12 ounces.

Boih together gained, in fifteen days,

4S pou.^.ds and 5 ounces ; and consumed
210 pounds of com—just double the

quantity of meal fed to the other two.

'I'he 48 pounds 5 ounces of pork, at three

cents per pound gross, amounts to $1 45.

raakine corn 3SA cents per bushel of 56
lbs. The hogs, generally, had salt, in

cakes, composed of ashes, three parts clay,

one part saturated with salt—a most ex-

cellent method of salting all kinds of

stock. Those fed on corn drank freely

of water. Those that aie much would
rarely drink any. After fifteen days the

food was changed for twenty days: those

that frtreviously had com lived on mush,
and vies versa. No. 3 was much affected

by the too rapid change from dry corn to

mush, the stomach having been contract-

ed by digestion, only required by the con-

centrated nourishment of dry corn, could

not bear the sudden extension which
mush gave it, each hog having about

eight pounds of mush three times per da^',

equal to twenty-four pounds per day.

—

Here I may remark, and what seems al-

most incredible, that fourteen pounds of

com meal, tboro'ighly cooked, will make
ninety pounds of mush, so thick as nol

to run when taken out of the kettle. In

the further experiment I omit No 3, from

the cause above, since being unwell, he

did cot gain over five pounds in twenty

days. His case is added as a caution

against too rapid chansre of diet. I pro-

ceed, therefore, with Nos. 1. 2 and 4, and

weisrhing as follou's

:

No. 1 weighed on tae Sih of .Tane 140

pounds 13 ounces: on tbe.2S'.h Jime,

179 pounds—gain 29 pcuaosi 3 ounces.

No. 2 weighed on the Sih of June, 165

pounds 12 ounces ; on ibe 2Sih .^une, 189
pounds—24 }>ounds 3 ounces.

Both together having gained 52 pound;:

& ounces in twenty days, and cousumed
(at the rale of fourteen pounds per day)

2S0 pounds, equal to 52 pou»ds 6 ounces

of pork, at three cents per pound gross,

as before, which gives $1 67, equal to

31 cents per bushel. This gain was less

than the other experiment on com, which

is accounted for by the change of diet

—

No. 4 weighed on the Sth of June 146
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pounds; on the 25ilj of June, 166 pounds

—gain 20 pounds
;
just one pound per

day. He consumed .seventy pounds of

meal, cooked—twenty pounds of poik, at

three cents per pound gross, amounts to

sixty cents
;
making the corn ground and

cooked, worth forty-eight cents per bushel.

Had not No. 4 suffered somewhat by
a too rapid change of diet from corn to

mush, he would, doubtless, have made the

second experimentwilh the meal equal to

the first experiment. Taking both expe-

riments together, which is hardly fair, as

the change from highly concentrated food

to that which is far more expansive, is

disadvantageous—more so than from ex-

pansive to concentrated, raw food is to the

cooked food as 6S to 103, making the

gain by cooking about fifty-fire per cent,

over uncooked food— or, three bushels of

dry, hard corn. It is generally estimated,

that if corn is cut up and fed to hogs,

that fifteen bushels will fatten each one

—

that is, give one hundred pounds of flesh.

If hogs, at gross weight, shoukl be worth

$3 per hundred, this would make corn

worth just twenty cents per bushel. The
hogs, in this case, were not confined in

pens. If confined in pens, dry corn is

worth thirty cents, and meal, cooked as

above, is worth over fifty cents ; so that

there is a gain, by grinding and cooking,

feeding in the field, of one hundred and

fifty per cent. The expenses, however,

are to be deducted, and these depend on

the price of wages, wood and milling. I

am about to try Bogardus's mill, which it

i.s said will, with two horses, grind three

hundred bushels of corn and cob in a day.

I further design to fix the mill, so that

the meal will fall into a tub or vat, where
the grist (corn and cob) can be cooked by
steam, supplying the boiler and tub with

water from a spring, making the mush
just thin enough to run from the tub into

troughs, ihos avoiding all labor in draw-
ing water % carrying the food. If one-

fifth is deducted fir offal, which is a fair

estimate, net pork at $3 50 per hundred,

is about equal to three cents gross
;
or it

is as two bnndred and eighty is lo three

hundred.

I am about making further experiments

to test the value of feeding corn on the

stalk after being cut up, and also by turn-

ing hogs into the field. I\]y present im-

pression is, that the most profitable waj'
to feed corn, all things considered, is to

cut the corn as soon as it begins to turn

hard
;
then hogs will eat corn, cob and

stalk
;
then, too, the weather is mild, and

swine will thrive much faster in Septem-
ber, October and Novem.ber, than in De-
cember, January and Februar3\

Where land is cheap and easily tilled,

and labor dear, as in the west, it may be
best to make hogs their own harvesters.

Thus, })repare clover, oats, eaily corn and
buckwheat, and let hogseat them in suc-
cession. Rye, also, may be raised. The
advantages of rye for stock have been
underrated. It is a belter improver of
land, if fed off, than oats; its roots are
thicker and grow deeper ; it affords nour-
ishment (if sovvTi in August) from No-
vember until the autumn of the following
year. Young, green rye has one great
advantage over green wheat or green
oats; the two last are apt to scour the
stock, while rye is more nourishing with-
out the relaxing qualities. Some highly
respectable formers prefer rye to clover.

One thing is certain, rye can be sowed
upon new land successfully where clover
would fail—rye can be scattered before

the last ploughing of corn. In this way
calvea can be uintered cheaper than in

any other manner. Hogs will thrive re-

markably well on green rye, and fatten

on it when ripe, 'i'akingj therefore, all

things into consideration, rye should be
placed much higher than it now is, in

the comparative scale of valuable fodder
plants. But to return lo the subject of
field feeding of hogs.

I mentioned the preparation of various
crops, as clover, oats, early corn and
buckwheat, to be fed upon in succession
by the swine. • These crops will last till

the ordinary field corn is ripe enough. If

a movable . fence is provided to confine
hogs, to a small quantity, little is lost by
field feeding, unless the weather is wet,
when so much will be tramped in, that it

IS advisable to feed corn cut up and car-
ried to a dry lot where tliere is water.
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There is a general mistake in putting in

oats 100 late. It is well to plough the

ground in the fall, when the work on the

farm does not press, and then seize the

lirsl riiomenl lo harrow in the oats in the

spring. If peas are added to the oats, as

was practiced on the North River, New
York, when pork was the great staple

there, it would be an improvement in the

West.

A great error likewise has been com-

rai'.ted in giving hogs too much age.

—

At the West, hogs average over twenty

months, thus subjecting the owner to the

expense of wintering ; at this age their

average is not two hundred and fifu' lbs.

IMore than half the fat made is run off bj-

labor and travel ; little food is allowed in

winter, and less in the fall and spring, and

the hogs have to work for a living. In

many cases they get stinted, and never

recover. It may here be mentioned that

pig pork is worth more for domestic use

or shipment to England and France than

pork from older hogs. Indeed, a pig

should be kept constantly growing, and

ought, (and will, if properly attended) to

increase one pound a day until killed, at

ten or eleven months old, when he will

weigh three hundred pounds if the breed

is good. The doctrine that the breed is

in the trough is not wholly correct—good

hogs must also be fed ; but there is as

much, if not more, difference in hogs as

in cattle, as to taking on fat. I have

some su much inclined to fatten, that it is

difEcult to reduce them sufficiently for

breeders, if they were placed even in com-

mon short pasture. Hogs to fatten best

should not know what liberty is; they

should have a warm dry bed—their feed

at regular hours and in sufficient quanti-

ties. As soon as the meal is over, they

then lie down and rest till the next feed-

ing time comes round. Pushing hogs,

however, only to those intended for early

killing ; if extraordinary weight is desired,

pigs should not be confined too closely or

be too highly fed for the first year
;
room

and moderate exercise are favorable to the

growth and muscle. A pig that has been

Dampered for one year will, if taken then,

fall far below one of the same weignt

that has not been crov.-ded, if both are al-

lowed the same diet afterwards.

I cannot omit to notice a fatal error

among farmers in hazarding all by new
crosses. Many of the first breeds in this

and other sections of the country have

j

been spoiled by inixtures with the Berk-

,
shire, for while a cross with the Berk-

shire and Wood breed of hogs could not

but improve the stock, an equal improve-

ment has not followed in crossing the for-

mer with the improved kind. When a

good breed has been obtained, it should be

kept till there is a certainty of getting a
better. Crosses often do not improve stock;

the experiment should be first n^ade with

a few hogs. There is another important

fact to be attended to. It is desirable to

j

breed in and in for one or two litters, until

I

the breed becomes established. One cross

may produce an improvement in the ap-

pearance of the pigs, but their progeny

may partake fully of the male or female,

neither of which is wanted. The great

deterioration in hogs does not follow so

much from breeding in and in as from in-

jury to the male by excess The male

,

should be keptupand notallowed morethan

I

one or two connexions. If farmers would

I
be particular on this point, they will have

better hogs, and also that the number of

boar pigs will be increased Jifty per cent.

;

Such is the result of experiments in Eu-
I rope, as most fully tested.

I

After a full consideration of the sub-

ject, I am satisfied that stock raising at

,
the West is much more profitable than

i growing small grain—indeed, an exami-

j

nation of the present circumstances in the

Norlb-Western States shows a vast differ-

ence in the wealth of the graziers over

those who crop with grain. The profits

of wheat appear well in expectation on

paper ; but this prospect is blasted by a
. severe winter, appearance of insects, a
want of harvesting, bad weather in har-

:
vesting, in threshing, (for there are few
barns at the Wast,) or transporting to

market : and, lastly, a fluctuation of the

market itself Some one of these is likely

to happen, for very fortunate is that far-

I

mer who escapes them all. There ts, too,

]
another very imporrant fact to be noticed.
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Conslant cropping of corn and small grain

carried fiooi itie field will of course dimi-

nish, gradually al least, ihe fertility, and

the farm is at length uorn out. On the

contrary, by feeding ihe crop on the land,

the farm every year grows better. 1 am
making several experiments with siock,

but shall not be able to complete them in

time for your report ihis year. I have
j

now on my farm one hundred breeding

;

sows, which are expected to produce six

hundred pigs in March and April ; ihese

r design to fatten by January, 1S49, spa_v-

ing the old sows and kdling them at the i

same tiine as the pigs, reserving one hun-

'

dred young sows (and a few exiraordi-

'

nary old ones) to stock the farm for an-

other year. This mode of farming ena-

bles me to gather my rent from distant

'

farms with the least trouble and most pro-

fit, as I can notify the tenant when the

rent gatherers are coming, and so conti-

nuing the collection of rent, leaving the

farm nearest market till the last. It may '

seem to Eastern men incredible that such
'

amounts of corn can be raised or pur-

chased so cheap. It costs $2 50 to $3 .

per acre to hire land tilled in corn—the
;

crop averages fifty bushels; thus making
;

the corn in the field six cents per bushel,

!

inclusive of rent of ground, which to a :

purchaser is very inconsiderable. One
young man with two hoiscs will tend i

easil}' forty acres, and raise two thousand
|

bushels by three and a half months' labor.
,

1 mentioned in a former letter, (pub-'

lished in your agricultural report of 1g45)

that I had six teams (five yoke of cattle

to each) to break up the sod without any \

help but one boy to drive, the plough be-

'

ing fastened to a short axle, so as to gra-
\

duate the depth of furrow or lo keep the
'

plough ill a proper position ; two boys
|

attending upon the six teams to drop the
;

corn which was covered by the sod—this
'

gave a sod crop, without tending, of thirty i

or forty bushels per acre. I wish now to

say, that wuh two stbul horses I have

this year broken up two acres per daj' of

similar land by using a steel plough called

the "Chicago Clipper." The chief ad-

vantage of it is the angle of the mould-

board and its smoothness. In very hard

soil three horses may be required to do

the work of five j-oke of cattle, with the

old plough. The Chicago Clipper is not

a patented article, and is therefore open to

all. I have requested Mr. Burrel of Ge-

neva to improve upon it hy adding his

friction roller.

PROVE]N-DER.

See that nothing in the form of proven-

der for cattle is suflfered to co to loasie—
a long and tedious winter is before us, and
those the most plentifully supplied will

have full demand before spring comes for

all they have. The best way to prevent

xcaste, aijd the consequent suffering of
one's slock, is for the master to visit his

stack-yards, stables and cow-jards at

feeding limes, and see for himself that

neither he nor his slock are cheated out

of the food allotted to them.

TOMATO-ITS CULTIVATION AND USES.

This plant or vegetable, sometimes
called Lnve 'Bpple, or Jerusalem Jifple^

which belongs to the same genus with
the potato, was fiist found in South Ame-
rica. The use of this fruit as food, is said

to have been derived from the Spaniards.

It has been long used also by the French
and Italians. The date of its introduction

10 this country is iiiikown. It is said ihat

the tomato has been used in some parts

of Illinois for more than fifty years. Its

introduction on our tables, as a culinary

vegetable, is of recent date. Thirty

3'ears ago, in this vicinity, it was scarcely

known, except as an ornament to the

flower garden, and for pickling. It is now
cultivated in all parts of the country, and
found either in. a cooked or raw: state on
most tables. In warm climates it is said,

that they are more used than in norihern,

and have a more agreeable taste. It is

now much used in. various parts of the

counirj', in soups and sauces, to which it

imparts an. agreeable acid flavor: and is

also stewed and dressed in various ways,
very much admired, and many people

consider it a great luxury.
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We often hear it said that a relish for

this vegetable is an acquired one; scarce-

ly any person at first, liking it, but even-

tually becoming- very fond of it. It has,

indeed, within a few years come into very

general use, and is considered a particu-

larly healthy article. A learned medical

professor in the west pronounces the to-

mato a very wholesome food in various

ways, and advises to the daily use of it.

He says that it is very salutary in dys-

]>epsia, and indigestion ; and is a good

antidote to bilious disorders, to v/hich per-

sons are liable in going from a northern
j

to a warmer climate. He recommends
{

the use of it also in diarrhcea, and thinks

it preferable to calomel.
j

The tomato is a tender, herbaceous

plant, of rank growth, but weak, foetid, I

and glutinous. The leaves resemble
j

those of the potato but the flowers are
I

yellow and arranged in large divided

branches. The fruit is of a light yellow,

and a bright red color, pendulous, and

formed like the large squash-shaped pep-

per. There are smaller varieties, one

pear-shaped, both red and yellow. These

are eaten and relished by many from the

hand. The red are best for cooking; the

yellow for slicing, like cucumbers, sea-

soned with pepper, salt and vinegar, and

eaten raw.

The seeds should be sown in the early

part of March, in a slight hot-bed, and

the plants set out in the open ground early

in May. In private gardens it will be

necessary to plant them near a fence, or

to provide trelices for them to be trained

to, in the same manner as for Nasturtians;

they will, however, do very well if plant-

ed out four feel distant froni each other

every Vv^ay. But a nice way to keep the

plan"t erect, and the fruit from the ground,

is to drive down four stakes, so as to

make a square, say two feet each way,

around the plant, and then wrap three or

four wisps of straw around the stakes.

—

These will keep the vines from falling,

and expose the fruit nicely to the sun for

ripeninsr. They will bear till frost.

Its Uses.—There is, perhaps, no fruit

or vegetable, now cultivated that can be

converted into so many palatable dishes

as the tomato ; and to aid our female

readers we subjoin several recipes, some
of which have been tested on our table,

and pronounced good.

Slewed Tomatoes—Peal, slice and stew

them slowly. When done season them

—thicken a little with bits of bread or

crackers, and put in a small lump of but-

ter, and eat them as you would apple-

sauce. When thus prepared, with good

roast beef, green corn and lima beans,

you'll find them first rate.

Tomatoes tvith beef-steak.—Cut them
in two, lay the flesh side upon the gridi-

ron, over pretty hot coals, for a few mi-

nutes, turn them, season them well with

pepper and salt, and when donedress them
with butter, or eat them with gravy, as

suits you best.

Tomato Omelet.— Slice and stew your

tomatoes. Beat half a dozen fresh eggs,

the yolk and white separate; when well

beaten, mix with the tomato—put them
in a pan and fry them, and you will have

a fine omelet.

Tomato Tart.—Roll out your dough
very thin, and place it on a plate in which
you intend baking your tart, and slice

your tomatoes very thin; spread them
over the dough very thinly, take two ta-

ble-spoons full of brown sugar, and one

of ground cinnamon bark, spread the two
over the tomatoes, bake it well, and you
have a delighiful tart.

Pickled Tomatoes.—Place your toma-

toes in layers in a pickling jar, with gar-

lic or shred onions, mustard seed, horse-

radish, red pepper, spices, &c., as wanted,

until the jar is filled. A little salt must
also be added, as the layers are put in.

—

When the jar is filled, pour over the to-

matoes good cold cider vinegar, till all are

covered, then close up tight for use.

Tomato Preserves.—Prepare syrup by
clarifying sugar, melted over a slow fire

with a little water, boiling it till the scum
appears. Take the tomatoes when quite

green, peal them and put them in cold

syrup, with one orange sliced to every

two pounds of your fruit: take pound
for pound of sugar; sinamer them for two
or three hours over a slow fire. When a
superior article is wished, add fresh lemons
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sliced, and boil with the tomatoes a few

peach leaves and powdered ginger in

bags. Tonrialoes even when ripe, make

a fine preserve, treated as above
;
but un-

less great care is used in the process, they

will fall to pieces.

Tomato Figs.—Take six pounds of su-

gar to one peck, or sixteen pounds of the

fruit. Scald and remove the skin in the

usual waj'-. Cook them over a slow fire,

their own juice being sufficient without

the addition of water, until the sugar pe-

netrates, and they are clarified. They

are then to be taken out, spread in dishes,

flattened and dried in the sun. A small

quantity of the syrup should be occasion-

ally sprinkled over them while drying;

after which pack them down in boxes,

treating each layer with powdered sugar.

Boil the remainder of the syrup and bottle

it for use. They will keep from year to

year, and retain a nice flavor. The pear

shaped, or single smooth tomatoes, an-

swers the best purpose.

Tomatoes instead of Cucumbers.—Peai

and slice them as you would cucumbers;

season with plenty of salt, pepper and

vinegar to your taste. A few slices of:

onions added will improve them very ma-

terially.

Tomatoes for Winter.—They may be

preserved for winter use, by placing them

in layers with salt, in jars or tight boxes.

When wanted, they must be soaked in

water, as you soak cucumbers preserved

in the same way. Some slew the toma-

toes till well cooked, then spread the mass

on plates, or other smooth surfaces, and

dry them fully, when they can be put in

bags, and kept in a dry place. i

Tomato Sawce.— Slice a quantity of

green tomatoes and onions in proportion !

of one-fourih. Put a layer of tomatoes
'

in your preserving kettle and a layer of
I

onions ; sprinkle over them a few green

peppers, sliced, with cinnamon, cloves,
i

black pepper and any other spices; also

a little salt and ground mustard. Repeat

the process until the kettle is nearly full.

Then fill with vinegar, put over a plate

and let it boil, and when cool put in jars

for use.

Tomato Catsup.—To one gallon skinned

tomatoes put four table-spoonfuls of salt^

four do. of black pepper, two of allspice,^

eight of mustard seed, and eight pods of

red peppers. These to be bruised fine

and simmered slowly in a pint of vinegar

three hours. Then strain them through

a fine sieve, and stew down to half ai

gallon.

Another.—To half a peck of peeled-

tomatoes, put four table-spoonfuls of salt,

four do. black pepper, half do. allspice,

three of mustard, and eight red peppers,

all ground fine, and simmered slowly with

the tomatoes in sharp vinegar, for three

or four hours. Use as much vinegar a.s

to leave half a gallon of liquor when.the

process is over. Strain through a sieve,

bottle and seal from the air. It may be

used in a fortnight, but improves by age,

and will keep for years. Those who like

the flavor may add, after the ingredients

are somewhat cool, two table-spoonfuls

' of the juice of garlic.

i

Ji guick mode of cooking Tomatoes.—
' Boil the tomatoes a quarter of an hour,

with milk sufficient to cover them ; add,

I

while boiling, a little batter made of water

1
and wheat flour, and season the dish ac-

' cording to your taste. The advantage

I
of this mode over those usually practised

are, that the tomatoes are rich, though.

less acid, and are much sooner cooked.

—

Amer. Journal of Agriculture.

For the Southern Planter.

TO EXTIRPATE GARLIC.

Mr. Morgan of Jefferson county, and

another wrher in the Southern Planter,

desire to be informed of the best manner

to extirpate ''Garlic.'^ I will give him

my own experience on this subject, and

he may rely on the truth of my state-

ments. Some twenty-five years ago I

had a piece of land of clay soil and very

poor, so completely taken with garlic, as

to be the subject of laughter to a friend,

who said he took it to be a fine field of

wheat. This land has been freed from

this pest by the following method.

I ploughed it in November, so regulat-

ing the depth of the ploughing as to let,
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the ploughshare pass jusl below ihe bulbs

of garlic. By ihis melhod ihej were

raost of ihem exposed to the air and

frosts of winter. When I supposed the

freezing had destroyed the pujwer of the

bulb to vcgeiate, I drew an iron-tooih har-

row over the surface, bj which operation

the bulbs were separated and another

portion divested of earth, and brought to

the surface for the action of the frosts.

This operation was from tin'ie to lime re-

peated. The land in the spriiig was cul-

tivated in corn, and repeated!}' ploughed.

Since this, I have had no garlic in this

land to inj'ire the crops of wheal. There
]s yet some garlic in it, but scarcely per-

ceivable, and in no way injurious, unless

by inviting the cows in early spring, who
prefer it to clover, wiih which this land is

now well covered. Garlic cannot be de-

stroyed by deep ploughing, because it is

sheltered by the overlaying earth
;

it is by
winter cultivation and very shallow plough-

ing that it is mostly injured. Should I

aid your correspondents by this commu-
nication, I shall be gratified.

I am and have been making experi-

ments with Guano,* and will give 3"ou

next summer a statement of them. I

have applied it to oais, com and wheat.
On the last named grain it has produced
great benefit in my vicini'v.

Ploughman.
JS'ovemher, 1848.

The Spanish pronunciation of this word is,

I believe, as if written Gicann, giving to a its

broad sound. Some folks twist their jaws out
place by trying to sound both vowels, giving
the a the narrowest sound. To prevent acci-

derUs I have noade this note.

We shall be pleased to publish a statement

of our correspon4ent's experiments next sum-

mer; and in the mean time will be happy to

hear from him upon any other subject.

THE MEADOW
ET WM. BACON.

TOOLS A>'D IMPLEMENTS.

Let every description of tools and im-

plements be examined, have those requir-

ing it repaired, and those not in use care-

fully put away under cover. Such atten-

tion saves both time and money.

The importance of the hay crop to the

American farmer can never be too highly

appreciated. Indeed, the same may be
said of ali crops in cliujates where they
will attain pevfecticn, for all are not only

useful but exiiemely valuable, insomuch
as they go to in:prove the condiiion of the

earth or minister to the comfort and hap-

piness of man. After all, the bay crop

rises in importance, especially in our north-

ern region.=, and stands above all others,

for it may be termed the fostering mother
of all other crops. Common eense and
the every year observation and experience

of the farmer leach this, for if the hay
crop is short, the stock kept upon the

farm must be reduced and consequently,

the quantity of manure in the farm-j-ard

is deficient, so that less land must be put

in corn or wheat, or a less quan'ity of the

ferlilizing medium applied to the usual

quantity of land, and as the consequence

of either operaiion, a diminished harvest

will be the result, which, cf course implies

that there is less of the commodity for

market, and though a higher price may
sometimes be the consequence, ye\, on the

whole there is a serious falling off in the

returns to the farnjef's pocket. This
makes him. not only sad of countenance,

but less inclined to employ labor or invest

money in improvement, for the fact is, he

has not the usual means to do either.

—

Here is one loss, then, whose influence

must be felt, perhaps for years. There is

another, collateral with it, which may
well claim a notice. The com field being

contracted in its limits, or from not receiv-

ing its full supply of necessarj' aliment,

is in a worse condition than it should be

for successive tillage, consequently light

crops may be expected in this part of the

premises. So it may be seen that a short

crop of hay in one season, inflicts a cala-

mity for future ones, and beyond the

wearisome and disheartening prospects of

the farmer, as he looks upon his sparsely

covered meadows and diminished hay
mows.
How, then, shall the meadows be im-
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proved so as to furnish a uniformly srood

or a successively better crop? This is a

question which the fanner cannot ponder

loo deeply and an operation which he

cannot seek too sedulously to perform.

—

No prescribed rule or set of rules hiid

down by theorists or chains of experi-

ments satisfactorily made and fraught, in

particular ciicumstances and various loca-

lities, with desirable success, will serve as

infallible criierions to his system of ope-

rations. They may aid in deciding the

best processes of renovation but they can-

not decide what is best.

There are some causes of renovation

which may be adapted to all sods and all

climates, provided nevertheless that the

soil in question is not too wet. It is sup-

posed, however, that natural meadows or

such as are annually flowed by streams

bringing rich deposites and spreading

ihem over their surface. Such lands are

usually provided with sufficient nutriment

to facilitate the gro'.vth of luxuriant crops.

But meadows which experience no such

gift of nature, must depend on the liberal-

ity of man, who strips them of their bur-

then, for means of giving sustenance to

new crops. Among these means and of

ihose which come within the reach of

every farmer, we notice, first, the com-
post heap, which consists of various ac-

cumulations of all the decomposable sub-

stances which can be collected and thrown

together into one common heap in the

farm yard, where they are subject to fre-

quent trampings of the stock, heaving up
by the powerful agency of the swine's

snouts, absorbing the liquid which pour

in upon them on every side, until they be-

come a mass of highly pulverized mat-

ter, equal in fertilizing properties to the

rich deposits of the Nile. This is as va-

luable for a top dressing for manure, load

for load, as common yard manure, and
should be applied in similar quantities by
the acre. The best time for us to carr}* it

upon our lands has been late in autumn,
giving just time to fill the yard with a

new supply of turf, muck and weeds to

act as absorbents during winter and spring.

All manures should be carried to the mea-
dow and spread just as the heavy fall

rains are setting in. By so applying
theiT), they become thoroughly incorpora-

ted by those rains wiih the soil, and while
nothing is lost by evaporation or exposure
to hot sunshine and high drying winds,

the grass will show their influence early

in spring.

Another general method by which
meadows to a certain extent may be im-

proved, is by turning water from the high-

way upon them. This water becon.es-

valuable in a greater or less extent,, to be

sure, b\' the amount of travel over the

road from which it is taken. On large

public roads it must necessarily be very

rich from the quantity of manure which
in the succession of dry liues become
thoroughly incorporated with the dust of

the highway. On all roads, from the

earth's being reduced to fine particles, it

becomes very valuable. How much bet-

ter to open small channels and turn the

earth with the water which is bearing

away upon the adjoining lands, than to

see it run off into dismal ditches by the

way side, or in being borne lengthwise of

the road until deep gidlies are formed to

be the perpetual annoyance of the travel-

ler. We insist upon it, that the fertilizing

power which may be taken from the high-

way every year, will compensate for the-

few minutes' labor three or four times in-

a year in more than a sixty-fold propor-

tion, and at the same time operate as an
essential benefit to the highway ;

and we
firmly believe that in seventy-five cas« in

a hundred the farmer will find ample re-

muneration by these little services, for

keeping the highway through his prem-

ises in good repair.

The use of gj-psum or plaster on mea-

dow lands is another medium of keeping

them in a productive condition. Though
this substance has alreadj' come into

much use among the best farmers, its ge-

neral adoption is not so great as the profit

of the cultivator demands. From mista-

ken application, or some other cause,,

many still doubt its utility, while others-

may peihaps overrate its fertilizing quali-

ties. It is but a few days since we heard

a farmer of good observation and close-

calculation observe, that every ton of plas-
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ter sown upon his meadows gave him five

ions of hay. This is surely hamlsome

profit. A ton of ground plaster, ihree-

fouriho of a mile from his farm, costs

seven dollars; allow for hauling lo the

faim and sowing, two dollars, which at

the ordinary prices of labor would be too

high, and the ton of plaster when sown

stands at nine dollars. Take the five tons

of hay and estimate it at seven dollars per

ton, and he is benefited by a net profit on

the ton of plaster of twenty-six dollars

—

a very handsome profit, to be sure, on the

investment. In many oiher instances as

great a one may undoubtedly be realized,

while in others it will no doubt fall -short,

and in some perhaps prove an entirefallure.

These circum.^tances must depend on

the quality and condition of the soil, two

facts with which every farmer should be

well acquainted, especially on his own
premises. As a general rule, however,

plaster may be profitably used on lands

adapted to ihe growth of clover and the

winter grains, or corn. That it has, in

some instances, failed on such lands may
be true, and these failures may be and

probably in most cases are owing to a

misapplication. If sown in a windy time,

it is liable to be blown away ; if sown in

a ver}' dry time its influence is checked if

not lost. We have known instances when
it was sown and a dry season followed and

its etfects were not visible until the next

year. We have sown it when threaten-

ening clouds were stretched over the ho-

rizon, promising to drench the earth with

their watery treasures, and despiie the

warning: voice of neighbors and friends

that it would wash away, so that we
should lose our money and labor too, and

when the rains descended in torrents we
began to think ourselves that something

would happen to our plaster, and in fact

we think there did, for having sown in

haste lest the rain should catch us with

our work unfinished, we were rather par-

tial in our bestowment and sowed in

streaks. The grass told ever}'^ looker-on

what we had done, and in two weeks

those streaks were visible in the different

color of the grass for two miles.

With resrard to the condition of land at

the lime of application of plaster, we fin

that it is the opinion cf many that it

should be new stocked and recently ma-
nured. These things may be well, and
in «ome cases necessary ; we have sown
on old stocked lands where there had been

no recent manurings, with a good effect.

But a light dressing of manure before

the application of plaster is probably in

all cases advisable, where it can be given,

and in such applications the quantity less

manure and less plaster will ie found ne-

cessary than where either are applied

alone. In the application of plaster to

meadows, we have found a benefit in di-

viding the yearly allowance, sowing one-

half in the spring and the other half im-

mediately after taking the grass off in

suujmer. The rationale of the latter pro-

cess is this: the earth has partially ex-

hausted its energies in bringing forth the

crop, and the roots have in a measure ex-

pended theirs in giving it peifection.

—

They are like a hungry man, when the

labor of the day is over, needing food for

nourishment before they go to rest. Plas-

ter furnishes this, and enables them to

weave a blanket for their protection from

the cold of winter, and enable them to

shoot far in new and rich luxuriance at

the earliest touches of spring.

Plaster upon meadows is beneficial in

eradicating foul and noxious weeds.

—

Johnswort, wild wormwood, and even the

tenacious strawberrj', so prone to spread

itself caressingly over vast tracts of ex-

hausted meadows shrink from its applica-

tion and quit their firm hold at its bidding.

Even the white daisy, which has shown
itself so universal a pest the season past

and given large territories the appearance

of spacious flower gardens in the distance,

may be fairly ousted on a few applica-

tions; and had the use of plaster been

liberal on lands infested with this weed
last spring, many farmers would probably

have joined in hearty respoijfc to the ex-

clamation, " my ton has made five tons."

Experiments, without noting the actual

circumstances connected therewith, avail

but little.
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For the Southern Planter.

"OLLA PODRIDA."

.Mr. Printer,—You will pardon a few

more questionings from one who does not

know every thing. Your October Num-
ber, page 294, contains answers to some
put when I was a boy, to wit, June, 184S.

I had almost forgot what 1 wished to

know ; but I am exceedingly glad to

learn that Mr. J. H. D. Lownes "did not

place the Planter's 'decth^ before his own,

but made them equal." Be so good as to

let us know what sort of a constitution

this Mr. J. H. D. L. seems to have, and

what is his age, &c., and be sure and

don't leave out an " I.''

Again, I am still unable to know to

what conclusions Mr. L. has coma by

reading Mr. Young's Treatises; for, in

the few extracts he makes, in one he says
" Mr. Young is certainly wrong ;" in an-

other, "absurd ;" and in a third, "pretty

tall this." He certainly does not mean to

conclude, that because Mr. Young says

he " knows no distinction in these crops,"

that this is sufficient "Identification," par-

ticularly when he gives a few extracts

and pronounces them " certainly wrong,

absurd, or "pretty tall?"

Mr. L. asks, " Does he (your humble
servant) wish you (Mr. Printer) or me
(Mr. L.) to buy the work and send it to

him?" This reminds me of an anecdote

I heard of an overgrown urchin who found

his way into a Sabbath school, and after

sitting some half a day poring over the

pictures of a primer which had been

placed in his hands, he was called up by

an old maidish matron of great piety "(o

say his ksson." " What is that ?-" says

the mistress, pointing to the first letter of
|

the alphabet. The chuckle began to spy I

with great earnestness, and drawing hisi

shoulders to his ears, and thereby leaving

his legs (already thrust too far into his
j

breeches, or rather out of them) entirely

exposed, dropping his shoulders and relax-

ing his whole system, he confessed at

'

last, "I d'n know marm." " Don't know ?"

,

'= No marm." " Why, that's A." " It is ! I

Well, I'll he darned! And that's A?|
Wen, I'll be daraed !" "O don't talk so

; |

that's ugly." "Yes marm." "Well,

what is that?" pointing to the second

letter of the alphabet. " I d'n know
marm." " Don't know ? " Why, that's

B." "It is ? W^ell, I'll be darned if it is

any more like B than my foot." "*' Sit

down, Sam."
ill be darned if I don't feel like the

long-legged boy. Young's Treatise is a
loork is it? Why 1 thought from Mr.

L.'s notice of it, that it was a small trea-

tise on partridge peas ? For Mr. L. "has
no doubt Mr. R. may see it, but should

any others desire the information, Mr.

Young's treatise might not not be unac-

ceptable to your readers generally." I

humbly claim to be one of your "readers,"

and Mr. L. talks about buying a work
and sending to me. Be so good as to

tell Mr. L., if Mr. Young is "certainly

wrong, absurd, or pretty tall," he will

please not send it, as the " I's" may gee

knocked out, and then the conclusions

may be drawn imperfectly, by

Your friend truly, and respectfully, his

humble servant,

Ignoramus.

P. S.—Be sure and have my "whens
and wheres" and whys and wherefores all

right, and it matters not whether " the

tare is a pulse," or " are thetches, fitches or

vetches," or whether they are ^^ gray or

black, or winter or spring, or the partridge

peas or the black "/." Print plain, so

every body can understand it, and also

I.

CORN AND COB MEAL.

Much diversity of opinion seems to

prevail as regards the value of cob meal,

for food for cattle, horses and hogs. It

has been the opinion of most farmers that

the co'os of corn were of little or no value,

and they have either been used for fuel,

or thrown aside as of little use except f6r

manure. We have for a long time been

much in favor of corn and cob meal, not

only from our own experience but that of

others. -It is a great saving in point of

economy
; and it is generally asserted

thai horses, mules and cattle are not near
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as subject to cholic when fed on this kind
j

is cheap and fuel dear, and mills are found
of meal. Corn meal in ks pure slate, is

1
for the purpose, lo the importance of grin-

generally considered too heating and too ' dins: or crushing their corn cobs for horsen,

concentrated, particularly for v.-orking
j

cattle and sheep, and when it can be

horses, but when mixed with the cob
j

cooked, for swine also. Sutficient expe-

forms a very superior and nu'ricious food, iriments have been made to establish the

It is supposed to act mechanicall\' too, by i great benefits of them when so used in

distending the stomach, by which diges-
j

proportion to their weight. Boiling or

tion is rendered much easier and more
I fermenting them after crushing, adds \o

perfect. It renders the meal more light
|
their value."

and bulky, when well mixed with the

TO POLISH MAHOGANY TABLES.

Grate very small a quarter of an ounce

of while soap; put it into a new glazed

grain, by which the meal is more tho-

roughly acted upon by the gastric juice

of the stomach, consequently more per

fectly digested.

When it is considered bow many thou- i„„,.,L„„ , ,. ..,„<•„„,„, u^u,.,,,- ,

-^ earthen vessel, with a pint 01 water hold
sands of bushes of corn cobs are annii-,-, „ , ,u ^ .n ,u •

i- i j
„ , ^ ,, , . It over ihe fire till the soap is dissolved

;

al y thrown away, or wastefu y used foi ,u ii ,i ,-. f v.^ •'' ' then add the same quantity of white wax
cut into small pieces, and three ounces of

common wax. As soon as the whole is

incorporated, it is fit for use. When used,

, . , , r- e T , clean the table well, dip a bit of flannel
As to the benefit of grinding the corn ., • u i ™ i u •.

, . , u- • • • u ,
ifi the varnish when warm, and rub it on

with the cob, we thing it varies with the .. . l.^ ^ .-. . j . c u^ ^ the taole
;
let it stand a quarter of an hour,

fuel, it becomes a matter of deep interest

to every farmer to know the value this

ofFal of the farm is entiiled to as food for

cattle.

nature of the- corn—.being greatest with
then apply a hard brush in all directions,

and finish with a bit of clean dry flannel.
the hardest and most flinty varieties.

By a R>cely conducted experiment
I "pT- ,, , i ii •

J
-^

• . n ht- r\ -Ibis Will produce a gloss like a mirror,
made some years since, by P. Minor, of i . .u u a- n .u n e. '

-rr- • • •.
"^

• J I )i and to those who dislike the smell of tur-
Virginia, it was ascertained that five, .• , „ i r i

r f ,
', , • 11 J f ,, ^ pentine or oil, will be very useful,

bushels of cobs j'lelded four gallons of •'

spirit. But this experiment does not set-

tie the question as to how much nuiri- rT^u-c n ot r x? x? t~

mem the cobs contain. Besides the prin-

!

^^^ CIRCLE OF FRL IT.

ciple of alcohol lo be found in all grain,
\

Are our farmers—or such of them as

and most vegetable.?, there are oiher sub- 1 have abundant lueans for this purpose

—

stances, or principles in all, possessing supplied wiih good fruit during the whole
nutritive qualities, among which may be

i

twelve months? Is there any one coin-

enumerated the saccharine and oleagi- j rnodity, more calciilated to increase the

nous properties of infinite vake,, as these pleasures of the conntry, and to render

are known to be active agents in ihe pro-
j

home attractive to young people, than

auction of fat, et cetera.
i

fine, fresh fruit, of one's own raising, du-

By an analj'sis, which is now being , ing the entire season ?

made in the laboratory of Dr. Emmons, Many have adopted a very erroneous

by Mr. Salisbury, we are informed that i opinion, and suppose the "fruit season" to

the cob of corn affords over two per cent. ;
be a small portion of the year. A good

of albumen and casein, besides other nu- 1
selection would extend ihe period of ac-

tritive matter. I tual bearing and ripening in the open air,

The opinion expressed of those who
j

to nearly six months; and such kinds as

have given it a fair trial, is altogether in i
possess keeping properties, if in sufficieiu

its favor. "We cannot," says the editor !
quantity, would supply the other six.

—

of the American Agriculturist, " too ear- ,
The first fruits ripen, even so far north as

neslly call the alleniion of our readers in l Albany and Rochester, by the first day of

those portions of the Union where labor
|
summer, and two weeks eariter at Pbila-
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delphia and New York. Three varieiies I he Could before stich application of ma-
of the cherry,—the E^rly May, May Bi-

'
chirrery. Salt is now less than one-third,

garreau, ami Early Purple Guig-ne,—
j

iron less than one-half, shirtings and cali-

inature stimnlianeously with the Duke of coes and doth genQralh' from one-half to

Kert and large Early Scarlet Sirawber-
1 one-fourth, pins, needles, shoes, bats, eve-

ries
;
a host of other dne varieties of both ry thing in similar proportions,

these kmds immediately succeed them.—
[

Forty j-ears ago, such articles of use

Currants and Raspberries soon join the
|

or ornament as locks were scarcely known,
list, the Primordiar. plum, the A mire Jo-

[

and could be afforded by the rich only.

—

annet and Madeleine pears, and several i Farmer's wagons were chiefly sleds;

delicious Apricots are on hand by wheat
!
their houses, cabins ; their chairs, stools

harvest; after which the profusion of
i

and benches; their bureaus, pms drove

peaches, pears, apples, plums, grapes, •&c.,
I

in the wall or poles hung across; and
furnish the richest supplies through au- their windows ofien an old sheet or blank-

tumn. Grapes and pears may be kept

till spring, and apples till the succeeding

summer. But, let it he remembered, that

et. Nails and glass cost money in those

Oa3's, and labor commanded little.

Since machinery has been applied, be^-

\( ihe Ijn^-keepers iire noi laid in very li- j ler roads, turnpikes, railroads— all of

beral qiiantiiies, the stores will soon be! which are a species of machinery— have
exhausted. The loss by unavoidable de- '

been constructed. Steam has been made
cay, as well as by consumption, must be

allowed for. An excellent mode of keep-

ing winter and spring apples, in the ab-

sence of a better, was this: "Lock them
up in a cool, dry cellar, and hide the key."

The error was in the limited supply; its

correction, is to supersede the necessity

to propel the boat and the great ship, and
to give power to the mill, to the jennj' and
the loom. Production in many articles

has been more than trebled, and every

thing the laborer needs has fallen, while

bis wages have risen or remained station-

ary. The clock, which the farmer had
by an abundant store. Every cultivator, ' not and could not afford, now adorns the

therefore, while he plants liberall\' of the
j

mantel of his poorest tenant, and summons
earliest ripening varieties, must plant still him to his meals,

more liberally of long keepers: for while i There have been less improvements jn

the fonrier are soon succeeded by others, i
agricultural implements than in machi-

the latter must extend their benefits ' nerj' for manufacturing purposes—but

throtigh a long and otherwise dreary pe-

riod.

—

Albany Cultivator.

BENEFITS OF MACHINERY.

this is the age of improvement. Let ma-
chinery be applied to husbandry also.—

Let bread and meat be as cheap as cloth-

ing, and if the distributing is not as equal

as it might be, iet us rejoice that if the

'Fifty years ago wages were no better,
j

rich man has more, so also the poor ma"n

in fact less, than at the present day, and I much more.

comforts and luxuries of life vrere far
\

The cottager has now, by the aid of

more dtthcult to obtain. Articles needed
\
machinery here, what great kings have

"by the poor rnan cost, in those days of
|
not in Africa, and what the kings of Eng-

comparative freedom from machinery,
j
land had not before the introduction of

from twice to three times what they do machinery. The great Alfred sat upon
now, and often mere, and you will nnd a three-legged stool, while many an Eng-
that the greatest reductions are in those lish or American tenant now reclines on

articles to which machinery has been ' a gilded sofa, if the poor of England
most successfully applied. There is no and America are not so well off as they

article of luxury or comfort to which ma- 1 should be, machinery is not at fault, h
chinery has been extensively and success- has saved them from much greater misery,

fully applied, of which the poor man can- 1 and the reforms which they need are chief-

not now get nwre for a day's labor than j \y governmental and social.

—

Bci. Amer-.
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CONVERTINGWHEAT FROM AN AN-

1

NUAL TO A PERENNIAL PLANT. i

The attempt has been made to convert
\

wheat from an annual to a perennial
j

plant, and it is said, with some degree of'

success. The account given is, that it

!

was discovered by the steward or director;

named Kern, of an estate at Constance.

;

After he had ploughed and manured the i

land, he then sowed it with summer or!

winter wheat. In the spring, before the

ear makes its appearance, he mows it.

:

This he does repeated!}' several times in

the course of the season, using it as a

'

kind of hay. After this he allows the'

plant to grow and be harvested as usual,
j

The next year it ripens earlier and bears

a much larger crop than wheat culiivated

in the usual manner. In autumn it is
|

manured like grass of meadows, and in
j

the spring the weeds are removed. The
|

effect is stated to be such, that from one
|

field four successive harvests have been

gathered. The subject is one of conside-

rable interest, as no doubt, if rendered pe-

rennial, it would be useful for the purpose

of forage. It might be well for some of

our enterprising farmers to test the princi-

ple, as it is so easily done, and fuller in-

formation relating to it is needed. We
have sought for some more satisfactory

history of the matter, but as yet have
been unable to light upon any thing which
will give it. At present it is too vague to

entitle it to much reliance, ihough the

particular fact does not appear to be at

variance with analogy in regard to im-

provements quite as great of numerous
plants, by particular cultivation.

—

Patent

Office Report.

jections
;
ihe washing of the manure from

the hills into the hollows durinfr the fall

and winter rains; the other, the danger
of losing the whole, in low lands, frorr.

freshets; but I know of no better mode
than the following: If the maiiure be pui

on in the spring, sow from 100 to 150 lbs.

plaster to the acre some time in the month
of May, if the land is sufF.cien'ly moi.sL

to decompose it— it would of course be

useless to put it on wet land. Plaster

begins to take effect in four or five weeks,

and eflectualfy prevent the drj'ing away
of the manure. I have known manure
applied to meadow land without the addi-

tion o£ plaster, so dried, as to remain un-

decomposed during the next winter and
spring; but in my view it is of the high-

est importance that it be dissolved the

season it is applied—otherwise a great

proportion is lost. It answers equally

well to manure immediately after mow-
ing, with the application of plaster.

—

Bos-

ion Cultivator.

CLUCKING HENS.

I have known one or two doses of jalap

to relieve hens entirely from a desire to

set; and, in my opinion, it is far better

for the purpose than the cold water cure.

I have known English fowls to lay ia

three weeks afterwards.

MANURING GRASS IN MOWING
LANDS.

Mr. Editor,—I have seen, in the edito-

rials of 5'our valuable paper, speculations

and recommendations as to the best me-
thod of manuring or dressing grass on

mowing lands; one article recommending
it to be performed late in the fall, another,

immediately after mowing. But the late

iall application would be liable to two ob-

THE HABIT OF READING.

Young men should always cultivate a

habit of reading, for it may be to them,

not onl}' the means of information, but

the perennial source of many of the finest

and highest enjoj'menis of life. They
who make good books their constant

companions, will never want good and

faithful friends in their prosperous days^

or their seasons of reverse. There caa
be no blank in the lives of those person.*?,

who, from active love, hold dailj' fellow-

ship with the wisest and best of the race.

We think we could hardly be tempted to

exchange our habit of reading for any
other friend it may be our fortune to find

on the earth. And we are sure that any
young man who shall make this habit his
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friend, will ever esteem it among the very

wisest steps of his life; and so we coun-

sel the young, from our own experience,

among all their gettings in this world to

get the habit, and the love of reading,-^

and always to have at hand a good book
with which to fill up everj' leisure hour.

In this way they may come at last to

know, that the gems of life are found in

its waste places.

His character as a man, a magistrate and
an iu'iprover of the sod, is indelibly im-

pressed upon the heart of every one who
had the happiness to know him— a mourn-

ful raernorial that will long be cherished

by a very large circle of friends and de-

pendents.

P.

Bucks county^ Pa.

WIRE WORM.

From the Boston Cultivator.

LIME FOR PEACH TREES.

In the Cultivator for 29ih January last,

I find my article on the then appearance

of a peach orchard belonging to Mr. Da-
niel Dager of Spring Mill, Montgomery
county, Pennsylvania, which had been

treated with hot lime from the kiln, ap-

plied to each tree, and left to boil up. I

also noticed his intention to double the

dose, observing, "What the result of this

double dressing will be, I know not ; bur

hitherto, nothing but good has resulted

from measures that may be considered se-

vere;" concluding w-ith the remark, "how
far the qualiity of fruit may correspond to

present appearances, another year will

show." I now resume my pen to redeem

the tacit promise which may be consider-

ed as having then been made, and to add

the following notice, after a visit to the

Delaware orchards of the Messrs. Rey-
bold, which has enabled me to speak con-

clusively on the subject. I found the ge-

neral condition of the limed trees most
deplorable

;
not one of them but was shed-

ding its untimely fruit as well as leaves,

and I have no idea that a single peach
ever came to maturity. Whether these

trees will ever recover their health, is a

question that cannot now be solved, but

from present appearances, I am inclined

to say, never; a large proportion having
already gone dead, without ihe interven-

tion of the worm or the yellows.

I am sorr}' to add, the excellent and
amiable proprietor has himself just been

removed b}' death, leaving a chasm in

society in the neighborhood that will not

admit even the hope of being supplied.

i A successful farmer of this vicinity, Mr.

; D. D. T. Moore, states that he has tried

various substances for preventing the ra-

vages of the wire worm, none of which
excepting sulphur, proved of any use.

An Irishman told him that sulphur had
been used with advantage in Iieland.

Before planting his corn, Mr. M. wet it

and rolled it in flour of sulphur, and af-

terwards coated it in plaster to prevent

the sulphur from wasting. He saved a
crop by this means where he had failed

for three years before. We see no reason

why the sulphur might not be equally

,

effective for any other grain.

I

jflbany Cultivator.

CULTURE OF TEA IN THE UJNTTED
STATES.

We find the following in the National

Intelligencer

:

An attempt is about to be made on an

extensive scale to raise, or grow tea, in

this country. For this purpose an im-

portation of tea plants arrived a few days

since in this city. There are about five

hundred in number, and the}' are gene-

rally from one to two feet in height.

The gentleman 'v\ho is engaged in this

enterprise is Mr Junius Smith, a native of

the State of Connecticut, but a resident

for many years in London, where he was
largely engaged in trade and commerce.

He was also one of the early and efficient

advocates of the practicability of naviga-

ting the ocean by steam, and did much
in England towards forwarding that en-

terprise.

Having turned his attention to the sub-

ject of raising and curing lea, and the
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nature of climate and soil adapted to that

plant, he thinks there is no reason why
it should not be produced in this country,

not only for home consumption, but ex-

portation. Mr. Smith left here three or

four months ago, and went to London to

increase his information on the subject,

and liad all the facilities granted him for

that purpose which London could afford.

And, having completed his store of know-
ledge on the subject, he has now returned

here with five hundred tea plants to at-

tempt to carry out his enterprise. For
this purpose he will, in a few days or

weeks go South, perhaps to some part of

Georgia or Alabama, having ascertained

that soil and climate in that section of

the country are precisely what the plant

requires. He thinks there is no reason

why tea should not become a great staple

growth of our countrj'—says it may be

raised for six cents a pound. He w'iU

keep the plants he now has for seed

plants three or four years, in order to

spread the cultivation rapidly, and after

that keep them for the crop. It is an im-

portant enterprise. How he will succeed

time must determine.

TO STOP BEES FROM FIGHTING.

I am a peace man, and a teetotaller,

and v/ill make known the best use to

which spirits can be applied. Put a little

alcohol, or almost any kind of spirits, on

the bottom boards around, and under the

Ijive of belligerent bees, and it will allay

their fury like a charm. Having heard

of this remedy, I was induced to try it,

and I found it a "fixed fact."

POISONOUS SUBSOILS.

Mr. Editor,—A Seedsman in 3'our last

has opened to me a field of observation.

I plead guilty to the fact, of having dis-

continued my business transactions with

an old friend, for the same very unsatis-

factory reason, the want of vitality in the

seeds obtained of him, when it evidently

arose, as I now firtnly believe, from the

cause there pointed out, although the im-

mediate destruction of the young plants

might have been brought about by the

Bugs—a sort of general name for every

animal from about the size of the top of

one's thumb, to that of the point of a pin.

But let me tell j^ou what I mean, by re-

lating the following occurrence.

Examining, some time since, in conv

pan}' with the owner, a field of Ruta Ba-

ga Turnips, I noticed a blighted strip run-

ning across the piece, which I attributed

to a blast of poisonous wind from the

north east ; but my friend informed me,

it arose from a stratum of cold and wet

clav in the subsoil ; which was the cause

of disease in the plant, and its consequent

crop of Bugs, sent to prey on the vitia-

ted juices which no lonerer circulating,

had of course become putrid—according

to the doctrine, first promulgated, I be-

lieve, in your columns, at any rate, as

there sustained by certain of your corres-

pondents. And on pulling up and exa-

mining some of the Turnips, grown to the

size of walnuts, we found their tap-roots,

that had penetrated into the clay, say to

the distance of six inches from the sur-

face, black, and quite deca3'ed. But my
friend assured me that wheat could be

grown on the soil, even on the immediate

removal of the turnips, with perfect secu-

rit}', the plant rooting near the surface,

from whence its spongioles are fed, out of

the way of the deleterious effects of a

poisonous subsoil. And this fact I have

since verified, by a view of the land, now
covered with a most luxuriant growth of

wheat— I have therefore concluded to re-

lurn to my Seedsman, and cry ^cavi.

Boston Cultivator.

From the Saturday Evening Post.

HEN MANURE.

Gentlemen :—1 noticed in your paper of

April, 22d, an inquiry bj' a young farmer

how hen manure should be used. Should

he not have received more satisfactory

information, the result of my experiments

are at his service.

I have used hen manure for the last

four years, pulverized with a hoe, or sho-

vel, upon my barn floor ; then to the pro-
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portion of ten bushels unleached ashes,

and five bushels plaster, mix it well and

leave it in a close pile or packed in bar-

rels a few days, until it acquires the smell

of pretty ofood hartshorns—when I get

ready to plant corn, I drop on each hill

about one gill, before I cover with earth.

Corn thus dressed will yield nearly double

over the usual method of cultivating that

crop. I also use it upon my potatoes

with good effect. To distinguish this

compost from other manures, I call it

"Guano."

Yours, &c., R. P. C.

Ithaca, jr. Y., Sept. IS, 1843.

For the Southern Planter.

EXPERIMENT IN CURING HERDS-
GRASS HAY.

J\Ir. Editor,—As Secretary of the Hen-
rico, Hanover and Chickahominy Far-

mers' Association, I was requested at the

last meeting of the Club to report to you

for publication, the result of an experi-

ment made by Dr. John R. Garneit, in

curing Herdsgrass Ha}', for the purpose

of ascertaining the most desirable time for

cutting. Dr. G. reported to the Club
that he cut seventy-five spires injmediate-

ly after the dropping of the bloom, and

then seventy -five spires when the seed

was fully ripe, and afier cutting boih sam-

ples exactly the same length and curing

both carefully, there resulted a difference

in favor of the greenest cutting of 121

grains on the seventy-five spires.

With respect, your obedient servant,

John H. Mackenzie, Sec'y.

Henrico Co., JYov. 12, 1S48.

ATJMOSPHERIC BUTTER CHURN.

JVIr. Editor,—Your request for further

information regardmg the atmospheric

butter churn, induces me to put pen to

paper. I was member of a deleffalion

appointed to attend a public trial in Phila-

delphia, conducted by the owner of the

patent right of this churn for the State of

Pennsylvania—and for which he demand-

ed the sum of ten thousand dollars— in a

box, eleven inches square and deep, con-

taining foiu- gallons. The cream had

been placed in the churn before we arrived,

and might already have been operated
;

which consideration, induced me to de-

mand another trial, thai we might witness

the whole process. In the first trial, the

butter came in fifteen minutes, and the

operation appeared quite satisfactory ;
but

in the second trial, after spending three

quarters of an hour over it, the operator

choose to throw a pitcher of cokl water

into the churn, when I left, wiih the im-

pression that the object in view, namely,

the certainty of bringing the butter in a

given time under any circumstances, had

evaporated, ax)(\ that the atm.ospheiic churn

was no belter than other churns, to say

no less. I am aware of the disadvan-

tages attending such a trial, with city

cream taken from a milk wagon, &c.

;

as also, that the mode adopted by the

operator of fronting it up at the com-

mencement, was highly improper; but

nevertheless, unless there be a greater

certainty on the subject than has ever yet

been discovered by even the first of our

chemists,—who are not, any of them, able

to inform me how long, after the com-

mencement of churning, it will he before

my butter will come— I see no advantage

in adopting the atmospheric churn in pre-

ference to others of much longer standirig,

and enjoying a large share of public opi-

nion and confidence.

—

Boston Cultivator.

THOUGHTLESSNESS.

A gentleman of our acquaintance if)

the country, built a few years since, a

large and fine house, costing three thou-

sand dollars. He subsequently was oc-

cupied in laying out and planting the

grounds, and we ventured to suggest to

him the propriety of setting out fifty or a

hundred ornamental trees or shrubs, taste-

fully arranged about his dwelling. "O,
he could not aj^ord it !" His grounds were

to be wholly planted with fruit trees, all

in rows, particularly the front of his house.

Now, we know nothing more pleasant

than an abundant supply of fruit— but the
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inconsisiency was ihe expenditure of from

three to five hundred dollars to give an

ostentatious finish to his house, and then

declining to pay one hundred in purchas-

ing, planting and tilling its immediate en-

virons, in a manner somewhat in accord-

ance with the rest of his operations. Why
is so much reliance placed on building

—

so little on tasteful planting'? A reiiench-

meni of a sixth part of the cost of the

house ($500) would scarcely have been

fell or noticed ; the applicaiion of one-sixth

of this fraction (^3) in judiciovs plant-

ing, would have made almost a little pa-

radise around it, and contributed more to

an air of comfort, respeciabilify and beau-

ty, than any amount of architecture with-

out it, or wiih only four siraight rows of

plum trees.

—

Albany Cultivator.

WILLIOI COBBETT ON INDIAN CORK.

Cobbeti was fond of prophesying It was

an ill habit wiih him, for prophecies did not

j-uit his -siyle. He had a knack—awkward

enough for a prophet—of fixing names and

dates. He prophesied that the Reformed Par-

liaooent of Great Britain wouid meet in

March, I8l8, it did not, and the prophet fell

into disrepute. When his predictions failed,

however, it was his wont to lake no notice of

them, but to go on makin? new ones ; like the

people who look to see what sort of weather

there is in the almanac for nest week, though

it has beto out of its reckoning evenr dav of

4he last- Nevertheless some of his mnliifa-

rious prophecies have already come to pass,

while others now seem to be in course of ac-

complishment. Among them, there is his oft-

repeated and insisied-on prophecy, that Indian

Com would eventually become the main sub-

sistence of the poorer classes of Elngland

and Ireland. After years of prejudice and

disgust, famine has forced ii into favor, and

each day the quantity exported from this coun-

try increases.

An English bookseller has lately re-printed

his book in defence of and in elucidation of

Indian com. He drew it up shortly after his

retora to England from this country. It was

read—as was every thing else that he wrote

—

,

but it made no imoression on the public mind

I

of that day. Nok il will be very differently

regarded by his coantr^Tnen. As it has never

been published in America, and is totally un-

known, the following extracts will be read

with aiousemeni by the Vrrginia planter:

Mr. Cobbett maintaios that the maize

is the com of Scripture
—"At thai lime

Jesus went on ihe Sabbath day through

the corn; and his disciples were an hun-

gered, ar.d began to pluck the ears of

corn and to eat"—Maihew, chap, xii, v.

1. " 1 thought it in the first place rather

strange,'' observes our arch commeniator,
" that I hey should have gone through the

corn
;
for we do not say through wheal or

Ihrough barley, as we do through a tcood^

through aa orchard, cr through a coppice.

i^ui 1 thought il still more strange ibat

ihey should have eaten ears of \\ heat, of

of barley, or of rye. When I came to

walk or ride through the corn-fields of

America, I understood bow Jesus and his

disciples might have gone through the

corn in the neighborhood of Jerusalem

;

and when I came to eat the ears of corn

and to find them so delightful, all the

mysierv was explained ; and when I ob-

served bow careful ibe American farmers

were lo preserve the produce of their corn-

fields, 1 was not at all surprised thai the

Pharisees, who were, I presume, the Q,ua-

kers of Palestine, should have been so an-

gry, and have picked such a German
quarrel with our Saviour and his disci-

ples, on that memorable occasion. Though
I was very young at that time, I had been

a great reader of the Bible ; upon which

the parsons will remark, thai it is a pity

I omitted to learn from il thai tithes were

instituted by God himself. I beg pardon

of their reverences, for I did observe it;

but I observed ai the same lime, that

those who were to receive the tithes were

forbidden to have any inheritance in ihe

land, and were commanded to share the

tithes with the poor, the widow, the or-

phan, and the stranger ; a forbidding, on

the one hand, and a command on the

other, which their reverences seemed to

have wholly overlooked. But not further

to digress. I had read in the 2d book of
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Kings, and in the 2il verse of the 4ih

chapter, that "there came a man from

Baalshalisha, and brought for the man of

God twenty loaves of barley, and full ears

of corn in the husks thereof, and said,

give unto the people that ihey may eat."

Now I cotild understand the utility of

i^iving them barley bread; but what was
I to think of giving them w/ieal ears, or

rye or barley ears to eat? And then, as

to bringing the corn in the husks; how
were the ears to be brought otherwise

than in the husks ? The husk of wheat
or of barley makes a part of the ear ; so

that the next text, taken altogether, I

should have called nonsense, if I had

found it in any other book. Finding it

where I did, I regarded it as extremely

mystical ; but when I came to go to "husk-

ing frolics'' in New Brunswick, which I

did, for the first time, at the house of a

farmer, of the name of Smith, who had

come from Rhode Island, who was a loy-

al man, had left the rebels in the United

States, and who had, in my esteem, the

additional recommendation of having

brought a very prett}' and gay daughter

along with hmi ; when I came to go to

this husking frolic, I found that the husk

consisted of the delicate leaves which en-

velop the ears of corn, and since that time

I have seen scores of wagon loads of

corn in the green state, with the husks on,

for sale in the markets of Philadelphia

and New York. Now then, I under-

stand why the man brought from Baal-

shalisha full ears of corn in the husks,

and why ii was that he tendered ihem to

the people that they eat. I found another

text of Scripture to puzzle me even more
than all these. In Leviticus, chap. ii. v.

14, I had recid an injunction to offer as a

"meat offering of first fruits unto the

Lord, green ears of corn dried by the fire,

even corn beaten out of full ears." These
last words, which I have put in italics,

must be an interpolation ; for, how could

they beat the grain out of green ears ?

And how could the ears hefull if they

were green ? Besides, what a curious

meat offering to parch green grains of

wheat by the fire ! And why not say
whether they were to be of wheat, barley,

rye or oats ? Why call it corn, when all

the other instructions were so minute?

Oh, no, this meat offering was to consist

of ears of green corn—that is to say, corn

in the milk}' state, roasted before tlie fire
;

and no wonder that it was chosen as an

offering, for the niost delicious thing it is

that ever delighted the palate of human
being. I shall by and by show, that the

general way of cooking these green ears,

as the Americans call them, is to boil

them nnd to eat them as bread alone

with meat, or sometimes with butter ; but

at present, here is quite enough to show
that this was the corn of which the Scrip-

ture speaks, and thai it was always in

great, in universal use in the countries

which were the scenes of the events and

transactions recorded in the Bible;'' and

so with other texts of Scripture wliich he

handles in the like manner.

The following is Cobbetl's account of a «W7»

shucking in New England. It is differenl in

detail, but the same in principle as our own

negro jubilees:

A parcel of these ears together is, I

think, one of the most beautiful things

that man ever saw, especially when asso-

ciated with the idea of the mass of bread

and mail that it in reality contains. The
general color of the ouiside of the grain is

a bright yellow ; and there is frequently a

plant that produces purple ears, or rather

a shade between a pur})Ie and a red. This

mixture of colors in a heap of ears adds

to the beauty, but that is all the advan-

tage that I know of, for the flour of both

is of the same color, and of the same qua-

lity
; and it is curious that, while there

arc always some red ears, as the Ameri-

cans call them, in a field of corn, if you

plant the red grain, the fri;il will not be

red, except in the usual proportion.—The
variety of colors is, however, attended with

one delightful circumstance to young peo-

ple in particular. All those who are not

naturally fond of work, (and that seldom

happens to young people,) like to work in

company, and it is the fashion with the

American farmers to call the husking a

"frolic." The cunning fellows know,

that if they were to call dancing icork, ii
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would be a pretty hard matter to gel a i

party together.—There can be no other

reason than this for all the families of a

whole neighborhood collecting together to

husk farmer Jonathans's corn to-night,

and farmer Ebenezer*3 lo-moirow nighi,

and so on ; for it is as plain as the nose in

your face, that twenty families would do

the same work in twenty nights, each

family sticking to their own corn. I.<ong

headed farmers know that ihey would not

stick to It, and therefore they resort to

this system of frolics ; and I dare say

that the same will be done in England
after a little tirr.e. Young women and
iheir sweethearts do not think about to-

ping, and yet there must be something to

amuse, something to prevent the mind
from entertaining the glooniy idea thai

this is work.—The rf.i ears come very

opportunely for this pjrpose, for the man
that has the goo<i fortune to fall on a red

ear, is entitled to kiss any of the girls

that he pleases—and if a girl find a red

ear, she must submit to be kissed by some
of the males of the pany. So that there

is a constant looking out for these red

ears, and a Laughing and joking upon the

circumstances attending the success of

the parties who happen to get them.—In

the case of my com, however, where the

proportion of red ears is greater, ten to

one, than it is in the American com, this

amiable regulation must not be adopieil,

for it would be a frolic : indeeil, there

would be nothing bul kissing, which is by

no means what a farmer would aim at

;

when he assembled his congregation of

huskers. Nevertheless, and so it would
be found upon experiment, the frolic sys-

tem is a good one: the privileffe of kis-

sing might be modified. " Modified !" ex-

claims the bouncing dairy-maid, " What
do you mean by modified? You were

young yourself once !'' " Yes, yes, but

life cannot last forever. Therefore one

might modify in this way ; the valuable

privilege might be attached to every ten

red ears, or something of that sor», other-

wise the kissing wonll certainly be be-

yond the endurance of mortal lips."

Upon the whole flock of feathered thieves,

Cobbeti Cometh down in a style somewhat

similar to that in which be was wont to let il

at the Whigs and Tories, Radicals and Con-

servatives, Catholics and Protestants, Ameri-

cans and English of his day; and the faroi-

who has witnessed the ravages of uur crows

will say amen to every one of hb malediciion.s:

Tour first attention, as soon as the corn

begins to make its appearance, is to be

directed towards the birds and the slugs.

I have before spoken of the trees which

harbor the former, and of the hedges

which harbor both. These are to be

avoiddi round a com field as n.uch as

possible, but, at any rates, the birds ami

the slugs must be kept off Buds come-

by daylight, and are extremely suscepti-

ble in the aflfair of powder, which is the

only effectual remedy. Shoy-boys, though

equal in the field to Burdett and others m
a place which it would be, in a rustic

work, inapplicable to name, exercise their

influence but for a very short ppace of

time. The birds, full as quicksigh'ed as

borou^hir.ongers, or the agents of bo-

rough mongers, quickly perceive that their

guardianship of the treasure* of the far-

mer is a mere sham; and, like the spar-

rows in my neighbors garden at Boiley,.

they will, in a short time, make the top

of the hat of a shoy-hoy a table whereon

to enjoy the repast which they have pur-

loined. Strings and feathers and flying

rags, are of equally transitory influence.

Powder is the only thing of which they

continue to be, for any length of time, se-

riously afraid. Every part of the com,

from the lime of its generation till it be-

conies flower, blades, blossoms, stalks,

have great sweetness in them.

We know that fowls of all sorts eat

grass with as much avidity as pigs or

sheep do. All birds do the same, to a

certain ex'en', in all wheat-fields, and in

fields of other grain. But, generally

speaking, they here do little injury, be-

cause there is always such a superabun-

dance of plants. It is not thus in a corn-

field where ihere is not a plant too many,

and, iherefore, the birds must be kept off,

until the plants be three or four inches

high, and have lost a part of that sweet-

ness which is contained in the younger
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spear, proceeding:, as this latter does, irn-|

mediately from the seed. Rooks, par-,

tridges, pheasants, crows, magpies, jays, I

blackbirds, thrushes, larks, and several,

other birds, but particularly the numerous

and impudent spurrows, not forgeiting the

pigeons, and their first co'isins, the innocent

doves, which last are the most mischievous
;

and most cunning of all, seem equally fond

of the spear of the corn ;
a thing which 1

'

was wholly una wareof until they had done

me great mischief, which it was by no

means in my power to repair. An uino-

cent dove will come peeping round the'

field, and afier having settled, in the most
|

mcK^est manner, amongst the thickest

;

branches of a tree or a bush, as if to dis-

guise from the admiring fiirmer her span-

,

gled dress, with the white ruff round her!

neck ; and her pretty blue and love-in-

,

spiring eyes, will, the moment his back

is turned, slip down upon the ground, get '.

upon a row of corn, and trip along like a

Circassian, from spear to spear, till she

has got twenty or thirty in her craw.

These are done for; for, though ihey will

shoot up again, they will be feeble, back-

ward, and sliort, the crop is almost wholly

destroyed ; the lady dove does not devour

the top of the spear, but regulated by the

maxim, that nearer the bone the sweeter

the meat, she plucks it as nearly to the

ground as possible, or a little way into

the ground, swallows the bottom and re-

jects the top. The mortification which
the wretched creatures gave me lust

spring, made me a hundred times think

of the scripture, and so that if I must

have one of the two, give me the cunning

serpent in preference to the harmless dove
;

for anything so mischievous as these, of

the feathered race, I know nothing of

The rook always keeps above board, and

his color causes him to be seen from afar.

Rooks move in battalions too; but these

melancholy doves are like private steal-

ers, that depend upon their powers of de-

ception. They are as sileftf, as nimble,

and as demure as the pickpockets. All

the others make some noise or other, but

the doves make none; and there is no
way of watching them but being contin-

ually, during the hours of day-light, in

the field wiih a gun. Larks are very

bad, for the fields are their roosting-place
;

but a gun fired off now and then in the

field, and in various parts of i', will keep

the whole of the feathered race away. I

did not discover this until il was tot) late

to prevent great mischief; and if I had

not discovered it at all, I verily believe I

should have lost nine-ienihs of the crop.

When I did discover it, 1 had a man con-

sianilv in the field with a gun, firing off

powder now and then, and the depreda-

tions instantly ceased. But observe, the

gun must be heard in the field not only

as soon as it is lighr, but a little while

before it is light, or the guardianship is

totally useless, for birds go to bed before

it is dark, and they move from their roost

at the very first gleaniing of light. 'I'his

however, is no very great thing to do,

seeing that the danger lasts for only about

a fortnight, for by that lime the plants

become no delicacy to the birds. Most
farmers have a son who would rather be

shooting a gun off all day, than be at the

plough or harrow
;
and even if it be ne-

cessary 10 hire a man for the purpose, the

cost is not very great.

One more extract, and we have done:

" This wagon and pair is kept by every

farmer of substance, for carrying things

to market especially, and not unfrequent-

ly (twice every week in the year, at

least,) taking the wife out v'rsiiing, as be-

fore mentioned, to take a comfortable cup

of tea, and a gossip. My horses went

very frequently to New York, and were

much about on a par, in point of strength

and swifmess, with those of the general

run of m\' neighbors, who, amidst all

their long-faced gravity, and absence of

ambition and rivalship, have, neverthe-

less, this one species of folly ;
that in go-

ing upon the road, it is looked upon as a

sort of slur on one, if another pass him

going in the same direction ; and this

folly prevails to as great a degree as

among our breakneck coachman ;
and

you will see an old Quaker, whom, to

look at, as he sets perched in his wagon,

you would think had been cut out of

stone a couple of hundred years ago. or
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stands out far and wide " In this ca?-

the wheal being more lender than '

cheat, received the greater inj iry, ."

save the cheat room to fiounsh. T:.

hewed out of a log of wood with the axe
I

of some of the firal settlers, if he hear a

rattle behind him, you will see him gen-

tly turn his head ; if he be passing a ta-

vern at the time, he pays little aiieniioo,
[
wheat, sown by "a successful farmer

and refrains from laying bis whip upon in the same county, on a conon pate
,

the "creatures," seeing that he is moral-
]
and not ploughed in, where there was not

ly certain thai ihe rattler will stop to
j

a grain of wheat produced, did not come

take a "^o^''at the tavern; but if no up perhaps, and the /nc crop of cheat was

such invitation present itself, and espe- , no doubt produced by the land's being

cially if there be a tavern two or three " well set/' previously with it. So in the

miles ahead, he begins inmedia'ely to
' case of the reveren

'

n, spoken of

make provision against the consequence? in the same place, 1 wheat on

of the impatience of his rival, who, I .'.ed land thai Lt.u j^re. .ously been in

aware, will push him bard, and off i .
:*>. He says, '-so far as he could dis-

go a^ fast as they can scamper, the sue- , cover at hanesi time, every plant of the

cessful driver talking of the glorious a- !
volunteer wheat had turned to cheat"

chieremaU for a week." Mr. Cobbeit is
;
Now, I would ask, how could he^ at har-

good humored enough to confess that he , veal lime, tell whether the cross of cheat

got into this kind of folly hiniself, and
|

was actually produced from the volunteer

used to drive his own team at the rate of wheal or not ? All " this is not sufficient

something more than ten miles an hour. 1 evidence to bang a man." The sorereigii

[
remedy of the Montgomery Farrrer is

right, as far as it goes, viz : simply to sovr

none but paftcdy dean seed wheat. Now,
if there should be r>one in the ground on

which that kind of wheal is sown, I ven-

For the Southern Planter.

WHEAT AND CHEAT, AGADf.

Mr. Editor^—A great deal has been lure the assertion thai not one grain of

written about wheat turning to cheat.
|
cheai will be produced. "Che^t is nol so

I look upon it as rather a misfortune that . delicate a plant as not to thrive with

such an opinion should be entertained by wheal unless the wheat is grazed or

any person. Wherever such is the case, trod." No, it is not so delicate as the

there will be but litile effort to extirpate wheat plant, and hence when wheal

the hate<l plant. If wheat turns to cl.
'

- are grazed or trodden, the wheal is

any effort of man, I suppose, cannoi
;.

:td, and the cheat being more hardy,

Vent it, and hence any effort to gel eniirfcjy , ijjore tenacious of life, flourishes in its

rid of it would be useless.
j

siead. I hope farmers will give up the

I would, myself, jusi as soon expect a : erroneous opinions, which n^ry of them

horse to turn to a mule, or a sheep to a
j

entertain, and make a strong effort to root

goat. If It does turn, I suppose the rule out this evd of our wheal crops. Millers

in nature ought to work both ways—so can effect a great deal in this rratter.

argue*! a man in this county, remarkable Let them make such a difference in the

for his extravagance in talking, who price of clean wheat and that containing

sowed, as he said, a bushel of cheat an 1 cheat, as to cause some exertion to be

made some bushels of pure wheat. The made to eradicate it ; arid not miny years

account thai "B" of Charlotte gives in the hence will the farmers and millers ihem-

last Planter, of a farmer in Campbell selves be benefited by such a course. It is

having raised a btavUiful crop of cheat the custom cf some farmers to have

where the wheat had been injured by the cockle, cheat, &c
,
pulled up and thrown

raising of a barn, is accounted for by the , on the ground where it grew, as if they

argument of the writer in the Ohio Cul-
j
cared to have no crop clean but that one.

tivator, in the Planter of Izist May: 'if, in harvest time, some of the "little

" When the wheal is killed, the cheat
|

gang," edmost always found on most of
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our farms were to accompany the pickers-

up and receive from ihem all kmds of

cheat, to be bound up to itself and stacked
with the wheat until hauling time, when
it can all be piled up together and burnt.

Farmers would complain less of their

wheal turning- to cheat, and millers would
be under no necessity of makinir a de-

duction in price, in consequence of bein*'

compelled to buy thai which is not wheat.
I have been raising wheat for twenty-
five years. All which I ever procured to

sow, with one exception perhaps, con-
tained cheat. But I never sowed it many
years before I would get rid of by making
war against it in every way that would be
of any avail. This turning of wheat into

cheat ii a very good excuse with many a
farmer for having tilihy wheat. I never ex-

change seed wheat with any of my neigh-
bors who entertain that opinion. Were
I to do it, I should always let off clean
for that which is filthy. The sowing
time is past for this year, but I do not

view this communication as being out of

time. :

W. W. H.
!

Chesterfield, JS'ov. 18, 1848.

For the Southern Planter.

"DUMPLING ON THE TOR.\CCO CROP.'

Mr. E'Jitor^—Be so good as to permit

me to profit by your print so far as to

present my profound respects to your cor-
j

respondent John Duinpling, Esq. For
altboiinh he is of an humble family, judff-

1

ing by his name, it requires but half an I

eye to see he is a real singed cat. 1 like

'

such specimens of human nature—men '

of derision of character—who taking
'

truth ami good sense for their motto, are
!

bold enough to assail the most hoary
|

errors, and thcreb}' give proof of their I

claims to moral courage—a trait of higher I

stamp I ban personal bravery. '

Mr l)umpling's views upon the subject
{

of lobar -0 are so conjr^'nial to my own,
that I cannot resist the roncliision, consi-

i

dering 'he likeness in our family nnnies,

ihat there must be a relaiionship between
lis— at any rate, we arc descended from

the same patriarchal head, and occord-

I

ingly shall indulge my peculiar pride of
"kith and kin," to claim, upon the foref'o-

' ing allegations, John Dumpling, Esq., as
my cousin John, whether he aCknow-

,
letljres me as such or not.

I Now, Cousin John, you are the first

i
man here South, who' has been bold

' enough to lead, what may seem to some,
a forlorn hope, in a war against tobacco.
But I am satisfied you have right and
reason on your side, and I am willing to

enlist under your banner—and although
I have nothing to offer but zeal and faith-

fulness in the cause, and a clear convic-
tion, that God is, and our country ouo-hl
to be, on our side, 1 hold myself m readi-
nes.^ to aid and abel you in this righteous
warfare.

Believers think, that the signs of the
tiiiics indicate the approach of the period
when swords shall be beaten into plough-
shares and spears into pruning hooks
and that the bloody wars of former years
are to give place to wars of another kind:
wars of opinion. These wars of opinion
require in their leaders as high a deforce

of moral courage, as the wars of blood
and carnage require in their leaders phy-
sical couriige. 'i'hen why may you not
magnify your oflice ? and boldly declare
that you are about to enter upon a great
and noble enterprise—an enterprise that a
king (when kings were much more ex-
alted beings than they now are) thought
worthy of his high mightiness, and hav-
ing failed, has Itft more glory to all who
may aid in vanquishing the deadly ene-
ny to the prosperity of our beloved An-
cient Dominion. I would not presume to

lay down a plan of operations, as that
would be unbecoming the station T have
chosen as an humble auxiliary; but I

will ihrow out a single hint for your con-
sideration, my dear Cousin John, to be
taken for what you may deem it worth
and ihis is, that measures be taken "to
keep the subject before the public mind."
To accomplish which, command the ser-
vices of

Your friend and kinsman,

Dickie Dodger.
Fluvanna, JS'ov., 1848.
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For ihe Southern Planter.

APPLICATION OF GUANO.

Mr. Ediior,—Several of my neighbors

and myself intend to use largely of guano

for the next crop. Our crops consist

chiefly of corn, melons and sweet pota-

toes. It is our practice to use all our

strong manure in the hill, and we desire

that you, or some of your experienced

correspondent.*! rnay communicate through

the Southern Planter, the best meiho<i of

applying guano to the above crops. Also

how iTiuch and in what way it should be

applied to the hill, to succeed well. Is it

•well adapted to vines, such as waterme-

lons, cantelopes, cucumbers, &.c.; and

does it forward the maturity of these

crops? Is guano adapted to the making

of compost, and would ii be well to use

it with our woods' dirt and stable manure

as such— if so in what proportion? In

fact we have every thing to learn as to

the use of this important manure ; an<J

we look to your valuable publication for

instruction and information, which will

be thankfully received.

Yours, very respectfully,

W.M. Gri-mes.

Norfolk county, Va.

Mr. Willoaghby Newton has already favor-

ed us wiih one valuable conununicaliun on

the foregoing subject, which has been macb

read and widely circulated. Will he not give

us another, meeting the wants of our corres-

pondent ? We are loth to touch what he can

do so much better than we can.

IRON FENCING.

In all thickly settled countries, it has long

become a fixed fact, that if wood be used ior

fencing as well as for the purposes of ordinar)-

building, its consumption will be greater than

its growth, and the land will speedily be made

bare of trees. In the state of New York for

instance, nearly one hundred cords of wood

are annually decomposed and rendered value-

less by the decay of fencing timber in the

form of posts, rails, and boards. The cheapest

and the best substitute for wood in fencing has

therefore long been a problem among agricul-

lurists; aiid it appears as a matter o( certain-

ty, that iron, in some form or other, will even-

tually supersede it almost entirely. Indeed,

the mineral beems fast taking its place in

ever)- thing. We have iron carriages, iron

bedsteads, iron houses and iron ships; and

the position of any nation in the scale of in-

telligence and of civilization is to be mea-

sured by the quantity of iron consumed by it,

and the various uses to which it is applied.

Its application to fencing js now the most pro-

minent point in its advance.

We have already introduced to our readers

the wire fence. A f«-nce of iron posts and

wooden panels, invented by a Mr. Coon of

New York, is now attracting much attention.

The post itself does not contain more than

seven or eight pounds of iron, and is inserted

in a stone of any shape, having a two-inch

hole drilled into it for four or five inches deep.

This stone is buried in the ground even with

its surface, by which the action of the frost

upon the fence is prevented. For it is a known

fact that a stone or stick of timber placed in

a wet soil, even with the surface, does not

raise any higher or sink any lower from free*

ing and thawing. For as the ground rises

with the frost the stone rises with it, and when

it falls is left precisely in the same pot-itioa

as before. The wooden panels are made of

rails or bars twelve feet in length. No pins

or bolts are necessary. The peculiar construc-

tion of the post secures the rails firmly in their

place.

This fence may be used as a hurdle or port-

able fence, by inserting the iron posts in blocks

of \vood two and a half feet long, and laid

upon the ground transversely with the fence.

The panels are put together by placing a post

where the fence is to commence, and hanging

the panel on to it. The neit post is then

placed, and the other end of the panel hung

on, and so on. A man and a boy, we are told,

\
can erect half a mile of this fence in a day.

. It forms a permanent barrier against ordinary

}

domestic animals, may be takeo up in pieces

and conveyed to shelter in winter, if necessa-

; r}-, and its first cost is less than any oUier

I

hurdle fence known. Of its durability there

I

can be no question.
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These cast iron posts may also be used in

the consi ruction of wire fence. This kind o(

lience is cheap and durable. It is constructed

by placing the posts firmly in the ground,

and stretching the wire from post to post, se-

cured in holes cast in the post for the purpose.

The posts are inserted in stone or wood as

before mentioned.

Iron rods thirteen feet long and three-quar-

ters of an inch in diameter, may be used, in-

stead of wooden panels or iron wire. They
are bent at the end in the form of hooks and

hitched on to proper contrivances cast in the

post.

The name of the inventor and manufactu-

rer of these things is M. P. Coon, whose ad-

dress is Lansinburgh, N. Y.

TOMATO CATSUP.

Take a bushel of ripe tomatoes gather-

ed when dry, and boil ihem three or four

hours over a slow fire. Tiien add half a

teacupful of salt, and of ground cloves

and pepper each six ounces, and three

quarts of vinegar. Then strain the whole

tftroufrh a fine sieve. Then boil one hour

—cool and bottle. It must be boiled in a

tinned vessel. No other will do. Re-
member that.

SPEED OF HOUNDS.

Youatt states that a fox-hound run the

Beacon course, four mdes, one furlong,

and one hundred and thirty two yards, in

eight minutes. Sixty horses started with

the hounds, but only twelve to run with

them. Flying Childers had run the same
course in seven minutes and thirty se-

conds.

TO PRESERVE CLOTHES.

As clothes, when laid up for a time,

acquire an unpleasant odor, which re-

quires considerable exposure to the at-

mospheric air to remove, it can be pre-

vented by laying lump.=; of recently rr.ade

charcoal between the folds of garments
;

and even when the odor is already fixed,

ihe charcoal will absorb it.

FRITTERS, aUICKLY MADE
One egg, two spoonfuls of flour, a liitle

sified sugar and gmger, milk suflicient lo

make a smooth baiier; cut a middlmg-
sized apple into ihickish slices, and put
into the batter, and wiih a spoon put them
into tlie frying-pan, with just the baiter
which is taken up in the spoon

; have a
sieve with the bottom up, and, as fried,

lay the fritters upon ii to drain. The
above quantity is sufficient for a small
dish.
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NEW AND VALUABLE
AGRICULTURAL, MACHINERY,

PLOUGHS, &c.

The following valua-

ble Agricultural Ma-
chinery, Plcughs, &c.

j

are particularly re-

1

commended to plant- •

ersas possessing eve-

1

ry quality to render

,

success to tlie purchaser. The materials used

and tlie mode of construction are not surpass-

ed. Implements purchased of us will be war-

ranted, both as regards performance, quality
,

of material and workmanship, viz

:

Sweet's Horse-Powers, SI 00 a 51 25

Thrashing Machines, 5^0, £50 a -eo.

Straw Separaters for ditto, Sl5 a 5-20.

Corn and Cob Crushers, S30.

Hand-Power Corn Shellers, S15, Sl8 a S30.

Horse-Power do. $oO, S40, $55 a £80.

Wheat and Com Fanning Mills, $25, $30

a £35
Domestic Corn Mills, SI 25 a Sl50.

Cylindrical Straw Cutters, £25, £30, £37 a S45. ,

Do. do. do with Cornstalk La-

ceraters attached, £3G, £45 a £55. '

Wheat and Corn Drilling Machines, £-20 a £50.

Maryland Self-Sharpening Ploughs, £5 a £15 :

ALSO,

30 patterns various kinds of Ploughs, Har-

rows, Cultivators, Grain Cradles, Scythes,

Farming and Garden Tools. We deal also

extensively in Garden Seeds. Trees, Plants,

&c. R. SINCLAIR, Jr. &:• CO.,

Nov. 1 8 iS— (3m. Bailiniore, Md.

f:^ All the above to be had at their Depot;

opposite the American Hotel, Richmond, Va-

SIXTON'S NURSERY, ^^
NEAR RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.^

AS the season for planting has arrived, the

subscriber would respectfully call the at-

tention of his friends and the public generally

to his large and extensive collection of Frcit

Trees, embracing perhaps a selection that has

not been surpassed for the climate of Virginia,

and nearlv all propagated from Iruit-bearing

trees in his own orchard. He would hero take

occasion to sav, that at the Agricultural Fair

in the fall of l'S46, in Richa:ond, the commit-

tee on orchards unhesitatingly awarded him

the premium on both Apple and Peach Or-

chards, and also for the best exhibition of

Fruits on the day of the Fair.

Catalogues, with directions for planting,

may be had at Wm. Palmer's. Seed and Plough

Sto're, at Pevton Johnston's Apothecary Store,

and at the oiiice of the Southern Planter, where

any orders left will be punctually attended to;

and letters post-paid, addressed to the subscri-

ber near Richmond, vill receive prompt at-

tention, [nov.] JOSEPH SINTON.

AGRICULTURAL BOOKS, <S;c.

JW. RANDOLPH & CO., Booksellers,

• Binders, Stationers, Music, Musical In-

strument Dealers, 121 Main Street. Richmond,
offer for sale all the following WORKS ON
FARMING, &c, A discount will be made
when several are bought.

John-son's Farmer's Encyclopcedia, £3 50
Southern Planter, 4 vols, bound, 4 00
Western Farmer and Gardener, 1 25

Thayer's Agriculture, 2 00
Skinner's Farmer's Library, complete, in six

volumes, 10 00
Forsyth on Fruii Trees, 50c

Taylor's Arator, 25c
Memoir Philadelphia Ag. Society, 3 vols, 1 50

Downing's Landscape Gardening, 3 50

Downing's Cottage Architecture, 2 00
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of Ame-

rica, 1 50
Downing's Lad^-'s Flower Gardener, 1 25

Liebig s Agricultural Chemistry, 75c and 1 00

McMahon's American Gardener, 2 50
Bridgman's Young Gardener's Assistant, 2 00

Johnson on Pise Building, Roads, and Culture

of the Vine, 75c

Rural Economy of Norfolk, Eng, 2 vols, 1 50
London's Encyclopaedia of Gardening, 8 00;
London price 12 50

Topham's Chemistry made Easy, I8c

Dailington's Agriculiural Botany, 87c
Vegetable Physiology, 50c

Johnson's Dictionary of Gardening, 2 00
Horticultural and Natural Phenomena, 37c *
Ellsworth on Agriculture, Fattening Pork,

&c., 25c
Liebig's Animal Chemistni% 25c
Hvatt on Lime and Marl, I2c

Agriculmral Physiology and Botany, 37c

Memoirs of Virginia Agricultural Society, 75c

Johnson's Agricultural Chemistry, 2 00
Farmers Dictionary by Dr. Gardner, 1 75

RuSin's Agricuii'l Survey of S. Carolina, 25c
Complete Gardener and Florist, 25c each
Buefs Farmer's Companion, 75c

Cobbett's Cottage Economy, 50c

Bridgman's Florist's Guide, 50c
Hoare on the Grape Vine, C2c

Fessenden's AmeiicanGardener. 75c

Fessenden's Complete Farmer, 75c

Buckminster's Practical Farmer, G2c
Buist on the Rose, 75c

Morfii on Manures, 3lc
Smith's Productive Farming, 50e
Buisi's Flower Garden Directory, 1 25
Saver's Fruit Garden Companion, 50c ; and
Flower Garden do. 50c

Marshall on Gardening, 2 vols, 50c
Hewitt's Book of the Seasons, 75c-

Pedder's Farmer's Land Measurer, 50c
Gaylord & Tucker's American Husbandry, 2

vols, 75c
Buel's Farmers Instmctor, 2 vols, 75c
Armstrong and Buel on Agriculmre. 50c
Chapial and Davies' Agriculiural Chemistry.

I nov—2i
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